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NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION, NAMES, 

DATES, AND WORDS 

The transliteration of personal and place names t()llmvs a modi

fied wrsion of the Library of Congress system. Tlm is espcciallv 

true tor Bulgarian words: "Velbazhd" instead of "Velbuzhd" and 

''Carevec" instead of "Tsarevets." As a consequence, and t()r the 

sake of uniformity, I haw altered the standard transliteration tor 

Ukrainian names, e.g .. "Lenkyvcy" inste,ld of "Lcnkinsi." In gen

eral, the geographical terminology closely f(J!lmvs the language 

in usc in any g1ven area. Commonly ,lccepted equivalents arc 

excepted fi·om this rule. For example. "C:enad," "Durri..'s.'' and 

"Zadar" are Lwored m·er "Csan:1d," "Durazzo," and "Zara," but 

"Belgrade," "Bucharest," and "Corinth" arc preferred to "Beograd,'' 

"Bucure~ti." and "Korinthos." It IS particularly ditticult to be con

sistent about Greek torms, especiallY t()J' names of emperors. In such 

cases, I have tollo\vcd the established convention ,md used Constan

tine Porphvrogenitus and Andronicus, instc~1d of Komt.mtinc Por

phyrogennetos and Andronikos. ThL· same I'> true for '>c\·cral Slavic 

names. I ha\'t: preferred Cyril to Kiril.Jolm to Ivan, and Peter to Pcrar 

or Petdr. On the other hand, I strove to n:spect dittering spellings, 

when anglicized versions ha\·e been long ,lCceptL'd as such. Thus the 

tirst Bulgarian emperor is Symeon. but his ILmles,lke, the tirst saint 

of Serbia. 1s Simeon. 
Since all dates are ti·om the mediC\-,11 period, ... "d)" is not used 

unless neccssarv in the context. Where nnprecise. yc~n·s arc g1\·cn in 

the torm "()3) I 6'' to indicate one vcar or the other. but as "1 20 3 or 

120S, .. \vhen the optiom are scpaLHed by ,l longLT sp,m. 



XI 

Certain terms .1re 'ometimes used in a technical sense. which is 
specific to the space .md period comidered in this book. not in their 
,,·idelY accepted meaning. Such is the c.1sc of the word "duke"" to 

rdtT to a military conmunder or warlord. For example. the Cro
,ltian dukes of Bribir \Yere local governors of that fortress .md of the 

surrounding hinterLmd, but most importantly. local \Varlords. They 
should not be ,·iewed as a part of a feucbl h1erarchy in the same 
sense as. t()f example. the I )ukc of Burgundy might be \·ie\Yed. In 

much the qme \\·ay. a Byzantine duke \vas .1 commander of troops, 
not a title reft'rrmg to a position in the social and political hierarchv. 
The duke of Valon.1. t(Jr example. \Yas a military governor appomted 
by the emperor. "Qag~m"" is the highest "imperial"" title in medieval 
nomadic societies. while "khan"" (qan) 1s a lesser title. I use "theme"" 
in the sense of a (Byzantine) province, although the first attesta
tion of the word in Bvzantine sources seems to point to army units. 
"Roman"" and "Byzantine"" arc used for distinct periods of time in 

the history of the Eastern RonLm Empire, \vhich has been arbitrarily 
divided by modern historians into an earlier and a later period, respec
tively. separated !rom each other by the reign of Emperor Hera eli us 
(<110-o.p). 

\' 
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581-4 

582 

583 

CHRONOLOGY 

Bulgar raid in the Balkans 

Bulgar raid in Thrace and Illyricum 

Emperor Justinian issued Novel 1 1 establishing the 
archbishopric of I ustiniana Prima; Gepid-H unnic 
alliance for raids into the Balkan provinces of the Empire 

Creation of the qrwest11ra exercit11s combining Balkan 
provinces with rich provinces in the Aegean and the 
eastern Mediterranean region 

Bulgar raid devastated the northern and northeastern 
regions of the Balkans 

First Sclavene raid of the northern Balkans 

Gepids defeated by the Lombard and Byzantine troops 

Gepids defeated by the Lombards 

Cutrigur invasion of the Balkans that reached the Long 
Walls near Constantinople; Avar envoys arrived in 
Constantinople 

Annihilation of the Gepid kingdom; the beginnmg of 
the Avar conquest of the Carpathian Basm 

Avars raided the Sclavene settlements in Walachia 

Four-year Sclavene invasion of the Balkans 

Avars conquered Sirmium 

Migration of three groups of steppe people (Tarniakh, 
Kotzager, and Zabender) into the Avar qaganate 



Chronology X111 

586 Sclavenes and other barbarians besieged Thessalonica; 
Roman troops defeated the Avars near Adrianople 

592 Avars conquered a number of cities on the Black Sea 
coast and defeated the Roman troops in the hinterland 
of Constantinople 

595 Roman troops crossed the Danube against the Avars 

596 Roman troops under Priscus defeated an Avar army in 
the southern region of the qaganate and killed the 
qagan's four sons 

599-600 Byzantine troops devastated the southern regions of the 
Avar qaganate 

6or Avar general Apsich attacked the Roman troops in the 
Iron Gates sector of the Danube frontier 

602 Avar general Apsich attacked the Antes in the Lower 
Danube region; revolt of the Roman troops on the 
Danube frontier that led to the demise of Maurice and 
the rise to power of Phocas 

6!0 

6r5/6 

617/8 

623 

623/4 

626 

630 

631/2 

c. 66o 

68o 

Sclavene raid into Istria 

Sclavenes besieged Thessalonica 

Avars besieged Thessalonica 

Avars ambushed Emperor Heraclius near the Long Walls 
of Constantinople 

Sarno led the rebellion of the Wends against the Avars 

Avars besieged Constantinople 

Rise of Great Bulgaria under Kubrat 

Civil war within the Avar qaganate 

Khazars defeated the Bulgars; the collapse of Great 
Bulgaria 

Asparukh led the Bulgar migration to Oglos north of the 
Danube 

Rynchines, Sagudates, and Drugubites besieged 
Thessalonica 

Avar envoys brought gifts to Constantinople; Byzantine 
campaign against the Sklaviniai of southern Macedonia 

Sermesianoi under Kouber moved out of the Avar 
qaganate and into the environs of Thessalonica 



XlV 

68o/r 

68819 

716 

723 

725 

740 

745/6 

752 

755 

759 

Chronology 

Bulgars under Asparukh defeated the Byzantine troops 
sent against them; the creation of the Bulgar polity in the 
Balkans 

Byzantine troops defeated by Bulgars near Philippopolis; 
Justinian II settled the "Scythians" around the gorges of 
the river Struma 

Leontius appointed first military governor of He lias 

Tervel, the ruler of the Bulgars, formed an alliance with 
Emperor Justinian II; Tervel proclaimed Caesar 

Peace treaty between Byzantium and Bulgaria established 
the boundary in Thrace and regulated trade relations 

St. Willibald stopped in Monemvasia en route to the 
Holy Land 

Rebellion of the theme of He lias against Emperor Leo III 

Duke Boruth ruled over Carantania 

Plague from Sicily spread to Monemvasia and the theme 
of Hellas; Duke Boruth died and his son, Cacatius, was 
recognized Prince of the Carantanians 

Chietmar ruled over Carantania 

Emperor Constantine V began fortifYing towns in 
Thrace; Syrians and Armenians settled on the Byzantine 
frontier with Bulgaria 

Constantine V campaigned in Macedonia; Byzantine 
attack on Bulgaria on both land and sea 

Coup d'etat in Bulgaria brought Telec to power 

Byzantine invasion of Bulgaria; battle at Anchialos 

Telec assassinated; Sivin sued for peace, but was 
overthrown; Paganos came in person before the emperor 
to sue for peace 

Byzantine attack on Bulgaria; the Byzantine troops 
burned villages in northern Bulgaria and aristocratic 
courts on the river Ticha 

Emperor Constantine V moved artisans from Hellas to 
Constantinople 

Chietmar died; Carantanian rebellion against the 
Bavarians 



Chronology XV 

772 Bavarian intervention in Carantania brought Waltunc to 
power 

774 Byzantine campaign mounted against Bulgaria; Telerig 
sued for peace, but invaded Macedonia and killed the 
Byzantine agents in Bulgaria; Istria occupied by Frankish 
troops 

799 

c. Roo 

(. 802 

8os 

809 

8Io 

8 I I 

8I6 

HrH 

8I9 

820 

Byzantine troops under Staurakios campaigned 
successfully in Peloponnesus 

Empress Irene toured Thrace as far west as Philippopolis; 
Beroe rebuilt and renamed Irenopolis 

Carantania within the Frankish kingdom 

Akameros, the archon of the Slavs of Velzetia, supported 
Emperor Constantine V's sons against Empress Irene 

Creation of the theme of Macedonia 

Krum came to power in Bulgaria 

Slavs of Peloponnesus attacked Patras 

Krum attacked Serdica 

A Byzantine fleet reestablished the Byzantine control 
over Dalmatia and Venice 

Byzantine campaign against Bulgaria; Emperor 
Nicephorus I killed in a battle in a pass across the Stara 
Planina range of mountains 

Krum was offered peace; the Bulgars conquered 
Mesembria and attacked Constantinople; battle of 
Versinikia 

Krum died; Dukum and Ditzevg ruled Bulgaria; the 
beginning of the persecution of Christians in Bulgaria 

Byzantine attack on Mesembria 

Envoys from the Timociani and from Borna, the "duke 
of Dalmatia and Liburnia", appeared at the court of 
Louis the Pious in Herstal 

Liudewit attacked Borna 

Frankish armies devastated Liudewit's territory 

Liudewit fled from Sisak to the Serbs; Omurtag 
intervened in the civil war between Emperor Michael III 
and Thomas the Slav 



XVI 

822 

86o 

865 

865/6 

Chronology 

Two Bulgar embassies to Emperor Louis the Pious 
demanded the rectification of the Bulgar-Frankish 
frontier 

Birth of Constantine-Cyril; Bulgar expedition against 
the Slavic clients of the Franks in the Lower Drava region 

A Bulgar fleet of boats attacked Frankish estates on the 
Drava River 

Omurtag died; Malamir became ruler of Bulgaria 

Bulgar envoys brought an offer of peace to Emperor 
Louis the Pious; Prince Enravotas killed at the order of 
Malamir because of his Christian beliefs 

Malamir died; Persian became ruler of Bulgaria 

First Magyar raid in the Lower Danube region; Slavic 
rebellion against the Byzantine rule in the environs of 
Thessalonica 

A Venetian fleet destroyed the encampments of the 
pirates on the Neretva 

Constantine-Cyril arrived in Constantinople 

Godescalc of Orbais arrived at the court of Trpimir, the 
duke of the Croats 

First charter mention of Trpimir, the duke of the Croats; 
Persian died and Boris became ruler of Bulgaria 

Constantine-Cyril and Methodius sent as Byzantine 
envoys to the Khazar court in I til; Mutimir of Serbia 
defeated the troops sent by Boris ofBulgaria and 
captured his son Vladimir 

Constantine-Cyril and Methodius' mission to Moravia 

Byzantine troops landed at Mesembria; Boris accepted 
baptism with Emperor Michael III as his sponsor 

Arab pirates besieged Dubrovnik; Bulgar embassies to 
Rome and Louis the German; Bishop Formosus of 
Porto arrived in Bulgaria 

Rebellion of the Bulgar aristocrats against Boris's 
conversion to Christianity 

Formosus returned to Rome; Grimuald, the bishop of 
Bomarzo, arrived in Bulgaria 



869 

88o 

88rl2 

885 

888 

Chronology 

Constantine-Cyril died in Rome; a papal embassy 
crossed Bulgaria on its way to Constantinople 

XVll 

Creation of the theme of Dalmatia; the first archbishop 
ofBulgaria appointed by the patriarch of Constantinople; 
the expulsion of Grimuald from Bulgaria 

Construction of the Church of St. John the Baptist in 
Athens completed 

Domagoj mentioned in a letter from Pope John VIII 

Construction of the Church of the Holy Virgin at 
Skripou completed 

Construction of the Great Basilica in Pliska completed 

Domagoj died; Sedesclav became Duke of the Croats 

Construction of the Church of St. Gregory the 
Theologian in Thebes completed 

Branimir became Duke of the Croats 

St. Elias the Younger arrived in Sparta; birth of St. John 
ofRila 

On his way to Constantinople from Moravia, St. 
Methodius met a "king of the Hungarians" 

The expulsion of Methodius' disciples from Moravia 
following his death; Clement, Naum, and Angelarius 
arrived in Bulgaria; Prince Oleg of Kiev attacked the 
Tivercians on the Dniester River 

St. Elias the Younger and his disciple Daniel came to 
Patras; Symeon returned to Bulgaria from 
Constantinople 

Boris abdicated in favor of his son Vladimir 

Muncimir became Duke of the Croats; Vladimir 
launched a new persecution of Christians in an attempt 
to restore paganism 

892 King Arnulf of Carinthia asked Vladimir to stop the sales 
of salt to the Moravians 

893 The council of Pliska declared Vladimir deposed in favor 
of his brother Symeon; Clement of Ohrid appointed 
Bishop ofVelika; Naum became Bishop of 
Ohrid 



XV111 

c. 900 

901 

c. 920 

921 

928 

9301I 

931 

c. 940 

Chronology 

Construction of the church in Uzdolje near Knin 
completed 

Battle of Bulgarophygon; beaten by the Pechenegs, the 
Magyars moved into the Carpathian Basin 

Peace established between Byzantium and Bulgaria 

Khrabr composed On the Letters 

Magyar raid into Carantania; Arab pirates sacked 
Demetrias 

Arab pirates sacked Thessalonica 

Naum, Bishop of Ohrid, died 

Symeon received a crown from Patriarch Nicholas of 
Constantinople 

St. Clement of Ochrid died 

The Pechenegs' attack on Bulgaria failed; Peter, son of 
Gojnik, attacked Symeon together with the Magyars; 
battle of Anchialos 

Tomislav became King of the "province of the Croats 
and of the Dalmatian regions" 

Milings and Ezerites rebelled against the Byzantine rule 
in Peloponnesus; Zacharias returned to Serbia with 
Bulgarian support 

Symeon met Emperor Romanus Lecapenus in 
Constantinople 

First synod of Split 

Papal legates arrived in Croatia to mediate a peace 
between Croats and Bulgarians; the archbishop of 
Bulgaria elevated to the status of patriarch; Symeon died; 
Peter became Emperor of the Bulgars 

Second synod of Split 

Foundation of the Monastery of Rila 

Caslav became ruler of Serbia and began to bring back 
the Serbian refugees from neighboring countries 

Emperor Peter of Bulgaria wrote to Patriarch 
Theophylact of Constantinople asking for advice about 
the outbreak of heresy in Bulgaria 



Chronology XIX 

94 r Testament of St. John of Rila for his monastery 

943 Magyar raid into Thrace 

946 St. John of Rila died 

948 Magyar chieftain Bulcsu baptized in Constantinople with 
Emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus as sponsor 

952 Duchy of I stria incorporated into Bavaria 

953 First mention of the march of Carniola 

9 58 Athanasios, the founder of the Great Lavra, arrived on 
Mount Athos 

969 

(. 970 

971 

972 

973 

Bulgarian envoys arrived at Constantinople to collect the 
annual tribute; Emperor Nicephorus II attacked Bulgaria 

Rus' troops of Prince Sviatoslav of Kiev blockaded 
Dristra and took Pereiaslavec 

Peter died; Boris II became Emperor of the Bulgars 

St. Nikon the Metanoiete arrived in Sparta; the decree 
of Emperor John Tzimiskes for the monastic 
communities on Mount Athos (Tragos) 

Byzantine campaign against Prince Sviatoslav and his 
Rus' troops in Bulgaria 

Emperor Otto I granted Isola to the Venetian doge Peter 
Candiano IV 

Emperor Otto II donated land near Kranj to the 
archbishop of Freising 

Emperor Otto II separated Carinthia from Bavaria, with 
!stria as a march under Carinthian rule; Queen Helena 
of Croatia died; the revolt of the Kometopouloi in 
Macedonia; Samuel sacked Larisa and removed the relics 
of St. Achilleus 

First mention of a count of Ptuj 

Samuel took Larisa 

Patriarch of Bulgaria moved to Ohrid 

Samuel proclaimed Emperor of the Bulgarians; 
Bulgarians attacked Ulcinj and devastated the entire 
Dalmatian coast from Duklja to Zadar; Samuel 
transferred the relics of St. Tryphon from Kotor to Ohrid 



XX 

IOOI 

I002 

I003 

I004 

I009 

IOI4 

IOI5 

IOI7 

IOI8 

C. I020 

I023 

I027 

I028 

I030 

I0}2 

I034 

I036 

I037 

I039 

Chronology 

Emperor Basil II conquered Serdica and reoccupied 
Preslav, Pliska, and Pereiaslavec 

Byzantine troops took Vidin; Samuel attacked 
Adrianople 

Samuel defeated near Skopje 

Bled granted to the bishop ofBrixen by Emperor 
Henry II 

Foundation of the bishopric of Alba lulia 

Battle ofKleidion; Samuel died; Gabriel Radoslav 
proclaimed emperor as Romanus Symeon 

Romanus Symeon murdered by John Vladislav 

Byzantine embassy to the Pechenegs north of the 
Danube River 

John Vladislav died; the beginning of the Byzantine 
occupation ofBulgaria 

Deacon Maio completed the Beneventan manuscript of 
the Zagreb Psalter; mosaic decoration of the Church of 
St. Luke at Steiris completed 

Foundation of the Abbey of St. Benedict on the island of 
Lokrum 

Constantine Diogenes defeated the Pechenegs 

Frescoes of the Church of Panagia ton Chalkeon in 
Thessalonica completed 

St. Gerald became bishop of Cenad 

Pecheneg raid into the Balkans 

Piraeus sacked by Harald Hardrada 

Dobronas, the governor of Zadar and Split, traveled to 
Constantinople; Pecheneg raid into the Balkans that 
destroyed Dinogetia 

First Greek-speaking archbishop appointed in Ohrid 

Ljutovid mentioned as ruler of Zahumlje 

Revolt of Peter Delian in Belgrade; Bulgarians occupied 
Demetrias 

r 043 Stefan Vojislav, ruler of Duklja, died; revolt of George 
Maniakes in Dyrrachion 



1044 

1045 

1046 

1048 

c. 1050 

1053 

1059 

1060 

ro66 

1068 

1070 

Chronology XXl 

Foundation of the Abbey of St. Peter in Osor 

Kegen crossed the Danube with his Pechenegs 

Tyrach's Pechenegs invaded the Balkans 

Confraternity of the icon of the Holy Virgin in Thebes 

Construction of the St. Sophia Cathedral in Ohrid 
completed 

Michael proclaimed King of Duklja; Byzantine peace 
with the Pechenegs of the northern Balkans 

Hungarian and Pecheneg marauders defeated near 
Serdica 

Provincial council in Split 

Foundation of the Abbey of St. John the Baptist in 
Trogir; Oghuz invasion of the Balkans 

Peter Kresimir IV proclaimed "King of Croatia and 
Dalmatia"; rebellion of the Vlachs in Larisa 

Pecheneg raid into Transylvania; battle of Chiralq 

Foundation of the Abbey of St. Peter In the Village near 
Split 

Arab pirates sacked Demetrias 

Hungarians attacked and occupied Belgrade and sacked 
Nis 

Rebellion ofTatous, Sesthlav, and Satzas in 
Paradounavon 

1073 Rebellion of George Vojteh in Skopje 

1074 Amico of Giovinazzo invaded Dalmatia; coronation of 
King Zvonimir of Croatia 

1075 Council of Split banned the use of Slavic in the liturgy 

1076 Carniola and I stria granted to the patriarch of Aquileia 
by Emperor Henry IV 

1077 Michael ofDuklja obtained the banner of St. Peter from 
Rome in recognition for his royal title; Pecheneg raid 
into Thrace 

1078 Revolt ofNicephorus Basilakes in Dyrrachion; revolt of 
the Paulicians in Philippopolis; first Cuman raid into the 
Balkans 



XXll 

ro8o 

108! 

I082 

I083 

ro88 

I089 

I097 

I IOO 

II05 

II08 

I I I I 

III4 

III5 

rri6 

Chronology 

Foundation of the Monastery of the Mother of God of 
Mercy in Veljusa 

Robert Guiscard attacked Dyrrachion; Byzantine troops 
under Emperor Alexios I Comnenus defeated at 
Dyrrachion by the Normans 

Bohemond of Taranto occupied Pelagonia, Trikkala, and 
Kastoria and laid siege to Larisa; foundation of the 
Monastery of the Mother of God Petritzonitissa in 
Bachkovo 

Byzantine troops recovered Kastoria; Paulician revolt in 
Philippopolis 

Pecheneg-Cuman raid into the Balkans; Alexios I 
Comnenus attacked Dristra 

Battle of Markellai 

Anti-pope Clement III raised the bishop of Bar to the 
status of Archbishop of Dioclea 

Cuman raid into Transylvania; battle at Levunion 

Dukljan raid into Byzantine territories; Cuman raid into 
Thrace 

Passage through the Balkans of the pilgrims led by 
Walter the Penniless and Peter the Hermit 

Peter, the last Croatian ruler, defeated in the Kapela 
Mountains; passage through the Balkans of the crusading 
army led by Godfrey of Bouillon 

Passage through Croatia of the crusaders led by 
Raymond de St. Gilles 

Crusaders from Lombardy plundered the environs of 
Philippopolis 

Hungarian invasion of Dalmatia 

Treaty of Devol 

Mercuri us first mentioned as "Prince of Transylvania" 

Cumans attacked Vidin; the Byzantine troops crossed the 
Danube to fight the Cumans in their own territory 

Venetian authority over the islands of the K varner Bay 
restored 

Venetian control established over Zadar 
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Chronoloxy XX111 

Cuman invasion ofThrace; Emperor John II Comnenus 
attacked the Serbs 

Korcula Codex completed 

Foundation of the Cistercian Abbey of Sticna 

First Hungarian expedition into Bosnia 

Crusaders under Emperor Conrad III camped outside 
Philippopolis; the passage through the Balkans of the 
crusading army led by King Louis VII of France; 
Normans sacked Corinth and Thebes 

Cuman invasion ofThrace; Emperor Manuel I 
Comnenus attacked the Cumans north of the Danube 

Emperor Manuel I Comnenus attacked Uros II of Serbia 

Battle on the Tara River; Byzantine troops devastated 
Frangochorion 

Andronicus Comnenus appointed duke of Nis and 
Branicevo 

Manuel I restored to power Uros II; the bishopric of 
Zadar elevated to the status of archbishopric 

Ivan Rostislavich of Galicia crossed Moldavia together 
with his Cuman allies; first mention of a Venetian count 
ofZadar 

Foundation of the Carthusian Abbey of Zice 

Stephen IV ruler of the southern region of Hungary 

Andronicus Comnenus captured by the Vlachs in 
Moldavia; Stephen IV established support in Sirmium 

Rabbi Benjamin ofTudela visited Thebes and 
Thessalonica; Stephen III of Hungary reestablished 
Hungarian control over Sirmium and Semlin, both 
retaken shortly thereafter by the Byzantines; Hungarian 
control reestablished over Zadar; Desa, the Serbian 
zhupan, tried in front of the emperor; Tihomir, Sracimir, 
Miroslav, and Nemanja appointed co-rulers ofSerbia 

I I66 Byzantine attack on Transylvania; Nemanja attacked 
Kotor and Tihomir's domain in Serbia; construction of 
the cathedral Church of St. Tryphon in Kotor completed 

r 167 Treaty between Nicholas Kacic, duke of Omis, and 
Kotor 
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II 68 Foundation of the Benedictine Abbey at Saniob 

I I69 Templars granted the Vrana Abbey near Zadar 

I I72 Manuel I attacked Nemanja, who was taken prisoner and 
paraded in Constantinople 

I I75 Raynerius, Bishop of Split, traveled to Constantinople; 
frescoes in the Church of St. Chrysogonus in Zadar 
completed 

I I 76 First mention of the voevode ofT ransylvania 

I I So King Bela III of Hungary occupied Sirmium and 
Frangochorion; Hungarian troops sacked Serdica and 
removed the relics of St. John of Rila 

I I 8 I Nemanja attacked Kotor and imposed his rule on the 
Dalmatian coast 

I I 82 First mention of a Hungarian count of Dalmatia 

II 8 5 Normans sacked Thessalonica; revolt of the Vlach 
brothers Peter and Asen 

I I 87 Byzantine army defeated near Beroe by the Cumans 

I I 89 Passage of the crusaders under Emperor Frederick I 
Barbarossa through the Balkans; Nemanja and Peter 
established contacts with Emperor Frederick promising 
military assistance 

I I90 Emperor Isaac II Angelos attacked Nemanja 

II9I First mention ofthe "Church of the Saxons" in 
Transylvania 

I I 92 Conflict between Peter and As en 

I I95 Asen took Serdica and transferred the relics of St. John of 
Rila to Tarnovo 

I I96 Nemanja abdicated in favor of his son Stefan; Asen and 
Peter died 

I I97 Ioannitsa (Kaloyan) became ruler of the Vlach and 
Bulgarian rebels in the northern Balkans 

I I98 Nemanja took the monastic vows and moved to Mount 
Athos 

r 199 Vlachs and Cumans raided Thrace; Nemanja-Simeon 
died 



Chronology 

I200 Byzantine campaign against Ivanko 

I202 Crusaders took Zara (Zadar); conflict between 
Nemanja's sons Vukan and Stefan 

XXV 

I 20 3 Stefan restored to power in Raska with the assistance of 
Ioannitsa's troops 

I204 Crusaders took Constantinople; Renier de Trith 
received Philippopolis as fief; Boniface of Montferrat 
began the conquest of Greece; Ioannitsa crowned king in 
Tarnovo by the papal legate 

I205 William de Champlitte and Geoffrey ofVillehardouin 
began the conquest of Peloponnesus; battle at 
Koundoura; William de Champlitte proclaimed Prince 
of Achaia; battle of Adrianople; Emperor Baldwin of 
Constantinople died in Bulgarian captivity 

I207 Boniface of Montferrat killed by Cuman marauders; 
Ioannitsa murdered by his men under the walls of 
Thessalonica 

I 208 Foundation of the Carthusian Abbey at Jurkloster; 
Geoffrey of Villehardouin proclaimed Prince of Achaia; 
Bulgarian troops under Boril defeated by Emperor 
Henry of Constantinople 

I209 Parliament in Ravennika confirmed the Latin lordships 
in Morea; Demetrius crowned King of Thessalonica 

I 2 I 2 Church synod in Tarnovo for the condemnation of the 
Bogomil heresy; a rebellion in Vidin against Baril caused 
the intervention of Hungarian troops from Transylvania; 
Teutonic Knights brought to Transylvania 

I 2 I 3 Michael Dukas of Epirus took Dyrrachion 

I2f4 Michael Dukas died; Theodore Dukas became ruler of 
Epirus 

I 2 r 7 Templars granted the castle of Sibenik; Theodore Dukas 
of Epirus defeated and killed Peter of Courtenay; Stefan 
crowned frrst king of Serbia by the papal legate 

I 2 18 John As en returned to Bulgaria and overthrew Baril 

r 2 I 9 Foundation of the autonomous archbishopric of Serbia 

I22I Church synod in ZiC:a summoned by Archbishop Sava 
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1224 

1225 

1227 

1228 

1230 

1231 

1232 

1234 

1236 

1237 

1238 

T243 

1244 

1247 

1249 

Chronology 

Theodore Dukas took Thessalonica 

Peter of Hum elected Prince of Split; Teutonic Knights 

expelled from Transylvania 

Theodore Dukas crowned emperor; the Cuman 

chieftain Boricius accepted baptism in Transylvania 

Creation of the bishopric of Cumania 

Battle at Klokotnica 

Hungarian troops occupy Nis and Branicevo 

Creation of the Hungarian march of Severin 

Construction of the monastery church at Mildeva 
completed; foundation of the Cistercian Abbey of 

Kostanjevica 

John Asen and John Vatatzes besieged Constantinople 

Theodore Dukas released from Bulgarian captivity; John 

Asen attacked the Nicaean troops in Tzurullon; a plague 

outbreak in Tarnovo forced John Asen to make peace 

with John Vatatzes; Archbishop Sava of Serbia died 

John Asen allowed the crusaders recruited by Baldwin II 

to pass through the Bulgarian lands on their way to 

Constantinople 

John Asen died; Mongol invasion of Hungary 

Serbia and Bulgaria devastated by the Mongol troops of 

Kadan 

Uros I crowned king of Serbia 

Matthew Ninoslav, ban ofBosnia, was elected Prince of 

Split; privilege of King Andrew II of Hungary in favor of 

the Saxon "guests" ofTransylvania (Andrcanum) 

Nicaean troops occupy Thessalonica; Michael II Dukas 

seized Ohrid 

John Plano Carpini appointed Archbishop of Bar; 

charter of King Bela IV of Hungary in favor of the 

Hospitallers mentioned Vlach polities between the 

Carpathian Mountains and the Danube 

Conquest of Peloponnesus completed after Monemvasia 

was taken 
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INTRODUCTION 

This book is an attempt to explore the fundamental dimensions of 
the medieval history of Southeastern Europe from c. 500 to 1250, 

broadly the period between the last century of Roman power in the 
Balkans and the Mongol invasion of Eastern Europe. The primary 
aim of the book is to provide an overview of the historical devel
opments that characterized a region of Europe about which there is 
generally little knowledge outside a small number of scholars with 
specific, often narrowly defined research interests. In the last few 
decades, the study of medieval societies in Eastern Europe has moved 
in new and significant directions. The successful use of interdisci
plinary approaches, the growth of medieval archaeology, the revived 
interest in the history of the Church, the development of gender 
studies, and the encouragement to engage with comparative history 
have all informed research into the medieval past of Eastern Europe. 
The following chapters will make extensive use of the results of these 
new lines of research, in the process delineating a general conclusion 
that is worth stating plainly from the very beginning: medieval South
eastern Europe was in many ways similar to other parts of Europe, 
to a degree far greater than most scholars have so far been willing to 
admit. The secondary purpose of this book is therefore to relate to 
each other developments in the southeastern region of the European 
continent and to consider their implications for our understanding 
of the Middle Ages. The book is therefore concerned with mov
ing back from the modern constructs and possible misconceptions 
deriving from attempts to draw lines of contrast against which either 
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"Western" or national medieval histories were defined. During the 
first half of the twentieth century, many historians in those countries 
in Eastern Europe that had either emerged or been enlarged at the end 
ofWorld War I reinforced, rather than challenged, such misconcep
tions. A Polish historian, Kazimierz Tymieniecki (I 8 87- I 968), first 
addressed the problem of the medieval history of Eastern Europe at 
the Sixth International Congress of Historical Sciences, held in Oslo 
in I928. By Eastern Europe, Tymieniecki meant the regions east of 
the Elbe, namely Poland, to the exclusion of both Scandinavia and 
the Balkans. Scandinavia was still perceived as part of the "West," but 
the Balkans were not granted the status of a fully European region. 

WHAT IS SOUTHEASTEHN EUROPE? 

While the idea of "Eastern Europe" originated in the intellectual 
milieu of the Enlightenment, Southeastern Europe as a geographical 
expression has a much more recent history. During the first half of the 
nineteenth century, the preferred name for that region of the con
tinent was "European Turkey," which included Greece (even after 
that country gained its independence in I 829), as well as the Roma
nian Principalities, Walachia and Moldavia, technically not part of 
the Ottoman Empire. Several other phrases have subsequently been 
coined, ranging from the "Greek-Slavic world" to the "Balkans," a 
name that proved remarkably resistant, perhaps because of its deroga
tory meaning introduced shortly before and during World War I. 
On the eve of the Congress of Berlin (I 878), a new term appeared, 
"Southeastern Europe," which seems to have been initially used 
mainly by scholars interested in comparative linguistics, and especially 
in common elements to be discovered in such languages as Roma
nian, Bulgarian, Albanian, and Greek. In other words, the use of the 
phrase Southeastern Europe is linked to some of the earliest attempts 
at identifYing what is now known as the Balkan linguistic unity, the 
world's most famous linguistic example of language contact.' The 
phrase was quickly adopted in Austria, especially by statesmen and 

1 A. Drace-Francis. "Zur Geschichte des Siidosteuropakomepts bis 11)14."' in F11rop,1 
1111d die GreiiZCII im KoJ>f; ed. by K. Kaser, D. Gramshammer-Hohl, and R. Pichler 
(Klagent"lm and C:elovec: Wieser, 2003), p. 277. For the Balkan linguistic unity. 
sec now I. Sawicka, The Ba/k,ul Spmdlin111d ill the L(~ht o(l'ho11etic Fc!ltllrcs (Warsa\\·: 
Wydawnictwo Encrgcia. 191)7): J Lindstedt, "Linguistic l3.Ilkaniz.Hion: cont.lct
inclucecl change by mutual reint(Jrcement," in Llllgiii(~<'S i11 Collt<lct, cd. by D. 
Gilbers. J A. Ncrbonnc .. md T de Graaf (Amsterdam .md Atlant.c Rodopi. 2000). 

pp. 2JI-2+1J. 
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diplomats, to refer to the region between the Carpathian Mountains, 
the Dniester River, and the Aegean, Black, and Adriatic Seas, a region 
of vital importance for the expansion of the Austrian-Hungarian 
Empire around I l)OO. Thirty years later, the phrase was similarly used 
to express Nazi political aspirations in that region. 2 

The first course of Southeast European history was offered at the 
University of Vienna in I C) 12 and was taught by a Romanian, Ion 
Nistor (I 876-I902), later to become a renowned historian of the 
Middle Ages. 3 Following that appointment, another Romanian his
torian, Nicolae Iorga (I 871-I ()40), founded in Bucharest an Institute 
of Southeast European Studies ( 1 ()I 4), and later a periodical, Revue 
lzistoriquc du sud-est curopem (I922), dedicated to the study of the 
Balkan region, which hitherto both historians and politicians had 
excluded from Europe. Iorga's goal was to remove the stain of the 
derogatory meaning attached to the phrase "Balkans," while promot
ing a certain foreign policy at a time of growing Romanian influence 
in the region. 4 To lorga, the history of the Southeast European coun
tries revealed a number of similarities strikingly reminiscent of the 
Balkan linguistic unity. 5 

M. Todorova, "Hi,torische Verm:ichtnis"" als Analysekategorie. Dcr Fall 
Si.idosteuropas.'' in btropa 1111d die Crcn.zcll im Kopf: ed. by Karl Kaser, Dagmar 
Gramshammer-Hohl, and Robert Pichler (Klagenfurt and Celovec: Wieser, 2003), 

pp. 227-252. According to Todorova, the Nazi use has completely discredited the 
phrase, to which one should now prefer the "Balkans." an idea tor which see her 
lnwginin.~ rite Ba/ka11.1 (New York: Oxford University Pre5s, 1997). 

3 A. Pippidi. "Pour l'histoire du premier Institut des etudes sud-est europeennes en 
Roum.mie (!)," RESEl:", vol. Io (I97H). p. 141. 

4 To be sure, in I 914 lorga did not shy away from employing the phrase "l3alkans," 
\\·hich he employed, however, in a positive sense, otherwise covered by the suppos
edlv more neutral "Southeastern Europe." SeeN. lorga, His to ire des hats [,,lfcaniqllcs 
cl {',:1'"'1"" modcmc (Bucharest: C. Sfete.1, 1914) and L'or(Rinc des idees d'indepmda11cc 
halca11iqlle (Paris:]. Camber, 1<)27). Moreover, to contemporary Yugoslav schol
ars, Iorga appeared as nne of the most important historians o( the Balkans. See 
M. Budimir and P Skok, "But et signitlcation des etudes balkaniques," Rcl'llt 
i11temariotwle des h11dcs b,J!kalliqttcs, vol. I (I<J34), p. 7. 

' N. lorga. Cinq conf<'rcllces sttr h· S11d-E<t de I'E11rope (Bucharest: P Suru, I<J24) and 
Lc c,mtcrhc COlllllltlll des institutions d11 S11d-Esr de I'L11n'pc (Paris: J. G,1mber, I<J2<J). 
For Iorga's attitude towards Romania's intervention in the Second Balkan War, 
see his Sores d'tut ltistorim rclatit•cs attx ct'CIIl'lltCIIts des Balmns (Bucharest: Charles 
Ci:ibl, ll)I_l). See V. Cindea. "NicoLls lorga, historien de !'Europe du Sud-Est," in 
.·\"icoftlS fo1g,1, /'!J0111111C ct f'tt'lll'rC, a /'ocCI1Si011 du ccnti£~11/C {l1/1JiJ•crsairc de :.:a naissdllCC. cd. 
by D. M. Pippidi (Bucharest: Editions de l'Academie de la !Upublique Socialiste 
de Roumanic. 1 <J7 1 ), pp. 1 57-2~l); l'ippidi. "Pour l'histoire du premier lnstitut, .. 
pp. 147-I :\(<. 
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The study of Southeastern Europe survived both the dramas 
unfolding during World War II in that region and its subsequent polit
ical transformation. Institutes and associations for the study of South
east European history now exist in many capital cities in the region, 
which have one after the other hosted the International Congress of 
Southeast European Studies. In addition, there is a journal entirely 
dedicated to that same topic, the Revue des etudes sud-est curopeetmes 
published by the institute Iorga had founded in Bucharest. Despite 
the fact that few historians writing in English adopted this termi
nology, to which they seem to prefer the more popular "Balkans, "6 

the phrase "Southeastern Europe" is also used in the historiogra
phy of the region in Iorga's sense_7 However, there is no consensus 
as to whether or not the phrase is more than a historiographical 
construct. What seems to be well understood, however, is that the 
"Balkans" do not include Hungary, Romania, Moldova, and the 
southern regions of present-day Ukraine. By excluding Romania 
from the Balkans, Iorga may have reacted to the political divisions 
of the pre-World War I period and to their underlying assumption 
of Ottoman cultural and political traditions. In doing so, his goal 
may have been to hint at a much deeper past, namely the period 
during which the region was supposedly unified under Byzantine, 
not Ottoman, rule. But during the Middle Ages that part ofEurope 
had no sharp boundaries, especially to the north. H As a consequence, 
any serious analysis of the medieval history of the region cannot 
leave out those territories in the Carpathian Basin, as well as north 
of the Danube River and of the Black Sea, which have never been 
incorporated into the Byzantine Empire. In that respect, Iorga was 
right: the Balkans are a region defined by mountains, both etymo
logically and geographically. Geographically, the scope of inquiry in 
this book is limited to the area traditionally viewed as the Balkan 
Peninsula and comprised between the Adriatic and Ionian Seas to 
the west, and the Aegean and Black Seas to the south and to the east. 

6 See J. V A. Fine, Tile Early J1cdicual Ba/ka11s. A Critical SurueyjYom tile Sixth to tile 
Late True/fill Cclltury (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, l'J~.l): and Tile 
Late .\!ediet'a! Balkam. A Critical Surucyfrollt tile Lac True/fill CclltHry to the Ottoma11 
Co11q11est (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Pn:·ss, r<;H7). 

7 SeeP. F. Sugar, Southeastcnt Europe 1111dcr Ottolltclll Rule, 1354-180-j (Seattle: Univer
sity ofWashington Press, 1<;77). 

' For the problematic northern border of Southeastern Europe, sec F. VaUavec, 
Ati.\RCII•ciilltc Auf,citzc (Munich: R. Oldenbourg, TC)o.J), pp. 37-3X. 
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However, the northern limit, the most difficult one to establish, was 
moved beyond the Danube River and the Carpathian Mountains, to 
include Transylvania, as well as, occasionally, the eastern and south
ern regions of the Carpathian Basin now divided between Hungary 
and Serbia. The reasons for this rather arbitrary definition of the 
geography of Southeastern Europe are essentially historical and will 
hopefully become clear in the following chapters. It must be stressed 
that there is nothing unique in this approach to the geography of the 
region, although only archaeologists of the Bronze Age and politi
cal analysts oflate twentieth-century developments customarily treat 
the area in this way. Similarly, to the northeast, the limit is pushed 
into the steppe corridor stretching from the Lower Danube to the 
Dnieper River, to include the forest-steppe belt across the modern 
states ofRomania, Moldova, and Ukraine. Without the steppe lands 
to the northeast, an area from which the Bulgar, Pecheneg, Cuman, 
and Mongol invasions originated, very little could be understood in 
terms of both military and cultural history of medieval Southeastern 
Europe. 

SOURCES FOR THE MEDIEVAL HISTORY OF 

SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE 

Much of what we know about the history of Southeastern Europe 
comes from sources written outside the region and only later by 
authors in that region. This is certainly the case of the Byzan
tine, Rus', or Hungarian chronicles, the Byzantine saint lives, the 
acts of church councils, the letters or the panegyrics written by 
and for Byzantine authors, all of which have been the traditional 
sources employed to write the medieval history of Southeastern 
Europe. By contrast, only recently has the evidence of archaeology, 
numismatics, and art history been incorporated into the traditional 
narrative. 

Writing and literacy were introduced to the region from outside 
as part of the "cultural kit" accompanying the conversion to Chris
tianityY Chanceries began to function in the tenth century in Croatia 

., Sec, tor example, P. Stih. "ZaCetki in razmah listinskega pismenstva na ozemlju 
Slovenije do konca 1 1. stoletja [The beginnings and the spread of writing in the 
Slovene Lmds until the ekwnth century]." 7godol'inski Casopis, vol. 55 (2003). 
pp. 2]\)-2\)0. 
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and Bulgaria and in the eleventh century in Hungary.' 0 However, no 
charter survives from early medieval Bulgaria, although leaden seals 
provide clear evidence of large-scale use of writing for both offi
cial documents and private correspondence. The practice of sealing 

documents was of course adopted from Byzantium, but then quickly 
adapted to the needs of the Bulgarian society. Several seals are known 
from Symeon and Peter, in addition to seals of archbishops and bish
ops of Bulgaria. 11 After the Byzantine conquest of Bulgaria in the 
late tenth century, the volume of written documents in use by the 
Byzantine administration increased considerably, as illustrated by the 
extraordinary find in Preslav of an archive of more than 3 50 seals of 
various military and fiscal officials of Byzantine Bulgaria. 12 Since seals 
bear the names and, sometimes, rank and office of their owners, in 
the absence of any other written sources, they can provide valuable 

information, for example for the reconstruction of the administra
tive and military hierarchy of the Byzantine provinces in seventh
to ninth-century Greece or in late tenth- to eleventh-century Bul
garia. 13 Although not dated, seals have numerous ornamental and epi
graphic attributes that lend themselves to a stylistic analysis, which in 
turn can be used to infer the date of specific specimens on the basis of 
comparison with known seals attached to dated documents. Identical 
seals have been found at great distance from each other, a testimony 
to the relations their owners have established by correspondence with 
various other individuals, but besides imperial seals, very few other 

G. GyorffY. "Die Anf:inge der ungarischen Kanzlei im 11. Jahrhundert." Archi1• 

_{tir Diplolll<ltik, Schriftgeschichtc, Siegel- tllld Wappmkunde 30 (1<)H4). pp. Ho--96; E. 

Higedi, "Ai conflni tra l'uso orale e l'uso scritto. La pratica della cancellaria in 

Ungheria." in Spiritualita c lettere nel/,, mltura it,11im1a e 1111ghcrcsc del '"'-'-'" .\ledioel'o, 

ed. by S. Graccioto and C. Vasoli (Florence: Olschki. I<J<JS), pp. 377-387. There 
are to date no studies of the Croatian. Bulgarian, and Serbian chanceries during 
the early Middle Ages. 

I I I. lordanov. Pcchatite 11<1 prcsial'skite pfadctc!i [The Seals of the Preslav Rulers[ (Sofia: 

Izdatelstvo na Balgarskata Akademiia na Naukite, I<J<J3): and Korp11.< 1/il pcclllltitc 

11<1 srcdiJOi'Ckol'tJa Btl(~ariia [The Corpus of Medieval Seals !rom l3ulgaria[ (Sofia: 
Agat6, 2001). 

I
2 I. Iordanov, Pcciiiltitc ot stratcgiiata 1' Pres/a!' 19?1-1088} [The Seals of the Prcslav Mil

itary Province, <)71-1088[ (Sotla: Universitetsko izdatelstvo ''Sv. Kliment Okhrid

ski." 1'!93): and Corpus o(Byzm1ti11c Smls/ro111 Bu(~,nia. l'tm I (Sofia: Agat<\ 2003). 
IJ F. Curta. "L'administration byzantine chns les l3alkans pend.mt Ia 'grande breche': 

le temoignage des sceaux," Bi:::m1tinistim (> (2004). pp. 1_1_1-1 X<]: A. Madgearu. 
"The militarv organiz.ltion of Paradunavon ... By:::antillosial'ic,l. vol. l)o (ICJ'J<J). 

pp. 421--4+1). 
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seals have been found outside the area of their owner's competence 
or power. ' 4 

Archives existed in several monasteries that often kept copies of 
charters issued on their behalfby rulers. The largest archives are those 
of the monasteries on Mount Athos, which preserve many chryso
bulls (imperial charters with golden seals) granting land properry or 
privileges to the monks. ' 5 While only sevenry-five documents can 
be dated before the early eleventh century, the archives at Mount 
Athos are particularly useful for the later period, especially for the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, when the monks enjoyed the gen
erosiry not only of the emperors in Constantinople, but also of Ser
bian and Bulgarian rulers. Outside the archives of Mount Athos, the 
survival of official documents pertaining to the economic history of 
medieval Southeastern Europe has been only accidental, as in the case 
of the land-tax register known as the Cadaster of Thebes. ' 6 In the 
absence of such documents, typika (monastic rules) or the testaments 
of founders of Byzantine and Bulgarian monasteries often provide 
a wealth of information for social and economic history. ' 7 Several 
Benedictine monasteries in Croatia have extensive cartularies, con
taining copies of charters issued by Croatian and Hungarian rulers. 
A good example is the cartulary of the Abbey of St. Peter In the 

14 For an excellent discussion of seal circulation, sec C. Morrisson andj.-C. C:heynet, 
"Lieux de trouvaille et circulation des sccaux," St11dies ill Byzautiue S(~illography, 
vol. 2 (1<)()0), pp. 105-130. 

' 5 Aacs de Lwm, vol. I (R<J7-1 17H), ed. by G. Rouillard and P. C:ollomp (Paris: 
Pierre Lethiclleux, I'J37): vol. II (I204-132S). ed. by Paul Lemerlc (Paris: Pierre 
Lethielleux. I<J77): Aacs d'fpirou, vol. I (to 1050), ed. by]. Lefort (Paris: Pierre 
Lcthiellcux, I<JSs): vol. II (IDSD-1204), ed. by]. Lefort, N. Oikonomides, H. 
Papachryssanthou, V. Kravari, and H. Metreveli (Paris: Pierre Lethielleux, 1990); 
vol. III (I 204- I 32H), cd. by J. Lefort, N. Oikonomides, and D. Papachryssan
thou (Paris: CNRS Editions, I'J<J4): Aaes d11 Prdr,uou, ed. by D. Papachryssanthou 
(Paris: Pierre Lcthielleux. I'J75): Acres de v;lloptdi, ed. by]. Bompairc.]. Letart, 
V. Kravari, and C:. Giros (Paris: CNR.S Editions and Pierre Lethielleux. 2001); 
Acres de Hilaudar, ed. by M. Zivojinovic, V. Krav.1ri, and C. Giros (Paris: C:NRS 
Editions and Pierre Lcthielleux. I yyH). 

"' N. s,·oronos. "Recherches sur le cad.1stre byzantin ct Ia tlscalite aux Xle et Xlle 
sicclcs: le cad.1stre de Thebes." Bllllcriu de Correspoudawe Hellc11ique. n1l. ~3 (1959). 
pp. 1-1M>. Sec .1lso L.A. NC\·illc, Aurlwrity iul3yz,mrillc l'ror>iuci,lf SocieTy, 95<}-1100 
(Cambridge: C.unbridge Uniwrsitv Press. 2004). pp. 17 I-I 72. 
A great number of t(nmdation documents in English translation have been pub
lished in l3y::.mtiue .\lou!lstic Fouud,uiou DoniiiiL'IiTS . . -1 Co111plctc Thills/,uiou o( the 
Sru'l'il•iu,~ forllldcr:, Tvpika aud Ti·st<IIIH'IIIS, ed. bv J. Thom,1s and A. C:. Hero 
(Washington: Dumb,mon o,1ks Rc,carch Librarv ,md Collection, 2ooo). 
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Village, a monastery founded by a wealthy citizen ofSplit in the late 
eleventh century. Known as the Sumpetar Cartulary, this is in fact a 
collection of documents pertaining to donations to the monastery, 
either ofland or of moveable property (such as slaves). It also contains 
a list of books in the abbey's library, many of which had been donated 
by the founder. Besides such valuable information for economic and 
social history, cartularies sometimes contain unexpected documents 
of cultural history. ' 8 For example, the Cartulary of the Convent of 
St. Mary in Zadar (Croatia) contains documents from a long period 
between 1066 and 1236, including a church hymn known as Sancttis, 

one of the earliest pieces of polyphonic singing in Eastern Europe. 
A relatively large number of notarial documents survive in the 

Venetian archives that pertain to the history of the cities on the Adri
atic coast and in !stria, which were under Venetian rule beginning 
with the eleventh century. However, the number of those docu
ments that could be dated before c. 1250 is rather small. ' 9 Similarly, 
in Hungary most chapters and abbeys served as notarial institutions, 
known as "places of authentication," but most contracts or authen
tic copies written by clerics date from the late thirteenth and early 
fourteenth century. 20 However, even before that date, and as early 
as 1200, chapters provided valuable service for laymen in Hungary, 
who often took oaths in front of the clerics or accepted ordeals to be 
administered by them. Although no records of such transactions have 
been preserved for the chapters of Arad, Alba lulia, or Bac, the min
utes of 3 89 ordeals held at the chapter of Ora de a between 1208 and 
123 5 form the so-called Oradea Register, one of the most remarkable 
documents of social history in medieval Transylvania. 2 ' The quantity 
of surviving charters is only a fraction of what the royal chanceries of 

1
' The Cartulary 4 the Bmedictille Abbey of St. Peter of Gwnay (Croatia), ro8o-1187, ed. 

by E. Pivi:evic (Bristol: D. Arthur and Sons, 1984). See also V Novak, Zadarski 
kartular Samostmw Suete A1arije [The Cartulary of the Convent of St. Mary in 
Zadar] (Zagreb: Jugoslavenska Akademija Znanosti i Umjetnosti, 1959). 

~~ R. Hartel, "Notariat und Romanisierung. Das Urkundenwesen in Venetien und 
lstrien im Rahmen der politischen und der Kulturgeschichte (II.-IJ. Jh.)," in 
l\'otariado prlblico i donmrellto priuado de los origi11es als(~lo XIV. Aetas de VII Cm,Rreso 
bztemacio11al de Diplomatica, Valmcia 1986, vol. II (Valencia: C:onselleria de Cu!tura. 
Educacio i Ciencia, 1989), pp. 879-y26. 

20 I. Borsa, "Die Beurkundstatigkeit der glaubwiirdigen Orte in Ungarn." in 
Forsc!Hmgerl iiber Siebmbii~~CH rmd sei11c l\'arhbam. Festschrift.fi.ir Attila T Szab,) 1111d 
Zsigtmind Jak6, ed. by K. Benda. T. Bogyay, and H. Gbssl (Munich: Trofenik. 
1988), pp. 143-147. Notaries appear in Hungary only after 1300. 

21 Regestrum vamdincnse cxmHillll111 fcrri candcntis online chronohJ.~ico d(r,zcstll/11, ed. by J. 
K.1racsonyi and S. l3orovszky (Budapest: V H orny.inszky. 190 3). The R,;~cstn11n has 
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Croatia and Hungary produced between the tenth and the thirteenth 
century.22 In Hungary, for example, while about IO,ooo documents 
survive from the I 2oos, there are over 300,000 for the entire period 
between I 300 and I 526. This has been estimated as about one or 
two percent of what had once been issued, for most archives were 
destroyed during the Ottoman conquest of I 526, as well as during 
World War II. Even greater must have been the destruction of royal 
and monastic archives in medieval Bulgaria, for which no charters 
survive that could be dated before c. I200. 

The deeds of the ruler were occasionally celebrated in ninth
century Bulgaria in inscriptions carved in stone, using the Greek 
alphabet and the Greek language. Much can be gleaned from the 
titles used in such inscriptions referring to ranks of the aristocracy 
that are otherwise unknown from contemporary written sources. 23 

Foundation or funerary inscriptions in Greek are also known from 
Byzantine Thrace. 24 During the fifth to seventh centuries, Greek was 
used along with Latin for funerary inscriptions found in Bulgaria and 
southeastern Romania, while all known ninth- to eleventh-century 

been reprinted in Dowmentc priuind istoria Romdniei. C. Tramiluania [Documents 
regarding the history of Romania. Series C: Transylvania], ed. by M. Roller, vol. I 
(Bucharest: Editura Academiei Republicii Populare Romania, 1951), pp. 37-147. 
See also I. Zajtay. "Le registre de Varad: un monument juridique du debut 
du XIIIe siecle," Rcutte historique du droit frati(ais et hrmzger, vol. J2 (I954), 
527-562. 

-- Codex diplomatims rcgtri Croatiae, Dalmatiae et Slauotriae, ed. by T. Smii:iklas, vols. I
IV (Zagreb: Ex officina Societatis Typograficae, I904); Dtplomata Hwzgariae antiquis
sima, acccdutlf cpistolac ct acta ad !ristoriam Htmgariae perti11ortia, vol. I, ed. by G. 
GyorflY (Budapest: Academia Scientiarum Hungarica, 1992). See also A. Mari
novii:, "Le caractere juridique de Ia charte (dipl6me) royale pendant l'epoque de 
Ia dynastie nationale croate (vers R39 a I I02 a.)," Folia diplomatica, vol. 2 (1976), 
7-I6. 

' 3 V Beshevliev, Die protolm(~arisclrm brsc!rrijien (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1963); 
and Piiruob,i(~arski nadpisi, 2nd ed. (Sofia: Izdatelstvo na Balgarskata Akademiia 
na Naukite, 1992). See also V Beshevliev, "Les inscriptions protobulgares et 
leur portee culturelle et historique," Byzatztitroslauica, vol. 32 (I97I), pp. 35-5I 
(reprinted in Bu(~arisclr-byzarrtinisclrc Auf<iitze. Collected Essays of Vesclill Bes!rculieu 
[London: Variorum Reprints, 1978], Essay IX). 

' 4 C. Asdracha, "Inscriptions byzantines de Ia Thrace orientale et de l'ile d'Imbros 
(Xlle-XVe siecles). Presentation et commentaire historique," Arklraiologikoti Del
tion, vol. 43 (r<JHH), pp. 21<)-2<)1; "Inscriptions byzantines de Ia Thrace orien
tale (IXe-XIe siedes). Presentation et commentaire historique," Arkhaiologikon 
Deltion. vols. 44-46 (r<JH<J-I<J<JI), pp. 239-334: and "Inscriptions chretiennes et 
protobyzantines de Ia Thrace orientale et de l'ile d'Imbros (IIIe-Vlle siecles)." 
Arklwiologikon Dcltion, vok 49-50 (I<J<J4-I<J<J5), pp. 279-356. 
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inscriptions found in Croatia are in Latin. 25 Beginning with the tenth 
century, Old Church Slavonic was also used for inscriptions writ
ten in either Glagolitic or Cyrillic script. While Cyrillic inscriptions 
have been found mainly within the borders of medieval Bulgaria, 
Glagolitic also appears in inscriptions found on islands of the Kvarner 
Bay in the northern Adriatic region or in IstriaY' Finally, a few 
inscriptions in so-called East European (or Turkic) runes have been 
found on bone artifacts from Avar burials, the most famous of which is 
the Szarvas awl. 27 But as a rule, inscriptions often pose diflicult prob
lems of reading (particularly runic inscriptions) 2 x or interpretation 

25 V Beshevliev, Spiitgriechische tmd spiitlatcitlischc bJschrifte11 a11s Bu/~aric11 (Berlin: 
Akademie Verlag, 1964). For Romania, see E. Popescu, "Die spatgriechische 
Inschriften aus Klein-Skythien," Dacia, vol. 11 (1967), pp. 163-176; and b15Crip{ii/c 
grccejti ji lati11c di11 seco/elc IV-XIII descopcrite f11 Rot11cl11ia [Fourth- to Thirteenth
Century Greek and Latin Inscriptions from Romania] (Bucharest: Editura 
Acadcmiei Republicii Socialiste Romania. 1<J7Ii). For Latin inscriptions in 
medieval Croatia, see V Delonga, !11Scriptioi1S des souucrai11s croates du !Xc au Xle 
siecle (Split: Museum of Croatian Archaeological Monuments, 1997) . 

..'_() I. Goshev, Starob,1/garski glagolichcski i kirilski nadpisi ot LX i X J!. [()ld Bulgarian 
Glagolitic and Cyrillic Inscriptions of the Ninth and Tenth Centuries] (Sofia: 
Izdatclstvo na Balgarskata Akademiia na Naukite, 191i1); R. Mihalji:ic. L. Stein
dorff, and M. Hellmann, .'\'amf111Y<\gf11de Stei11i11schriftm i11 Juxoslau•im l'Oill E11de des 
7- bis zur .'Hittc des IJ.)ahrlllmderts (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 1982); K. Popkon
stantinov and 0. Kromteiner, Starobalgarski 11adpisi. Altlw(~arischc lllschri/im, 2 vols. 
(Salzburg: Institut fur Slawistik der Universitat Salzburg, 1994 and 1997). Glagolitic 
inscriptions: K. Popkonstantinov and Al. Medynceva, "Za glagolicheskite nad
pisi ot X v. [On the Glagolitic inscriptions of the tenth century]," Arkhcologiia, 
vol. 24 (1982), pp. 27-37; B. Fui:ic, "'Glagoljski natpisi [Glagolitic inscriptions]." 
Slouo, vol. 38 (1988), pp. 63-73. Cyrillic inscriptions: Ph. Malingoudis. Die mit
telalterliche11 kyrillischm l11schriftm der Hiitlllis-Hcllbitlscl. I. Die lw(~clYische11 l11sclzriftc11 
(Thessaloniki: Association hcllenique d'etudes slaves. 1979). 

_, A. Rona-Tas. "Problems of the east Europe.m scripts with speci.1l regard to the 
newly t(mnd inscription of Szarvas," In Popoli delle steppe: L"nni, AFcni. L'ng,zri. 
Settitnane di stl!dio, Spolcto 23-29 aprile 1987. vol. II (Spoleto: l'resso la Sede del 
Centro, 1988). pp. 483-511; !.Juhasz. "A new Avar period runic inscription from 
Szarvas," in Cl!itl!ral a11d Ltmdscc1pe Chm1.~es i11 Sollth-Ioast Ht111,~ary I. Reports 011 
the Cyot11<1CIIdriid Project, ed. by S. Bokonyi (Budapest: Arch.Jcological Institute 
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. 1992), pp. 379-3H2. Mam· of the short 
inscriptions on bone artibcts tound in Avar burials turned out to be Soghdian. 
See J. Harmatta, "Sogdian inscriptions on Avar objects." .-lcr,1 Orim~cdicl Acadcllliclc 
SciC11tiar11111 Hl!ll.~aricac. vol. 4X (1995). pp. lir-6). 

2 ~ See E. Tryjarski, "'Alte unci neue Problen1e dcr runcnartigcn ln'-lchriften Europ,ls. 

Ein Versuch der EntzitTerung der Texte .ms Murt:ltl.lr und Pliska," in Ru11c11. 
'J:ungc15 lilld Cn1[/iti aus .-l .• ·icn 1111d Ostcmopcl. cd. lw K. Rbhrborn .md W Veenker 
(Wiesbaden: Otto Harr.1ssowitz. I<;X)). pp. 53-Ho. 
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(especially inscriptions in I3ulgar with Greek letters). 2 ~ They are also 
notoriously difficult to date, unless there is a precise date given in the 
text. For example, an inscription mentioning Duke Branimir of the 
Croats gives the date as anno Domini 1\:-\8, a quite novel practice tor 
that time, as AD dates are not known before 1\oo. 30 In an inscription on 
a column in the Church of the Forty Holy Martyrs m Tarnovo, the 
Bulgarian emperor john Asen II speaks ofhimselfas ruling over much 
of the Balkans, leaving only Constantinople (characteristically called 
''Car'grad," the imperial city) to the "Franks" (i.e., the Latins). The 
inscription was written in Old Church Slavonic with Cyrillic script 
and dates from I 230, the 1111no Domini equivalent to an no 11111ndi 673 8 
given in the text of the inscriptionY Even when the inscription does 
not mention a specific date, an approximate one can occasionally be 
inferred from its content. The Baska Tablet, a Glagohtic inscription 
\\Titten in a Slavic idiom closer to present-day Serbo-Croatian than 
to Old Church Slavonic, was initially part of an altar screen in the 
church of the Benedictine Abbey ofjurandvor on the island of Krk. 
The text of the inscription contains no date, but refers to a donation 
of a certain king named Zvonimir, who is otherwise known to have 
ruled between I 075 and I o89Y Recently a great deal of attention has 
been paid to graffiti on church and rampart walls in early medieval 
Bulgaria. Many are short texts (of the type "Peter \Vrote this" or 
"I was here"), others are votive ("Lord, help thy servant Peter") or 
commemorative imcriptions ("On that date, at that time, Peter vis
ited this place" or "Peter died in the year of the Lord so-and-so"). 
There are also insults, prayers, epigrams, and even obscenities. Such 
inscriptions give us little chronological detail, but have been turned 
into a gold mine of detail tor social and cultural historyY 

,., K. l'opkonst.mtitHl\' and V Popkomt.mtinm·.r. "Die lnschriftcn des Felsklosters 
M Uli-atlar." in fJilfctllhiikllnisrikti i sttJro/Ja(r.r,tzrf_,-rikt1. P.1rl'i cscuui naciolhllni chctcniiii 
"Prof{·sor ll'a/1 Gilcihol', "ed. by E. Dogram.rdzhiev.l and K. l'opkomt,mtinov (Veliko 
Tirnm·o: Uni\nsitetsko izdatelstvo "S\'. sv. Kiril i Metodii," !99.\). pp. 1 T T-IJ+. 

F· M. Matije\'it·-SokoL ··LLitin inscriptions."' in Cnhlti,1 ill the Larly jfiddle ARcs . . rl 
Culumd Sun't')'. ed. b\· I. Supic·ii· (London: Philip Wilson Publishers and Zagreb: 
AGM. I<!'J<J). pp. 2+2-2+3· 

·" Popkonsunnnm· ,md Kromteiner. St,lr<>i><ifQ,lYSf.:i 11<1dpisi. ,·ol. II, pp. 166-rr\8. 
13. Fuc·ic·. "The C:ro.rti,m Cl.rgolitic ,md Cnillic epigrcrphs." in Cro,ui,l in the Enly 
.\fiddle .-lgc.'. ,-l Culrur<II Sun·q·. ed. by I. Supicic· (London: Philip Wilson .Publishers 
.md Zagreb: ACM. 1 <J<J<J), pp. 2M-2hK. , 
R. Kosrm·.r. "Lust .md piet\': gr.rftiti !rom Bulgarian medieval monasterie,s,': in 
Df.,·::lj>liuicnii(Q iJu.-ll!r<J~ d,·s .\firtddrcrsund dcr/i"!ilim .\'m::cit. fllltnl<lliona!ct l-:o;','1l'l(.(!, 
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Another type of evidence that can go some way towards offering a 
glimpse into private life is letters. Byzantine letter writing was how
ever a formalized subgenre of rhetoric shaped by a very elaborate style, 
which was designed to impose upon the addressee the impression of 
a highly educated sender. It is literary convention, rather than direct 
reflection of social and political events, that mattered most to authors 
oft etters written in the "classical style" of ancient epistolography. This 
is true not only for letters whose recipients happened to be the rulers 
ofBulgaria, such as those written by the patriarchs of Constantinople, 
Photios (858-867 and 877-886) and Nicholas Mystikos (90I--<J07 and 
912--925), but also for letters written for less significant, albeit often 
highly educated, addressees, such as those ofTheophylact Hephaistos, 
the late eleventh-century archbishop of0hrid. 34 For example, when 
the archbishop complained in a letter about the "bumpkin lifestyle" 
in Ohrid, this is in fact a quote from Euripides, before being an accu
rate description of the conditions in Byzantine Bulgaria. Highlighting 
the literary value of these letters, recent studies have thus shown that 
despite his apparent hostility to anything Bulgarian, it is a mistake to 
take the archbishop's letters as evidence for the Byzantine adminis
tration's systematic effort at eradicating Old Church Slavonic culture 
and Bulgarian ethnic identity. 35 The risk of running into such misin
terpretations of the evidence is apparently smaller with papal letters 
sent either to the Croatian rulers of the ninth to eleventh centuries or 
to Ioannitsa, the early thirteenth-century ruler of Bulgaria. 30 How
ever, even in such cases, caution is recommended when attempting 
to reconstruct the thoughts or intentions of the rulers from the papal 

Krems an der Donau, 8. his 11. Oktober 1996, ed. by G. Jaritz (Vienna: Verlag der 
Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, IS)'J()), pp. 233-254. For figural 
graffiti, see D. Ovcharov, Bii{~arski srcdnouekol'111. risunki-gra/iti [Drawing Graffiti 
from Medieval Bulgaria] (Sofia: Septemvri, 1<;82) . 

.l+ D. S. White and J. R. Berrigan, T7ze Patriarch m~d the Prince. The Letter of Patri
arch Photios vf Consta11ti1zople to Khan Boris (Brookline: Holy Cross Orthodox 
Press, 1982); ,'\'iclzolas I Patriarch of Comtmztinoplc, Letters, ed. by R.]. H. Jenkins 
(Washington: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, 1'173): M. Mul
lett, 71zeophylact of Ochrid. Reading the Letters of a Byzantine ,4rchhishop (Aldershot 
and Brookfield: Variorum, 1997). 

1' M. Mullett, "Byzantium and the Slavs: the views of Theophybct of Ochrid," 
CSI.J, vol. 87 (1994), pp. 55-70. For the reading ofThcophylact's letters as evidence 
of anti-Bulgarian policies, see Fine, Early .\Icdicl'al Halkmzs, p. 220. 

J(• M. Brkovic, "II sovrano Branimir e la Croazia nelle lettere del papa Giovanni VIII ... 
Croatica christimza periodi(a, vol. 27 (I'J'JI). pp. 171-172; B. Primov, "The papacY. 
the fourth crusade and Bulgaria," By::<ZIItinohu(earica, vol. 1 (1<;o2). pp. IX_l-211. 
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letters. At least in the case ofioannitsa, we know that (some, at least, 
of) his letters were written in "Bulgarian" (Old Church Slavonic) 
and that they were translated in Rome into Greek and then into 
Latin. Much of the debate surrounding Ioannitsa's imperial title may 
therefore be based on misunderstandings caused by mistranslation or 
by the impossibility to render in one language the nuances available 
in another. 

Native narrative sources are conspicuously absent for the early 
medieval history of Southeastern Europe. There is no Southeast 
European equivalent to Paul the Deacon or Bede. When they first 
appear, such sources are typically the work of men of the church, 
with a selective coverage and with an understanding of the events in 
the past that was deeply influenced by the interpretative framework of 
the Bible. The first known historical narratives are those of Bulgaria, 
but they appear only in the mid-eleventh century in the context of 
growing millennialist fears. Apocrypha written in Byzantine Bulgaria 
in Old Church Slavonic, but preserved only in much later Russian 
redactions, propagated not only an eschatological view of the future, 
but also a bright vision of the Bulgarian past, portraying the reigns 
of Boris, Symeon, and Peter as the glorious days long gone. One of 
them, entitled the Visio11 of Isaiah and dated to the r 070s, contains 
a brief historical narrative, now known as the Bulgarian Apocryphal 
Chro11icle. 37 While the explosion of apocrypha extolling the Bulgar
Ian past may well have been related to the political events of the 

~- I. hTanov, B(~{!omifski kn~\Zi i lt:~Zendi (Sofia: Pridvorna Pechatnica, I925). A short 
passage from the l"isio11 has been transLlted into English by T. Butler, ed . 
. \Iollttmcttta Btt!~<trica. A Bili11gual Alltfl<,fogy o( Bulgarimt 1cxts from the 9th to the 
19th CCIIturics (Ann Arbor: Michigan Slavic Publications. 1996), pp. 173-1H4. See 
.1bo V Beshevliev. "Nachaloto na b:ilgarsbta darzhava spored Apokritenletopis ot 
XI vek [The beginnings ofBulgaria according to the eleventh-century Apocryphal 
Chronicle]," in Srcd/lotwkol'/1<1 Bii!~arii,t i C!tcmomoricto. Sbomik dok!.1di ot 1/attr!t
ttata koll/erCIIrii,t, [·;mt<l ty8o. eLL by A. Kuzev (Varna: Knigoizdatelstvo "Georgi 
Bakalov," 1982), pp. 3'!-45: T. Mollov, "B,il~arski apokri(m letopis: khronotop i 
struktura n,J teksta [The Bu/~,trian Aporryp!t,li Clmmirlc: the chronotope and the 
structure of the text]," in Studi,t protolm(~<trir,l et mediacmlia europcnsia. V chest 
11a profesor !he/in Bes!tcl'lict•. ed. by V Giuzelev, V. Tapkova-Zaimova, K. Pop
konstantinov. et aL (Vdiko Tarnovo: Universitetsko izdatelstvo "Sv. sv. Kiril i 
Metodii," 1993). pp. 28<)-2<)4: M. Kaimakamova, "IstoriograEkata stoinost na 
Bii(garski apokrif£·n lct,>pis [The historiographic value of the Bulgarian Aporryphal 
Clmmirlc]." in Cil'itas diPino-htlln<t/1<1. I' chest na pmfcsor Georgi B.Jkt~hw, ed. by C. 
Stepanov and V Vachkova (Sofia: C:entar za izsledvaniia na balgarite "Tangra" 
TanNakRa IK. 2004). pp. 417-441. 
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mid-eleventh century that brought the issues of imperial power and 
Bulgarian past glory to the forefront, the Bll((?arian Apocryphal Chron
icle can hardly be used as a reliable source for the early history of 
Bulgaria. The chronicler viewed "tsar Ispar," perhaps the same as 
Asparukh, as a biblical hero, ruling his people for no less than I 72 
years. Ispar was remembered as a builder of ditches and cities, pri
marily of Pliska, which, given the results of the recent research on 
that site, is a blatant anachronism. Moreover, he is also said to have 
expelled "Ethiopians" from Bulgaria and to have slaughtered great 
numbers of Muslims, before dying in battle against them "near the 
Danube." 38 Whereas the error of attributing to Ispar the works of 
much later rulers of Bulgaria may be excused as a matter of faulty 
chronology, !spar's wars with the Muslims are a purely fictional detaiL 
the invention of the chronicler. 

Inconsistencies, obscurities, and fictional characters have also dam
aged the reputation among historians of the late twelfth-century 
Chronicle of the Priest c~f Dioclea, a work in fact written by Gregory, 
the archbishop of Bar. 3\1 Like the unknown author of the Bu((?arian 
Apocryphal Chronicle, Archbishop Gregory was not interested in sep
arating fact from fiction, but in writing a report of Dalmatian history 
that could support the claims to superiority of his see over that of 
Split, no doubt in the context of the reelevation of Bar to the sta
tus of archbishopric and of the Dukljan-papal contacts of the late 
I roos. Long dismissed as a collection of fact and fiction, especially 
in relation to the coverage of earlier periods, the Chronicle is never
theless an invaluable, if not the only available, source tor more recent 
periods, such as, for example, the mid-eleventh-century history of 
southern Dalmatia. Much like the Bulgarian Apocryphal Chronicle in 
late eleventh-century Bulgaria, the heterogeneous collection of his
torical and literary materials to be found in the Chronicle '?f the Priest 

P Ivanov. Bogomilski kn(Ri. p. 2R2. The account of !spar in the Clmlllic/c has been 
treated at face value by I. Duichev. "Edno lcgendarno svedenie za Asparukha 
fA legendary source on Asparukh ]. " I}cs11ik ;::,1 <Irhco!t~~iju i historiju Dalnwtinslm. 
vols. 56-59 (I954-I<J57). IRI-IS<J. 

3'' V. Mosin. Lietopis pop<1 Dukfi,lllilli1. L<ltinski tckst s<1 hn•,uskim priicuodom i "Hrmtsk,1 
lmmika" [The Chronide o(the Priest o(Dioc/c,J. The Latin Text with Croatian Transla
tion and the "Croatian Chronicle"] (Zagreb: Matica hrvatska. 1 <J)O). Fundamennl 
tor the understanding of the Chronicle .1s a mediev,llliterary work is now E. Perii:ii:. 
Sclmwu111 Rcgnu111 C~R"ra Rarsk,~~- Lictopis Pop,, Dlikfi,lllina [Archbishop Grcgorv 
of Bar's Scla!'onnn R<XIII/111. The Chronicle ,,(the Priest o(Dioc/c,,[ (Zagreb: Krsc·amka 
sadasnjost, I<J<JI). 
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c~{Diorlca may be seen as a different kind of historical source, namely 
as a remarkable gauge for the level of literacy and for the political 
implications of literary production in twelfth-century Dalmatia. 

Serious questions of trustworthiness have also been raised in con
nection with the earliest surviving chronicle of Hungary, the Deeds 
c~f the Hungarians ( Gcsta Hun.~arorum), written by a former notary of 
a king named Bela, who called himself "Master P. "40 Although most 
certainly a man of the church, the author's goal with this work was to 
defend not the interests of the church or, even less, that of the "legit
imate" dynasty of Arpadian kings, but those of the old aristocratic 
families of Hungary, the descendants of the pagan warriors who had 
conquered the Carpathian Basin around AD 900. Much ink has been 
spilled over the true identity of the author of the Gesta and of the 
king for whom he served as notary (no less than three kings named 
Bela ruled in Hungary between the late eleventh and the late twelfth 
century). However, much more controversial is the degree to which 
the account of the Hungarian conquest of the Carpathian Basin to 
be found in the Gcsta can be trusted as a historical source written 
two to three centuries after the events narrated. Far from being a 
simple matter of source analysis, the debate has been complicated 
by the fact that the Gcsta mentions both Romani and Blachi (Vlachs 
or Romanians) as inhabitants of certain regions of the Carpathian 
Basin before the arrival of the Hungarians, an issue that has received 
enormous importance in the context of modern territorial claims 
to TransylvaniaY Nationalistic concerns aside, "Master P." has very 
little of significance to say about Transylvania proper, which he seems 

tc' Die ·lcc,ta Hull,<.!llrorwll" des ml<111}'11lC11 .\·ot11rS. Die d/rcste Darstellunx der zmgttrisdlcn 
Gcsciliciltc, ed. by G. Silagi (Signuringen: Jan Thorbecke, 1 <)~)!). See also G. 
GyorflY, "AbLmungszeit. Autorschaft und Glaubwiirdigkeit der Gcsta Hun.~am
rl/111 des anonymen Nours," Art a Antiqua AmdcmitlC Scicntiarwn Hungaricac, vol. 
20 (1972), pp. 20<)-22<); L. Veszpn'my. "Historical p.lst .md political present in 
the Latin chronicles of Hungary (r2th-qth centuries)," in Tile .\Jcdict•al Chron
icle. l'rt•cccdittg_,. o( tile lSi lntcmiltional Conf(·rencc on rile .\IcdiciJ,d Chronicle. Dricbcr
gm 11 'rrccilr l.J-16 July 1996, eel. by E. Kooper (Amsterdam and Atlanta: Rodopi. 
I<J<J9). pp. 2lio--2!iH. For the identity of"M,1ster P," see now K. Szovak. '"Wer war 
der anonyme Not.n·'· Zur lkstimmung des Verfassers der Gesta Hungarorum." 
[ 'n.~am},dtr!JII.-11, vol. Il) (I'J'JI). pp. 1-17. 

"' Hungarian historiam ha,·e the tendency to exaggerate the literary character of the 
Gcsra to the point of treating its entire account of e.uly Hungarian history as fic
tiorul. See C. CyiirtTy, "Formation ci'et.m au !Xe siecle suivant les Gesta Hungaro
rum du Notaire Anonyme." .'-:otwcllcs hudcs d'hisroirc. vol. r (r()6)). pp. 25-155: 
G. Kristc), "Anonymm a l). sz:1z.1di K.lrpc\t-medence bo]g;\r fejedelmeiri:il [ Gcstt1 
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to have known better from hearsay than from first-hand knowledge. 
There is no mention of Alba Iulia, which at the time of the Gesta 
was the most important power center of the province, the residence 
of the local governor (voevode) and of the bishop of Transylvania. If, 
as seems probable, "Master P." had been a notary of king Bela III 
(ri72-rr96), it is surprising to note that the Gesta, which is oth
erwise replete with allusions to twelfth-century events or situations, 
has nothing to say about the "guest" settlers brought from Western 
Europe by Bela's father, King Geza II. 

The Deeds of the H11ngarians exists only in one preserved 
manuscript, an indication that the work was not very popular dur
ing either its author's lifetime or the subsequent centuries. It may in 
fact have had but a limited circulation among some members of the 
thirteenth-century Hungarian aristocracy. A similarly limited circu
lation may be inferred for a work very different in terms ofboth genre 
and quality, namely the Historia Sal01zitana (The History of Salona) by 
Thomas ofSpalato, which survives in only four medieval manuscripts, 
all of Dalmatian provenanceY A notary of the commune of Spalato 
(Split), canon of the cathedral, archdeacon, and candidate for the 
position of archbishop of that city, Thomas wanted to write a :.:est a 
episcoporum, that is a chronicle of the deeds of the archbishops of 
Salona and Split. In the process, however, he managed to produce a 
work of civic history much influenced by contemporary Italian mod
els. As a consequence, one of the most salient features of his work is 
a strong feeling of urban patriotism, as well as the admiration that he 

Htmg,mman on the Bulgar princes of the ninth-century Carpathian Basin]," Acta 
Historica, vol. 113 (2001), pp. 11-19. By contrast, Romanian historians spared no 
efforts to emphasize the supposedly accurate, f!rst-hand knowledge that "Master 
P. ., had of the late ninth- or early tenth-century developments in Transylvania, see 
S. Brezeanu, "Romani ji Blachi la Anonymus. lstorie ji ideologic politid [Romani 
and Blachi in the Gesta H11ngarort1111. History and political ideology]," Rcuista de 
istorie, vol. 34 (1981), pp. 1313-I340; AI. Madgearu, Romdnii fn opera ;'•:otanillli 
A11<mim [Romanians in the Gesta Htmgarorwnj (Cluj-Napoca: Centrul de Studii 
Transilvane- Funda1ia Culturala Romana, 2001). 

"' J. R. Sweeney, "Thomas of Spalato and the Mongols: a thirteenth-century Dal
matian view of Mongol customs," Florilegiwn: Carleton Unit>ersity Ammal Papers 
011 Classical Amiquity illld the .'Hiddle Ages, vol. 4 (1y82), pp. Ioi and 170 n. 18. 
The edition of Thomas ofSpalato's work most frequently cited by scholars is that 
published by F Racki in Zagreb in 1 k94. Two other editions are now available, 
one by the Russian scholar 0. A. Akimova (Moscow: Indrik, 1997), the other 
by the Croatian scholars 0 Peric, M. MatiJevic, and R. Katil"ic (Split: Knjizevni 
krug, 2003). 
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had for the republican government of the city, which in turn seems to 
have been the source for Thomas's rather dismissive, if not outright 
critical, views of members of other political or ethnic communi
ties. The Slavs, Hungarians, and Mongols that populate the Historia 
Salonitana are either primitive and cruel or simply foreigners inca
pable of understanding the superior culture of Dalmatia. Archdeacon 
Thomas seems to have had access to numerous sources that are now 
lost, which makes his History a uniquely valuable source. However, 
since for earlier periods his information cannot be verified against 
any other sources, historians have much debated the value of this 
work for Dalmatian history.43 By contrast, the information about the 
eleventh- to thirteenth-century history of Dalmatia is viewed as most 
trustworthy, even if it has been demonstrated that in many cases (e.g., 
the account of the Mongol invasion of Dalmatia), Thomas relied on 
oral testimonies, not on his own observations or on written sources. 44 

Indeed, without the History of Thomas of Spalato, there would be 
very little to say about the complicated picture of Dalmatia between 
c. rooo and 1250 that would not be tainted by the bias of the Venetian 
sources, such as the fourteenth-century chronicle of Andrea Dandolo 
( Chroniwn ~'fnetum). 

For the first few centuries of Southeast European medieval history, 
only sources written outside the region are available, but they too have 
their problems. Most Byzantine authors, from Procopius of Caesarea 
to Niketas Choniates, wrote from the perspective of Byzantium as 
God's Empire and espoused a mixture of scorn and learned curiosity 
for the territories beyond its borders, which were inhabited by those 
whom they viewed as incorrigible barbarians. The degree to which 
they regarded the status of barbarian as ingrained in the nature of 
anyone born outside the Empire is illustrated by the use that these 
authors made of antiquated names to refer to contemporary peoples, 

" 3 L. Katie, "Vjcrodostojnost Tome Arcidjakona i posljedni dani Salina [The veracity 
of Thomas ofSpalato's History and the last years of Salona]," VjcSIIik za arheologij11 
i historij11 Dallllatiuskll, vol. 53 (1<;50-1951), pp. 99-120. Thomas had two Spalatan 
continuators. one of whom produced a new edition of Thomas's work to which 
he added some of the documents that the archdeacon had used for writing his 
History. The extended version of this work is known as the Historia Salm1italla 
maior and has been published by N. Klaic (Belgrade: Naucno delo, 1967). See also 
L. Margetic, "Historia Salo11itmw i Historia Salonitmw .\1ajor- neka pitanja [ Historia 
Salonitana and Historia Salonit<llla 111aior: some remarks]," Hilandarski zbomik, vol. 
47 (1994), pp. r-y>. 

H Sweeney, "Thomas ofSpalato and the Mongols." pp. 100-161. 
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such as Procopius' "Massagetae" (for nomads in the steppe north 
of the Black Sea) or Niketas Choniates' "Mysians" (for the Vlachs 
or the Bulgarians in the northern Balkans). The stereotypical views 
attached to such labels considerably complicate the interpretation of 
these accounts, which are often the only ones that we have for key 
aspects of political and social history. For example, when Procopius 
of Caesarea described the Sclavenes as living "from of old under 
a democracy,"45 what he meant was that in his eyes (as well as in 
those of any other subject of the Byzantine emperor), they, like all 
barbarians, lived in complete anarchy. Similarly, when the unknown 
author of a late sixth-century collection of questions and answers 
known as Eratopokriseis claims that the Sclavenes killed newborns by 
smashing them against rocks and consumed with pleasure "the breasts 
of women, full of milk," this can hardly be treated as anything other 
than stereotypes about barbarians in general, which resisted time with 
remarkable success and spread outside Byzantine culture to be found, 
almost word by word, in the late thirteenth-century description of the 
Mongols by Matthew Paris. 46 However, not all such accounts need to 
be interpreted as stereotypical. For example, the early ninth-century 
Chronography of Theophanes Confessor relates how, after the defeat 
of the Byzantine army by the Bulgars in 811, Emperor Nicephorus' 
head was cut and the skull covered on the "outside with silver" to 
be made a cup, from which the Bulgar ruler Krum drank together 
with his Slavic alliesY The same gruesome detail is reported in the 

'' Procopius of Caesarca, Him VII.q.22. For the interpretation of thi' p.lSSage, 
seeR. Benedicty, "Prokopios" Berichte i.iber die slavische Vorzeit. Bcitdgc zur 

historiographischen Methode Prokopios von Kai,areia. "jahrbllch dcr iistcrrcichischm 
byzantil1ischen Gcscllsclwfi, vol. 14 (1905), pp. 51-78. For Byzantine stereotypes 
about the Slavs, see G. P. Majeska, "The Byzantines on the Slavs: the problem of 
ethnic stereotyping," Acta Byzantina Fnmica, vol. 9 (1997-199H), pp. 70-Ho. 

''' For the portrait of the Sclavenes in the Eratopokriscis. sec R. Riedinger, Pselldo
Kais,nios. Cbcrliefenw.~,;~cschichte 1111d r cr{<lSsnji-age (Munich: C. H. Beck. 1969). 

p. 302. The English translation is from]. Bai:ii:. "The emergence of Sklabenoi 

(Slavs), their arrival on the Balkan Peninsula, and the role of the Avars in these 
events: revised concepts in a ne\\· perspective," Ph.D. dissert.Jtion (Columbia Uni
versity. New York, I()H3), p. I 52. For the Mongol bre,Jst-caters, see G. C:. Guzman. 
"Reports of Mongol cannibalism in the thirteenth-century Latin sources: oriental 
fact or western fiction," in Disco1•cring .\.C/1' Jlinlds: l:"ssays 011 .\Jedicl'lli Exploration 
and Inwginarion. ed. by S.D. Westrem (New York: Garl.md, I()\!I), pp. 31-oX. 

"
7 Theophancs Confessor, Chmnographia, AM (,303, tramlatcd by Cyril Mango 

(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), p. (•74- This. of course. is in turn reminiscent of 
the story of how Alboin. the king of the Lomb.m-ls, turned the skull of his rinL 
Cunimund. into a cup and forced his wife Rosemund. C:unimund's c!Jughtcr. to 
drink from it (Paul the Deacon. Histor)' o( the L•1nhards ll.2S). 
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twelfth-century Russian Primary Clzroniclc in relation to Sviatoslav of 
Kiev. He was ambushed in CJ72 on the banks of the river Dnieper by 
the Pechenegs, who "made a cup out of his skull, overlaying it with 
gold, and they drank fi-om it."+~ 

Byzantine sources pose different problems of interpretation when 
dealing with matters pertaining to those territories in Southeastern 
Europe which were under Byzantine rule. For example, Eustathius of 
Thessalonica 's account of the Nor man sack of the city, despite being 
delivered as a Lenten sermon in I I S6, is nevertheless an objective 
account, which Niketas Choniates used for his section on the Nor
man invasion of I 1 S 5. Despite his ambiguous attitude towards the 
Vlachs, Niketas' account of the fighting going on in the late twelfth
century Balkans between the imperial troops and the Vlach rebels led 
by Peter and Asen is a reliable source, for Niketas participated in these 
campaigns as the secretary of Emperor Isaac II Angelos. Despite the 
commonplaces most typical of the hagiographical genre, there is no 
reason to raise doubts about the details about Sparta and the landed 
aristocracy in the surrounding countryside contained in the Testament 
of St. Nikon the Metanoiete.+Y This is also true of such works as the 
seventh-century ;\Jiraclcs (!f St. Dmzctrius, with its wealth of infor
mation about the hinterland of Thessalonica, or the tenth-century 
L!fC' (!f St. Blaise (!( Anzorion, with its rich detail about ninth-century 
Bulgaria. 50 

The earliest Western narrative sources to cover in some detail the 
southeastern region of the European continent are the annals of the 
Carolingian age reporting either on the Frankish-Moravian wars or, 
episodically, on conflicts with the Bulgars. Somewhat more detailed 
is the coverage of the ninth-century Conucrsion of the Bauarians and tlze 
Carantanians, which has nevertheless raised some questions of reliabil
ity and truth, despite being the most important source for the history 
of the eighth-century Carantanian polity. The value of such sources 

+' R11.d,m Prilll<rry Cirronicle AM 6+~0, translated by S. Hazzard Cross and Ol. P. 
Sherbowitz-Wctzor (C,nnbridgc. Mass.: Medieval Ac1demy of America, 1953), 

p. 'JO. 

+'! Tcswnenr o(.\'ikon rire .\Jet,moicreJn tire Cir11rcir '""/ .\lon<1stery of tire S,wior; tire .\lot/Jer 
o(God, mill St. Kyri,rke in Lrkcd,Iilll<>ll, English translation by A. Bandy in Byz<1ntinc 
.\lon,l.<tic Folind,uion [),,ollntnts, pp. 3 1 3-3 22. 

<·c P Lcmerle. Les pin.< ,mcims remeils des .\Jir<It!es de S,1i11r Dhnhri11s et 1,1 pcnhr,uion 
des Sl<lr'e.< d,ul.< les Ha/k,urs (l'.1ris: CNRS Editiom, 1979). See also V. Giuzele\·, 
"Zhitieto na Vlasii Amoriiski kato izvor za balg.mkata istoriia [The Lit(· of St. 
R1sil of Amori011 ,1s .1 source for the Bulg.lri,m historv]." GSL'. \·ol. 61 (196~). 

pp. IIJ-33· 
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for the history of Southeastern Europe is limited, as is that of the 
many chronicles of the Crusades, from Albert of Aachen to Geoffrey 
of Villehardouin. Limited in value is also the information provided 
by geographical sources, such as the sixth-century Cosmo,eraphy of 
the Anonymous Geographer of Ravenna or the mid-ninth-century 
Bavarian GeographerY Both show a rather vague understanding of 
the geography ofSoutheastern Europe, especially outside the borders 
of the Late Roman Empire. A somewhat more detailed knowledge of 
Southeastern Europe, including the steppe corridor in the northeast, 
is demonstrated by the twelfth-century map of the Arab geographer 
al-Idrisi, who lived and worked at the court of King Roger II of 
SicilyY Much richer are travelogues of Jews from Muslim Spain, 
such as that of Ibrahim ibn-Ya'kub in the tenth century (preserved 
in the eleventh-century compilation ofal-Bakri) and ofBenjamin of 
Tudela in the twelfth century. 53 Contemporary Scandinavian sources, 

'' S. Cace, "Civitates Dalmatiae u 'kosmogratlji' Anonima Ravenjanina [The ril'i
tate> Dalmatiae in the Cosmography of the Anonymous Geographer of Ravenna]," 
Diadora, vol. I 5 (19<;3), pp. 347-440. For the B.warian Geographer, see Descriptio 
cil'itatl/111 ad >eptelltriollalelll plagam Da1111bii (t . .<:1~ B,n•orsky geogra( [The So-Called 
Bavarian Geographer]). ed. by B. Horak and D. Tramic·ck (Pr.1gue: Academia, 
1956). For Carantania, see F. Lasek. Die "Colll'Crsio Bil.~oariorlllll et Cardlltallorwll" 
1111d der Brie( des Etzhischo(> Theotmar l'OII Sa/;:/m~~ (Hannover: Hahnsche Buch
handlung, I<J<J7)· 

" Geo,~;raphie d'Edrisi, ed. by P.-A. Jaubert (Paris: Imprimerie royale, I 840). See 
B. Nedkov, Ba(~ariia i ,,1sed11ite i zemi pre;: XII l'ek >pored Idrisi [Bulg,tria and the 
Neighboring Lands during the Twdfi:h Century, .1ecording to !drisij (Sofia: NaukJ 
i izkustvo, 1960); M. S. Kordoses. "Hoi dromoi apo to Dyrrakhio kai ten Aulona 
pros ten Anatole, syrnphona me ton Araba geographo Idrisi [The roads !rom 
Dyrrachium and Valona to the east, according to the Arab geographer Idrisi]," 
in Istorike geo,~ra~a. Drollt<•i kai komhoi tes B.1lkmtikcs apo ti'll Arkhaiotcta stm mi,Jil1 
Europe, ed. by E. P. Demetriades, A. Ph. L1gopoulos. ;md C. Tsotsos (Thessaloniki: 
Tmema arkhitektonon. Aristoteleio Panepistemio Thessalonikes, I<)<;H). pp. I Is-
124. 

'·' Rclaril1 Ibrctltlml1 ib11ja'kiiba z podr,izy do kmi<ill' sloll'imlskirh u• przek,J.<:ic ,i/-Bckrl~~o 
[The Account of Ibrahim ibn-Ya'kub's Tr,wel to the Slavic Lands Preserved in 
the Redaction of al-Bakri], ed. by T. Kowalski (Cracow: Gebethner i WoltT, 
I946). Ibrahim ibn-Ya'kub did not travel to Southe,Jstern Europe; instead he 
gathered information about Bulgaria from the court of Emperor Otto I, which 
he visited in the 960s. Sec P. Engels, "Der Reisebericht des Ibrahim ibn Ya'qub 
(961--<)66)," in Kaiseri11 71teoplwnu. Beg<;~111111g des Ostms 111ul f1btms i11 die llcnde 
des crstCII Jahrtauscltl<, ed. by A. von Euw and P Schreiner (Cologne: Bohlau. 
I9<JI), pp. 4I3-420: D. Mishin, "Ibrahim ibn-Ya'qub at-Turtushi's account of the 
Slavs from the middle of the tenth century," A.\!S (I<J<J4-I<J<J5). pp. IH4-I<J<J. For 
Benjamin of Tudela's travelogue, see The Itincmry o( Bm;,unitt of 7iule/a. "JhJl'els in 
the ,\fiddle Ages. translated by M. N. Adler (M,dibu:]. Simon, I<JH7). 
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such as sagas and runic inscriptions, also contain some information 
about the northern region of Southeastern Europe, especially about 
the Vlachs. 54 However, the richest body of information after that 
contained in Byzantine sources is that from Rus' chronicles. The 
R11ssian Primary Clmmirlc is the basic source for the reconstruction of 
the eleventh-century history of the Pechenegs, while the Hypatian 
Chronicle provides invaluable information about the twelfth-century 
expansion of Galicia into Southeastern Europe. 55 

MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY IN SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE 

Despite the important contribution of such pioneering work as that 
ofJ6zsef Ujfalosi at Alba Iulia or Karel Skorpil at Pliska, medieval 
archaeology in Southeastern Europe only began to develop seriously 
some fifi:y years ago/' Much like in Western Europe, before about 

'+ V. Spinei. "Int(mna(ii despre vlahi in izvoarele mcdievale nordicc [Informations 
.1bout Vlachs in medieval Norse sources]," St11dii ji ccrcct1iri de istoric l'eche, vol. 24 

(1973), pp. 57-HI and 2)<;-282. 

'' Pol'csr' l'n'IIIC/111)'/.:h let, ed. by D. S. Likhachev and V. P Adrianova-Perec (Moscow 
.md Leningrad: Izdatel\tvo Akademii Nauk SSSR, I950), with English translation 
by S. Hnzard Cross and 0. l' Shcrbowitz-Wetzor (Cambridge, Mass.: Medieval 
Acadcmv of America, I 953). Sec also D. Ostrowski, The Povest' Vremennykh 
Let: 1111 l11terlillcar Collatio11 ,md Pamdosis (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 2003): AI. A. Shakhmatov, "Pol'est' l'ri'IIICIIII)'kh let i ee istochniki [The R11ssia11 
Prinwry Chronicle and its sources]," Tmdy Otdcla drei'I/CrtiSSkoi litcratllr]', vol. 4 (1 940), 
pp. c;-I :;8. The R11ssi,m Prilllllr)' Chro11iclc contaim unique information about tenth
century Bulgaria, see E. G. Zykov, "lzvestiia o Bolgarii v Poucsti l'rfii/CIIII)'!.:Iz let i ikh 
istochniki [The information about Bulgaria in the R11ssia11 Primary Chro11iclc and 
its origin]," 'Ir11dy Otdel>l drel'lli'rtiSsi.:oi literat11ry, vol. 24 (1909), pp. 48-53. For the 
Hypatian Chronicle, sec 711c Ga/icia11- f"'l)'llillll Clmmicle !Ip,u'eus/.:aia letopis'), ed. 
by A. A. Shakhm.1tov (St. Petersburg: Tipograflia M.A. Alcksandrova, IC)08), with 
English translation in L. L. Heinrich, "The Kievan Chronicle: a translation and 
commentary," Ph .D. dissertation (Vanderbilt University, Nashville, I 978). See also 
M. F. Kotliar, "Galicko-volynskaia letopis' [The Galician-Volhynian Chronicle]." 
Drcl'IICislric gos11darstl'll I'OStoclllloi l:uropy (I 995), pp. Ho-I 65. 

''' ). Ujf:1lusi, A ,~ylllil(chcmiri szckes<;~ylui::: alapittal>is,ilw/.: goo-ik h:t<mlt~ltlj>J >J!ak>Jimb,)l 
[The Alba lulia Cathedral at the C)Ooth Anniversary of its Foundation] (Gyu
lafehcrv:tr: Sch:iscr Ferenc Konyvnyomd,~a. I 903). For Karel Skorpil's discovery 
of Pliska. see L. Doncheva-Petkova, "Karel Skorpil i istoriiata na prouchvani
iata na Pliska [Karel Skorpil and the history of research at Pliska]," in Ztl'ischm 
Ry::>111:: 1111d AhC11dl>111d. Plis/.:o, dcr ,)stlirhc Bal/.:mrr,llll/1 1111d Europa im Spi<~Rcl dcr 
Friilrnrittclalterarclriiolc~~ic, ed. by J. Henning (Frankfurt am Main: Johann Wolfgang 
Goethe Universitat, IIJ9<J). Fundamental for the historical development of ceme
tery archaeology in the Carpathian Basin is J. Hampel, A l'cgibb /.:iidp/.:or (IV.-.\ . 
. <::,i::ad) cnrlc'!.:ci _\f,~~y,rrlronhan [Monuments of the Early Middle Ages (Fourth to 
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1950, medieval archaeology was not recognized as a coherent disci
pline, separate from, yet fundamental to, the study of medieval his
tory. Although many of its components, especially cemetery archae
ology, have a much longer history of study, the main catalyst for 
this sudden rise of medieval archaeology was the post-war shift in 
emphasis from traditional political and constitutional to social and 
economic history. Unlike Western Europe, where explicitly Marxist 
approaches did not appear until the late 1970s and I 980s, in South
eastern Europe (with the exception of Greece), the rise of medieval 
archaeology coincides in time with, and was ultimately caused by, the 
imposition of Communist regimes under Soviet aegis, if not con
trol. As a consequence, archaeology was organized along the lines 
of the Soviet school of "material culture history," and received a 
degree of institutional attention it had never experienced before. 
Considerable long-term investments, with no parallel in contempo
rary Western Europe, made possible large-scale explorations of sev
eral key sites, some of which resulted in total excavation, follovving 
the principles first championed by the Soviet school of archaeol
ogyY By directing the attention of archaeologists to how ordinary 
people lived, the Marxist paradigm encouraged the development of 
settlement archaeology (as opposed to the excavations of cemeteries, 
which has until then been the primary focus of medieval archaeol
ogy). This led to large-scale horizontal excavations of villages such 
as Popina-Dzhedzhovi Lozia and Garvan in Bulgaria, Bucov and 
Dridu in Romania, Hansca in the Republic of Moldova, Bostaniste 
in Serbia, or Mrsunjski Lug in Croatia, all of which are remark
able parallels to the more or less contemporary developments in 
Western EuropeY The growth in the 1900s and 1 ()70S of cemetery 

Tenth Century) tram the Hungarian HomclandJ (Budapest: Ma!,'yar Tudom,\nyos 
Akadbnia, I 894). 

' 7 F. Curta, "Pots. Slavs, and 'imagined communities': Slavic archaeology and the 
history of the early Slavs," Europmujoumal o(Arclwcology, vol. 4 (2001), pp. Jf\7-
3 84. For the Soviet archaeology and its usc of the toul excavation of sites, see 
B. G. Trigger. A His tor)' o( Arrhm·oh~~iwl 11loug!Jt (Cambridge: C.1mbridge Uni
versity Press. I989), pp. 2 I 7-227. 

" The results of some of these exc;n·,Jtiom were published with remark.1ble speed 
shortly after the dming of the archaeological campaigns. Others had to \\·ait 
tor up to t\venty years tor a derailed publication. a delay otherwise ,Jttested 
tor contemporary excavations in Western Europe (e.g., Feddersen Wierde in 
northwestern Germany). For Bulgaria. see Zh. V:izharov.1, Sf,ll•i,IIIO-bd/~,nskot,, 

sclishtc kr,Ii sclo Popiua, Silistrcusko JA Slavic-13ulgarian settlement near Popina. 
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archaeology, especially in Hungary and Yugoslavia, led to a quick 
increase in the volume of data, to such an extant that entire chrono
logical gaps in the knowledge of the early Middle Ages have been 
virtually eliminated by 1990 primarily because of archaeological 
research. Without extensive archives, research in Hungary and what 
is now Croatia had to lean heavily on archaeological evidence, espe
cially for the eighth and ninth centuries. This is not to be viewed 
as a weakness, because archaeology gives information of a character 
different from that provided by written sources. The Late Avar period 
(c. 700-8oo/82o), for example, is devoid of written sources, yet can 
now be studied in detail on the basis of archaeological excavations 
of both settlements and cemeteries. Similarly, many of the changes 
to our perception of the eighth- and ninth-century Bulgar society 
have resulted from archaeological fieldwork. 59 History books pub
lished in the I 98os and I 990s on such subjects as the "material culture 
of the Old Croats" or the southern region of Hungary during the 

district ofSilistra] (Sotl.1: Izd.nelstvo na Rilgarskata Akademiia na Naukite. 1954); 
Slal'iauski i slal'i,moha(~,mki scli.<ht,JI' ha(~<nskitc zcmi or kmia 1w TTl-XI l'ek [Slavic and 
Slavic-Bulgari.m Settlements in the Bulgarian Lands from the Late Sixth to the 
Eleventh CenturyJ (Sofia: Izdatelstvo na Balgarskata Akademiia na Naukite, 1965); 
and Srcduouekol'llo/o sclishte s. Can•<iu, Silistremki ,,kr,l~ (VI-XI u.) [A Medieval Set
tlement in Garvan, District ofSilistra (Sixth to Eleventh Century)] (Sofia: lzdatel
stvo na Rilgarskata Akademiia na Naukite, 19~6). For Romania, see E. Zaharia, 
Sap,iturilc de Ia Dridu. Coutrihu(ii Ia arheologia )i istoria pcrioadei dc{ormare a poporului 
romau [Excavations in Dridu. Contributions to the Archaeology and History of 
the Romanian EthnogenesisJ (Bucharest: Editura Academiei Republicii Socialiste 
Romjnia, 1967): M. Com~a. Cultum 111atcrial<i l'ahe rOIII<ll/casca (A)ezarilc diu sec
oleic [.'III-X de Ia Hun>u-l'loic)li) [The Old Romanian Material Culture (Eighth
to Tenth-Century Settlements in Bucov-Ploiqti)] (Bucharest: Editura Academiei 
Republicii Socialiste Rom,1nia, 197H). For settlements excavated in northern Ser
bia. see N. Stanojev, SrcduiOI'ckol'lla seoska uasefia od V do XV l'tka u Vojuodini 
[Fifth- to Fifteenth-Century Medieval Rural Settlements in Vo]Vodimj (Novi 
Sad: MuzeJ Vojvodine, r 996). 

''J G. Fulbp, "La basse epoque avare en Hongrie," in L'<m des iuuasions m Hongrie ct m 
[j•;Jihmic. Acres d11 colloquc tl'lll! au .Huscc royal de .\1,niclllollt du 9 au 11 auril 1979. ed. 
by G. Domny (Morlanwelz: Le Musee, ryyr). pp. 15 r-r54; U. Fiedler, StudiCII zu 
Criihn1i'/dcm des 6. his g. Jahrlwndcrts 1111 dcr 1111tcrm Do11m1 (Bonn: Rudolf Habelt. 
19<)2). One of the earliest books on the Avar qaganate was almost exclusively 
based on the archaeological evidence, and at least one archaeologist attempted 
to reconstruct the structure of Avar society on the basis of the archaeological 
evidence. See J. Koval-evic, Al'arski ka_R<lll<lt [The Avar Qaganate] (Belgrade: Srpska 
knjizevna zadruga, 1977); G. l:!szl6, Erudes archcologiques sur l'histoire de Ia socihc 
des Al'ars (Budapest: Abdemiai kiad6, 1<).\)). 
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first century following the arrival of the Magyars were based almost 
exclusively on the results of archaeological excavations.60 

On the other hand, the lead role taken by history in establishing 
national priorities for archaeological work provided the stimulus for 
the excavation agendas on such high-status sites as Pliska and Preslav. 61 

To be sure, Pliska has been in fact discovered by Karel Skorpil on the 
basis of a thorough study and comparison of Byzantine sources. Sim
ilarly, the identification with Iustiniana Prima (Emperor Justinian's 
foundation) of the sixth-century city excavated since r 9 I 2 in CariCin 
Grad (Serbia) has been based exclusively on written sources, for no 
inscription was found that contains the name of that city. The ten
dency to use archaeology to illustrate what was already known from 
documentary history has also been a salient feature of the archaeol
ogy practiced in Southeastern Europe during the post-war decades. 
Despite the strong emphasis on the Marxist interpretation of his
tory, archaeologists in the region have worked and continue to work 
within a "culture history" framework. 02 As a consequence, they have 
taken repeated assemblages of similar artifacts, burial rites, and build
ing forms to be a reflection of cultural norms, in other words, of a 
shared culture. More often than not, cultures are equated with peo
ples, which means that any changes in culture are to be explained in 

00 J. Belosevic, Afaterijal11a kultura Hrmta od VII do IX sto/jda [The Material Culture of 
the Croats from the Seventh to the Ninth Century] (Zagreb: Sveucilisna naklada 
Liber, 1980); Cs. Balint, Siid1111gam im w.Jahrlumdert (Budapest: Akademiai kiad6, 
1991). Even where written sources are available, the tendency has been to shift 
the emphasis onto the archaeological evidence, as in V Spinei, Moldavia ill the 
111h-141h Cellluries (Bucharest: Editura Academiei Republicii Socialiste Romania, 
1()86). 

61 R. Rashev and I. Din1itrov, Pliska. 100 godi11i arkheolo,(,(ichcski razkopki [Pliska, a Cen
tury of Archaeological Excavations] (Shumen: Svetlana, 1999); T. Totev, "Trideset 
godini arkheologicheski razkopki v Preslav [Thirty years of archaeological excava
tions in Preslav]," Arkheologiia, vol. 16 (1974), pp. 48-61; and Creal Preslav (Sofia: 
Professor Marin Drinov Academic Publishing House, 2001). 

().::. D. W. Bailey, "Bulgarian archaeology. Ideology, sociopolitics and the exotic," in 
Archaeology u11der Fire. Natio11alism, Politic_<, a11d Hcrita,~c i11 the Eastern .HcditerraiiCatl 
a11d Middle East, ed. by L. Meske!! (London and New York: Routledge, 1998), 
pp. 87-r ro; K. Kotsakis. "The past is ours. Images of Greek Macedonia," ibid., 
pp. 44-67. See also the discussion in I. Rajteric-Sivec, "Oris arheoloskega stanja 
in povojna raziskovanja zgodnjesrednjeveske arheologije v Albaniji [The state of 
post-war medieval archaeology in Albania]," /lrheolo.<ki I'CStllik, vol. 25 (1976), 
pp. 552-561; F Curta, "The changing image of the Early Slavs in the Rumanian 
historiography and archaeological literature. A critical survey,'' Siidost-Forsclumgcn, 
vol. 53 (1994), pp. 225-310. 
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terms of either diffusion of ideas (such as Christianity) or migration 
of people and replacement of one culture by another. The (ab)use of 
written sources has encouraged archaeologists to look for the mate
rial culture correlates of documented invasions of peoples or for the 
conversion of pagans to Christianity. The tendency to favor doc
umentary over archaeological sources has sometimes led to a form 
of "text-driven archaeology" that is often associated with national
istic concerns about territorial claims and racial purity. Particularly 
prone to this kind of interpretation is cemetery archaeology, with its 
emphasis on artifact typology and distribution maps of several "key 
artifacts," which could then be used to support the ideas of diffu
sion or migration. Needless to say, most practitioners of this kind 
of archaeology (of which there are still a great number in several 
Southeast European countries) have little understanding of or even 
interest in a critical reading of documentary sources. Nor have they 
been open to the ideas that during the r960s have transformed the 
discipline of archaeology, primarily the concept of "culture as sys
tem" and the idea that, instead of being a direct reflection of social 
processes, material culture, like language, was used actively in the 
past to construct and categorize the world and, as a consequence, to 
negotiate and create cultural identities.6

3 Such rather abstract issues 
had practically no echo in the medieval archaeology of Southeastern 
Europe, where most scholars continue to focus on data-gathering, 
hoping that by virtue of the simple accumulation of data, chronolo
gies might be refined in order to allow a more sophisticated use of 
archaeology to write traditional history. This may also be the result of 
a lack of interest in the use of the new methods of precise and inde
pendent dating that have become available in the post-war period, 
especially tree-ring dating (dendrochronology). 64 By contrast, there 
has been a relatively early interest in the use of neutron activation 

63 See I. Mirnik Prezelj, "Slovenska zgodnjesrednjeveska arheologija med pretek
lostjo in sedanjostjo - pogled z 'Zahoda' [The medieval archaeology in Slove
nia between the past and the present: a view from the West]," Arhco/o_i'ki vest11ik, 
vol. 49 (1998), pp. 361-381. For a belated reaction to the concept of New Archae
ology associated ever since the 1960s with the idea of"culture as system," seeM. 
Stevanovic, '"Nova arkheologija': da li ona ima buduchnost' [Does the 'New 
Archaeology' have a future']," Balmnim, vol. 21 (1990), pp. 185-200. 

64 For a fev.; remarkable exceptions, see E. Comja, "Citeva secven(e dendrocronolog
ice din perioada feudaL! timpurie din a1ezarea de Ia Garvan [Some dendrochrono
logical sequences from the early medieval occupation phase in Garvan]," Pe~l(e, 
vol. 9 (1984), pp. 347-348; PI. Kuniholm and C. L. Striker, "Dendrochronology 
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analysis (NAA) of pottery for the purpose of identifYing composition 
elements that could be traced to known sources of clay. 05 NAA has 
also been successfully used for the study of medieval glass, primarily 
from Bulgaria. 66 Metallurgical science in the service of archaeology 
now includes a number of relatively low-cost methods of slag and 
phosphorus analysis, which have been used to trace the origin of the 
iron and to understand the technological process of production.07 

Meanwhile, much of the research done in skeletal analysis has been 
geared towards the quasi-racist identification of ethnic backgrounds, 

and the architectural history of the Church of the Holy Apostles in Thessaloniki," 
Architect11ra: Zeitschr!ft .ft<r Ceschichte dcr Architckt11r, vol. I (1990), pp. 1-26; B. 
Obelic and A. Sliepcevic, "Correction of radiocarbon age of wooden beams from 
St. Donat's church in Zadar by dendrochronological method," [/iesnik Ari1Colo.-'kt;~ 
:H11zeia 11 Zagreb11, vols. 32-33 (1999-2000), pp. 197-206. Despite the extraor
dinary reliability of dendrochronology, recently there has been instead a revived 
interest in the use of radiocarbon dating, which, because of its large margin of 
error (plus or minus I 40 years), does not present the same degree of chronologi
cal accuracy as tree-ring dating. See M. Gustin and G. Tidengraber, "Oblike in 
kronologija zgodnjesrednjevdke loni:anine na Novi tabli pri Murski Soboti [The 
forms and chronology of the early medieval pottery from Nova tabla near Murska 
Sobota]," in Zgodni slovani. Zgodniesredniel'eska lon!ellilla 11a obrobi11 r•zl10d11ih Alp, 
ed. by M. Gustin (Ljubljana: Narodni Muzej Slovenije, 2002), pp. 46-64. There 
is to date no attested use of accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) in the medieval 
archaeology of Southeastern Europe. 

6
' M. Con1~a, "Die Keran1ik von byzantinischen Typus aus den Siedlungen von 

Bucov-Ploiqti," Dacia, vol. 24 (1980), pp. 323-339; M. Balla, "Provenance studies 
of Avar ceramics by neutron activation analysis," lii,si11szky .'vf,)r Jfrize111n f'l'kiill)'l'C, 
vol. I 5 (1990). pp. I 31-1 33; J. Vroom, After A11tiq11ity. Ceramics a11d Society in the 
Aegean ji-om the ;th to the 20th Cmt11ry AC. A Case St11dyfro111 Boeotia, Central Greece 
(Leiden: Faculty of Archaeology, Leiden University, 2003). 

M I. Kuleff, R. Dzhingova, and G. J)zhingov, "Provenance study oftnedieval Bulgar
ian glasses by NAA and cluster analysis," Arclweomctry, vol. 27 (19H 5), pp. 18 5-193. 

'' 7 ~- Olteanu, "Procedes d'influence slave pour Ia reduction du fer a !'est des 
Carpathes, au VIe-VIle siecles dans le contexte de Ia technologic tradition
nelle des autochtones," in Rapports du Illc Con,~n;s intcmational d 'archcolo,~ic slal'c, 
Bmtislal'a 7-14 scptc111bre 1975, ed. by B. Chropovsky, vol. I (Bratislava: VEDA, 
1979), pp. 5H1-586; E. Stoicovici, "Unele caracteristici ale zgurilor din atelierelc 
metalurgice daco-romane ji prefeudale [Some char;lcteristics of iron slags from 
post-Roman and early medieval furnaces]," Bmwtica, vol. 7 (1983), pp. 239-247;]. 
Piaskowski, ''Metallkundliche Untersuchungen antiker und frtihmittelaltcrlicher 
Eisengegenstande." in Iatms-Kril'ina. Spdtantike Bcfi·st(~ung 1111d friilunittclalterlirhc 
Siedh111g a11 dcr rmterCII Donau, ed. by G. von Biilo\\' and D. Schiefcrdecker, vol. IV 

(Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1991), pp. 241-260. 
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with little, if any, research on diseases and malformations of medieval 
populations.r'~ To date, no DNA sampling and analysis has been done 
on any skeletal remains from any medieval cemetery in Southeastern 
Europe, despite the considerable significance such research may have 
not just tor trying to trace migrations and ethnic affiliations, but also 
for medical history and the anthropology ofkin groups. 

Zooarchaeolob'Y developed primarily in Hungary and Romania, 
with very little work done in any other country of Southeastern 
Europe. Scholars involved in this relatively new field of research have 
been quick in adopting a rather broad view of animal breeding as 
a strategy of survival in an economically complex environment.r'~ 
Paleobotany, including pollen sampling and analysis, is a method of 
investigation that has so far been applied only sporadically to medieval 
sites, often with the purpose of reconstructing the paleoecology of the 

''' P. Lipt;ik, '"The Avar-period Mongoloids in Hungary," .-lflflSH, vol. 10 (1959), 
pp. 2)I-27t); Z. Mikic, '"Ein Beitrag zur .mthropologischen Bevi:ilkerungsges
chichte des Zeiitral- und Westbalkangebietes im I. nachchristlichenjahrtausend,'' 
Sr,nillar. vol. 48 (I \!<!7), pp. I Ot)-I2 r. However, there has been some interesting 
work done, mainly by Hungarian and llulgarian scholars, on the sexual dimor
phism and life expectancy of medieval populations. See K. Ery, "Comparative 
statistical studies on the physical anthropology of the Carpathian basin population 
between the !i-I2th centuries AD." A//J,; R~~ia, vol. 20 (1<)83), pp. X9-I4I; V. 
Ruseva, "Mortality patterns and life expectancy in medieval skeleton populations 
from Bulgari.l (VIII-X c. AD)," .4B, vol. 7 (2003), pp. n-84. 

1
"

1 L. Bartosiewicz, '"Az allatcsontok eloszalasi rendszere avar temetkczesekben 
[Patterns of .minul otTerings in Avar burials]," J[,\ra Fcrc11C ,\11/::cll/11 Eukiill)'l'C, 
vol. 1 (It)H4-It)K5). pp. 77--<JS; M. ~· Udrescu, "Vinatoarea ji crejterea animalelor 
in sec. VIII-XI in sud-estul Rom;inici. Unele corelatii intre ocupatii si conditii 
ecologice [Hunting and animal breeding in southeastern Romania during the 
eighth to eleventh centuries. Some correlations between human occupations and 
ecologicJl conditiom[," Rcuista .\Ill::cclor, w1l. 17 (I<)8o), pp. 56-60; L. Bejenaru, 
'"Caracterele eto-ecologice 1i de r:ispjndire ale speciilor de animale salbatice din 
Romania, in concord.mt;\ cu evoluti.l ambientului in prima parte a mileniului II 
e.n. [The eto-ecological peculi.1rities and the spread of wild fauna in Romania. 
in relation to the development of the medieval landscape during the first part of 
the second millennium AI>j, '' "-lrhco!t~~ia .\Ioldouci, vol. 21 ( 1 <)98). pp. 277-32 I; 
and "Date arheozoologice privind unele tipuri de animale domestice existente 
in evul mediu pe teritorml Rom;iniei [Zooarchaeological data on some domestic 
animals in existence in present-d.1y Romania during the Middle Ages]," Arheologia 
1/Jcdit'l'ala, vol. 3 (2ooo), pp. 253-2!i2; A. Powell, '"The Cmnal remains," in B)'::CLI/1-

tinc Butriiit: Ew,ll'<ltiow <iiid Surl'C)'S, 1994-99, ed. by R. Hodges, W llosnien, and 
K. Lako (Oxford: Oxbow, 2004), pp. 30)-}20. 
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medievallandscape.7° Landscape archaeology, on the other hand, an 
approach that employs several techniques to reconstruct economies 
oflarge areas and relate them to patterns of control, cult, and status, 
has yet to make its appearance in Southeastern Europe. 

APPROACHES AND INTERPRETATIVE FRAMEWORKS 

Only one book has ever been written in English on the medieval 
history of the entire region as defined above. This is Peter Sugar's 
Southeastern Europe tmder Ottoma11 Rule, from which the present book 
is different both in chronological and geographical scope.7 1 The lit
erature written in English has been dominated so far by John V A. 
Fine's surveys with their primarily political and constitutional focus, 72 

as well as by a relatively large number of studies, often tramlations 
of works produced in other languages, with narrowly defined top
ics ranging from archaeology to manuscript studies. No attempt has 
ever been made to incorporate the archaeological sources at a regional 
level or to use the many and extremely detailed art history studies 
to bring up issues of patronage and politics of culture. Within the 
region itself, there were substantial differences and divergent devel
opments, with little interest for comparative approaches. For exam
ple, medieval Bulgaria is often compared to Byzantium, but not to 
Croatia, while the histories and archaeologies of Byzantine Greece 
and Bulgaria arc rarely, if ever, viewed as the two sides of the same 
com. 

70 M. Circiumaru. "Analiza polinid a stratelor de L! l:lucov Uud. Prahova) [The 
pollen analysis of the medieval strata at Bucov, Prahova district]." Studii 1i ccrccr,iri 
de istoric Iwiie, vol. 23 (1972), p .. p7; K. Borojevic, "Analiza ugUenisanog semenja 
sa lokaliteta Svetinja [The analysis of charred seeds from the Svetinja site]," Starinar, 
vol. 38 (1987), pp. 65-71. See also E. Bozhilova and lu. Atanasova, "l'aleoeko
logichni usloviia i istoriia na rastitelnostta v raiona na Durankulashkoto ezero 
[The paleoecologiCJl conditions and the history of vegetation in the region of 
the Durankulak Lake]," in Durankidak, ed. by H. Todorova (Sofia: l3algarskata 
Izdatelstvo na Balgarskata Akademiia na Naukite, ll)X<J), pp. 197-204. 

7 ' See Sugar, Sout!Jcastem Europe. The phrase "Southeastern Europe" is used also in 
the title of Georg Stadtmiiller's Gcscliiclitc Siidostcuropas (Munich: R. Oldenbourg, 
1950). Like Sugar, Stadtmi.iller had little interest in a detailed examination of the 
earlier medieval period and jumped instead to the Ottoman and post-Ottoman 
periods. 
See Fine, Early .\fedicJ•al Balk<111s and Lue .\Icdicml B,dkans. There is to d.lte no 
bibliography of the scholarship produced in English on medieval Southeastern 
Europe. 
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The research agendas and interpretative paradigms within which 
the history of different regions of medieval Southeastern Europe has 
been written have changed over time and vary nationally and even 
regionally. During the I 9 50s and I 960s the research agenda was tied 
to the new requirements of the cultural policies promoted by the 
Communist regimes and to the predominantly Marxist philosophy 
that inspired them. Economic and social issues were now to be pre
ferred to any of the traditional topics, ranging from political to church 
history. 73 In addition, the new emphasis on economic and social his
tory encouraged the use of the archaeological evidence, instead of, 
or in combination with, written sources. That evidence derived first 
and foremost from the excavation of cemeteries, the first archaeolog
ical sites to be published as monographs. Cemeteries were preferred 
because of the firm belief that the analysis of grave goods will produce 
conclusions about social structure, which could in turn serve for the 
writing of the new social history. 74 The use of archaeological sources 
also encouraged a shift in emphasis from the later to the early Middle 

73 G. Laszlo. Etudes archcologiqucs mr l'histoirc de Ia societe des Avars (Budapest: 
Akademiai kiad6, 1955); P Blaznik, Zemljiskagvspostva v obmoijufrcisinske dolctzjske 
posesti [Medieval Manors on the Estates of the Freising Chapter in Lower Carniola] 
(Ljubljana: Slovenska Akademia Znanosti in Umetnosti, 1958); A. Bartha, A IX
X. szazadi magyar tarsadalom [The Hungarian Society during the Ninth and Tenth 
Centuries] (Budapest: Akademiai kiad6, 1968); D. K.len, Fratri;a. Feud opatije -'"· 
.'vfihovila zwd Limomz1 Istri i nj~~ova sela (XI-XVII st.) [Fratrija, a Fief of the Abbey of 
St. Michael above Lim in !stria and its Villages (Eleventh to Seventeenth Century)] 
(Pazin and Rijeka: Historijski arhiv, 1969); D. Angelov, Obshtestvo i obslztestvetza 
misiilz• srednollekovzw Bii(~ariia (IX-XIV v.) (Society and Social Structure in Medieval 
Bulgaria (Ninth to Fourteenth Century] (Softa: Partizdat, 1979). After more than 
forty years of total neglect, medieval economic history is now experiencing a 
remarkable revival in Serbia that parallels similar developments in Western Europe. 
See Z. M. Njegovan and M. Pantelic, Agriwlture ofi'v!edieual Serbia (Belgrade: Eco
nomics lmtitute, 19yH); S. M. c':irkovic, D. Kovai:evic-Kojii:, and R. Cuk, Stan' 
srpsko rudarstvo [Early Serbian Mining] (Novi Sad: Prometej, 2002). 

'" See J. Korosec, Starosloucnska grobiHa " Scucmi Sloueni;i [Old Slavonic cemeteries 
in Northern Slovenia! (Celje: Tiskarna druzbe Sv. Mohorja, 1y47); J. Kastelic, 
Slouamka nekropola 11a Bledu. Arheolo.<iko in al!tropolosko porofilo za leto 1948 [The 
Slavic Cemetery in Bled. Archaeological and Anthropological Research in 1948] 
(Ljubljana: Slovenska Akademija Znanosti in Umetnosti, 1950); S. Stanchev and 
S. Ivanov, i\'ckropohlt do I\'oFi l'azar [The Novi Pazar Cemetery] (Softa: Izda
tdstvo na Biilgarskata Akademiia na Naukite, 195H); S. Beslagii: and D. Basler, 
Grborczi, sredzzjwjckcll'l!a zzckropola [Grborezi, the Medieval Cemetery] (Sarajevo: 
Zavod z.1 zastitu spomenika kulture, 1\)64). The excavation and publication of 
settlement sites came comp.1ratively later. In Romania, the sites fmt published as 
monographs were Byzantine forts in the Lower Danube region. See G. Florescu, 
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Ages, particularly the centuries of the so-called "Great Migration" or 
"barbarian invasions" which had been until then almost completely 
neglected.75 However, the 1950s and 1960s also show the signs of 
remarkable continuity with the pre-war research agenda. This was a 
period of major importance for the publication of critical editions 
of sources or of collections of sources in translation, as well as for 
the publication of works of traditional political or even art history. 70 

In Croatia and Hungary, this was also a period of interest in the 

R. Florescu, and P. Diaconu, Capidm•a I (Bucharest: Editura Academiei Repub
licii Socialiste Romania, 1958); Gh. ~teLm, I. Barne.1, M. Comj.l. and E. Comja, 
Dino.~etia I. A~ezarea fC11dalc1 ti111purie de Ia Biscrim(cJ-Garl'cJII [Dinogetia I. The 
Early Medieval Settlement in Bisericup-Garvan] (Bucharest: Editura Academiei 
Rcpublicii Socialiste Romania. 1967). The tlrst rural settlements identitled by 
means of archaeological excavations were published in Bulgaria by Zh. Vazharova, 
Slauiano-halgarskoto selislite and Slal'ianski i slal'ianoh,l(Rar.dzi sclislira. followed by 
the Romanian archaeologist E. Zaharia. Sclpdturilc de Ia Dridu. For the earliest 
attempts to write history exclusively on the basis of the archaeological evidence, 
see K. Horedt, Uiitersuclumgen zur Friihgeschichte Siehmhii~~CIIS (Bucharest: Editura 
Academiei Republicii Populare Romane, 195~); G. B. Fedorov. Sase!CIIie Pmrsko
Dnestrouskogo 111ezhdurech 'ia u I tysiaclieletii li.f. [The Population of the Region 
between the Prut and Dniester Rivers during the First Millennium AD] (Moscow: 
lzdatel'stvo Akadcmii Nauk SSSR, 1960). 

7-' J. Kovacevic. ~'aruarska kolonizaciia juznoshll'eiiSkih oblasti od IV do pofetkc1 VII 1•cka 
[The Barbarian Colonization of the Yugoslav Lands tl·om the Fourth to the Early 
Seventh Century] (Novi Sad: Vojvodanski Muzej, 1960); D. Csallany, Archiiolo.~ische 
Dcnkmiiler der Gepidm i111 .'vfitteldonaubecken (Budapest: Akademiai kiad6, 1961); 

V Tapkova-Zaimova, Sashcstl'iia i ctnicheski prolllcni na lwlkanitc pre:: VI- VII 1'. 

[Barbarian Invasions and Ethnic Changes in the Sixth- to Seventh-Century 
Balkans] (Sotla: lzdatelstvo na l3algarskata Akademiia na Naukite, 1 s>66); I. Bona. 
A k6zepkor lrainala. A gepidak i:s a langobardok ,, Ktlrpcit-lllcdmccben [The Dawn 
of the Middle Ages. Gepicls and Lombards in the Carpathian Basin] (Budapest: 
Akademiai kiad<'>. 1974). 

cr. The I'J50S witnessed the launching of several multi-volume series of sources in 
translation: Gr,lcki izl'ori za bii(~arskata istoriia [Greek Sources l(>r the History of 
Bulgaria], ed. by V Bcshcvliev ct al., 1 1 vols. (Sotla: lzdatelstvo na Balgarskata 
Akademiia na Naukite. 1954-1983); Latinski i::Fori za ba(~cmkata istoriia [Latin 
Sources for the History ofBulgaria]. eel. by I. Duichev et al.. 3 vols. (Sofia: lzd.l
telstvo na Balgarskata Akademiia na Naukitc. 1958 and 1965): Vizanti;ski izl'ori 
za istori;11 11aroda ]11goslal'ijc [Byzantine Sources t(>r the History of the Yugosl.!\· 
Peoples], ed. by F. Barisii: et al.. 2 vols. (Belgrade: Naucna knjiga, 1955 and 1959). 

See also Mosin, Lictopis popa Dllk/jallina: F. Barisic. C:uda Dimitrija Solunskog 
kao istoriski izl'ori [The .\firacles o( St. Dcllletrills as Historical Source] (Belgrade: 
Srpska Akademija Nauka. 1953): Novak. 7.adarski kart11lar. In Hungary the publi
cation of sources in translation. particularly of those written in Greek. continued 
to be a salient feature of medieval studies until wry recently. See G. Mor.l\"
csik. Az Arp(1d-kori 1//(~~)'ar f<·>rtt;nct hi.:::linci)~nr(ls(1i [Byzantine "ources for the hi"tory 
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political and cultural influence ofByzantium, a topic that caught the 
attention ofRomanian and Bulgarian scholars only in the 1970s. 77 In 
both Romania and Bulgaria, this has coincided with a concern with 
the publication of inscriptions, both late antique and medieval. 7s In 
the course of the r 970s and I 980s, the first monographs dedicated 
to medieval coins were published in Hungary and Bulgaria, while a 
formidable explosion of studies on medieval architecture, sculpture, 
and painting was taking place in Yugoslavia, with no parallel in any 
other country in Southeastern Europe.7~ In Hungary and Bulgaria, 

of Hungary during the Arpadian age] (Budapest: Akademiai kiad6, 1984); S. 
Szadeczky-Kardoss. Az '"'"' tiirthrelem j[JTnisai 55?-td/ 8o6-(~ [The Sources of Avar 
History. 557-806] (Budapest: Balassi kiad6, 1998). See also Diplomata Hungariae 
alltiqui,irrw;J. M. Bak. G. Bonis, and]. R. Sweeney. The Latus of the .\1edieml King
dom o{Hungary, 1000-1}01 (Bakersfield: Charles Schlacks, 1989). For the traditional 
political history, seeS. Antoljak, Samuilol'ata drzhaiJ<l (Samuel's State] (Skopje: Insti
tut za nacionalna istorija, !<)69). For church history, see I. Ostojic, Be11ediktirrci u 
Hrvatskoj [The Benedictines in Croatia] (Split: Benediktinski priorat Tkon, 1963). 
For art history, see N. Mavrodinov, Starobii(~arskoto izkustuo [The Old Bulgarian 
Art]. 2 vok (Sofia: Nauka i izkustvo, 1959 and 1966). 

-, J. Ferluga, f'izantijsk,t uprm•a u Dalmaciji (The Byzantine Rule in Dalmatia] 
(Belgrade: Naui:no delo, 1958): G. Moravcsik, Bizanc es a magyars,ig [Byzantium 
and the Hungarians] (Budapest: Akademiai kiad6, 1953). For Romania and 
Bulgaria, see I. Barnea, 0. Iliescu, and C. Nicolescu. Crdwra bizmrti11,1 fn 
Romatria [Byzantine Culture in Romania] (Bucharest: Editura Meridiane, 1971): 
V Tapkova-Zaimova, Dolni Durra"- .eraniclma zona rra Vizantiiskiia Zapad. Kiim 
istoriiata na scvcmite i sel'eroiztoclmitc li<1(e,mki zemi, krai,l 11a X-XII t'. (The Lower 
Danube Frontier of the Byzantine West. On the History of the North and North
east Bulgarian Lands between the Late Tenth and the Twelfth Century] (Sofia: 
Izdatelstvo na Balgarskata Akadcmiia na Naukite, 1976): D. Gh. Teodor, Rommri
tatea carpato-drllliiremli1)i HizaHpil fn /Jeawrile V-XI [Byzantium and the Romance
Speaking Population between the Carpathians and the Danube, Fifth to Eleventh 
Century] (!ali: Junimea, 19K1). 
In Bulgaria, such concerns date back to the early !\)60s. See Beshevliev, Die 
protolm(~arisclrCII Insclrrifien and Spii(~rialrisclrc 1111d spiit/,Jtcinische Insclrrifim. See also 
Popescu. /n;crip(iilc grccq·ti ,<i /ati11c and A. Medynceva and K. l'opkonstantinov, 
.\'adpisi iz Krugloi ccr/.n•i I' l'rcslm•e [The Inscriptions of the Preslav Rotonda] (Sofia: 
Izdatelstvo na B.ilgarskata Akademiia na Naukite. 1984). 

''J I. lord.mov, .Ho11cti i rnotrctno olmlslrtcnic t' srednol'ckorma Bii(e,triia (Coins and Coin 
Circulation in Medieval Bulgaria [ (Sofia: lzdatelstvo na Balgarskata Akademiia na 
Naukite, 1\JX+): L. Kovacs, .\liitr:::m arts dcr llllg,nisclren Lmdn,li1111ezcit. Archiiologisclrc 
1.'11tcmtclrun,~m dcr <lf<lbisclrCII, byz,mtitrischCII, tecstcuropiiischCII 1111d rdnrisclrCII .\lt'irrzcn 
aus dcrn Kmp<ltCIIbcckcn des 10. }<1irrlrundcrts (Budapest: Akademiai kiad6. 19~9). 

From among many art history studies published in Yugoslavia during the 1 970s 
and 1\)Sos, see especially S. Cunjai:a and D. Jekl\'ina. Starolrrl'atska ltiiiJl'tiiOSt [Old 
Croatian Art[ (Zagreb: Cratli:ki zavod Hrv.uske. 1<)76): M. Zadnikar. Rorn,urika t' 
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the first biographies of medieval kings were published during this 
period, which also witnessed a revival of interest in church history. 80 

An interest in medieval nomads is visible during these years in both 
Romania and Hungary, while Bulgarian and Yugoslav scholars were 
the first to publish monographs on medieval monastic sites. 8 ' In most 

Sloveniji. Tipologija iti morfologija sakrah1e arhitekture [Romanesque Art in Slove
nia. The Typology and Morphology of the Church Architecture) (Ljubljana: 
Drzavna Zalozba Slovenije, 1982); J. Maksimovic, Srpskc srcd•wvjek01me millija
ture (Serbian Medieval Manuscript Illumination) (Belgrade: Prosveta, 1983); Z. 
Rapanic, Predromanitko doba u Dalmaciji [Pre-Romanesque Art in Dalmatia) (Split: 
Logos, 1987); M. Canak-Medic and D. Boskovii:, Arhitektura l\'ema11ijno,~ doba [The 
Architecture of the Nemanjid Era), 2 vols. (Belgrade: Republicki Zavod za zastitu 
spomenika kulture, 1986 and 1989); and I. Fiskovii:, Roma11ic"'ko slikarswo u Hruatskoj 
[Romanesque Painting in Croatia] (Zagreb: Muzej za umjtenost i obrt, 1987). 
However, the 1970s and 198os also witnessed the publication of some important 
studies on medieval architecture and decorative arts in Bulgaria and Greece. See T. 
Totev, Preslavskata keramiclma ikona [The Preslav Ceramic Icons) (Sofia: Balgarski 
khudozhnik, 1988); N. Chaneva-Dechevska, Ciirkov1wta arkhitektura v Bii(Rariia 
prez XI-XIV vek (Church Architecture in Bulgaria between the Eleventh and the 
Fourteenth Century] (Sof1a: lzdatelstvo na Balgarskata Akademiia na Naukite, 
1988); P L. Vokotopoulos, He ekklesiastike architcktonike eis ten dytikm sterem1 Hel
lada kai tm Epeiron. Apo tou telous tou 7011 mechri tou telous 1011 10011 aimws [The 
Church Architecture of Northwestern Greece and of Epirus (Late Seventh to 
Tenth Century)] (Thessaloniki: Kentron Byzantinon Erelmon, 1975). 

80 G. GyorffY, Istu!m kiraly es muve (King Stephen and his Time] (Budapest: Gondo
lat, 1977); I. Bozhilov, Car Simeon Veliki (8g}-927). Zlat11iiat uek 11a sred11ovekou11a 
Biilgariia [Emperor Symeon the Great (893-927). The Golden Age of Medieval 
Bulgaria] (Sofia: lzdatelstvo na Otechestveniia Front, 1983). The genre remains 
popular in Bulgaria. See P. Pavlov, K11iaz Prcsiar~ utori - posledniiat uladctcl na 
piirvoto biilgarsko carstvo i prete11dem za uizantiiskata korona gg61997-106oi6I [Prince 
Presian II, the Last Ruler of the First Bulgarian Kingdom and Claimant to the 
Byzantine Throne] (Veliko Tarnovo and Stara Zagora: Zhivelev, 199 3). For church 
history, see the reprint of]. Karicsonyi, Magyarorszag ~eyhaztdrthietef(;bb vo11asaiba11 
[The History of the Hungarian Church] (Budapest: Konyvertekesito Villalat, 
1985) and T. Sabev, Samostoina 1Iarod•wst11a ciirkua v sred1wvekov1w Bii(R<lriia. Khris
tiiallizatorski proces, ostwvavane i viizkhod, avtokefa/iia i mczhduciirkou1zo polozhmie: 
ciirkva i diirzhaua, rolia i z1wchmie [The Independent Popular Church in Medieval 
Bulgaria. The Process of Christianization, the Foundation and Progress of the 
Bulgarian Church, its Autocephalous Status and Position within the Universal 
Church: Church and State, its Role and Significance] (Sofi.1: Sinodalno izdatel
stvo, 1987). 

5 ' P. Diaconu, Les Phchh1egues au Bas-Dm111hc (Bucharest: Editions de l'Academie 
de Ia Republique Socialiste de Roumanie, 1970) and Les Coumam au Bas-Dallubc 
aux XIe-Xlle siccles (Bucharest: Editura Academiei Republicii Socialiste Romania, 
1978): V. Spinei, Realitii{i et11ice ji politicc Ill J,foldwa meridiollaiii til secolcle X-XIII. 
Romalli ji turallici [Ethnic and Political Realities in Southern Moldavia during 
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Southeast European countries, settlement sites were investigated dur
ing the I 970s and I 98os as part of regional or microregional studies, 
despite the popularity single-site monographs continued to enjoy 
in Romania and Bulgaria. x2 In both countries, there was a specific 

the Tenth to Thirteenth Centuries] (Ia~i: Junimea, 1985); A. Piloczi-Horvath, 
Besmyok, ku11ok, jaszkok [Pechenegs, Cumans, and Alans] (Budapest: Corvina, 
1989); Cs. Balint, Die Archaologie der Steppe. Steppenvtilker zwischm Volga 1md Dotwu 
vom 6. his zum to.Jahrlumdert (Vienna and Cologne: Bi:ihlau, 1989). For the archae
ology of monasteries, see P Miljkovic-Pepek, Veljusa. Mm1astir Sv. Bogorodica 
J1ilostiua "" scioto r"l·ljusa kraj Strumica [Veljusa. The Monastery of the Mother 
of God of Mercy in Veljusa, near Strumica] (Skopje: Fakultet za filozofsko
istoriski nauki na univerzitetot "Kiril i Metodij," 1981); T. Totev, Manastirat 
v "Trnlalaka" - cmtiir na risuvmw kcramika '' Preslm• IX-X P. [The Monastery 
in Tuzlalaka: a Preslav Center for the Production of Painted Pottery (Ninth to 
Tenth Century)] (Sofia: Izdarelstvo na Balgarskata Akademiia na Naukite, 1982); S. 
Petkovic, Afora{a (Belgrade: Srpska knjizevna zadruga IRQ "Prosveta," 1986); N. 
Tuleshkov, Arkhitektura 11a ha(~arskite manastiri [The Architecture of the Bulgarian 
Monasteries] (Sofia: Izdarelstvo na Balgarskata Akademiia na Naukire, 1988). 

'' D. Svoljsak and T. Knific, Vipal'ska Do/ina. Zgodtljesrednjeveska 11ajdiSfa [Early 
Medieval Sites in the Vipava Valley] (Ljubljana: Narodni Muzej, 1976); D. Gh. 
Teodor, TI1e East-Carpathiall Area of Roma11ia in the V-XI Cmturies AD (Oxford: 
BAR International Series, 1980); D. Jankovic, Podunavski deo oblasti Akvisa u VIi 
pofetkom VII Pcka [The Danube River Bank in the Environs of Aquis during the 
Sixth and Early Seventh Century] (Belgrade: Arheoloski Institut, 1981); L. Szek
eres, Kozf:pkori teleplllesek E'szakkelet-Bacskabml [Medieval Settlements in Northern 
Backa] (Ujvidek: Forum, 1983); S. Ercegovic-Pavlovic and D. Kostic, Arheo/o_(ki 
spommici i l!alazista Leskova{kog kraj,l [Archaeological Monuments and Finds in 
the Leskovac Region] (Belgrade: Arheoloski Institut, 1988); N. Klaic, Vitzodol od 
antifkih vremetw do ktll'Zolla Krckih i Vitwdolsko,~ zakona [Vinodol from Antiquity to 
the Lords of Krk and the Vinodol Statutes] (Pazin and Rijeka: Historijski arhiv, 
1988). For single-sire monographs, seeS. Dolinescu-Ferche, li)eziiri dill secolele III )i 
!'7 e.11. in md-vestul.'vfrmteniei. Cercctiirile de Ia DulceaHca [Third- and Sixth-Century 
Settlement Sites in Southwestern Walachia. Excavations in Dulceanca] (Bucharest: 
Editura Academiei Republicii Socialiste Romania, 1974); Comp, Cultura mate
ria/a; I. Glodariu, F. Coste a, and I. Ciupe, Coma11a de jos. Ajezarile de epocii dacica )i 

prefeudalii [Coman a de Jos. Dacian and Early Medieval Settlements] (Cluj-Napoca: 
Dacia, 1980); S. Vaklinov and S. Stanilov, Kladmci. Ramwsredtzovekovlw biilgarsko 
selishte [Kladenci. an Early Medieval Bulgarian Settlement] (Varna: Knigoizdatel
srvo "Georgi Bakalov," 19H 1 ); P. Gatev, Srednovekoutw selishte i Hekropol ot XII v. 
krai s. Kovarhcl!o, Pa::ardzhishki okriig [The Twelfth-Century Medieval Settle
ment and Cemetery near Kovachevo, Pazardzhik District] (Sofia: Izdatelstvo na 
Balgarskata Akademiia na Naukite, 1985). The publication of single-site mono
graphs continued unabated through the 1990s and the most recent years. See I. 
Mitrea, A1c::area di11 sccolele VI-IX de Ia Izuoare-Balma. Realitii(i arheologice )·i coll
rluzii istorice [The Sixth- to Ninth-Century Settlement in Izvoare-Bahna. Archae
ological Realities and Historical Conclusions] (Piatra Neamt: Complexul Muzeal 
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interest in medieval cities and fortifications in the 1980s, in sharp 
contrast with the almost exclusive concentration ofYugoslav archae
ologists upon cemetery sites. HJ The multiplication of approaches and 
the variety of sources now available to scholars interested in the Mid
dle Ages prompted the publication, first in Yugoslavia and Bulgaria, 
of works of synthesis dedicated entirely to medieval history.~+ In 
Bulgaria, this increase in the number of publications dedicated to 

jude1ean Neam\, I998); I. Dzhambov, Srcdnol'ek<wllofo selishtc nad anticl111iia grad 
pri Klzisar [A Medieval Settlement near the Ancient City by Hisarl (Asenovgrad: 
Ekobelan, 2002). 

~ 3 D. Ovcharov, Viza11tiiski i htl~r.:arski kreposti V:._~X vck (Sofia: Izdatelstvo na 
Balgarskata Akademiia na Naukite, I982); R. Rashev, Starobii(~,mki ukrepleniia 11t1 
Dolniia Dwzav (VII-XI l'.) [Old Bulgarian Fortifications on the Lower Danube 
(Seventh to Eleventh Century) I (Varna: Knigoizdatelstvo "Georgi Bakalov," 
1982); M. Petrescu-Dimbovip, Sistcmc de j(>rtificatii mediemlc timpurii Ia est de 
Carpa(i. Ajezarea de Ia Fzmd11 Her(ii (iud. Botol·ant) !Early Medieval Defense Sys
tems East of the Carpathian Mountains. The Fundu Her\ii Hillfi:Jrt] (laji:Junimea. 
I987); R. Rashev and S. Stanilov, Starobii(~arsko ukrepetJo selishte pri s. Klwma, 
Razgradski okriig [An Old Bulgarian Hillfort near Kimma, Razgrad District] 
(Sof1a: Izdatelstvo na Balgarskata Akadcmiia na Naukite, I9H7); M. D. Matei, 
CiiJiliza(ie urbmu'i medieut1/ii romaneascii. Comribu(ii (Sumwa pinii Ia mijlowl seco/ului 
a/ XVI-Iea) [Romanian Urban Civilization during the Middle Ages. Contribu
tions (Suceava until the Mid-I soos)] (ilucharest: Editura Academiei Republicii 
Socialiste Romania, I 989). For cemetery archaeology in Yugoslavia, see D. Jelov
ina, Starohruatske nekropo/c IJa podmcju izmcJtu rijeka Znntmje i Cctine [Old Croa
tian Cemeteries between the Zrmanja and the Cetina Rivers! (Split: Cakavski 
sabor, I976); G. Marjanovic-Vujovic. Tr11ja11e, srpska IJekropola (kraj u-po!etak IJ. 

/Jeka) [Trnjane, a Serbian Cemetery of the Late Eleventh to Early Thirteenth 
Century] (Belgrade: Arheoloski Institut, I984); S. Ercegovic-Pavlovic, Srednjol'
jekovlla 11aselja i t1ekropo/e u Bo/jetintl i Hajdu(koj ),~dCIIici [Medieval Villages and 
Cemeteries in Boljetin and Hajducka Vodenica] (ilelgradc: Arhcoloski lnstitut. 
1986); B. Marusic, Starohrvatska nekropo/a u Z111iltj11 [The Old Croatian Cemetery 
in Zminjj (Pula: Arheoloski Muzej Istre. 19~7); N. Stanojev, 1\'ekropo/e X-XV 
l'eka 11 Vojvodini [Tenth- to Fiti:eenth-Century Cemeteries in Vojvodinaj (Ntwi 
Sad: Arheolosko drustvo Vojvodine, 1989). 

''+ N. Klaic, Povijest Hruata u rmw111 srednjc111 vijcku !History of Croatia during 
the Early Middle Ages] (Zagreb: Skolska knJiga, 1971 ); G. Cankova-Petkova. 
Bii(~ariia pri Asencl'ci [Bulgaria under the Ass en ids I (Sot!a: Izdatelstm na Balgarskata 
Akademiia na Naukite, 197~): V. ileshevliev. Die protohu(~arisrhc Periode der lml
garischcll Ccschichte (Amsterdam: Adolf Hakkert, 19~ 1); 1'. Petrov. 0/Jrrl~lll'atll' lltl 
bti(~arskata diirzhm•r1 [The Rise of the ilulgari,\n State I (Sot!a: Nauka i izkmtvo. 
19HI); V. Beshevlin·. Piin•o/J,i(~ari, Istorila [The History ofthc ilulgarsl (Sot!a: Izd,1-
telstvo na Otechestveniia tront, I 984): S. Antolj,\k and B. Panov, Srcdnouckot'lla 
,\Irtkcdonija [Medieval Macedonia! (Skopje: Misla, 19K:;): M. illagojevic·, Sr/,ijrl 11 

do!J,J Xc111anjica. Od lmclcet'iiJC do crnstm: u68-J,l71 [Scrbi,l during the Nemanjid 
Era. From Principality to Empire. 11 ()8-l,l 711 (ilelgrade: TRZ "VAJAT" and 

l 
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medieval history may have been prompted by the I woth anmver
sary of Prince Boris's conversion to Christianity, an event conspic
uously treated as a political rather than religious achievement. Sim
ilarly, the recent upsurge of monographs on early medieval Croatia 
and Nemanjid Serbia must be viewed against the background of the 
war in Yugoslavia in the 1990s. But this is no novel phenomenon: 
medieval studies in Southeastern Europe have always been a key area 
of confrontation for competing nationalistic discourses. In Greece, 
the "Slavs" became the national enemy during and after the Civil War. 
By I 9 so, those embracing the ideology of the right saw their political 
rivals as the embodiment of all that was anti-national, Communist, 
and Slavic. A strong link was established between national identity and 
political orientation, as the Civil War and the subsequent defeat of 
the left-wing movement turned Slav Macedonians into the Sudetens 
of Greece. As a consequence, much more was written on the "Slavic 
problem" than on any other topic of medieval history. ~l Conversely, 

IR.O "l3eogr<ld," 19H9). The publication of works of synthesis on the "natioml" 
history during the Middle Ages gained in importance during and after the war 
in Yugoslavia, particularly in Croatia and Serbia. See S. M. Cirkovic, La Serbie au 
.\Ioyen A.~e (La-Pierre-qui-Vire: Zodiaque, 1992) and Srbi 11 sred11iem uck11 (Serbians 
in the Middle Ages] (Belgrade: IDEA. IP Glosarijum, and Sluzbeni glasnik, 1995); 
N. l3udak, PrP<l stofieca Hmllske [The First Centuries of Croatian History] (Zagreb: 
Hrvatska sveui:alisna naklada, 1994]; I. Goldstein, Hruatski rani srcdnii uijek [The 
Early Middle Ages in Croatia] (Zagreb: Zavod za hrvatsku povijest Filozofskog 
fakulteta Sveui:ilista u Zagrebu, 1995). 

" D. A. Zakythinos, Hoi Sial'oi <'II Hel/,uli. Sytlll'o/,Ji cis te11 historian toll mcsaioniko11 
Hcllcnisnzou (Slavs in Greece. Contributions to the History of Medieval Hellenism] 
(Athens: Aetos, 1945); S. P Kyriakides, Byzantina .\Ieletai VI: Hoi Slaboi Cll Pelopon
neso [Byzantine Studies VI: The Slavs in Peloponnesus] (Thessaloniki: Hetaireia 
Makedonikon Spoudon, 1947). The interest in the "Slavic problem" \Vas revived 
in 199r, at the time of the proclamation of the Republic of Macedonia (to this day 
not recognized by that name in Greece), and remains a controversial topic. See 
M. G. Nystazopoulou, Slahikcs Cllkatastascis ste nzcsaionike Hellada: .~mike episko
pose [The Slavic Invasions into Medieval Greece] (Athens: Hidryma Goulandre
Chorn, 1995); Ph. Malingoudis, He T1zcssalonike kai Ito kosmos ton S/abo11. Eisa
RO<~ikll doki1nia [Thessaloniki and the World of the Slavs] (Thessaloniki: Vanias, 
1997): A. K. Iliadi. Ii1 "tizmtnwtll" tou Agio11 Dcmctrioulzos istorikes pt~~cs. Epidromcs 
kai slabikes epoikiseis e1ttczttizen toll Dozmabeos [The Miracles of St. Demetrius as 
Historical Source( (TrikaLc Vogiatzouglou Thrasyvoulos, 2003). For Vlachs and 
Slavs in Soviet Moldov<1, see V. D. Koroliuk, v(,foklzi i slal'ianc russkoi letopisi (VIachs 
and Slavs in the R.us' Chronicles( (Kishincw: Shtiinca, I97I); I. A. Rafalovich. 
Sf,ll'ianc VI-IX l'ckoz• I' .\Io/d,ti•ii (Sixth- to Ninth-Century Slavs in Moldova] 
(Kishinew: Shtiinc1. I972); c;. 13. Fedorov c~nd L. L. Polevoi, Arkizcologiia R111nynii 
[The Archaeolot,'Y of Romania( (Moscow: N<mka. 1973). 
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there was a particularly strong interest in Romanian archaeology and 
medieval Vlachs in the I 970s, because of the Romanian nationalistic 
agitations in Soviet Moldova. Increased political tensions between 
Romania and Hungary over Transylvania were responsible for the 
obsessive preoccupation with the theory of Romanian continuity 
among Romanian scholars studying medieval Transylvania, as well as 
for the polemical tone of contemporary works published in Hungary 
on that same topic. 86 Finally, ever since the war in Yugoslavia there 
has been an increasing body ofliterature on ethnogenesis, which con
tinues to grow as new identities are now forged out of old languages 
and historical traditions. 87 

During the last fifteen years, the predominant tendency was one of 
increasing particularism. Despite earlier and timid attempts at describ
ing political and cultural interactions within the region, sx studies of 

so L. BJ.rzu, Continuitatea crea(iei materiale ~~ spiritualc a popomlui romdn pe teritoriul 
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the medieval history of Southeastern Europe have by now taken 
different paths in different countries, with little, if any, relation to 
each other. While the history of everyday life and women's history 
emerge as new lines of research in the literature written in Serbian, 
Christianity and the history of the Church have only now become a 
favorite theme of debate in Romania. H9 While church history is still 
a popular theme in Bulgaria, in addition to a revived interest in polit
ical symbolism, urban culture, and microregional studies, the most 
productive fields of research in that country have been literary stud
ies, prosopography, and sigillography. 90 This diversity of experience, 
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across time and between regions, will inevitably be reflected in the 
following chapters. Some topics have been researched thoroughly, 
but there are still many gaps in our understanding of the medieval 
history of Southeastern Europe. However, it has now become quite 
clear that diversity characterizes not only the quality and quantity of 
research, but also the history of the region. It is as an exploration 
of that difference and of the interactions between various areas in 
the region, across visible and invisible frontiers, that this book was 
written. 
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na Balgarskata Akademiia na Naukite, 1994); lordanov, Pcchatitc 11a prcslavskitc 
t>ladetcli and Peclwtitc ot stratcgiiata. 
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THE END OF LATE ANTIQUITY OR THE 
BEGINNING OF THE MIDDLE AGES 

(c. 5 oo-c. 6oo)? 

The idea of making the Danube the frontier of the Roman state goes 
back to Julius Caesar. For more than five centuries, the Roman power 
remained firmly entrenched in the Balkans and episodically (ro6-c. 
275) expanded north of the Danube River into what is today western 
and southwestern Romania. A dense network of urban centers 
planted in the lowlands of the interior (especially in Thrace) or on 
the coasts sustained an administrative infrastructure that by and large 
remained unchanged from the late fourth to the late sixth century. 
The imaginary line dividing the Western from the Eastern Empire 
ran across the western half of the Balkan Peninsula, but the growing 
differences between the two political entities were barely visible in 
the region. The political developments associated with the rise of the 
Hunnic power in the Middle Danube region may explain, at least in 
part, why in the late antique Balkans the major contrast was north
south, not west-east. Nevertheless, despite the devastation brought 
in the early 400s to the northern provinces by the Hunnic raids, the 
natural and military borders continued to complement each other 
and to form an intricate matrix of Roman imperial self-definition. 
In the mid-sixth century, Procopius of Caesarea viewed the Danube 
as the "strongest possible line of defense" against barbarians, a line 
separating the "territory of the Romans, which is on the right" bank 
from barbarians living on its northern or left bank.' But by 500, both 

' Procopim of C:aesarea, Buildiu.~.,· IV.!, ed. by J Haury with English translation by 
H. B. Dewing (Cambridge. M,m.: Harvard University Press, 1940), p. 229. 
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the Roman frontier and the Balkan provinces behind it began to 

change dramatically. 

CITIES, FORTS, AND ECONOMIC LIFE 

Perhaps the most visible sign of change was the transformation of the 
Roman cities. By 500, most, if not all, major cities in the Balkans 
had contracted and regrouped around a fortified precinct, sometimes 
located on the highest elevation available, but almost always domi
nated by a church building. In the northern Balkans, the process had 
started long before the sixth century. At Sirmium (Sremska Mitrovica, 
in Serbia), for example, the walls of the city had been leveled in the 
late fourth or early fifth century, and during the subsequent period 
most of the public buildings were abandoned, as the city disinte
grated into small hamlets emerging in urban areas that had not been 
in use until then. After c. 400, the forum in Corinth (Greece) ceased 
to function as public square and no private houses were built any 
more around it. Large buildings, such as the Peribolos of Apollon, 
were transformed into small rooms subdivided by walls of stones 
bonded with clay. The hill just north of the Agora was now domi
nated by a small church with colored marble revetment erected in the 
late sixth or early seventh century. Archaeological excavations have 
revealed the extent to which the ancient street grid was altered by 
the transformations taking place during the fifth and sixth centuries. 
In Philippopolis (Plovdiv, in Bulgaria), a large church was built in the 
early 400s on top of two blocks of demolished houses in complete 
disregard of the access to the neighboring streets. Cities built anew 
in the 500s had no streets crossing each other at right angles and no 
public squares. This is the case of the city excavated on the Carevec 
Hill near modern Veliko Tarnovo in Bulgaria (perhaps the ancient 
Zikideva), as well as of the city erected in the early 500s in CariCin 
Grad, near Lehane, in central Serbia. The latter has been identified 

with Iustiniana Prima built shortly before 53 5 by Emperor Justinian 
on the site of his home village. It is on this site that the emperor 
established an important archbishopric and if we are to believe his 
novel I I of 53 5, it is there that he intended to transfer the prefecture 
of the western Balkans (Illyricum). Whether Caricin Grad is I ustini
ana Prima or not, it certainly represents an urban site of considerable 
importance, but with no history earlier than the sixth century. When 
built, it initially consisted of a fortified hill dominated by a large 



Map 1 Southeastern Europe in the sixth century. Location of the principal sires mentioned in th e text by 
ancient or modern (in parenthesis) names. 
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episcopal church with a number of accompanying buildings, perhaps 
the episcopal residence. In addition to seven other churches, the site 
produced evidence of workshops, bakeries, storerooms, baths, and of 

course houses, but no public buildings or forum. Instead, the upper 
city underneath the episcopal basilica was divided into four unequal 
parts by two colonnaded streets meeting in a large, circular plaza 
surrounded by porticoes. No administrative buildings existed in or 
near this plaza. If CariCin Grad was Iustiniana Prima, it is not with
out interest that when describing the city in his Buildings, Procopius 
mentioned administrative buildings, but no civic administration. The 
same is true for the site on the Carevec Hill in central Bulgaria: no 
forum, no administrative buildings, and no streets crossing each other 
at right angles. Much like CariCin Grad, the site was dominated by a 
large church erected on the highest elevation available. 

Such changes are visible on many sites, and archaeological remains 
of sixth-century cities suggest that the underlying reason had little to 
do with relative prosperity. Indeed, in many cases, contraction and 
encroachment into buildings once of public use are two phenomena 
that coincide with the construction of magnificent churches, which 
were now the new symbols of urban prosperity. At Philippi (Greece), 
the basilica called C for lack of a better name was restored during 
the second quarter of the sixth century, when it must have been 
equipped with stained-glass windows, judging by the large quan
tity of fragments of colored glass found during its excavation. In 
Sandanski (a site in southwestern Bulgaria tentatively identifted with 
ancient Zapara), a large three-aisled basilica received a magnificent 
mosaic floor paid for by the city's bishop, as indicated in the accompa
nying inscription. A capital of marble from the island ofProconnesus 
in the Sea of Marmara, which has the monogram of Emperor Jus
tinian carved on it, was found within one of the churches excavated 
in CariCin Grad, while an inscription recently found in Heraclea 
Lyncestis (Bitola, in Macedonia) specifically mentions the emperor's 

munificence. Both examples show that some church buildings in 
the Balkans may have benefited from very powerful and wealthy 
donors. 

At Stobi (Pustogradsko, in Macedonia), large palatial residences 
with elaborate courtyards, decorated fountains, floors with pavements 
of mosaic, and walls covered with frescoes, were still in use in the early 
soos. Elsewhere, archaeologists discovered aristocratic houses, often 
equipped with apsed rooms meant tor entertaining. Such buildings 
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found in Histria (on the Black Sea coast, in Romania), Diocletiano
polis (Hisar, in Bulgaria), CariCin Grad, Butrint (Albania), or Man
tinea (Greece) suggest that despite all change, a rich urban class was 
still in existence in the Balkans. 2 But the identity of that class is in itself 
indicative of change. The social group most frequently mentioned 
in late antique inscriptions in the northern Balkans is the military. 
Several inscriptions referring to new buildings or to repair and orna
mentation of existing ones mention bishops, not representatives of 
the local land-owning aristocracy. In fact, at a closer look, the picture 
drawn from the enormous amount of archaeological evidence avail
able for the sixth-century Balkans reveals a striking contrast between 
the multitude of forts and churches built all over the place and the 
absence of non-fortified rural sites. The economic infrastructure of 
the sixth-century Roman provinces in the Balkans differed substan
tially from that of the previous centuries. There were many rural estate 
villas (so-called vi/lac ntsticac) in the first- to fourth-century Balkans. 
However, after the middle of the fifth century, medium-sized estates 
completely disappeared. With just a few exceptions, mainly in the 
coastal areas of Greece and Dalmatia, rural villas are conspicuously 
absent from all surveys of the archaeological research pertaining to 
the sixth-century Balkans. The evidence of peasant settlements is also 
scarce. Procopius maintains that justinian "made the defenses so con
tinuous in the estates, that each farm either had been converted into 
a stronghold or lies adjacent to one which is fortified." 3 On the other 
hand, he describes local peasants in Thermopylae (Greece) suddenly 
changing their form of life, becoming "makeshift soldiers for the 
occasion" to keep the guard on the local defenses. Elsewhere, entire 
villages seem to have been abandoned. As the Cutrigurs invaded 
the Balkans in 558, they moved quickly through the northeastern 
provinces of Moesia and Scythia Minor, for all they encountered in 
their way were deserted villages. 4 The only evidence for the survival 
of a significant peasant population comes from the hinterland of the 
Empire's capital. Theophylact Simocatta mentions a populous village 
at about fifteen miles distance from Heraclea (Ye~ilkoy, in Turkey), 

' See W Bowden. ''A new urban elite' Church builders and church building in 
late-antique Epirus. ,. in Racnt Research in Late Antiq11c {_ 'rbanism, ed. by L. Lavan 
(Portsmouth: Journal of Roman Arclueolos,.,·· 200 I). pp. 5 7-68. 

·' Procopius of Caes.1rca. B11ildinxs IV. I. p. 22<). 

+ Agathi.Js. Histories V. I I. cd. hy R. Keydcll (Berlin: De Gruyter, I<)67). p. 300. 
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which supplied the imperial armies with food. 5 Although it is true 
that archaeologists have a tendency to pay more attention to urban 
than to rural sites, the archaeological evidence for rural settlements 
after c. 500 is remarkably scanty: just a couple of single-room houses 
in those provinces that the Cutrigurs crossed in 558. This rarity of 
rural settlements is in sharp contrast to the evidence of flourishing 
rural communities in other parts of the Empire. It has been suggested 
that, faced with continuous barbarian raids, the inhabitants of the 
rural areas of the Balkans took refuge behind the strong walls of for
tified cities. Archaeologists promptly pointed out the relatively large 
number of small houses with walls of stone and clay built in the 500s 
in every city of the region, often within the ruins of previously large 
buildings of public use or of aristocratic houses. Such buildings were 
hastily interpreted as evidence that the place of the rich may have 
been taken by the less well-to-do. The blame for this sudden rise in 
the number of poor inhabitants of Balkan cities fell on barbarian 
invasions forcing people to abandon their villages and to move into 
cities. However, the evidence suggests that the new occupants were 
not peasants. The absence of any significant number of agricultural 
tools from archaeological assemblages securely dated to the sixth cen
tury is in itself significant. 6 Whether or not houses hastily built in 
stone and clay were for peasant refugees from the countryside, the 
absence of rural settlements and evidence of agricultural production 
raises the problem of food supplies for the relatively numerous pop
ulation of the sixth-century cities and forts. 

At any rate, the rarity of rural settlements may be explained in 
reference to contemporary legal sources. In 505, a law of Emperor 
Anastasius acknowledged the difficulties of raising taxes in Thrace 
and introduced strong measures for compulsory collection. In 53 5, 
Emperor Justinian legislated again in an attempt to stop the rapid 
decline of the peasantry in two Balkan provinces, Haemimons and 
Moesia Inferior. To judge from this source, high-interest loan rates 
had forced peasants to forfeit their lands. Some had fled and others 
had died of starvation, the situation being described as worse than 
after a barbarian invasion. Another law of Justinian issued in 545 

5 Theophylact Simocatta, History VI. I .4, ed. by C. de Boor and P. Wirth (Stuttgart: 
Teubner. I972); English translation by Mary Whitby and Michael Whitby (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, I 986). p. 1 58. 

'' But see I. Popovic, "Les particularites de I' outillage protobyzantin dans les Balkans 
du Nord," Stari1zar, vols. 45-46 (1994-1995), pp. 67-75. 
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made every farmer responsible for taxes from the abandoned land of 
his next-door neighbor. Justinian's successor, Justin II, twice granted 
tax exemptions for peasants in Moesia and Scythia Minor, in order to 
ensure that they would be able to provide food supplies for the armies 
stationed in these two provinces. Whether or not barbarian invasions 
contributed to the deteriorating situation depicted in these sources, 
the evidence suggests that in the Balkans the rural class was on the 
verge of disappearing. This conclusion is substantiated by recruitment 
shortages, which were particularly visible during Justinian's war in 
Italy against the Ostrogoths. 

Why was the economic infrastructure of the Balkans crumbling 
at such speed? And if no rural settlements existed to provide con
stant supplies of food, who fed the soldiers and the inhabitants of the 
sixth-century Balkan cities! More to the point, how could a region 
under such economic stress sustain a military effort of the size sug
gested by the archaeology of early Byzantine forts? According to Pro
copius, Justinian built or renewed more than 6oo forts in the Balkans, 
eight times more than in the entire Asian part of the Empire. Anum
ber of inscriptions from Greece and Albania reveal that responsible 
for the implementation of this grandiose program of fortification was 
Justinian's architect VictorinusJ The project, or at least its most 
important part, was probably completed in some twenty years. It 
was certainly completed in its basic lines when Procopius finished 
Book IV of his Buildings, in which he described three interrelated 
lines of fortification. Along the Danube and in the immediate hin
terland, relatively small forts were built, each with less than I ha of 
enclosed area and a garrison no larger than 500 men. An estimation of 
the number of soldiers in the garrisons of forts in the Iron Gates area 
suggests that the entire sector may have relied for its defense on forces 
amounting to some 5 ,ooo men. In the central Balkans, the program 
laid a stronger emphasis on mountain passes across the Stara Plan
ina. Many forts in this region were comparatively larger (over 2 ha), 
each with an extra-fortified precinct in the middle. Finally, a third, 
less researched line of defense ran along the high ridges of the Yildiz 
Daglari in the hinterland of Constantinople. The ubiquity offortified 
sites in the northern Balkans, each perched above a cliff or on top of a 

- D. Feissel, "L"architecte Vikt6rinos et les fortifications de Justinien dans les 
provinces balkaniques .. , Brtllctiu de 1,1 Socierc rratioualc des alltiqrtaircs de Fra11cc 1988, 
pp. IJo-qr,. 
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steep-sided hill, is absolutely remarkable. Some of them may have 
been in existence long before Justinian, such as the small fort at Vavovo 
kale near Gradec, in Bulgaria, which was built under Anastasius. But 
all were equipped with similar facilities and produced evidence of 
similar fortification techniques, such as horseshoe-shaped towers or 
double enclosures. Inside the walls, houses were built in stone bonded 
with clay that are not unlike those found in contemporary cities in 
the region. No other buildings exist besides churches, which were 
sometimes built against the walls or blocking the main entrance into 
the fort. There is no sign oflarge-scale crop cultivation in the vicin
ity of any one of these forts, but samples of pollen and charred seeds 
collected from some of them indicate a shift from winter-sown cereal 
crops to garden cultivation oflegumes, possibly within the very area 
enclosed by the walls. Consumption of cereal-based foods is clearly 
attested by relatively numerous finds of quem stones, often in special 
rooms that may have served as mills. But the specific composition of 
samples of grain seeds from Svetinja, a site located near Viminacium 
(Stare Kostolac, in northern Serbia), suggests that supplies of corn 
came from outside the small military settlement, no doubt on ships 
of the Danube fleet. 

During the late fourth century, the army's supply system had largely 
depended upon the central government and the imperial adminis
tration. This was also true for the sixth century. In 536, Justinian 
created a new administrative unit in the eastern Balkans, the quacswra 
exercitus, by combining Balkan provinces with serious economic and 
military problems (such as Moesia Inferior and Scythia Minor) and 
rich provinces in the Aegean or the eastern Mediterranean region 
(such as Cyprus), all of which were ruled from Odessos (Varna, in 
Bulgaria) by a "prefect of Scythia." The only link between the various 
components of this administrative unit was the sea and the navigable 
Danube. The rationale behind the emperor's administrative measure 
was to secure both militarily and financially the efficient defense of the 
Danube frontier. But the quaestura cxcrcitus was primarily designed to 
distribute the annona (regular supplies of food) to the army units sta
tioned in Moesia Inferior and Scythia Minor. Finds of early Byzantine 
leaden seals, mostly commercial, delineate in the region the distribu
tion network associated with the qu,Jcstura cxcrcitus. This conclusion 
is further substantiated by pottery rinds. Phocaean Red Slip \Vares 
(also known as "Late Roman C"), which were produced in \Wstern 
Asia Minor, appear on the Black Sea coast and in Greece, but are 
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rare on, or altogether absent from, sites in the interior. Such sites, 
however, produced large quantities of amphora shards, an indication 
that the relative scarcity of Phocaean Red Slip wares should not be 
interpreted as lack of contacts with the more central provinces of the 
Empire. The most common amphora is the so-called "Late Roman 2" 

type, which was produced in the Aegean region and was used for the 
transportation of wine or olive oil. Such amphorae were found in 
relatively large quantities not only in coastal areas of Greece, Croatia, 
or Albania, but also in forts on the Danube frontier and in the central 
region of the Balkans. Elongated amphorae known as "Late Roman 
I" were also a familiar presence on these sites. A third variant, known 
as spatheion, was produced in the east Mediterranean area and may 
have carried olive oil, fish sauce, or honey. Such amphorae are rare 
in Greece, but very common in the northern Balkans, and the only 
type of early Byzantine amphorae found on hilltop fortified sites in 
Bosnia, Dalmatia, and Slovenia. 

By contrast, there is comparatively little evidence of amphorae 
produced in Palestine ("Late Roman 4, 5, and 6"), which appear fre
quently in the western Mediterranean region as carrying wine. Rela
tively large quantities of such amphorae were found in Argos (Greece) 
and several other coastal sites which also produced Phocaean Red Slip 
wares, but not on sites in the interior, where amphorae of the other 
types predominate. This may well point to different distribution net
works, with "Late Roman I and 2" amphorae and spatheia indicating 
a system of state-run distribution of the allnona. The archaeological 
evidence thus suggests that during the sixth century a formidable pro
gram of fortification was implemented in the Balkans, of a size and 
quality that the region had never witnessed before. But the project did 
not provide the expected solutions, because its implementation coin
cided with a deep crisis of the economic infrastructure of the region 
and a sharp decline of the rural population. s The project itself seems 
to have drained the last resources to the point of economic exhaus
tion. The analysis of hoards of early Byzantine copper coins found 
in Southeastern Europe has shown a decline in hoarding activity 
between 545 and 505, precisely at the time of the implementation of 

' F. Curta. ··rea,ants as 'makeshift 'oldier' tor the occasion': sixth-century settlement 
patterns in the Balkans ... in [ "rbilll Ccnt<Ts and Rur,!l Contexts in LJic Antiquity. ed. 
by T. S. Burns .md J. W. Eadie (East Laming: Michigan State University Press. 
2001). pp. 1()'.)-217. 
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Justinian's defense system. The increasing number of payments and 
other monetary transactions brought by this economic conjuncture 
had serious consequences on small savings, such as those represented 
by hoards of copper. Fewer coins were now withdrawn from circu
lation and the general liquidity seems to have drastically diminished. 
A certainly unintended consequence of this situation was the com
plete interruption of coin circulation north of the Danube frontier 
between 545 and 560. 

SOCIETY AND CHRISTIANITY 

In contrast to the generally gloomy picture produced by the archae
ological evidence, sixth-century cities on the Black Sea coast display 
signs of prosperity and economic activity, though only for a relatively 
short period. The presence of merchants from the eastern provinces 
of the Empire is attested by inscriptions found in Constanta (Tomis) 
and Mangalia (Callatis). By the time Justinian established the quaestura 
exercitus with its headquarters in Odessos, one of the most important 
industries in that city was the preparation of hides, presumably for 
export. To judge from the evidence of inscriptions, wine was a major 
import in the area, with traders from as far as Alexandria supplying 
the major cities on the coast. In connection with this short-lived eco
nomic boom, a relatively large number of craftsmen and merchants 
appear in inscriptions, with no parallel in urban centers or mili
tary forts in the interior of the Balkan Peninsula. It is in the coastal 
regions of Greece and in Dobrudja that the most impressive funer
ary monuments of the age were built- large, single- or multi-room 
burial chambers with walls painted with quotes from the Psalms and 
with Christian symbols. To judge from the great number of skeletons 
found in each one of them, the chambers found in Corinth, Athens, 
Philippi, and Stamata (Greece), as well as in Cernavoda and Mangalia 
(Romania), may have served as family burial grounds. The associated 
gold pectoral crosses and jewelry suggest that these were wealthy 
families. Elsewhere, mortuary archaeology produced only evidence 
of stone-lined graves and burials with pitched tile covers, often in rel
atively large numbers grouped around a cemeterial church or chapel. 
Since in at least two cases (Vajuga, in Serbia, and Celei, in southern 
Romania), such cemeteries were associated with neighboring forts, 
the deceased buried there must have been members of the military. 
The same may be true for similar cemeteries found near such cities as 
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Heraclea Lyncestis and Iustiniana Prima (presumably CariCin Grad, 
in Serbia). Dress accessories and jewelry associated with such burials 
indicate the presence of women, perhaps wives of soldiers in the city 
or fort garrisons. But the general appearance of these grave goods 
is rather modest, especially when compared with the rich artifacts 
found in burial chambers. To be sure, the regions in the interior also 
produced extraordinarily rich assemblages, especially small hoards 

of gold artifacts, most likely collections of personal jewelry, such as 
found within the sixth-century forts at Markovi kuli (near Skopje, 
in Macedonia), Malak Preslavec, and Sadovec (both in Bulgaria). A 
magnificent belt set of gold with incrusted gems has recently been 
found near Sirmium (Sremska Mitrovica, in Serbia) and may have 
belonged to a high-ranking officer of the army involved in defend
ing the city against the Avar siegeY To the same military elite points 
the early sixth-century helmet found in a basilica excavated in Hera
clea Lyncestis with its rim decorated with a coin-like punched orna

ment imitating the gold coinage of Anastasi us and Justin I. Perhaps 
the most spectacular assemblage in this respect is the female burial 
found in Graeanica (Kosovo, in Yugoslavia), with a freshly minted 
gold coin ofjustinian and a pair of Scandinavian brooches, for which 
the closest analogy is an early sixth-century ftbula from Denmark. 10 

The display of exotic artifacts and wealth was as important for the 
high-ranking female, perhaps the wife of a local officer of barbarian 

origin, as it was for her contemporary buried in northwestern Hun
gary, at Mosonszentjanos, together with a Frankish bell-beaker and 
a wooden bucket with escutcheon mounts with anthropomorphic 
heads, both originating in the Rhineland. 

Besides soldiery, no other social group appears with such promi
nence in the sixth-century Balkans as the high clergy. As in other parts 
of the Empire, bishops were taking over the urban administration dur
ing the sixth century, a process well illustrated in the contemporary 

0 I. Popovic, Zlawi mwski poias iz okolitle Sirmiuma [A golden Avar Belt Set from 
the Envirom of Sirmium] (Belgrade: Narodni Muzei and Arheoloski lnstitut, 
1997); A. Kiss, "The treasure of a Byzantine gold belt from the Sirmium region." 
AAASH, vol. 50 (199H), pp. 251-25H. 

'
0 M. Milinkovic, "Ulpijana kod Gracanice na Kosovu i gradina naJelici kod Cacka 

u svetlu akulturacionih procesa u Iliriku VI v. [Ulpiana near Grai:anica in Kosovo 
and the fort at Jelica near <:':aeak in the light of the sixth-century acculturation 
process in Illyricum]," in Tretja jugoshwcnska konfermcija uizalltologa. Kru/evac, Jo--

13 maj 2ooo, ed. by L. Maksimovic. N. Radosevic, and E. Radulovic (Belgrade: 
Vizantoloski lnstitut and Kruscvac: Narodni Muzej, 2002), pp. 343-360. 
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legislation. Under Emperor Anastasius, bishops chaired local com
mittees oflandowners in charge of procuring grain for cities. Under 
Justinian, such committees had already replaced city council mem
bers (curiales) in the urban administration and had taken over their 
fiscal responsibilities. Justinian's novel I I of 535, which created the 
archbishopric of Iustiniana Prima, also granted the bishop of Aquis 
(Prahovo, in Serbia) authority not only over the city but also over 
its territory, forts (castella), and churches erected outside city walls. 
In 594, before launching his campaign against the Slavs north of the 
Danube, the Roman general Peter brought his troops to a city near 
the Danube frontier called Asemus. According to Theophylact Simo
catta, as soon as "the citizens learned that Peter was about to arrive, 
the garrison took up the standards and arrayed in armour, welcomed 
the general most gloriously." Peter immediately noticed the military 
valor of the local militia and tried to remove it from the city in order 
to include it amongst his own forces. When the soldiers, trying to 
escape him, took refuge in the city's church and barricaded them
selves against Peter's own body of soldiers sent to expel the rebels by 
force, the general sent an imperial bodyguard to arrest the bishop of 
the city. But the citizens of Asemus "closed the gates and covered the 
general with insults." Peter had no choice but to leave As emus and 
"proceeded to march forwards, escorted by the great curses from the 
city. " 11 The episode clearly indicates that the bishop was blamed for 
the insubordination of the city's garrison. He appeared, at least in the 
eyes of Peter, as the most prominent political figure in the city. 

By canon law, baptism was to be administered by bishops only, but 
by AD 500, perhaps because of the multiplication of the administrative 
tasks of the bishop, his presence at the baptismal ceremony was no 
longer a requirement. It has been noted that starting with Justinian's 
reign, there was an increasing number ofbaptisteries (baptismal fonts) 
in the Balkans, often built next to older basilicas. The presence of 
more than one baptistery in the same city, as in Stobi, suggests the 
performance of baptism by clergy other than the city's bishop. On 
the other hand, the multiplication ofbaptisteries betrays an increasing 
need of religious services. This growth also shows the concern of the 
Church and, we may presume, imperial authorities, for the conver
sion of a significantly larger number of people. Some scholars have 
interpreted this as an indication that large numbers of non-Christian 

11 Theophylact Simocatta VI1.3.1-I0, pp. 1H2-1S3. 
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soldiers of the Roman army, mostly barbarians, were now converted 
en masse. Others, observing that the correlate of the increasing num
ber ofbaptisteries is their significant reduction in size, suggested that 
changes may have occurred in the ritual of service, with baptism 
being now administered chiefly to children. In the absence of con
textual information fi-om written sources, it is not possible to decide 
which one of these interpretations we should follow. Moreover, it is 
not impossible that both factors were at work in the Balkans. In any 
case, these architectural changes clearly point to an increasing con
cern with including larger numbers of people within the Christian 
community. 

Such efforts for mass conversion were directed primarily towards 
the army, as indicated by the presence ofbaptisteries in or next to fort 
churches. At Veliki Gradac (Serbia), in the Iron Gates sector of the 
Danube frontier, a single-naved church was built with its vestibule 

'blocking the fort's western gate. The gate itself became a narrow 
atrium, with a baptistery on the southern side. On the other hand, 
on many sites in the Balkans, much like on contemporary sites in the 
eastern Black Sea area or in Africa, churches were literally built as parts 
of the ramparts. Garrison churches were often built so close to the 
precinct that their apses were sometimes incorporated into the walls, 
as in Golemanovo kale (Bulgaria). Other churches were built within 
one of a fort's towers or just next to them, as in Dinogetia (Garvan, in 
Romania) or PCinija (Macedonia). In addition, the Balkans provide 
two examples offortified churches built in isolated regions, apparently 
without any related settlements or cemeteries. In Dzhanavar tepe, 
near Varna, and in Pirdop (both in Bulgaria), local bishops may have 
been responsible for the decision to build churches that could easily 
be turned into strongholds. 

During the sixth century, bishops had considerable control over 
local monasteries, at least since the Ecumenical Council of Chal
cedon (45 1) had introduced the requirement of election and con
firmation of abbots by local bishops. But monastic communities are 
conspicuously rare in the sixth-century Balkans. During Justinian's 
reign, a group of"Scythian monks," most likely from Scythia Minor, 
were zealous supporters of a formula attempting to reconcile adher
ents to Chalcedonian canons with the Monophysites. That doctrine, 
called Theopaschitism ("one of the Trinity sutTered in the flesh"), was 
enthusiastically embraced by the "Scythian monks" who even went 
to Rome to win the support of Pope Hormisdas for their cause. 
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But the archaeological evidence of monasteries is meager. A fifth
century monastic site was found on the island of Majsan on the 
Adriatic coast: it was organized around two porticoed courtyards 
and included a small church with a reliquary containing the remains 
of St. Maximus. At Isperikhovo, near Plovdiv (Bulgaria), an early 
Byzantine monastery included a small single-naved church with a 
baptistery and a number of rooms built with stone bonded with clay. 
Tools for woodwork and agriculture suggest the existence of a group 
of monks who may have worked the land. A cave monastery existed 
not far from the modern monastery of Aladzha, near Varna (Bulgaria). 
Finally, at Slava Rusa, near Babadag (Romania), recent excavations 
have unearthed a monastic complex with two single-naved churches 
and three building phases, the last of which was dated to the late sixth 
century. 

The evidence of monastic sites is remarkably small. Some have 
suggested that the invisibility of monasteries in the Balkans is due to 
the domination of the lavra system, in which monks living in indi
vidual hermitages would gather on feast days at a common center 
for services and meals. But even if all the known cases of monas
tic sites were lavras, it is still not enough to explain the absence 
of cenobitic sites. It is perhaps no accident that, although written 
sources mention either monks or hermits, none of them specifi
cally refers to monasteries. The absence of monasteries can only be 
explained in reference to the absence of rural sites, as the association 
between the two is documented in cases of monasteries established 
elsewhere in the Empire. By contrast, the existing evidence suggests 
that in the Balkans monastic sites were associated with urban centers, 
such as Ibida (Slava Rusa) or Philippopolis (Plovdiv). The absence of 
monasteries may explain the absence of any mission to the barbarians 
beyond the river Danube, as many monasteries in frontier regions 
of the Empire were also centers of missionary activity. In all known 
cases, missions were directed towards protecting the Empire's fron
tiers through building alliances with neighboring polities. The pax 
Romana was equated with the pax Christiana, and the Empire's for
eign policy became intimately associated with the missionary work of 
the Church. The absence of any information regarding sixth-century 
missions on the Danube frontier is puzzling, particularly in contrast 
with the JOOs, when attempts were made to convert the Goths on 
the Danube frontier to the mainstream Christianity of Bishop Ulfila's 
days. In the early 400s, Theotimos, Bishop ofTomis, was well known 
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to the Huns living north of the Danube, who called him "the god of 
the Romans." But no sixth-century bishop is known to have con
ducted such missions beyond that frontier, despite the increasingly 
prominent position bishops now occupied in the administration of 
the northern Balkans. No attempts are known to have been made 
for the conversion of any sixth-century group living north of the 
Danube. There is no indication of missions targeted at either Avars 
or Slavs. 

BARBARIANS AND BARBARIAN RAIDS. "HUNS," LOMBARDS, 

GEPIDS, AND SLAVS 

The sheer number of forts and military sites is a strong reminder that 
barbarian raids were the most prominent feature of sixth-century 
imperial politics in the Balkans. There is hardly any year within the 
first half of that century without a mention of raids by people whom 
the early Byzantine authors, writing as they did in the tradition of 
classical historiography, regarded as barbarians, without much con
cern for accurate or objective ethnographic description. For example, 
during the first decades of the century most raids were attributed to 
the "Huns," a generic term historians such as Count Marcellinus, 
Jordanes, or Procopius used for nomadic horsemen. At times, how
ever, Bulgars (first mentioned in 480) and Cutrigurs are also men
tioned, even along with the Huns, first allied with the Romans, then 
against them. Before 540, most raids targeted the eastern Balkans, 
especially Thrace and Moesia Inferior, an indication that they must 
have originated in the steppes north of the Lower Danube and the 
Black Sea. Exactly what was the area from which the horsemen came 
is difficult to establish, given that the steppe region in question has 
so far produced no archaeological evidence that could be dated to 
the first half of the sixth century. Marauding expeditions seem to 
have been the work of one or several chieftains working together, 
such as those intercepted, defeated, and killed in 539 after devastating 
Scythia Minor and Moesia Inferior. Despite all efforts, often surpris
ingly successful, directed towards intercepting and crushing maraud
ing parties, "Hunnic" horsemen were at the same time recruited for 
Justinian's wars in Italy, most likely because of their extraordinary 
mobility. It was indeed mobility that enabled other Hunnic maraud
ers of 539 to reach the western Balkans and even the outskirts of 
Constantinople. The result, to employ Procopius' bon mot, was a 
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veritable "Scythian wilderness" that came to exist everywhere in the 
Balkans. 12 The frightful havoc wrought among the inhabitants of the 
Balkan provinces during this particular raid seems to have prompted 
Justinian to begin his project offortifYing the Balkans and the Danube 
frontier on a scale without any precedent. 

Elsewhere, the emperor chose a different strategy. Ever since the 
Gepid occupation of Sirmium during the Gothic war in Italy, the 
Gepids had become the second most important problem in the north
ern Balkans after the "Huns," with whom they formed an alliance in 
53 5 in order to raid Moesia. During the Gothic war, the Gepids were 
allied with the Franks and constantly threatened the Roman lines of 
defense in the northern Balkans. They were led by petty kings who 
ruled over most of the eastern part of the Carpathian Basin (the name 
commonly given to the lowlands on both sides of the Middle Danube 
region, between Vienna and the Iron Gates, roughly corresponding 
to present-day Hungary, in addition to various smaller territories in 
neighboring countries). Some of these kings ruled tl-om Sirmium, 
others may have been their subordinates. In the late 400s, Thrapstila 
was "king" of Sirmium, followed at his death by his son, Thrasaric. 
During the reign of the last Gepid "king" of Sirmium, Cunimund 
(560-567), silver imitations of Roman and Ostrogothic coins were 
struck in his name in that city. Very little is known about the residences 
of these kings, and not much more about contemporary settlements 
in the Tisza plain north ofSirmium. Large sixth-century settlements 
were excavated in Transylvania, a region that also produced a number 
of fortified hilltop sites, one of which, More~ti, was fully excavated 
and published.' 3 None of the associated cemeteries can be compared 
in either size or wealth of grave goods with the large cemeteries of 
the Tisza plain. It has long been noted that high-status burials with 
costly grave goods dated to the mid- and late fifth century cluster 
in northwestern Transylvania, while sixth-century cemeteries pri
marily appear in the Hungarian Plain. This change may have been 
related to the reconfiguration of the social and political basis of pmver 

'
2 Procopim of Caesarca. Secret History XVIII.2o-21. cd. by J H,tury with EngJi,h 

transbtion by H. B. Dewing (C,unbridgc, Ma".: Harvard University Press, I<J35). 
pp. 2I<J and 221. 

' 3 K. Horedt, "Bete,tigtc Siedlungen des h.Jhs. u. Z. am Sicbcnbiirgen ... in Sicdlrurg. 
Bur~ uud St,Idt. Studicn zu ilrrm Antangm. ed. by K.-H. Otto c~nd J Herrmann 
(Berlin: Abdemie Verlag. 1 <J(•<J). pp. 12()-I 3 ~; .md .\Iorqti. C ;mhungm in cincr l'or
undfi·iilrgesclriclrr!id!Cn Sicdlung in Sichcnhii1gm (Ilucharc,t: Kritcrion. I'J7<J). 
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within the region inhabited by the Gepids, with retinues of warriors 
and wealth now controlled by a burgeoning aristocracy. This class 
of nobles maintained close relations with other aristocratic families 
in Scandinavia, Thuringia, Crimea, and the Baltic coast. Such long
distance contacts are well illustrated by artifacts associated primarily 
with female burials, such as Thuringian brooches, amber beads, or 
Scandinavian belt buckles. The need for displays of exotic dress acces
sories seems to have increased in the mid-5oos, as the Gepids were 
in conflict with their western neighbors, the Lombards. The Lom
bards had moved into the Middle Danube region from the north in 
the early 500s and soon acquired the status of federates. Annoyed 
by Gepid depredations and by the impossibility of dislodging the 
Gepid king from Sirmium,Justinian agreed to give the Lombards the 
annual subsidies until then paid to the Gepids. In exchange, the Lom
bards became a permanent threat to both Sirmium and the neigh
boring Gepid settlements. The Gepids were defeated in 547 by an 
allied Lombard-Byzantine force, and then again, in 551 or 552, by 
Lombards alone. 

Much like their Gepid counterparts, the Lombard kings enter
tained relations with distant potentates such as Merovingian kings 
and Scandinavian chiefS. Auduin, who ruled between 547 or 548 
and 560 or 565, married the daughter ofthe last Thuringian king, 
Herminafred. Prestige objects, such as swords with damascened blades 
or Frankish glass beakers produced in the Rhineland, occasionally 
appear in cemeteries in western Hungary, while matrimonial alliances 
between Frankish and Lombard kings are well documented for the 
second third of the sixth century. The conflict that opposed the Lom
bards to the Gepids seems to have created a "no-man's-land" between 
the Tisza and the Middle Danube, with a clear distinction between 
the "Lombard" and the "Gepid" zones in terms of markers of ethnic 
identity, especially those associated with the female dress. During the 
Lombard-Gepid wars, the "no-man's-land" functioned as a politi
cal and military frontier region, which only political refugees could 
occasionally cross. For example, shortly after the Lombards and the 
Gepids agreed to a truce in 549, a candidate for the Lombard throne 
named Hildigis fled to the Gepids, followed by a multi-ethnic retinue, 
which he later took with him to Italy, where he joined the army of 
the Ostrogothic king Totila. By that time, however, the greatest dan
ger for the Roman system of defense in the Balkans did not come 
from either Gepids or Lombard renegades. In 545, a great throng of 
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Sclavenes crossed the river Danube, plundered the adjoining country, 
and enslaved a large number of Romans. The Sclavenes, according to 
Procopius, lived on, and not far from, the left bank of the Danube. r 4 

Generations of linguistically trained historians have chosen to 
ignore the evidence and sought the homeland of the Slavs in Podolia 
and Volhynia (now western Ukraine, near the Polish-Ukrainian
Belarusian border) or in the swampy area of the Pripet river basin 
(near the Ukrainian-Belarusian frontier). The migration of the Slavs 
to the Danube region where Procopius located them is said to 
have started because of the harsh climatic conditions in the north. 
The Slavs eventually succeeded in conquering most ofSoutheastern 
Europe, presumably because of their social organization in large fam
ilies and egalitarian small-scale societies with no kings and no hierar
chy. In fact, neither written sources, nor the archaeological evidence 
can support this interpretation. There is no need to posit a migra
tion, which is otherwise not documented in contemporary sources, 
in order to explain the sudden appearance of the Slavs on the Danube 
frontier. Ethnogenesis, in general, and the Slavic one in particular, 
can rarely be explained in terms of migration. Nor are the "Slavs" 
mentioned in any source before c. 500. The Slavic "homeland," at 
least for the sixth-century authors who wrote about the Slavs, was 
north of the Lower Danube, not in the Belarusian-Ukrainian bor
derlands. To be sure, the raids of the Sclavenes (the name used by 
sixth- and seventh-century authors, which historians normally trans
late as "Slavs") in the 540s and 5 sos, some reaching as far south as 
Thessalonica and Dyrrachium (Durres, in Albania), were particu
larly devastating. But after each one of them, the Slavic marauders 
returned "home," which was just north of the Danube River, not 
in the swampy Pripet valley of northeastern Ukraine and southern 
Belarus. There are about roo sixth- to seventh-century settlement 
sites excavated so far in Romania, Moldova, and Ukraine, mainly 
located on the lowest river terraces, below the 200- or 300-meter 
contour, at the interface between everglades and higher ground, often 
on rich soils good for agriculture. Each settlement is no larger than 
about five acres, with a limited number ofhouses per habitation phase, 
ranging from ten to fifteen. This seems to indicate that most, if not 
all, sites had been occupied only for brief periods, then abandoned 

' 4 Procopius of Caesarea. li)Jrs V27.2, cd. by J. Haury with English translation by 
H. B. Dewing (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, !<)!4-!928). p. 253. 
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and new settlements established nearby. This is particularly clear in 
the case ofDulceanca in southern Romania. The first occupation of 
that site had fifteen houses, and was abandoned in the early soos. A 
new settlement grew less than a mile away. During the second half 
of the sixth century, this settlement moved to the south, but it was 
apparently much smaller (only nine houses), ofbriefer duration, and 
more dispersed. Finally, a seventh-century settlement appeared here 
after the third settlement was abandoned. Dulceanca, therefore, may 
well be viewed as a series of shifting hamlets, not a village properly 
speaking. 

What caused this shifting of hamlets must have been the itiner
ant form of agriculture practiced by their inhabitants and requiring 
that lands under cultivation be left fallow after a number of years of 
repeated cultivation without manuring. Although most likely respon
sible for the ephemeral nature of almost all sixth-century settlement 
sites excavated in southern and eastern Romania, this phenomenon 
could hardly be called migration in the sense implied by the often
quoted phrase "the migration of the Slavs." On the contrary, itin
erant agriculture may have encouraged mobility on a microregional 
scale, since no settlements as far away from each other as Ukraine 
and Romania produced matching elements of material culture that 
would support the idea of a fully-fledged migration. The standard 
building on settlements excavated in both Romania and Ukraine 
was the sunken-floored house, no larger than necessary for about 
five individuals, an indication that the social unit in each one of these 
hamlets was the minimal family. Much of what was found inside 
each house was by the oven, either of stone or of clay, built in one 
of the corners. By far the most common category of artifacts found 
on settlement sites in southern and eastern Romania is pottery, both 
hand- and wheel-made, often fired within one and the same kiln 
located on the fringes or in the center of the settlement. Sometimes, 
ceramic assemblages include fragments of clay pans used for baking 
flat loaves of wheat or millet bread. Metal artifacts typically include 
knives, flint steels, buckles, early Byzantine coins, and so-called bow 
fibulae (certainly oflocal production, as demonstrated by the artifacts 
found in a house of the settlement site at Bernashivka, in Ukraine). 
The classification of these brooches indicates that they were often 
inspired by artifacts of "exotic" provenance such as those found in 
Crimea or northeastern Poland, but were in "fashion" shortly before 
or after AD 6oo. Bow fibulae were highly visible dress accessories 
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worn only by women of high status. Such artifacts indicate social 
rank, which means that the local society in the region where early 
Byzantine sources locate the Sclavenes cannot be treated as egal
itarian. The intrasite distribution of arti£1cts suggests a much more 
complex picture. The houses of the small site on Soldat Ghivan Street 
in Bucharest (Romania) were arranged around an open area. A large 
building on the northern side produced all tools and weapons on 
the site. A bow ftbula and a handmade lamp found in two houses 
on the southern side are in sharp contrast with the distribution in 
the northern part of the settlement. In Davideni (eastern Romania), 
two groups of houses located on both sides of a small creek produced 
different artifact distributions. In the north, houses were arranged 
around a central open area, occupied by some very small buildings, 
too small indeed to have been used as dwellings, but equipped with 
more than one heating facility. Many houses around this central area 
produced shards of clay pans. Four of them produced the majority 
of the tools found on the site, while another had a bow fibula and a 
double-layered comb. What does this distribution mean? The central 
area may have been associated with some industrial activities, such 
as smelting or the production of dress accessories, but it was also a 
place where some kind of ceremonies took place, which involved 
the consumption of special foods, such as flat loaves of bread. If bow 
fibulae were symbols of social rank and power, then the central open 
area may have also been an arena of social competition, the place 
where men of power competed with each other by means of dress 
accessories displayed vicariously by their wives, mothers, or sisters. 

This interpretation of the archaeological evidence 1 s is substan
tiated by the analysis of the written sources. In response to both 
the attacks of the "Huns" and the Slavic raids, Justinian began a 
massive program of fortification, of a scale the Balkans had never 
witnessed before. The results were remarkable: between 55 I and 
578, no Slavic raids are mentioned in an otherwise well-documented 
period, although in 55 8 a particularly devastating Cutrigur invasion 
managed to break through Justinian's lines of fortification and reached 
the Long Walls near Constantinople. When resuming in the 570s, the 
Slavic raids involved a much larger number of warriors, often under 

" F. Curta, The .\I<1king o( the Sl<ii'S. History ,znd .4.rch,zeoh~~)' o( the Lou•<T Dmlllbc 
R<;Qion, c. jOc>--iOO (Cambridge and Ne\\" York: Cambridge University Press. 2001). 

pp. 297-307. 
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the leadership ofjust one chief, such as a certain Ardagastus who led 
a raid in 585 that, like the Cutrigurs' of 540 and 558, went as far 
as the outskirts of Constantinople. Unlike the raids of the 540s and 
5 sos, those of the last quarter of the sixth century were much bolder 
enterprises, aiming at conquering large cities, as indicated by 5 ,ooo 
Sclavene warriors storming the walls of Thessalonica at some point 
in the early 580s. Only the campaigns Emperor Maurice (582-602) 
launched in 592 into the Sclavene territories north of the Danube 
frontier eventually put a stop on the devastations perpetrated by the 
Sclavene warriors in the Balkans. Slavic raiding activity resumed dur
ing Heraclius' reign (610-641), when we have the first indication of 
Slavic settlement in various areas of the Balkans (near Thessalonica; 
in Bulgaria, not far from Constantinople; and in Dalmatia). The 
chiefs leading the successful raids of the late sixth century may well 
have been the men of power who competed with each other within 
the settlements excavated north of the Danube River. In any case, 
the associated archaeological evidence can certainly be dated to the 
same period. 

So, who were the Slavs? Much like the "Huns," the "Sclavenes" 
appear in sixth-century sources as an umbrella term for a multitude of 
groups living north of the Danube frontier, which could not be clas
sified as either "Huns" or "Gepids." The author ofa military treatise 
written c. 6oo and known as the Strategikon discussed the Sclavenes in 
an entire, fairly long chapter, which was separate from that dedicated 
to the Avars, because, in his eyes, the Sclavenes had radically different 
social and political systems and, as a consequence, different forms 
of warfare. To sixth-century authors, the "Slavs" were therefore a 
different, "newer" kind of enemy. As a consequence, Sclavene eth
nicity may well have been an invention of (early) Byzantine authors, 
despite the possibility, which is often brought up by linguistically 
minded historians, that the name Sclavene was derived from the self
designation of a "real" ethnic group. "Invention," however, does not 
mean pure fiction: Byzantine authors seem to have used "Sclavene" 
to make sense of a process of group identification which was taking 
place under their own eyes on the Danube frontier of the Empire. The 
analysis of coin tlnds trom the Balkans and from Romania suggests 
that between 545 and 565, precisely at the time the Sclavene raids 
stopped, there was an interruption of the coin circulation north and 
south of the Danube frontier. This interruption was accompanied by a 
sharp decline in the quantity of goods of Roman provenance, vvhich 
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may have until then been obtained by means of trade and used as 
prestige goods. This led to increased social competition within com
munities north of the Danube frontier and to the rise ofleaders whose 
basis of power was now warfare. It is during this period of time that 
the first signs appear of particular styles of material culture that went 
beyond the boundaries oflocal communities. Leaders like Ardagastus 
or others whose names appear suddenly in written sources as having 
been known in Constantinople after c. 565 may have capitalized on 
such phenomena to draw boundaries of much larger communities. 
The mechanisms by which some of these leaders known from writ
ten sources may have reached power had to do with the orchestration 
of communal ceremonies, of assemblies, and feasts, such as signalized 
by the artifact distribution within sixth-century settlements like that 
on Soldat Ghivan Street in Bucharest. Prestige goods were available 
in abundance after c. 565, as long as predatory raids were successful. 
It is indeed prestige goods, such as gold, silver, horses, and weapons, 
that the Sclavene warriors of 58 r were still seeking in 5 84 during 
their four-year devastation of the Balkan provinces. The evidence 
of amphorae found on sites north of the Danube frontier, many of 
which are from the second half of the sixth century, points in the 
same direction. Olive oil, wine, or fish sauce - the principal goods 
transported in amphorae- were as important for showing off as horses 
and weapons. 

The rise of the local elites north of the Danube coincided in time 
both with the dissemination of speciftc material culture styles and 
with the sudden interest in "exotic," prestige goods to be obtained 
by plundering raids. But leaders rose to political prominence in con
texts in which they also embodied collective interest and responsi
bility. Chiefs like Dauritas, the bold leader of the Sclavenes attacked 
by the Avars in 578, "created" groups by speaking and taking action 
in the name of their respective communities. When in the name 
of the qagan, the Avar envoys to the Sclavenes demanded tribute, 
Dauritas boastfully replied that "others do not conquer our land, 
we conquer theirs; and so it shall always be for us, as long as there 
are wars and weapons." 1

(J Political and military mobilization was a 
response to the historical conditions created by the implementation 
of the fortified frontier on the Danube. The identity represented 

10 Menander the Guardsman, History. frg. 21. cd. and trans!. by R. C. !3lockley 
(Liverpool: F. Cairns. I<;Bs). p. I<J). 
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by the material culture styles spreading amongst communities north 
of the Danube was therefore a reaction to developments leading to 
the isolation of those communities. If that group identity can be 
called ethnicity, and if that ethnicity can be called Slavic, then it cer
tainly formed in the shadow of Justinian's forts, not in the Pripet 
marshes. "Sclavenes" is therefore the name chosen in the sixth cen
tury to define such political and military changes. In other words, the 
"Slavs" were the barbarians north of the Danube, different from, and 
requiring other strategies than those employed for, the "Huns" in the 
steppe lands north of the Black Sea or the "Avars" in the Carpathian 
Basin. 

"THE FILTHY HACE OF LONG-HAIHED BAHBAHIANS": 

THE AVAHS 

The Slavic raids of the late sixth century were often associated with 
Avar raids and attacks against key points of Justinian's system of 
defence. In 582, the Avars conquered Sirrnium after a long, drawn
out siege. To keep the Roman armies busy, the Slavs invaded Thrace 
and Thessaly in 581; they were still there in 584. But Slavic war
riors also operated on the western border of the territory under Avar 
control. The Slavic raid of 610 on !stria, until then under Byzantine 
control, is mentioned in Paul the Deacon's History of the Lam bards as 
following an Avar attack on northeastern Italy. ' 7 

The Avars first appear in the works of Agathias of Myrina and 
Menander the Guardsman. According to a later historian, Theo
phylact Simocatta, who wrote during the reign of Emperor Her
aclius (610-641), the name Avar was a misnomer. They were not 
true, but "Pseudo-Avars," a group of fugitive "Scythians," who had 
taken over the awe-inspiring name in replacement of their original 
names Var and Chunni. The latter are otherwise known as names of 
Turkic (Ogur) peoples, a detail too hastily interpreted as indicating 
that the European Avars were remnants of the Juan-juan of Inner 

17 Paul the Deacon, History of the Lomhards JV-40, ed. by G. Waitz (Hanover: Hahn
sche Buchhandlung, rH7H), p. 168. At this point of his History, Paul relied on 
information borrowed tram the now lost history of Secundus of Trento. See K. 
Gardiner, "Paul the Deacon and Secundus ofTrento," in History and Historians in 
Late Antiquity. ed. by B. Croke and A. Emmett (Sydney: Pergamon Press, 1983), 
PP· 147-154. 
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Asia mentioned in Chinese annals.'' It is in fact quite likely that 
Theophylact's story is a distorted myth ofbarbarian origin. As such, 
the story was meant to underline the heterogeneity of the group 
of 20,000 horsemen in the steppe north of the Caucasus Moun
tains, in whose name an embassy was sent in 55/l to Constantinople, 
where its members made a strong impression with their long, braided 
hair. Whatever the case, the numbers of those who would eventually 
move into the Middle Danube region were later greatly increased 
by repeated migrations from the steppe of separate, different groups. 
There were Cutrigur warriors among the rank and file of the Avar 
army, and in 583 or 584, three tribes named Tarniakh, Kotzager, and 
Zabender fled the steppes to escape the Turkic onslaught and joined 
the Avars. There is plenty of written evidence that a substantial num
ber of Gepids had remained under Avar rule. During the campaign 
of 599!6oo led by the Roman general Priscus in the Tisza region, the 
inhabitants of three Gepid villages were taken by surprise and mas
sacred by the Roman troops. Perhaps as early as AD 6oo, but without 
any doubt during the early 700s, the Avars established in that region 
were very different, in both ethnic and social terms, from those who 
had sent the embassy to Emperor Justinian. 

The Avars were quick in subjugating to the authority of their 
leader, the qagan Bayan, ' 9 all the nomads in the steppes north of the 
Black Sea, including the "Huns" and the Cutrigurs that had created 
so much havoc in the Balkans during the first half of the sixth century. 
Denied access to Scythia Minor (the border province on the Danube 
frontier closest to the steppes), the Avars made a surprise attack at 
the opposite end of the European continent, only to be defeated 
by Sigibert, the Frankish king of Austrasia. However, after 565 the 
focus of Avar raiding and political interest shifted to the Lower and, 
especially, Middle Danube region. Allied with the Lombard king 

'' Theophylact Simocatta, History Vll.7.IO .md Vll.H.I. ed. by de l3oor and Wirth. 
pp. t88-I8y. See also A. Kollautz and H. Miyak.!wa, Ccschidzte 11nd Krtft11r cines 
udlken<•<1ndcnmgszeitlichm .\'ollladCIII'<'Ikcs. Dic)o11~jan dcr .\Ion.~olci 11nd die .4ll'arf'll i111 
.\Iittclcllrop<1 (Klagenfurt and Bonn: Rudolf Habelt. I <J70); W Pohl, Die .4tl'<1rcn. 
bn StcppCIIuolk i111 .\Iittclc11ropa 567-82211. Chr. (Munich: C:. H. l3eck, IyHH), p. 35: 
S. Szadeczky-Kardoss, "The Avars." in Drc Cmnhric(~c History o( F:.nly Inner Asia. 
ed. by D. Sinor (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge Universirv Press. Iyyo). 

pp. 206-207. 

·~ 13ayan is the only qagan known by name. His son and .dl his other successors 
were simplv called Chagan (qagan) in contemporarv sources. See T. Olajos. "L1 
chronologie de Ia dvnastie .1vare de l3a1·.m." Rl:B. vol. H (1<J7(>). pp. I 5 I-I )S. 
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Alboin, Bayan defeated the Gepids and then forced the Lombards to 
migrate to Italy. No other event in the medieval history of the region 
was given more importance in historiography than the annihilation 
of the Gepid kingdom and the Avar conquest of the Carpathian Basin 
in 568. Some historians go as far as to regard that year as marking the 
beginning of the Middle Ages, an East European equivalent of 4 76, 
with Bayan conveniently replacing Odoacer as the first barbarian ruler 
after the end of Antiquity. In reality, the conquest of the Carpathian 
Basin was just an episode in a long process that resulted in the creation 
of the powerful Avar polity on the northern frontier of the Empire, 
and in its increasing involvement in both Balkan developments and 
imperial affairs. 

From their newly established base in formerly Gepid or Lom
bard lands, the Avars constantly raided the Balkan provinces, as far as 
Constantinople and Greece, managed to capture some of the key for
tifications of the Roman system of defense, and extorted enormous 
amounts of imperial gold nominally paid as stipends, but regarded 
by both Bayan and the critics of imperial policies as nothing less 
than tribute. In the words attributed by Menander the Guardsman 
to Emperor Justin II, it was indeed "more painful to be the friends 
of the Avars - nomads and foreigners - than their enemies, since 
their friendship was treacherous. "20 The history of Avar relations 
with Romans was indeed marked by a combination of deceit and 
military threat. In 578, "thinking to win favor" with Tiberius II, 
Bayan responded to the emperor's request of military assistance in his 
attempt to curb Slavic raiding in the Balkans. According to Menander 
the Guardsman, 6o,ooo Avar horsemen were transported on Roman 
ships down the river Danube, from the Iron Gates to Scythia Minor, 
where they crossed the river into Sclavene territory, which they laid 
waste. One year later, however, Bayan began a three-year siege of 
Sirmium, which eventually fell in 582, to the desperation ofboth the 
inhabitants of the city (many of whom migrated to Salona, where 
their presence is attested by funerary inscriptions2

') and the imperial 

20 Menander the Gu.1rdsm,m, History. frg. 12.o, p. 141. 
21 See 13. Gabrii:evii:, "Question de la datation du sarcophage de l'abbesse Jeanne," 

in DisptlftlflOIICS s,,f,>ttiftlii<IC 1970, ed. by Z. Rapanii: (Split: Musce Archeologique, 
I<J75). pp. ()O-JOJ. Another inscription illustrates the desperation of the citizens 
of Sirmium. During the final moments of the siege. one of them scratched on a 
tile with a shaking hand: "Cod Jesus Christ, save our city, smash the Avars, and 
protect the Ronuns ,md the one who wrote this." SeeR. Noll, "Ein Ziegel als 
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government, too preoccupied with the war against Persia to do any
thing about such a serious blow to the Roman system of defense in 
the Balkans. Throughout this period of complicated relations with 
the Empire, the annual stipends paid to the Avars increased steadily 
from So,ooo to I so,ooo solidi (gold coins), i.e., from almost 900 to 
over I ,6oo pounds of pure gold, over a period of thirty years. Very 
little of this large quantity of minted gold has survived in the other
wise well-documented archaeological record of the Avar presence in 
Hungary. Some fifty Byzantine coins found either as funerary offer
ings or as ornaments in rich male burials are better suited to underpin 
the entire chronological system of Avar archaeology than to illustrate 
archaeologically the wealth of the first generations ofEuropean Avars. 
It is more likely that a great part of the gold was melted to provide 
raw material for gold jewelry, which was found in great quantities 
in early Avar burial assemblages. The exact weight of some of the 
most popular earrings, for example, is equivalent to either eight or 
ten solidi, and provenance analysis may confirm that most, if not all, 
gold artifacts produced during this period within the area under Avar 
control were made of Roman gold. However, since the presence of 
gold artifacts is restricted to a few exceptionally rich burials, some of 
which may have indeed been the graves of qagans or of their family 
members, it is possible that during the first fifty years of Avar history 
a small elite headed by the qagan had exclusive control of the gold 
supplies from the Empire. 

If true, this would substantiate conclusions drawn from literary 
sources that point to a highly stratified society in which power was 
almost exclusively in the hands of the qagan. Indeed, for the first, 
very well-documented century of Avar history, in spite of references 
to several Avar dignitaries (called archontes, "leaders," or !agades by 
Menander the Guardsman), no mention is made in any source of any 
other position of power greater than that of the qagan. Even dig
nitaries seem to have been high-ranking persons rendering personal 
service to the qagan, rather than mere heads of ruling clans. It is this 
"class" ofhigh-ranking, rich warriors that appears in the archaeolog
ical record of small, isolated groups ofburials, many of which contain 
horse skeletons, but also rich grave goods and weapons. In imitation 

sprechendes Zeugnis einer historischen Katastrophe (Zum Untergang Sirmiums 
582 n. Chr.),"' A1zzeiger der Gsterreirhisrlzm Akademie der ~1'isseHSrha(ten, vol. J2tl 

(1<;89), pp. 139-154· 
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oflate Roman practice, the belt with multiple, secondary straps dec
orated with metal plates and strap ends, often made of bronze, but 
sometimes of gold or silver, seems to have been a symbol of social 
rank, although the exact significance of the belt deposition remains a 
matter of debate. A recent survey of just one small region in northern 
Serbia, near the Serbian-Hungarian border, brilliantly shows how 
small kin groups occupied distinct ecological niches along the val
leys of some of the tributaries of the Tisza, while making extensive 

use of natural resources for their predominantly pastoral economy. 22 

The existence of agricultural communities nearby, such as the three 
Gepid villages devastated by the Roman troops in 599, suggests that 
each aristocratic family may thus have controlled grazing fields in the 
vicinity of agricultural settlements under the family's control. Crafts
men enjoyed a privileged social status, to judge from the fact that, like 
rich warriors, they were often buried with their horses and weapons. 
Early Avar society was based on procuring prestige goods from the 
Empire and food supplies from small economic units, in the form of 
either direct production from family lands or tribute from subjugated 
population groups. It is indeed remarkable that, unlike Germanic 
federates of the previous centuries, the Avars neither requested nor 
received supplies of grain from the Romans. On the contrary, the 
Avars several times supplied Roman armies and populace with food, 
most importantly after the siege of Sirmium, when the conquer
ing Avars fed the starving besieged with "bread and wine." 23 More 
often than not, the Avars chose to move the entire population of a 
conquered city or territory in the middle of the qaganate. The sec
ond book of the collection of homilies known as the Miracles of St. 
Demetrius describes one such group of Roman prisoners of war and 
other captives - men, women, and children - that were moved into 

22 M. Takacs, "Einige Aspekte der Siedlungsgeschichte des si.idlichen Drittels des 
Donau-Theiss-Zwischenstromlandes von der awarischen Landnahme bis zum 

En de des r 1. Jahrhunderts," AAASH, val. 5 I (1999-2000), pp. 457-472. 
23 John ofEphesus, Ecclesiastical History V.p, ed. by E. I. Brooks (Paris: Typographeo 

Reipublicae, 1935), p. 250. However, Michael the Syrian (Ecclesiastical History 
X.21), in a passage undoubtedly inspired by John of Ephesus, reports that the 
Avars levied as much as half of the agricultural product !rom the inhabitants of 
two cities (most likely Singidunum and Anchialos) and several other forts in the 
northern Balkans, which they had conquered in 584. See N. I. Serikov, "Joann 
Etesskii [John of Ephesus]," in Suod drcv11Cishikh pis'mmnykh izucstii o slauianakh, 
ed. by L. A. Gindin, S. A. Ivanov, and G. G. Litavrin (Moscow: Nauka, 1991), 

p. 288 with notes 38-3'!. 
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the Middle Danube region, where they were settled and forced to pay 
tribute to the qagan, though under separate organization and with 
their own leader in the person of a certain Bulgar named Kouber. 24 

During the 58os and the early 590s, as the imperial armies were 
engaged in war on the eastern frontier with the Persians, the troops 
remaining in the Balkans were no match for the Avars. Singidunum 
(Belgrade) was twice conquered and plundered, first in 584, when the 
army of the qagan swiftly moved across the Balkans from northern 
Serbia to the Black Sea coast. Only rumors of approaching Turkic 
horsemen convinced the Avars to withdraw. A year later, however, 
the Avars sacked a number of forts along the Danube frontier, from 
Bononia (Vidin, in Bulgaria) to Tropaeum Traiani (Adamclisi, in 
Romania). The war continued in 586, when the Avars inflicted a 
number of demoralizing defeats on the imperial armies. An army 
said to have been of roo,ooo Sclavenes and other barbarians obeying 
the orders of the qagan appeared under the walls of Thessalonica on 
September 22, 586, but could not take the city under the protection 
of St. Demetrius. 25 When, in 592, the Roman defenses around the 
passes across the eastern Stara Planina range were left unmanned, the 
Avars invaded the Black Sea coast region and in only five days reached 
Drizipera (now Biiyiikkari~tiran, near Liileburgaz in Turkey), just 90 
miles away from Constantinople. Near Heraclea, they encountered 
the Roman army, which they attacked by night, and the remaining 
Roman forces locked themselves up inside the walls of Tzurullon 
(<;:orlu, Turkey), a mere dozen miles from the Long Walls defending 
the capital city of the Empire. 26 

In the course of their confronting the Avars at various points dur
ing the last two decades of the sixth century, the Roman troops had 
learned how to beat the enemy at their own game. That much is 
shown by the recommendations of the late sixth- or early seventh
century military treatise known as the Stratcgikon, most likely written 
by a high officer or general who had participated in the campaigns 
against both Avars and Slavs. Besides pieces of equipment that were 
clearly borrowed from the gear of the Avar warriors, the Roman 

'" .\liracles o(St Demetrius 11.).281\, ed. and translated into French by P. Lemerle (Paris: 
CNRS Editions, 1979). p. 22H. 

'' .\limcb o(St. Demetrius l.rJ.II7. p. 134. For the date of the attack. see Pohl. D1c 
/llmrcn, pp. 104-10). 

"' Theophvlact Simocatta, History Vl.sA-I(>. cd. by de lloor and Wirth. pp. 22k-

22(); Pohl. Die .-l.u•orm. pp. 134-13). 
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troops were advised to employ tactics that were typical of the steppe 
horsemen. 27 The Strategikon contains the earliest reference to stir
rups,Cs a device brought to Europe by the Avars, and the archaeolog
ical evidence shows that Roman troops garrisoned, for example, in 
Caricin Grad had already adopted stirrups imitating the Avar spec
imens that had turned out in great numbers in early Avar burial 
assemblages in Hungary. In 586, Drocton, the second-in-command 
appointed by Emperor Maurice to deal with the Avar threat, defeated 
the army of the qagan near Adrianople (Edirne, Turkey), "for by 
feigned flight his wing gave the enemy the impression of turning 
their backs, as though the Romans were afraid of the opposition; 
next he turned about in pursuit, came up behind the barbarians, and 
slaughtered those whom he encountered. " 29 

It is therefore no surprise to see that, once the peace was signed 
with Persia, the Romans turned their attention to the Avar problem 
and, beginning with the mid-590s, successfully battled the nomadic 
horsemen within their own territory. Until Maurice's fall in 602, 
with some interruptions, the Roman armies incessantly campaigned 
north of the Danube River, sometimes against the Slavs, other times 
against the Avars. Among other generals, Priscus distinguished him
self through a very aggressive approach. In 595, his troops crossed the 
Danube in the Iron Gates sector. To the envoys that the qagan sent 
to protest the action, Priscus replied that "the soil was Roman." 30 

Two years later, Priscus crossed again the river near Viminacium 
and defeated a much superior Avar force in a series of encounters, 

27 For example, the feigned retreat (IV.2, ed. by G. T. Dennis and E. Gamillscheg 
[Vienna: Verlag der Osterreichischen Abdemie der Wissenschaften, 1981, p. 194]) 
or the night attack (9.2, pp. 306-3 10). See Samuel Szadeczky-Kardoss, "Der 
awarisch-ttirkische Einfluss auf die byzantinische Kriegskunst um ooo (Anmerkun
gen zum Strat~Riko11 des Maurikios)." Swdia turw-lu111garica. vol. 5 (1981). pp. 03-
65. 

" Stmtegiko11 !.2, p. Ho. See Sz,ideczky-Kardoss. "Der awarisch-turkische Einfluss," 
pp. 06-6r;. 

'~ Theophylact Simocatta, History II. I 7-9 and I I, translated by Mary Whitby and 
Michael Whitby. pp. 67-oH. Drocton (Droctult) was a Sueve brought up by the 
Lombards; his life and career are described briefly by Paul the Deacon. History of 
the Lombards Ill. I s-J(J, pp. I 24-120. 

30 Theophylact Simocatta, HistMy Vll.7.). tramlated by Mary Whitby and Michael 
Whitby. p. I HS. For Roman claims to territories long abandoned, see E. Chrysos. 
"Die Nordgrenze des byz.mtinischen Reiches im 6. bis X. Jahrhundert," in Die 
Viilker SiidostcllrOfWS i111 6. his 8. Jahrllluulert. ed. by !3. Hansel (Berlin: Stidosteuropa 
Gesellsch.1ft. 19H7). pp. 27-40. 
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killing almost the entire Avar army and the qagan's four sons at its 
commandY Priscus crossed a river that Theophylact Simocatta calls 
Tissus, a name probably referring to either Tisza or, more likely, 
the Tamis/Timi~ river, an indication that the Roman army did not 
penetrate too deeply into Avar territoryY When, in 6o r, the Avars 
were "attempting to win control from the Romans of the place called 
Cataracts" 33 (the Iron Gates), the commander in chief was not the 
qagan in person, but his second-in-command Apsich, an indication 
that the defeats inflicted upon the Avars by Priscus in 595 and 597 had 
taken their toll on the prestige of the Avar ruler and the stability of his 
regime. By 602, when Apsich organized a quick campaign against the 
Antes in the Lower Danube region, "large numbers defected from 
the Avars and hastened to desert to the emperor," 34 a clear indication 
of the deteriorating situation inside the qaganate. 

For a long time, historians of the early medieval Southeastern 
Europe have associated Phocas' rebellion against Emperor Maurice 
that broke out in 602 with the crumbling of the Roman defense in the 
Balkans and a general invasion of the Peninsula by Slavs and Avars. 
But the Roman troops were still waging war successfully on both 
Avars and Sclavenes when Emperor Maurice's order to his army to 

3 
I Theophylact Simocatta, History Vlll.2.2-8.J. 7. ed. by de Boor and Wirth, pp. 28 s-

288. See also Pohl, Die Au•arm, p. I 56, who places these military confrontations in 
the formerly swampy region of central Vojvodina, on the left bank of the Lower 
Tisza. For early Avar burial assemblages in this region, see S. Nagy, "Mei:ka -
ein fri.ihmittelalterliches Graberfeld beim Dorfe Aradac," .~tudijne zz•esti, vol. I6 
(1968), pp. I6)-I74· 

32 Theophylact Simocatta, History Vlll.J.II, translated by de Boor and Wirth, 
p. 288. The 4,000 men dispatched by Priscus to cross the Tissus remind one of the 
general's similar operations of 592/3 within the Sclavene territory in what is now 
southern Romania. In their pursuit of the Sclavene warriors, the Roman soldiers 
also crossed a river called Helibakia, most likely the lalomip. The Tamis/Timil, 
which flows into the Danube just east ofSingidunum (Belgrade). and the lalomip, 
which flows into the same river near Carsium (Har~ova, Romania) on the east
ern border of the province Scythia Minor, delineate the theater of operations 
beyond the Danube frontier in which the Roman armies moved against Avars 
and Slavs c. 6oo. Broken in two by the then inaccessible Iron Gates sector. where 
the Danube crosses the Carpathians, that theater of operations included much of 
southern and southwestern Romania, the regions later known as Walachia and 
Banat, respectively. 

33 Theophylact Simocatta, History VIII.s.6, translated by M.1ry Whitby and Michael 
Whitby, p. 216. 

34 Theophylact Simocatta, History VIII.6. I, translated by Mary Whitby and Michael 
Whitby, p. 2I7. See also Pohl, Die Atmrctl, p. I(il. 
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pass the winter in Sclavene territory sparked the mutiny that would 
eventually bring Phocas to the imperial throne. According to the 
seventh-century Armenian chronicle attributed to Sebeos, after over
throwing Maurice in 602, the army returned to the Danube front and 
continued to wage war "against the enemy." 35 Moreover, no evidence 
exists of raiding activity, by either Avars or Slavs, during Phocas' reign. 
By contrast, the raids resumed during Heraclius' early regnal years. 
Relying on information borrowed from an earlier source, Paul the 
Deacon mentions in a single breath the Avar conquest of Forum Iulii 
in Italy and the devastation of I stria by the Sclavenes. 36 In distant 
Spain, Isidore of Seville knew that at the beginning of Heraclius' 
reign the Persians had conquered Syria and Egypt, and the Slavs 
had taken Greece from the RomansY Archaeology too indicates 
that occupation of most, if not all, forts in the northern and central 
Balkans ceased r. 620 at the latest, most likely due to Heraclius' final 
withdrawal of all troops from the Balkans to meet the dangers on the 
eastern frontier. For most of the seventh century, with the exception 
of a few coastal areas, the region remained without any troops until 
the first Byzantine theme was established in the Balkans. 

35 The Anncni1111 History Attrih11ted to Scbcos, English translation by R. W Thomson 
(Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1999), pp. So and 196. The Roman army 
must have remained on the Danube frontier until Phocas concluded a treaty with 
the qagan in 605, in order to transfer troops to the Persian tront. 

3'' Paul the Deacon, History of the Lvmbards IV.40, p. 16H. 
3- Isidore of Seville, Historia GothNIIIII ~Uwdalomm Sllchomm, in Chronica minora, ed. 

by Th. Mommsen, vol. II (Berlin: Weidmann, 1894), p. 497. 
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SOUTHEAST EUROPEAN "DARK AGES" 
(c. 6oo-c. Sao) 

Not much is known about the last decades of Roman (Byzantine) 

power in the Balkans. After 620, occupation ceased on most urban 

or military sites in the central Balkans (Ohrid, Caricin Grad, Bargala, 

Bitola, Pernik, and Veliko Tarnovo-Carevec), whose existence may 

have continued in one form or another into the early seventh century. 

In several cases, there are clear signs of destruction by fire at some 

point after AD 6oo, which was often interpreted as the archaeological 

trace of widespread raids of Avars and Slavs. To be sure, the little 

we know from historical sources about the first decades ofEmperor 

Heraclius' reign seems to confirm this picture of devastation. Writing 

in the late 6oos, the author of Book II of the Miracles of St. Demetrius 

knew that before attacking Thessalonica, the Slavs had devastated 

Thessaly and its islands, the islands of Greece, the Cyclades, Achaia, 

Epirus, and the most part of Illyricum, as well as parts of Asia. 1 

However, no precise date can be assigned to the first Slavic attack 

on Thessalonica recorded in Book II. It is only known that it must 

1 .Hiracles of St. Demetrius II.r. I 79. p. I 75. Some Greek historians maintain that the 

Slavs could not have possibly reached the Cyclades on their canoes. But, apart 

from the testimony of the Miracles of St. Demetrius, Sclavene raids in the Aegean 

are mentioned in a compilation of various sources with diflerent authors preserved 

in an eighth-century manuscript and known as Liber Clw/if(mon. According to the 

Libcr, Crete and several other islands were raided by Slavs in the year 934 of the 

Seleucid era (AD 623). SeeM. V Krivov, "Siriiskii 'Smeshannyi khronikon' [The 

Syriac Compilation]," in Suod drcuneishil.:h pis '11/CIIII)'i.:h i::J•csrii o slm•itJII<Ikh, ed. by 

S. A. Ivanov. G. G. Litavrin, and V K. Ronin, vol. II (Moscow: ''Vostochnaia 

litcratura." Rossiiskaia Akademiia N.mk. 1995). pp. 5 I 7-5 I H. 
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have taken place at a time John, the author of Book I, was still Arch
bishop of Thessalonica. The list of territories raided by the Slavs 
before they turned against Thessalonica fits well into the picture of 
Heraclius' first and very difficult years, snapshots of which are given 
by Isidore of Seville and George ofPisidia. In particular, the fact that 
the author ofBook II specifically refers to maritime raids on canoes 
reminds one of what George ofPisidia has to say about the "Sclavene 
wolves. " 2 It may well be, therefore, that the attack took place at some 
point during the first decade of Heraclius' reign. There is, however, 
a substantial difference between this siege and the attacks on Thes
salonica mentioned in Book I. Unlike the marauders of the 5 8os, 
the Sclavenes of the early seventh century had brought with them 
families, for "they had promised to establish them in the city [of 
Thessalonica] after its conquest." This seems to indicate that, unlike 
those who besieged the city during Maurice's reign, the Slavs storm
ing the city walls during the reign ofHeraclius were not coming from 
afar. Indeed, the author of Book II used the term "Sclavenes" as an 
umbrella term for a multitude of tribes, some of which he knew by 
name: Drugubites, Sagudates, Berzetes, Baiunetes, and Belegezites. 3 

Unlike Archbishop John, the author of Book I, the unknmvn author 
of the second collection of homilies dedicated to St. Demetrius knew 
a lot more about the current whereabouts of the Slavs. For example, 
the Belegezites are again mentioned in Book II as living in the region 
of Thessaly, near Thebes and Demetrias.{ When did they establish 
themselves there? It is impossible to tell with precision, but it cannot 
have been earlier than the reign of Heraclius. On the other hand, it 
is hard to believe that the Belegezites and the other tribes mentioned 
in Book II were the perpetrators of the large-scale devastation of 
the islands of Thessaly, of the Cyclades, of most of Illyricum, and 
of parts of Asia. The list of territories plundered by the Slavs does 

.\Jir<icles of St. Demetrius li.I.I7Y. p. I75; 'ee .!1"' II.4.253 and 254. p. 214. For 
the "Sclavene wolves," see George of Pisidia. Bellum A1•arid1111 1 <J7-20 1. ed. bv A. 

Pertmi (Etta!: Buch Kunstverlag, T<J)<J). 
3 .\Jiracles o(Sr. Demetrius ll.I.IXo, p. I75· For the multitude of tribes, see ll.T.I7<J, 

p. I75· For the location of the various tribes, sec I' Lemcrle. Lcs plus ancims 

rcwcils des .\!iracles de Saillt Dhnhrius et Ia pcu(trafiou des Slcll'es dcll/5 les B.1ik<111S. II: 

Commenraire (P.uis: CNRS Editions, I <)X I), pp. X<J-<JO. For the question of names. 

see]. Kader, "Anmerkungen zum Slawen-N.Jmen in hyz.mtinischen Qucllen." 

TLC.\1, vol. q (2002), pp. 333-340. 

" .1Iiraclcs of S1. Demetrius ll.4.2\4. p. 2 I+· The lklegczitcs supplied Thess,1lonic.1 

with food during the siege of on. 
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not look at all like having been compiled on the basis of testimonies 
collected from refugees fleeing those territories to find shelter within 
the walls ofThessalonica. There are two other "lists of provinces" in 
Book II, one of which betrays an administrative source. It is therefore 
likely that, in describing a local event of relatively minor significance, 
namely the siege ofThessalonica by a coalition·oflocal Slavic tribes, 
the intention of the author ofBook II was to frame it against a broader 
historical and administrative background, and thus make it appear to 
be of greater importance. The impression one gets is that when all 
the other provinces and cities were falling, Thessalonica alone, under 
the protection of St. Demetrius, was capable of resistance. The siege 
itself did not last more than a week, although the Slavs were still 
bent on establishing themselves in Thessalonica. They now called 
upon the Avars for military assistance. An embassy was sent with rich 
presents tor the qagan of the Avars, to whom the Slavs promised much 
more provided that he would help them capture the city. These Slavs 
were certainly not subjects of the qagan, for they were negotiating 
an alliance with him as equals. However, there were numerous other 
Slavs obeying the orders of the Avar ruler in the army he eventually 
brought under the walls of Thessalonica. 5 

Again, the Avar siege ofThessalonica does not seem to have been 
an event of any m;Uor importance. This time, even the emperor was 
ignorant about what had happened. The emperor in question is not 
named, but he must have been Heraclius, for the siege took place not 
long after the one described in the first homily ofBook II. Indeed, 
two years after being offered the alliance of the Sclavene tribes that 
had £1iled to capture Thessalonica, the qagan marched against the city. 
The siege must have taken place in 61 7 or 6 I R, at the latest, and lasted 
just over a month. In the end, however, the qagan could not take the 
city. Instead, he opened negotiations with the besieged, in order to 
obtain some form of monetary compensation for withdrawing his 
troops . 

.\fira(/cs o( St. Dc111ctrius I !.2. 1 <J7-I <)~. p. 1 H). The Sclavene' attacked on the fourth 
clly (II .1.1 H 5) and the decisive confrontation took place on that same day. See 
Th. Korrcs, "Some remarks on the first major attempts of the Avaroslavs to capture 
Thessaloniki (5'!7 and oq)," l3y.::cl1Jtin<l, vol. 19 (1<;98), pp. !77-183. For Avar
Slavic relations. see W l'ohl, "Die Beziehungen der Awaren zu den Slawen," in 
Slwmi;a in soscdnjc dczclc //led clllti/.:o in /.:,Jro!ins/.:o dobo. Za{ctki si<wmskc ctnogCIIezc, 
ed. by R. I3ratoz (Ljubljana: Narodni Muzej Slovenije. 2000), pp. 3-P-3 54· 
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Elsewhere in the Balkans, the situation is less clear. Historians have 

long maintained that Salona (Solin near Split, in Croatia) must have 

been conquered by either Avars or Slavs at some point between 619 

and 626. Such assertions were based on information derived from 

much later sources, such as Constantine Porphyrogenitus, and from 

misdated funerary inscriptions. However, a coin hoard and finds of 

bronze vessels known as "Coptic bowls" clearly point to an occu

pation of the site continuing well into the early seventh century. At 

the same time, after partial destruction, parts of the large basilica at 

Manastirine, not far from the city, were turned into a smaller church. 

Similar evidence has meanwhile turned up in Kapljui': and compara

ble alterations were identifted at the basilica at Marusinac, both in the 

city's environs. At Diaporit, near Butrint (Albania), an earlier Roman 

villa was reoccupied during the seventh century, with walls of stone 

bonded with clay dividing the available space into smaller rooms. A 

church built nearby at an unknown date before c. 6oo was now modi

fied and reused, much like the churches in Manastirine and Kapljui': 6 

In Athens, the old colonnade of the Stoa lost its original architectural 

integrity and was subdivided into rooms at some point during the 

seventh century. In room 6, hundreds ofterracotta roof tiles recovered 

from the fallen debris of the house which was destroyed sometime 

in the 630s were piled in neat rows for possible reuse. 7 An early 

Byzantine fort identified on the island of Dokos in the Argolid Bay 

has two phases of occupation, one of which ends abruptly in the 

early 6oos. To judge from the numismatic evidence, the site remained 

unoccupied until the late seventh century. An early seventh-century 

occupation is also attested on the western coast of Greece, for exam

ple on the island ofKephalos in the Ambracian Gulf. At Aphiona, on 

the island of Kerkyra, a group of houses with stone walls produced 

coarse ware jugs, amphora shards, and fi-agments of glass vessels, all 

of which may equally be dated to the seventh century. 

In Greece, as elsewhere in the Balkans, the general withdrawal of 

the Roman troops is clearly visible in the numismatic evidence. After 

the early 5 8os, there is a sharp decline in the number of coins from 

Greek hoards, and new coins appear briefly only after 61 o. Stray finds 

'' W. Bowden, Epims l (•tlls. The .-J.n-!wcoh~~)' o(a Late Autiq11c J'ror•iu(c (London: Duck

worth. 2003), pp. 201-202. 

- T L. Shear. "The Atheni.m Agora: exc1vatiom of I'J72," Hcspcric1, vol. .p (I<J7J). 

p. 3\!7-
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seem to follow a similar pattern. A significant number of hoards of 
Byzantine copper or gold coins were buried during Phocas' reign, but 
especially during Heraclius' early regnal years. Hoard finds from the 
first two decades of the seventh century are in sharp contrast to those 
from the remainder of that century. Indeed, Greece has produced so 
far only three hoards, two of gold and one of copper, that could be 
dated after c. 630. After c. 630, gold finds disappear from the southern 
Balkans and copper coins of the last decades of Heraclius' reign are 
very rare. It has been suggested that responsible for the significant 
number of hoards closing in the early 6oos were the Slavic invasions 
of Greece during Heraclius' first regnal years. 8 In fact, hoards of 
gold with a small number of coins may represent payments to the 
army known as donativa, which were still paid in 578 and perhaps 
as late as Heraclius' reign. Hoards of solidi may therefore be seen as 
an example of the correlation between mint output and hoarding, 
on one hand, and military preparations, on the other. Such hoards 
indicate the presence of the Roman army, not barbarian attacks. 
They were concealed and never retrieved not necessarily because of 
barbarian raids, but because their owners may have kept their savings 
in cash in a hiding place for lack of any specialized institutions such 
as banks. Though the notable presence of the military in Greece is 
certainly to be associated with the turbulent years at the beginning 
of Heraclius' reign, as well as with the increasing raiding activity 
of both Slavs and Avars, the hoards themselves are an indication of 
accumulated wealth, not of destruction. The cluster of closing dates 
for most hoards right before 620 strongly suggests that collections 
of copper were never retrieved because of the general withdrawal of 
Roman armies from the Balkans. There are indeed very few coins 
of Heraclius postdating the withdrawal of troops on any site in the 
regiOn. 

THE AVARS AND THE AVAR QAGANATE 

Heraclius' transfer of the Balkan troops to the eastern front in 620 
seems to have allowed the Avars a wider range of both raiding and 
control in the Balkans. Judging from the existing evidence, during the 

' D. M. MetcalL "The Aegean coastlands under threat: some coins and coin hoards 
from the reign ofHeraclim." lll:lSA. vol. 57 (1962), pp. q-23; and "Avar and Slav 
invasions into the 13alkan peninsula (c. 575-!i25): the nature of the numismatic 
es·idencc,"jollm,i/ o(Rol//il/1 .-irc/Jacoh~~y. vol. 4 (1991), pp. qo-q8. 
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subsequent years they focused on the eastern regions of the penin
sula. In 623, they ambushed the emperor himself near the Long Walls. 
Heraclius barely escaped alive, and the Avars got hold of the imperial 
treasury and of the emperor's escort before sweeping forward to the 
walls of Constantinople and carrying a great number of prisoners. 
Following this episode, Heraclius chose appeasement over retaliation 
and agreed to raise the tribute paid to the Avars to 20o,ooo solidi in 
addition to giving his own son as hostage. Three years later, the Avars 
laid siege to the capital itself. But the Avars were not able to establish 
an etTective cooperation with the Persian armies on the other side of 
the Straits. The attack that the Slavs under Avar command launched 
on their canoes in the Golden Horn waters met the superior forces 
of the Byzantine fleet. The military failure grew quickly from deba
cle into disaster. Conflicts between Avars and Sclavenes seem to have 
followed the siege, and the subsequent decades witnessed some of the 
worst political and, possibly, social, convulsions in the two-hundred
year history of the Avar qaganateY According to the chronicle of 
Fredegar, during the ninth regnal year of the Frankish king Dagobert 
(63 r/2), the civil war broke within the qaganate between an Avar and 
a Bulgar "party." The exact reasons for the conflict are not known, 
but it must have been a consequence of the considerable blow to the 
prestige of the ruling qagan brought by his defeat under the walls 
of Constantinople. The archaeological record is also quite explicit 
in this regard. A relatively large community of Christians had been 
thriving for almost a century around the basilica at Fenekpuszta, on 
the western shore of Lake Balaton (Hungary). Built in the mid-soos, 
the church was restored sometime around 6oo, and then destroyed, 
together with the adjacent settlement and cemetery, around 630. The 
Christians thriving under the qagan's rule must have been caught in 
the ongoing civil war and their community did not outlive the con
flict. The serious crisis opened by the civil war is also reflected in the 
migration to Bavaria of 9,000 Bulgar families from the qaganate, no 
doubt supporters of the losing party. They \Vould later be slaughtered 
at the orders of King Dagobert, and only 700 families eventually 
escaped to a certain Walluc, Duke of the Wends, who probably ruled 

'J George of Pisidia. Be/hun Al'crrimrn 1 <)7-20 r. For the siege. sec ]. D. Howard
Johnston, "The siege ofComtaminople in 621'>. ··in Cowr,mrinoplc and irs Hinrcrlcurd. 
PclpersJro/11 rlrc Tii'Cili)'-SCI'CIIilr SJ>ring Syrnposillll/ or l3y~<llliillc Silldics, Ox6,rd, April 
1993. ed. by C. Mango .md G. D.1gron (Aldershot: Variorum. 1 'J<J)), pp. I3I

J+2. 
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in what is today Austrian Carinthia and northern Slovenia. 10 Other, 
more belligerent Wends- the preferred name for Slavs on the western 
fringes of the qaganate - had by then established a powerful polity 
farther to the north or northwest. According to Fredegar, Samo, a 
Frankish merchant elected king of "those Slavs who are known as 
Wends," led their revolt against the Avars, after which he ruled them 
for thirty-five years. Samo's rise to power is dated by Fredegar to 
the fortieth year of King Chlothar's reign (623/ 4), but some have 
recently claimed that the episode of Samo cannot possibly be earlier 
than the defeat of the qagan under the walls of Constantinople. Even if 
Fredegar's chronology is correct, the possibility still remains that Samo 
took considerable advantage of that setback in order to consolidate 
his power. I I 

The troubles at the center of the Avar power reverberated also in 
the East European steppes. According to Nicephorus, "Koubratos, 
the nephew of Organas and lord of the Onogundurs, rose against the 
Chagan of the Avars and, after abusing the army he had from the 
latter, drove them out of his land." 12 Theophanes wrote of Kubrat 
as a ruler of the Bulgars, and his story may have originated in a 
~'native," Danube-Bulgarian source. However, there is no reason to 
doubt that Kubrat's rebellion broke against the power of the Avars 
extending into the East European steppes. Kubrat may well have 
been that "Ketradates" mentioned by John ofNikiu as a staunch sup
porter of Empress Martina and her son Heraklonas, because of a long 

1° Fredegar IV. 72. Walluc is not the actual n.JIJH:' of the Wendish duke. but most 
likely the (Common) SLlvic word for his position of power, Foldyka (uladyka). See 
J. MikkoLl, "Ein .Jltslo\Tnisches Wort in Frede gars Chronik," Archil' ji'ir slaFischc 
Philoh~~ic, vol. 41 (1\.127). p. roo; 0. N. Trubachev, "Sclavania am Obcnnain im 
merovingischer und karolingischer Zeit: die Sprachreste," in Cc11tml Europe in 
Sth-Joth Centuries. l11temarion1d Scientific Conf(•rcnrc, Brarishm1 October 2-4, 1995. ed. 
by D. c:.lplovic .mdj. Dorul'a (!3ratisbva: VEDA, 1\.197), pp. 53-55- For Walluc, 
see also W Fritze, ( ·nrcrsuci111ngm ::-urfriihslaruischcn und .fi'iihfi·iinkisrhcn Gesrhichtc 
his ins ;. )<1hrf111nderr (Frankti.Irt am Main, Berlin, and Bern: Peter Lang, 1994), 
p. 279-

11 Fredegar IV.4X, r,s, .md S7. For Fredegar's chronology, seeS. Sz<1deczky-Kardoss, 
"VernachLissigtc Qucllenangaben zur Geschichte des ersten awarischen Kh,l
ganates," in kin/,, E:tmuiarirt1. Fcstscilfi/i fiir Professor Andras Rvna-'Du (Szeged: 
Department of Alt.1ic Studies, r 9\.1 r), p. 1 X 1. Sec also M. Eggers. "Samo, 'der erste 
Konig der Slawcn'. Eine kritischc Forschungsbericht," Bohnuia, vol. 42 (200 r ). 
PP- o2-83. 

" Nicephorus. Shorr History 22, ed. and trans!. by C. Mango (Washington: Dumb
.mon Oaks Research Libr.1ry .md Collection, 1990), p. 71. Nothing else is knO\vn 
Jbout Orgdl1a, md the Onognndurs are otherwise not known from earlier sources. 
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history of friendship between him and Emperor Heraclius. ' 3 If so, 
then his revolt against the Avars, which broke out in 631 or 632, could 
not have been better timed to serve the political and military inter
ests of the Empire. According to Theophanes, Kubrat was the master 
of "the old Great Bulgaria" stretching from the Maeotid Lake (the 
Sea of Azov) to the river Kouphis, "where the Bulgarian fish called 
xyston is caught." 14 Historians have often interpreted this passage as 
locating Kubrat's Great Bulgaria between the Sea of Azov and the 
Kuban River, which was indeed known in other sources as Kouphis. 
However, the name was also used for other rivers, most importantly 
tor the (Southern) Bug. Taking into consideration the geographic 
orientation ofTheophanes' account, Kubrat's Great Bulgaria is there
fore to be located in the steppes of present-day Ukraine, just north of 
Crimea, on both sides of the Lower Dnieper River.' s This also dove
tails with the archaeological evidence pertaining to the the seventh
century Middle and Lower Dnieper, especially with a number of 
exceptionally rich burials, such as Zachepilovki, Nove Senzhary, Voz
nesens'ke, Kelegeia, Hlodosy, and especially (Malo) Pereshchepyne. 
Besides weapons, exquisite dress accessories, as well as Byzantine and 
Sassanian silverware, the Pereshchepyne assemblage produced three 
golden finger-rings with monogram mentioning a certain patrikios 
Koubratos, a strong indication that, despite the absence of any skeletal 
remains, the Pereshchepyne assemblage may well be Kubrat's burial. 
Most similar burials were found in Left Bank Ukraine (east of the 
Lower Dnieper River), but the cremation burial from Hlodosy (near 
Kirovohrad), while sharing many features with the Left Bank assem
blages, also displays a number of remarkable parallels with the most 
exceptional burial assemblages of the late Early Avar and Middle Avar 
periods in Hungary, which have been rightly interpreted as the graves 

' 3 John of Nikiu, Clmmiclc. ed. by H. Zotenberg with English translation bv R. H. 
Charles (London: William and Norgate, J')!(i: reprinted Amsterdam: APA-Philo 
Press, 1987), p. 196. See V. Beshevliev. "Zur C:hronik des Johannes von Nikiu 
CXX 46-49." Byzalltitlobu(~aric,l, vol. 5 (197H). pp. 22l)-2Jo. If the identification 
is correct, Kubrat may well been have a Christian at the time of the anti-Anr 
revolt. 

14 Theophanes Confessor. CITrotHJ.~mpilia, AM 6171. p. 4'J~. See also H. Lauterbach. 
''Untersuchungen zur Vorgeschichte der Protobulgaren nach einem !3ericht bei 
Teofanes," in Die Amber i11 dcr altm lH/r, ed. by F Altheim .md R. Stiehl. vol. 1 

(Berlin: De Gruytcr, 19i\7). pp. 543-5+4. 
15 A. Rona-Tas, "Where was Khuvrat's Bulgharia'," Acta Orimr,llia Ac.ulcllliae 

Scicnri,mun Hung.nicm·. vol. 53 (2000). pp. 1-22. 
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of qagans or of close members of their families. 10 Dated to the sec
ond half of the seventh century by means of coins minted for the 
emperors Constans II (041-668) and Constantine IV (668-685), the 
group of assemblages in Ukraine to which Hlodosy belongs have been 
interpreted as princely burials of Kubrat's family. Judging from the 
archaeological evidence and from that of Nicephorus, Kubrat may 
thus have been appointed by the qagan of the Avars to govern a subject 
tribal union in the steppes north of the Black Sea. He seems to have 
taken advantage of the crisis of the Avar qaganate in the aftermath 
of the siege of Constantinople to strike on his own. Moreover, as the 
civil war broke in c. 630 within the western Turk empire (established 
in the Eurasian steppes in the mid-sixth century), two groups began 
competing for power and control over the steppes: the Bulgars, under 
the leadership ofKubrat, who was a scion of the Dulo clan, the lead
ing group of the left division of the western Turk qaganate; and the 
Khazars, led by a member of the charismatic clan Ashina, which was 
associated with the right division. By 66o at the latest, the Khazars 
finally won over their rivals. In the words ofTheophanes, "they sub
jugated the eldest brother Batbaian, chieftain of the First Bulgaria, 
from whom they exact tribute to this day."' 7 According to the pre
sumably native tradition reported by Theophanes, Batbaian was one 
ofKubrat's five sons, who divided Great Bulgaria among themselves 
at the death of their father. Another son, Asparukh, eventually fled 
across the Dnieper and the Dniester Rivers, and established himself 
and his followers just north of the Danube Delta, in a region called 
Oglos, "since he judged that place to be secure and impregnable on 
both sides: on the near side it is marshy, while on the far side it 
is encircled by the rivers." 1 ~ The chronology of Asparukh's arrival 
and subsequent conquest of the eastern Balkans is still under debate, 
but it seems very likely that he was already in Oglos c. 670. Equally 

''' A. T. Srnilcnko. Ch>dos'ki skorhi [The Hlodosy Hoard] (Kiev: Naukova Dumka, 
1965). For similar assemblages in Hungary, see E. H. T6th and A. Horvath, 
Kunbabony Dos Crab cines Au•orcnkhagons (Kecskemet: Museumdirektion der 
Selbstverwaltung des Komitats BilCs-Kiskun. 1992). 

,- Theophanes Confessor, Clmmogmphia, AM 6r7I, p. 498. 
1

' Theophanes Confessor, Chronogmphia, AM 0171, p. 498. See R. Rashev, 
"L'Onglos- temoignages ecrits et faits archeologiques," BHR, vol. ro (1982), 
pp. 68-79: A. Madgcaru, "Recent discussions about 'Onglos'," in Istro-Pontica. 
J1uzwl tulmm [,I a 50-a illlil'crsorc 195o--2ooo. Oma.~ill lui Simian Cal'rilii Ia 45 de 
ani de actir•itotc, 1955-2000, ed. by M. Jacob, E. Oberlander-Tirnoveanu, and F. 
Topoleanu (Tulcca: Comiliuljude1ean Tulcea, 2000), pp. 343-348. 
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debatable is the possible association ofhis sojourn in the region north 
of the Danube with the three earthworks between the Prut and the 
Dniester known as the Bessarabian dikes. 1 ~ 

It is from this region that the Bulgars began raiding the regions in 
the eastern Balkans still under Byzantine control. Initially, because of 
the concomitant attacks of the Arabs who besieged Constantinople 
between 674 and 678, Emperor Constantine IV tried to ensure good 
relations with the new barbarians at the Empire's northern frontier. 
This, at least, is the most likely explanation for the presence of a 
large number of silver coins (hexagrams) minted for that emperor in 
isolated and hoard finds from the Lower Danube region, the latest 
of which are specimens of Constantine's third series dated no later 
than 68 I. Many of the specimens found in the Priseaca hoard are 
freshly minted and die-linked, which may indicate that they did not 
change hands much after leaving the mint. This remark substantiates 
the idea of such coins serving as bribes or gifts sent directly from 
Constantinople to some barbarian, most likely Bulgar, chieftain. 20 

However, shortly after his victory over the Arabs, Emperor Constan
tine IV organized an expedition against the Bulgars, during which 
the Byzantine fleet seems to have sealed the segment of the Danube 
frontier of the Empire between the Danube Delta and the mouth of 

•v Recent excavations of the southern dike just north of the Danube Delta have 
produced evidence of a seventh- or eighth-century occupation in the form of 
sunken-floored houses built against the dike. See G. F Chebotarenko and L. V 
Subbotin, "lssledovaniia Troianovykh Valov v Dnestrovsko-Dunaiskom mezh
durech' e [The excavation of TraJan 's Dikes in the region between the Dniester 
and the Danube]," in Drcu11osti It<go-Zapada SSSR, ed. by P P. Byrnia (Kishine\\': 
Shtiinca, 1991), pp. 124-145· However, as Rasho Rashev notes, it is still not suffi
cient evidence to link the dikes to Asparukh and his followers, for the earthworks 
could have as well been built after 68o/ I as a barrier against Khazar raids from the 
northeast. SeeR. Rashev, "La plus ancienne periode de l'ctat bulgare." in l"rlll 
der Scythia zur Dobrudza, ed. by Kh. Kholiolchev, R. Pillinger. and R. Harreither 
(Vienna: Verein "Freunde des Hauses Wittgenstein," 1997), p. so. 

20 F. Curta, "Invasion or inflation' Sixth- to seventh-century Byzantine coin hoards 
in Eastern and Southeastern Europe," Allllali dci/'Istifl<fo Italimw di ,,:11mismatica, 
vol. 43 (1996), pp. I09-II6; E. Oberlander-Tirnoveanu, "La monnaic byzantine 
des IVe-VIIIe siecles au-dela de la frontiere du Bas-Danube. Entre politique, 
economie et diffusion culturelle," H&.\1, vol. 17 (2002), pp. 176-177. For the 
Priseaca hoard, see B. Mitrea, "Un tresor du VIle siecle decouvert a Priseaca en 
Valachie," in Acres du XIVe Co11Rn\s illtcmatiollal des hudcs hyz,mtines, Burarcst, 6--12 
septembre 1971, ed. by M. Berza and E. Stanescu (Bucharest: Editura Academiei 
Republicii Socialiste Romania, 1975), pp. 212-213. 
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the Prut River. The campaign went awry when the emperor, hav
ing developed "an acute case of gout, was constrained to return to 
Mesembria" together with his retinue and a part ofhis fleet. A rumor 
spread that the emperor was fleeing, and in the debacle, Asparukh's 
warriors crossed the Danube and "came to Varna, as it is called, 
near Odyssos, and the inland territory that is there."21 Following 
their victory of 68o/ r, the Bulgars remained south of the Danube, 
in Dobrudja and what is now northeastern Bulgaria, which they no 
doubt perceived as not only closer to the Byzantine territories, the 
target of future raids, but also as safely removed from any Khazar 
interference and pressure. Two Slavic groups in the region, the so
called Seven Tribes and the Severeis, were forced into submission 
and resettled as border guards, respectively, in the west against the 
Avars, and on the southern frontier, against the Byzantines. During 
the subsequent decades, most other Slavic groups in the northern and 
central Balkans were drawn into the orbit of the newly established 
polity, but there is no archaeological or historical evidence to support 
the idea of an early Bulgar control over the steppes north of the Black 
Sea. 

BULGARIA DURING THE EIGHTH CENTURY 

Visible as the presence of the Bulgars was in the archaeological record 
for the mid- and late seventh century through both princely graves in 
the Lower Dnieper region and finds of Byzantine hexagrams in the 
Lower Danube area, there is to date no archaeological correlate for the 
beginnings of medieval Bulgaria. In view of the notorious absence of 
metal artifacts with secured chronology from early medieval ceme
teries in northeastern Bulgaria (Novi Pazar, Razdelna, and Babovo), 
recent attempts to date the beginnings of these graveyards to the time 
of Asparukh must be regarded with extreme suspicion. A horseman 
burial found within a prehistoric barrow in Madara, long considered 
to be the earliest archaeological evidence pertaining to the presence 
of the Bulgars in Bulgaria, has been recently shown to be of a much 
earlier date. 22 Similarly, and despite claims to the contrary, neither 

" Theophanes Confessor, Chronographia, AM 6 I 7 I, p. 499· 
22 U. Fiedler, StudiCit Zit Griiherfeldcm des 6. bis g. Jahrlnmderts an der 1111teren Dmw11 

(Bonn: RudolfHabelt, I992), pp. 3 I<)-}20 and }21 fig. I IJ; and "Nochmals zur 
Datierung von Grab 5 im Hligellll von Madara," Prob/emi na prabiilgarskata istoriia 
i kultura, vol. 3 (1997), pp. 125-140. 
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the "Outer Town" (a vast area enclosed within the earthen rampart), 
nor the immediate hinterland of the fortified palace compound at 
Pliska have so far produced any evidence of a late seventh- or early 
eighth-century occupation. To date, the earliest datable finds, mainly 
pottery remains, from the area inside the great wall of Pliska are of 
the late eighth century. Nothing is known about the residences or 
burial sites of the first rulers of Bulgaria, Asparukh and his successors. 

Nevertheless, the Bulgar rulers played a prominent role in the his
tory of the eighth-century Balkans. In 705, the second ruler Tervel, 
most likely Asparukh's son, formed an alliance with the Byzantine 
emperor Justinian II and helped him regain his throne in Con
stantinople. According to Theophanes, after receivingjustinian "with 
honor," Tervel "roused up the entire host of Bulgars and Slavs that 
were subject to him." Tervel was most likely following to its letter the 
peace treaty between his own father and that of justinian, back in 68o 
or 68r.23 In return, he received the "imperial mantle" and was pro
claimed Caesar. 24 Tervel displayed the symbols of his newly acquired 
position of power on a leaden seal most likely struck during his 
sojourn in Constantinople, as well as on a massive rock relief-carving 
(2.6 m high, 3. I m wide) on a cliff in Madara showing the ruler on 
horseback trampling down a lion. 25 The accompanying inscriptions 
in Greek carved behind the horse mention the assistance, in both 
troops and perhaps gold, that the "slit-nosed emperor" received from 
Tervel. The latter appears as archon, a term frequently employed at the 
time for governors of such Byzantine cities as Mesembria or Cher
sonesus, or for Slavic chieftains operating as clients of the Byzantine 
military power in the Balkans (see below). The fact that Tervel rec
ognized himself as a member of the Byzantine hierarchy of power 
clearly points to carefully regulated relations between his polity and 

23 Theophanes Confessor, Clmmogmphia, AM 6171, p. -t'J'J. See V. Beshevliev, Die pro
to/Jll!garisrhc Periode der i>uZ~ari.<rhcn Ceschicli!C (Amsterdam: Adolf Hakkert, Il)8I). 
p. 192. 

24 Nicephorus, Short History 42, p. 103. 
2

' M. Nystazopoulou-Pelekidou, "Sceaux byzantins, improprement .1ppeles proto
bulgares," Byzantiaka, vol. 11 (I'Jl)I). pp. 17-18 (the seal ofTervel Caesar). The 
Madara relief-carving has been first published by K. Miiatev, '"Madarskiiat konnik 
[The Madara Horseman]," I::uestiia 11<1 B,l(~<lrskiia arkhcoh~~icheski institllf, vol. 5 
(I'J28-I'J29), pp. <)Q--!26. Ever since, the liter.lturc on the '"M.1dara Horseman" 
has grown considerably. For a quick orientation, see now R. R.1shev, "Madarski
iat konnik- stari i novi vaprosi [The Madara Horseman- old .md new issues[."" 
Istorirhcski pr~~lcd, vol. 54 (I'J'JH), pp. 1<)2-204. 
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the neighboring Empire. Indeed, despite a brief military confronta
tion in 70il, Tervel dutifully fulfilled his obligations when sending 
3 ,ooo men to help Justinian quell the revolt of the fleet he had sent 
against PhilippikosY' When Justinian was overthrown and assassi
nated, and Philippikos refused to pay the tribute, Tervel retaliated 
by raiding the outskirts of Constantinople, from which the Bulgar 
troops took many captives, as well as "much silver and a considerable 
number of utensils." After devastating many villages in Thrace, the 
Bulgars "returned home with innumerable cattle. " 27 

Under Emperor Theodosius III, in 716, a peace treaty was con
cluded which, besides establishing the boundary between Byzantium 
and Bulgaria "at Meleones in Thrace," attempted to regulate the 
growing trade between the two countries by establishing a ceiling of 
no more than thirty pounds of gold worth of "vestments and (dyed) 
red hides," no doubt articles on a long list of goods produced in small 
quantities in imperial workshops in Constantinople and therefore not 
to be exported outside Byzantium without imperial approval. The 
treaty established an annual quota for such merchandise, which had 
to be sold to the Bulgars at a place where exports could be moni
tored and appropriately taxed by Byzantine authorities. 2 ' In the early 
700s, that place could have only been Mesembria, where the imperial 
office of trade tax collection (apothekc) is attested on seals of affiliated 
officials (kommcrkiarioi) as early as 690 and then, without interruption, 
during the subsequent decades until the joint reign of Constantine 
V and Leo IV (751-755). Until the mid-eighth century, the lucrative 

::.r) Nicephorus, Short History 45, p. 1 I I. The Bulgar warriors crossed the Straits 
on Byzantine ships and joined ranks with the troops of the army of Opsikion. 
Nothing is known about them in the aftermath of Justinian's assassination by the 
>patharios Elias, but it is unlikely that they joined the other Bulgars Tervel sent to 
raid the outskirts of Constantinople in retaliation to Philippikos' coup d'etat. They 
were probably recruited in the thematic army of Opsikion and never returned to 
Bulgaria. 
Nicephorus, Short History 47. p. I Is; Theophanes, C/m>lwgraphia i\M 6204, p. 532· 
Theophanes' mention of the cattle serves a special purpose, namely to draw a 
parallel between Bulgars and Arabs, both "stealthily throwing themselves" upon 
Byzantine territories apparently with no other purpose than taking captives and 
cattle. 

" Theophanes, C/mm<~~raphia AM 0305, p. 68 I. See also N. Oikonomides, "Tribute 
or trade' The Byzantine-Bulgarian treaty of 7Io," in Isslcdovaniia po slaPiano
ui::antiiskomu i ::apddllon'ropciskonw srcdnn•ckol''iu. Posuiashchaetsia pamiati /umw 
Duirhcl'a, ed. by !' Dinckov, A. Dzhurova, G. Bakalov, et al. (Sot!a: C:entr dlia 
slaviano-vizantiiskikh issledov,mii imeni Ivana Duicheva and Gosudarstvennoe 
izdatel'stvo imeni D-ra Petra !lerona. I<JSS), pp. 2<)-3!. 
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trade with the Bulgars seems to have mitigated any possible hostilities 
between Bulgaria and Byzantium and to have brought the two powers 
even closer to each other. During the siege of Constantinople by the 
Arab general Maslamah, the Bulgars allied themselves with Emperor 
Leo III and had an important contribution to the subsequent defeat 
and humiliation of the Arabs.2~ Tervel ultimately remained commit
ted to his alliance with the ruling emperor, even afi:er promising the 
deposed emperor Artemios "an army as well as 50 centenaria (5 ,ooo 
pounds) of gold," in order for him to recuperate power in Con
stantinople. In the end, the Bulgar troops surrendered the rebel to 
Leo III and "returned home, duly rewarded by the latter. " 30 

Not much is known about Bulgaria and Bulgar-Byzantine rela
tions between c. 720 and c. 750. A second, but unfortu~ately dam
aged, inscription associated with the Madara Horseman mentions 
the archon Krumesis and· gifts of gold, apparently trom the Byzantine 
emperor, which the Bulgar leader redistributed to his warriorsY 
Judging by the existing evidence (or lack thereon, the peace estab
lished between Tervel and Leo III at the end of the Artemios incident 
may have continued into the reign of Tervel's successor, in fact out
living both the Bulgar leader and the Byzantine emperor. It is only 
during the reign of Constantine V that relations between the two 
polities became increasingly hostile. In 7 55, the emperor began for
tifYing some of the Thracian towns to which he moved Syrian and 
Armenian settlers transferred from the eastern frontier. The Bulgars 
reacted by demanding what Theophanes calls "tribute because of 
the forts that had been built" and Nicephorus calls "taxes" - no 
doubt remunerative compensations for what they saw as a breach 

··; Theophanes. Chnlllograplzia .\.\1 (>20(), p. )-to. Sec I' A. Yannopoulos. "Le role 
des Bulgares dans Ia guerre arabo-byuntinc de 717/]1H." IT. vol. 5:\ (I'J'J-t). 
pp. 133-153· 

30 Theophanes, Chronographia AM 0211. p. 552. According to NKcphorus. Leo had 
written to the Bulgars, asking them "to embrace peace .md surrender his enemies." 
In turn, the Bulgars "apologized and asked t(>r his forgiveness. promising to bring 
about peace." See Nicephorus, Short History 57, p. 127. !3oth accounts seem to 
put a spin on the events in an attempt to divert attention from Tcrvel's ability to 
maneuver between contenders. in order to maximize his protlts. l t is very likely 
that Ten·el recuperated his gold. to which he now added the gifts received from 
Leo. 

-'' !Jeshevliev. Die protohu(~<lrischcn Inschrificn. pp. ()()and 111-122. 
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of preexisting agreements going back to Tervel's timesY When the 
emperor dismissed their charges, the Bulgars raided Thrace as far 
as the Long Walls. Only Nicephorus mentions a victory that Con
stantine apparently won against the Bulgar marauders. Following a 
brief campaign against the Slavs in Macedonia in 759, Constantine 
campaigned against Bulgaria on both land and sea, with a fleet of 
500 ships. Theophanes' and Nicephorus' accounts of these events 
are contradictory to the extreme. Theophanes speaks of a defeat of 
the Byzantine army ambushed in the "pass of Beregaba" (perhaps 
the present-day Rish Pass across the eastern Stara Planina), while, 
according to Nicephorus, the emperor won a victory "at the so-called 
Markellai" (a fort on the Bulgar-Byzantine frontier, near present-day 
Karnobat) while his fleet entered the Danube through the Delta and 
set fire to the Bulgar lands. Sueing for peace, the Bulgars "deliv
ered hostages from among their children," most likely of aristocratic 
clans. 33 

The burst of hostility seems to have taken a toll on the political 
stability 6fl3ulgaria. According to Theophanes, in 76 I or 762 the Bul
gars "rose up, killed their hereditary lords and set up as their king an 
evil-minded man called Teletzes, who was 30 years old." Nicephorus 
equally blames the subsequent course of action on Telec's "rashness of 
youth." Historians have correctly interpreted this bit of information 
as evidence of a massacre of all members of the previous dynasty of 
rulers (the Dulo clan) and of the rise to power of a new and young 
leader with no connections with the previous regime and its com
mitments to peace. Tekc's belligerant policies led to another conflict 
with the Empire. In 763, Constantine again invaded Bulgaria, both 
on land and on sea, and established his headquarters in Anchialos on 
the Black Sea coast, just south of the Bay ofBurgas. Telec mobilized 
allies "from the neighboring nations" of the Slavs, whom he placed at 

'' Theophanes. Chron<~~mphia AM 6247. p. 5'.13: see .1lso Niccphorus, Short History 
73, p. 145· 'rheophanes associates the transfer of the Syrian and Armenian popu
lation to the newly f(>rtitied Thracian towns with the transfer of population !rom 
Greece to Constantinople. "whose inhabitants had been reduced on account of the 
plague." However. he definitely does not see such measures in the ra.ther positive 
light that Nicephorus sheds on the events, tor Thcophancs blames the iconoclast 
emperor's tunsfer of population to Thrace for the spread of the Paulician heresy. 

3·' Theoplunes, Clm>ll<~~rilphi,l AM (>25 I, p. 596; sec also Nicephorus, Short History 

73- p. 145-
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key points in the mountains to guard the passes. On june JO, 763, the 
Bulgars attacked the imperial army outside Anchialos. In the ensuing 
battle, the Byzantines won a Pyrrhic victory, but managed to cap
ture a great number ofBulgar aristocrats (who were later slaughtered 
by the circus factions outside the Golden Gate of Constantinople), 
while others deserted to their side during the fight. 34 The spoils seem 
to have been worth a parade in the hippodrome. Among them were 
"two golden basins that had been made in the island ofSicily, each one 
weighing 8oo lbs. of gold." These had been most likely taken by the 
Bulgars in one of their previous raids in Thrace. Telec's main strategy 
seems to have been to capitalize on such possible gains by reversing 
the peaceful policies of his predecessors. His failure to secure the 
promised gains led to his demise and assassination by rival aristocratic 
factions. 35 The new ruler was Sabinos (Sivin), "the brother-in-law of 
their former lord, Kormesios" (Krumesis), which may be interpreted 
as an indication that Telec's assassins were members of a previously 
ruling clan. 36 Sivin sent envoys to the emperor and sued for peace, 
but the leading Bulgars "called a meeting and opposed him stren
uously, saying, 'On your account Bulgaria is about to be enslaved 
by the Romans."' Unlike his predecessors, Sivin ruled jointly with 
and under the control of a coallition of aristocrats who had brought 
him to power. Their opposition to the establishment of peaceful rela
tions with a belligerent Byzantine emperor forced him to flee first to 

H Theophanes, Chroll<~gr,lphia AM 6254, p. )')(): sec also Nicephorus. Short History 
76. pp. !49-I )0. 

35 Theophanes, Clmm,~~raphia ~VI 62)4, p. )()(): sec also Nicephorus, Short History 
77, p. I 5 I. Bulgarian historians speak of a "ritual killing of the divine king" of 
the Bulgars, but no such stretch of the existing evidence is necess.1ry to explain 
what clearly amounts to E1ctional strife within Bulgaria. See C. Stepanov, l 7ast i 
at'toritet "Ya/1/losrcdlwl'ckol'lla B<i(~arii,J (Vll-sr. IX. 1') jPowcr and Authority in Early 
Medieval Bulgaria, between the Seventh and the Mid-Ninth Century] (Sotla: 
Agat6, I'J'J9), pp. qi-143-

Jii Theophancs, Clmm<~~raphia AM 6254. p. )()():sec also Nicephorus. Short History 77. 
p. 151. This could not have been the Dulo clan. for Kormisosh (Krumesis) was "of 
the Vakil clan," according to the so-called List ofBulgarian Princes preserved at the 
end of the fourth Book ofKings in ,I late fourteenth-century compilation known 
as Letopisec cllillskii i rimskii [The Greek and Roman Chronicle]. Sec Beshevlie,·. 
Die protobu(~arisdze11 lllsdzriftc/1, p. 306. For this list, see 0. l'ritsak, Die bul~arische 
Ft"irste11listc 1111d die Sprachc dcr Pror,,fm(~m·m (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1 '15.5): 
T. Smiadovski, "Krumesis ot Madarskata skala i Kormison ot Imcnnika edna i 
s;\shto lice li sa' [Were Krumesis of the M.1dar.I inscription and Kormison of the 
List of Princes one and the "'me per,on°]." r i'kOI'<'. no. 10 (!()XI). pp. 2l)-35-
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Mesembria and then to the emperor.J7 While the Bulgars were kept 
busy electing their new ruler, Paganos, Constantine's "special ops" 
extracted Sivin's kinsmen and wives from Bulgaria and brought them 
to a safe place within the Empire. JX The emperor was definitely bent 
on making as much use as possible of the ongoing factional strife 
in Bulgaria, as demonstrated by his reaction to Paganos who came 
in person to the emperor to sue for peace: "The emperor, having 
taken his seat and having Sabinos seated next to him, received them 
and reproved them for their disorderly conduct and their hatred of 
Sabinos."lY Paganos was accompanied by his boyars (boiladcs), the first 
mention of the Bulgar name of the aristocratic class that seems to have 
controlled power in Bulgaria during the eighth-century prolonged 
conflict with Byzantium. 

One year later (765), Constantine organized another expedition 
against Bulgaria. This time, his intentions were quite clear: to replace 
the ruler with another of his own choice, most likely a member of 
a pro-Byzantine clan. The Byzantines seem to have attacked mainly 
from the north, using their ability to move their ships up the river 
Danube. According to Nicephorus, the Byzantines burned many 
villages (choria), while the Bulgars "fled to the forests of the river 
Istros." Constantine's candidate, Toktos, was killed, perhaps in battle, 
while "another one of their commanders, whom they call Kam
paganos," was assassinated by his slaves while attempting to escape to 
Varna and join the emperor. 40 Theophanes, on the other hand, only 
knows of a surprise attack from the south, as the emperor, "finding 
the passes unguarded because of the nominal peace," attacked the 
Bulgars as far as the river Ticha and burnt several "courts" (au/at), 

_,- Theoplunes. Chrollo.~raphi,, AM 6254, p. 599; see also Nicephorus, Short History 
77, p. I 5 I. For Sivin as the Bulgarian form of Sabinos, see Beshevliev, Die proto
hll(~arischc Peri ode, p. 2 I 2. An aristocrat named Sivin is mentioned on a silver cup 
found in Preslav. 

3' Theophanes, Clm111ogmphia AM 6254, p. 599. Nicephorus, Short History 79, p. 153 
has as Sivin's successor "a man called Oumaros," who is undoubtedly the Oumor 
of the List of Bulgarian Princes. See Beshevliev, Die protolmlgarischfll l11Schri{te11, 
pp. 306 and 323. On the other hand, Beshevliev has proposed that Paganos is in 
fact a badly understood title, qapqagm1, not a personal name. See Beshevliev, Die 
protolm(~arischc Peri ode, p. 2 I 6 n. I 9. 

3" Thcophanes, ChrtliHlgmphia AM 6526, p. 603; see also Nicephorus, Short History 
77, p. I 5 I. Nothing else is known about Sivin and his supporters. He may have 
remained in Constantinople and enjoyed the favors of the emperor. 

+o Nicephorus, Short History 79, p. I 53. 
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before returning to ConstantinopleY Despite their contradictory 
reports, both Nicephorus and Theophanes emphasize the surprise 
attack on Bulgaria, as well as the destruction brought in the process 
to either villages properly speaking or aristocratic palacesY 

However, two other campaigns ended in disaster in 766 and 774, 
when the strong fleets sent against the Bulgars were destroyed by 
storms on the Black Sea, while moving to the Danube Delta. By 
774, when another campaign was mounted against Bulgaria with 
2,000 ships entering the Danube, the new ruler Telerig quickly made 
offers of peace through a boyar envoy called tz~~;atos. 43 However, 
when Telerig began preparing to invade Berzitia (in Macedonia) in 
order to "transfer its inhabitants to Bulgaria," Emperor Constantine 
reacted with another attack on the border garrisons or guards, "whom 
he routed in a great victory." But the war of deception continued: 
Telerig duped the emperor into revealing the names of his agents in 
Bulgaria, who were all duly executed. When Constantine embarked 
on a new expedition in August 775, "he became sorely affiicted with 
carbuncles on his legs" and died while being transported back to Con
stantinople. Soon after that, however, Telerig himself "sought refuge 
with the emperor [Leo IV], who made him patrician and joined him 
in marriage to a cousin of his wife Irene. " 44 Small skirmishes marked 
the long reign ofKardam (777-803), along with a number of pitched 
battles, such as those near the "fort Probaton" (present-day Provadiia) 
or the encounter near Markellai, in which St. Ioannikios the Great 
fought as a soldier in the Byzantine army. 45 It is only under Kardam's 
successor, Krum, that the confrontation with Byzantium shifted to 
large-scale engagements and Bulgaria became a major military power 
in the entire Southeast European region. 

4' Theophanes, Chrotwgraphia AM o25o, p. 003. 
42 For aule as palace, see the inscription of Omurtag (dated shortly before 822); 

Beshevliev, Die protolm{~arisrhcn lmrhrificn, pp. 247 and 254. Omurtag later built 
a palace on the Ticha river (inscription of 822; l3eshevliev, Die protobulgarisrhetl 
Insrhrifim, pp. 261 and 266). 

43 Theophanes, Chrol!ographia AM 02)7, p. nos: and AM (>2() s. p. () !7. For boil as tz(~atos, 
see Beshevliev, Die protolm{~arisrhm lmrhrificn, p. 47· 

44 Theophanes, C/mmographia AM 6265, p. 017; AM (\200, p. orR; AM 6207, p. (\19; 
and AM 6269, p. 622. 

45 For skirmishes, see Theophanes, Chrollogr,Jphia AM o2X1, p. o3X; AM o2X8. p. o4(\. 
For pitched battles, see Theophanes. Chroll<~~raphia AM 0283, p. (\41; and AM o284, 
p. 043. For St. loannikios' participation in the. battle at Markellai, see S. Vryo
nis, "St. loannicus the Great (754-84o) and the 'Slavs' of Bithynia." Byza11tio11, 
vol. 31 (r96r). pp. 245-248. 
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Judging by the great number of cemeteries, both north and south 
of the Danube, that could be dated to this period, the eighth cen
tury witnessed a substantial growth of population, despite written 
evidence to the contrary. +o There were simply more people around 
than in the seventh century.-In southern Romania and northeastern 
Bulgaria, some forty cemeteries are known to have been in existence 
during the eighth century. The chronology of most eighth-century 
mortuary assemblages is almost exclusively based on a few belt buck
les, strap ends, and mounts with good analogies in Late Avar assem
blages, but produced within territories under Byzantine controlY 
Equally important are two coins minted for Emperor Constantine 
VI (between 780 and 797), one of gold, the other of silver, that 
were found in a grave in Kiulevcha, the earliest coin-dated burial 
assemblage in early medieval Bulgaria known to date. Such finds 
are extremely rare, for like contemporary burials in Hungary, assem
blages in Bulgaria produced very little evidence of sharp social differ
entiation. The prestige associated with such Bulgar rulers as Tervel 
was displayed on the Madara Horseman, not in any conspicuous 
deposition of grave goods. The same is true for the politically active 
aristocrats of the late eighth century, who do not seem to have used 
funerary displays to mark the social distinction separating them from 
the rest of society. The picture offered by the total excavation of con
temporary settlements is not much different. On the multi-phased 
site at Garvan, near Silistra, some twenty-eight features - sunken
floored buildings and free-standing ovens - have been dated to the 
late seventh and early eighth century. With the exception of a frag
mentary belt mount of gold, there are no other artifacts indicat
ing social differentiation. No palpable trace of the lucrative trade 
with Byzantium regulated by the 7I6 treaty has so far been found 
on any site in Bulgaria and the neighboring regions. Archaeologists 
have yet to identifY any of the "courts" which Constantine V set 
on fire in 765. The very beginnings of Pliska as a royal residence 

•" As a consequece of the usurpation of power by Telec in 76 r, a great number ofSlavs 
fled from Bulgaria and sought refuge within the Empire. See Theophanes, Clzrolw
graphia AM 0254, p. 59<J; Niccphorus, Short History 75, p. 149. Telerig intended to 
invade Berzitia in 772, in order to transfer its inhabitants to l3ulgaria (Theophanes, 
Chro1wgraphia AM o2o5, p. or 7), apparently in order to compensate previous pop
ulation losses. 

47 Fiedler, Studim zu Griibcr(cldcm, p. 270; and "Die spatawarenzeitlichen 
Gurtelbestandteile von Typ Vrap-Erseke aus Velino (Bez. Varna, Bulgarien)," 
Cermania, vol. 74 (ryy6), pp. 248-264. 
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surrounded by an earthwork and a vast area of over twenty square 
kilometers enclosed by an earthen rampart some three meters high 
almost certainly postdate Emperor Constantine's wars with Bulgaria. 
It is only under Krum and his successors that the first palace, temple, 
and baths were built in Pliska. Similarly, the practice of glorifYing 
royal deeds by means of inscriptions that had started with Tervel 
was only continued under the ninth-century rulers. The archaeo
logical picture of eighth-century Bulgaria is in many ways similar 
to that of territories known to have been at that time under Avar 
control. 

THE AYARS BETWEEN 630 AND 800. CARANTANIA 

Judging from the evidence of a large-scale emigration of Bulgars 
from the Avar qaganate, the civil war that broke out in the early 
63os ended in a victory for the Avar "party." Whether or not the 
dynasty established in the late sixth century by Bayan continued after 
that remains unknown. No names of qagans are known for the fol
lowing r 50 years, although Avar qagans episodically appear in writ
ten sources in 635, 662, 663, between 073 and 608, and in 678. 4s 
Assuming that the civil war had diminished the prestige associated 
with Bayan's successors, several historians have postulated a change of 
dynasty and the creation of another, different qaganate that remained 
in existence until the end of the eighth century. 4v However, between 
r. 630 and c. 66o, the power center of the qaganate remained in 

.tb S. SzJ.deczky-Kardoss, Ein f~'Crsuch zttr Sm11mlwrg wui chronolo;zischen CliedcrtJ1l<~ der 
griechisrhfll Q11elle11 der Au•arm-Ceschichte 11ebst ci11cr At~.~wa/11 I'M! muierssprach(~e11 

Q11elle11 (Szeged: JATE, 1972; reprinted in A1•arica. Ohcr die All'arm.Qcschichte 1111d 
ilzre QHclle11 [Szeged:JATE, 1<)86]), pp. '13-<)5: Pohl, Die All'arm, p. 27~. The gagan 
is mentioned again in 796, when he came to Pepin accompanied by his wife and 
dignitaries to sue for peace. A different qagan named Abraham accepted baptism 
in 805. See De P1jJpi11i regis l'irtoria Auarica, ed. by E. ])(immler (Hmover, r ~81; 
reprint 1997), MGH Poet. 1:116-7; Pohl, DieAli•<1H'II, p. 319. 

"Y The idea of a first and second qaganate goes back to S. Sz:tdeczky-Kardm and E. 
Csillik, "Az avar tortenelem forrasai IX. Az elsCi avar bganatus hatalma csucsin 
(603-624) [The sources of Avar history IX. The power climax of the first Avar 
gaganate, 603-624]," Archacologiai Ertcsitd, vol. 113 (I<J80), pp. 83-112. This idea 
found enthusiastic supporters among archaeologists whose work rests on the 
chronological division of burial assemblages into the Early, Middle, and Late Avar 
periods. particularly on a transition. c. 650, from Early to Middle Avar "cultures." 
See Cs. Balint, Die Arrhdologic dcr Steppe. SttjJ]'CIIl'dikcr Zll'isrhCII h'(~<l 11nd Don1111 
l'0/1) 6. bis Zlllll JO.}<linlumdnt (Vienna and Cologne: l3Cihlau. I<)H<J), pp. I s6-r6o. 
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the same region of central Hungary between the Middle Danube 
and Tisza Rivers. The qagan who quelled the Bulgar rebellion of 
the early 63os may well be the aged man buried in Kunbab6ny 
with an amazing wealth and variety of accoutrements truly com
parable to contemporary burial assemblages in the steppes north of 
the Black Sea. 50 During the last quarter of the seventh century, the 
center of power was still in the area between the Danube and the 
Tisza, which produced the richest finds of the Middle Avar period. 
Some of the best known monuments of this period, rich burials of 
the so-called T6tipuszta-Dunapentele-lgar group, which Hungar
ian archaeologists attribute to Bulgar immigrants from the steppes, 
were also found in this region. 5 ' There are signs of continuity in 
material culture between the Early and the Middle Avar periods, 
despite clear evidence of major cultural changes. The increasing num
ber of weapons, including single-edged sabers, deposited especially 
with horseman burials, signals a society that was geared towards war
fare perhaps more than during the previous period. The martiality 
revealed by burial assemblages may be a reflection of Avar belliger
ence during the Middle Avar period, which is certainly responsible 
for the expansion of the area covered by the material culture that was 
associated with this period to southern Slovakia or the region around 
present-day Vienna. By contrast, little is known about Avar involve
ment in Balkan affairs. In 67H, an unnamed qagan "sent ambassadors 

and gifts to the emperor I Constantine IV], requesting that peace 

so The Kunhabony assemblage produced more than a pound of gold. about the 
same amount as that found in Hlodosy. See A. Kiss, "Zur Frage der Kontinuitat 

bzw. Diskontinuitat des awarischen Khaganats (567-796). Wieviele Khaganate 
hates gegeben°," in F.thlli.''"'"' ulld lmlturclle l~i·l"ildlrllisse all der mittlcrw Dollau I'Otll 

6. bis Zll/11 11. Jalzrhwulert. Syt11posi1111l f\'itra 6. bis 10. i\'o/lember 1994, ed. by D. 

Bialekova and]. Zahojnik (Bratislava: VEDA, 1996), p. 86. For Kunbab6ny, see 
T6th and Horvath, K1111babtllly. Another burial assemblage found in that same 
area at B6csa produced about three pounds of gold artifacts. Sec A. Kiss, "Gold

tunde des Karpatenbeckens vom 5-10. Jahrhundcrt (Angaben zu den Verg
leichsmoglichkeiten der schriftlichen und archaologischen Quellen)," AAASH, 

vol. 38 (19Ho). p. 113 ftg. ). 
SI Dated by means of coins minted f()r Emperors Constans II and Constantine IV, 

these burials have their clmest analogies in the rich funerary assemblages ofUkraine 

(Malo Pcreshchepyne, Hlodosy, and Zachcpilovki). See G. Fi.ilop, "New research 

on finds of Avar chieftain-burial at !gar. Hungary," in From the Baltic to the Black 

Sea. Studies ill .\Icdiel'al Archaeology. cd. by D. Austin and L. Alcock (London: 

Unwin Hyman, I<)<JO), pp. 13H-146. For the theory of Bulgar migration, see 
Balint, An-l1dologic dcr Steppe, p. 1 6<). 
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and friendship should be confirmed with them. " 52 Two years later, 
the qagan, no doubt the same one, could not prevent a group of 
rebel subjects under Kouber from leaving the qaganate and moving 
to the outskirts of Constantinople (see below). After 700 and until 
the Frankish attacks that led to its demise, the Avar qaganate com
pletely disappeared from the radar of written sources. What we know 
about the last century of Avar history is therefore based mainly, if not 
exclusively, on archaeological sources. 

Assemblages of the Late Avar period (c. 70o-c. Hoo) are clearly 
distinguished from those of earlier periods on the basis of cast belt 
buckles, strap ends, and mounts, found in great numbers and vari
ety. Floral patterns are the most typical elements of ornamentation 
e~nployed by Late Avar craftsmen responsible tor the production of 
such artifacts, but in fashion throughout the entire period were arti
facts decorated with griffins, which made one historian call the entire 
period from 700 to 8oo "the century of the griffin.'' 51 Despite clear 
evidence that the ornamental repertoire of the Late Avar period was 
oflocal, Avar origin, and not brought from the steppes north of the 
Black Sea, the griffm motif may signal a certain desire to revive the 
traditions of the steppes in a period of dramatic social and cultural 
changes. This tendency is also visible, for example, in the presence of 
richly adorned hair clips in sumptuo.us male burials, no doubt used 
tor long braids, a fashion which has been associated with nomadic 
warriors ever since it had retained the attention of the inhabitants 
of Constantinople in 55 8 (see chapter 1). Hmvever, there are very 
few signs of nomadic life in the eighth-century material culture of 
the Avar qaganate. If anything, the Late Avar period has produced 
so far the greatest number of settlements known for the entire Avar 
history, and very large cemeteries in usc for more than two or three 
generations, both categories of sites suggesting an advanced degree 
of sedentization. The particular cause for this profound economic 
and social change is not very well known, but it may have some
thing to do with population growth. The Hungarian Plain is some 
1 oo,ooo sq km large, but in the eighth century a great portion of 
that region was covered by water, especially in the flood areas of the 

52 Thcophanes. Chnlllogmphi<l .\.vi (,I(><). p. +<J(>. See A. Aven.1rius. '"Die Komoli
dicrung des Awarcnkaganatcs und llyzanz im 7· Jahrhundcrt ... HJ':C<lllti/1,7, yoJ. I 3 
(I <)S 'i), p. I 02+ 

' 3 l'ohl. Die AimrC/1. p. 2S<). 
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Danube and Tisza Rivers and of their tributaries. 54 With 400 to 
6oo mm of annual rainfall, the Hungarian Plain is an ecological niche 
very different from the steppes north of the Black Sea, for which the 
only possible adaptation was seasonal nomadism of a kind attested by 
later sources referring to Cumans or Mongols. By contrast, the much 
more favorable climate of the Hungarian Plain encouraged nomadic 
communities to abandon nomadic pastoralism and to adopt more 
sedentary forms of economic organization, with much more room 
for agriculture. Pollen analysis even shows efforts to drain swampy 
areas and turn them into cultivated land. 55 On the other hand, the 
density of sites within the Hungarian Plain may in itself have been an 
obstacle in the way of nomadic, seasonal pastoralism. Eighth-century 
settlements excavated in Hungary produced a few agricultural imple
ments, such as plowshares, and plenty of evidence for corn storage. 
Many more implements, especially sickles, have been found in funer
ary assemblages, along with a great quantity of domestic animal bones, 
most likely the remains of food offerings to the dead. At the same 
time, the overall number of weapons deposited in mortuary assem
blages declined substantially, a clear indication that warfare was not 
any more the economic and political basis of Avar society. Settle
ments mushroomed in the Hungarian Plain, sometimes in networks 
of sites located only a few kilometeres from each other. This is par
ticularly true for the southernmost district of the land between the 
Danube and Tisza Rivers, which is now in northern Serbia. Recent 
studies have shown that Late Avar cemeteries in that region cluster 
very close to the flood plains of the two rivers, often next to major 
fords. 5r' 

A number of cemeteries with horseman burials, some with 
weapons, are known from the neighboring "militarized frontier" 
of the qaganate in the Belgrade region (Sremska Mitrovica, Vojka, 
Pancevo)Y Such burials signal the presence of Late Avar elites, 

'" Until the large-scale dr,Jinage works of the late nineteenth century, one-eighth of 
the entire Hungarian Plain was under water. Very large marshes existed near the 
present-day Serbian-Hungari,m ,md Hungarian-Romanian-Ukrainian borders. 
respectively. 

' 5 K.J. Willis, 1'. Siimegi, M. Braun. eta!., "Prehistoric land degradation in Hungary: 
who, how, and why'," .-l11tiquity, vol. 72 (1<J<J8). pp. 101-113. 

''' T.1k.ics. "Einige Aspekte," p. 403. 
- L. Trbuhovic. "Avar finds from Sirmium and the surrounding region," in Sirmiunz. 

Recherches archCo!t~~iques <'II Syn11ie. vol. IV, ed. by N. Duval. E. L. Ochsenschlager, 
,md V. Popovic (Bdgrade: lnstitut Archeologique de Belgrade, Ecole Fran<;"aise 
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perhaps the Tarcam· mentioned in late eighth-century Frankish sources 
as having been members of the qagan 's retinue of warriors. 5 ~ This is 
in sharp contrast with the large number of burials without any grave 
goods, a contrast that has been rightly interpreted as an indication 
of the increased polarization of Avar society. Moreover, with few 
exceptions, no gold finds are so far known for the entire Late Avar 
period. One of the few exceptions is a hoard of some 22 pounds of 
gold, with a chronology stretching back over a period of 120 years, 
which was found in 1799 in Sannicolau Mare, near the present-day 
Romanian-Hungarian border. The collection includes two complete 
sets ofliturgical, drinking, and washing vessels, some bearing inscrip
tions in Greek, others in Turkic runes. The hoard can help us picture 
the enormous treasure of the Avar qagan that the Frankish warriors 
plundered at will in 795 and 796. But the Sannicolaul Mare find is 
not unique. The southern region of the qaganate has produced two 
of the five finds of gold dated between 700 and 8oo, one of which 
is a burial assemblage with nine Abbasid dinars minted between 762 
and 794 or 799· 59 

Both finds of gold and horseman burials point to the existence 
of a center of power in the region of northern Serbia now known 
as Vojvodina. Rival centers had already appeared in various other 
regions of the qaganate where local elites had become de facto inde
pendent, long before the arrival of the Frankish armies. For example, 
a number of rich burial assemblages appear in the early 700s on the 
southwestern periphery of the qaganate, on both sides of the present
day border between Austria and Slovenia.r'o The men buried with 
Avar belts with multiple straps ornated with richly decorated mounts 

de Rome, and the Rese.1rch Foundation of the City University of New York, 
1982). pp. 61-75. The phrase "militarized frontier'" is that of Andreas Lippert. 
"Zur militarischen Westgrenze des Awarenreiches." .\littciilmgm dcr <llltill·opolo.~i

scilm Gesellschafi in !ViCII, vol. I oo ( I<J70). pp. 162- I 7 2. 
s·' De Pippiw' re,gis 1•ictoria /J.parica, p. I I 7; Pohl, Die llll'<lYCll, p. 302. 
50 For the Petrovci burial with eighth-century dinars, sec Kiss, "Coldfimdc des 

Karpatenbeckens," pp. r I9-I20. Two other gold coins minted for the caliph 
Al-Mansur between 763 and 775 have been found in the environs of Novi Sad 
(Serbia). SeeN. StanoJevic, "Nasclj.1 VIII-IX vck.l u Vojvodini," Rl".\J, vol. 30 

(1987), p 143-
r,o E.g., burials of the so-called Grabelsdorf-Ba.mlorf group. Sec E. Sz.tmeit. "Das 

fi·iihmittelalterliche Grab \·on Grabelsdorf bei St. K.mzi.m am Klopeinersec, 
K;irnten. Ein Beitrag zur Datierung awarischcr Bronzen im Osulpcnraum." 
Arc/i,,coh~Ria Austriac,,, vol. 77 (I<J'JJ). pp. 213-23+. 
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and Frankish weapons have been rightly associated with the Caranta

nians known from written sources as having successfully declared their 

independence from the Avars. Carantania was a federation of tribes 

ofheterogeneous ethnic background, called "peoples" (populi) by the 

author of a source known as the Cmwcrsion ~{the Bavarians and the 

Carantanimzs. According to this text, a certain duke Boruth ruling over 

Carantania was attacked by the Avars c. 740 and, as a consequence, 

called for Bavarian assistance. The Bavarian duke Odilo (737-748) 

defeated the Avars, but in the process also subdued the Carantanians 

to his authority. (J! Once Bavarian overlordship was established in 

Carantania, Odilo took with him to Bavaria two hostages, namely 

Boruth's son (Cacatius) and nephew (Chietmar), who were baptized. 

As a consequence of this political arrangement, the Carantanians 

seem to have been forced to supply the Bavarian dukes with loyal 

troops. During the 743 conflict between Odilo, on the one hand, 

and Carloman and Pepin, on the other, Carantanian troops fought 

on the Bavarian side. The Bavarian domination also cleared the field 

for missions of conversion to Christianity sent by Virgil, the bishop of 

Salzburg (746-784). Many missionaries were ofBavarian origin, but 

some were Irish monks. To supervise their activity, Virgil appointed 

an "itinerant bishop" (chorepisropus) of Carantania. Unlike Saxony, 

where Christianity had made progress only through the creation 

of bishops, monasteries, and churches, no such network existed in 

Carantania. There were no land donations to newly founded monas

teries, no local saints, and no canonization of the mission members. 

The "itinerant bishop" Modestus built several churches, but cre

ated no see. Christianity was initially adopted only by a small group 

of Carantanian aristocrats, while many others remained staunchly 

pagan. 

1
'
1 Co11!'ersio Haxaoriomnl cr C.mwrmwru111 4. ed. by F Losek (Hanover: Hahnsche 

Buchhandlung, Il)lJ7). p. 103. The Conversio cannot be classified as either chron

icle or annals. Instead, it is a report svritten by an unknown author more than 

100 years later than the events narrated, c. 870, in order to defend the position 

of the archbishop of Salzburg against the claims of the bishop of Pannonia. The 

Salzburg claims presented by the author of the Cot/l'ersio are based on a carefully 

crafted, but strongly biased, account of the missionary work among Bavarians and 

Slavs (hence the conventional title). That work is attributed to Salzburg alone, to 

the detriment of other sees such as Aquileia or Freising, especially to St. Rupert 

(d. 716), the first bishop ofSalzburg. See H. Woltram, Salzb111;_~. Baycm, Osrerreich: 

die Convcrsio Bagoariorum et Carantanorum 1111d die Que/1m ihrer ZeiT (Vienna 

and Munich: R. Oldenbourg. Il)l))). 
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At Boruth's death (750), his son Cacatius returned to Carantania 
and was recognized as prince by the Carantanians. He ruled for 
only two years, before being replaced by his cousin Chietmar.r'2 

Chietmar's pro-Bavarian policies triggered two revolts organized by 
Carantanian aristocrats who had remained pagan. A third rebellion 
broke after Chietmar's death in 769, and lasted for three years, before 
being squashed by a Bavarian intervention. Carantanian autonomy 
was somewhat preserved under duke Waltunc, who was crowned in 
the presence of the Bavarian duke Tassilo, but the Bavarian domi
nation secured a safe renewal of missionary activities, this time from 
monasteries founded in Carantanian territory, such as that recently 
excavated at Molzbichl in Austrian Carinthia.r'1 Following Tassilo's 
defeat in 788, Carantania was incorporated, together with Bavaria, 
into the Frankish kingdom. These political changes are also mir
rored by changes in material culture. Burial assemblages that could 
be dated to the time of Boruth's dynasty of dukes still combine 
late Merovingian or early Carolingian weapons and spurs with Late 
Avar belt sets. Shortly before 8oo all belt sets disappeared in favor 
of exclusively Frankish fashions, before burial assemblages shrank in 
both size and quality. During the subsequent decades, graves moved 
from isolated locations or clan cemeteries into church graveyards, a 
development that reflects the progress of conversion to Christian
ity, as well as the incorporation of Carantania into the Carolingian 
Empire. 

BYZANTIUM ON THE DARK AGE BALKANS 

The situation in northern Greece is well documented in Book II 
of the Aiiracles of St. Demetrius. The fourth miracle is an extremely 
valuable source for the seventh-century Balkan Slavs and without 
this text there would be very little to say. The unknown author of 
Book II describes the powerfl_rl polity of the Slavic R ynchines led by 

r
12 Historians have correctly intepreted this chain of events as indicating the control 

of po\\"cr by a single clan, a true Car.mtanian dynasty. See H. Woltram. ""Les 
Carantaniens. lc premier peuplc slave baptise." in Clouis, lrinoirc ct mhnoirc. Lc 
hapttmc de Clol'iS, SO/I cclro ,1 traucrs 1'/ristoirc. ed. by M. Rouche (Paris: Presses 
l"Universite de Paris-Sorbonne. I'J<J7), p. 2~2. 

'" F Glaser, "Das Mtinster in Molzbichl. <Lis :ilteste Kloster K:irntens," Cnint/ri,I. 
vol. 17<; (1<)8<)), pp. <;<;~12+. 
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"king" Perbundos. Other groups ofSclavenes existed in the vicinity 
ofThessalonica. There were also Sclavenes in the Strymon valley by 
the time Perbundos was arrested and executed, and the Sagudates 
allied themselves with the Rynchines against Thessalonica. A third 
tribe, the Drugubites, joined the alliance. The ensuing siege of the 
city is to be dated to July 25, 677, because of a clear reference to 
"July 2 5 of the fifth indiction." The Sclavenes appear as militarily 
well organized, with an army of special units of archers and warriors 
armed with slings, spears, shields, and swords. In a long story most 
likely derived from an oral account, the author ofBook II mentions 
a Sclavene craftsman building a siege machine. He also mentions 
Sclavene tribes living at a considerable distance and not taking part 
in the Sclavene alliance against Thessalonica. The Belegezites, who 
lived near Thebes and Demetrias, even supplied the besieged city with 
grain. The author of Book II also refers to Slavic pirates raiding as 
close to Constantinople as the island of Proconnesus. The emperor 
(whose name is not given) eventually decided to send an army to 
Thrace and to the "land on the opposite side," against the Strymonian 
Slavs. Since the siege can be dated to 677, and we are specifically told 
that prior to the siege the emperor was preparing for war against the 
Arabs, this expedition against the Sklaviniai of southern Macedonia 
must have been ordered by Constantine IV. The successful campaign 
took place in 678, shortly after the failure of the Arab blockade of 
Constantinople. As a consequence, it was possible for the archbishop 
of Thessalonica to participate in the Sixth Ecumenical Council in 
Constantinople (68o/ 1 ), together with the bishops of Athens, Argos, 
Lacedaemona, and Corinth. 

With Book II of the .\fimclcs 4 St. Demetrius we come to the end 
of a long series of contemporary accounts on the Dark Age Balkans. 
None of the subsequent sources is based on autopsy and all could be 
referred to as "histories," relying entirely on written, older sources. 
Modern approaches to the history of early medieval Greece have 
been considerably influenced by one particular text: De Thcmatilms, a 
work associated with the emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus. 
There is not much material relevant to the seventh or eighth century, 
but chapter 6 was long viewed as a crucial piece of evidence for the 
Slavic presence in Greece. According to Porphyrogenitus, during the 
reign of Constantine V (741-775) the entire country "was slavoni
cized and turned barbarian," as an indirect consequence of the plague 
of 746 that had wiped out the native population, thus making room 
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for the newcomers.~4 Scholars paid less attention to another chap
ter, in which Emperor Constantine VII refers to measures taken by 
Justinian II in 688 or 689. Following his defeat by the Bulgars in a 
mountain pass near Philippopolis (present-day Plovdiv, in Bulgaria), 
Emperor Justinian II settled groups of "Scythians" around the gorges 
of the river Struma, thus laying the foundations of the Strymon 
kleisoura, later to become the theme (province) by the same name.r'5 

Many historians believed the "Scythians" to be either Slavs or I3ul
gars. To be sure, a tenth-century scholium on Strabo 's Gct~\?raphia 
does indeed refer to "Scythian Slavs."M However, it has been demon
strated that Constantine Porphyrogenitus often used "Scythians" in 
reference to steppe nomads, such as Khazars or Magyars.Judging from 
the existing evidence, the creation of a Bulgar polity shortly before 
700 drastically altered the balance of power in the northern Balkans, 
while driving Sklaviniai into the orbit of the new state. Garrisoned 
outposts in the valley of the Lower Struma were thus designed to 
protect Via Egnatia, the major road across the Balkans from Con
stantinople to Thessalonica. 

A similar system of defense existed at that time in Istria. Occu
pied by Roman troops during the Gothic wars in Italy at some point 
between 53 5 and 544, the peninsula remained under their direct con
trol until the Lombard conquest of the mid-eighth century. Under 
the authority of the exarch ofRavenna, Istria was by the late seventh 
century a separate administrative unit, much like a klcisoura, with its 
own troops under the command of a local magister mi!ittml. As in con
temporary Italy, a line of small forts stretching across the northern 
half of the peninsula was designed to control access from Lombard or 

''" Constantine Porphyrogenitus. De DICinatihus 6, cd. A. Pertmi (Vatican: Biblioteca 
Apostolica Vaticana. 1952). p. 91. Sec A. M.1ricq, "Notes sur les Slaves dam le 
Pe!oponnese ct en Bithynie et sur l'cmploi de 'Slave' com me appe!atil~" Byzantion. 
vol. 22 (1952), pp. 338-340. 

" 5 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De Thtlll<ltilms 3, p. H<;. The gorges of the river 
Struma around which Justinian settled his "Scythiam" are located near the mod
ern Bulgarian-Grcek border. See J. Karayannopoulos, Lcs Sl<it•cs t11 .\!accdoinc. L1 
prhmdttc i11termptioll des commtuticatiolls Clltrc C:onstattfinople ct DtL<s<il<lltiquc du 7c an 
9C sii:cle (Athens: Comite national grcc des etudes du Sud-Est europeen. I<;H9). 
pp. 689-6<)0. 

M Gcogmphi Cmcci mitwrcs. ed. by K. Miiller. vol. I! (Paris: A. Firmin Didot, 1H61), 
p. 57+· It has been suggested that the author of the scholium w.1s either Photius or 
Arethas ofCaesarea. See also A. Diller, "The scholia on Strabo," Traditio, \·ol. 10 
(1954), pp. 43-44 and 4H: P Lemerk. Lc premier ltlllll<lllistltC hyzmlfilt (Paris: Presses 
Universitaires de France, I'J7I). pp. 21H and 233. 
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Avar-held territory to the north. The lstrian troops must have been 
relatively numerous, given that some of them participated in crushing 
the usurpation of imperial power in the aftermath of Emperor Con
stans II's assassination in Sicily ( 669). They were stationed in the forts 
on the northern frontier of the province, as evidenced by a num
ber of cemeteries extending from the sixth to the eighth century. 
Many such cemeteries associated with neighboring forts produced 
stone-lined graves of men with weapons - short swords, axes, and 
arrowheads. Side by side with their burials, archaeologists found a rel
atively large number of child burials, as well as double burials, often 
including female skeletons. This suggests that the occupation of the 
northern Istrian forts was of a permanent character and that soldiers 
lived there together with their families. In Mejica, the excavated 260 

burials, many of which were dated to the seventh century, point to 
the existence of about 6o individuals per generation. As many as six 
families with accompanying clients may have occupied the fort at any 
one time during that century. 67 Cemeteries were not associated with 
any funerary chapels or churches, but during the seventh and eighth 
centuries several churches were built in the countryside ofByzantine 
lstria. The province had three episcopal sees (Tergeste/Triest, Paren
tium/Porec, and Pola/Pula), and the presence of the Istrian bishops is 
documented at the Lateran council of 649, as well as at the Sixth Ecu
menical Council of 68o/ I. An early ninth-century source known as 
the placit11m ofRizana describes the local Byzantine administration in 
existence before the Frankish take-over as consisting of consuls, tri
bunes, domcstici, vicari, and lociscrvatores. According to the declaration 
recorded in the placitum, the central government in Constantino
ple used to exact taxes from the lstrian cities and their hinterland 
in the amount of 344 gold coins. Local bishops paid half of that 
amount and the incumbent duties, an indication of their power and 
influence. 6 ~ 

r,~ M. Torcellan, Lc trc ncm•poli altolllcdioel'ali di Pillgllclllc (Florence: All'insegna di 
Giglio, I()H0), p. 57· 

r~~ The placitwn of Ho4 has been publi~hed \\'ith extensive cotntnentaries by A. Petra
novic and A. Margetic. "ll l'L!cito del Risano," Atti. Cmtro di ricerchc storiche
Rol'i~'"'· vol. q (19H_1-19H+). pp. 55-75. See also A. Guillou, "La presence 
bvzantine dans lcs pays du nord de l'Adriatique. Un champ des mutations socio
economiques," Byzanti/1<1, vol. I .1 (I <JH s). p. 211: L. Margetic. "L '[stria bizantin,l 
ed alcuni problemi del Placito di Risano," in Slol'CIIia in soscd11ic ddcle 111cd a111iko 
in kcJYolinsko doho. Zatctki shll'mskc ctnr~~cllczc. ed. by R. Bratoz (Ljublj,ma: Narodni 
Muzl'j Slovenije. 2000). pp. H I-<J). 
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For a short while between the mid-seventh century and Charle
magne's destruction of the Lombard kingdom in 774, I stria was con
trolled by the Lombards, but a letter of Patriarch John of Grado 
to Pope Stephen III describes the hostility of the Istrians towards 
Lombards and their loyalty to Byzantium. Following the implemen
tation of Carolingian rule, the local aristocrats were also concerned 
with maintaining the social and political practices that have been in 
use during the Byzantine era, as clearly attested by the placitlllll of 
Rizana. It is only under Frankish rule, in the early ninth century, 
that the presence of the Slavs is first attested, a phenomenon linked 
to the appearance of a new group of burials in northern !stria, well 
illustrated by the cemetery at Predloka (near Koper, in northwestern 
!stria), with good analogies in late eighth-century burials in northern 
Slovenia and Carinthia. This suggests a migration trom neighboring 
Carantania, perhaps of people fleeing the country in the circum
stances surrounding the revolts of the local aristocracy during and 
after the brief reign of Chietmar. 

The picture of Dark Age !stria is similar in many respects to 
that of the contemporary Dalmatian coast, Albania, and Greece, for 
which there is nevertheless less information from written sources. 
Beginning with the late sixth century, the western Balkans seem 
to have experienced a much earlier phase of that transformation 
of the settlement pattern known as incastcllalllento. With the com
plete abandonment of dispersed rural sites of Roman or pre-Roman 
origin, the population shrank to diminutive dimensions during 
the Dark Ages. Occupation was now restricted to a number of 
hilltop forts, such as Pogradec, Kruja, and Sarda in the vicinity 
of Dyrrachium (present-day Durres, in Albania), with a layout and 
social structure very different from the previous urban and rural set
tlements.00 However, such forts served a primarily military purpose, 
namely to monitor key passes through the mountains separating the 
coastal region from the interior of the peninsula. The system in exis
tence in Dalmatia is described in chapter 2<) of Emperor Constan
tine VII Porphyrogenitus' De ad111inistrando i111pcrio: "For near the sea, 
beneath that same city [i.e., Spalato], lies a city called Salona, which is 

60 The Dark Age inrastcllalllcllto in the Balkans nuy expLrin why in both Rom.mian 
(a Romance language) and Albanian (a non-Romance Lmguage) the term in me 
tor tort ((("fate and qytct, respectively) derives ti·01n the Latin word f(Jr city (ci1•itcl.'). 
See M. !'ilion, "Semantique et histoire de l"habit.rt: k/~>ssclfi!IIJ proto-byzamin. le 

_t;·hat albanais et le Sclt roumain ... Erythci<l, \-ol. q (I'J<JJ). pp. 2(>-27. 
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half as large as Constantinople, and here all the Romani would muster 
and be equipped and thence start out and come to the frontier pass 
(klcisoura), which is four miles from this very city, and is called Kleisa 
to this day, from its closing in those who pass that way. " 70 The klcisoura 
apparently closed access from across an unknown river, perhaps the 
neighboring Cetina. Like the kleisourai of I stria and the Struma val
ley, Kleisa may have been designed to prevent attacks on the coastal 
cities and roads by "Slavs on the far side of the river, who were also 
called Avars."71 Constantine Porphyrogenitus' account has not been 
so far confirmed by the archaeological evidence, as excavations have 
revealed no substantial occupation of Salona during the _eighth cen
tury. But Salona and Split did produce examples of seventh-century 
decorative stone-carving, the patronage of which could only have 
been ecclesiastical, pointing to the existence of a church organization 
in the area, no doubt under Byzantine aegis. There is also evidence 
that several other cities on the Adriatic coast or on the neighbor
ing islands may have continued to exist throughout the Dark Ages. 
To be sure, the oldest inscriptions in this region are no earlier than 
AD 8oo: the dedicatory inscription trom the Church ofSt. Tryphon in 
Kotor dated to the reign of Emperor Nicephorus I (802-81 r), and the 
dedicatory inscription of Guzma from Ulcinj mentioning Emperor 
Leo V and his son Constantine (8 r 3-82o).l2 But the tomb chamber 
tound beneath a modern hotel on the island of Lopud dates back 
to the 700s, as indicated by the associated silver reliquary. Similarly, 
and judging from the discovery of a coin of Emperor Constantine V 
within another tomb found on its southern side, the Church of the 

-c Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De ,ld11linistrando imperio 29, ed. by G. Moravcsik 
with English translation by R. J. H. Jenkins (Washington: Dumbarton Oaks Center 
for Byzantine Studies, I'J07), p. 123. The mountain pass in question is Klis, near 
the present-day city by the same name. 

-, However, according to Emperor Constantine (or his source), Kleisa did not prevent 
the "Slavs and Avars" from sacking Salona in the disguise of Roman soldiers. See 
Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De admiuistraudo imperio 2<), pp. 124-125. For forts 
in the vicinity of the Klis kleisoura, see N. Jaksic, "Constantine Porphyrogenitus as 
the source tor destruction of Salona." Vjemik Z<l arhcologiju i historiju Dalmatinsku, 
vol. 77 (1'.1~4). p. 324. Note that in the eyes of Constantine Porphyrogenitus, 
Salona itself was a simple fort, not a true city. 

-, ]. Kovai:evii:. "Apen;u historique et archeologique sur le role des villes de la Dal
matie meridionale dans l' expansion du christianisme panni les Serbes.'' AAASH, 
vol. 17 (1 'JoS), p. o7; D. Dragojlovit", "Dyrrachium et les eveches de Docleajusqu'a 
la fondation de l'archev.:chc· de 13ar," Halmuim, vol. 21 (1990). p. 202. 
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Holy Cross in Nin must have been built in the late eighth century. A 
date earlier than c. 8oo could also be assumed, albeit only hypothet
ically so far, for a number of other churches, such as the Rotunda 
of St. Donat and the Church of St. Vitalis in Zadar, the St. Andrew 
Church in Zaton (near Nin), and a small church in the city ofOsor 
on the island of Cres. On the basis of well-dated Italian analogies, a 
similar dating has been advanced for several sculptural elements found 
at different points in time within the perimeters of the present-day 
cities of Zadar, Trogir, and Kotor. Much like in the case of Salona 
and Split, the existence of decorative sculpture bespeaks the power 
and material means of the local churchmen, in itself an indication of 
a Dark Age occupation of these cities. 

Unlike !stria, there are no cemeteries in Dalmatia extending trom 
the seventh to the ninth century. Three cemeteries known so t~lr 

begin in the seventh and continue into the eighth century, while 
two others existed only in the 700s. Among the earliest finds are the 
cremation urns from Kasic, near Zadar, pointing to the presence of a 
population with no traditions in the region. Whether or not this was 
a population of Slavs, "who were also called Avars," is still a matter 
of dispute. It is clear, however, that despite claims to the contrary, the 
influence of the Late Avar culture reached deep into Croatia, as far 
as the Zagreb region, which produced a number of cemeteries that 
can be dated to the late eighth century. 73 Another cemetery exca
vated in Kasic contained only inhumation burials, including some 
stone-lined graves similar to those of !stria and of the sixth-century 
fort cemeteries in the Balkans. Such graves also appear among those 
surrounding the Church of the Holy Cross in Nin, many of which 
can be dated to the early ninth century. 

A few gold coin finds on the Adriatic coast may indicate direct rela
tions with Byzantium during the reign of Emperor Constans II, but 
almost no coins oflater emperors have been tound. It remains unclear 
whether or not any of the Croatian cemeteries may be attributed to 
Byzantine garrisons at key points on the coast. Judging from the evi
dence ofjust one seal tentatively dated to the late eighth or early ninth 
century, an archon ofDalmatia was in existence by that time. His posi
tion of power was not different from that described on another seal 

- For .1 recent .1ssociation of the Middle .md Lne Avar culture \\·ith D.1lm.nian Croa
tia. see L. Margetic, D,>/a:::ak Hn•ara !The Origin of the Croats! (Split: Knijzn·ni 
krug. 2001). pp. 20o-2 r(>. 
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of a certain Theodore, archon of Vagenetia, a coastal region behind 
the island of Kerkyra, in the Ionian Sea. 

Given that the seal of Theodore is slightly earlier than the first 
mention, in the early 700s, of Byzantine military governors of the 
island of Kerkyra, he must have been a local chieftain in Byzantine 
service. If so, the same may be true for the archon of Dalmatia. Thus, 
the existing evidence strongly suggests that on the Dalmatian coast the 
Byzantine power relied on local elements coopted for the safeguard
ing of the sea lanes around the Balkan Peninsula, from Constantinople 
to Venice. 

This conclusion is further substantiated by analogies between burial 
assemblages on the Adriatic coast and finds in the interior associated 
with the so-called "Komani culture. " 74 Long viewed as the archae
ological remains of the "first Albanians," the relatively numerous 
cemeteries of this group of tlnds point to a different interpretation. 
First, most of them are in the hinterland ofDyrrachium (present-day 
Durres), a city that certainly remained in Byzantine hands throughout 
the entire period. Second, finds similar to those from burial assem
blages turned up in at least two forts (Kruje and Sarda/Shurdhah) 
that were undoubtedly occupied at the time and controlled from 
Dyrrachium by the ardrontes of the city. Moreover, in at least three 
cases, the graves have been dug around, and even through the floor of, 
ruined churches, most likely because the sites were viewed as sacred. 
For example, in Sv. Erazmo (Macedonia), the cemetery was located 
both inside and outside the ruins of a Justinianic church. Elsewhere, 
the neighboring chapels may have been in existence concomitantly. 75 

-+ For the Komani culture, see now Bowden, l:]>ints I (·tus, pp. 204-211; E. Nail bani, 
"Transformations et continuite dans !'ouest des Balkans: le cas de Ia civilisation de 
Komani (IVe-IXe siecles)," in L'IIIyrie meridionale ct /'1:/Jirc dans /'Atltiquite. IV 
.-lrtes du Ir ·,. col!t>quc itltl-rn,ltiot~<il de Grmohle, w-12 ortobre 2002, ed. by P Cabanes 
and J.-L. Lu11boley (Paris: De Boccard, 2004), pp. 4H I-4')0. 

- S. Anamali, "Le prob!Cme deLl civilisation haute-medievale albanaise a Ia lumiere 
des nouvelles dc·couvertes .1rcheologiques." in Actes d11 premier Cot(~res intcmational 
des h11dcs halkmJiq11es ct s11d-est curopeniiJcs. ed. by D. Dimitrov, H. Danov, V. Velkov, 
eta!.. vol. 11 (Sofia: Editiom de l'Academie Bulgare des Sciences, 1969), p. 549. 
This is certainly true tor the church found ,lt Sarda between the two precincts. 
See C. Karaiskaj, "Ti.' dhena mbi arkitckturen dhe punimet e konservimit ne 
kalane e Shurdhahut (Sa reb) [News on the ,lrchitecture of the Shurdhah (Sarda) 
stronghold and the conservation work done on that site],'' .1IOIIIII/Ietltet, \·ol. 10 
(l'J7)), pp. I)S-!3<). 
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A number of grave goods found on sites in Albania and the neigh
boring countries strongly suggest close contacts with Byzantium, pos
sibly even the presence of speakers of Greek: belt buckles common for 
the Mediterranean area, both East and West; earrings with perforated 
pendants showing peacocks on either side of a tree; disc- and cross
brooches; finger-rings with dedicatory inscriptions in Greek. More
over, two hoards ofByzantine drinking and washing silver vessels with 
Greek inscriptions, gold church candlesticks, and silver belt fittings 
were found in the vicinity ofDyrrachium, at Vrap and Erseke.7" Like 
burial assemblages in !stria, those of Albania are often, if not always, 
associated with stone-lined graves, sometimes with several interment 
phases and multiple skeletons. This may be, and was indeed inter
preted as, an indication that each individual grave may have been used 
for several members of the same kin group, in itself an indication that 
the soldiers in the garrisons of forts in northern Albania lived there 
permanently together with their families. That this was indeed a pop
ulation of soldiers is shown not only by the relatively large number of 
associated weapons, but also by many such cemeteries, especially in 
Macedonia, located on or close to the main west-east artery across the 
Balkans, the Via Egnatia. Although this road was long believed to have 
been completely abandoned during the early Middle Ages, there is 
evidence that its central segment between Ohrid and Edessa/Vodena 
was repaired at some point during the eighth century. This is pre
cisely the region with some of the most important cemeteries of the 
so-called "Komani culture" (Sv. Erazmo, Radolista, Kru5arski Rid, 
Goren Kozjak, and Vinicani).77 The same is true tor the segment of 
the Via Egnatia running close to the present-day Bulgarian-Greek 

7
'' J. Werner. Dcr Sclwtzfi1111i 1'011 l 'rap i11 Alhanic11. Bcitrii,~c zur Arcildolo.~ic der Atl'<lrfll

zeit im mittlcrm Do11mmwm (Vienna: Verlag dcr Ostcrreichischen Abdemie der 
Wissenschafi:en. 19X6); E. Garam, "Uber den Schatzt\md von Vrap (Albanien)." 
AAASH, vol. 49 (1997). pp. 23-33; 0. Minaeva. "On some peculiarities of the 
shape and decoration of the vessels from the Vrap trc.!surc, Albania,'' Prohlcmi '"' 
izkustt•oto, vol. 1 (2001), pp. 13-22. The belt tlttings of the Vrap hoard alone haw 
a total weight of 094 grams (a little over 154 Byzantine gold coins), a considerable 
amount of money for that time. 

77 V Malcnko. "Ranosrednovekovnata materijalna kultura vo Okhrid i Okhridsko 
[The material culture in Ohrid and its hinterland during the early Middle Ages]," 
in Okilrid i Okilridsko 11iz istorijata, ed. by M. Apostolski, vol. I (Skopje: Sobranic 
na obshtina Okhrid, I9H5), pp. 2HH-289 .md 2l)I-2l)3: V. Popovic·, "Byz.mtim. 
Slaves et autochtones dans les provinces de Prevalitane et Nouvelle Epire, .. in 
Villes ct pcuplemc11t dm1s /'Illyriwlll protobyzm1ti11. Acres dti colloquc o~~a11is,: par /'Ecole 
Fm11raisc de Rome, Rome, 12-q "'''' 1982 (Rome: Ecole Fran,·aise de Rome. 19H4). 
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border in southern Thrace, where a number of cemeteries have been 
found showing striking parallels with burial assemblages in Macedo
nia and Albania. 

On the other hand, a significant number of artifacts from both 
female and male burials - dress accessories, weapons, and belt 
fittings- have good analogies in Late Avar graves, as well as in assem
blages from the steppes north of the Black Sea. Much like in con
temporary Hungary, the mortuary assemblages in Albania display a 
sharp gender and status differentiation, often expressed through a 
great wealth of grave goods. Late Avar belt strap ends and mounts 
are the direct analogies for the belt fittings found in Vrap and Erseke, 
which seem to have been the source of inspiration for a wide vari
ety ofbelt ornaments in Hungary and the neighboring regions. An 
eighth-century source known as the L!fc (~f St. Pancrati11s may give 
some substance to the Avar connection revealed by these archaeo
logical parallels. 

The apocryphal Li/(' of the first bishop of Taormina was written 
around 700, shortly after the introduction of the thematic organiza
tion to Sicily (709/ 10). The author placed the life of Pancratius, a 
disciple of St. Peter who lived in the ftrst century AD, in the con
text of his own lifetime. Pancratius' mission of conversion is thus 
set against the background of the first Arab attacks on Sicily, in the 
late seventh or early eighth century. One of Pancratius' converts was 
a local warlord named Bonifatius. Portrayed as the commander of 
the Sicilian troops, Bonifatius is said to have led several campaigns 
against barbarians abroad. At one time, he is described as organizing 
a seaborne expedition into the regions of Dyrrachium and Athens. 
Upon returning to Sicily, he was confronted by St. Pancratius, who 
claimed that his prisoners looked like Christians. Bonifatius assured 
him they were Avars who were to be distributed among his soldiers in 
order to be baptized, and were to be taught Greek and Latin, the lan
guages in use at that time in Taormina. Through the intermediary of a 

pp. 1 H 1-243. The westernmost segment of the road, between Dyrrachium and 
Ohrid. along the river Shkumbi, was abandoned sometime between the sixth and 
the ninth centurv, because the stretch across the Polis plateau required regular 
repairs that were just too expensive. However, alternative routes were in use along 
the rivers Mat (from Dyrrachium to Kruje, then to Diber and Ohrid) and White 
Dr in (from Shkoder to Kukes and then to Skopje, through Prizren). The important 
tort at Kruje was designed to monitor trat11c on the Mat route and the associated 
cemetery produced some of the most signitlcant tlnds of the '"Konuni culture.'" 
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translator, the prisoners eventually declared that they worshipped fire, 

water, and their own swords. It is hard to visualize the exact source 
for this story, but there is no doubt about its authenticity. Though 

the translator employed to interrogate the Avar prisoners may well 

have been a member of a Slavic community ti-om Syracuse mentioned 

in another passage, the author of the Lif(• (!f St. Pa11cratius clearly and 

carefully distinguished Avars from Slavs. It is therefore possible to 

see "Avars" in the population burying their dead in the cemeter
ies of the so-called "Komani culture" of Albania, which appear in 

relatively great numbers at a time of a general demographic decline 
in the Balkans. 

Just how "Avars" could reach the central or western regions of 
the Balkans is shown in an episode of the second book of the ;V/ira

cles (:f St. Demetrius. In c. 68ol 1, a conflict broke between the qagan 

of the Avars and a group of rebels led by a Bulgar named Kouber. 

The rebels were descendants of a group of captives brought to the 

Avar heartland from the Balkan raids of the early seventh century and 

settled in the environs of the former city of Sirmium. As a conse
quence, those following Kouber in rebellion called themselves Scr
mesianoi. The qagan allowed the Roman captives to have a separate 
organization with their own, specially appointed leaders. The revolt 

of one of them, Kouber, was eventually successful and the rebels 

crossed the Danube with the apparent goal of returning to their par
ents' homes. However, in the process Kouber managed to divert the 

return migration to Thessalonica and stage a coup to conquer the 

city, taking advantage of the situation thus created. His consider

able army stopped somewhere in the vicinity of present-day Bitola, 
near the Greek-Macedonian border, where, at the order of Emperor 

Constantine IV, Kouber and his men received food supplies from the 

local Slavic tribe of the Drugubites. Many rebels left and moved on 
their own either to Thessalonica or to Constantinople; others joined 

Matuos, Kouber's henchman, who entered the city as a refugee but 

soon came to play an important role in local politics. His position 

was recognized by the emperor who bestowed upon him the mili

tary command over the Senl/csia11oi in addition to the title ofpatrikios 
shown on his personal leaden seal. ;s As archo11 of the Scrmcsia11oi sta

tioned in Thessalonica, Mauros was not different t):om contemporary 

_, .\lin;dcs o(St. Dc111clrius 11.).2')2. For Maurm" 'cal, )CC Ny,tazopoulou-l'clckidou. 

··sccaux byHntins.'" pp. 1 ()-17. 
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arclwntcs of Slavic tribes in or on the periphery of the Byzantine mil
itary district (theme) in existence at that time in eastern Greece.79 

Shortly following the creation of the theme of Thrace in the 68os, 
a second theme must have already been in place when, in 695, Leon
tins, a former general of Anatolikon, was appointed military governor 
of Hellas. xo Some historians have placed the theme in Peloponnesus, 
others in eastern and central Greece, with a northern extension into 
Thessaly. The evidence of leaden seals shows that the theme was an 
administrative unit, not just an army, despite considerable naval forces 
being concentrated in Hellas shortly after Leontius' appointment. 
Unlike anywhere else in Southeastern Europe, an unusually large 
quantity of copper minted for Emperor Philippikos (7r r-713) has 
been found in Athens, and most coins seem to have been specifically 
transported tl-om Constantinople and "injected" into the circulating 
medium. Responsible for this phenomenon must have been the mil
itary, but the presence of low denomination copper coins bespeaks 
the existence oflocalmarkets oflow-price commodities, most likely 
food in small quantities, serving a population that had direct access to 
both low-value coinage and sea lanes. The presence of small change 
suggests that oarsmen and sailors of either commercial or war ships 
could rely on constant supplies of fresh food at certain points along 
the coast. The fleet is indeed at the center of the early history of the 
theme of He lias. 

According to Theophanes, in 725 "the inhabitants of Hellas and 
the Cyclades" rose against Leo III and proclaimed a new emperor, 
Cosn1as. The rebels sent a large fleet to Constantinople under the 
command of an officer of the theme named Agallianos.xr Following 
the defeat of the rebels and the reorganization of the maritime themes, 
Hellas seems to have received land troops for the first time since its 

··; N. Oikonomide<. "L',trchonte 'lave de l'Hellade au VIlle siecle." r·v. vol. 55 

(ISJ<J+). pp. III-IIX; W. Scibt. "Siegel als Quelle t\.ir Slawenarchonten 111 

GriechenLmd," Studies i11 BFalltillc Si~il/,~~mphy, vol. 6 (ISJSJSJ), pp. 27-36. 
'

0 Theophanes. Chn>llt~Qmphia AM (>201. p. 5I4; G. Ostrogorski, "Post.mak tema 
Hebda i Peloponez [Tlw creation of the themes of He !las and Peloponnesus],·· 
ZRl I ml. I (I 'J52). p. r,,. For the creation of the theme ofThrace. see R.-J. Lilie. 
"'Thrakien' und 'Thr.tkesion'. Zur byzantinischen Provinzorganisation amEnde 
des 7. Jahrhunderts," JOB. vol. 26 (ISJ77). p. 27. Thrace had been the basis tor 
Justinian ll's operatiom against llulgars and Slavs. while interruption of commu
nications between the theme .md the city of Thessalonica prompted the emperor 
to cre.tte the milit.trv outpost on the Struma valley, later to become a klcisoum. 

" Theoph.mes. Chroii<~Qraphi<I A.\1 p. 5(>0. 
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creation. 82 It is not clear what was the reason for this transfer ofland 
troops to what had hitherto been an essentially maritime theme, but 
there is indirect evidence that in the early 700s the regions in the 
interior may have posed more serious problems than Arab sea raids. 

In 723, Willibald, a western pilgrim en route to the Holy Land, 
sailed out from Syracuse and "reached the city of Monemvasia, in 
the land of Slavinia. " 83 That Willi bald traveled directly from Sicily 
to Monemvasia is a clear indication that in the early eighth cen
tury, communication lines between Constantinople and Sicily had 
been established along the coastal areas of southern Peloponnesus. 
The sojourn in Monemvasia does not seem to have been long, but 
the fact that the place was "in the land of Slavinia" is often inter
preted as an indication of a Slavic presence in the hinterland. The 
Latin word Slawinia is a clear, though by no means unique, calque 
of the Greek form Sklavinia, which Theophanes used for the polities 
attacked by Constans II in 656 and by Justinian II in 688. As such, 
the word betrays a Constantinopolitan, not Peloponnesian, source 
for Willibald's account. By contrast, as we have seen, the L[{c '?f St. 
Pancratius that mentions the existence of Avars in the region of Athens 
may have employed eyewitness accounts. 

That communications between Sicily and Peloponnesus have not 
been disturbed by Arab raids in the early eighth century is con
firmed by other, independent sources. According to Theophanes, 
the plague of 745/6 "traveled like a spreading fire" trom Sicily and 
Calabria to Monemvasia, Hellas, "and the adjoining islands," before 
reaching Constantinople. But the capital city seems to have been 
hit harder that any other region. Ten years later, Emperor Constan
tine V brought families from the islands, Hellas, and "the southern 
parts" to Constantinople, in an attempt to repopulate a city devas
tated by the plague. 84 In 766, he "collected artisans from different 

" J. Kader and F. Hild, I;,j,j,, imperii Byzantinii 1: Hell•'-' und Thcss£1/i,, (Vienna: Verlag 
der Osterrcichische Akademie der Wissenschaften. 1 <J71i). p. 57· Similar changes 
were taking place in the 740s in the theme ofThrace, as Emperor Constantine V 
began moving the troops that would sustain his successful campaigns against the 
Bulgars in the 76os and nos. 

'J !'ira Wil/iba/di, ed. by 0. Holder-Egger (Hanover, 1 HH7: reprint 1<)')2), MGH SS 
15:93: English tramlation by C. H. Talbot, in Soldiers o(Christ. s,,ints <111d S<~inrs' 
LiucsjYom Late Antiquity and the En/y .\Iiddle .-lgcs, cd. by T. F. X. Noble and T. 
Head (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, I<)'J)), p. 145· 

'~ Theophanes, Chronograph/,, AM (,253 and li2(J_l, pp. 5H5 and 5'!3· For the plague 
spreading along trade routes, see II. Rochmv. liy.::-<~IIZ im 8. Jahrillllldtrf ill dcr Sicht 
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places," and brought five hundred clay-workers from Hellas and the 
islands. x, Apparently, by that time, a relatively large number of Slavs 
lived beyond, if not inside, the borders of the theme of Hellas, as well 
as in the vicinity of Thessalonica. In 78 3, an army led by the logo
there of the Swift Course, Staurakios, moved from Constantinople to 
Thessalonica and Hellas, "against the Sklavinian tribes," and forced 
them to pay tribute to the Empire. According to Theophanes, Stau
rakios' army moved then into Peloponnesus and "brought back many 
captives and much booty to the Roman Empire."xo The campaign is 
also mentioned by Syrian sources of a later date, such as Michael the 
Syrian and the thirteenth-century chronicle of Gregory Barhebraeus, 
who adds that Staurakios left a garrison in "the country of Pelo
ponnesus." However, according to Barhebraeus, those conquered by 
Staurakios were "Arabs" (perhaps "Avars"), not Slavs. 87 If the read
ing of the corresponding passage is correct, this would confirm the 
testimony of the Life <?f St. Panrmti11s and give some substance to the 
most recent intepretation of the eighth-century cremation cemetery 
accidentally found in the !<)70s in Olympia. Most analogies for both 
urns and a few associated finds point, again, to Late Avar burial and 
settlement assemblages in Hungary and the neighboring regions. 88 

During the late eighth century, at least three important Pelopon
nesian centers were already under imperial authority, as suggested by 
the participation of the bishops of Corinth, Monemvasia, and Parras 
in the Council of Nicaea that restored the cult of the icons (787). 89 

But Staurakios' campaign had no impact on the Sklaviniai of northern 

des Thcophaucs. Qlicllcu/.:riti.\·(h-historis(hcr Kommcutar z11 dcu Jalnnr 715-813 (l3erlin: 
Akademie Verl.1g. ll)l) 1). p. 1 ()2. 

11 Theoph.mes. Chrouogmphi<l AM (}274, p. (}o~. 
11

' Theoph.mes. Chr,,uogr<~phi<l AM ()2y 1, p. () )0. Suurakios celebrated his \·ictory in 
Jamury 7H4, during the hippodrome gamc•s, an indication that his campaign in the 
Peloponnesm may have lasted until November 7H3, most likely in order to force 
the Slavs out of the mounuim. SeeN. Oikonomides. "A note on the campaign 
ofStaurakim in the Peloponnese," /.RVI, vol. 38 (Il)l)l)-2000), pp. 61-M. 

s- See Barhebr.1eus. Chroli<~~raphy. ed. and tram!. by E. A. Wallis Budge. vol. I 

(London: Oxt(ml University Press, I<J32). p. I 20. 

" T. Vida and T. Vblling, D<1s sf,ttl'isc-!IC Brmu(~rdbC11(-Id 1'011 0/yrnpi,J (Rahden: Marie 
Leidor( ..2000). 

''J Six other Creek sees (Athem, Monemvasia, Oreos, Skopdos, Zakynthos, and 
Nikopolis) were represented at Nicae.1, along \Vith the sees ofSalona, Dyrrachium, 
and Kotor. In 7H7. Athens and Corinth were both metropolitan sees. See P. 
Yannopoulos, "Metropolcs du Pcloponnese mcsobyzantin: un souvenir des inva
siom avaro-slaws," Hyz,llttiou. vol. (}} (I<J<J3). pp. 3<)) and 3l)8-3l)l): R. Browning, 
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Greece. In 799, prompted by conspirators from the theme of Hellas, 
Akameros, the archon of the Slavs of Velzetia (eastern Thessaly) 
attempted to release Constantine V's sons from their exile in Athens 
(to which they had been confined by Empress Irene), and proclaim 
one of them emperor. The rebels were defeated and blinded and 
nothing else is known about the Slavic archo11.~0 

Judging from the existing evidence, around the year lloo, the most 
dangerous Slavs in Byzantine eyes were those of Greece, not those 
of Thrace, in the vicinity of Bulgaria. In 7H4, Empress Irene toured 
Thrace in the company of her troops. She rebuilt Bcroc (modern Stara 
Zagora), renamed Irenopolis, and reached as far west as Philippopo
lis (modern Plovdiv), without encountering any opposition. Shortly 
following this visit, at some point after 790 and before 802, a third 
Balkan province was created in western Thrace, called Macedonia 
and centered on Adrianople. With this new military and adminis
trative unit, the Byzantine Empire set a firm foot in the Balkans 
in preparation for the offensive to be launched in the early ninth 
century. Concomitantly, the northwestern Balkans witnessed a rapid 
expansion of Carolingian hegemony. Between West and East, the 
southeastern region of the Continent would find itself for the fmt 
time on the main stage ofEuropean history. 

"Athens in the 'Dark Age"," in Culture & History. Essays !'resented to )ark Li11dsay. 
ed. by B. Smith (Sydney: Hale and lremonger, I<)X4), p. 301. 

"o Theophanes, Chronogmphia AM (>307, p. 651. See Oikonomides, "L 'archonte slave,'" 

p. 117. 
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THE RISE OF NEW POWERS (8oo-9oo) 

It has been persuasively suggested that far from being a response to 
the Arab conquest of Crete in 826 or to the beginning of the Arab 
conquest of Sicily, the creation of the fourth Byzantine theme in 
the Balkans, Peloponnesus, may be dated as early as the aftermath of 
Staurakios' expedition into Peloponnesus. The purpose of this theme 
created c. 8oo must have been less the protection of the coasts against 
the Arab naval raids and more the protection of the Byzantine out
posts on the coasts (mainly Corinth and Patras) against attacks from 
the interior. According to the much later testimony of Constantine 
Porphyrogenitus, in 805 the Slavs "who were in the province of 
Peloponnesus, decided to revolt, and first proceeded to sack the 
dwellings of their neighbors, the Greeks, and gave them up to rapine, 
and next they moved against the inhabitants of the city of Patras and 
ravaged the plains before its walls and laid siege to itself, having with 
them African Saracens also." 1 With the miraculous assistance of St. 
Andrew, the inhabitants ofPatras were able to repel the attack, even if 
they lacked the support of the local military governor, who at the time 
was "at the extremity of the province, in the city of Corinth." Upon 
learning from the governor about the victory, Emperor Nicephorus I 

' Constantine Porphyrogcnitus, De adllli11istm11do i111pcrio 49, p. 229. The mention 
of Saracens m.Iy be a conflation of two separate events, the attack of the Slavs of 
805 and much later r.1ids by Arab pirates. For Muslims (pirat5Y.]"fro!ij lfr~iyah, see 
A. G. C. Savvidcs, "Morea and Islam, Hth-J 5th centuri/s: _a· survey,":]<'>l!rllal o( 
Oriental allil A/ric,m Studies, vol. 2 (1990), pp. 4H-49. . . 
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(8o2-8II) "ordained that the foemen themselves, with all their fam
ilies and relations and all who belonged to them, and all their prop
erty as well," should be transferred in perpetuity to the Church 
of St. Andrew in Patras. According to Constantine Porphyro
genitus, who most probably had in mind more recent revolts of 
the Peloponnesian Slavs, the source of this account were "the older 
and more ancient" who handed the information down '"in unwrit
ten tradition" to those who lived after them. However, he also 
mentions the bull (sigillion) of Nicephorus I concerning the Slavs 
ofPatras. 2 To judge from his account, by the time of the Slavic revolt 
of 805, there was already a theme of Peloponnesus, with a governor 
residing in Corinth. The revolt was certainly not a singular event. 
In early 836 or 837, St. Gregory the Decapolite cut short his trip 
to the mountains north ofThessalonica as he miraculously predicted 
a rebellion of the archon of the local Slavs, no doubt a local leader, 
against the Byzantine administration of the region. 3 The revolt in 
Patras seems to have been caused by recent events threatening the 
independence of the local Slavs, namely the recent transfer of pop
ulation from Sicily into Peloponnesus and the allotment of lands at 
·their expense. The reopening of the axis of communication through 
the Gulf of Corinth gave Patras a strategic importance and the mea
sures taken by the imperial administration against the rebels may have 
aimed at securing the safety of that line of communication. At any 
rate, in order to explain later revolts Emperor Constantine believed it 
was necessary to spell out the specific obligations imposed upon the 
defeated Slavs in the aftermath of their revolt. According to him, the 
Slavs "maintained like hostages the military governors and the impe
rial agents and all the envoys from foreign nations, and they have their 
own waiters and cooks and servants of all kinds for the table; and the 
metropolis interferes in none of these matters, for the Slavenes them
selves collect the necessary funds by apportionment and subscription 

2 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De administrando imperio 4<J, pp. 23o-23 r. For other 
sources on the 805 revolt of the Slavs against Patras. see N. Oikonomides, "St 
Andrew, Joseph the Hymnographer, and the Slavs of Patras." in 11£/fVIQ N. Studies 
Presmted to Lewwrt Ryden 011 His Sixty-Fifth Birthday. ed. by J 0. Rosenqvist 
(Uppsala: Almqvist and Wiksell International. r yy6), pp. 71-7H. 

3 Ignatius the Deacon, Life of St. Gr~~ory the Dccapolite, ed. by F. Dvornik (Paris: 
Champion, 1926), pp. 6r-62. In the early goos, the Chalkidiki Peninsula was still 
not completely under Byzantine control. A letter of Theodore Studites shows that 
the Slavic pirates of Kassandra frequently attacked incoming ships (ep. 3, ed. by 
George Fatouros [Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter, ryyz]). 
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among their unit. " 4 Covering the substantial living expenses of all 
official travelers passing through Patras must have been an onerous 
task, but it is quite clear that the Slavs of Patras were subjects of the 
state, not of the local church. The events of ilos-!lo6 are also at the 
center of one of the most controversial sources for the history of the 
Slavs in Greece, the Chronicle <~[J'vfonemvasia. 5 But instead of the heroic 
resistance put up by the inhabitants of Patras assisted by St. Andrew, 
the Chronicle mentions an expedition against the Peloponnesian 
Slavs ordered by Emperor Nicephorus I and led by an unnamed 
general of the theme of Armeniakon, a member of the Skleros 
family. 

The chronicle survives in three late manuscripts. Only one of them, 
which is preserved in the lviron monastery at Mount Athas and is 
dated to the sixteenth century, deals exclusively with the campaign 
ordered by Nicephorus I. The Chronicle o(.'\!loncmvasia is not a chron
icle properly speaking, but a compilation of sources concerning the 
Slavs and the foundation of the metropolitan see ofPatras. Patras, and 
not Monemvasia, is at the center of the narrative. It has been argued, 
therefore, that this text may have been written in order to be used in 
negotiations with the metropolitan of Corinth over the status of the 
metropolitan of Patras. Since Emperor Nicephorus I is referred to as 
"the Old, who had Staurakios as son," the text must have been writ
ten after the reign ofNicephorus II Phocas (903-909). The author of 
the Chronicle explicitly refers to the death of Tarasius, the patriarch 
of Constantinople (784-806). He also calls Sirmium Striamos, and 
locates the city in Bulgaria, an indication that he wrote the Chronicle 
before the conquest of that city by Basil II, in I o I 8 (see chapter 5 
below). The composition of the Chronicle must therefore £111 within 
the second half of the tenth or in the early decades of the eleventh 
century. The Slavs only appear in the second part of the lviron 

" Constantine Porphyrogenitus. De ,ufmillisnwufo imperio -+\1. pp. 230-231. 
The standard edition is that of!. Duichev. Cro11ar.l di .\lollellll'<l.'i<l (Palermo: lstituto 
Siciliano di Studi Dizantini e Ncocllcnici, I<J7o). For an English translation, sec 
H. Kalligas. By:::alltille .\IO/lellll'asi,l. Tile Sources (Moncmvasia: Akroncon, I!)'JO). 
pp. 7-11. See also S. Turlej. "The so-called Chronicle of Moncmusi.L A historical 
analvsis." Byzallfiou, vol. 6~ (I'J'JH). pp. 446-.toX: and File Cilro11irlc o(.\Ioi!CIIwasia. 
Tile .\l(~mtio11 o( tile Sh!l'S ,111d Cilurcil Co11f]irts i11 rile By:::.llltillc Sourrc.fi·,>l/1 rile B~~i11-
11i11g o( rile 91il Cmrury (Cracow: Towarzystwo Wyda\\·nicze "Histori.l l.lgellonica." 
2001): E. Kislinger, R~~io11a(~csrilirilre ,!Is Qucl/mproh!ciiJ. Die Cilro11ik 1'011 .\Io>ll'lllh,l
sia 1111d das si::ilia11iscile Demcl/11<7. Ei11e ilisrorisril-r"l"~~r<~pilisrile Srudie (Vienna: Verlag 
dcr Osterreichischen Akademie dcr Wi,enschaftcn. 2001). 
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version of the text, which describes how Emperor Nicephorus I 
(~02-~ I I) conquered Peloponnesus and established the metropolis 
of Patras. This account comes very close to a scholium written by 
Arethas of Caesarea on the margin of a manuscript of Nicephorus' 
Historia Syntonws dated to 932. 1

' The note is a comment made by 
Arethas while reading Nicephorus' work, and thus must be viewed 
as a text of private, not public nature. In some instances, Arethas 
repeats the Chronicle verbatim. Though the Chronicle 4 .HonenlFasia 
\Vas clearly composed much later, it is very unlikely that its author 
derived his information fi·om Arethas. Arethas was born at Patras in 
or around~ 50 into a rich Lunily and his tamily's memories and stories 
may well have been the source for his knowledge of the resettlement 
in Peloponnesus of the Greek-speaking population of Reggio (Cal
abria, southern Italy) under Emperor Nicephorus I. By contrast, the 
author of the Chronicle mentions people from the themes of Asia 
Minor that were brought in to repopulate the central and southern 
regions of Peloponnesus. 

The increasing number of new settlers contributed to further con
flicts with the local Slavs. According to Constantine Porphyrogeni
tus, the Peloponnesian Slavs rebelled again "in the days of Emperor 
Theophilus and his son Michael." Following the former's death in 
842, the military governor Theoctistus Bryennios led a campaign 
against the rebels and eventually subdued "all Slavs and other insub
ordinates of the province of Peloponnesus. " 7 A second campaign \Vas 
necessary in order to break the resistance of two tribes living on the 
slopes of Mount Taigetos, the Ezerites and the Milings. Both were 
eventually forced to pay tribute, but refused to accept "a head man at 
the hand of the military governor" or "to heed an order tor military 
service under him." This seems to indicate that unlike the Ezerites 
and the Milings, subduing the Slavs living elsewhere in Greece had 
been a matter of accommodating the needs of their elites and provid
ing incentives for their inclusion into the imperial administration, a 
policy confirmed by the evidence of seals of arclwntes (leaders) of the 
Slavs. By contrast, the Ezerites and the Milings of central Pelopon
nesus were apparently expected to provide troops for the Byzantine 
army to be included within units recruited from the theme. The Slavs 

'• L G. W<:stcrink, "M.lrginalia by Arcthas in Moskow Greek Ms. 23 1." Byzantion. 
\'01. +2 (1'172). pp. 2+1-242. 

- Constantine Porphvmgenitus, De <idlllinisrr.mdo i111pcrio 50, pp. 232-233. 
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in the Byzantine troops that participated in the conquest ofTaranto in 
88o had most likely been recruited from among the stubbornly inde
pendent Slavs of southern Greece. s By that time, the naval forces of 
the themes ofPeloponnesus and Cephalonia had themselves received 
reinforcements from other regions of the Empire. The troops sent 
to Sicily in 876 to defend Syracuse against Arab attacks included 
Mardaites from Peloponnesus, who had been recently transferred to 
that province from the EastY 

The growing military presence ofl3yzantium in the southern and 
southwestern regions of the Balkans is also indicated by seal finds. 
Military governors ofCephalonia, a theme created in the eighth cen
tury, are mentioned on five seals dated to the early ninth century, at 
the latest. Six military governors of the theme of He lias appear on 
seals, one of them on no less than thirteen identical specimens. By 
contrast, only two military governors of Peloponnesus are known 
from early ninth-century seals.' 0 One of them may have been a 
contemporary of the first military governor of Thessalonica, a city 
until then under the administration of its own eparchs, mentioned 
several times on late eighth- or early ninth-century seals. Partini
larly numerous are ninth-century seals of fiscal agents of He lias and 
Peloponnesus, an indirect indication of the relative prosperity of the 
two provinces. Not much is known about the social structure of 
ninth-century Greece, but what we have suggests that the Byzantine 
provinces in the southern Balkans were centers of wealth and influ
ence. Both Empress Irene and Theophano, Staurakios' wife, were 
born into rich families from Athens. By 8 50, the future emperor 

' Theophanes Continuatus 5.6!1, ed. by I. Bekker (Bonn: E. Weber, 1 S3R), pp. 305-
306: Skylitzes, Syuopsis historian1111 34. ed. by H. Thurn (Berlin and New York: 
De Gruyter, 1973), pp. 156-157. See also H. Ditten, Etlmischc ~hschic11ltll,~tll C::ll'lS
fhcu dcr Balkallhalhiuscl 1111d Klciuasicll l'OIII bulc des 6. his C::l/1' C::ll'cittll Hd/fic des g. 

Jahrlu111derts (l3erlin: Abdemie Verlag, I<J<J3). p. 262. 

v Theophanes Continuatus ).63 and 70, pp. 303 and 31 1. l3y the mid-ninth century, 
there were strong Armenian communities in Thessalonica, as well as in Philip
popolis and Adrianople. See H. M. Bartikian, "He armenike paromia ste byzantine 
Makedonia [The Armenian presence in l3yzantine Macedonia]," in Dictlmcs sym
posio "Byzalltillc .Hakedouia, 324-1430 111. Kh.," Thcss,lfollikc 2<)-}1 Oktobriou 1992 
(Thessaloniki, 1995), pp. 35 and }H. 

'
0 One of them is that of Theoctistos l3ryennios, who had crushed the rebellion of 

H42. SeeN. Zikos, "Molybdoboulla tou I3yzantinou Mouseiou Athenon [Leaden 
seals from the Byzantine Museum in AthensJ," .1rkhaio!t~~ikou Dcltiou. vol. 32 
(1977), pp. H6-S7. 
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Basil I enjoyed the protection of a wealthy Peloponnesian widow 
named Danelis, who had made a fortune by raising sheep and employ
ing slave labor for the production of cloth and rugs. An inscrip
tion recording the endowment of the Church of the Holy Virgin at 
Skripou erected in H73 or 874 refers to the estates of an imperial dig
nitary, the protosplwtarios Leo, in the region of Orchomenos. Several 
military officers of the theme of Hellas were important enough to 
have their own seals and to become patrons of newly built churches. 

Associated with such relative prosperity was a remarkable mone
tary growth, archaeologically visible during and after the middle third 
of the ninth century. The growth is most spectacular in Corinth, 
where the archaeological excavations carried on so far have pro
duced just 2 coins of Michael II (820-829), but 157 of Theophilus 
(829-H42), 2Ho of Basil I (Hei7-8H6), and 957 of Leo VI (886-912). 
Though statistically less spectacular, finds from Athens, Thebes, and 
Sparta indicate a similar trend. The explanation most commonly 
advanced tor this impressive monetary growth is the expansion of 
long-distance trade, especially at Corinth with its port at Kenchreai, 
which provided a much easier connection to the markets of north
ern Italy than circumnavigating Peloponnesus. In 832 or 833, on 
his way from Thessalonica to Rome, St. Gregory the Decapolite 
got a ship in Corinth and sailed to Reggio, and thence to Rome. 11 

Even coastal sites in western Peloponnesus have produced archae
ological evidence of contacts with faraway markets, such as a frag
ment of Chinese marbled ware recently found in Methoni. 12 On the 
other hand, there is yet no archaeological correlate of the mone
tary growth identified in Corinth. The idea has been put forward 
that the former Roman forum in that city was used for commercial 
purposes in the 8oos, but no structures have so far been identified 
that could be associated with the growth of trade implied by the 
numismatic evidence. It has been therefore suggested that Corinth 
may have been a regional tair not unlike those of northern Italy, but 
future excavations in areas other than the Roman forum may show 

11 Ignatius the Deacon. Lif(· o(St. Cn:~ory the Dm1polite, p. 55. For the reopening of 
the Gulf of Corinth to both eastern and western travelers, see M. McCormick, 
The Or(QiiiS or the };'uropmn Lro/10111)'. Coml/1111/icatioiiS and Commerce, AD jOo-goo 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 2001), pp. 531-537. 
12 N. D. Kontogiannis, "A tragmcnt of a Chinese marbled ware bowl t!·mn 

Methoni, Greece," Bi::-mttiuistic<I. Ril'istct di studi bizautini e slal'i, vol. + (2002), 
pp. 3<J--to. 
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otherwise. 13 Excavations in Sparta have so f~1r indicated an expansion 
of the early medieval occupation beginning with the mid-8oos, but 
nothing confirms the picture drawn on the basis of the Clzronirle t~f 

.'Vlonemvasia and showing a massive repopulation with people from the 
themes in Asia Minor during the reign of Nicephorus I. In Athens. 
the Church of St. John the l3aptist erected in 871 must have been 
built at about the same time as the earliest medieval structures in the 
area of the ancient Agora. None of these buildings produced evi
dence oflong-distance trade and it is more likely that they served the 
growing administrative and military fi.mctions of the city, for Athens 
was the seat of the theme of He !las, as indicated by an inscription on 
a column in the Parthenon concerning the death in August 848 of a 
military governor named Leo. q 

At some point before the middle of the ninth century, the bish
opric of Athens was elevated to metropolitan status, an indication 
of a growing number of episcopal sees within the theme of Hel
las, a situation paralleled by similar developments in Peloponnesus 
and northwestern Greece. At the council summoned by Photius in 
Constantinople in 879, Greece was represented by twelve metropoli
tans and bishops, some from revived sees, such as Demetrias or 
Naupaktos, others from newly established ones, such as New Patras or 
Ezeros. 15 As the Chronicle t?f .\Jonenwasia expressedly links the eccle
siastical rearrangements in Peloponnesus operated under Patriarch 
Tarasius (784--806) to the conversion of the local Slavs to Christianity, 
it has been suggested that the foundation of new bishoprics was 
directed towards converting the Slavs, but all known bishoprics in 
Peloponnesus were located in the east or on the coast, away from 
the troubled areas of the interior. 11

' No church building still stand
ing in eastern Peloponnesus can be safdy dated to the ninth century. 
However, some of the earliest monastic communities in medieval 
Greece were located in western Peloponnesus, as indicated by the 

'-' G. D. R. Sanders. "Corinth," in The Erouo111ir History o(Byc:autittllljimn the Set'cuth 
through the Fi/tccttth Ccutury. ed. by A. E. Laiou (Washington: Dumb,uton Oaks 
Research Library and Collection, 2002), p. (>)0. 

l.l M. Kazanaki-Lappa, "Medieval Athens," in 7/te Ec<•llolllti History o( Byz<llltiu111 
Ji"ont the Sewuth thwttgh the Fi/tcCIIth CCIItttry. ed. by A. E. Laiou (Washington: 
Dumbarton Oaks Research Librarv and Collection, 2002), p. o . .p. 

•; J. Herrin, "Aspects of the process of hellenization in the early Middle Ages ... 
ABSA. vol. 68 (r!J7J). p. 123. 

11
' M. Dunn, "Evangelism or repentance 0 The re-Christianisation of the Peloponnese 

in the ninth and tenth centuries." Studies iu Clutrc!t Histor)'. vol. q ( 1!)77). p. 7S. 
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monastery church of St. Irene in Patras-Riganokampo and the rock 
monasteries near Filiatra, not far from Methoni, all dated to the ninth 
century. A wave of monasticism is noticeable in Peloponnesus dur
ing the ninth century, as several monks came to the region, especially 
refugees from Sicily and the southern regions of Italy threatened by 
constant Arab raids. The Lif(· (!f St. Elias the Yillmgcr, written at some 
point between 930 and 940, mentions the arrival of the Italian saint 
at Sparta in 88o, where Elias and his disciple Daniel took shelter near 
a cave, in the ruins of an abandoned church. Both returned to Pelo
ponnesus in i\88, and resided for a short while in Patras. 17 Another 
itinerant saint from Italy, St. Elias Spaeleotas, also resided in the envi
rons of Patras at some unknown date before 902, perhaps no later 
than i\94. He chose a haunted tower as his dwelling, and remained 
there for eight years, after exorcising the place and gaining his rep
utation as holy man. Neither of these two saints encountered Slavs 
and no famous act of mass conversion is associated with their saintly 
glory. 

If a connection may be proposed between the building of new 
churches and the Christianization of the Slavs, then the evidence 
to support such an argument is to be found only outside Pelopon
nesus. The earliest churches in the southwestern Balkan regions under 
Byzantine rule are those of Montenegro. The Church of St. Tryphon 
in Kotor was erected during the reign ofNicephorus I (802-8 I I), that 
of Ulcinj during the reign of Leo V (8 I 3-820). 1 ~ In Greece proper, 
the earliest medieval churches are those of the central region, not of 
Peloponnesus: the Church of St. John the Baptist in Athens, erected 
in H7I; the Church of the Holy Virgin at Skripou, built in 873/ 4; 

,- Lit£· o( St. Ui,rs the )(mugcr. eel. by G. R. Taibbi (Palermo: r,tituto Siciliano eli 
Studi l3izantini e Neoellenici. 1 <J02), pp. +O and )6. For St. Elias Spacleotas. sec 
!' Y,mnopoulos. "L1 Crcce dans Ia Vie de s. Elie le Jeune et dans celle de S. Elie 
le Spdeote," Hy:c<~utiou, vol. (q (t<J<J+), pp. tyH-tl)l). 

'·' Kovai·evic, "Apm;u historique." p. 67; Dragojlovic, "Dyrrachium et les eveches.·· 
p. 202. A cLue in the early 8oos has been advanced, on purely stylistical grounds, 
for the Churches of St. Peter in Bijeb (Boka Kotorska), St. Stephen in Grb,rlj and 
Dubrovnik, St. Michael in Ston, St.John in Lopud, and St. Mary in Buclva. On the 
basis of a very similar pLrn. the Church of St. Demetrius in Katsoura (near Arta) 
has ,!I so been dated to c. Koo. See !' L. Vokotopoulos, He ckklesiastikc arthitcktouikc 
tis tell dytikm stereau Hcl/,ld<l k11i tm Epcirou (apo toll tclous tott /Ott merhri !ott tclotts 
toll lOott <ltottos) !The Church Architecture in Northwestern Greece and in Epirus 
between the LHe Seventh and the Late Tenth Century] (Thessaloniki: Kentron 
Bvzantinon Ereunon, Il)7)). p. 183. 
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and the Church of St. Gregory the Theologian in Thebes, built in 
876/7. However, the donors of two of these churches were high
ranking officials with little, if any, concern for the conversion of any 
Slavs that may have lived in the neighborhood. Both church buildings 
and missions to the Slavs are conspicuously absent from the northern 
regions of present-day Greece that in the mid-ninth century were 
within the themes of Thessalonica and Macedonia. Local Slavs are 
a most notable presence in the L!fe of St. Gregory the Decapolite and 
its account of the saint's travels through the region ofThessalonica. 19 

But they appear as rebels or pirates, not as submissive subjects of mis
sions of evangelization. According to Constantine Porphyrogenitus, 
it was only under the reign of Michael III (842-867) that the Slavs in 
the region of Thessalonica were finally subdued. 20 And it is only at 
that time that a Byzantine mission was sent to the Slavs, which was 
led by two Thessalonians, Constantine-Cyril and Methodius, per
haps the most influential personalities of the early medieval history 
of Southeastern Europe. 

So great is the significance of the Cyrillo-Methodian mission for 
Slavic cultural history that to some scholars the two brothers cannot 
have been but Slavs by birth. In reality, as Emperor Michael allegedly 
told Constantine himself before sending him on the Moravian mis
sion, "all Thessalonians speak pure Slavic. " 2

' Much, if not all, of what 
we know about Constantine and Methodius, their lives and activity 
prior to their mission to Moravia, comes from their Lives, the only 
known biographies ofByzantine-born missionaries. Particularly use
ful is the L!fe of Constantine, a work composed in Old Church Slavonic 
by someone in the entourage of Methodius at some point between 
Constantine's death in 869 and December 885 (when we know the 
text was used in Rome), perhaps in 879 or 880. 22 The undeclared, 

19 Ignatius the Deacon, Life o(St. Gregory the Derapolite, pp. 54-55. 
2° Constantine Porphyrogenitus. De cerimo11iis !!.37. ed. by J. J. Reiske. vol. I (Bonn: 

E. Weber, 1829), pp. 634-635. 
21 Life vfA1ethodius, ed. by D. Bartoi\kova, L. Havlik,]. Ludvikovsky, Z. Masafik, and 

R. Vecerka, in i'v!agnae Morauiaej(llltes historici, vol. 11 (Prague: Statni pedagogicke 
nakl., I965), p. 138; English translation by M. Kantor, Medieval Slavic Lives of Sail1ts 
and Pri11res (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, Department of Slavic Languages 
and Literatures, 1983), p. 1 I 1. 

22 L{fe of Constantine, ed. by D. Bartoi\kova, L. Havlik, J. Ludvikovsky. Z. Masafik, 
and R. Vecerka, in }Vfagn<U' ;\Jorauiae{tllltes historici, vol. 11 (Prague: St;itni pedagog
icke nakl., 1')65), pp. 6o-I I 5; English translation by Kantor, .\1edicual Slauic Liws, 
pp. 25-96. 
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yet transparent purpose of the Life was to defend the Slavic writing 
and liturgy, both recently introduced to Moravia, by showing Con
stantine to have been a holy man and saint, an image Methodius and 
his disciples badly needed in their struggle with the Bavarian clergy. 23 

Both because of its obvious political goals and of the late manuscript 
tradition (the earliest attestation of the text is that of a mid-fifteenth
century Russian manuscript), the text was long viewed, especially in 
the nineteenth century, as unreliable, but it is now appreciated as a 
first-rate source. 

Constantine was born in 826 or 827, the son of "a certain noble 
and rich man named Leo in the city of Thessalonica, who held 
the rank of dnmJ?arios, "24 a high-ranking Byzantine officer under 
the command of the military governor of the newly created theme 
of Thessalonica. His older brother Methodius had been appointed 
archon of the Slavs, perhaps the successor of one of those archontes 
mentioned on eighth-century seals as ruling on the northern and 
northeastern borders of the theme of Hellas. 25 He may have been 
married and with children, but he suddenly decided to leave his 
family and to take the monastic vows in a monastery on Mount 
Olympus (present-day Ulu Dag, near Brusa, in Turkey). Meanwhile, 
his younger brother was entirely dedicated to learning and religious 
devotion. "Taking up his studies, he remained at home and com
mitted to memory the writings of St. Gregory the Theologian. " 26 

Brought to Constantinople in 842 or 843, Constantine became a 
protege of Theoctistus, the powerful minister of the regent empress 
Theodora. At the imperial academy at Magnaura, he studied" Homer 
and geometry with Leo [the Mathematician], and dialectics and all 
philosophical studies with Photius; and in addition to that, rhetoric 
and arithmetic, astronomy and music, and all the other Hellenic 

' 3 Fundamental for the history of the Byzantine mission to Moravia remains F 
Dvornik, Byzmlfinc ,\Jissioi!S ai!Jollg the Sial's. SS. Constm1tine-Cyril m~d }lcfetlwdius 
(New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1970), pp. r6D-I<JJ, esp. p. r82. 

'"' Life ~f Cmsta11ti11e 2, English translation in Kantor, J,Jedieual SlaPic Liucs, p. 27. 
Constantine\ father may have been one of the fmt officers of the theme of 
Thessalonica, created by Emperor Niccphorus I in the early ninth century. 

' 5 Life of ;\tethodius J, English translation in Kantor, A1edieval Slavic Lives, p. 109. 
Others believe Methodius' office must have been in some theme of Asia Minor, 
perhaps Opsikion. See A. E. Tachiaos, "Some controversial points relating to the 
life and activity of Cyril and Methodius," Cyri/lomethodiantml, vols. 17-18 (I993-
I9<J4), pp. 41-72. 

20 Life of Consta11tillc 3, English translation in Kantor, ,Hedieual Slavic Liues, p. 2<). 
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arts." 27 After declining an offer to marry Theoctistus' goddaugh

ter, he became a deacon (he was too young for a canonical ordi
nation as a priest) and librarian (archivist) to the patriarch in Hagia 

Sophia. At the age of 24, Constantine was sent on an embassy to the 

caliph al-Mutawakkil, perhaps to negotiate an exchange of prison

ers. While in Samarra, he engaged in a theological dispute with the 

Muslim ulamas and even cited a Quranic surah to support his argu

ments in favor of the Holy Trinity and against Muslim accusations of 

polytheism. Soon after his return to Constantinople, following the 
assassination of Theoctistus in 8 56 and the palace coup that drove 
Empress Theodora out of power, Constantine joined his brother in 

the monastery on Mount Olympus, where he remained until Photius 

was installed patriarch in 8 58. Shortly after that, the two brothers 

came to Constantinople and in 860 were sent to the Khazar court, 

perhaps to propose some joint Byzantine-Khazar action a·gainst the 

Rus' ofKiev, who had just attacked Constantinople in that same year. 

On their way to Itil on the Lower Volga, where the Khazar capital 

had moved in the early Roos, Constantine and Methodius stopped in 

Crimea, at Chersonesus. While in the city, Constantine discovered 
the relics of St. Clement, the second bishop of Rome, and wrote a 

sermon about the discovery, probably addressed to the local merchant 

community. He also "learned the Hebrew language and scriptures" 

and found "the Gospels and the Psalter written in Russian letters," 
which he was able to read and understand. 2 ~ While the reference to 

the "Russian letters" betrays a later addition to the text and a con

tamination with much later sources, there is no reason to doubt that 

Constantine was in fact capable of learning Hebrew in preparation 

for his visit to the Khazar court, where the ruling class had recently 
adopted judaism. Moreover, now capable of reading and understand

ing Hebrew, Constantine's arguments so impressed a "Samaritan" that 

he accepted baptism together with his own son. It is for the first time 

in the Life c~{ Constantine that we learn about the saint's ability to con

vert people to Orthodoxy. Both disputation and conversion figure 

prominently in the account of the brothers' trip to the Khazar court 

in I til, an account conftrmed by tenth-century Khazar sources. Con

stantine used in a debate his newly acquired knowledge of Hebre\v 

to draw a point about the distinction bet\veen image and idol. 

'c Lif£· ,,( Collstalltillc 4. English translation in Kantor, .\!cdicnlf S/,11•i( Li1•cs. p. 31. 

'·' Lit£· o( Co11SI<1illillc 8, English translation in Kantor, .\lcdin•,JI Slm•ic Lii'<'S, p. 43. 
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Following the debate, ·'about two hundred of these people were 
baptized, having cast off heathen abominations and lawless mar
riages."2<J In addition, at Constantine's request, 200 Greek prisoners 
were released in order to be taken back to Byzantium. The mis
sion returned to Constantinople, but on his way back, Constantine 
stopped again in Crimea after miraculously turning a salt marsh in the 
steppe into drinkable water, "sweet like honey, and cold." 30 This was 
most likely the same steppe from which Magyars had come before 
Constantine's departure tor the Khazar mission and had fallen upon 
him "howling like wolves and wishing to kill him." Again, Constan
tine's "edifYing words" miraculously persuaded them "to release him 
and his entire retinue in peace." 3' 

The exact location of the encounter with the Magyars is not men
tioned, but it cannot have been too far away from Chersonesus. The 
mention of a Magyar raid originating in the steppe north of the Black 
Sea is of great importance tor the ninth-century history ofSoutheast
ern Europe. This piece of evidence substantiates what is otherwise 
known from a tenth-century Byzantine chronicle, namely that in 836 
or 837 the Magyars raided the Lower Danube region as Bulgar allies 
in an attempt to prevent the intervention of the Byzantine fleet on 
behalf of the Byzantine prisoners that had been moved north of the 
Danube after the Bulgar ruler Krum had taken Adrianople in 8 I 3 (see 
below). In 88r or 882, on his way from Constantinople to Moravia, 
Methodius allegedly met a Magyar "king" somewhere in the Lower 
Danube region. But in the late 830s, when they controlled the steppe 
to the north and northwest of the Black Sea, the Magyars seem to 
have been newcomers to that region. They quickly established a 
firm control over the entire steppe corridor between the Don and 
the Lower Danube. As a consequence, Rus' envoys to Constantino
ple found themselves in the embarrassing position of not being able 
to return home through the steppes north of the Black Sea. They 
had to take a detour through Ingelheim on the Rhine, where they 
appeared in 839 together with an embassy from Emperor Theophilus. 
About the same time, the Khazars themselves apparently grew 

'" Li(e o(Collstalltillc 10, English translation in Kantor, .\Iedicl'ai Slauic Lil'cs, p. 57-
30 Lif(· o(Collstalltillc 12. English tramlation in Kantor, .\fcdicual Shu•ic Liucs, p. 63. 
31 Li(c o(Collsftllltillc X, English translation in Kantor, .\fedicual Shwic Li1•cs, p. 45- For 

barbarians howling like wolves as a literary motif, see L. Steindorfi~ "Wolfisches 
Heulen. Ein Motiv in mitteblterlichen slavischen Quellen," Byzalltillosial'ira, 
vol. -t6 (I<JX)), +D-+<J-
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worried about raids from the western steppes and demanded assis
tance from the Byzantine emperor for the building of a fortress to 
control access across the Don from the steppe lands to the west of 
that river. In the region between the Dnieper and Lower Danube 
Rivers, the presence of the Magyars is signaled by the sudden appear
ance of fortified settlements, such as those erected at the border 
between the steppe and the steppe-forest belt, on the left bank of 
the Dniester River, at Alcedar and Echimauti (present-day Repub
lic of Moldova). At the opposite, southern end of the steppe belt, 
all along the northwestern shore of the Black Sea, a number of set
tlements dated to the ninth and tenth century cluster behind the 
three dikes erected most likely at a much earlier dateY Despite the 
occasional presence on these sites of such steppe culture features as 
yurt-like buildings or clay cauldrons, there is so t:u very little archae
ological evidence pertaining to the momentous political changes tak
ing place in the steppe corridor north and northwest of the Black 
Sea in the aftermath of the Magyar migration into the region. All 
burial assemblages traditionally associated with Magyars that were 
found in that region (Probota, in eastern Romania; Sadovaia Vish
niia and Subbotica, in southwestern Ukraine) cannot be dated earlier 
than c. 900 and thus have nothing to do with the Magyars whom 
Constantine and Methodius had met in the 8oos. However, more 
recent research has revealed the presence of new styles (palmette 
decoration) and practices (hoards of silverware and jewels) that may 
have been associated with the rise of a new elite among the Mag
yars on the eve of their migration to the Carpathian Basin in the 
890S. 

THE PROBLEM OF GREAT MORAVIA 

Only three years after their return from the Khazar capital at 
Itil, Constantine and Methodius embarked on another mission. 
According to the Life (!f :\1cthodius, "the Slavic prince Rostislav 
together with Svatopluk sent emissaries from Moravia to Emperor 

32 V Kozlov. "Zur Besiedlungsstruktur der Nordostprovinzen des erstcn Bulgaren
reiches,"' in Zu•iscilcn ByzclllZ und Ahmdlc111d. 1'/iskcl, dcr iistli<"ilc /3,,{/c,unmtlll und 
Europa im Spi~~d dcr Friiilmittclaltcmr<"ildoh~~ic, ed. by ]. Henning (Franktim am 
Main: Johann Wolfgang Goethe Univcrsit:it, I<)l)<J). pp. 71-7). For the dikes in 
southern Moldova, see Chebotarcnko and Subhotin, "Issledovaniia Troi,mm·ykh 
Valov," pp. 12-t-J.t). 
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Michael [III]," 33 asking for Byzantine missionaries to help him coun
teract the growing influence of the missionaries from Salzburg and 
Passau under Carolingian obedience. At the emperor's request, Con
stantine and his brother started the translation of religious texts into 
Old Church Slavonic, a literary language most likely based on the 
Macedonian dialect allegedly used in the hinterland of their home
town, Thessalonica. Constantine devised a new alphabet, later called 
Glagolitic, to render the sounds of the new language and to adapt 
it to the new conditions in Moravia. The two brothers seem to 
have initially translated only texts for religious instruction, such as 
the excerpts from the Gospels that were used in liturgy. This was 
apparently nothing new, for the Frankish missions to the Slavs of 
Carantania and the neighboring regions were already using Slavic 
for certain key aspects of their missionary work. The so-called Freis
ing Fragments, a Latin manuscript written around AD rooo, contain 
a collection of formulas for confessions and baptisms, as well as an 
exhortation to penitence, all translated from Old High German into 
a language that is closer to modern Slovenian than to Old Church 
Slavonic. 34 It is only later, in Moravia, away from the supervision 
of either Constantinople or Rome, that Constantine and Methodius 
took the liberty of translating liturgical texts into Slavonic, namely the 
"matins and the hours, vespers and the compline, and the liturgy. " 35 

This translation program is best illustrated by two eleventh-century 
Glagolitic manuscripts from the St. Catherine Monastery at Mount 
Sinai, the so-called Fragmcnta Sinaitica and the Euchologittm Sinaitiwm. 
The former is the earliest Slavonic translation of the Greek lituq,>y 
and shows that Constantine and Methodius employed the liturgy 
of St. John Chrysostom, to which they added a number of fourth
century prayers. The Eurhologilllll contains several prayers for such 
non-liturgical occasions as harvest, baptism, or disease, but also such 
non-Eastern items as a prayer to St. Emmeram, the seventh-century 
31 Lit(- o(.\ll"lhodiw 3. English tramlation in K,mtor. .\Iedicl'ai Sial'ic Lil'eS. p. I I 1. 
"'" Bril:imki spo111C11iki. /'AI<lllSfl'CIIOkririfna ic::da11ja [The Freising Monuments. A critical 

edition]. cd. hy F. !3ernik and J. Km (Ljubljana: lmtitut sa slovensko literaturo in 
!iterarnc vede. I<J<JJ). Sec also V Capkova. "The Freising monuments." in Ir/a11d 
1111d die Christcnhcit. Bibclsrudim 1111d .\/issio/1, cd. by P Ni Chathain and M. Richter 
(Stuttgart: Klctt-C:otta, 1 <;~7), pp . ..(() 1-4 70. 

·" Lif£• o(Co11Stt11ltillc 1 ), English translation in Kantor, .\Icdicl'ai Slal'ir Lil'CS, p. 6<;. For 
the excerpts of the Cmpels used in the liturgy, see C. Koch, "Tetra oder Aprakos0 

Zur Textgattung dcr a!testen slavischen Evangelieniibersetzung," Hlclt der Slall'CII, 
vol. 44 (!<;<;<;). pp. 27-()2. 
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missionary to Bavaria. J!i The translation technique employed by Con
stantine and Methodius may be best described as an attempt to apply 
to the language spoken in Moravia the calques in use at that time 
among Slavs in the region ofThessalonica, who had been accustomed 
to the Greek liturgy. For example, the earliest translation of liturgi
cal texts employed two words for "messenger," one used to refer to 
the heavenly messengers (angel), the other to more mundane envoys 
(posii0. Later, after the death of his brother in 869, Methodius con
tinued the translation program on an even larger scale. According to 
the L!fc <~f lvlethodius, he "translated quickly from the Greek language 
into Slavic - in six months beginning with the month of March 
to the twenty-sixth day of the month of October - all the Scrip
tures in full, save Maccabees." In addition, before his own death in 
885, Methodius translated a compendium of canon law knmvn as the 
1\'omokanon and, most importantly, wrote the Court Lmuj(n the People 
(Zakon sudnyi !iudem), an adaptation of the lawcode of Emperors Leo 
III and Constantine V known as Ecloga_37 

This impressive literary activity and program of translation, to 
which one should also add the first m;~or original works in Old 
Church Slavonic, namely the L!fe of Constantine and the L!fc of 
,\1ethoditts, underscores the importance of the Moravian mission. But 
its significance for the history of Southeastern Europe is currently 
the subject of a lively debate. In the early r <J70s, the American histo
rian Imre Boba put forward the idea that the Moravia where the two 
brothers were sent in 863 was not the land along the river Morava 

V• I. C. Tarnanidis, The S/m•onic .\I,ull/scripts Dis(OI'cred in 19i5 ,JI St. Catherine\· 
.Ht>/wstcry 011 .\101111t Si1111i (Thess,\loniki: Hellenic Association for SLlvic Studies. 
19~8). See H. Birnbaum. '"On the eastern .md western components of the earliest 
SJa,·ic liturgv: the evidence of the E11(ho!t~~i11111 Sinaitim111 and reLucd texts ... in 
Essays in the Arm o( S/,wic Lmg11agcs, Ling11istics, ,md Hy::mlfo!t~~)'· rl Fcstschrifi in 
Honor o(Antt>ttill Dost,il on the Occ,Jsit>ll o( His Sct'CIIty-Fi!ih 13irtlu/,,y, ed. bv T. G. 
Winner (Irvine: Charles Schlacks,Jr., 19H5). pp. 2)-H 

3 ~ Kantor, jfcdicual Sltwic Lil'cs. p. 125. The nunuscript ofMethodiuo;;· (Jld Church 
Slavonic translation of the Bible was e\Tntually lost. and the Bible was trans
lated again in 1499. Sec F.]. Thomson, "Has the Cyrillomethodian tramlation 
of the Bible surviveLF," in 1/ics.<,i/oniki .\Jagn<1 .\lor<ll'ia (Thess.doniki: SS. Cnil 
and Methodios Center tix Cultural Studies. I'J'J9). pp. q<J-I(>J. The stand.1rd 
edition of the Co11rt Lm•_t;,,. the People is still M. N. Tikhomirov and L. V. Milm·. 
7-akon mdnyi liudclll; kratkoi rcdak(ii (Moscow: Nauka. 1 <J(>I ). but the lawcode is 
now avaibble in the English translation of H. W. DL'\W\" and A. M. Kkimob. 
Zt~kon s11dnyi /iude111. Co11ri Lm<•_t;>r the People (Ann Arbor: UniversitY ofMichig.m. 
Department of Sla\·ic Langtuges and Literatures. 1 <J77). 
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separating present-day Slovakia from the Czech Republic and Aus
tria, but the region on both sides of the river by that same name 
in present-day Serbia, south of the DanubeY His ideas have mean
while been developed by advocates and sharply criticized by skep
tics. w This is not the place for a detailed examination of the main 
arguments advanced by Boba and his supporters, but because the 
issue has some significance for the history of Southeastern Europe, 
it is worth summarizing the debate. The common opinion favored 

·'' I. Boba, .\JtJY<II'i<l :, History ReetJttsidcred. A Reinterpretation v( .\!ediel'<li 5ollrrcs (The 
Hague: Martinm NijhotT. 1 '.17 r ); "The cathedral church ofSirmium and the grave 
of St. Methodius," Die sf,lll'isrlrm 5pmclrm. vol. 8 (I<J85). pp. 5-19; and "Die Lage 
von Moravien nach den mittelalterlichen Quellen aus Bayern," in 5al:blllg rmd 
die 5/m•crunission. ?:1n11 1100. TtJdest<~~ des hi .. \fcthodius. Beitr,{~e des intemationalnz 
5yn1posi11n1s uon1 20. bis 22. 5eptelltbcr 1985 in St7l:lnug, ed. by H. Dopsch (Salzburg: 
Cesdlsdufi: fur Salzburgische Lmdeskunde, 1986), pp. 59-oy. 

' 0 The literature on the location of early medieval "Great Moravia'' has grown con
siderably over the last tour decades. The most important advocate oflmre lloba's 
thesis is now C. R. Bowlus. "Die geographische Lage des Mahrischen Reiches 
.mhand frankischer Qucllen." 13ohnnia, vol. 28 (1<)87). pp. 1-24; "Imre Boba's 
reconsiderations of Moravi.1's early history .md Arnulf of Carinthia's Ostpolitik 
(R87-8<J2)," Spemlunt. vol. 62 (1')87). pp. 552-574: and Franks, .\!orauians, a11d 
.\1,\~yars. The Stm.~~lc j(,,. the .\fiddle Dm111bc 788-907 (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1 'J'JS). An equally strong voice in favor of Boba's interpreta
tions is M. Eggers, Das "Groiin1iihrisrhc Reich": Realitiit odcr Fiktion? Eine ,'-:ctJill
tcrpret,uio/1 der Q11elle11 ::-11r Ccsrhirhte des tnittlerC/1 DollaurattlllfS i111 g. jahrh1mdert 
(Stuttgart: Anton Hiersemann, 1 <J'JS); and "The historical-geographical implica
tions of the Cyrillo-Methodian mission among the Slavs." in Thessalo11iki .\I,,gna 
.\Iorauia (Thessaloniki: SS. Cyril .md Methodios Center for Cultural Studies. 1999), 
pp. os-R6. Among Boba's most important critics mention should be made of 
L. E. H<wlik, '"He megale Mor,wia' und <he chora Moravia','' Byzalltinoslav
ira, vol. 54 (I9<J3). pp. 75-X2; H. Wolfram, "Moravien-Mahren oder nicht?,'' 
in 5!>iitopluk Sg~-199~ .. \1<7Tcri,ily ::- l:t>ltji·rmrie o~~mtizol'iliiCj Arrhcolc,girkyrn llSI<7P0111 
5.41' I' .'\'itrc I' spoluprcici so Slo!'msko11 lristorirl:ou spolohtost'oll pri 5.41?. Sitm, J.-6. 
okt,ihcr 199~. ed. by R. Marsin<l and A. Ruttkav (Nitra: Vydavatcl' Archeologick)· 
Llstav Slovenskej akadc·mie vied, 1<)97). pp. 235-245: G. Birkfellncr. "Method
ius Archiepiscopus Superioris Moravi,Je oder Anmerkungen i.iber die historisch
geographische Lage Altm:ihrens (Vorbutige Stellungnahme zu ji.ingsten hyperkri
tischen Lok.llisierungsversuchen),'' in Lclw11 1111d llc'l'k dcr by::-mttillisc/1£'11 5/m>cna
postcl .\lcthodios 1111d Kyrillos. Beitr,~~c ci11cs Sy111pMions dcr Gricchisch-dmtsrhm Ini
tiatiPc ll't"ir:lnllg ;,, lf:tssersclrlo!i .\litll'it: 1'0111 25.-2/. Juli 1985 ::-IIIII GedcllkCII ell/ 

dm 1100. 'Ji"lest,,g des hi .. \lerh,>dios, ed. bv E. Konstantinou (Mi.instersch\\·arzach: 
Vier-Ti.irme Verlag. I<J<JI), pp. 33-3X: H. Birnbaum, "Where was the centre 
of the Moravian state?." in .-'lnterimn Co11trihutions to the Elel'cllth Intcmariorwl 
Congress t>( Slm•ists. Hr,Itislm•,,, .4ugllst-Scptctllhcr 1993. Literat11rc, Li~tguistirs, Poet
irs, ed. by R. A. M.1guire and A. Timberl.!ke (Columbus. Ohio: Slavic1. 1<)93), 
pp. 1 J-24. 
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especially in former Czechoslovakia and attacked by Boba main
tained that the Moravia of Constantine and Methodius was the ter
ritory along the Morava north of the Danube River. This opinion 
was mainly based on the extraordinarily rich evidence produced by 
various archaeological sites in the region, mainly hillforts and large 
cemeteries showing clear wealth differentiation and status markers. 
The presence of churches (Stare Mesto, Sady, MikulC:ice) and of clear 
signs of conversion to the form of Christianity favored within the 
Byzantine Empire (such as the pectoral cross with Greek inscription 
found in Sady) speaks strongly in favor of this opinion. By contrast, 
the arguments of Imre Boba and his advocates are exclusively based 
on written sources. They maintain that East Frankish sources should 
be preferred to Old Church Slavonic or Byzantine ones, because of 
being written closer to the main events of Moravian history. The 
idea that Moravia was south and not north of the Danube River is 
thus the result of a thorough analysis of the geographical indications 
of the Annals of Fulda and of ninth-century charters allowing the 
reconstruction of the itinerary of Arnulf's trip to the eastern marches 
in preparation for war with the Moravian prince Svatopluk (Zwen
tibald) in the 88os. 40 But the author of the Amwls wrote at a consider
able distance from the events narrated, and his concept of East Cen
tral European geography is at best approximate. Moreover, Arnulfs 
movements along the eastern border of the Empire may well have fol
lowed the movements ofSvatopluk and his troops. What the charters 
cannot in fact tell is whether Svatopluk and his warriors were moving 
into Pannonia from Moravia in present-day Czech Republic or from 
their presumed headquarters around Sirmium, in present-day Serbia. 

There are several reasons for rejecting Boba's thesis and not includ
ing Moravia into the present history of early medieval Southeastern 
Europe. First, the testimony of the earliest monuments of Old 
Church Slavonic literature should not be dismissed on grounds of 
late manuscript transmission. If the evidence of the L{fe of Con
stantillC fits in well with what we know from independent sources 
about the history of the ninth-century Khazar qaganate, then there 

"o The most elegant presentation of these arguments is in Bowlus, "lmre Boba's 
reconsiderations." To date, these arguments have received no rebutt.1l. Essential to 
Bowlus's argument is the f:1ct that the author of the Annals o( F11/d,1 employs the 
term Margus to refer to the river Morava. Bowlus maintaim that M.1rgus was the 
ancient name fi:Jr the southern Morava River. while the northern one was alwavs 
c.11led Marus. 
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is little reason to raise doubts about the information the two biogra
phies provide for the history of ninth-century Moravia. True, there 
is absolutely no indication in either the L[fc of Coi!Stantine or the L[fe 
of i'vfetlzodirts of just how the two brothers got to Moravia in 863. 
There is no itinerary, no place names, and absolutely no other kind 
of information about the trip itself. However, the Life of Method
ius provides indirect evidence that Moravia in which he served as 
archbishop between 873 and 88 5 cannot have been the region of 
Sirmium. First, Methodius is said to have met a "Hungarian king" 
at some point during his trip to or from Constantinople in 881 or 
882. The "king" had apparently "come to the lands of the Danube," 
where he received Methodius "with honor, solemnity, and joy" and 
showered him with many gifts. 4 ' Had Methodius been on his way 
to Constantinople from Sirmium, he would have had no need to 
travel along the Lower Danube, through a region that contemporary 
sources suggest was under the control of the Magyars. The easiest 
way for him to reach the capital of the Empire was to cross Bul
garia - in which the ruler had recently converted to Christianity 
and was therefore hardly hostile - from northwest to southeast along 
the old imperial road from Sirmium to Constantinople via Serdica 
(Sofia) and Philippopolis (Plovdiv). He would have left the Danube 
behind him, with little, if any, chance to meet a Magyar "king" on 
his way. By contrast, he could have certainly met the "king" ifhe was 
coming from farther north, across the Hungarian Plain, and needed 
to cross the Danube at some point in the Belgrade region. Accord
ing to the L[fc <?f St. Clcmmt of Ohrid (most probably written by 
Archbishop Theophylact of Ohrid [ 1050-II 261), this is exactly the 
route followed by Methodius' disciples Clement, Naum, and Ange
larius, after their expulsion from Moravia in 88 5. They came to the 
Danube from the north, crossed the river at Belgrade, and continued 
their trip to Pliska, in northeastern Bulgaria. 42 

Second, the author of the L[fi' L?f Methodius, in an attempt to show 
that "Methodius also possessed the gift of prophesy, for many of 
his prophesies came to pass," refers to a message that his hero had 
sent to "a very powerful pagan prince settled on the Vistula," who 
was apparently persecuting Christians. Methodius warned him that 

"' Kantor . . \lcdicml Si<ll'ir Lil'cs, p. 125. 

"' Theophylact of Ohrid, Li/(' or St. ClnnCIIt or Ohrid 1 6 .. p. ed. by N. L. Tunickij 
(London: Variorum reprints, I'J72), p. 1 q. 
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it would be wiser to accept baptism willingly, than to be attacked and 
forced into baptism "as a prisoner in a foreign land. " 43 Methodius' 
prophecy was apparently fi.1lfilled, as the pagan prince was eventually 
attacked and captured by Svatopluk. The mention of the Vistula 
River is a strong argument in favor of locating Moravia not south, 
but north of the river Danube. 

There is also a sharp contrast in the archaeological record of the 
two regions. The rise of ninth-century Moravia followed the destruc
tion of the Avar qaganate by the Frankish armies through a number 
of expeditions, only one of which was led by Charlemagne him
self, between 79 r and 79 5. The conquest drove a sharp political edge 
in Central Europe and opened a long period of Carolingian inter
vention into the northern and northwestern regions of Southeast
ern Europe, with considerable consequences, both politically and 
religiously. However, in the aftermath of the collapse of the Avar 
qaganate, there was no wholesale occupation of the Carpathian Basin 
by the Frankish troops. Instead, the eastern and southern territo
ries of the former qaganate may have fallen under Bulgar control. 
In addition, a number of peripheral regions in the northwest (Slo
vakia and Moravia), as well as the south (Vojvodina and northern 
Serbia) became practically independent, struggling to maintain that 
status between the main powers, which were now filling the politi
cal vacuum created after the destruction of the qaganate c. Hoo. The 
archaeological evidence that could be dated with some degree of cer
tainty to the early ninth century points to dramatic changes taking 
place in the northwestern region, where Frankish t~1shions, weapons, 
and horse gear spread rapidly in an area previously controlled by the 
Avars. Spur finds cluster in the same region north of the Middle 
Danube River where the first strongholds appeared shortly before or 
after AD 8oo (MikulCice, Stare Mesto, Uherske Hradiste, Pohansko). 
Carolingian swords found in male burials of the so-called Blatnica
Mikulcice group indicate a shift from the mounted combat tactics so 
typical of nomadic warbre to heavy cavalry equipment. The exquisite 
decoration of the sword hilt and pommel found in Blatnica (Slo
vakia) betrays a product ofsome Frankish artisan trom the Rhineland. 
Much like his contemporaries in Carantania, the high-status warrior 
in Blatnica was buried together \vith his belt decorated vvith cast 
mounts in a style reminiscent of the f:1shions and social symbolism of 

• 3 Liti· o( .\Icrhodius 1 1. in Kamor. .\Icdicl'•" S/,n•ic Li1•cs. p. 1 2 1. 
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the Late Avar period. The blending of traditions is also evident in the 
disappearance of cremation burials and the introduction of inhuma
tion as the dominant rite pointing to strong influences from both Avar 
and Frankish burial rites. Present-day Czech Moravia also produced 
evidence of manors, economic and social units apparently modeled 
after Carolingian aristocratic courts. In Pohansko, near Breclav, one 
such unit was included within the ramparts of a very large hillfort of 
some sixty-nine acres, which was located on an island surrounded by 
the meanders of the river Dyje. The manor had separate buildings for 
the lord and his family, on the one hand, and, on the other, for the 
\Vorkers, \vho lived both inside and outside the palisade separating the 
manor from the rest of the stronghold. In addition, the manor had a 
smithy and many storage facilities, as well as a church and a cemetery 
with more than 400 burials. In many aspects, but on a smaller scale, 
the situation in Pohansko reminds one of the large palatial complex 
erected in Pliska by the ninth-century rulers ofBulgaria. 44 

Such comparisons are not too far-fetched, as Moravia north of the 
Danube also shares with Bulgaria another puzzling feature of power 
representation. Thirty-five hoards of iron implements- agricultural 
and craft tools, horse gear, and weapons - are known so far from 
Moravia and the adjacent regions in Bohemia and Slovakia. Much 
like similar finds in Bulgaria, they were all found in or near important 
hillforts, sometimes in an archaeological context clearly marking their 
ritual significance. For example, one of the two hoards known from 
MikulCice was found in a special pit dug under the apse of one of the 
ninth-century churches excavated on that site. Some hoards contain 
belt-strap ends and mounts, which are typically found in burial assem
blages of the Late Avar period, c. 7 50-780. The presence of belt sets 
suggests that hoards were in some way related to social status, for the 
primary purpose ofbelts found with Late Avar burials was social rank 
representation. Late Avar connections are also revealed by the num
ber and types of battle-axes found in both hoards and contemporary 

H B. Dost.il. Bfccf,,~l'oh<liiSko. r ;-tkoiiiOrm•sk)• l'cl/1/o:Osky duora [Breclav-Pohansko. A 
Moravian Princl'ly M.mor) (Brno: Univerzita J E. Purkyne, I97S): J Machacek. 
"Bi·ecla\·-Pohamko," in r:.uropc:, Ccl!trc <110111/d AD 1000, ed. by A. Wieczorek .md 
H.-M. Hienz (Stuttg.m: Theiss. 2000). pp. 21 o-2 I I: and "Pohansko bei BiTcl.lv
ein bedeutendes Zentrum Crmsm:ihrem ... in r i·//.,,i .\Iorm•a mc5 I'J'Chodc/11 ,, 
:z,ip<1d1'111. Shomik pNspci•ku ~ mc:':i11,irod11i I•cdcc/.:c C<l/1/(·rmcc. c'hcrskc Hmdi.<tc, Stml 
.\lh·ro, 28. 9.-1. 10. 1999, ed. by L. Caluska. !' Kouhi, and Z. Mei'insk\· (Hrno: Arche
ologick) tJSt.l\' Abdc·mie vC·d (:eske Respubliky. 200I). pp. 275-290. 
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warrior burials. By contrast, no Carolingian swords were found in 
hoards, despite their relatively frequent deposition in such burials. 
The presence of multiple stirrups and bridle bits in each hoard sug
gests that such accumulations were thought of as the equivalent of 
burials with multiple horse skeletons, which were also typical of the 
Late Avar period. The kind of warfue represented in hoards was 
mounted shock combat. Other hoards contain slightly concave iron 
pans, believed to be some sort of standardized token, the intermedi
ary stage between iron blooms and final products. Their standardized 
form and size, as well as the absence of any evidence of further 
processing of such pans into finished artifacts - tools or weapons -
suggest a different interpretation. Iron pans may have played a role 
similar to that of axe-shaped bars, which also appear in great numbers 
in hoards. A study based on the factorial analysis of the main attributes 
of a large number of bars showed a strong correlation between length 
and weight, which suggests that bars were manufactured as standard 
units of raw material. 45 They were made in a restricted range of 
weights, usually equivalent to some division of the Roman pound. 
This further suggests that, like iron pans, axe-shaped bars served as a 
means of"storing" and displaying wealth, in other words as currency. 
Hoards of iron implements were thus more than simple collections 
of iron tools and weapons with intrinsic value. The items in these 
hoards seem to have been carefully chosen according to a predeter
mined set of beliefs. The symbolic value of several artibct categories 
is indicated by their extensive use in mortuary assemblages. Tools 
and weapons collected in Moravian hoards were symbols of wealth, 
power, and prestige. It has been suggested that the very "destruction'' 
(i.e., burial and non-retrieval) of such hoards was a form of surrogate 
warfare known to anthropologists as "potlatch". The deposition of 
weapons in hoards played a role equivalent to the military posturing 
associated with fortified sites and to high social rank. The political 
turmoil and constant warfare which were typical of the ninth-century 
history of Moravia may have resulted in competitive accumulation 
and deposition of items in hoards, in order to reinforce prestige. 

Nothing of the sort is known from the southern region of 
the Carpathian Basin along the Morava River, now in northern 

"' A. Tirpakov,i, D. Bialekm·,i. and I. Vlkolinsk.\. "'The application of some 
mathematic-statistical methods in solving the possibility of exploitation of Roman 
measures in manut~1cturing of S]a,·ic .lxe-shaped currency bars and pottery. 
Sloi'CII.<k,i Archcoh>gia. vol. 37 (I<JH<J). pp. 427-450 . 
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Serbia, eastern Croatia, and northeastern Bosnia. As we have seen 
in the preceding chapter, several finds of gold, including the famous 
Sannicolaul Mare hoard, indicate that a regional center of power cer
tainly existed in this area during the Late Avar period. But no Avar 
cemetery excavated in the region continued into the ninth century 
and no Carolingian swords or any other kind of artifacts associated 
with high status have so far been found there.~0 The very few hoards of 
iron implements that could be compared to those of Czech Moravia 
were all found within early Byzantine sites briefly and sporadically 
reoccupied during the ninth and tenth centuries, an archaeological 
context that strongly suggests links with Bulgaria, in which many such 
forts were repaired to serve, perhaps, as regional centers of power. In 
other words, the hoards themselves and the archaeological context in 
which they were found suggest a presence ofBulgar social practices, 
not of Moravians. Several settlements excavated by Serbian archaeol
ogists in northern Serbia can be dated with some degree of certainty 
to the ninth century, mainly on the basis of the associated pottery. 
However, unlike Czech Moravia, Vojvodina produced no evidence 
of hillforts, only rural, open settlements. The southern region of the 
Carpathian Basin was clearly not as sparsely populated during the 
8oos as the area between the Danube and Tisza Rivers in central 
Hungary, but there were no centers of power to be compared with 
the formidable hillforts of Czech Moravia. Moreover, the episcopal 
church in Sremska Mitrovica (Sirmi um), too hastily identified by 
Boba and his advocates with the church in which Methodius' body 
was laid to rest in S85. proved to be an eleventh-century foundation. 

During the Soos, the religious centers closest to the southern ter
ritories were those of the Slavic polity in the Balaton Lake region 
ruled by Pribina. Attacked and expelled from his homeland north of 
the Danube by a Moravian prince named Moimir, Pribina had fled 
to one of the border lords in the eastern marches of the Carolingian 
Empire, who presented him to King Louis the German. According 
to the ConiJcrsion (~{the BmJarians and the Camntanians, our main source 
for these events, Pribina received baptism, and after some adventures 
taking him to the l3ulgars, and then to a Slavic principality on the Sava 
River, he was granted the lands near the Balaton Lake and "began to 
live there, to build a fortification in the forest and swamps on the Zala 

"
1
' Z. Vimki. "Zu karolingischen Schwcrtli.mden ,ms Jugoslawien, .. }1hrln1<'h des 

Rtimis<'h-Cmll<lllischm /:mrmillliiS<'IIIIIS, vol. 30 ( 1 \IH3), p. 466 t!g. 1. 
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river, to bring together people from the surrounding region, and to be 

enriched greatly in this land. "47 At Pribina's request, the archbishop 

of Salzburg consecrated a number of churches in Pannonia, among 

them that of Pees in southern Hungary. Upon the death of Con

stantine in 869, his brother Methodius was appointed papal legate 

and sent to Pribina's domain, now under the rule of Pribina s son 

Kocel, in order to organize the church structure in Lower Pannonia. 

Kocel welcomed the prospect of an archbishopric as a bar to the 

archbishop of Salzburg's right to intervene in Pannonian athirs. It is 
in fact under such circumstances that an unknown author wrote the 

Co11version L!f the Bavariaus mzd the Camntanians to support the claims 

of the archbishop of Salzburg against Methodius' claims of author

ity over Pannonia. It is also under these circumstances, specifically 

at the request of Kocel, that Pope Hadrian II appointed Methodius 

archbishop of the restored see of Sirmium. By such means, the pope 

seems to have planned the restoration of the see as it had existed in the 

sixth century, with ftlll jurisdiction over the regions that were no\v 

under the archbishop of Salzburg. In other words, Methodius was 

now in charge of a wide area in the Middle Danube region, and not 
just of the see of Sirmium. In fact, it is unlikely that Methodius ever 
resided in Sirmium (Sremska Mitrovica), where, to judge from the 

archaeological excavations carried out so far on the site, no medieval 

church and settlement existed before AD rooo. Apparently, Pribina's 

efforts in the 840s had not resulted in the construction of churches 

farther south or southeast from Pees. 

CROATS AND CHOATIA 

Even before the collapse of the qaganate, Charlemagne's victories 
against the Avars had triggered internecine strife within the Avar 

polity. By the time the first Frankish troops entered the Carpathian 

..j-"7 Cotl!'crsio Ht~t,?ot1riorum ct C,nantanontm I o and I I, pp. I 20 ,uH.i 122. For P0cs dur

ing the ninth century. see F. Flilep, "lkitr:ige zur ti·iihmitteLllterlichcn Geschichte 

yon Pees (Sopian.Je-Quinque basiliue-Fiintkirchen)." . .J . .J . .JSH. 1·ol. 2) (](J7J). 

pp. 307-3.26. Pribina's ct'ntcr 11·as in the fortrL'S< of Mmapurc. nm1· ZaL!1·.ir. 

on the south\\Tstern shore of L1ke l3:~L!ton. See B. M. Sziike, "The C.Jrolin
gian d1•it<1s Mosapurc (ZaJay,\r), .. in L11ropc :, Centre tlrOII!Id .·ID JOtltl, ed. bY A. 

Wieczorek and H.-M. Hinz (Stuttg.ll't: Theiss. 2000), pp. qo-Lp: .md "Neue 

Ergebnisse der Amgrabungen in Mm.lburg-Z.d.l\·:n· (West-Ung.lrn)." in /CII'i.··c!Jcll 

B)'~tl/1~ 1111d .4hcnd!t~nd. P/is/.:,1, dcr ii.<tlirhc !ltlfk,uJr,llllll 1111d I:'llr"l''l i111 SpicQcl dcr 

Friilunittc!,dtcr,nch,iolo,~ic, cd. by J. Henning (fr.mkti.m .llll Main: Joh.mn Wolfg.m~ 

Coethe Uniwrsit:it, ll)l)<J), pp. 2_1-2(J. 
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Basin, there were already Slavic leaders acting independently against 
the Avars, such as a certain Vonimir who participated in the campaign 
of796Y The isolated warrior burials found in Medvedicka (Croatia), 
on the right bank of the Drava river, and in Csanig, in western 
Hungary, may also be linked to the events leading to the collapse of the 
Avar qaganate. In both cases, the male skeletons were associated with 
long, Carolingian swords indicating the high status of the deceased, 
perhaps members of the local elites in the service ofEric, the Frankish 
margrave of Friuli, who had led the campaign of 796. 

The Frankish involvement in the northern Adriatic region pre
dates by a few decades the collapse of the Avar qaganate. At some 
point between 780 and 787, !stria had fallen under Frankish con
trol, a situation first acknowledged by the Byzantines in 798. By 
805, the Franks had also intervened in internal disputes in Venice in 
order to establish their authority in the entire north Adriatic region. 
Hostilities with Byzantium broke in 8o6. By 8 r o, a fleet under the 
command of the military governor of Cephalonia entered the north
ern Adriatic waters and quickly regained Dalmatia and Venice for the 
Empire. Through the peace of Aachen (8 12), the Byzantines retained 
Dalmatia and Venice, while acknowledging Frankish control of the 
Dalmatian hinterland and of !stria, both adjacent to territories under 
Frankish rule near or within the former qaganate. Indeed, envoys 
fi-om several Slavic polities emerging on the fringes of the former 
qaganate appeared in 81 H at the court of Louis the Pious in Her
stal. One of them was Borna, the "duke ofDalmatia and Liburnia," 
who ruled over the Guduscani, a Slavic tribe on the western bor
der of the Avar qaganate, in what is today Gacka, the region of 
Croatia between the upper Kupa River and the Dalmatian coast. 49 

Another Slavic duke, Liudewit, whom the author of the Royal Frank
ish Annals calls a "schemer and agitator," ruled over the southern 
region of the Carpathian Basin fi-om his stronghold in Sisak on the 
Sava River. He seems to have been a Frankish client not much dif
ferent from Pribina, and his fortress at Sisak certainly was as strong as 

+' R'')''il Fr,wl:i.<h .~1/11,11.<. '.a. 7l)(>. ed. lw F. Kurze (Hamwcr: Hahnsche Buchhand
Jung. 1 Sl))). MCH h:l)S. See Bmdu,. I-'1·,111b, .llor,ll'itllls. p. )). 

+'J Rt>)'"' rr.wl:ish .~111/tlls, ,.a. sIS, p. I -t'J. Born a 11Ll\' h.n·e .lcceded to his pmition of 
po\\'cr during the Ll't dec.! de, of the qag.m.lte. See N. Budak. "Die siidsla\\'ischen 
Ethnogem·sen .l!l der ()stlichen Adriahiste im triihen Mittelalter." in 'l)•pcu dcr 
Erilllt'gmcsc 11111cr /)['SOilifcrcr Bcrt'id:,·i,-flfi~uu~ dcr Btl)'<TII. ed. bv H. Wolfram and W. 
l'ohl. mi. 1 (Vien11.1: Verl.1g dcr ()stc·rreJChischen Akademie der Wi,enschafi:en. 
I <)l)O), f'· I 3:\. 
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Mosapurc. so In Herstal, Liudewit accused the Frankish margrave of 
Friuli of "brutality and arrogance." However, since charges were 
also levied against him by Borna, Emperor Louis eventually rejected 
Liudewit's claims. He rebelled against the Franks in ~ 19 and attacked 
the neighboring territory of Borna. Two interventions by Frankish 
armies from Italy and Bavaria could not quell the revolt, particu
larly because the Carantanians had also rebelled against their Bavarian 
overlords, perhaps coordinating their efforts with Liudewit's. Liude
wit managed to defeat the Guduscani, forcing Borna to withdraw, 
together with his retinue of warriors, into one of his strongholds on 
the Dalmatian coast, perhaps in Vinodol, opposite the island ofKrk, 
where Croatian archaeologists excavated a cemetery, perhaps belong
ing to a center of power yet to be identified. s' At any rate, both Born a 
and Liudewit seem to have ruled over territories that, much like con
temporary Moravia, had a number of strong hillforts established at 
key points, either on the coast or at the confluence of nL~or rivers. In 
Liudewit's case, instrumental for his ability to erect such strongholds 
\vas the assistance he received from Patriarch Fortunatus of Grado in 
the form of craftsmen and builders. s2 

In ~20, Louis the Pious dispatched three armies from Italy and 
Bavaria, "in order to lay waste Liudewit's territory and curb his pre
tensions."sJ Liudewit withdrew to Sisak, and only new attacks in 
821 and ~22, respectively, eventually managed to dislodge him from 
his stronghold. He found refuge with the Serbs, "a people that is 
said to hold a large part of Dalmatia," but was later murdered under 

''' H. Wolfr.1m, ""Liude\Yit und Priwina (ein institutioneller Vergleich),"" in lma,Iktio-
1/Cil dcrlllitrclcllr,,pdisrhcll Slmi'Cillllld ,mdcrcr Etllllilz,, i111 6.-ro.}<Iinlullldcrr. Sy111posiu!ll 
.\"ouc r ,,~ok<lll)' _l.-;. Ol:ttlhcr 1983. ed. by p Salkovsk~· (Nitra: Arch:iologisches 
lnstitut der SlO\Yakischen Akademie der Wi"enschati:en, 1 !)~+). pp. 2!) l-2!)!l. 

Unlike Pribina, though, Liudewit w.1s under the tutelage of the margrave of 
Friuli. 

'' R. Mateji·ii:, ""Istrazivanje dijeLl starohrvatske nekropok u Vclom Dolu kod 
Krizisca o Vinodolu [Archaeologiul excn-ation of the Old Croatian cemetery 
at Vdi Dol near Krizisca in Vinodolj."" Histria .4nl!,,co/,~~ica. \"OL 5 (1!)7+). pp. 7-

25: H. M. A. Evans, File Early .\Icdicl'<11.4rcl!!lctl!tlg)' o( Cn,,Ui!l .-\IJ 6M-9oo (Oxford: 
BAR, I<J~<J), p. 301i. 

'
2 Roy,II Fnwkish A1111<1is, s.a. R2 1, p. 1 55. 

'-' Royal Fm11kish Allllals, s.a. H2o, p. 152: English tr.msLnion by B. W. Scholz .md 
B. Rogers (Ann Arbor: Uni\·ersity of Michigan Press, 1!)70). pp. IO(I-107. For 
the routes t(JllmYed bv the C.1rolingian armies. see l3owlus, hwd.cs, .\Ior,ll•i,llls. 
pp. 6J-6!). 
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unknown circumstances by Borna's uncle.-'+ Nothing is known about 
later developments within the region along the Sava River over which 
Liudewit had ruled tor some years. By contrast, Frankish sources 
clearly show that in the following years Carantania was fully inte
grated into the duchy of Bavaria, with Frankish counts replacing the 
native princes under the reign of Louis the German. 

Modern approaches to the history of the Balkans during the ninth 
century tend to focus attention upon two ethnic groups first men
tioned during that period, the Serbs and the Croats. While the former 
appear several times in the Frankish annals, there is no mention of 
Croats in Carolingian or ninth-century Byzantine sources. The key 
source used by most historians to fill in this gap is De administrando 
i111perio. The most important source for the early history of both 
Croats and Serbs is a series of chapters (29 to 36) written in 948 or 
949, with the exception of the later interpolation of chapter 30, which 
was most likely composed by another author after Emperor Constan
tine's death in <)59. As a consequence, the work remained unedited, 
with great discrepancies between chapters 29, 31, and 32, on the one 
hand, and JO, on the other, that are at the core of the great controver
sies surrounding the interpretation of Emperor Constantine's work 
as a source tor the early medieval history of the Balkans. The basic 
problem is the presence of two substantially ditlerent accounts of the 
same event, the purported migration of the Croats. The version of 
events given in chapter 30 looks very much like a legendary account, 
which was viewed as, and may well be, a "native" version of ethnic 
history, perhaps collected by a Byzantine informant in one of the 
Dalmatian cities under Byzantine control throughout the ninth and 
early tenth century. Equally "native" seems to be the story of the 
migration of the Serbs, which may have originated in some Serbian 
account. All this is in sharp contrast with the other version of events 
given in chapter 3 1. Constantine's insistence in this chapter upon 
rejecting Frankish claims of suzerainty over Croatia raised early sus
picions about political bias. Indeed, Constantine mentions the defeat 
of Prince Boris of Bulgaria by the Croats, but has no word for the 
major controntation between King Symeon of Bulgaria and Prince 
Tomislav of Croatia, which happened in his own lifetime (926). This 
further suggests that the account in chapter 3 r is biased against both 

'" Roy"/ Fr,lllkisll .-lnn,ds. ,.a. X22 and X23. pp. 1 )X and IIi I: English translation by 
Scholz .md Rogers. pp. 1 11 .md 113. 
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Frankish claims and Croatian independent tendencies, all in order to 
stress the Byzantine rights to the lands of the Croats. Many historians 
thus reject the version given in chapter 3 I as Constantine's figment, 
while embracing chapter 30 as the only trustworthy source for early 

Croat history. 
One of the most contentious issues raised by chapter 3 I is the men

tion of Emperor Heraclius helping the Croats in settling in Dalmatia 
and ordering their conversion to Christianity. By contrast, the "Croat 
version" in chapter 30 has the Croats coming to Dalmatia as part of 
a story of five brothers (one of whom is appropriately called Chro
batos, "the Croat") and two sisters who fought their way to the 
new homeland, after defeating the Avars. The story is remarkably 
similar to the account of the Bulgar migration to be found in Theo
phanes and Nicephorus, and at least one historian has been tempted 

to identifY Chrobatos as Kubrat (Koubratos). 55 Both chapters 30 and 
3 I place the homeland of the Croats somewhere in Central Europe, 
near Bavaria, beyond Hungary, and next to the Frankish Empire. In 
both cases, we are told that Croats, "also called 'white'," are still 
living in that regionY' "White" Croatia is mentioned by several 
other, independent sources, such as King Altred the Great's transla
tion ofOrosius' History ofthe !;florid, tenth-century Arab geographers 
(Gaihani, Ibn-Rusta, and Masudi), the R11ssi<~~~ Jlri111ary Chronicle. and 
Emperor Henry IV's charter for the bishopric of Prague. Since none 
of these sources, and no other information about Croats, could be 
dated earlier than the mid-ninth century, historians now tend to 

attribute the story of the Croat migration from White Croatia to an 
attempt to rationalize a political and ethnic situation in the light of 
what was known in Constantinople in the mid-tenth century about 
the geography of Central Europe. That De ad111inistrando i111pcrio may 
contain the first record of a ·'native" version of the past is not easy to 
dispute. But there is little substance in the story that could have value 

~'~' H. Gregoire. "L 'origine et lc nom de' C:ro.rte' et de' Serbe'." H)'::<lntion. n1l. 17 

(19++-194:\). pp. RR-r 1~. The parallel bet\wen the "Cro.rt ,~er,ion" in cl1.1pter 

30 .md the account of the !3ulgar migration in Thcoph.me' and Nicephnrm i< 
di\Cm\ed lw W. Pohl, "Das Awarcnrcich und die 'kro,rtisclwn · Ethnogenesen." 
in Die B<1J"TII 1111d ihrc .\·,Jcilb<lm. Bcrichte des Sy111posi11111.' der /(ounnis.<iou.fin Fruh
lllittcf,lftCI1;,,.scfllln,~ 25. his .28. Okrolwr 1982, Stifi /.u•cttl, .\'ieda,•sterrcich. ed. by H. 

Wolt!·am .md A. Scll\Yarcz. \·ol. I (Vicnn.r: VerLrg der (htcrrcichischcn Akadcmie 
der Wi\\enschaften. I<J~:\). pp. 2<J.1-2<)S: M.n·gc·tic·. Do/,,:;c,,/,: Hrmt<1, pp. 200-20S. 

5'' Constantine Porphyrogemtm. De <1d111inistn111d,, iiiiJ><Ti<• JI. pp. I+h-I+T JO. 

pp. I.p-qJ. 
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tor understanding the rise of medieval Croatia or the early history of 
the Croats. 

The first mention of the name is in a charter of a duke of the 
Croats named Trpimir, which is dated to March 4, R52, but sur
vives only in a copy of 1 soH. The charter mentions Trpimir's deci
sion, taken in consultation with his noblemen (called iupani in the 
original Latin, most likely a corruption of zhupans) and court digni
taries, to build a monastery at Rizinice, not far from the old Roman 
city of Salona. 57 Although doubts could be, and were indeed, raised 
about the authencity of this charter, Trpimir's name is mentioned 
in a fragmentary inscription on a gable arch from an altar screen of 
the Rizinice monastery church. 5x Furthermore, a controversial the
ologian of the mid-ninth century, Godescalc of Orbais, spent some 
time at Trpimir's court between 840 and R48, after leaving Venice and 
before moving to Bulgaria. In his work, Godescalc describes Trpimir's 
accomplishments, especially his victory over a Byzantine patricius, 
perhaps an unknown archon of Dalmatia residing in Zadar. He also 
has some interesting comments about the Latin language in use in 
Trpimir's entourage, which apparently was closer to the Romance in 
use in coastal cities in Dalmatia than to the "learned" Latin Godescalc 
had come to master. w Trpimir's son, Sedesclav (Zdeslav), was deposed 
by a local nobleman called Domagoj and fled to Constantinople. 

- Codex dipl<'lll<ltiw.< n:~ni Cro,Ui<lc, f),i/n~<Ui,u· ct Slm•o!li<lc. ed. by T. Smii:iklas. vol. I 

(Zagreb. I<J(i7). pp. +-5. The sixteenth-century copy ofTrpimir's charter is nmY 
in the parish archive of K.I(tcl Su(·ur.Ic in the diocese of Split. See ]. Stipisic. 
"Croatia in diplom,Itic sources up to the end of the II th century," in Croatia in 
the E<1rly .\fiddle .4gcs . . 4 Cultural Sim•cy. ed. by I. Supii:ic (London: Philip Wilson 
Publishers .md Zagreb: AGM, l<J<J<J). pp. 287 and 288-28y. 

'' M. M.Hijevic-Sokol, "Lnin inscriptions," in Cn1<11i<1 in the Early .\fiddle ARcs . . ..J 
Cultural Sun•q. ed. by I. SupiC·ic (London: Philip Wilson Publishers and Zagreb: 
AGM. l<J<J<J), p. 2+2. The inscription reach "PRODUCE TREPIME [ .. .]"which 
is taken as "pro duLT Trepimero." The g.1blc arch is decorated \\'ith so-called "egg
and-dart" motives. which are identical to those of other sculptural fragments found 
in nrious other pL1ces in Croatia, ,J possible indication of itinerant stonemasons. 
See I. Petricioli. "Sculpture trom the 8th to the 11th century," in Cn1<1fi,1 in the 
E1rly .\fiddle Ages . . "1 Culrural Sun'<')'. ~d. by I. Supicic (London: Philip Wilson 
Publishers and Zagreb: AGM. I<J<J<J), p. +Xo. 

''J c;odescalc of Orbais. Rcspons,l de di1•crsis. ed. by C Lam bot (Lounin: Spicilegium 
s.JCrum lonnieme, 1 <J+5). p. 1 6<J. For his comments on the differences between 
Latin ,md D.1lmatian Romance, see De pr<7cdcstiu,Jtionc (>, p. 20R. A Saxon by birth. 
Godesulc had left his homeland and gone to Italy in X+(i· He was in Friuli tl1r 
,J whik then mosrd ot1\hore to Venic~. He then spent some time in BYzantine 
Dalmati.I. p~rha]" in Z.1dar. bctcJre going to C:ro,Jtia. 
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Domagoj seems to have been the organizer of a rebellion against the 

Frankish overlordship. Pope John VIII wrote to him in c. 873, com

plaining about the fact that the patriarch of Constantinople, Photius. 

had taken Bulgaria under his jurisdiction. The reason for the pope's 

sharing such concerns with a Croatian prince is that Bulgaria appar

ently bordered Croatia in some part of present-day Bosnia. One or 

two years later, the pope wrote again to Domagoj, asking him to 

curb the assaults of his pirates on Christian sailors, an indication of 

the growing power of the Croatian ruler not just on land. but also at 

sea. In another letter to the faithful living in the lands of the Slavs, 

John VIII complained about Domagoj ordering the execution of a 

conspirator, despite his promise previously given to a papal legate 

that he would spare his life. Apparently, by R75. the papacy was as 

present in Croatia through its delegates as in any other contempo

rary country. At Domagoj's death in R76, Sedesclav returned from 

Constantinople and briefly aligned Croatia to the Byzantine policies 

in the Adriatic region. Pope John VIII wrote to Sedesclav as well, 

asking him to provide assistance to his legate crossing Croatia on his 

way to Bulgaria. By that time, another local nobleman, named Bra

nimir, had risen up against Sedesclav. Branimir (R7<J-R<J2) appears in 

no less than five Latin inscriptions. One of them was found in Nin 

and calls Branimir a "duke of the Slavs," while another tl-om Sopot 

near Benkovac has him as "duke of the Croats. "1
'
0 A third inscription 

with Branimir's name was found in Muc Gornji near Split and con

tains the date of the consecration, AD RRR. 1
'' Pope John VIII wrote to 

Branimir as well to thank him for returning the country to the Roman 

fold. Apparently, following his victory over Sedesclav, Branimir had 

sent a letter to the pope expressing his allegiance to Rome. In return, 

Pope John VIII acknowledged the independence ofBranimir's prin

cipality and called him "a most excellent man." l3y 8<JO, another son 

of Trpimir, Muncimir, suceeded Branimir as "duke of the Croats." 

a title mentioned in his charter of September 2R, 8<)2. which, like 

r,o .\"amclltm,QCIIdc Stciuiu.<chriftcu i11 Jugoslml'im 1"0111 Ludc des ;. his :11r .\littc des 13. 

}linillllldcrt5, ed. by R. Mih.lljC·i(·. L. Stcindortf .md M. Hdmann (W1esbaden: 

Franz Steiner. I l)~2). pp. 7. I 7 .. md 3 3. One of the imcriptiom mentioning l3r.m

imir as duke of the Slavs was found in Zdrapanj ncar Skr.1din and \\',ls erected by a 

certain Pristina bearing the title of"iupanm" (::l111pa11). See I. Coldstein. Hn•,u .• ·ki 

raui srcd11ii l"ijck [The Earh· Middle Ages in C:ro.ni.rl (L1grcb: Za\'Od z.r hn·atsku 

pm·ijest Filozot,kog C1kultcta Sveui:ilist.l u Z.1grcbu. I l}lJ)). pp. 2(>2. 2h.J.. and 2M. 

''' Matijevil--Sokol. "Latin inscriptions ... pp. 242-2.].3. 
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that ofTrpimir, only survives in a sixteenth-century copy.r' 2 Among 
witnesses mentioned at the end of the 892 charter, there are several 
court dignitaries bearing such titles as court zlwpan or princess's zlw
]!1111. Muncimir is also mentioned as the founder of a local church in 
an inscription on a triangular gable arch found in Uzdolje near Knin, 
,vhich is dated to 8l)5.r' 3 

It has long been noted that in the earliest "native" sources available 
(such as charters and inscriptions), the early dukes or princes refer 
to themselves as rulers of the people, not of the country. Given that 
one and the same duke, l3ranimir, was the ruler of both Slavs and 
Croats. some have concluded that the name "Croat" referred not to 
ethnic identity, but to an elite.r'4 The "Croats" over whom Duke 
Branimir ruled at the same time as over the Slavs were the members 
of the emerging noble class. the people who are otherwise men
tioned as zlwpans in the charters. If true, this interpretation would 
dovetail nicely with the conclusions to be drawn from the analy
sis of the archaeological evidence. The material culture identified 
in the cemeteries of the so-called "Old Croatian culture" bespeaks 
the sudden affirmation r. Hoo of a powerful elite in the political and 
military context of the Frankish encroachment in the northwest
ern part of the Balkans. This affirmation coincided in time with 
the spread of Christianity and the gradual conversion of the Croat 
aristocracy. Very little is known about the circumstances of the lat
ter, except that, unlike all other neighboring regions of Southeastern 
and Central Europe, no evidence exists of a forceful imposition of 
the new religion. Most likely, in Croatia Christianity was willingly 
adopted as part and parcel of the cultural "package" introduced into 
the region by the Carolingian encroachment. Judging by the archaeo
logical evidence, there seem to have been no signit!cant differences in 
either rhythm or results between ditferent regions presumably under 
the authority of the earliest Croatian dukes. At any rate, the process 
seems to have been completed by the mid-ninth century. Nothing is 

''' Stipisic. "Croati.I in diplomatic sources." pp. 28')-2<)0. Mutimir's charter men
tioned that of Trpimir dated to K )2. 

'' 3 V. Delonga, "Natpis zupam Ivana iz Uzdolja kod Knina [The inscription ofzhupan 
John from Uzdolje near KninJ." Sf'. vol. 25 (I'J9K). pp. 7-42. 

''+ Fine. "C:ro,us and Slavs."' pp. 212-2 I 5. The argument gains weight in the light of 
Hu\\" Evans's remarks about the absence of any archaeological evidence pertaining 
to the migration of any group of people into present-day Croatia between c. oso 
and(. 8oo. See Evans. Early .\lcdicml Archaco!t~~)'. pp. I so-! )8. 
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known about its beginnings, although saint names appearing in early 
church dedications (St. Marcella, St. Anselm, St. Ambrose) suggest a 
strong influence of the see ofAquilei~1. 1' 5 An early ninth-century silver 
incense burner from the ruins of a church near the headwaters of the 
Cetina River points to the Rhineland as a possible place of origin of 
the liturgical instruments brought by the earliest nmsionaries, but it 
remains unknown whether early missions came trom Aquileia, trom 
Salzburg, or some other see within the Empire. l3enedictine monas
teries appear very early in Croatia, as indicated by Duke Trpimir's 
charter of 8 52, as well as by the reference to a certain abbot Theude
bertus in Branimir's inscription trom Nin. Nin is also linked to the 
beginnings of medieval church architecture in Croatia. The plan of 
the Church of the Holy Cross, built shortly before AD Hoo, is very 
similar to centrally planned buildings in and around Ravenna, and 
to other Carolingian structures, such as the octagonal chapel of the 
palace in Aachen. The church must have been built at the order of the 
local ruler, though no dedicatory inscription survives. Elsewhere in 
contemporary Croatia, inscriptions testifY to the role oflocal zhupa11s 
as patrons.M Often the church itself was located, like in Pohansko, 
in the middle of an already existing settlement, perhaps the very res
idence of the local ruler. Excavations carried out in the immediate 
vicinity of the Church of the Holy Cross in Nin have revealed parts 
of previous buildings, including sunken-floored features dated to the 
eighth century by means of an associated belt-strap end with clear 
parallels in Late Avar burial assemblages in Hungary. 

Nin has also produced the largest and, to date, richest cemetery 
of the ninth century, situated on a small peninsula, called Zdrijac, 
protruding from the island into the sea. Over 400 burials have been 
found, many of which produced no grave goods whatsoever. By 

r,, A baptismal tont with a Latin inscription mentioning a certain duke Viseslas· 
(Vuissasclavus) tlut was tound in Nin in 1746 has long been viewed as the t!rst 
piece of es·idence pertaining to the com-ersion of the Croats. However, the d.lte 
advanced tor the inscription (early ninth century) w.1s established only on the 
basis of the stylistical analysis of the sculpted decoration. As .1 consequence, not all 
scholars agreed with an early date for this Nin tcHlt. Sec Matijes·ic-Sokol, "Latin 
inscriptions ... pp. 240-241. 

r,() E.g .. :::llllpan Ga"tik~11llt'l1tioned in Ll dedicltory in,cription tl·onl the ninth-century 
Church of Sv. Spas (St. S.JVior) near the headss·aters of the Cetina River. See V 
Dclonga. "Donatorski natpis zup.ma Gmtihe iz crkve Sv. Sp.1sa u Ct'tini (Vrh 
Rii:i) [Dedicatory inscription of the district pretcct Cmtih.l. donor of the Church 
of the Sas·ior in C:etina (Vrh Rib)]." Sf'. vol. 22 (I'Jl):\). pp. I 17-qo. 
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contrast, others were exceptionally rich. The cemetery stands out 
±rom all others in Croatia by its richness and diversity of grave goods, 
many of which point to a date within the first half of the ninth cen
tury. Given the presence in one burial of a silver denar minted in 
Italy tor Lothar I (R 17-:-\45), the cemetery seems to have continued 
into the second half of the ninth century, but no later than c. 900. 

It represents therefore a community of "Croats" associated with the 
rising center of power at Nin, which was also the first bishopric 
of Croatia. The "Croats" were buried within the same graveyard 
as much poorer members of the community. To judge by the great 
number of burials with no grave goods, social differentiation must 
have been quite advanced in Nin, although the exact mechanisms 
whereby the "Croats" acquired their position of prominence remain 
unknown. The cemetery itself provides some hints, but the picture 
must have been much more complex. Prominent among the rich 
assemblages is a family burial, containing the skeletons of a male, a 
female, and a child. The male skeleton was buried with complete 
military equipment, including Carolingian sword and spurs, as well 
as with luxury items, such as two exquisite glass vessels of Syrian 
origin. The man buried together with his wife and child may have 
been a local chieftain, but what is remarkable about this burial is how 
similar the representation of power is to contemporary assemblages in 
Moravia. Moreover, a good number of Carolingian sword finds from 
Croatia, w·hich cluster in the region between the Zrmanja and Cetina 
Rivers, away from the coast, were associated with spurs with dam
ascened decoration reminiscent of the Blatnica-Mikulcice group of 
burials. A hoard of iron implements, including a Carolingian spear
head with damascened decoration, suggests that the representation 
of power may have taken forms very similar to those in existence 
in contemporary Moravia. 1

'7 Much like in Moravia and Carantania, 
male burials in Croatia combine weapons of Carolingian origin with 
belt fittings or hollow containers of antler, both reminiscent of Late 
Avar fashions. As in Moravia, female burials are not as prominently 
equipped with symbols ofpmver, though they are still rich in jewelry 
of Byzantine inspiration, if not origin. Byzantine coins, including 
gold coins struck for Emperor Constantine V, were also found in 

r.- K. Simoni. "Skupni n.llaz oruda i oruzja iz N.mskih Novaka [A hoard of tools 
and \Wapons !rom Nartski Nm·.tkJ."" r )csllik .-Jrltco/o§kog .\Iu:::ijilll Zagrcbti, \·ol. I) 
(I'JX2). pp. 2)I-20(J. 
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several assemblages, both in Nin and elsewhere. The martiality of the 
"Croats" was certainly not a mere pose. According to Constantine 
Porphyrogenitus, both Croats and "the other leaders of the Slavs" 
embarked in 870 on Ragusan ships to go to Italy and participate 
in the Byzantine conquest of Bari from the Arabs. 1'~ At that time, 
however, much like in contemporary Carantania, both weapons and 
accoutrements had disappeared from burial assemblages to make room 
tor a more thorough phase of conversion to Christianity, associated 
with the abandonment of the old cemeteries and the beginning of 
church graveyards. 

A number of churches were also erected at several points on the 
Dalmatian coast, which was throughout the ninth century under 
Byzantine control. Most prominent among them is the Church of 
St. Donat in Zadar, which was built over a part of the old Roman 
forum with many architectural and sculptural elements from the ruins 
of the ancient buildings it had obliterated. Built in the mid-eighth 
century, the six-conch church was soon imitated elsewhere on the 
coast in both plan and decoration. The amalgamation of architec
tural elements from both West and East is a feature typical of southern 
Dalmatia, but the Byzantine influence is most prominent in the mod
eling of the cupola and in the structural system with a cupola resting 
on four columns. The presence ofl3yzantium in the region was par
ticularly strong during the second half of the century. Following the 
first raids of Arab pirates from Africa, who even besieged Dubrovnik 
(Ragusa) in 866, Emperor Basil I created a new theme on the east
ern shore of the Adriatic Sea. The theme of Dalmatia, created in or 
shortly before 870, included all coastal towns and the islands along the 
coast. Its military governor resided in Zadar, a clear indication of the 
maritime orientation of the theme. There seems to have been little 
involvement in the hinterland of the coastal cities, many of which 
had to deal on their own with their Slavic neighbors. Pirates from the 
Neretva valley region had been very active in the Adriatic waters until 
a Venetian fleet destroyed their encampments in iiJ<). However, when 
the theme of Dalmatia was created in i-170, many local Slavic lead
ers quickly accepted the Byzantine overlordship and provided troops 
tor the ongoing military operations in southern Italy. In exchange. 
according to Constantine Porphyrogenitus, Emperor Basil I allmved 
the Dalmatian tmvns to pay a part of the tribute initially sent to 

r,, Constantine Porphyrogenitu.;;;, f)c tidntiuistJW!d(l i111pcrio 2<), pp. 1 2)-;- 1 2(). 
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Constantinople to the Slavic leaders (archontes) in the mountain 
region. 6v A mention is made of the rulers of Zahumlje and Tre
binje, with their respective share of golden coins from the tribute 
formerly paid by Ragusa, but nothing more is said about the identity 
or political aspirations of the ninth-century elites in the interior. 

Despite their early mention in Frankish annals, the ninth-century 
history of the Serbs is poorly understood. According to Constan
tine Porphyrogenitus, a chieftain of the Serbs named Vlastimir man
aged to defeat a Bulgar army at some point in the ll4os. Although 
the emperor uses '"Serbia" more than once in his De administrando 
imperio, it is altogether not clear where exactly was the chiefdom of 
Vlastimir. However, he is known to have married his daughter to 
Krainas, "son of Belaes, zhupan of Terbounia," 70 an indication that 
his polity may have been in the hinterland ofTrebinje, in the valleys of 
the upper Drin and Lim Rivers (southeastern Bosnia and southwest
ern Serbia). Vlastimir's sons, Mutimir, Strojmir, and Gojnik, defeated 
another Bulgar army sent against them by Boris, and even captured 
the son of the Bulgar ruler. Shortly hereafter, Mutimir took control 
of the chiefdom and pushed aside his brothers, who found refuge 
in neighboring Bulgaria. At some point during the first years of 
Emperor Basil l's reign, perhaps as a consequence of Bulgaria's recent 
conversion, Serbian envoys arrived in Constantinople requesting mis
sionaries. When Mutimir became sole ruler, Gojnik's son Peter fled 
to Croatia, and so did his rival Prvoslav, Mutimir's son, when Peter 
defeated him in battle at some point in the il9os. That political rivals 
found it easier to move to Croatia than to Bulgaria is a strong indi
cation that the Serbian polity may have also been a neighbor of 
the territory controlled by the dukes of the Croats. However, the 
absence of material culture correlates of power representation similar 
to those identified in Croatia makes it difficult to assess in similar 
terms whether "Serbs" is an ethnic or a social label. A number of 
eighth- to ninth-century cemeteries have been excavated in north
ern and northwestern Bosnia, just south of the Sava River, namely in 
the region to which Liudewit presumably fled after being dislodged 
tiom his stronghold in Sisak. Unlike contemporary mortuary assem
blages in Croatia, there are no weapons associated primarily with the 

'"J Comtantinc Porphyrogcnitm. De ad111inistmndo imperio 30. pp. qli-q7. 
-o Comtantinc Porphyrogenitm. De <idlllinislr!llldo i111perio 3+· pp. IliJ-!6+. Terbounia 

1s explicitly said to have stretched along the coast "as t;u as Ragma" (Dubrovnik). 
See C:omt.mtine Porphymgcnitm. De adminisrr,,nrf,, imperio 30. pp. I++-145-
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representation of male power. However, much like in contemporary 
Bulgaria to the east, gender differences are particularly evident in the 
greater number and variety of grave goods, mainly dress accessories, 
found in ferrule burials. At least one important hillfort has been 
identified in northwestern Bosnia at Vrbljani on the Sana River, and 
the fmds from that site are in many ways comparable to those of the 
Dalmatian coast.7 1 By contrast, no such finds are known from the 
eastern region of Bosnia and the central part of present-day Serbia. 
The ceramic assemblages from a number of settlements and ceme
teries found around Knjazevac, near the Serbian-Bulgarian border, 
are remarkably similar to those of the better-researched region of the 
Danube valley to the north. Long-term excavations of the hilltort at 
Gradina near Pazariste, about six miles north ofNovi Pazar, in south
western Serbia, have revealed an early medieval occupation phase 
dated to the second half of the ninth century at the earliest. This is 
most likely the fortress ofRas on the western border of medieval Bul
garia, to which, according to Constantine Porphyrogenitus, Prince 
Boris vvas escorted after his defeat by Mutimir and his brothers in 
c. 86o AD. 72 Much like on contemporary sites in northeastern Bul
garia, the ninth-century inhabitants at Ras reused an early Byzantine 
hill fort by repairing some of its ramparts with drystone work and by 
adding palisades. The occupation consisted of a few houses scattered 
within the area enclosed by walls, mainly built against the ramparts. 
Besides locally manufactured pottery, the ceramic assemblages from 
Gradina include fragments of amphoroid jugs most typical of the 
region of Pliska and Preslav in northeastern Bulgaria. In the same 
direction point a few metal finds and potshards with Bulgar runic 
inscriptions. A neighboring hillfort at Gradina near Postenje has pro
duced similar evidence of a ninth-century occupation. By contrast, at 
Gradina near Vrsenice, not far from the modern tovv·n ofSjcnica (on 
the border with Montenegro), the ninth-century occupation phase 

-, I. l3opnm·,ki, "R,mmrcdnJmjekm·no utndenJC u Vrblj.mim.l n.1 S.mi [An c.1rly 
medic\',11 hillfort in Vrbljani on the Sc~na Ri\·cr[." (;/,,sttik /.cl/111/jsh•.~ .\!u:::cj,, Ilos11c 
i Hcrc~~ol'iuc 11 Samjcl'rl, vol. 2<) (I'J7-t). pp. 2.j.)-2)X. Be,ide' C:arolingic~n 'purs. the 
site 11ds produced a silver belt end \\'ith the L.nin imcription ''TETCIS FABER 
ME FECIT" ("Tetgis the artis.m made me"). 
Const.1ntine Porphyrogenitus. De culrllinistmndo i111pcrio 32. pp. 1_q-1 )). For the 
Ras fortress. seeM. Popovic. Tr•rdctl'c1 Rcts [The Fortre" ofRas[ (Belgrade: Arhe
oloski lnstitut, I'J'J()). pp. rw-rr>I. The site \\'ciS .1b:mdoncd suddenh- c~t some 
point bctore the end of the tenth century. 
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did not include any materials comparable to those of northeastern 
Bulgaria. From the distribution of ninth-century finds in the region, 
Marko Popovic· has drawn the conclusion that in the late ~oos the 
region ofRas was a trontier district ofBulgaria, perhaps the seat of a 
local ruler controlling the upper course of the Lim RiverJ3 Gradina 
near Pazariste may thus be viewed as an archaeological illustration of 
the growing power of ninth-century Bulgaria reaching far into the 
central regions of the Balkans. 

RULCARIA IN IHL NINTH C:ENTUHY 

In the ninth century Bulgaria was a major European power, "'the 
other Balkan empire. " 7+ However, historians are not willing to treat 
the polity ofKrum, Omurtag, or Boris on a par with the mighty Car
olingian or Byzantine states. The unstoppable Krum may well have 
moved freely in S r 3 under the very walls of Constantinople, "trom 
l3lachernai to the Golden Gate, exhibiting his forces," and \Vithout 
fear of any harm to himself or his troops. 75 The Bulgars may well have 
played more than an ephemeral role in Carolingian aH~1irs. cr, Ulti
mately, the part in European history medievalists reserve for Bulgaria 
is still that of a second-hand power. A peculiar form of Orientalism 
may thus be responsible for the exclusion of pre-Christian Bulgaria 
trom the medieval history of the European continent. On the other 
hand, the common opinion among Bulgarian historians is that trom 
Krum to Boris, the Bulgar polity underwent drastic changes leading 
to its administrative, military, and political "modernization." In short, 
Bulgaria became a medieval state par excellence. The consolidation 
of power that accompanied these changes is commonly viewed as the 
result of Krum 's successful implementation of a dynasty that would 
have no true contenders throughout the ninth century. No ruler is 
known to have been murdered after S 14. Instead, the history of the 

-_, Popovic·. 'f'1•rd,m1 R,lS. pp . .fOO-.fO 1. 

-_, J. Shepard. "!3ulgaria: the other R1lkan 'empire'." in The .'\·ell' C,1111l11·id~e .\Icdimll 
History. ed. by T. Reuter. vol. 111 (Cambridge: C.nnbridge UniversitY Press. 1 99\J). 
pp. 51l7-5X5. 

- Theophanes C:ont(,ssor. Chro11ogr,1phia. p. (JXIl. 

-,, Much like the Vikings. the !3ulgars accepted "bribes" ti·mn Charles the Bald "to 
move sharply .1gainst King Louis of Germany." Sec the A1111<ils o(St. Bcrti11 a. 853. 

MGH ):.fJ, English tramlation by J. Nelson (M.mchester: Manchester Universitv 
Press. l<J\JI). p. 77. 
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ninth century was marked by episodes of despotic behavior, such as 
Krum forcing his Slavic allies to drink trom the skull of a defeated 
Byzantine emperor or Boris ruthlessly crushing the internal oppo
sition to his conversion to Christianity. The building record of the 
ninth-century rulers is also interpreted as a sign of despotic power: 
"the Bulgar dikes [across Dobrudja] radiated the khans' glories across 
the cultural landscape they fashioned. " 77 

However, the transformation of the Bulgar polity in the 8oos was 
less about modernization and more about the (re-)"invention of tradi
tions." A fragmentary inscription from an early Byzantine fort rebuilt 
in the ninth century on the right bank of the Lower Danube mentions 
the sacrifice Krum performed by the sea, perhaps the same "demonic 
sacrifices in the coastal meadow of the Golden Gate" that, according 
to Theophanes, Krum petiormed in 8 I 3 after moving under the walls 
of Constantinople, from Blachernai to the Golden Gate .Is Whether 
he was acting on behalf of his entire army or just on his own, Krum's 
combination of military threat and manipulation of divine powers 
was certainly a novelty Theophanes thought worth mentioning in 
relation to what he viewed as the ridiculous behavior of the "new 
Sennacherib." Perhaps more important in this regard is that, accord
ing to Theophanes, following the raid on the Byzantine imperial 
palace at St. Mamas, Krum "loaded on carts the bronze lions of the 
hippodrome, the bear and the dragon of the fountain, as well as choice 
marbles," which he carried with him back home. It is not knmvn 
where exactly Krum took the .spolia trom St. Mamas, but the conclu
sion seems inescapable that his intention was to reuse them in some 
other building of his own or, at least, display them as trophies. This is 
also a strikingly novel development, given that the only inhabitable 
structure in existence at that time at Pliska, where Krum may have 
had his more or less permanent residence, was the large yurt-like, 
circular wooden building discovered in I l)8 1 in tront of the stone 

P. Squ.uriti ... Moving earth and making ditTercncc: dikes .md tl·onticrs in early 
medieval Bulgaria.'' in Borders, Rnricrs <11/d Etlnl<~~cncsis in LltC .~11tiq11ity ,11/d the 
.\fiddle Axes. ed. by F. Curtd (Turnhout. 2005), p. 30. 
V Beshcvliev, Die pmtob11(~aristhm lnsdni/tcn, pp. 137-13~ and I..p-143: Theo
phanes, Chroll<~~raphia, p. !JX6. This may well have been just .1 sacrificial killing of 
animals to ,111 unnamed god (or gods), but a slightly l.ucr source also mentions 
human sacritices. See Scrip tor incertus, in Leo Crammaticus, Chroll<~~raphia, ed. l. 
Bekker (Bonn: E. Weber, 1 824), p. 342. See also l. Duichev, "Sl.rviano-bolgcmkic 
drcvnosti IX-go veka [Slavic-Bulgar ninth-century historyj, .. Hy::<Jntinosi<ll'ica, vol. 
11 (1950). pp. 16-17: Beshcvliev, Die protohlll~,nischc l'criodc, p. 37.\· 
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building otherwise known to Bulgarian archaeologists as "Omurtag's 
Palace. "70 

Krum came to power in unknown circumstances, perhaps in 802 
or shortly before that. According to a late Byzantine source, a lexi
con compiled around AD 1 ooo and known as the Souda, Krum was 
responsible for the collapse of the Avar qaganate, a story which many 
historians have interpreted as referring to the possible conquest by 
Krum's troops of the eastern and southern parts of the qaganate. In 
reality, all the information that we have about Avar-Bulgar relations 
in the aftermath of the collapse of the Avar qaganate refers to Avars 
joining the Bulgars, not to Bulgars conquering Avar territories. On 
the other hand, it is true that Krum's reign opened a period of more 
aggressive involvement of the Bulgars in the southern region of the 
former Avar qaganate, as well as in the neighboring areas, both north 
and south of the Danube River. However, in the early years of his 
reign, Krum's problems were elsewhere. In 807, Emperor Nicephorus 
prepared an attack on Bulgaria, but as soon as he reached Adrianople 
he learned of a conspiracy and had to return to Constantinople. One 
year later, the Bulgar troops tell on the Byzantine army stationed in the 
Strymon valley and seized the pay chest amounting to I,roo pounds 
of gold. In 80<), Krum attacked Serdica, which had been fortifted and 
garrisoned by Nicephorus. A great number of civilians were killed, 
while a number of officers who had escaped deserted to the Bulgars. 
One of them was "the spatharios Eumathios, an expert in engines. "xu 
Like him, many would otter their services to Krum in the follow
ing decades. Emperor Nicephorus moved against Krum and retook 
the city, but faced with a revolt of the troops, returned quickly to 
Constantinople. He prepared tor a new campaign in 81 I, this time 
apparently determined to destroy the Bulgar polity. A large army of 
thematic troops tl·om Thrace and Asia Minor under the command of 
Nicephorus and his son Staurakios moved quickly across Thrace and 
the Stara Planina mountains in the direction of the "court" ofKrum, 

c•; R. R.tshev and V. Dochen, "lurtoobrazna postroib v Pliska [A yurt-like build
ing in Pliska]," Prohlcmi '"' pmh.i/~,Irs/.:,,t,I istoriia i /.:ultum. vol. I (19~()). pp. 2<)I-
3I .J. For,, second, slightly later yurt found in Pliska, seeR. Rashe,·, "K rannei 
istorii prabolgar 11.1 Nizhncm Dunac [On the early history of the Bulgars in the 
Lower Danube region]," in .\'opoc "5rcdllcl'cf.:ol'oi ,n/.:hcoh~~ii El'mzii. cd. by V B. 
Kovalevskaia (Samara: lstoriko-kul'turnaia associaciia "Artefakt," I()'J3). pp. I~ s
I~o and I<JG-I<JI. 

'
0 Thcophancs Contessor, CJm''"~~rt~phia, p. 065. 
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most likely Pliska. The passes across the mountains were very poorly 
defended, but Nicephorus' army encountered some resistance on its 
way to Pliska. Following a number of Byzantine victories, Krum 
sued tor peace, but Nicephorus rejected the demands. According to 
an eyewitness account of the campaign of~ I I, which was preserved 
in a Vatican manuscript, Pliska was not fortified and no Bulgars put up 
any resistance inside the ramparts that vvas worth mentioning. Krum 
himself had abandoned the site, leaving behind his entire treasure 
and cellars stacked with wine barrels. Nicephorus spent three days in 
Pliska, during which he ordered the massacre of "senseless animals, 
infants, and persons of all ages"' 1 and began the distribution of the 
spoils to the soldiers. Krum's palace apparently had more than one 
story, as well as balconies, from which Nicephorus admired the view 
before setting fire to the compound, which was apparently made 
entirely of wood. ' 2 The emperor was looking for a decisive con
frontation with Krum's army, without which no true success could 
be proclaimed. In the meantime, Krum had recruited Slavs and Avars 
and is said to have armed men, as well as women. He closed the passes 
across the Stara Planina and set a wooden barrier in one of them, per
haps the Beregaba (Rish) Pass. On July 25, ~ 11, while crossing the 
mountains through that pass, the Byzantine army was ambushed and 
in the ensuing battle utterly defeated. Among the first to fall was 
Emperor Nicephorus himself~ together with a great number of gen
erals and high-ranking officers. The troops broke ranks and in the 
debacle entered into a mountain cul-de-sac, where they were slaugh
tered. The survivor of the 8 r I disaster who wrote the account of the 
expedition preserved in the Vatican manuscript describes in detail 
the barrier that the Bulgars had set in the pass, which was made of 
shafts tall enough to prevent anyone from climbing, with a deep ditch 
on the other side, into which many who did try to climb the bar
rier fell and shattered their bones. Those attempting to burn down 
an opening through the barrier floundered in the same ditch, tilled 
with burning tree trunks, and perished miserably. The victory was 
complete and Krum ordered Nicephorus' corpse beheaded and his 
head hung on a pole to be exposed tor a number of days. Later, the 
emperor's skull was turned into a silver-coated cup, from which the 

" Theophane' C:onfessor, Chrollt~~mphi<l. p. (>73. 
I. Duichev. "'L1 chronique byzaminc de l".m ~II ... "f'f:.C.\1. \·ol. 1 (I'Jrl)). pp. 212-

220. 
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Bulgar ruler drank together with the Slavic chieftains that had been 
on his side during the war. It was the first time since Valens' death 
at Adrianople in 3 7~ that a ruling emperor had been killed on the 
battlefield while fighting against barbarians. The consequences for 
the morale of the Byzantine population of the eastern Balkans were 
disastrous. 

When the new emperor, Michael I, rejected Krum's new otTer of 
peace, the Bulgars stormed and conquered Debeltos, an important 
tort on the Bulgar-Uyzantine frontier, near the Bay of Burgas. All 
the inhabitants of the city, together with their bishop, were taken 
into the interior of Bulgaria, where they would remain tor at least 
another twenty years. The news of the fall of Debeltos triggered a 
revolt among the troops Emperor Michael was moving against the 
Bulgars. Krum "s victories also spread panic among the inhabitants of 
the cities in Thrace and Macedonia. According to Theophanes, "at 
that time, the Christians abandoned Anchialos and Beroe and fled, 
although no one was pursuing them; the same at Nikaia, the castle 
of Probaton, and a number of other forts as also at Philippopolis 
and Philippi. "•~.1 Even the settlers recently moved into the region of 
the Strymon valley by Emperor Nicephorus seem to have taken the 
opportunity to return to Asia Minor. 

In 8 1 3, an envoy trom Krum named Dargameros, most likely a Slav, 
came to Constantinople to bring Krum's offer of peace. The Bulgar 
ruler was asking for the renewal of the Byzantine-Bulgar treaty of 
716, to which he now added new stipulations. One of them con
cerned the reciprocal agreement for the return of all refugees, "even 
if they had plotted against their own rulers." The other demanded 
that "those who traded in both countries be certified by means of 
diplomas and seals."·~+ The ofier was again rejected, probably because 
the first stipulation proposed by Krum would have implied the extra
dition of a number of Bulgars, no doubt Christians, who had taken 
refuge within the Uyzantine Empire. In retaliation, Krum conquered 
Mesembria, the large center of the Byzantine-Bulgar trade since the 
early eighth century. Inside the city, Krum found "36 brass siphons 
and a considerable quantity of the liquid fire that is projected from 

'' Thcophanc' C:ontC,or. Chnlii<~~~''Phi,l, p. 679. Of course. this does not mean that 
Krum occupied cithn Philippopolis or Philippi. See J. Karayannopoulos. "Wurde 
Philippoi von Krum im J. X 12 crobert0," CS( ·. vol. 7h (I 984). pp. 217-222. 

'" Thcophanc' C:onfe,st>r, Chroll<~~r<ipl!i<l, p. 681. 
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them" to produce the Greek fire, as well as much gold and silver. xs 
Apparently, Debeltos was retaken at the same time. Late in the win
ter of the following year, learning that Krum was preparing for new 
attacks, Emperor Michael moved against the Bulgars, but Krum pre
ferred to avoid the encounter. He made his move in June ll 13, when 
he encamped "at Versinikia, about thirty miles from the imperial 
army,"xr, which was stationed somewhere north of Adrianople. The 
organization of the Bulgar army is described in detail in an inscription 
found in Malamirovo, near the present-day border between Bulgaria 
and Turkey, perhaps the very spot of the battle. The fi-agmentary 
inscription, which is in fact an order ofbattle, mentiom that the cen
ter of the Bulgar forces was under the command of Krum's brother. 
He was assisted by a general named Leo, no doubt a Byzantine rene
gade. The right wing reaching as far as present-day Stara Zagora 
was under the command of a nobleman named Tuk, who had the 
title of ichirg11 boil as. His assistants were two generals named Bardanes 
and John. The left wing stretching along the Black Sea coast from 
Anchialos to Sozopolis was given to another Bulgar nobleman named 
Iratais, bearing the title of boila kavkhan. His assistants were the gen
erals Kordylas and Gregoras, who, like the others, must have been of 
Byzantine origin.x 7 After two weeks oft;1cing each other in the heat 
of the summer, the two armies eventually engaged in battle on June 
22, 8 I 3, and the Byzantines withdrew before losing too many men. 
Fearing an ambush, Krum did not exploit the victory, but eventu
ally was capable of seizing the camp train. He later moved against 
the capital, but left his brother behind to besiege Adrianople. Under 
the walls of Constantinople, Krum moved freely in an attempt to 
humiliate the emperor, then "performed his foul demonic sacrifices 
in the coastal meadow of the Golden Gate."xx The newly proclaimed 
emperor Leo V tried to ambush and kill Krum, but the Bulgar leader 
managed to escape unscathed. In retaliation, the Bulgar troops plun
dered the suburbs of Constantinople and the entire region of south
ern Thrace as far as Didymoteichos and Bizye. Krum returned to 
Adrianople, where his brother was still besieging the city. Together 
they broke the resistance of the besieged, and conquered Adrianople. 

·' 5 Theophane' Confessor, Chron,~~r·'l'hiil. p. ()X 0. 
·''' Theophancs Confessor. Chronogr<~phi<l, p. ()H+. 
,_ Beshedin·. Die pror,,bu/~,,-ig/wn lnschritim. pp. 220-22<). 

" Thcoph.mes C:onfe"or. Chron,:~rilphi<~. p. (}H(>. 
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In the absence of any other military or administrative representative 
of the emperor, Krum threw the local bishop, Manuel, to the ground 
and trampled upon his neck in a symbolic gesture of supreme humil
iation. As in Debeltos, the inhabitants of Adrianople that had not 
been killed, including the parents of the future emperor Basil I, were 
transferred to the regions north of the Danube River. X!J In winter, a 
great number of l3ulgar horsemen descended onto Arkadiopolis in 
Thrace, plundering the entire hinterland and taking many captives. 
As the thaw had meanwhile made impossible the crossing of the river 
Ergene, which was trozen when they had first arrived, the Bulgars 
spent two more weeks in Thrace waiting for the flood to recede. 
They eventually forced their captives to build a bridge and crossed 
unharmed back into l3ulgaria together with their booty. The expedi
tion seems to have been nothing but a raid, but Krum was preparing 
tor a large-scale siege of Constantinople when he suddenly died on 
April I 3, g I 4. The danger seems to have been so great that Emperor 
Leo V sent envoys to Louis the Pious asking for assistance against the 
Bulgars. 90 

Krum's successor was a man named Dukum, possibly his brother, 
but he too died a month or two after taking power. The next ruler, 
named Ditzevg. is known mainly tor his large-scale persecution of 
both Christian prisoners of war and subjects of the Bulgar ruler who 
had embraced Christianity. Executed during this persecution were 
Manuel, the bishop of Adrianople taken prisoner after his humilia
tion in H 13, and George, the bishop ofDebeltos, who had been taken 
to Bulgaria, together with his flock, after the tlrst Bulgar conquest of 
that city in HI 2. According to the early eleventh-century A1enolo~'>?ion 
,~(Basil II, in charge ofthe persecution was a certain Tzok, perhaps the 
ichi1gtt boilas named Tuk mentioned in the Malamirovo inscriptionY' 
Moreover, among the victims were also Leo and John, the two 

''J Leo Crammatin". Chroll<~~r<iphiil, ed. by I. Bekker (Bonn: E. Weber, 1 ~42), 
pp. 3+5-341i: Symeon M.1gi,ter, .-lllli<ilcs, ed. by I. Bekker (Bonn: E. Weber, 1838), 
pp. !i 1 5-61 (>. See also S. Brezeanu, "'La Bulgarie d'au-deb de l'bter' :i LllumiiTe 
des sources c'Crites," !Ji. vol. 20 (1<;8-t). pp. 121-1_1). 

'1'' Astronomer, r ·;,,, Hl11dou•iri i/)/pcmroris 2_1. ed. bv E. Tremp (Hanover: Hahnsche 
Buchhandlung, I'J'J)), pp. _1)2-_1)+. 

'J' .\l<'li<>logi11111 H.1silii il)fp<T<lioris. PC 1 17:27!i. For the illumination depicting the 
martyrdom of M.muel. Ceorge .. md Leo, see llllil'li<>l,~~io di B11silio Il !Cod. huica11o 
Crm> 1613) (1inin: Fr.nelli Bocc.l, I'J07). p. 345· The rwne Tzok is also mentioned 
man imcription dated to AM !i328 (K1<;/2o). See Beshevliev, Die proro/!II{Rarischm 
flr_,,-/m}iell, pp. 20<;-2 14. 
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Byzantine generals assisting Krum's brother and the iclzi~~z1 hoi/as, 
respectively, \vho were mentioned in that same inscription. On the 
other hand, it would be a gross mistake to view the persecution 
as exclusively anti-Byzantine. A great number of martyrs in a long 
list of 3 77 individuals have Greek names, but there are also martyrs 
with Armenian and even Slavic names, an indirect indication that 
Christianity may have already spread among the local population of 
Bulgaria.v2 

Ditzevg too died shortly afi:er the beginning of the persecution. 
His successor, Omurtag, was a son ofKrum. He continued the perse
cution of Christians, especially during the Lent of X 15, when he is said 
to have forced Christians to eat meat and killed those who refused. 
Unlike Ditzevg, Omurtag was concerned more with Christians from 
Bulgaria than with the anti-Byzantine dimension of the persecution. 
He was perhaps taken by surprise by Emperor Leo V's sudden attack 
on Mesembria in the spring of X 16. Leo used a stratagem often asso
ciated with nomadic warfare: he encamped not far from the l3ulgar 
army, then pretended to withdraw in tear of their superior forces, only 
to ambush his pursuers. The victory he obtained by such means was 
quickly followed by a devastating raid inside Bulgaria. A tew months 
later, Omurtag agreed to a thirty-year peace, to be renewed every ten 
years. The peace was ratified by reciprocal oath-taking. According to 
the Byzantine sources, Emperor Leo V had to do such non-Christian 
things as pouring water on the ground, throwing saddles, and slaugh
tering dogs taken as witnesses to his faith and commitment to the 
treaty. In exchange, Omurtag may have taken an oath on the l3ibleY3 

The treaty stipulations were later carved on a marble pillar found in a 
village near present-day Novi Pazar, which, however, must have been 
brought there from Pliska.'!+ The inscription mentions eleven articles 

"
2 E. Follieri and I. Duichcv, ""Un',,colutia incdit,l peri martiri di !3ulg,Jri.l de!Lmno 

Hr3." By::<111tion, vol. 33 (I963). pp. 7I-I06. For Christianity in Bulgari,l before 
the conversion, sec P Schreiner. "Das Christentum in Bulgaricn vor Uq." in D<1s 
Christe11t11111 i11 B11(~aric11 1111d <111( dcr iibn:~cll B<~lk<illh<ilhillscl i11 dcr Spdta11tikc 1111d 1111 

_ti·iihm .\Iittel<~lrcr. ed. by V. Giuzelev and R. Pillingcr (Vil'niu: Vcrc·in '"Freunde 
des Hauses Wittgcnstein," I<JH7). pp. 51-57· 

'J' Ignatius the Deacon. l'it<l .\"icephori. l'Cl. b\· C:. de Boor (Leipzig: Teubner. I XHo). 
p. 207: Theophanes Continuatus. p. 3 I. For thl' intnpret.Jtion oft he pagan ritu.1ls 
to reed upon Emperor Leo, see Beshevliev. Die prMohu(~,,ris(he l'cri,•dc, pp. 3 77-3 Xo. 

''" Inscription no. 41 (also known as thl' "Suleyman Kby pi]J.,r"). See !3eshevlicv. Die 
protobu(~<1risrhc11 111srhriftc11, pp. I l)0-206. There is a st"cond inscription with a similar 
content. repl'ating the tlrst t\vo stipulations of the trl',lt)" (no. 42. !3t"shevlin·. Die 
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of the treaty, of which only five appear in the surviving part of the 
text. The first article dealt with the border between Byzantium and 
Bulgaria, which is described as a territory (cnori,l), not as a contin
uous line. The place names listed under this heading are dots on an 
imaginary map, and even the geographical features mentioned in the 
inscription, such as the river Hebros (Marica) and the Haemus (Stara 
Plan ina) Mountains, appear as zones, not as lines of demarcation. The 
fourth article dealt with the return of the Christian prisoners of war 
that had remained in Bulgaria ever since Krum's campaigns. Unfor
tunately, at this point. the inscription is damaged, but it is still clear 
that high-ranking officers of the Byzantine army were to be returned 
against ransom, while commoners were to be treated according to the 
principle "man tor man."~ 5 Another stipulation regarding defectors, 
mainly Byzantine generals like those who taught on the Bulgar side 
at Versinikia, has not been preserved. Two other articles dealt with 
the "Slavs that were subject to the emperor," who were expected to 
remain where they were, as well as Slavs whom, not being his sub
jects, the emperor had to return to their abodes. The meaning of these 
apparently engimatic stipulations is without any doubt linked to the 
Byzantine practice of transplanting Balkan Slavs into other provinces 
of the Empire. In the early Hoos, the practice may have been perceived 
as disruptive at least from a Bulgar point of view. The fact that such 
a stipulation appeared in a Bulgar-Byzantine treaty may indicate that 
Omurtag viewed the Slavs under Byzantine rule as an issue concern
ing Bulgaria. Omurtag's concern was not with population transfer 
per se, a practice in which the Bulgar rulers themselves had engaged 
in the past. At stake was not the protection of the Slavs, but the value 
of the lands they inhabited that could be considerably diminished if 
the entire population of a given territory was transferred to some 
remote area within the Byzantine Empire. The Slavs said to have 
been in need to return to their homes were from the coastal region 
(pam/ion 111cros), an indication that what Omurtag had in mind were 
specifically the Sklaviniai on the northern coast of the Aegean Sea 
from which the Byzantine emperors in the past had transferred the 

prtltohu(~<~ris<"irm !ns,)nifim, pp. 206-2oS). For the tre,lty. sec W Treadgold, "The 
l3ulgar,' trc,lty ,,·ith the l3yzantines in S I(,, .. Rtl'tSf<l di srudi bi:::<11lfini c si<ll'i. vols. 
4-5 (i<JS)). pp. 213-220. 

'J' The cxpre>Sion in the original Creek is ,1 direct quote t!-om Leviticus 24.1 H: "And 
he tlut killeth a bc,Jst shall make it good: hcast/(Jr hcasr." In addition, the phrase 
employed t(>r the commoners is "the poor people" (prochos l<1os). 
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largest number of Slavs. It is precisely in that region between Thes
salonica and Constantinople that some of the most violent revolts 
of the Slavs against the Byzantines took place in the ninth century. 
Bulgar rulers ofi:en took advantage of the situation to intervene on 
behalf of the Slavs. Through the same region passed the easternmost 
segment of the old Roman road across the Balkans known as Via 
Egnatia, an overland route responsible for the reopening in the late 
ninth century of the '"Balkan corridor" for communication between 
West and East. 

It is not known whether or not the treaty ofH I 6 obligated Omurtag 
to any military assistance to the emperor. In any case, in H22, Omurtag 
intervened in the civil war between Emperor Michael II and Thomas 
the Slav, who had led the rebellion of the thematic troops of Asia 
Minor. Crossing over into the Balkan provinces of the Empire, 
Thomas put Constantinople under siege in H2 I by both land and 
sea. Besieged in Constantinople, with no real support outside the 
city walls, Michael asked Omurtag to attack Thomas's troops. When 
the Bulgar horsemen descended into Thrace, Thomas was forced to 
abandon the siege of Constantinople. In the ensuing battle, he was 
defeated and fled to Arkadiopolis, where he was besieged, then cap
tured and executed. Omurtag ordered that his version of these events 
be carved on another marble pillar found in Chatalar, near Shumen. 
The inscription is about a palace (au/c) that, while living in Pliska, 
Omurtag had built on the river Ticha, at a place where he had sent 
his army against "the Greeks and the Slavs. "~1' 

A memorial inscription for a certain member of Omurtag's ret
inue, a man called Okorsis "of the Chakarar clan," laconically explains 
that he had drowned in the river Dnieper, while on campaignY7 If 
the date advanced for this inscription, r. X23, is to be trusted at all, 
it would imply that the Bulgar ruler was powerful enough to send 
troops as far as Ukraine, while at the same time battling Thomas 
the Slav in southern Thrace. Just who the enemy might have been 
against whom the troops presumably led by Okorsis had been sent 
remains a matter of debate. Some have seen the inscription as (the 
only piece ot) evidence for a Khazar-Bulgar military conflict. Others 

'J'' Beshevliev, Die prorohu(~11rischcu fllschri/il'll, p. 21> 1, with commentary on p. 21i~. 
See also V Beshevliev, "Nachrichten tiber den Aufstand Thomas des Sla\\"en aus 
protobulgarischen Inschriften," By::-m1tillrl, vol. H (t<J7Ii), pp . .n<J-j.p. 

07 Beshediev, Die protohu(~rll"ischcu Iuschritim, pp. 2H I-2K). 
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have rightly pointed out that the inscription, which cannot be dated 
later than 1\3 I, the year of Omurtag's death, is the "first clue" to 
the upheaval on the steppes created by the migration of the Magyars 
into the lands between the Dnieper and the Danube. In any case, at 
the same time as Omurtag's involvement in the civil war between 
Michael II and Thomas the Slav and, presumably, as the expedi
tion into what is now Ukraine, the military presence of the Bulgars 
became prominent in yet another region of the Balkans. As early as 
8 I 8, envoys of a Slavic tribe, the Timociani, had come together with 
those of Borna, the duke of the Guduscani, to the court of Louis 
the Pious in Hers tal. The name of the Timociani apparently derives 
fi-om that of the river Timok, a right-hand tributary of the Danube 
near the present-day Serbian-Bulgarian border, and they were said 
to have recently defected from their association (societas) with the 
BulgarsYx One of the goals of Louis's first expedition sent against 
Liudewit seems to have been to protect these Timociani, who were 
by now Frankish clients. A little later, another tribe, the Abodrites, 
"commonly called Praedenecenti," who "lived in Dacia adjacent to 
the Danube near the Bulgarian border," also complained to Emperor 
Louis the Pious about the Bulgars. Finally, in 824, a Bulgar embassy 
arrived in Francia, to the emperor's great surprise, as no relations 
had until then been established between the two states.vv Omurtag 
offered peace and demanded that a common border be established 
by agreement between the two states. It is not clear what exactly was 
Omurtag's goal, but the insistent demand for a treaty on the common 
border is strikingly reminiscent of his preoccupation with the border 
between Bulgaria and Byzantium reflected in the Suleyman Koy pillar 
inscription. Perhaps Omurtag wanted a division of the areas of influ
ence in the southern region of the Carpathian Basin, which would 
clearly assign Slavic loyalties in the region to either pmver. How
ever, Emperor Louis was not willing to satisfy Omurtag's demand. 
Shortly before Chnstmas R24, another embassy of the Bulgars had 
reached Bavaria with demands tor the rectification of the frontier. 

'J' Ro)'<lf Frmdcislr iir111<1fs. ' . .!. H 1 X .md X 1 'J, pp. 1 +'! and 1)0; English transbtion by 
Scholz and Rogns, pp. 104 md 1 O\. Sec V. Giuzdcv. "Bulgarisch-fr:inkische 
l3ezidlllngcn in dcr cr'tcn H:ilfi:e des IX. Jh." Byzantinohu(~arim, vol. 2 (1966). 
pp. 2)-2(>. 

'''! R,>y,,/ Frwrkislr Arnrals. '"'l. X22 .md K24. pp. I)'J and 164-!6). In X24. Louis 
dispatched a certain Bavarian named Mac helm \\'ho returned to Bulgaria together 
\\~ith ()nlurtag\ L'I1VOY"· 
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Louis the Pious ordered the Bulgar envoys to wait in Bavaria until 
good weather. In the meantime, he received in Aachen the envoys 
of the Praedenecenti in order to hear their complaints about Bulgar 
aggression. 10° Finally, in May 82 5, Louis received the Bulgar embassy 
and sent a letter to Omurtag with the ambassadors. Dissatisfied with 
Louis's response, Omurtag sent the same envoys back with a letter 
threatening war if his demands were not met immediately. Since in 
the meantime rumors had reached Louis that Omurtag had been 
"either driven out or murdered by one of his nobles," the emperor 
decided not to reply. However, in order to verity the rumors, he sent 
his Count of the palace, Bertrich, to the ''guards of the Avar border 
in the province ofCarinthia."' 0

' Later in H26, Balderich, Margrave 
of Friuli, and Gerold, the prefect of the East, appeared before Louis 
in Mainz and assured him that no Bulgar threat was in sight. Other 
sources show that in the summer of H27 Frankish troops were in fact 
gathering in Bressanone, not far from the headwaters of the Drava 
River, ready to move quickly from Carantania into Pannonia. By that 
time, the Bulgars had already put together an expeditionary corps that 
entered the Drava on boats and attacked the Slavs of Pannonia who 
were clients of the Frankish Empire. That this was more than just a 
raid is shown by the fact that, according to the Royal Frankish Annals, 
the Bulgars replaced the local chieftains with their own governors 
(ratorcs). 102 The Frankish campaign against the Bulgars, which was 
put under the command of Louis, the young king of Bavaria, began 

Royal Fm11kish A1111<ds. s.a. ~2-J.. p. 165. Since the l'r.lCdenecenti never n.-surLKed 
and no other source mentions them. their identity h.ts been the subject of some 
dispute. The most controversial .1spect is that the report of the Roy<li Fn111k
ish A1111als seems to equate Praedeneccnti \\'ith Abodrites .. 1 Sbvic tribe on the 
Frankish border \Vith S.1xony. east of the Elbe River and near the Baltic Se.1. This 
has fuelled theories ,tbout a presumed migration of the northern Ahodrites into 
the C.1rpathian Basin. To nuke things C\'Cn more complicated. l. Boba l1.1s pro
posed tlut they \\'ere in fact Moraviam, a hypothesis supposed!\· supporting his 
idea of.t southern lootion of Moravia. Sec l. l3oba .... Abodriti qu.ll' ndgo l'r.le
dcnecenti H)Cmtur' or 'M.HT.mi Pr.tcdcnccenti';." l'.d<ico/!11/~,nic<~. \·ol. S (ISJS..J.). 

pp. 2SJ-37· For .m altenutive explanation. sec J. Herrmann. "Bulgaren. Obo
driten. Franken und der banische Ccograph." in S/Jomik I' chest Il<l ,k,ul. Di111it.ir 
A11gcloi', ed. by V. Velkov, Zh. Aladzhov. C. B.tk.tlo\·. c·t .d. (Sotia: Izdatclstvo n.t 
B:ilg.mbta Abdemiia na N.mkite. I'JSJ..J.). pp . ..j.I-..j.(>. 

R,>yal Fr<111kish .11111als. s.a. ~26. pp. I(>S-I(HJ: English tr.msl.ttion ll\' Scholz and 
Rogers. p. II'J. 

R<')'<ll Fra11ki.<h .'illll<lls. s.a. S27. p. 17.1. For the S27 Fr.mkish prcp.n·,triom ten· thi1 
c~unpclign . ..;;cc Bo\\·lu..;;. Tr11nks. Jlorlll'idi!S. pp. (_))-(_)/. 
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only in july 1121\, but nothing is known about the outcome.' 03 At any 
rate, the Bulgars returned in 1129, again using their boats, and put to 
fire a number of Frankish estates on the banks of the Drava River.' 0 + 
No Bulgar inscription makes any reference to these events, but it has 
been surmised that it was during one of the two military expeditions 
to the west that a certain military commander named Onegavonais 
drowned in the river Tisza, as mentioned on his memorial inscrip
tion found in Provadiia.' 0

' At any rate, much like in the case of the 
southern border with Byzantium, the frontier region to the west 
received additional fortification in the form of a dike now known 
as the "'Great I< .. oman Ditch," which was built across the southwest
ern part of Vojvodina closing the angle between the Danube River 
and the lower course of the Tisza. According to the ConFers ion of the 
BaiJaria~~s and the Camntanians, Pribina and his son Kocel fled to the 
Bulgars at some point in the early 1l3os, an indication that relations 
between the Franks and the Bulgars were still hostile.' 01

' However, 
the tensions on the Frankish-Bulgar frontier dissipated by 832, when 
according to one of the first entries in the early twelfth-century work 
of the so-called Saxon Annalist Bulgar envoys came to Emperor Louis 
bringing gifi:s and a message of peace. 107 

Omurtag's reign, significantly longer than that of Krum, was a 
period of major building programs. Although the exact chronology 
of the buildings within the Inner Town at Pliska is still the subject of 
scholarly dispute, there can be no doubt that the first walls made 
of stone were erected during the Soos, when Omurtag's Palace came 
into being to the east of the large yurt and on top of an older building 
inadequately called "Krum's Palace," which in fact postdates Krum's 
reign. To the north of both, there was a large precinct with three 
entrances, to the west a rectangular structure interpreted as a temple, 
mainly because of a three-aisled basilica erected on its ruins in the 

.-11111<1/s o(Fu/d,1 a. ~2X. ed. by F. Kurzc· (H,mover: Hahmche l:luchhandlung. I R26: 
reprint l<J(>J). MCH T2). 

''4 A1111<1i.< o( Fnld<1 .1. X2<J, p. 27. 
1
c'' Beshedlev. ])ic protohll~l.!llrischcn lnschrUfcn. pp. 2~)-2~7· As entering the ri\Tr 

Dra\·a lw boat implie' that the l3ulgar< abo controlled the course of the ri\·er 
Danube in present-d,Jv Serbia. thcv must .. dso have had access to rhc lo\\"er course 
of the Tisza Riwr It JS preci,dv in thi' region rhar the Pr.1edencccnti nuv be 
loured. 

tor, C'(l/II'Crsio Hll.i.!ilorionuu ct C'lliWlfll/J(lrt/111 1 o. p. 122 . 

. i.JIIi<lli.<t<l S<1xo. cd. lw C. W.1irz (I Lmowr: Hahnsche l:luchh,mdlung. I X++: reprint 
l<JXO), MCII SS r,:,n. 
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late 8oos. 10x There were several rural settlements both inside and 
outside the Outer Town (the largest earthen rampart surrounding 
the palatial compound), all of which seem to have been designed to 
meet the exclusive needs of the Inner Town residents. Next to the 
palatial compound, recent excavations identified an industrial quarter, 
equipped with smithies, as well as with shops for the production of 
window glass. Much like the settlements with exclusively agricultural 
functions, this craft center was evidently meant to meet the demands 
of the nearby palace. 

No pre-Christian burials have so t;<r been found at Pliska, perhaps 
an indication that the palatial compound grounds were viewed as 
sacred. But a number of barrows of prehistoric origin on the western 
side of the Outer Town, outside the precinct, may have been used 
for sacrifices, as indicated by a twelve-meter deep sacritlcial pit con
taining the skeletons of two horses, two dogs, and a cat.' oy Elsewhere 
in Bulgaria, cemeteries that had been in use since the eighth cen
tury continued into the ninth, while new ones began shortly afi:er 
c. 8oo and continued into the first decades of the tenth century. The 
latter group includes most cemeteries excavated in the region north 
of the Danube River now in southern Romania (Sultana, lzvorul, 
Obar~ia Noua, Fratqti). Many of them produced a great number 
of female dress accessories, especially earrings, that are otherwise 
known from Moravian burial assemblages.'' 0 The beginning of sev
eral large settlements in this area (Dridu, Bucov) can also be dated 
to the ninth century. Ceramic assemblages typically include shards 
of amphoroid jugs that may have transported precious liquids (oil 
or wine) produced in or around Pliska. Tiles, bricks, drainage pipe 
segments, and other building materials strikingly similar to those from 

10
" P c;corgiev. "Goletnii<lt ezicheski khran1 v Pliska JThe Crcat Pc1gan Ten1ple in 

Pli,ka] ... Proble111i 11<1 pn!b<i(~arsk,aa i.<rorii<1 i kultzm1, vol. I (1 ')H<J), pp. 33 H-3 ).J.. 
The Pliska temple may have been in f1ct ,1 monunH.·nt erected to commemorate 
Krum. "'the surviving elements of the building arc strikingly similar to a number 
of similar monuments erected fi:>r the Turkic Lpgam in present-day Mongolia. 
Four other similar structures h.1ve been tound in Pliska, Madara, and Presbs·. all of 
rectangular or square shape with ,1 north-south or east-west orientation. For the 
architecture of the "pagan temples" of Bulgari,l, see S. Boiadzhicv, "Arkhitek
turata na prabalgarskite khramove [The ,lrchitecture of the Bulgar temples)." 
Prob/cz11i 11<1 prab<i(~,nsk,lf<l istorii,z i lmltllnz. vol. I (I'JH'J), pp. 3 q-327. 

100 R. Rashes· .md S. Stanilov, "Kenouf ti.ir eincm Hcrrscher bei der crsten bulg.lr
ischcn H.mptst.ldt Plisb," D<1s Altcrtu111. s·ol. H (I'J'JH). pp. (>7-72. 

Fiedler, Studim. p. 270. 
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Pliska have been found on several sites in the Walachian Plain. An 
even larger quantity of building materials comes from excavations at 
Slon, a stronghold in the Carpathian Mountains no doubt controlling 
access to a direct road from the Danube region to Transylvania. 11 1 A 
group of cemeteries around Alba Iulia bespeaks the presence in south 
Transylvania of a group of population with strong ties to the material 
culture of the Bulgar centers in the south. 

That many, if not all, of the stone buildings at Pliska should be dated 
to Omurtag's reign (il I s-8 3 I) does not contradict what is known 
about his building record. In the text of an inscription on a mar
ble pillar later reused in the Church of the Forty Martyrs in Veliko 
Tarnovo, Omurtag brags about building a "magnificent house" on 
the Danube, in addition to his old palace (possibly the one in Pliska). 
At mid-distance between the two, he erected a barrow (toumha) to 
mark the measurements taken across the land, themselves a symbolic 
appropriation of the landscape marked by buildings. 112 We have seen 
that the inscription found in Chatalar speaks of another palace, as 
well as a bridge over the river Ticha, which Omurtag built to com
memorate his victory over Thomas the Slav. 113 Omurtag liked to 
be compared with his illustrious predecessors. He may have erected 
the so-called Great Temple in Pliska to honor his father, Krum. 
An inscription bearing his name was added to the already scrib
bled fa\ade of the Madara cliff, next to the inscriptions of Tervel 
and Krumesis. However, unlike his predecessors, Omurtag was not 
satisfied with the mere title of "ruler" (archon). The Madara inscrip
tion calls him a "ruler from God" (ck thcou archon). The phrase also 
appears twice in the Chatalar inscription and has been accordingly 
restored in the fragmentary inscription from a little church in Madara, 

M. Cmn~a. "Die Forschungen von Slon und ihre !3edeutung tlir das Studium 
der Ent\\·icklung der Feudalbeziehungen s(idlich der Karpaten,"' in Sicdlung. Hwg 
wul St,ult. Stud/('// .::11 ihren .-1n6"ingm, ed. bv K.-H. Otto and]. Herrmann (Berlin: 
Akademie Verlag, I <)6<)), pp. 2 3 2-2 3 H. Settlements excavated in <outheastern 
Transvlvania l1c1ve produced pottery with burnished decoration (the so-called 
Dridu !3 ware) with cle.1r analogies on sites in the Lower Danube region. See Z. 
Szekely. "L 'aspect de !.1 culture m.lterielk des Vlllc-Xe siecles d,1ns le sud-est de 
Ia Tr.msylvanie," .\!ittei/ungm de.< Archdoh~~isrhm In.<tituts der [ 'ngarisrhm .4kadclllic 
der ll'i.0·cnsc/wftl'll, vol. I (I<J72), I2)-I2H. 

!3eshevlicv, Die J'fOtohul~nrischm lnschri{im, pp. 2.p-24H and 255. 
''·' Beshe,·lie,·, Die J'l'<>tohu/~,,.ischcn /nschriftC/1, pp. 26o--261. For an English translation 

of the text see S. Runcim.m, .4 History<'( the First Btt(earimJ E111pirc (London, G. 
Bell & Som, I <;JO). p. 77· 
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which appropriately mentions Omurtag performing sacrifices to his 
god Tangra. 1 14 The ruler apparently offered thanks to the god who 
had appointed him. Moreover, in three memorial inscriptions from 
Pliska, Omurtag's name is preceded by the enigmatic phrase "kana 
sybigi." In tour inscriptions (two of Omurtag and two of his son 
Malamir), the phrase appears together with the "ruler from God." 
The context in which this association takes place is always that of 
some public appearance of the ruler on behalf of all Bulgars or of only 
some of them, in order to perform sacrifices to God, to announce 
victories over the "Greeks," or to distribute food and gifi:s to the 
nobility. 115 By contrast, "kana sybigi" is mentioned alone only in 
inscriptions that publicize a rather personal relation, namely that 
between the ruler and a particular member of his retinue. "Kana 
sybigi" has been recently interpreted as a Bulgar translation of the 
Greek phrase "ruler from God." 1 11

' But in inscriptions in which both 
phrases accompany the name of the ruler, the compound operates 
much like introductory formulas of Byzantine imperial edicts. If so, 
then ''kana sybigi" cannot be a translation of "ruler from God," for 
the two languages (Bulgar and Greek) were clearly distinguished in 
other inscriptions. 117 Moreover, two inscriptions of Omurtag end 
with the following formula: "The name (01wma) of the ruler (archon) 
is Omurtag kana sybigi." 1 1 x Apparently, Omurtag's "name" con
tained both his personal name and his title. Some have proposed 
that syb(Ri be translated as "lord of the army or commander," while 
others argued instead that the word meant ''bright, luminous," hence 
"heavenly." By contrast, Omeljan Pritsak thought that syln;l!i meant 
"word" and that the phrase "kana sybigi" derived from Old Turkic 
and Old Mongolian introductory formulas with the meaning "The 
khan so-and-so (spoke the following) words." 1 1 ~ Omurtag is repre
sented on two gold medallions found in l3elogradec (near Varna) and 

''+ Beshevliev, Die prMt,fill(~<lrischcu lusclmfim. p. I..f\1. 
''' Beshcvlicv, Die prorolill(~,nischcu lllschri/im. pp. 1 -t\1. 15!1, 2(>0-2(> 1. and 277. 

'"' C. Stcpanov. ··The l3ulgar title KANASY!3ICI: rccomtructing the notions of 
divine kingship in Bulgaria. AD S22-S _1!1, .. b1rly .\lcdict•<il LllroJ""· vol. 1 o (200 1 ). 

pp. t-Tl). 

',- See l3eshedic\·, Die prMobli(C•Irischeu lusc/mfim, p. 2!11 ("boulg.Iri>ti." "grikisti"). 
1 1

" Bc.;;hcvlieY. Die protohu{~,nisc"ilc/1 [!ls(/niffcu. pp. 20{_) and 2-l-7· 
'''J 0. Prits.1k. "The initial t(mnuLI KANACYBHIH m the proto-l3ulg.lrian inscrip

tions.·· in Srudid s/,n•i(t1 1/lcdi,lci'tlfi,l cr lut/1/tlllistic,l Riccdrdo Picrl1io di(dt~.l. ed. b\· 
M. Colucci, G. dell" Agau. and H. (;oldbLm. n>l. 11 (Rmnc: Ed1ziont ddi'Atcnco. 
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Veliko Tarnovo. In both cases he is represented as a Byzantine ruler, 
carrying a cross-shaped crozier in his right hand. The accompany
ing inscription, "Cane sybigi Omurtag." is written in mixed Latin 
and Greek letters. The iconography on both medallions is strikingly 
reminiscent of that on gold coins struck for the Byzantine emperors, 
trom Nicephorus I (Ho2-811) to Theophilus (829-842), on which 
rulers were identified by name and title (basi/ellS). 120 "Cana sybigi 
Omurtag" is therefore a l3ulgar "translation" of the simplest impe
rial titulature that appears on Byzantine gold coins. While all such 
coins displayed the portrait of the senior emperor on the obverse 
and those of the co-emperors on the reverse, Omurtag's medallions 
have no image on the reverse, which in both known cases is com
pletely blank. If indeed "kana sybigi" operates as the equivalent of 
"basileus," then Omurtag's intention was to point out that, while his 
Byzantine contemporaries associated their sons to power, he alone 
had exclusive. autocratic power over his subjects, which he did not 
share with anyone. The l3ulgar "ruler from God" was an "emperor" 
uttering statements of political significance, even when using the 
language of the Byzantine imperial ceremonial and the imagery of 
the l3yzantine emperors. Whether performing sacrifices to his god, 
Tangra. or displaying his generosity by distributing medallions marked 
with his image to his subjects, Omurtag was clearly striking imperial 
poses. 

During the early ninth century, lofty titles were not the exclusive 
domain of the ruler. The Malamirovo inscription dated to Krum's 
reign mentions two high-ranking military commanders, the km,f.dwn 
and the ichi~~~~ boilas. However, the Bulgar ruler whose name is asso
ciated with the largest number of inscriptions is Omurtag. Many of 
them were commissioned on behalf of members of his retinue, men 

1 <;X(>), pp. 5<))-(>0 1. Most 'choLm agree that the tir,t dement of the com
pound. kcllld, is the Bulgar version of the word lc>r khan, despite the f1ct that 
the word .1ppears Ill mam· other compounds associated with persons that were 
clearlv not rulers (!Jeshevliev, Die protohu(~clrischm l115clmftm, pp. 105-166 and 
170-171). 
I. lordanos·, '"Ednmtranni zl.1tni moneti-medalioni s imeto 11.1 Khan Omurtag 
]One-sided golden mcd.J!!iom with Omurtag's name]." .\"u111i211111fik,1. vol. 10 
(1<J76), pp. 1X-_q: I' Sl.Jvchev and I. Iordanov, '"Zlatni medalioni na kh.m 
Omurt.Jg (XI-t-XJI) [Colden medallions of Khan Omurtag[." .-l.rkhcoh~~iia. sd. 
21 (1<J7'J),pp.2)-31. 
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bearing such titles as zcra or zllllpatl tarqan. I 
2 

I They were members of 
aristocratic Bulgar clans (Kubiar and Kyrigir), whose rank was linked 
to military command, as confirmed by parallel attestations of the word 
tarqa11 for Turkic, Avar, and Khazar aristocrats. It has been suggested 
that no less than thirty-six hoards of iron implements and weapons 
found in Bulgaria, mainly in and around Pliska and Preslav, as well as 
in the neighboring regions north of the river Danube or in Mace
donia, represent the material correlate of the military posturing of 
the Bulgar tarqans during ceremonies that may have emphasized their 
ritual connection with blacksmithing, as well as with state ofEces. I 22 

Moreover, a compound title such as zllllpan tarq<lll is to be translated 
approximately as "(a) tarqan of (all the) zlwpans." The title of zhupan 
is first attested by the inscription on one of the golden bowls found 
in the Sannicolaul Mare hoard, but we have seen that some of the 
earliest inscriptions and charters in Croatia also mentioned zlwpans, 
both as district prefects and as court dignitaries. I 23 As there is more 
than one parallel to be drawn between ninth-century Bulgaria and 
Croatia, it is not impossible that the l3ulgar zl111pans too were dis
trict prefects. The early iloos were a period of administrative change 
in Bulgaria, as tribal-military institutions seem to have been con
verted into administrative state offices. As many as ten administrative 
units are mentioned during Boris's reign, but they may have come 

Beshediev. Die protohu(~,nisclteu Iuscltrifteu. pp. 2H5-2U1 and 2S7-2NS. A third 
tarqau of Omurtag is commemorated by the Kalugerica imcription (l3eshev·!iev. 
Die protobu(~<1riscltm lli.<rltriftm, pp. 2<)4-2<) 5). One of his ::llllptti/S, .1 member of the 
aristocratic clan Ermiar, is conunemorated by the Mogila imcription (l3eshcvliev. 
Die protohu(~arisclteu Iuscltri/tm. pp. 2<)0-2<) I). 
F. Curta. ''Iron and potlatch: early medin·.ll hoards of imple-ments .md \Wapons 
in Eastern Europe," .'IF:.\!.4, vol. IO (l<J<JH-I<J<J<J). pp. 32-37. The ho.mis found 
north of the Danube River cluster in the region \\·here \\Titten sources loote 
"Bulgaria beyond the Danube." to which the prisoners t.lkcn lw Krum after the 
conquest of Adri.mople in S 13 were exiled. The region l1.1d its own loc.1l ruler. 
who enjoyed a certain degree of au ton om\·. 

121 The title is also 1nentioned three tirncs by Etnpcror Con-;tantine Porphyrogenitus, 
according to whom the Croats. the Serbs, and other l3.Jlkan Sla\·s had no ruler> 
(ttrchoutes), but were simplv led by their elders. named ~hlljit!IIS. Constantine l'or
phnogenitm, De .u!miuistrmtdo imperio 2<), pp. I 24- I 25: see also 3 2, pp. I sk-I S<J: 
and 34. pp. 162-11i3. See also A. A. Gorsky. "On the origins of the institutiom 
ofzhupans among the SlaV>." in Acts. Xl '!lith lutcm,lli<'ll<li C<lllgrcss o(Hy::t111tillc 
Swdies. Selected Papers. ed. by I. Sevi:enko. c;_ c;_ Liuvrin. and W. K. Hanak. 
vol. 1 (Shepherdstown, WVa.: Bvzantinc Studies Press. I <J<J6). pp. 232-241. 
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into being during the 82os or 83os. 124 Zh11pans and tarqans may have 
played a role in these rearrangements. 

Omurtag had three sons: Enravotas, Zvinitza, and Malamir. At 
his father's death in 831, the eldest may have already converted to 
Christianity. He was executed in 8 32 at the order of Malamir, for 
refusing to renounce his faith. Nothing is known about Zvinitza, 
except that two of the Bulgar rulers of the late ninth century, Pre sian 
and Boris, were his sons. Nor is there an abundance of information 
about Malamir. What we know about him comes primarily from an 
inscription on a marble column from Shumen. 125 The text clearly 
indicates that Omurtag's younger son ruled together with an official 
of the highest rank, the kavkha11 Isbul. Shortly after Malamir acceded 
to power, the Byzantines seem to have broken the thirty-year peace, 
but their attack on unspecified territories in Bulgaria was repelled by 
Malamir together with Isbul, who managed to destroy two Byzantine 
fortresses on the frontier and devastated Byzantine Thrace reaching 
as far as Philippopolis. Isbul, who has been rightly compared with the 
eighth-century mayors of the Merovingian kings, continued to play a 
major role in Bulgarian politics during the 8 30s. Another inscription 
mentions a fountain which he had built and dedicated to Malamir, 
who, in return, invited the Bulgars to a feast and distributed gifts to 
the boiladcs and ba;;ai11es, the two "classes" of the Bulgar aristocracy. 126 

At Malamir's death in 836, his successor Presian quickly responded 
to the call for assistance from the ruling Byzantine emperor. In 8 3 6 
or 8 3 7, the Slavs under Byzantine rule rose in rebellion. This may be 
the revolt that St. Gregory the Decapolite had predicted in anticipa
tion of his trip into the mountain region north of Thessalonica. In 
any case, the rebels received significant assistance from the Smoliani, 
a tribe on the lower course of the Nestos River (near the present
day Greek-Bulgarian border). Emperor Theophilus asked Presian to 
attack them. The expedition, which was again led by the kavklzan 

"" V Giuzelev, "'Allgemeine C:harJkteristik und Etappen der Errichtung der 
militarischen und administrativcn Verwaltung des Ersten bulgarischen Sta.ltcs 
(VIII. bis IX.Jh.),"' l:B, vol. 14 (1<;7K), p. 77· The "'counties" (comitatus) ofl3ul
garia are mentioned in the Annals of St. Bertin s.a. 866, p. 85. Even territories 
newly. albeit temporarily. conquered, such as those along the Lower Drava River. 
were under the comm.md of specially appointed governors. 

'"' Bcshevliev, Die prc>tohu(~arisc/Jen lnsc/Jrifim, pp. 150-163. 
"'' Beshevliev, Die pn>tohul~crris(/Jl'/1 lnsc/Jriften, pp. 277-2Ho. 
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Isbul, is mentioned in a damaged inscription found during excava
tions in Philippi. 127 

It was at this moment in time that a new crisis broke within the 
Bulgar polity. The Byzantine captives moved by Krum into the region 
north of the Danube were under the command of a certain Kordylas, 
most likely the same general mentioned under the command of the 
kavkhan in the Malamirovo inscription. Kordylas seems to have estab
lished contact with Constantinople, asking for assistance for his plan 
to return the entire population under his command to the Empire. 
He organized and led a revolt of the Byzantine captives against the 
Bulgars, and the troops the tarqan of the northern region moved 
against the rebels were defeated. Unable to cross the Danube back 
into Bulgaria, the tarqan asked for assistance from the neighboring 
Magyars, an indication that the territory in question was located in 
the vicinity of the steppes north of the Danube Delta. While Mag
yars were attacking without much success Kordylas and his men, a 
Byzantine fleet appeared on the Danube, which quickly transported 
all the Byzantine captives to Constantinople. 12 x 

BORIS-MICHAEL AND THE CONVERSION OF BULGARIA 

Very little is known about Presian's last regnal years, except that in 
845 Bulgar envoys appeared in Paderborn to demand from Louis 
the German the renewal of peaceful relations that had been estab
lished since 832. It is also during Presian's reign that Godescalc of 
Orbais came to Bulgaria from Croatia. From Bulgaria he moved at 
an unknown date back to the Frankish Empire without difficulty, a 
sign that Frankish-Bulgar relations were peaceful. 12~ Following Pre
sian's death in 8 52, his brother Boris dispatched another embassy to 
Louis, but one year later Charles the Bald bribed the Bulgars into 

12c Beshcvlicv. Die protolm(~ariscilcn lllscilri/ten, pp. 103-174· On the Smoliani. see 
also D. Cheshmedzhiev, "On the question of the localiz,1tion of the Slav tribe 
Smoljani," BHR, vol. 25 (1997), pp. K9-93. Presian also otlcred assistance in 
the form of Bulgar troops that were sem to Asia Minor to participate in the 
war against the Arabs. See H. Ditten, "Herrschte H37 u.Z. Krieg oder Frieden 
zwischen Byzanz und Bulgarien?," EB. vol. 20 (19H4). pp. 02-79. 

12
'..; The account is in the continuation of the chronicle of George the Monk, 

which was published by C. Moravcsik in his St11di,1 Byz,lnTill<l (Anmerdam: Adolf 
Hakkert. 1 967). p. 201\. 

12
'J Godescak of()rbai~. De corpore ct St11z~uinc Do111ini. p. 32_5. 
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moving "sharply against the kingdom of Louis the German." 130 The 
attack must have targeted the eastern marches and moved along the 
Drava River, where the Bulgars could mobilize the local Slavs against 
the Franks. Boris also attacked unsuccessfully Croatia, with which 
Bulgaria now had a common border, as indicated by the accounts 
of the trans-Balkan trips of Godescalc of Orbais and of Pope John 
VIII's legates. Presian had campaigned without much success against 
a prince of the Serbs named Vlastimir, and Boris followed in his 
footsteps. His campaign met with serious resistance from the new 
ruler of the Serbs, Mutimir, who, together with his brothers Strojmir 
and Gojnik, defeated the Bulgars and captured Boris's son, Vladimir, 
together with twelve boilades. 131 According to Constantine Porphy
rogenitus, Boris was thus forced to offer peace, but in the process 
of recuperating his son, he managed to obtain as hostages Mutimir's 
two sons, who accompanied Boris and Vladimir "as far as the fron
tier at Ras." Boris and Mutimir's sons exchanged gifts as a warranty 
tor peace, but Boris chose to treat the Serbian gifts ("two slaves, 
two falcons, two dogs, and eighty furs") as tribute, perhaps because 
pairs of such items as falcons were symbolically associated with royal 
power. 

By 864, Boris's relations with Louis the German improved consid
erably, as the latter was seeking his alliance against the Moravians 
under Rastislav. The new rapprochement was different from any 
other similar agreements between Franks and Bulgars. According to 
Hincmar of Reims, Boris had expressed his intention of converting 
to Christianity and Louis was obviously capitalizing on his need for 
a sponsor at the baptismal font. 132 The Frankish and Bulgar armies 

I10 Awwls or Fulda, s.a. ~+5 and H 52, pp. 3 5 and 42, English translation by T. Reuter 
(Manchester and New York: Manchester University Pre", I992), pp. 24 and 33; 
Alltlals o(St. Berti11 s.a. 853, p. 43, English translation by Nelson, p. 77· 

1
3

1 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De administrando i111perio 32, pp. 154-155· See also 
J. V A. Fine, The Enly ;\lcdicl'<li Balkai!S. A Critiml Stirl'eyjYom the Sixth to the Late 
Til'el{ih Cmtury (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, I983), pp. I09-I 12; 
S.M. c':irkovii:, The Scrhs (Malden, Oxford, and Carlton: Blackwell, 2004), p. I 5. 
The date of Boris's attack is a matter of dispute. See L. Maksimovic. "0 vremenu 
pokhoda bulgarskog knev l3orisa na Srbiju [On the date of the Bulgar prince 
Boris's invasion ofSerbi,t[," 7-FF. vol. I+ (197<;), pp. 69-76. 

1
" Al!11als <'(St. llcrtill s.a. Hrq., p. 72, English translation by Nelson, p. I 18. Louis's 

advances arc also mentioned in a letter of Pope Nicholas I to Bishop Solomon of 
Constance. ep. 2(,, ed. E. l'et-cls (Berlin: Weidmann, 1925; reprint 1995). MGH 
Epist. 6:2')0-2'JJ. 
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were probably already moving against Rastislav, when a Byzantine 
expeditionary corps landed at Mesembria. Bulgar relations with 
Byzantium had deteriorated rapidly ever since the expiration of the 
thirty-year peace treaty. In the late 84os, the Bulgars had raided 
Thrace and Macedonia, and the Byzantines had responded with 
raids into Bulgar territories. The attack of 864 was not a raid but 
the first serious campaign against Bulgaria after the thirty-year peace 
treaty. Mesembria was reoccupied by Byzantine forces. Under cir
cumstances that are not very clear,' 3 3 Boris was forced into submission 
and had to abandon his newly established alliance with Louis, not long 
after Rastislav's envoys had arrived at Constantinople with demands 
for a Byzantine mission. More importantly, Boris was baptized with 
Emperor Michael III as his sponsor, and as a consequence took on the 
emperor's name. He also allowed members of the Byzantine clergy to 
enter Bulgaria and begin their missionary work. Boris's conversion is 
mentioned in an inscription found in Ballsh (Albania) that dates the 
event precisely to AM 6374 (865/6). The inscription also suggests that 
prior to his conversion, Boris (or his brother Presian) had extended 
the power ofBulgaria to the shores of the Adriatic Sea, in the vicinity 
ofDyrrachium. ' 34 Boris's second name acquired through baptism is 
also attested by his seal found in Pliska, as well as on the funerary 
inscription of a Greek monk. 1

35 

' 33 According to Theophanes Continuatus, p. 165, Boris was filled with the tear 
of Hell after seeing a scene of the Last Judgment painted by a Byzantine monk 
on the wall of one of his hunting huts. He requested immediate baptism, right 
there in the hut. At least one source, the Chronography of Pseudo-Symeon, in 
Theophanes Continuatus, pp. 665-666 claims that Boris was actually taken to 
Constantinople and baptized there. He saw the Last Judgment scene only after 
returning from the capital of the Empire. All accounts of Boris's baptism have 
an air of legend, which may have been deliberately created for the purpose of 
distracting attention from the secret character of the b.1ptism ceremony, away 
from the critical eyes of the Bulgar hoi lades. Sec L. Simeonova, Diplo111acy o( the 
Letter a11d the Cross. Photios, Bli(Rari,l, mld the Papacy, 86os-li8os (Amsterdam: Adolf 

Hakkert, 1998), pp. 79-Ho. 
l H Beshevliev, Die protolm(~m·ischm lmchrifim, pp. 17 s-r 76. The imcription mentions 

tliat God had given to Boris his people to rule, apparently a variation on the theme 
of the "ruler !rom God" attested under Omurtag. ln another inscription !rom 
Cherven, dated to 870, Boris appears as "God-loving <11"Cho11" (lkshevliev, Die 
protobu(~arische11 Imchriftell, pp. pS-p<J). 

' 35 R. Vasilcv, "Oloven pech,lt na kniaz Boris-Mikluil ot Pliska !A leaden se.1l 
of Prince Boris-Michael !rom Pliska]," .\'11111i::lllatika. vol. 25 (i<J<JI), pp. 3-6: 

Beshcvliev, Die protob11(~arischm lllsdmfim. pp. }2H-}2l). 
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In a move meant to reassure his subjects that in fact he was not the 
first member of the dynasty established by Krum to have converted to 
Christianity, Boris ordered the building of the first Christian edifice 
in Pliska, a small martyrium erected next to Omurtag's Palace and 
most likely dedicated to his uncle Enravotas, killed at the order of 
Malamir in 832. Despite such gestures, Boris's momentous decision 
to convert to Christianity, which has been compared to that ofKing 
Aethelberht of Kent, did not go unchallenged. A group of notables, 
who had recently converted, rose in rebellion against him and after 
defeating the rebels, Boris had to order their execution, as well as 
that of their families and children. 136 This was the first time since the 
eighth century that a Bulgar ruler was facing the revolt of his own 
noblemen. The revolt may be responsible for the destruction of the 
Pliska martyriu111, but judging from the violence of Boris's reaction, 
it is possible that the conspirators were less against his faith than 
against his poor political performance and his defeat at the hands 
of the Byzantines. They must have been disgruntled by what they 
perceived as Boris's excessively pro-Byzantine policies. 

Whatever the case, Boris was already prepared for a change of tack. 
He had asked the new patriarch, Photius, to allow him to control the 
church in his country. Photius' response came in the form of a treatise 
on church history and dogma, as well as on Christian leadership. 137 

On August 2l), 866, an embassy headed by Boris's kinsman, a notable 
named Peter, arrived in Rome, asking for answers to a series of ques
tions on church practices. ' 3x At the same time, an embassy from 
Boris was also sent to Louis the German in Regensburg, announcing 

' 3" A111wis o(Sr. Herrin, u. SM. p. H), English translation by Nelson, p. 137. That the 
notables (proccrcs) were Christian and were executed together with their families 
results from Pope Nicholas's letter to the I3ulgars, ep. 99, ed. by E. Perels (Berlin: 
Weidmann, 1925; reprint 1995), MGH Epist. 6:577. 

w Photius, Episrulm· er <liiiphilochi,l, ed. by V Laourdas and L. G. Westerink, 
vol. I (Leipzig: Teubner, 19X3), pp. )-I); English translation in D. S. White 
and J. Berrigan, '11u· l'arriarrh <liid the Prince. The Lertcr o( l'atri,lrch Photios o( Con
stmiliiioplc ro Khan Boris o(Bu(~aria (Brookline: Holy Cross Orthodox Press. 1982). 
See alsoP Odorico, "La lettre de l'hotius a Boris de Bulgarie," Hyzanrinosial'ica. 
vol. 54 (1993), pp. S3-XS; Simeonova, Dipiolllacy, pp. 112-152. 

' 3' Lihcrponti/iralis, eeL by L. Duchesne, vol. II (Paris: E. Thorin, 1886-1957: reprint 
Paris: E. de l3occard. I9H I), p. I 04. For Peter as Boris's kinsman, see the letter of 
Pope John VIII's to Boris, cp. 192, ed. by E. L. E. C1spar and G. Laehr (Berlin: 
Weidm,mn. 192S; reprint 19'!3), MCH Epist. 7:154. According to the Anii<Iis o( 
Sr. Berrin, s.a. So(,, p. H5 (English tr.mslation by Nelson, p. 137), Boris also sent 
his own son (Vladimir') together with the embassy to Rome. 
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the conversion of the Bulgar ruler and requesting missionaries. In 
November of that same year, a papal mission under Bishop Formosus 
of Porto came to Bulgaria, bringing Pope Nicholas l's response to 
Boris's questions in the form of an extensive letter, which is the most 
important document that exists on Bulgar social and religious prac
tices before the conversion. I3'J The letter addressed to the Bulgars, 
not to Boris, has ro6 chapters, dealing with such common subjects 
as baptism, marriage, bathing, fasting, or the distinction between 
sin and crime. Nicholas's approach to conversion is clear: "We have 
told you that you must not use violence to make a pagan become 
a Christian. " 140 On the issue of the independent Bulgarian church, 
his answer was less limpid: "Now concerning this we cannot give 
you a definite answer until our legates, whom we are sending over to 
your country, return and report to us how numerous and united the 
Christians among you are. " 141 Instead, Pope Nicholas concentrated 
on specific concerns ofBoris, whom he did not hesitate to compare 
to Constantine the Great. Knowing his military prowess, he encour
aged him to "convert all these things into the battle gear of a spiritual 
preparation": 

We admonish you to turn the harshness of such a great severity into the 
practice of piety; so that, just as heretofore you diligently strove after that 
preparedness of arms and horses (checking whether it would suffice against 
visible enemies), so now let each of you strive to have spiritual arms (i.e., 
good works) prepared "against the principalities and powers, against the rulers 
of the present darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high 
places." 142 

' 30 Nicholas I, ep. 99, pp. 568-6oo. The standard edition of the Respo11sa rid con
sultrl Brt(Raronmr is now L. Heiser, Die Rcspoma rid consultrl Bu(Qarorwn des Papstes 
,Yikolmts I. (85/?-867). Ein ZCllgnis pdpstlichcr Hirtmso~~c rmd ci11 DokrHIICitt rmter
schicdlicher Entwirkhmgcn in dnz Kirrhm FOil Rolli rmd Konstrllltinopcl (Trier: Pauli
nus Verlag, 1979). For an excellent commentary. see I. Duichev, "] Respoma 
di papa Nicolo I ai llulgari neoconvertiti," /leFrHII. Rrlss<:Qrla di sden:::c storichc, 
linguistirhe etilologiche. vol. .p (1968), pp. 403-.p~. A complete English trans
lation is available in S. N. Scott, "The collapse of the Moravian mission of 
Saints Cyril and Methodius, the bte of their disciples, and the Christianization 
of the southern Slavs: translations of five historical texts with notes and com
mentary," Ph.D. dissertation, University ofC:alitornia (!3crkcley, I<)~!J), pp. 222-

2<)!), which ditfers somewhat from W. L. North\ transLttion available online .It 
http: I I\\'''"· tordham. edu /halsall /basis I KMm ic h obs-bu !gar. h tml. 

qo Nicholas I. cp. !)<), chaptn 102: English transl.ltion by Scott. p. 2<)6. 

'"' Nicho!Js I, cp. <)<),chapter 72: English transLltion b,· Scott. p. 2Ko. 

q.c Nichobs I. cp. 99. chapter -to: English tr~1n•dation by SLott. pp. 2).)-2)0. The 
quote is ti·01n St. l',ml\ Epistle trr tl1c l:j>hcsi,lll.' tr. 12. 
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Current concerns can be gleaned from chapter I 9, in which the 
pope offers instruction in what Boris "ought lawfully to do about 
people who have risen up to kill their king," 143 no doubt a reference 
to the rebellion of R6 5-866. There is not much description of actual 
Bulgar practices, which can only partially be reconstructed from the 
pope's answers. Sometimes, the pope himself seems to have been 
annoyed by what he regarded as a terribly silly question (supervacuum): 
"What you seek to learn concerning trousers ifemoralia) we consider 
superfluous. For we do not wish the external fashion of your clothing 
to be changed, but the morals of the inner man within you." How
ever, Nicholas did address a question regarding linen turbans (ligatura 
lintel), because apparently Greek priests had forbidden the Bulgars 
to wear them when entering the church. ' 44 Chapter 7 indicates that 
there were specific beliefs in Bulgaria regarding ritual cleanliness, 
as Pope Nicholas answers in detail a question regarding "whether a 
clean person or an unclean person may carry or kiss the cross of the 
Lord and relics." 145 In chapter 42, we learn that the practice among 
Bulgars was that "when your king sits down to eat his meals it is your 
custom for no one, not even his wife, to dine with him." The king 
apparently requested that all his subjects "eat at a distance, seated in 
chairs on the ground level." 140 Bulgar oath-taking involved swords, 147 

but nothing is said about the killing of dogs or about the libations 
forced on Emperor Leo V half a century before Nicholas's letter. 
Chapter 3 3 refers to the tail of a horse which the Bulgar ruler used as 
a military emblem when going into battle, while in chapter 35, Pope 
Nicholas blasts the "incantations, jests, verses, and auguries" that used 
to be performed by Bulgars when setting out for battle. 148 Equally 
strong are his words about the prohibition of incest, an indication 
that consanguinity may not have prevented marriage in pagan Bul
garia. Polygamy is equally prohibited in chapter 5 I 149 Chapter 2 5 

'-' 3 Nicholas I. cp. <J<J, chapter I y; English translation by Scott. p. 246. 
'++ Nicholas I. cp. <J<J. chapters 5'1 and 06; English translation by Scott, pp. 270 and 

276. 

'"'' Nicholas I, cp. <J<J. chapter 7; English translation by Scott, p. 232. 
'"''' Nicholas I. cp. <J<J. chapter 42; English translation by Scott, p. 258. 
,_,- Nicholas I, cp. <J\!, chapter 67; English translation by Scott, p. 27T '"Now \Ve 

decree that not onlv is it unfitting for an oath to be made on a sword, but on 
anything cre.ltcd at all." 

qs Nichola~ L cp. 1)1). ch,lptcp; 33 Jnd 35: English translation by Scott, pp. 25I and 
25 3. 

'''J NichoLls I."!'· <J<J. ch,Ipters 3\! ,md 5 I; English translation lw Scott. pp. 255 and 
2 ()5-2()(). 
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mentions Bulgar sentries posted on the borders "to keep watch," 
who are promptly put to death if found guilty of negligence, per
haps a reference to the tense atmosphere in the aftermath of the 
expiration of the thirty-year peace treaty with Byzantium. I 50 A few 
answers to questions regarding such topics as the marriage of priests 
or the position of the hands during prayer indicate that Boris had 
already become aware of the differences in ritual between Western 
and Eastern Christians. In general, however, Boris was concerned 
more with practice than with doctrine. As a consequence, the general 
tone of Pope Nicholas I was moderation, as he allowed the contin
uation of some of the old customs and adopted a cautious approach 
to the conversion ofBulgaria. 

Together with the mission to Bulgaria, Pope Nicholas sent another 
embassy to Constantinople to express as aggressively as possible the 
papal condemnation of Photius' election as patriarch. The envoys 
never made it to Constantinople, for they were stopped by the Byzan
tines at the border with Bulgaria. Unable to cross over into the 
Empire, they spent some time in Pliska before returning to Rome. 
Boris is said to have been very fond of the youngest member of the 
embassy, a subdeacon in Santa Maria Maggiore, whom he wanted 
as head of his church. I 5 

I The fact that the papal legates were denied 
access to Byzantium was the result of the schism that by 866 had 
divided Constantinople from the church of Rome. Naturally, Patri
arch Photius was well-informed about the arrival of the Roman 
mission and infuriated about the practices they were promoting in 
Bulgaria. At a church council in i\67, he condemned the practices 
of the Roman priests, some of which had caught Boris's attentive 
eye and had provoked Pope Nicholas's lengthy explanations (celibacy 
for the clergy, fasting on Saturdays, use of unleavened bread in the 
Eucharist, and the jilioque issue). 

1
'

0 Nicholas I, ep. 99, chapter 25: English tramlation by Scott, p. 24H. 

"' It was probably !rom the f()rmer subdeacon Marinm who in H~2 became pope 
that King Alfred the Great learned about the loc.ltion of Bulgaria. On at least 
one occasion, when sending a relic of the True Cross to the king of Wessex, 
Pope Marinus was in direct contact with Alfred. According to Altred's translation 
of Orosi us. "to the east of Carendre land (Carantania) beyond the uninhabited 
district (11'CStCIII1C) is the land of the Pulgare (Bulgaria) and east of that is the land 
of the Greeks" (Old English Orosius, cd. by N. Lund, English translation by C. E. 
Fell in 'Jil'l' ~c')'!lgcrs at tile Court of King .if/red [York: William Se"ions, 19B4]), 
p. 17. 
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Boris seems to have been enthralled with the two Latin bishops, 
Formosus and Paul, that Pope Nicholas I had sent to Bulgaria. After 
just one year of work, both had been highly successful in convert
ing people, ordaining priests, and consecrating newly built churches. 
Boris now asked that Formosus be appointed his archbishop, some
thing Formosus himself may have let him believe would be easy to 
obtain. However, shortly before his death, Nicholas had decided to 
recall Formosus and to send instead bishop Grimuald of Bomarzo 
and a few other priests. At the end of 867 or in early 868, Formosus 
returned to Rome, but in the meantime, Bishop Ermenrich ofPassau, 
together with several priests and deacons, was sent to Boris by Louis 
the German, in response to his earlier request. As the Roman dele
gation was already in Bulgaria, they all returned home with Boris's 
approval. When a papal embassy crossed Bulgaria in 869 on its way to 
Constantinople to attend the synod called by Emperor Basil I and the 
restored patriarch Ignatius to settle the schism with Rome, Boris was 
pleased to receive their letters of greeting. However, on its way back, 
the papal embassy did not go through Bulgaria, for in the meantime 
Boris's envoys that appeared in front of that same synod had asked a 
much troubling question, namely whether they owed obedience to 
Rome or to Constantinople. Despite the protests of the papal legates, 
the restored patriarch Ignatius appointed an archbishop of Bulgaria 
who was promised considerable autonomy. By 870, the issue was 
settled in Boris's favor. Grimuald, the bishop of Bomarzo, who had 
arrived in 867, was expelled from Bulgaria, and the first Greek arch
bishop ofBulgaria arrived in Pliska. Nevertheless, the decisions of the 
church synod of 869/70 did not interrupt communication between 
Bulgaria and Rome. Pope John VIII wrote on more than one occa
sion to Boris, sometimes claiming that Bulgaria was under Roman, 
not Constantinopolitan, jurisdiction, other times encouraging him to 
flee the Byzantine errors. 152 He even sent legates: in 878, the bishops 
Paul of Ancona and Eugenius of Ostia, who were traveling from 
Constantinople; in 879, a priest named John, whom the pope also 
recommended to Branimir, the duke of the Croats, and asked for his 
protection on his way to Bulgaria. 153 Boris politely responded in both 
878 and 879, when his envoy Functicus arrived in Rome with gifts 

1
;

2 Epist!<lac Karoli11i <lcui, vol. v, ed. by E. Kaspar (Berlin. I928), pp. 7, 66-67, 70, 
and I 82-I 83. 

1
'
3 Epist11lac Karoli11i a cui, vol. v, pp. (>8, <\9, 71, and I 90- I 91. 
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for the pope. ' 54 Nothing came out of these exchanges of embassies, 
for during the 87os the Byzantine mission was firmly established in 
Pliska and in other places in Bulgaria. 

In Pliska, construction had already begun by 870 on what is now 
known as the Great Basilica, which was erected near Omurtag's Palace 
on top of the former Great Temple and the martyriwn. Finished at 
some point between 870 and 875, the three-aisled building of early 
Byzantine design is a strong reminder that the initial source of inspira
tion for the church architecture in Bulgaria was not Constantinople, 
where at that time the popular church plan was that of a dome over 
a cross-shaped ground plan. On the northern side of the church, 
there was an episcopal palace equipped with a bath, scriptorium, and 
other facilities. The discovery on the site of a seal of an archbishop 
George confirms that this was the episcopal church of Pliska. ' 55 A 
small cemetery behind the church contains the burials of the elite 
residing either in the episcopal or in the neighboring royal palace. 
An exquisite reliquary cross made of gold and covered with Greek 
inscriptions was found by the city's western gate in a pit together with 
potshards and animal bones. ' 56 Not much is known about the number 
and the location of the sutiragan bishops, but a presumably episco
pal church very similar in size and ground plan to the Great Basilica 
in Pliska has been recently found in Silistra on the Danube inside 
a stronghold that reused the ramparts of the late Roman and early 
Byzantine city ofDurostorum. The conversion had an immediate and 
visible impact on burial practices. Burial assemblages in Bulgaria that 
can be dated to the late 8oos produced a significantly larger number 
of dress accessories, such as finger-rings. beads, and earrings, but no 
grave goods such as pottery or tools, which were now abandoned in 

1 
q Epistrdae Karolini acPi, vol. v, pp. 70 and 198. According to the Life of St. Blaise 

of Amorion, a Bulgarian bishop w.1s traveling on pilgrimage to Rome in c. 874. 
Since the last bishop of the Roman church had been expelled in 870, this can 
only have been a member of the Byzantine clerb'Y that came to Bulgaria afi:er the 
appointment of the Bulgarian archbishop. 

'" R. Vasilev, "Novootkrit oloven pechat m arkhiepiskop Georgi v Pliska [The 
recently found leaden seal of Archbishop George of Pliska J," .'s.umi;;:matika i 
sfragistika. vols. 1-2 (1992), pp. 26-29. For new tinds of ninth-century episcopal 
seals, see S. Bilik, "Molivdovul na neizvcsten episkop na B.!lgariia ot IX wk 
[A leaden seal of an unknown bishop of ninth-century Bulgaria J," Prohlcmi '"' 
prabcllgm·skat<l istoriia i kultur,,, vol. 3 (1997), 363-31\6. 

'·''' L. Doncheva. "Une croix pectorale-reliquaire en or n'cemment trouvc-e J Pliska," 
CA. vol. 25 (1976), pp. w-66. 
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favor of Christian burial practices. The best example of a rapid trans
formation is that of a small community in northern Bulgaria, which 
had been using since the early ninth century the cremation cemetery 
excavated at Dolni Lukovit on the Iskar River. Shortly before the end 
of that century, all cremation burials disappeared and new ground was 
opened for inhumations. Elsewhere, cremations remained in use, and 
the still incomplete character of the conversion is illustrated by such 
phenomena as an urn cremation burial from Preslav that produced an 
early tenth-century pectoral cross of the so-called Palestinian class. 

The conversion was not exclusively the result of decisions taken 
at the top. According to the L!fe of St. Blaise of Amorion, the saint 
traveled at some point after 872 from Constantinople to Rome via 
Bulgaria, where he was sold into slavery by his wicked companion. 
Blaise's owner was a Bulgar nobleman, who released him, hoping that 
he would remain and guide him in leading a Christian life. Instead, 
Blaise boarded a boat traveling up the Danube, but was captured 
by pirates at a place where the river met "steep mountains" and 
terrifYing "chasms," most likely the Iron Gates region. His captors 
thought that Blaise was a merchant transporting goods upstream, an 
indication that by 870 the Danube corridor had opened not only for 
communication with Rome, but also for trade. I 57 The segment of 
the river course between the Iron Gates and the confluence with the 
Drava River was clearly in Bulgar hands, as indicated by the events 
following Methodius' death in 885 and the expulsion of his disciples 
from Moravia. 

According to the Life t?f St. Cle111ent t?f Ohrid, at least three of them
Clement, Naum, and Angelarius - managed to come across the 
Danube to Belgrade, where the tarqan of the region met and treated 
them with great respect. After they rested for three days, they were 
sent to Boris in Pliska, where they were received with great enthusi
asm. Iss After a sojourn in Pliska, Boris sent Clement to the recently 
conquered region of Macedonia, where a religious center was estab
lished on the northern shore of Lake Ohrid. Boris "detached the 

1
" V Giuzekv, "Zhitieto na Vlasii Amoriiski kato izvor za balgarskata istoriia [The 

Lif(· of St. Basil of Amori011 as a source for the Bulgarian history)," GSU, vol. 
6 I (I <)6R), pp. I 9-33. Blaise was abandoned by his captors in the middle of the 
wilderness, but miraculously managed to frnd his way back into Bulgaria, where 
he met a bishop going to Rome on pilgrimage, in the company of whom he 
eventually reached his final destination. 

'" TheophyLlct of Ohrid, Lif!· of' St. C/cmc11t of Ohrid I6, p. I I4. 
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territory of Kutmichinica from that of Kotokios," and appointed a 
new governor for the new administrative unit in the person of a cer
tain Dometas (most likely a tarqan), with Clement as "teacher" for that 
territory. In addition, Clement received three comfortable houses in 
Diabolis, as well as "places of rest" near Ohrid and in Glavinica. 159 

Both Diabolis (the valley of the upper Devolli River, near the south
ern shore ofLake Ohrid) and Glavinica (between Berat and Valona) 
can be located with some degree of certainty in southern Albania, 
namely in that same region in which Boris's inscription ofBallsh was 
found. In Kutmichinica, Clement spent most of his time preaching to 
pagans, of whom there seem to have been a great number among the 
locals. Unlike the Greek clergy in Pliska, his efforts were aimed at the 
conversion of commoners, which may explain why the majority of 
Clement's works belong to the homiletic genre (sermons). The script 
in use must have been the Glagolitic invented by Constantine, but 
the thirteenth-century Short Life written by Archbishop Demetrius 
Chomatenos credits Clement with some improvement of Constan
tine's invention, as he "skillfully devised other shapes with a view to 
making them clearer than those which the wise Cyril invented. " 100 

Clement himself wrote extensively in the tradition of the Byzantine 
mission in Moravia, with a strong emphasis, among others, on abre
mmtiatio (renouncing the devil), a theme prominently represented 
in the Freising Fragments. His sermons have a simple structure and 
often paraphrase an episode from the Old or New Testament to move 
quickly to teaching moral values. His eulogy of Constantine-Cyril is 
the first work to consecrate the image of an "apostle of the Slavs": 
when God decided to crown "the many-tribed Slavic people with 
the godwoven crown," He sent Constantine as His apostle. 101 Besides 
his literary activity, Clement created a monastery in Ohrid, which he 
dedicated to St. Panteleimon. After seven years of missionary work 
in Kutmichinica, he was appointed bishop of a see that the L!fe of 

'lY Theophylact ofOhrid, Life of St. Clement of Ohrid 53 and 54, pp. I II)- I I X; English 
translation from D. Obolensky, Six Byzantine Portraits (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1988), p. 22. 

160 Griickite zhitiia 11a Klimet1t Okhridski, ed. by A. Milev (Sotla: Izdatelstvo na 
Balgarskata Akademiia na Naukite. I 966), p. I Xo; English translation from 
Obolensky, Six Portraits, p. 29. 

rrn Clement of Ohrid, A Euh;RY to Saint Cyril, English translation in T. Butler, 
J.Ionwnmta Bulgarica. A Bilingual Amhology of Bu(R11rian Ti·xts )Yom the 9th to the 
19th Cwturies (Ann Arbor: Michigan Slavic Publications, I 'J'JO), p. 'J3. 
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St. Clement of Ohrid calls "Dragvica or Velika" and which was most 
likely located in the Vardar River valley and near the northern slopes 
of the Rhodope Mountains, south of present-day Sofia. Clement 
remained Bishop of Dragvica until his death in 9 I 6, but frequently 
visited his monastery in Ohrid. 

A few years before Clement's appointment as bishop, Boris abdi
cated in favor of his eldest son Vladimir and retired to a monastery, 
perhaps in or near Pliska. But the new ruler had no sympathy for 
Christianity and a rebellion broke out that attempted to reestablish 
paganism. Large-scale massacres, to which fell victim the archbishop 
of Pliska himself, are illustrated by such archaeological assemblages as 
the mass burial at Kiulevcha, a few miles south from Pliska, which 
contains twenty-five skeletons, all of young males, many with clear 
evidence of fatal wounds by arrows. A similar interpretation has been 
advanced for yet another peculiar assemblage, the round burial in 
Devnia, near Varna, with the complete and incomplete skeletons of 
forty-three individuals, including a sixty-five-year-old man and an 
unborn foetus. A large number of the Devnia skeletons belong to 
females, many of whom died a violent death, as indicated by traces 
of blows by sharp-edged instruments on many bones. The violence 
of the revolt prompted Boris to return from his monastery to lead 
a coup that overthrew his son, whom he blinded. A council of all 
boilades was summoned in 893 at Preslav, as Pliska seems to have been 
utterly devastated. The Preslav council declared Vladimir deposed in 
favor of his younger brother, Symeon. Boris's younger son had spent 
some time in Constantinople, perhaps preparing to become a lead
ing figure of the new Bulgarian church. His career course changed 
suddenly when he was proclaimed ruler. The Preslav council also 
declared Christianity a state religion, thus sanctioning the achieve
ments of Boris's very long reign (852-889). On the other hand, the 
decisions of the council turned Old Church Slavonic into the official 
language of Church and State, an indication both of Clement's suc
cess in the southwestern and central regions ofBulgaria and ofBoris's 
constant preoccupation with escaping the Byzantine tutelage. As the 
new ruler moved his residence to Preslav, away from the memories of 
the violent events that had marked the reign of Boris, the decisions 
of the 893 council also shifted the emphasis from Clement's achieve
ments to the extraordinary activity of a group of scholars based in 
Preslav that would mark the "golden age" of medieval Bulgarian 
culture. 
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At the peak of the crisis created by Vladimir's rebellion, Bulgar 
forces attacked Svatopluk's Moravia. A year earlier, in 892, King 
Arnulf of Carinthia had dispatched an embassy to the Bulgars, asking 
"their kind Laodamir" to renew the peace and to stop the sales of 
salt to the Moravians. 162 Arnulfs demand confirms what is otherwise 
known from the L!fe ~f St. Blaise ~f Amorior1, namely that during the 
second half of the ninth century the Bulgars engaged in trade along 
the newly opened Danube corridor to the west. As the salt in ques
tion could have only come from Transylvania via the Mure~ River 
that flows westwards into the Tisza at Szeged (Hungary), this suggests 
a Bulgar control of the salt-mine district in southern Transylvania, 
an interpretation that is not contradicted by the existing archaeolog
ical evidence. The new Bulgar ruler does not seem to have changed 
the course of Frankish-Bulgar relations, and judging from the quick 
response to Arnulfs demands, the Bulgars continued to be involved 
in operations in the Middle Danube region. But Symeon's problems 
were elsewhere. 

He had barely been in power for one year when a decision of 
Emperor Leo VI regarding the Bulgarian commerce sparked a new 
large-scale conflict with Byzantium. The exact reasons for Leo's mea
sure are not known, but he seems to have separated the Bulgarian 
commerce from the "foreign markets" and abolished what might be 
viewed as a most-favored nation's status for Bulgarian merchants. As 
Symeon's protests were ignored, the Bulgarian armies raided Thrace. 
With his troops occupied in the East, Emperor Leo sent an embassy 
to the Magyars in the steppes north of the Danube Delta, asking 
them to attack Symeon from the north. The attack succeeded and 
the Magyars devastated northern Bulgaria, forcing Symeon to with
draw to Dristra (now Silistra) on the Danube. Once peace had been 
established with the Byzantines, Symeon attacked the Magyars, at the 
same time inciting against them their eastern neighbors, the Pech
enegs, a group of people that had been itself driven out of its former 
lands on both sides of the river Volga by the Turkic tribe of the 
Oghuz, the formidable allies of the Khazars. The double attack on 
the Magyars put an end to their control of the steppes north of the 
Danube Delta. The destruction brought by the Pechenegs forced the 
remaining Magyars to embark on another migration, which took 
them into the Carpathian Basin. The events of 894/5 are thus of 

,r,2 Annals of Fulda, s.a. 8l)2, pp. 121-122; English translation hy Reuter, p. 124. 
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crucial importance for the beginnings of medieval Hungary. The 
arrival of the Pechenegs in the lands formerly controlled by the Mag
yars had also a considerable influence on the Balkan polities, Bulgaria 
and the Byzantine Empire, as well as on the rising state of the Rus' 
of Kiev. A new page was thus opening in the history of Southeastern 
Europe. 



4 

IRON CENTURY OR GOLDEN AGE 
(900- I 000)? 

The events taking place in the steppes north of the Danube Delta 
and the Black Sea in the late ninth century opened a two-and-a
half-century period of turbulence marking a sharp contrast between 
West and East, to which some historians refer as the "last migra
tions."1 The news of the disastrous defeat that had forced the Magyars 
to move to Central Europe reverberated well after AD 900, at a time 
when the Magyar raids had already brought destruction to most areas 
in the West. Writing in his Lotharingian abbey in 908, Regino 
of Pri.im noted that the victors were the "Pecenaci." This is the 
first mention of the Pechenegs in Europe/ but the main source for 
their European history is Emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus' De 
administratzdo imperio, which was written some forty years later. The 
richness of detail in this account is so extraordinary that very little 
could be said on the Pechenegs without it. As a consequence, Con
stantine's work has rightly been compared to Herodotus' account of 
the Scythians. Indeed, no other ancient or medieval source written 
in Greek describes in such detail the social and political organiza
tion in the steppe. The Turkic names of the Pecheneg clans, which 

' V Spinei, Ultin1ele valuri migratoare Ia 11ordullv!iirii I\f<:~re )i <11 Du11iirii dcjos [The Last 
Migrations to the Region North of the Black Sea and the Lower Danube] (!ali: 
Helios, 1996). 
Regina of Priim, Clmmiam, s.a. 889, ed. by F. Kurzc (Hanover: Hahnsche Buch
handlung, 1890; reprint 1989), MGH SS so: r 3 r-2. For Regina as the first Euro
pean to mention the Pechenegs, see 0. Pritsak. "The Pechenegs: a case of social 
and economic transformation," .4Ev/A, vol. r (1975), p. 217. 
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were rendered in Greek without any attempt to translate them or 
even understand their meaning, as well as the precise location of 
the Pecheneg "provinces" (tlzemata) betray Constantine's source of 
information, which must have been of Pecheneg origin, perhaps 
collected in the Crimean city of Chersonesus, where the nomads 
were bringing their hides and wax and received in exchange "purple 
cloth, ribbons, loosely woven cloths, gold brocade, pepper, scarlet 
or 'Parthian' leather, and other commodities which they require. " 3 

According to Constantine, "Patzinakia," the land of the Pechenegs, 
was divided into eight "provinces," each with five districts. Con
stantine's "provinces" were most likely the territories of the leading 
clans. Three of them - Chabouxingyla, labdiertim, and Kouartzit
zour- were ranked higher than the remaining five and were called 
Kangar, meaning "more valiant and noble than the rest. "4 Of the eight 
"provinces," four were located west of the Dnieper River, with Iab
diertim, the highest in rank, on the border of three Slavic tribes- the 
Ulichians, the Derevlianians, and the Polianians- south ofKiev, to the 
Rus' rulers of which they had been forced to pay tribute. It is in this 
region that the political center ofPatzinakia was located, the "city of 
tents" that the mission ofSt. Bruno ofQuerfurt reached in 1007, after 
four days of traveling by foot from the southernmost border ofRus'. 5 

Further to the west, between the Bug and the Dniester, was Charaboi. 
Chabouxingyla is said to have bordered "Tourkia," by which Con
stantine meant the territory that was occupied at that time (r. 950) by 
the Magyars. This "province" must therefore have stretched across the 

3 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De ad111inistrando i111pcrio (i, pp. 52-53. C:omtantine 
also knew that the Pechenegs were trading with the Rus', who bought their cattle, 
sheep, and horses (De ,ullllinistmndo i111pcrio, pp. so-51). Equally informative must 
have been several Byzantine embassies sent to the Pechenet,'S during the tlrst half 
of the tenth century. See E. Malamut, "L 'image byzantine des Petchcnegues," BZ. 
vol. 88 (1995), pp. 109-112. 

+ Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De ad111inistrando i111pcrio 37, pp. 170-171. For the 
meaning of Kangar, see Pritsak, "The Pechenegs," pp. 212-214. It is important 
to note that the accuracy of Constantine's l'echeneg account can be checked 
against that of al-Mas'udi, writing some twenty years earlier. According to the 
Arab polymath, there were eight Pecheneg clans and their names perfectly match 
those supplied by Constantine. See J. Marquart, Osrctlropdische 11nd osf<~siarisrhe 

Srrei(:dige. Erluro/ogischc 11nd historisch-rop<~emphischc Smdicn zur Ccschichrc de.< 9. r111d 
10. )ahrhundcrrs (C<l. 8~o--9~0) (Leipzig: I )ietcrich 'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1903: 
reprint Hildesheim: Georg Olm, 19()1), p. (i). 
Bruno ofQuedurt, Lefler ro King Henry, ed. by A. !3ielowski, in .\lourllllcnr,r I'o/,,tri<lc 
hisroric,r, vol. 1 (Cracow: NakLld Abdemii Umejetno(ci, 1 U>.t: reprint Wars:l\v: 
PaJ1stwmw Wyda\vnict\\'O Naukmw. J')(io), pp. 22+-225. 
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upper courses of the Siret, Prut, and Dniester Rivers, all of which are 
mentioned as flowing through Patzinakia. Finally, Giazichopon was 
separated from Bulgaria by the river Danube and must therefore be 
located in the Walachian Plain. The entire steppe corridor between 
the Danube and the Dnieper Rivers was thus under Pecheneg control. 

De administrando imperio describes a system of social organization 
based on the principle of genealogical seniority, with rank inherited 
by the eldest male member of each clan. The emperor noted with 
some surprise the existence of certain forms of"democracy" within 
the clan aristocracy, which undoubtedly served to stabilize authority. 
Marriage alliances allowed new clans to emerge and claim access to 
power and territory. By the mid-eleventh century, there were already 
thirteen, instead ofjust eight, clans, and competition between chief
tains made it necessary to organize a general council, with delegates 
from each clan. It has been shown that the Turkic names of the 
Pecheneg "provinces" in De administrando imperio are all compounds 
in which the first part designates a color, while the second is the name 
of the dignity associated with the chief of the "province." Iabdier
tim, for example, was "glittering white," while Chabouxingyla and 
Charaboi were "bark-" and "black-colored", respectively. The terms 
in question may have referred to the color of the horsetails attached 
to spears in order to distinguish different units in battle. 6 What Con
stantine described as "provinces," therefore, may have initially been 
a form of military organization. 

The Pecheneg economy was predominantly pastoral. The distri
bution north of the Black Sea of archaeological sites attributed to 
the nomads suggests that the Pechenegs practiced a form of seasonal 
migration from the lowlands near the Danube and the Black Sea (in 
winter) to the middle and upper courses of the Danube's northern 
tributaries or of the rivers flowing into the Black Sea (in summer). 
No temporary camps have so far been found in either region, as the 
archaeology of pastoralism in Southeastern Europe is only in its incip
ient phase. Graves of nomadic horsemen were often dug into prehis
toric barrows that were more prominent in the tenth-century steppe 
landscape than they are now. Such "secondary burials" have been 
found in the Walachian Plain, in the region of the Kahul, Ialpukh, 
and Katlabukh Lakes just north of the Danube Delta, as well as in 

" K. H. Menges, "Etymological notes on some Pacanag names," Byza~~tio11 7 (I944-
I<J45), pp. 2)o-2XO. The second clement in the name Chabouxingyla may be the 
title ,Uttia attested among the Magyars. 
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the Black Sea lowlands between the delta and the mouth of the Dni
ester River. 7 Most typical for these burials is the presence of horse 
bones indicating that during the funeral feast a horse was sacrificed. 
The stripped hide with the skull and lower limbs was placed in the 
grave pit, together with the harness, often on the left side of the 
human body. The associated grave goods are most typical of life in 
the saddle and show a number of innovations that the tenth-century 
nomads introduced to the region. In order to have a more efficient 
control of the horse in combat, the Pechenegs used unjointed snaffles 
with rigid mouthpieces, either straight or curved, of which several 
have been found in the Walachian Plain (especially on the territory 
of the present-day city of Bucharest and its hinterland), Romanian 
Moldavia, the Republic of Moldova, and southern Ukraine. Equally 
new in the early 900s were the round stirrups that were easier to 
use with soft-soled boots. One such pair of stirrups from a tenth
century burial in the Walachian Plain was decorated with damascened 
ornamentation very similar to contemporary stirrups found in burial 
assemblages from Hungary. 8 That these were burials of warriors, and 
not just horsemen, is confirmed by finds of such weapons as battle
axes, sabers, as well as spear- and arrowheads. No burial in the steppe 
corridor north of the Danube Delta and the Black Sea could rival the 
extraordinary richness and variety of grave goods of Pecheneg burial 
assemblages in Left Bank Ukraine. However, there are some signs 
of wealth, perhaps also of rank, differentiation, such as golden ear
and finger-rings, as well as remains of gold brocadeY Some graves 

Most rivers in this steppe corridor have names ending in -ui (Bahlui, Covurlui, 
Derehlui, Vaslui, Cilma\ui), which arc all ofTurkic, possibly Pcchcneg origin. See 
I. Conea and I. Donat, "Contributions ala toponymie petchenegue-coumane de la 
Plaine Roumaine du Bas-Danube," in ColltributiOIIS OflOIII<lStiqucs ptibliccs a l'oaasioll 
dtl VIe Co11gres i11temmional do 5Ciertres ollomastiqtlcs ,) A!tmich dtl 2~ clll 28 aotlt 1958, 
ed. by E. Petrovici (Bucharest: Academic de b Republiquc Populaire Roumaine, 
1958), pp. lj<)-169. 

' V. Leahu and G. Trohani, "Doua morminte de dlare\i nomazi din Cimpia Teleor
manului [Two nomadic horseman burials in the Teleorman Plain]." SCH'/1, vol. 
29 (1978), pp. )29-539· 

0 The only burials producing such artifacts are those of the Black Sea lowlands 
between the Danube Delta and the mouth of the Dniester River. A few Byzantine 
gold and silver coins minted for the joint rule of Constantine VI I Porphyrogenitm 
and Romanus II have been found in the same region. See E. S. Stoliarik, Essays 
011 .\1o1tCi<1ry Circulatio11 ill the :'\'orth- lt'Cstcm Black Sea R<gioll i11 t!tc Luc Rom all a11d 
Byzanti11c Periods (Late yd Cwttn)~Early I_)(h Ccltttny AJJ) (Odessa: Polis, 1992), 
pp. 143-144· 
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were apparently double burials, often with one male and one female 
skeleton. More often than not, the same prehistoric barrow was used 
for more than one burial, but no site produced more than ten burials, 
an indication that these may have been family cemeteries used over 
one or two generations or only during seasonal migrations. 

Unlike the situation in Left Bank Ukraine, where most sites of the 
sedentary population in the forest-steppe belt were abandoned in the 
early 900s as a consequence of the Pecheneg raids, most settlements 
in the region between the Danube and the Dniester continued to be 
occupied after c. 900 and no significant changes in material culture 
have been noted that could be attributed to the defeat of the Magyars 
and the subsequent Pecheneg migration. To be sure, the strongholds 
in the Middle Dniester region that were erected during the 8oos 
(Alcedar, Echimauti, Rudi) were all destroyed at some point during 
the tenth or early eleventh century. Some of them have been linked to 
the Tivercians, a Slavic tribe which, according to the twelfth-century 
Russian Primary Chronicle, "lived by the Dniester and extended as 
far as the Danube." 10 If so, then responsible for the destruction of 
these forts were the Rus', not the Pechenegs. The Chronicle men
tions that Prince Oleg of Kiev attacked in 885 the Tivercians, who 
were subsequently forced to send troops for the Rus' expeditions 
against Byzantium in 907 and 944· 11 In any case, the strongholds in 
the Middle Dniester region were apparently the southernmost link in 
the trade network spreading over a vast area in Eastern Europe. Dur
ing the Viking Age, enormous quantities of silver in the form of Arab 
dirhams began to move across this area from south to north. Both 
Alcedar and Echimauti produced dirhams of tenth-century Samanid 
rulers, while earlier dirhams of eighth-century Abbasid caliphs have 
been found in association with silver jewelry in a tenth-century 
hoard from Raducaneni near Ia~i (Romania). 12 There is otherwise no 

10 PoPest' l'mnetlll)'kh let, ed. by D. S. Likhachev and V P Adrianova-Perec (Moscow 
and Leningrad: Izdatel'stvo Akadcmii Nauk SSSR, 1950), p. 14; English translation 
by Cross and Sherbowitz-Wetzor. p. 56. See also A. V Baldur, "The enigma of 
the Ulichy-Tivertsy people," BS. vol. 9 (19oR), pp. 55-90. 

" Pouest' l'fl'lllfllll)'kh let. pp. 23 and 33; English translation by Cross and Shcrbowitz
Wetzor, pp. 04 and 72. 

12 For the Alcedar and Echimauti dirhams, see A. A. Nudel'man, "Ji>pogrqfiia kladov 
i 11akhodok edillicllllykh 11101/l't !The Distribution of Hoard and Individual Coin 
Finds] (Kishincw: Shtiinca, I97o), pp. 8':)--<)0. For the Radudneni hoard, see D. 
Gh. Teodor, "Tezaurul de Ia IUducaneni-Ia~i [The Radudneni hoard]," SCJ!j-1, 
vol. 31 (r9HO), pp. 403-423. See also R. K. Kovalev, "Dirham mint output of 
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evidence of any influence that the trade routes between Scandinavia 
and the Muslim world may have had on the region. The communi
cation established during the Viking Age between Scandinavia and 
Eastern Europe has left no mark on Southeastern Europe. 

By contrast, some 400 settlement sites have been found so far 
in the region between the eastern Carpathian Mountains and the 
river Dniester. Occupation on many of them had begun in the ninth 
and continued into the eleventh century. Other settlements appeared 
during the 900s and were abandoned only in the mid-eleventh cen
tury. Tenth-century settlement sites have been excavated primarily in 
the Moldavian and Bessarabian Uplands on both sides of the Lower 
Prut River, immediately north of the steppe corridor. They cluster 
around the Kahul, Ialpukh, and Katlabukh Lakes as well, one of the 
areas that also produced large numbers of burials attributed to the 
nomads, which suggests some form of peaceful coexistence between 
pastoralists and native communities. In permanent need of agricul
tural produce, much like all pastoralists, the Pechenegs had no reason 
to destroy the local network of rural settlements that had flourished 
in the 8oos under the protection of neighboring Bulgaria. Moreover, 
the coexistence of pastoralists and agriculturists is indicated by the 
occasional presence on settlement sites of typically Pecheneg dress 
accessories or horse gear. Some influence of nomadic burial customs 
can also be detected in cemeteries excavated further to the north, 
in the Bessarabian Uplands. To be sure, the region seems to have 
been well synchronized with changes taking place in Bulgaria. At 
Branqti near Orhei (Republic of Moldova), a cemetery dated to 
the tenth and early eleventh century produced ninety-eight burials, 
only three of which were cremations, the latest of their kind in the 
whole of Southeastern Europe. As in ninth-century Bulgaria, gender 
differences were particularly evident in the greater quantity of dress 
accessories associated with female burials. 13 With the exception of 
ceramic pots, grave goods completely disappeared from tenth-century 

Samanid Samarqand and its connection to the beginnings of trade with northern 
Europe," H[-),1, vol. 17 (2002), pp. 197-2!0. No dirhams have been found in the 
steppe belt, which suggests that the Pechenegs were neither participants in this 
trade network. nor very successfirl in tapping its resources. 

' 1 G. B. Fedorov, G. F Chebotarenko. and M. S. Velikanova, Bra11esiitskii moxil'11ik. 
X-XI 1'1'. [The Tenth- to Eleventh-Century Cemetery in Branqti] (Kishinew: 
Shtiinca, 19R4). For the associated settlement, see R. A. Rabinovich and 
V D. Gukin, "Rezul'taty razkopok na poselenii Braneshti XIII i nekotorye 
spornye voprosy izucheniia pamiatnikov tip,r Petrukha-Lukashevka [The remits of 
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burial assemblages in Hansca-Capraria near Chi~inau (Republic of 
Moldova). Two thirds of all graves excavated there had no grave goods. 
But besides grave pits, archaeologists found three pits with animal, but 
not human, bones, including the whole skeleton of a young cow. 14 

The same is true for the even larger cemetery excavated nearby, at 
Hansca-Limbari, which began only after AD rooo. Besides human 
burials, this cemetery produced pits containing whole skeletons of 
domestic animals (but no human bones) - a sheep, a pig, and two 
horses (see chapter 5). 

The Pechenegs relied heavily on trade with, as well as raids against, 
neighboring states, particularly Rus' and Byzantium. There is no evi
dence ofPecheneg trade with Bulgaria, and the closest Byzantine port 
of trade was Chersonesus in Crimea, against which the Pechenegs 
never conducted raids. Instead, the main targets of their attacks were 
to the north. According to the R11ssian Primary Chronicle, the Pech
enegs first attacked "the land ofRus"' in 915, but they laid siege to 
Kiev only in 968. However, in the mid-tenth century, Constantine 
Porphyrogenitus knew that the Rus' could not reach Constantino
ple "either for war or for peace" without peaceful relations with the 
Pechenegs. The reason, he explained, was that, when the Rus' came 
with their ships to the barrages (rapids) of the river (Dnieper), and 
could not pass through them unless they lifted their ships off the river 
and carried them past by porting them on their shoulders, they were 
extremely vulnerable to Pecheneg attacks. I 5 In 972, it was precisely 
in that region that Sviatoslav, the prince of Kiev, was ambushed and 
killed by the Pechenegs upon his return from the Balkan campaign. In 
the words of the twelfth-century Rus' chronicler, "the nomads took 
his head, and made a cup out of his skull, overlaying it with gold, 
and they drank tram it." I r, Less than two decades later, Sviatoslav's 
son Vladimir began building a number of forts on the tributaries of 

excavations on the I3ranqti I 3 settlement site and some issues concerning the study 
of sites of the Petruha-Lukashovka type]," in Drevlwsti Iu,Ro-Zapada SSSR, ed. by 
P P. Byrnia, VA. Dergachcv, R. A. Rabinovich, eta!. (Kishinew: Shtiinca, 1991), 
pp. 205-224. 

'" I. G. Hancu, Kaprc1ria -pamiat11iki lml'mry X-XII w. [Capraria. Monuments of the 
Tenth- to Twelfth-Century Culture! (Kishinew: Shtiinca, 1972). 

I 
5 Constantine l'orphyrogenitus, De cldlllillistralldo imperio 2, pp. so-s [. For the 

importance of the Dnieper portages f(Jr the Rus' trade, see J. Martin, .Hcdicl'l11 
Russia, 98<>-158~ (Cambridge: Cambridge Unviversity Press, 1995), pp. 17-19. 

''' Pol'esl' t•rcnti'IJIJ)'kh lei, s.a. 6423 (<JI5), 6467 (96~), and 6480 (972); English trans
lation by Cross and Sherbowitz-Wctzor, pp. 7 r, 8 s-86, and 90. 
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the Dnieper near, and south of, Kiev, in order to protect the south
ern frontier ofRus' against the nomads. 17 The Pechenegs reacted by 
repeatedly attacking the Rus' territories (992, 995, and 997), while 
Vladimir barely escaped alive from one of his encounters with the 
nomads. Hostilities between the Rus' and the Pechenegs continued 
well into the eleventh century. 

By contrast, relations with Byzantium were, with some exceptions, 
peaceful. After attacking the Magyars in alliance with Symeon, the 
Pechenegs switched sides several times in the early 900s. In 9 I 7, they 
accepted the demand of the Byzantine drungarios Romanus Lecapenus 
(the future emperor Romanus I) to attack Symeon, but the Byzan
tine attempt to transport the Pecheneg warriors across the Danube 
on ships of the imperial fleet was thwarted by conflicts between the 
Byzantine commanders. No raids against either Byzantium or Bul
garia are known from Byzantine sources. Only Mas'udi reports that 
the Pechenegs participated in 934 in a Magyar raid across Bulgaria and 
into Byzantine territories. 1s On the other hand, when the Byzantines 
tried to incite the Magyars against the Pechenegs, the memories of 
the events of 893 seem to have been much stronger than any pos
sible gains the Magyar chieftains could hope to obtain from such 
expeditions. 19 

The Magyars had moved into the Middle Danube region via 
the mountain passes of the eastern Beskides (Dukla or Ushko) on 
the present-day border between Poland, Slovakia, and Ukraine. No 
evidence exists of Magyars crossing the eastern Carpathian Moun
tains into Transylvania, or even moving westwards from the Middle 
Danube region into Transylvania before the middle of the tenth cen
tury. Nor did they occupy the entire territory of the Carpathian 
Basin. Large parts of Transdanubia (western Hungary) remained 
under Frankish rule throughout the reign of Arnulf, while Moravia 

' 7 PO!'est' vremennykh let, s.a. 6496 (988); English translation by Cross and Sherbowitz
Wetzor, p. 119. See also J. Shepard, "The Russian steppe-frontier and the Black 
Sea zone," Archeion Pomou, vol. 3 5 ( 1978), pp. 218-23 7- Although the most impor
tant fortifications were in Left Bank Ukraine, the building project also included 
territories on the right bank of the Dnieper, especially the valley of the Stuhna 
River. 

'' Al-Mas'udi, Kitiib a/- Ta11bilt wa'l-i.lrii( (Le liurc de /'a!'crtisscmellt et de /a reuision), 
translated by B. Carra de Vaux (Paris: lmprimerie nationale, 1896: reprint Frank
furt am Main: lnstitut fur Gcschichte der arabisch-islamischen Wissenschafi:en an 
der Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universitat, 1986), p. 245. 

IV Constantine Porphyrogenitus. De administrando imperio H, pp. sli-)7. 
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only fell after 900. Initially, at least, butTer zones of uninhabited land 
must have separated the conquered territory from the northern, west
ern, and southern neighbors of the Magyars. Most early raids were 
directed against neighboring territories to the west. In 898 and 899, 
the Magyars attacked Berengar's march of Friuli, and even spent the 
winter of899/900 in the Po valley. Both raids must have reached Italy 
along the Drava valley, the route of the ninth-century Bulgar and 
Roman envoys traveling back and forth between Rome and Pliska. 
In 90 I, Carantania was devastated by the Magyar raids, and in 907 
the nomads crushed a Bavarian army at Bratislava. Magyar raids into 
Byzantium started comparatively later and had a considerably smaller 
impact. Raids are mentioned in the L[fe of St. Basil the Ycnmger and 
the L[(e 4 St. Luke the Yclluwer, in the latter in connection with some 
unspecified region in Greece. Another raid through Thrace reach
ing as far as Constantinople is mentioned in the continuation of the 
chronicle of George the Monk, as well as in the works ofTheophanes 
Continuatus and John Skylitzes. All three authors mention a fourth 
raid taking place in 943, which ended in a victory for the Byzan
tines, who demanded hostages from among the Magyar nobility as 
a warranty for peace. Two more raids took place in 959 and 961, 
respectively, and both ended in defeats for the Magyars. With the 
exception of the raid mentioned in the L[fc of St. L11kc the Younger, 
no raid seems to have gone brther than Thrace, and all were relatively 
easy to spot and stop, an indication, perhaps, of the relatively small 
number of Magyar troops. 

Shortly after 900, major changes took place in the organization 
of power of the Magyar confederacy. Until then, and before moving 
into the Middle Danube region, the Magyars were ruled by a kende, 
a chieftain that had initially been appointed to them by the Khazars, 
under whose authority the Magyars had been throughout much of 
the ninth century. By 900, however, the ken de was just a nominal ruler, 
for power was in fact in the hands of two military commanders, the 
xr11la and the harka. Moreover, the kendc died in 902 in an ambush, 
and leadership passed onto the gyula, a man named Arpad. Much 
like with contemporary Pechenegs, succession was governed by the 
principle of seniority: one of Arpad's kinsmen became gyula, and 
the man's son, Bulcsu, became lwrka. Bulcsu is mentioned in 948 
among visitors to the imperial court in Constantinople. He received 
baptism with Emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus as sponsor at his 
baptismal font. A few years later, the ,~yula also visited Constantinople 
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and was baptized. Unlike Bulcsu, however, he was also given a bishop 
named Hierotheos who accompanied him back to "Tourkia." Several 
seals of eleventh-century bishops of "Tourkia" are known and their 
see was located in what is today Backa, the northernmost region of 
Serbia, on the border with Hungary. 20 

It is not known what chieftains controlled what territories, but it 
is possible that both gyula and harka ruled over the southern region 
of the Carpathian Basin. It is also possible that the raids into Byzan
tine territories had been launched from that same region. While 
very vague about the geography of the central and northern regions 
occupied by the Magyars, Constantine Porphyrogenitus was well
informed about the territories they had under control near, as well as 
south of, the Danube River. He specifically mentions that the Mag
yars occupied lands "between the Danube and the Sava River." 2

' 

Apparently his source of information were the visitors of the mid
tenth century who had accepted baptism in Constantinople. If so, 
they must have told the emperor what they knew best, namely the 
extent of the territories assigned to them and to their fellow tribes
men. This conclusion is substantiated by the archaeological evidence 
pertaining to the presence of the tenth-century nomads. Most finds 
of tenth-century artifacts ofByzantine origin found in Hungary clus
ter at the confluence of the Tisza and Murq Rivers, which is also 
the region that produced the largest number of tenth- and eleventh
century Byzantine coins found in Hungary. The majority of pectoral 
crosses, many of which are of Byzantine origin, have also been found 
on sites in the Tisza Plain and in Banat near the present-day border 
between Romania, Serbia, and Hungary. Their distribution strik
ingly coincides with the territory of ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the 

20 John Skylitzes, Synopsis historiamm. p. 239. For gy11la as a title. not a name. see 
L. Varady. "Revision der Ungarn-Image von Komtantinos Porphyrogenetos," 
BZ, vol. 82 (1989), pp. 36-38. For the bishopric of"Tourkia," see I. Ba:rn, "The 
metropolitanate ofTourkia. The organization of the Byzantine church in Hungarv 
in the Middle Ages," in Byzanz r111d Ostmittclcuropa, 50-1453· Rcitr<\~c Zll eilrer t<1f,fe
rondc des XIX Intcnrationalm Congress o( Byzarrtine St11dics, Copnrir~~m 1996, ed. by 
G. Prinzing and M. Salamon (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1999), pp. 45-53. 

21 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De adrrrinistrmrdo i11rpcrio 42, pp. 182-1 B 3. See L. S. 
T 6th, "The territories of the Hungarian tribal federation around 9:\0 (some obser
vations on Constantine VII's 'Tourkia')." in Ryzanz 1111d Ostrnittclmropa, 95<>-1.J53· 
Bcitr~~e ztr ci11cr table-ronde des XIX ltrtcnr,uioll<rlcn Con.~rcss o( 13yzarrtillc St11dics, 
Copmhagc11 1996. ed. bv G. Prinzing and M. Salamon (Wiesbaden: Otto H.uras
sowitz. IC)'J'J). pp. 23-33. 
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eleventh-century bishopric of Bac. But Backa properly speaking -
the region between the Lower Tisza and the Danube - has so far 
produced only limited evidence of a tenth-century settlement net
work. Many sites in the region seem to have begun in earnest only 
after AD rooo. The only exception is Mosorin, near the confluence 
of the Tisza and Danube Rivers, a village that appeared in the late 
900s, with an associated cemetery nearby. 22 Other cemeteries dated 
to the tenth and eleventh century have been found on the banks of 
the Lower Tisza, as well as along the Danube, both north and south 
of its confluence with the Drava River. As for the region between 
the two rivers, just north of Novi Sad, it was a large swamp sparsely 
inhabited before AD I ooo. Moreover, only a few horseman burials 
have been found on the left bank of the Danube, which suggests that 
the area of the Great Roman Ditch erected in the ninth century in 
the region now served as a butTer zone. To the north of that zone, 
especially around the confluence of the Tisza and Mure~ Rivers, the 
cluster of finds dated to the tenth century may be associated with the 
areas under the control of the gyula and the harka, two of the most 
important political figures of the Magyar confederacy. South of the 
buffer zone and of the Danube River, no horseman burials have been 
found so far, but the archaeological evidence suggests the presence 
of a relatively numerous population. 

CROATIA AND CROATIAN KINGS 

To date, no burial assemblages in Slavonia, the region of Croa
tia south of the Lower Drava River, can be dated earlier than the 
mid-tenth century. After that date, a number of very large ceme
teries appear in eastern Slavonia, between the confluence of the 
Danube with the Drava and Sava Rivers, respectively, as well as 
along the Drava, just south of the present-day border between Croa
tia and Hungary. All these cemeteries contain only inhumations and 

" For the settlement, see R. L. Vcsclinovic, "Starosrpsko naselie na Bostanishtu 
kod Moshorin.1 u Bachkoj (Prilog istoriji materijalnc kulture Juzhnikh Slovena 
X-XII vcb) ]The Old Serbian population of Bostanistc near Mosorin in Bac·ka 
(Contribution to the material culture history of the South Slas·s during the tenth to 
t\\'clfth centuries)]." R.l".\1. vol. 2 (l<J:\3). :;-:;~.For the cemetery: P. Wellenrcitcr. 
"Surosrpsko groblje iz X-XII veb kod Bmunishta vlizu Moshori1u u Bachkoj 
I Old Scrbi.m tenth- to tsvdtth-century cemetery in Bostaniste near Mosorin in 
l3acka]." R.l'.\1. val. 2 (I'J:\3). pp. qk-I)I. 
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continued well into the eleventh, sometimes even the twelfth, cen
tury. This explosion of population is hard to explain, particularly 
because unlike neighboring Backa, no tenth-century settlement sites 
have so far been identified in Slavonia. In the absence of settlement 
features, the tenth- to twelfth-century burial assemblages provide the 
only source of information for one of the most important periods in 
the medieval history of the region. Grave goods consist of a variety of 
artifacts, but especially numerous are female dress accessories, such as 
ear- and finger-rings, bracelets, torcs, beads, and pendants, so typical 
that the name of one of the largest cemeteries excavated near Osijek, 
Bjelo Brdo, was given to the entire archaeological culture of tenth
to twelfth-century Croatia. It has become increasingly clear that, far 
from being a phenomenon restricted to Slavonia, the demographic 
explosion indicated by cemeteries of the "Bjelo Brdo culture" must 
be associated with the beginnings of the medieval state of Hungary, 
for such archaeological evidence has also been found in other regions 
of the Carpathian Basin. Hoop earrings with S-shaped ends, the hall
mark of the "Bjelo Brdo culture," have been found in large numbers 
in such distant areas as Slovakia and Transylvania. On the other hand, 
recent research on the beginnings and history of this archaeological 
phenomenon has identified a number of regional varieties. For exam
ple, south of the Sava River, assemblages attributed to the "Bjelo Brdo 
culture" are easily recognizable by specific female dress accessories, 
especially "beaded" earrings with grape-like pendants evidently imi
tating granulated ornaments of ninth-century specimens. Such ear
rings were certainly produced locally in large numbers, as attested 
by molds found in Sisak and by miscasts found in Sisak, Sotin, Novi 
Banovci, and Sremska Mitrovica. 

There are many questions of historical relevance raised by burial 
assemblages of the "Bjelo Brdo culture." First, its established chronol
ogy seems to point to a decisive beginning in the mid-tenth century, 
which coincides with the radical political changes within the Hungar
ian confederacy that took place after the disaster at Lechfeld. Second, 
the rarity of weapons and the conspicuous marking of female burials 
with multiple sets of dress accessories suggest that this was a popula
tion very different from that which buried its deceased in horseman 
burials. The exact identity of the population using the cemeteries 
of the "Bjelo Brdo culture" has been the subject of much debate. 
Croatian archaeologists and historians often stress the importance 
of a late source, the Chronicle L!f the Priest of Dioclca, written in Bar 
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shortly before 1200, but preserved only in sixteenth- or seventeenth
century redactions (see chapter 6 below). The Chronicle maintains 
that a Croatian king named Tomislav defeated in battle the Hun
garian king Attila. 23 From this, some have concluded that during 
the first third of the tenth century, Slavonia must have been incor
porated into the Croatian medieval state. Others, rightly doubting 
the veracity of the twelfth-century account, believed instead that in 
the history of Slavonia, the 900s were a period of complete anarchy. 
The archaeological record is at variance with both interpretations. If 
Tomislav defeated the Magyars in battle and included Slavonia into 
the Croatian state, he must have moved large numbers of people into 
a previously sparsely populated area, given the size and continuity 
noted on all sites of the "Bjelo I3rdo culture". Moreover, he must 
have been also responsible for very similar assemblages found in the 
central areas of Hungary or as far north as Slovakia. However, there is 
absolutely no support in the historical sources for this interpretation. 
On the contrary, Constantine Porphyrogenitus clearly indicates that 
in the mid-9oos the Magyars occupied the lands between the Sava 
and the Danube, no doubt including Slavonia. On the other hand, 
there are many analogies between the ninth-century material culture 
of Croatian sites on the Adriatic shore, on the one hand, and the 
"Bjelo Brdo culture," on the other. But the cemeteries excavated in 
Slavonia have also produced a remarkable quantity of artifacts sim
ilar to those in the northern areas of Hungary, Slovenia, northern 
Serbia, and Macedonia. The impression one gets from an attentive 
examination of the archaeological evidence is that a population of 
new settlers may indeed have been responsible for the inception of 
the "Bjelo Brdo culture" in Slavonia, but the exact circumstances 
in which such a transfer of population may have taken place remain 
unclear. The conclusion that political changes need not have a direct 
reflection in the archaeological record springs from comparison with 
another region bordering Croatia, namely Is tria. Beginning with the 
930s, the rulers oflstria changed frequently, as the region came under 
the direct influence and control of the patriarch of Grado, himself 
under Venetian patronage. However, together with the patriarchate 

'·' Chrouiclc o( rile l'ricst o( Dioclm 12. ed. by V Masin (Zagreb: Matica hr\'atska. 
1950). p. sH. Sec also E. Pcric·ic·, Sclm'ortllll R<:~ullm G~~11ra Barskog. Ljeropis Popa 
Dllk/jmlilla [The Sdai'Orlllll R<:~lllll/1 by Gregory ofl3ar. The Chronicle of the Priest 
ofDiodeaJ (Zagreb: Krsc·anska s.1dasnjmt, Il)l)I), p. 25H. 
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of Aquileia and the Friulan march, the duchy of I stria was placed in 
952 under the direct authority of the Bavarian archduke Henry, King 
Otto's brother. When Otto II separated Carinthia from Bavaria in 
976, !stria became a march under the direct rule of the Carinthian 
duke, but after 995 it passed to the powerful Eppenstein family of 
Carinthia, when Duke Henry II briefly reincorporated Carinthia 
into Bavaria. Yet, despite so many changes in political leadership, the 
great number of estates owned by the patriarchate of Aquileia, as well 
as an increasing number of Germanic names among the inhabitants 
of coastal cities, there are absolutely no changes in material culture 
throughout the tenth century. On the contrary, two of the largest 
cemeteries found in Istria, Zminj and Predloka, which began in the 
ninth century, continued well after AD rooo. 

The shifts in the administration of tenth-century Istria were part of 
a drastic rearrangement taking place on the southeastern frontier of 
Bavaria in the aftermath of the battle at Bratislava (907) and the defeat 
inflicted upon the Bavarian duke by the Magyars. To cope with the 
presence of the nomadic horsemen in Pannonia, but also in order 
to prepare for a possible expansion in the future, the southeastern 
territories turned into marches, each focused on the upper course 
of one of the major rivers in the region: Carinthia along the Mur 
River; Pettau/Ptuj on the Drava; Souna on the Savinja, and Carniola 
on the Sava. Count Rechwin, who is mentioned in two charters of 
980 and 985, ruled over the march ofPettau from his castle at Ptuj 
in what is now northeastern Slovenia. Excavations in and around the 
church on the Castle Hill in Ptuj have revealed a large cemetery, the 
last phase of which may be dated to the second half of the tenth and 
to the eleventh century. Attributed to the second phase of the so
called Kottlach culture of contemporary Carinthia, the Ptuj cemetery 
is in fact not much different from burial assemblages of the "Bjelo 
Brdo culture" in neighboring Croatia. 24 South of the land of Count 

'" P. Korosec, L1 nccropolc de Prujski .~rad, I'mj (Ljublj.Ina: Societe· archeologique de 
Yougoslavie. I'J7T). The Ptuj cemetery has even produced artifacts with good 
analogies in horseman buri.1ls in Hungary. See 1'. Korosec, "Ungarische Ele
mente aus der Nekropole aufder l3urg zu Ptuj." .4rhcoft,.<ki t'csrni/.:, vol. yi (1<JH5). 
pp. 3 3 7-3 50. Although not yet confirmed archaeologically, the earliest occupation 
on the Castle Hill in Ptuj can be ci.lted back to the ninth centurv on the basis of 
the written evidence. See P. Korosec. "Development of the c•,Irly mcdiaev.1l Ptuj 
settlement," in lsrorii,; i /.:ul'run; drc1'11ikh i .<rcdll<'<•cko<')'kh slm•i<ill, ed. by V. V. Sedm· 
(Moscow: Editorial URSS, I<)')<)). pp. I s-1 <). 
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Rechwin was Carniola (Krain), mentioned as a march in 973- The 
center of the march must have been in Kranj, at the confluence 
of the Sava and Kokra Rivers, where Slovenian archaeologists have 
recently identified an early medieval cemetery. 25 In 97 3, Emperor 
Otto II made a large land donation to the archbishop of Freising in 
the region to the southwest of Kranj, near Skofja Loka, and added 
more territories to it in a second charter issued in the same year. 
The donation was subsequently confirmed by Otto III in 989 and by 
Henry II in 1002. 

A strip of sparsely inhabited territory north of the Kupa River 
separated the southeastern Bavarian marches from what Constantine 
Porphyrogenitus called "baptized Croatia." The emperor was also 
aware of the "great power and multitude of men" of early tenth
century Croatia. According to him, "baptized Croatia" mustered as 
many as roo,ooo foot soldiers, 6o,ooo horsemen, 60 galleys, and roo 
cutters. He also knew that the country had eleven districts under the 
authority of local zhrtpans and three separate regions under the rule 
of bans. Much had changed since the ninth century in the adminis
trative structure of the polity ruled by the Croatian dukes. The ban 
now wielded considerable power. Constantine mentions a certain ban 
Pribounias, who had "made away" with Prince Miroslav, thus open
ing a period of "quarrels and numerous dissensions. "20 The district 
prefects mentioned in charters and inscriptions during the ninth cen
tury had by now multiplied, especially in the regions in the interior, 
such as Pset, Pliva, and Livno (all in western Bosnia)/7 which had 
recently fallen under the rule of the Croatian dukes. A later source, the 
thirteenth-century History of Salona written by Thomas of Spalato, 
lists as "counties" some of the regions mentioned by Emperor Con
stantine, but the zlwpanias were more or less autonomous, not admin
istrative units of a fully integrated polity. 2 H However, the power of the 

'S M. Sagadin. Km11j. Kril:iHc Iskra. Sckropola iz fasa prcseljet'mtja /jtldstet' i11 staroslo
uallskcga ohdobj,t [Kranj. the Iskra Crossroads. A Cemetery of the Great Migration 
Period and the Early Middle Ages] (Ljubljaru: Narodni Muzej, I987). A castle at 
Kranj is mentioned only in the late eleventh century. See also T. Knif!C, "Carniola 
in the early Middle Ages," Balcmwslal'ira, vol. 5 (I 976), pp. I 1 1-12 1. 

''' Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De admilliStr<llldo imperio 3 I, pp. I 50-151. 
,- The Chro11icle of the Priest of Dioclca 29, p. 73. attributes the conquest of Bosnia 

to one of Tomislav's successors. Michael Krl'Simir II. See also Perii:ic, Sclauon/111 
R<:~w1111. p. 2(>2. 

'"" Thon1as of Sp.1bto. Historia .~·dlonitmw. eel. by F. RaCki (Zagreb: Ex otflcina Soci
etatis Typographicae. 18<J-t). p. +S-
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Croatian ruler appeared, at least to outsiders, as substantially different 
from that of his ninth-century predecessors. A letter of Pope John 
X calls Tomislav a "king" ruling "in the province of the Croats and 
in the Dalmatian regions. " 29 There are no inscriptions of Tomislav 
to confirm the title, but a later inscription confirms that his tenth
century successors called themselves "kings." Moreover, the mention 
of Dalmatia has been interpreted as an indication that by 920 Tomis
lav was granted some form of control over the coastal cities in the 
Byzantine theme. Given that at that time he was certainly in con
flict with Symeon ofBulgaria, it is indeed possible that he had been 
rewarded by the imperial government with some share of the tribute 
collected from the Dalmatian cities, much like other Slavic rulers 
(arclwntes) in the days of Emperor Basil I. In any case, in 927 Pope 
John X sent his legates, Bishop Madalbert and a certain John, who 
bore the title of dux Cumas, to mediate between Croats and Bulgari
ans. The papal legates were also to attend the synod of the Dalmatian 
bishops gathered in Split in 92H. This was the second meeting of 
the bishops in that city, and everything we know about both synods 
comes from the letters Pope John X wrote to the archbishop of Split 
and to his suffragans, as well as to Tomislav, King of the Croats, and 
to Prince Michael of Zahumlje. The letters were preserved in a ver
sion of Archdeacon Thomas of Spalato's History l?( Salona copied at 
a later time to include a number of documents that the author may 
have apparently used as sources for his narrative. As a consequence, 
the authenticity of the letters included in the "longer" version of the 
History (known as Historia Salonitana maior) has come under suspi
cion, but there can be little doubt about the synods themselves, the 
decisions of which were confirmed at later councils. 

What caused the first synod of Split that took place in 925 was 
apparently a quarrel over diocesan borders between the archbishop 
of Split and the bishop of Nin. At stake were the Dalmatian sees, 
some of which, according to John X, were now under Tomislav's 
authority. The early history of the bishopric of Nin is obscure, but 
the see seems to have expanded shortly after its creation in the ninth 

20 Domlllcnta historiac Clwaticac pcriod1111J antiq11mn ill11stmnti<l, ed. by F. R.1cki (Zagreb: 
Sumptibus Acadcmiae Scientiarum et Artium. I ~77). p. I ~7- For the interpretation 
of this passage, see L. Margctic, "The Croatian state during the er.1 of rulers !rom 
the Croati.1n national dynasty," in Croati<1 in the l:"<~rly .\fiddle Ayes. A Clllt11ral 
Stm'cy, ed. by I. Supii:ic (London: Philip Wilson Publishers .md Z.1greb: AGM. 
I SJ9SJ), p. 204. 
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century, mainly at the expense ofSplit. A bishop ofNin even became 
Archbishop of Split in the late ninth century, albeit at the risk of 
the pope's irritation over his seeking ordination from Aquileia, not 
Rome. The incident is not mentioned in any one of Pope John X's 
letters, but it must have been on the minds of those who attended 
the synod of 92 5. That synod decided in favor of the archbishop of 
Split, but following the protests of the bishop ofNin, a second synod 
was summoned in 92S. This time, the gathering ofbishops decided 
to abolish the see of Nin, while the jurisdiction of the archbishop 
of Split was now extended over Croatia. The political implications 
of this church affair can hardly be ignored. Without being in any 
sense the "capital" of the dukes of the Croats, Nin had nevertheless 
been the first bishopric established in the country after conversion. 
Tomislav attended the synods, and the pope apparently counted on 
his support for Archbishop John of Split. Sacrificing the bishopric of 
Nin was apparently the price demanded from him for the political 
expansion of the Croatian polity in southern Dalmatia. 

But the letters of Pope John X indicate that there was a second, 
equally troubling issue on his mind in relation to the church affairs 
in Dalmatia. In his letter to the archbishop of Split and the other 
Dalmatian bishops, the pope scolded them for embracing "Method
ius' teaching" (Methodii doctrina), "which is nowhere to be found in 
the teaching of the Holy Fathers," and urged everybody to follow 
the advice of his legates and use only Latin in the liturgy. The pope 
further called Methodius' teaching a "bad root" and described the 
Slavic language as "barbarous." 30 The tenth canon of the synod of 
92 5 promptly prohibited the use of the Slavic language in liturgy and 
banned the elevation into higher orders of priests who did not have 
proper knowledge of Latin. Historians have long seen these decisions 
as the first indication of the influence of the Moravian mission in 
Dalmatia and the beginning of a peculiar cultural phenomenon of 
medieval Croatia known as "Glagolism." More recently, however, 
it has been noted that the decisions of the 925 synod pertaining 
to the use of Slavic in the liturgy are in fact repeated verbatim in 
the documents of another council of Split that took place in 1060. 
It is therefore possible that the text preserved in the "longer" ver
sion of Thomas of Spalato's History of Salona contains later interpo
lations. Besides Pope John X's letters, no shred of evidence exists 

w Dool/llf11fc1, p. 192. 
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that the Slavic liturgy was in use in Croatia during the tenth century 
and everything points to Glagolism being an eleventh-, not tenth
century phenomenon. The earliest manuscript written in Glagolitic 
script, known as the Clagolita Clozianus, cannot be dated earlier than 
AD r ooo. Vatroslav Jagic has suggested that the so-called Vicn11a Lca/1ets 
(two leaves of parchment containing a fragment of the liturgy of 
the Mass), the oldest liturgical Croatian document in Old Church 
Slavonic, may be associated with the activity of Methodius' disciples 
in Croatia shortly before and after AD 900. 31 But the fact that the text 
of the Lcaf1ets is a translation of a Gregorian sacramentary suggests a 
date in the late eleventh century, and the manuscript itself cannot be 
dated earlier than I I oo. 

Judging from the existing evidence, the tenth-century religious life 
in Croatia was dominated by the Benedictine monks. The abbot of 
the Benedictine monastery ofSv. Krsevan (St. Chrysogonus) in Zadar 
is first mentioned in 9 I 8, but the monastery had a new beginning in 
986, when a monk from Monte Cassino was appointed abbot. The 
Benedictine abbey of St. Bartholomew was established in the tenth 
century on the Kapitul Hill near Knin. Although the abbey appears 
in documents only after AD rooo, recent archaeological excavations 
have revealed the tenth-century church and a number of sculptural 
elements from the earliest building phaseY The tenth-century also 
witnessed the foundation of the Benedictine abbey of St. Stephen 
Under the Pines near Split. The Benedictine influence was likewise 
responsible for the fact that the oldest Latin manuscripts produced in 
Dalmatia were written in Beneventan, the script most typical for the 
Benedictine monastery of Monte Cassino (Italy). An episcopal book 
of ritual now in the library of the Russian Academy in St. Petersburg 
and known as the Kotor Cathedral Pontifical can be dated to the 
tenth century on the basis of such features of the l3eneventan script 
as "a" written as "cc" or tall "i" at the beginning of a word or 
in a semiconsonantal position. To the same period may be dated a 
fragment of a text containing the epistle of St. Paul to the Philippians 

1 ' VJagic. Elltstelumgsgcschichtc dcr kirchcllS"ll'ischctJ Sprachc (Berlin: Weidmann. Il) 1 3), 
p. 2..f6. 

1" F. Smiljanic. "Kapitul kod Knina [Kapitulnear Kninj." R,Jdol'i Filo:::ofskr~~_t;,kulteta 
11 Zadn1, vol. 38 (!()86-1987), pp. )3-<J). For tenth-century sculptural elements 
from the Monastery of St. Bartholomew. see T. Burii:. "Ranosrednjmjckovna 
skulptura s Kapitula kod Knina JEarly medieval sculpture trom Kapitul near 
Kninj." h:da11ia Hrl'atsko,Q ilrheoh<kog drw't1•a. nJl. 1) (I<J<J2). pp. <J7-I2I. 
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which was found in Split. The same is true for the earliest manuscript 
in Caroline script written in Croatia, a codex from the Franciscan 
monastery in Sibenik containing a collection of books of the liturgy 
in the form in existence before the reform movement of the late 
eleventh century collapsed them into the Missal. 

Latin, and not Old Church Slavonic, is the language of tenth
century inscriptions found in Croatia. A duke named Ddislav (Dirzis
clu ducem magnum) is mentioned in an inscription on two stone panels, 
perhaps from the pulpit of the first church of the St. Bartholomew 
Abbey in Knin. The fragmentary inscription also mentions that some
body else, whose name was not preserved, was the "duke of the 
Croats" during Drzislav's reign. 33 The inscription contains no date, 
but the identity of Duke Drzislav was established on the basis of a 
later charter of King Peter Krdimir IV, dated to ro66, which con
firmed a donation of an estate named Diklo that had been made 
to the Monastery of Sv. Krsevan in Zadar by the king's predecessor, 
Kre5imir II. The charter also mentions the names of the four sons 
of Kresimir's successor, King Drzislav. But the succession to power 
and the genealogy of the Croatian kings was reconstructed primarily 
on the basis of perhaps the most famous inscription in Latin from 
tenth-century Croatia. The inscription was found broken in several 
fragments in Otok near Solin. It is an epitaph for Helena, the wife of 
a certain king Michael and the mother of a certain king Stephen. 34 

The exact date of her death is given (October 8, 976) and from that 
a Croatian historian has reconstructed the genealogy and the years 
of the long reigns of the kings now known as Michael Krdimir II 
(949---969) and Stjepan Drzislav (969---997). 35 The Otok inscription is 
important for a number of other reasons as well. First, it clearly shows 
that Tomislav's successors during the second half of the tenth cen
tury retained the title of"king," even though on another inscription 
Drzislav appears as "Grand Duke." Together with the 1066 charter 
ofKing Peter Kre5imir IV, the evidence of the inscription shows that 

33 Matijevic-Sokol. "Latin inscriptions," 243. 
34 .\.mnwtm.~mde Stcillinschri/tell, pp. 53-54 (for the English translation, see Matijevic

Sokol. "Latin inscriptions," p. 245). For the most recent commentary, seeM. Sui(·, 
"Prilog tumai:enju natpisa kraljice Jelene [Contribution to the interpretation of 
Queen Helena's inscription]," Sf'. vol. !4 (I<JH4), pp. I s-39· 

" F. Sisii:. "Gcnealoski prilozi o hrv.nskoj narodnoj dinastiji [Genealogical contribu
tion to the history oftlw Croat dynastyj." l7ies11ik Hmatskoga arheo/o.(k,~~a dndtl'<1, 
voJ. 13 (l<Jij-I<JI4). pp. I-<),1. 
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a dynastic principle was set in Croatia, which is also evident in the 
use of one and the same church as royal mausoleum. Second, and 
perhaps more importantly, the inscription shows that Helena, who 
is called "famous" ifamosa), ruled the kingdom (habenas tenuit regm), 
a quality the anonymous author of the text associates with her pro
tection of orphans and widows described in the words of the Psalms 
(67.6). Certainly Helena was in power after the death of her hus
band. She must therefore have ruled alone or in her son's name for 
no less than seven years. Unfortunately, nothing else is known about 
Helena or her reign. Her position of power, not just as the spouse of 
one king and the mother of another, but also as a queen in her own 
right, is in sharp contrast with her contemporaries, Maria Lekapena, 
who married Peter of Bulgaria, and Anna, the bride of Vladimir of 
Kiev, neither of whom exercised any significant political power or 
influence. 

According to Constantine Porphyrogenitus, writing in the mid
tenth century, Pagania was a political entity separate from Croatia 
and located on both sides of the Neretva River, including also the 
islands ofHvar, Korcula, Mljet, and Brae. The Paganians, also known 
as Narentans from other sources, were in almost permanent conflict 
with Venice, because of their naval capabilities that threatened Vene
tian convoys sailing south along the Dalmatian coast. By 930, the 
Venetians had already established their control over some urban cen
ters in !stria, and in 972 the Doge Peter Candiano IV obtained Isola 
from Emperor Otto IY' Emperor Basil II's privilege of 992 secured a 
preferential treatment of Venetian merchants within Byzantine bor
ders, and a few years later a Venetian fleet defeated the Narentans, 
while at the same time defending the theme of Dalmatia against the 
attacks of the Bulgarian emperor Samuel. Around AD r ooo, Venice 
thus laid the foundations of a long-term control of the coastal cities 
in Dalmatia. Neighboring polities were quickly drawn into the orbit 

36 G. de Vergottini, "Venezia, e !'!stria nell'Alto Medioevo," in Storia della ri!'ilt.i 
Vcllczialla, ed. by V Branca (Florence: Samori, I<J7<J), p. Ho. In <J32, Venice imposed 
on the inhabitants of Koper an annual tribute of IOO amphorae of wine. See John 
the Deacon, Ve11efia11 Chronicle, ed. by G. Monticolo (Rome: Forzani, I 890), 

p. I 56. A year later, when, with the margrave of !stria on their side, several 
lstrian cities seized Venetian properties within their territory, the doge ordered 
the blockade of the entire peninsula, which quickly led to a peace, whereby the 
Venetians recuperated all their assets. See P. Stih, "Der ostadriatische Raum um 
das Jahr 1000," in Europe arotllld the rear /O<JO, ed. by 1'. UrbaiJCzyk (Warsaw: 
Wydawnictwo DiG, 200I), pp. 205-20S. 
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of the emerging power. In recognition of the Venetian overlord
ship over Dalmatia, but also in order to seal an alliance with Croatia, 
the daughter of the Venetian doge Peter II Orseolo (roo8-I026) 
married Stjepan, Drzislav's grandson and the father of King Peter 
Kresimir IV. 

BYZANTINE PROVINCES AND BYZANTINE CLIENTS 

There was a visible growth in the number of Byzantine themes in the 
Balkans during the tenth century. Emperor Leo VI created the themes 
of Strymon in eastern Macedonia and Nikopolis in northwestern 
Greece. All of the subsequently created themes were small and tended 
to cluster in the northern region of Greece. The theme ofVeroia, west 
ofThessalonica, may be dated to the 970s, while Larisa, in northern 
Thessaly, appeared at an unknown date before Emperor Basil II's death 
in 102 5. Basil also created the theme of Philippopolis in present-day 
Bulgaria in the 990s during his war against Bulgaria. The role of the 
new themes was thus primarily to protect the Byzantine provinces in 
Greece and Thrace from Bulgarian raids, such as those ordered in 9 I 7 
by Symeon, which reached as far south as the Gulf of Corinth, and 
in 976 by Samuel, who removed a substantial number of inhabitants 
and the relics of St. Achilleus from Larisa in Thessaly. However, the 
themes offered no protection against attacks by sea. In 90 I, a Syrian 
fleet under a Christian renegade named Damian of Tarsus sacked 
the port of Demetrias, on the northern shore of the Pagasic Bay 
in Thessaly. Three years later, an Arab fleet under the command of 
another Christian renegade named Leo of Tripoli appeared in the 
Sea of Marmara. After having been chased off by the imperial fleet, 
the Arabs sacked the custom station at Abydos and then attacked 
Thessalonica. The imperial fleet could not intervene and an appeal of 
the local military governor to the neighboring Slavs produced only 
a few volunteers. As a consequence, after a brief siege, the Arabs 
stormed the sea walls and conquered and plundered the city, killing 
or capturing almost half of its inhabitants. 37 Many captives were later 

J; The authenticity of john Kameniates' account of the sack of Thessalonica has 
been disputed by AI. H. Kazhdan, "Some questions addressed to the scholars \Yho 
believe in the authenticity of Kaminiates' 'Capture of Thessalonic.1' ,'' BZ, voL 
71 (197H), pp. JOI-JI4. However, the Arab conquest of the city is confirmed 
by both Byzantine and Arab sources. See J. D. C. Frendo, "The 'Miracles of St. 
Demetrius' and the capture of Thessaloniki. An examination of the purpose, 
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sent to Tarsus in Cilicia, in order to be exchanged against Muslims 
captured by the Byzantines. One of the first visitors to Thessalonica 
after the sack of 904 was St. Elias the Younger, who died in that city 
less than a week after the withdrawal of the Arab fleet. Elias was on his 

way to Constantinople, where he had been invited by Emperor Leo 
VI, and his impression ofThessalonica was one of sheer misery. 38 The 
same was true of St. Nikon the Metanoiete's impression of Salamis, 

which he found devastated when coming to Greece in 968. All the 
inhabitants of the island had fled to the mainland, and Athens was 
surrounded by a wall built around the base of the Acropolis, behind 
which the population could take refuge. 

The Byzantine provinces were also confronted with internal 
revolts. According to Constantine Porphyrogenitus, during the reign 
of Romanus I (920-944) the Milings and the Ezerites of Pelopon
nesus constantly refused to accept the ruler imposed on them by the 
military governor of the province, John Protevon. Their dissatisfac
tion seems to have been fueled by increasing demands for troops for 
the military expeditions to Italy. In 92 r, the Milings and the Ezerites 
rose against the new military governor of the province, Krinitis Aro
tras, who began campaigning against them "in March and burned the 
crops and plundered the lands of the Slavs until November." 3 ~ As a 
consequence, the rebels quickly sued for peace and agreed to pay an 
increased tribute directly to the imperial treasury. However, soon after 
that, Krinitis was transferred to the neighboring province of Hellas 
and replaced with Bardas Platypodis. Bardas's term as military gover
nor of Peloponnesus was marked by "disorder and strife," apparently 
caused by conflicts with members of the local nobility led by a certain 

significance and authenticity of John Kaminiates' 'De Expugnatione Thessa

lonicae'," Byzamilloslauira, vol. sR (I<J97). pp. 205-224; R. K. Odetallah. "Leo 
Tripolites-Ghulam Zurafa and the sack of Thessaloniki in yo4." Ryzallfitwslau

ica, vol. 56 (1995), pp. <J7-I02. See also W A. Farag, "Some remarks on Leo of 

Tripoli's attack on Thessaloniki in 904 AD," BZ, vol. H2 (I<JH<J), pp. 133-139 . 

.1·' Li(c o( St. Elias the Y<mtt.~cr, p. 110. See a!"' Yannopoulos, "La Crcce dans Ia l'ic 

deS. Elie le ]etttte," pp. 215-21 !l. 

N Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De ad111ittistwufo i111paio 50, pp. 234-23 ). The lc\Ct 

that in order to quell the revolt, Krinitis Arotras had to burn the crops is an 

indication that the Milings and the Ezerites had by now moved into the lowlands 

on both sides of Mount Taigetos. For the cLne of the revolt. sec R. J. H. Jenkins, 

"The date of the Slav revolt in Peloponnese under Romanus I." in Lite C/,,s.<i(,J/ 

,md .\IcdiacPal Studies i11 Ho11or o(Albcn .\l,ufti,,.,. himd, Jr., ed. lw Kurt Weitzmann 

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, I'J))). pp. 204-211. 
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protospatharios named Leo Angelastos, who was eventually expelled 
from the province. These events are most likely the same as those in 
\Yhich Arcthas of Caesarea found himself entangled in 921 or 922. 

Arethas, by then a resident of Constantinople, had visited his native 
province in the early 900s, mainly to participate in the reconsecration 
of deYastated churches. However, he later vvTote a tract to defend him
self against accusations that he had tried to convince a certain notable 
ofPatras named Symbatios to declare himself emperor. Symbatios had 
declined the offer and promptly denounced the plot, while sending 
two conspirators to Constantinople under imperial guard. The "dis
order and strife" must therefore have had political ramiftcations, the 
most destructive outcome of which was the subsequent rebellion of 
those whom Constantine Porphyrogenitus calls "Slavesians." These 
\Vere Byzantine troops recruited from among Slavs in Asia Minor and 
stationed in Peloponnesus, as reinforcements for the local thematic 
army, along with the Mardaite sailors. +o It is interesting to note that, 
"fearing (that the Slavesians) might join forces with the Slavs [the 
Milings and the Ezerites] and bring about a total destruction of this 
same province," Emperor Roman us I agreed to reduce the tribute 
of the Peloponnesian Slavs to the amount paid before the campaign 
of Krinitis Arotras. At the same time, and perhaps to alleviate the 
pleas of the local population. the emperor allowed the soldiers of the 
theme of Peloponnesus to redeem their military obligation to go on 
a campaign to Italy at the rate of five gold coins apiece, or half of that 
if they were poor.+ 1 

Despite so much turbulence, tenth-century Peloponnesus seems to 
h~we been a land of opportunities. The very fact that involved in the 
events of 921 were not just rebels in the mountains, but also some of 
the most important members of the local nobility, men bearing such 

v:· C:omtantine Porphvrogenitus, De ,,dlllinistrando i111pcrio _10, pp. 23+-23.\- The 
Slave siam are ahl mentioned in the emperm··s De ccrilllolliis. p. 6:; I, as troops 
recruited lew the 'J I I expedition to Crete. The Slavesians also p.uticipated in the 
siege and subsequent conquest of the C:ret.ln fort of Candia in 'JOI. They svere most 
likcl\' recruited fi·om the theme ofOpsikion. See Ditten. Etllllisclll· f·i·rschiclmngcn. 
pp. 2(>)-2h7. for the M.mlaitt's of Peloponnesus. Nikopolis .. md C:ephalonia, sec 
Constantine Porphvrogenitm. De C<TCIIIOIIiis, pp. ri_1_1. 6_16. and on). Elsewhere in 
the B.dk.m pro,·inces, settlers were either of Anncni.m or Byzantine origin. In 
<JS'J. after Uard,Js Sklcros submitted to him, Emperor B.1sil II moved his former 
enemy. together with his t:unil\'. ti·mn An.ttolia to Adrianople. where he expected 
them to help tight the llulgariam . 

.+r Con.:;untllll' Porphyro:;cnitu..,. f)c t~dnziui.~tr<111do inzperiL1 s r, pp . .2)6-.2)7· 
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lofty titles as that of protospatharios and equal in rank with the military 
governor of the province, is an indication of relative prosperity. The 
L~(e and Testament~( St. Nikon the Metmwiete, written during the first 
half of the eleventh century, mention that when Nikon arrived in 
Lacedaemona (Sparta) in c. 970, the local "leading men" (arclumtes) 
requested his assistance against a particularly destructive outbreak of 
plague. Patrons of the monastery Nikon eventually built in the mid
dle of the market place in Lacedaemona were not only the military 
governor of Peloponnesus, but also a certain "lord Basil Apokaukos," 
a Byzantine general whom Nikon reassured of victory over Samuel 
of Bulgaria and his troops that were threatening Corinth. While the 
military governor donated to the monastery an entire village, Peris
sos, together with its inhabitants, local noblemen opposed Nikon's 
decisions to expel the Jews from Lacedaemona and to build his church 
in the marketplace, on the very spot where they used to entertain 
themselves by playing poloY 

Contemporary villages in the Byzantine provinces in eastern 
Macedonia were relatively small, with no more than roo inhabitants 
each, and coexisted with isolated farms and large estates owned by 
the emperor, imperial officials, officers of the Byzantine army, or the 
Church. Peasants were organized in village communities collectively 
responsible for the payment of taxes, but also acting collectively on 
such matters as the management of village property, land sales, and 
purchases. Some villages even had archives, as indicated by the fact 
that a copy of a judge's verdict in a case of 99 5 was given to the village 
of Siderokausia. During the tenth century, a significant number of 
lands were abandoned, reclaimed by the state, and subsequently sold 
to rich landowners. Why did people abandon the land? In many cases 
it was because of invasions or raids of foreign enemies. For example, 
in 996, peasants from three villages - Restnika, Mousdolokon, and 
Batonia (all in the hinterland of Thessaloniki) - fled to a monastic 
estate because their villages had been destroyed by the Bulgarians. 

+2 Ti·stamellt of ,'\"ikmz the .'vletmwiete j(Jr the Clunch aud :Vfmzastery of the Saz•ior, the 

.\tot her of God, aud St. Kyriake iu Lakedaimo11, English translation by A. Bandy in 
Byza11tiue .\fouastic F01mdatiou Dowmellts. A Complete 7rauslatioll o( the Surviviug 

Founders' Typika m1d Tcstameuts, ed. by J. Thomas and A. C. Hero (Washington: 
Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, 2000), p. 3 1 7. For the Life of 
St .. \'ikou, see Ch. Stavrakos. "Die Vita des hl. Nikon Metanoeite als Quelle zur 
Prosopographie der Peloponnes im sp:iten 10. Jahrhundert." Siidost-Forsclllmgm. 

vol. 5~ (1999), pp. 1-7. 
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However, fiscal pressure should not be discounted as an important 
reason for land abandonment. During the years of bad harvests and 
famine, many peasants sold their land for just a little food or money. 
Others preferred the monastic estates because they were sheltered 
trom taxes by exemptions granted to the monks. In 974 and 975, the 
fiscal agents identified a great number of peasants who had moved 
to monastic estates, and forced them to return to their lands and pay 
taxes. However, when lands were abandoned for more than thirty 
years, they were usually resold to local landowners, many of whom 
were officers of the Byzantine troops stationed in nearby forts. 

Local noblemen were also prominent in Dyrrachion in the 970s. 
According to John Skylitzes, who wrote in the late eleventh century, 
the most prominent among them was a certain John Chryselios, 
whose daughter married Samuel of Bulgaria. He later married 
another of his daughters to the Byzantine renegade Ashot, who had 
joined Samuel and was subsequently appointed governor of Dyrra
chion. In exchange for imperial recognition for himself and the title 
of patrikios tor his two sons, John eventually turned the city back 
to the Byzantine authorities after the defeat of SamueJ.+3 John may 
have also been responsible tor the remarkable building activity taking 
place in Dyrrachion shortly before and after AD rooo. The city walls 
were repaired and a church was erected on the site of what is now 
the Fatih Mosque. Further to the north, at Shurdhah on the river 
Orin, Albanian archaeologists have identified a large stronghold with 
several buildings and a number of churches, some of which \vere 
probably built in the tenth century. Shurdhah may well have been 
a tort on the northeastern frontier of the theme of Dyrrachion, but 
the presence of tenth- and eleventh-century coins and Byzantine fine 
quality pottery indicates that this was not an isolated settlement in 
the middle of the mountains. 

An image of relative prosperity is also confirmed by finds ofhoards 
and isolated Byzantine coins in Greece. In Corinth, Athens, and 
Thebes, the tenth century witnessed an increased number of coins, in 
itself an indication of an accelerated economic development. More
over, seven coin hoards from Peloponnesus that were buried during 

" 3 John Skylitzes. SJ'""J!.'i-' histori,uwu, pp. 342-343 and _q<;. See J. Fcrlug.1, B)'::mltilllll 
011 the B,,/k<iiiS. Sr11die.< ''" rile ll)'::autiue Ad111iuistmrio11 aud the St>urhem Slm•s ji"o111 

rile r 'Ilth 10 rile .\Ilrh Cmruries (Amsterdam: Adolf Hakkert, 1<;76), pp. 227 and 
2_11-2_12. 
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the reign of Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus contain mostly coins 
of that emperor and ofhis co-rulers, which shows an active monetary 
economy with a continuous flow of fresh money into the region. In 
the early tenth century, Thessalonica had two permanent markets. 
one apparently serving trade with the neighboring Slavs. Both mar
kets were full of native and foreign goods and merchants. Thessalonica 
had its own manufacture in the form of glass-making workshops.H 
In the early 900s, there were just a few settlements in the hinterland 
of Thessalonica. By 950. the situation had changed dramatically. By 
942, the abbot of a monastery "'of Athos" is referred to in an agree
ment made with the inhabitants ofHierissos. Athanasius, the founder 
of the Great Lavra, arrived at Athos in 9 58 and immediately began 
promoting large-scale agriculture and viticulture, much to the dis
satisfaction of older monks. The first imperial document concerning 
the organization of the monastic communities was issued by Emperor 
John Tzimikes at some point between 970 and 072. The document, 
known as the Tragos ("billy goat," fi·om the parchment on which it 
was written), was based on a thorough investigation of the situation 
at Athos by a committee sent at the special order of the emperor. A 
summary of the report that the committee later gave to the emperor is 
included in the document. Some of the committee's conclusions are 
particularly relevant tor the economic and social situation in northern 
Greece in the late 900s. At that time, apparently, there were many 
monks at Athas "'who possessed tlelds and sold them, then purchased 
others in turn, and sold them again tor the sake of profit and shameful 
gain. "+ 5 Estates were also owned collectively by various monasteries, 
which designated stewards to manage the monastic propertv. They 

++ John Kameniatcs, De CXJ>l<glwriollc Thcss,>iolli<'dC. cd. 11\" C. Biihlig (Berlin and Ne\\" 
York: De Gruyter, 1973). pp. 20-27. -t<JI-+<J-t. 500. \f>l-5(>2. 5(>7-5h'J, and 57~
sHo. Sec also R. A. Naslcdova, "Rcmcslo i torgovlia 1-'csdoniki konc1 IX-nachaLI 
X v. po dannym loamLl Kameniaty [Crafts and tr.1ek in Thcssaloniu in the Lite 
ninth and early tenth century. according to John Kanll'ni.Ites[," I ·r ·. \"Oi. H ( 1 C)5(>). 

pp. oJ-H-t. 

'' Typikon o(E111pcrorjoh11 Tzi111iskcs 13, English tr.msLmon by (;_I )ennis in Hyz,lllrillc 
~\!on(Istic Found(1tion DontiiiCI!tS. ~-1 (~tJ111]Jictc "liwislatioll (:(the Swri1•in.~ Fouudcrs · 
Typika ,md "Ji:sr,7111<'111.', ed. bvJ ThomJs and A. C. Hero (W.rshington: Dumbarton 
Oaks Research Library .md Collection. 2000). p. 2_1S. Some monk\ Jre ,aid to 
tldvc \\"orked undn contract for some of the superiors (.1bbots) .md the\· \\"ere 
p.1id in cash. 13y contrast, "'fc1rced Libor" imposed upon nwnb by some of these· 
superiors \\",IS vie\\·ed '" ,111 indicJtion of""worldh·. not Inoil.IStlc btl-"" (T\pikon ·~I 
l:IIIJ'<'I"<>r)<'hll T::i111iskcs I'J. p. 2_1()). 
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often resided in tmnhouses, which were easy to distinguish from 
other rural settlements by the presence of church buildings. In addi
tion, many monasteries purchased land from the fisc, onto which 
they brought new settlers trom neighboring villages with impover
ished peasant population or even from neighboring Bulgaria. At some 
point before 960, forty "Bulgarian Slavs" were settled on the estates 
of the Monastery ofKolobos. 4(} The amount of rent the monasteries 
received on a regular basis tl-om their tenants was often stipulated in 
a written contract. Monks also sold significant quantities of wine to 
"laymen from the Zygos river in towards the Mountain."47 That the 
monks were not alone in engaging in such activities is shown by other 
documents surviving in the archives of the Great Lavra, which point 
to peasants buying land from the fisc, which they cleared and turned 
into cultivated fields. The prosperity of tenth-century Macedonia 
also explains the rapid growth of the Athonite monasteries. In 956, 

an imperial decree granted land to the Monastery of St. Nicepho
rus ofXeropotamou. The Monastery oflviron established by Geor
gian monks in 979 swallowed the Monastery ofKolobos, which was 
located at the northern end of the peninsula. Kolobos had previously 
absorbed other monasteries and their possessions, one of which was 
Leontia near Thessalonica. As a result of such developments, the size 
of the estates the Monastery of Iviron owned in Macedonia shortly 
before AD rooo grew to an estimated total of 20,000 acres. 4s 

The remarkable growth of the Athonite monasteries that began 
during the last few decades of the tenth century and continued into 

41
' F. Diilger, L:'i11 F,,/1 s/,n•ischcr Li11sicdlullg im Hi11Terla11d l'0/1 Thessalo11ike im 10. Jahrl11111-

dcrr (Munich: VerL1g der l3,lyerischcn Akadcmic dcr Wisscmchaftcn, 1952), pp. 7 

and I(}--I 3. Sec .liso G C. Soulis, "On the Slavic settlement in Hierissm in the 

tenth century," By:aiiTi,,ll, vol. 23 (](J)3), pp. n7-72. The monastery was founded 
in ~M on the territory of the village of Sidcrokausia. See J. Lelort, "Population 
et peuplement en Macc·doinc orient.lle. !Xc-XVe siecle," in Holllllli'S er rirhesses 

da11s I'Lillpirc hy:'"'''"· ed. by V Kravari,J. Lefc1rt, .md C. Morrisson, vol. 11 (Paris: 
Pierre Lethielleux, I<J<)l). p. (''!-

4- Typikon o( Lillpcror_fohll T:imiske.< I). p. 23K. 
4 ' A. Harvev. "The monastic economv and imperial patronage from the tenth to 

the twelfth century," in .\!ou11T A rhos '""' Hy:,mTille .\lollasricism. Papers from rile 
Tii•mry-b~liTh Spri11g S)'IIIJ'OSilllll o( By:,111Ti11e Srudies, Binllillslwm, .\larch 1994, ed. 

hy A. Bryer and M. Cunningham (Aickrshot and l3rookfidd: Variorum. 1996), 
p. <)I. In addition to land. the Athonite monb benefited !rom other forms of 
imperi.d muniticence. Emperor Ronwms I (<)2(}--<)44) began sending to Athos 
yc,1rly cash payment> which amounted to one gold coin per monk. 
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the eleventh century had been also made possible by changes tak
ing place at Athos in the aftermath of Athanasius' foundation of the 
Great Lavra. In the rnid-900s, the Athonite monks already had a col
lective representation in the eyes of the law, in the form of a leader 
of all monastic communities known as protos, and a council of abbots 
(hegoumenot) that met twice a year. But after 963, the favored form of 
monastic life was not that of isolated anchorites coming together to 
celebrate the liturgy only on Sundays and on feast days, but a more 
advanced form of common, "cenobitic" life. The rule that Athanasius 
drew for the occasion of his foundation stressed common life within 
the walls of the monastery, obedience to the abbot, and manual work. 
The total number of monks for his foundation was set at eighty, no 
more than five of whom were allowed to leave the monastery and live 
as hermits, if they had proved themselves worthy of being granted 
that privilege. Monks at the Great Lavra ate together "two cooked 
dishes- garden vegetables and legumes," which they seasoned "both 
with three litrai of olive oil." On feast days, they also ate fish, cheese, 
and eggs and were allowed to drink three measures of wine. 49 More 
importantly, the architecture of the new foundation was a clear illus
tration of the cenobitic ideals. The Great Lavra has a courtyard plan 
with a free-standing church in the middle, surrounded on all sides 
by inward-facing cells and dependencies that back on to the enclo
sure walls guarded by a tower. Both the rule and the architecture of 
Athanasius' foundation were immediately imitated, so much so that 
by I roo, half of the monasteries now in existence on the peninsula 
had already been founded. Moreover, the new emphasis on ceno
bitism changed the pattern of imperial support for the Athonites. 
Instead of yearly payments for all monks (those in cenobitic commu
nities, as well as hermits), emperors now preferred to grant land or 
privileges to their favorite houses, especially to the Great Lavra and 
to Iviron. For example, Emperor Basil II's decree of 978 increased the 
level of financial assistance for the Great Lavra to a level where over 

·W Rule of Athmzasius the Atlumite for the Lavra .Hmwstery 22, English translation by 
G. Dennis in Byzamine i\1.onastic Foundati011 Doounmts. A Complete Ira11S/atio11 
of the Suwivi"g Founders' Typika a11d Testammts, ed. by J. Thomas and A. C. 
Hero (Washington: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, 2000), 

p. 226. For Athanasius, see K. Ware, "St. Athanasios the Athonite: traditionalist 
or innovator?," in :Hotmt Athos mzd Byzmztine .Ho1zasticism. I'apcrsfrom the 'lii'CIIt)'
Eighth Sprit1g Symposium of Byzanti11e Studies, Birmingham, .Harch 1994, ed. by A. 
Bryer and M. Cunningham (Aldershot and Brookfield: Variorum, 1 <J<Jc\), pp. 4-1 c\. 
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six times more monks could be supported than initially stipulated by 

Athanasius. The trend continued into the eleventh and twelfth cen
turies, with new monasteries temporarily rivaling the Great Lavra in 

terms of the imperial munificence they enjoyed. 
Mount Athos was neither an exclusively Byzantine, nor the only 

monastic center in the Balkan provinces of the Empire. In 979, three 

Iberian noblemen established the monastery of Iviron with the sup

port of the Iberian prince David ofUpper Tao, soon followed by Bul

garian monks who founded the Monastery of St. Zographos. Other 

monasteries existed in tenth-century Macedonia, such as Kolobos 
or the one excavated near Maroneia, at Synaxis. The latter reused 

materials from a sixth- or early seventh-century basilica in ruins to 

create a courtyard arrangement similar to that of the Great Lavra. 
Two marble slabs from the chancel of the free-standing church of the 

monastery were carved with decorative patterns oflinked quatrefoils, 

most typical for the ninth- and tenth-century Byzantine art. Ashes 

on a fireplace found in one of the rooms in the monastery's northern 
wing contained oyster shells and ftsh-bones, the remains of a monas

tic diet not very different from that prescribed by Athanasius for the 
monks of the Great Lavra. However, the fine quality pottery found 

in the earth fill of the courtyard may indicate that life in the Synaxis 
Monastery was not devoid of some refinement. 

It is from the Byzantine provinces of northern Greece that the 

church architecture associated with the forts and monastic centers in 

Macedonia began to spread into the central regions of the Balkans. 

The church dedicated to St. Achilleus excavated on an island com
pound in the middle of Lake Prespa was most likely built in the 

late tenth century by Samuel, who may have been buried within its 

atrium. A church recently excavated in Rose, in the Bay of Kotor, 

may be of the same date. Two tenth-century churches in northeast

ern Montenegro and southwestern Serbia, respectively, are replicas 
of Byzantine churches, such as those found in the strongholds of 

Macedonia and Albania. 50 During the tenth century, the valleys of 

so Church of St. Peter ne.lr Bijdo Poljc (Montenegro): Radivoje Ljubinkovic, 

''hkopavanp na crkvi Svctog Petra u Bijelom Polju [Archaeological research in the 

Church of St. Peter ncar Bijclo Poljc]." in RefeY<lti i koref,·rati sa VII kongrcsa ,>rhe
ologa)ugoslal'i;c. Hem:~-.'.;,,,,., 1966, ed. by N. T.1sic (Belgrade: Arheolosko Drustvo 

Jugoslavijc, I'Jii7). pp. 103-111. Petrm•o near Novi Pazar (Serbia): G. Milosevic, 
"Ostaci kasnosrednjm]ckovnc crkvc i profane gradjevine u selu Petrovi kod Novog 
Pazara [Rcmaim of an early medieval church and secular buildings in Petrovo near 
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the upper courses of the rivers Lim and I bar were beyond the reach 
of the Byzantine garrisons stationed in such strongholds. Instead, the 
two churches testifY to the influence of Byzantine Christianity and 
architecture among the elites of the Byzantine clients in the central 
and western regions of the Balkans. 

According to Constantine Porphyrogenitus, the Slavs of the Dal
matian zhupanias of Pagania, Zahumlje, Travounia, and Konavli all 
"descended from the unbaptized Serbs." 51 This has been rightly inter
preted as an indication that in the mid-tenth century the coastal zhu
panias were under the control of the Serbian zlmpan Caslav, who 
ruled over the regions in the interior and extended his power west
wards across the mountains to the coast. l3efore AD 1 ooo, the south
ernmost zlzupania ofDuklja (in present-day Montenegro) must have 
been under Byzantine control, despite the later attempts of the author 
of the Chronicle of the Priest ~f Dioclea to construct a half-legendary 
genealogy for the twelfth-century princes of Duklja. In the mid
tenth century, Constantine Porphyrogenitus had nothing to say about 
the rulers of Duklja, but insisted that the country had been "under 
the emperor of the Romans." 52 In 997, during the war with Basil 
II, Samuel of Bulgaria attacked Ulcinj, south of Lake Skadar, and 
from Duklja he began devastating the entire Dalmatian coast as far 
as Zadar. Samuel only withdrew when the Venetian fleet stabilized 
the region and reestablished nominally the Byzantine control over 
the coastal cities. Similarly, the early tenth-century ruler of Hum 
(Zahumlje), a neighbor of Croatia, bore the lofty titles of proconsul 
and patrikios. Michael of Zahumlje, who is mentioned together with 
Tomislav of Croatia in Pope John X's letter of 925 and who partic
ipated in that same year in the first synod of Split, was nevertheless 
an independent ruler, whose genealogy is specifically mentioned by 
Constantine Porphyrogenitus as having been different from that of 
all other Slavs in Dalmatia who were descendants of the "unbaptized 
Serbs." Michael was on good terms with Bulgaria during Symeon's 

Novo Pazar].'' .Yovopazarski zhomik, vol. I 1 (19~7), pp. 47-02. For ,m example oLI 
fort church in the neighboring area of the theme ofDyrrachion, see G. Karaisbj. 
"Qyteti shqiptar i Sardes. Origjina dhe zhvillimi i qyteti mcsjctar ne Shqiperine c 
Veriut [The Albanian city of Sarda. The origins of the medieval city in northern 
Albania]." :v!OIIIIIIICI!tet, vol. 33 (19H7), pp. 73-~3. 

" Constantine Porphyrogcnitus, De administrando imperio 34, pp. 1!l2-1!l3; 33. 
pp. Ioo--J!l!; 36, pp. 1o4-1!l5. 

5' Constantine Porphyrogenitus. De administrcmdo imperio 3 5, pp. I 62- I 03. 
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war with Byzantium, tor he warned Symeon against possible attacks 
ti·om Serbia. j) Equally independent from both Byzantium and Croa

tia was the region on both sides of the Neretva River. According 

to Constantine Porphyrogenitus, its inhabitants were called Pagani 

"because they did not accept baptism at the time when all the Serbs 

were baptized," the implication being that like the Terbuniotes and 
the Kanalites, the Narentans too were "descended from the unbap

tized Serbs. "5+ He knnv that at the time Michael ruled over Hum, 

"Pagania" \vas "under the control of the prince of Serbia."" Sim

ilarly, he claims that "the princes of Terbounia have always been at 
the command of the prince of Serbia_,,r, It is not altogether clear 

where exactly was Constantine's Serbia, but the Serbian prince in 

question is undoubtedly Caslav (Tzeeslav), born in Bulgaria, the son 
of Mutimir's nephnv Klonimir and his Bulgarian \Vite. Everything 

we know about tenth-century Serbian princes comes from chapter 

p of the De ad111inistrando i111pcrio, and without it there would be 

wry little to say, for the archaeology of tenth-century Serbia rs noto

riously underdeveloped. Although the basic historical narrative can 

be reconstructed on the basis of Constantine's text, almost nothing is 
known about social relations or the representation of political pm\·er. 

A former protege of Boris of Bulgaria, Klonimir had died in 8cn 

or H98 in a f1iled attempt to recuperate the power usurped by his 
cousin Peter, the son of Gojnik. In the course of his action against 

Peter, Klonimir had briefly occupied a stronghold in eastern Ser

bia named I )estinikon. The exact location of this fort, as \Yell as 

of five other strongholds mentioned by Constantine Porphnogen

itus, remains unknown. However, judging fi-om the developments 

described by Constantine, with various claimants to rule in Ser
bi~l fleeing to either Croatia or Bulgaria, the territory attacked by 

Klommir must have been 111 what is now central-eastern Bosnia. At an 

unknown date in the early 900s, Klonimir's rival Peter had expanded 
across Bosnia into the valley of the Neretva River and the region 

known to Constantine Porphyrogenitus as "Pagania." Although he 

had defeated a rival presumably supported by Bulgarian troops, dur

ing the Byzantine-Bulgarian \Var Peter \vas seeking the alliance of the 

Con-;untine Porphyrogcnitu'i. /)c 11dnziui::tJw/(lo in1pcril) 32, pp. I :;;6-I 57-

'-+ Con .... unttne Porphyn)gl'I1Itu-;, /)c ild111111isrr,111dtJ i111pcrio 3(). pp. IO..t-16.). 

'~ Con.;;untinc Porphyrogcnttll'i, l)c ,1d111inistr,111do iiJipcrio 3.2. pp. 1)0-r 57-

~(· Con'iUntiill' PurphyrogcnttU'i, f)c t~dn1ini.~·rr~111dl} iutpcrio 3+. pp. !()2-I(>J. 
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powerful ruler of Bulgaria, Symeon. Nevertheless, from his newly 
acquired territories at the mouth of the Neretva River he also estab
lished contact with the military governor of Dyrrachion. According 
to Constantine Porphyrogenitus, the governor bribed Peter in 9 I 7 to 
attack Symeon together with the Magyars, ' 7 which suggests that the 
power of the Serbian prince may have reached as far north as the Sava 
River. Forewarned by his loyal ally, Michael of Zahumlje, Symeon 
reacted accordingly. Besides Klonimir, there must have been many 
other Serbian political refugees in Bulgaria, for Symeon now sent an 
army with one ofMutimir's grandsons to replace Peter, who was cap
tured and taken to Bulgaria, where he died in prison. Another grand
son of Mutimir, Zacharias, had meanwhile been in Constantinople. 
He was soon dispatched to his homeland with Byzantine military 
support, in an attempt to regain power. He was defeated, captured, 
and sent to Bulgaria by Symeon's newly installed protege. But in 92 I, 

Zacharias returned to Serbia, now with Bulgarian instead ofByzan
tine support, and eventually defeated his rival. Once in power, he 
switched sides and allied himself with Byzantium. He managed to 
defeat a Bulgarian army and eagerly sent the heads and weapons of 
the Bulgarian generals to Constantinople, "as tokens ofhis victory." 
A second Bulgarian campaign against him brought Klonimir's son, 
Caslav, to replace Zacharias, who fled to Croatia. Apparently, the 
Bulgarians were concerned with eliminating any possibility of future 
resistance. They rounded up all the Serbian zllllpans and displaced a 
great number of people, "both old and young," whom they carried 
with them to Bulgaria. The campaign continued into Croatia, but 
Tomislav defeated the Bulgarians. As tor Serbia, Constantine main
tains that following the Bulgarian expedition and the deportation 
of the Serbian population, "the country was lett deserted,'' 5 ~ and as 
a consequence, Caslav had to return to Bulgaria. However, in 93 I 
he was back to Serbia, which he found devastated by the Bulgarian 
expedition.w Caslav brought back in Serbia many of the political 
refugees who had escaped to Croatia, Bulgaria, and Constantino
ple. He became a client of Romanus I and recognized himself in 

57 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De admi11istrat1do imperio 32. pp. I 56-I 57· See also 
Cirkovii:, Serbs, p. I 8. 

,, Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De admillistmlldo imperio 32, pp. I 58-I 5'!· 
'~ According to Constantine Porphyrogenitus, he found "no more than fitty men, 

without wives or children, who supported themselves by hunting" (De admi11is
tm11do imperio p, p. I 59). 
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the emperor's '"servitude and subjection." Roman us showered him 
with gifi:s, and with Byzantine assistance (:aslav was able to restore 
his country, expanding into Pagania and establishing control over 
Terbouniotes and Kanalites. Next to nothing is known about his 
polity during the second half of the tenth century, but what little 
is knmvn mdicates that the Serbs remained loyal Byzantine clients. 
A document from the Great Lavra at Mount Athos refers to Ser
bian envoys to Constantinople, who were captured in 993 by Arab 
pirates on the island of Lemnos in the Aegean Sea. Because of the 
war with Samuel, the Serbs had been tot-ced to go by sea, no doubt 
fi·om one of the Dalmatian ports in Duklja, Travounia, or Pagania. 
Possibly in response to this alliance, Samuel attacked Duklja in 997 

and gained control over all Serbian territories. Whether the Serbs of 
993 were coming fi·om the interior or from one of the coastal regions 
that had been under Peter or Caslav's control during the first half of 
the tenth century, Samuel's domination of Duklja and the Slavs in 
southern Dalmatia seems to have contributed to a shift of the power 
center from the intenor to the coast. During the eleventh century, 
most political developments arc associated with Duklja, while the 
region in which Vlastimir, Mutimir, Peter, and Caslav had ruled in 
the 900s disappears from the radar of the historical sources for almost a 
century. 

THE COLDEN AGE OF BULGARIA 

Before returning to Bulgaria in c. ~~~ and long before he was cho
sen to be ruler by his t~lther, Symeon had spent some ten years in 
Constantinople, most likely in preparation tor what Boris may have 
planned for him, namely to become the head of the Bulgarian church. 
It is not known what exactly and with whom did Symeon study, but 
according to the Italian bishop Liutprand of Cremona, who visited 
Constantinople almost a century later, Symeon vvas "half a Greek, 
and in his boyhood was taught at Byzantium the rhetoric ofDemos
thenes and the logic ofAristotle."r'o He certainly brought with him 

1
'
0 Liutpr.1nd ofCren1on.1. ,i1ltt1podosis III.20, cd. by J. Uecker (Hanover and Leipzig: 

Hahmche Buchlundlung. 1 <J 15: reprint 1 '.!9.1). MGH SS 41 :~7: English tramlation 
fi-om J Shepard. "The ruler as imtructor, p.tstor, and wise: Leo VI of Bvzantium 
,md Symeon of Bulgari,l," 111 .~/fred the Crear. i'<1pcr; )rom the lJc,•mth-Cmtm,~ry 

Cmf{Tmrc;, ed. by T. Reuter (Akkrsl10t: Ashgate. 200_1), p . .147-
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from Constantinople a great number ofbooks. In a panegyric writ
ten shortly after AD 900, a contemporary author described Symeon's 
collection of "all the most reverend sacred books," and called him 
a "new Ptolemy" for having established a library in the new capital 
at Preslav. Symeon also took his religious vocation very seriously, as 
indicated by his commitment to maintaining and promoting Ortho
doxy in Bulgaria. Christ and the Holy Virgin appear on his personal 
seals as frequently as on his father's. Symeon truly believed he was a 
"ruler from God" (ek theou archon). He often compared himself with 
Moses, and viewed his task as carrying out God's will and guiding 
his people towards the Promised Land.(" He continued to support 
his father's protege Clement and his mission to Macedonia. In 893, 
shortly after his rise to power, Symeon appointed Clement Bishop 
of Velika north of the Rhodope Mountains. To replace Clement in 
Ohrid, he sent Naum, who until then had been active in Preslav. 
Naum built a second monastery, which he dedicated to the Holy 
Archangels. Until his death in 910, he continued Clement's mission
ary work, and turned Ohrid into a major center of Old Church 
Slavonic culture, deeply influenced by the tradition of the Moravian 
mission of Constantine-Cyril and Methodius. The earliest Glagolitic 
manuscript of the Gospel, known as Codex Zographcmis, was certainly 
written in this milieu, although its exact date remains a matter of 
dispute.n2 At Naum's death, Clement initiated the process of canon
ization, whereby his friend became the first "native" saint ofBulgaria 
and the only personality of the tenth-century "Golden Age" to have 
a biography. 

"' Nicholas Mystikos. Letters. ed. by R. ]. H. Jenkim and L. G. Westerink 
(Washington: Dumbarton Oaks Center for Byzantine Studies. I<J73), pp. 176-
167. Symeon's title of "ruler from God" appears in the inscription of Narash 
dated to 904. See Beshevliev, Die protolm(~arischcn Inschriftm. pp. 215-219. 

1
'
2 Codex Zographmsis was dated to the tenth or eleventh century, but the archaic 

features of some of its parts are strong arguments in favor of an early date. The 
manuscript was found in 18 34 in the library of the Monastery of St. Zographos 
on Mount Athos. This manuscript is different from, and earlier than, the so-called 
Zographos Fragments, two folios of parchment found in the same library in Il)OO 

that contain the oldest Old Church Slavonic translation of the monastic rule of St. 
Basil the Great. For Codex Zographensis, see Qltrlttllorcl'allgcliomlll wdcxgl,,~oliti(lls 
olim Zographemis 11111/C l'ctropolitai/IIS, ed. by V. Jagic (Berlin: Weidmann, 1 K79). For 
the Zographus Fragments. sec P. A. Lavrov. ''Lcs Fcuillcts de Zograph," Rl:'S. vol. 
6 (1 926), pp. s-23. 
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Symeon 's collection of books was not just a luxury to be used 
as a symbol of power and prestige. It served a well-defmed purpose, 
namely to contribute to a vast program of translations, which he initi
ated at about the same time as offering his support to Ohrid. A group 
of gifted churchmen, some of whom may have been his classmates in 
Constantinople, undertook the formidable task of establishing solid 
foundations for the Christian religion and the Old Church Slavonic 
culture in Bulgaria. With no precedent in the history of Southeast
ern Europe, this cultural project came to be associated primarily with 
Preslav and with Symeon's court established there in 893. Unlike the 
churchmen in Ohrid, the Preslav scholars were much more depen
dent upon Greek models and quickly abandoned the Glagolitic script 
in favor of an adaptation of the Greek uncial to the needs of Slavic, 
which is now known as the Cyrillic alphabet63 The innovation did 
certainly not go without some resistance, especially from the conser
vative scholars from Ohrid. Around AD 900, a certain monk Khrabr 
("the brave"), perhaps a disciple of Clement or ofNaum, composed a 
treatise entitled On tlzc Letters to defend the Glagolitic letters as better 
suited for rendering the sounds of Slavonic. Since Khrabr's polemical 
edge is turned against Cyrillic under the guise of Greek, his work has 
long been perceived as a reaction to the strong Byzantine influence 
associated with Preslav('4 Soon after Khrabr wrote his treatise, Preslav 
and Ohrid grew increasingly different in terms not just of scriptorial 

''' "C:yrilhc,. mav hav·e initially designated what is nmv· known as Glagolitic, a name 

most certainly created in the early modern period perhaps in the Catholic milieu 
of Dalmati,L Some Cyrillic manuscripts contain letters, words, or sentences in 

Glagolitic, .m indication tlut the two alphabets coexisted t(>r ,1 while. However. 
\\·hile several p.1limpsests exist of Cyrillic over Glagolitic. there is none ofGlagolitic 
over Cyrillic. Sec A. M. Schenker. The Dml'n ,,( Slm•ic. A11 l11trodl!ction to Slal'ic 
Philology (New Haven ,l!ld London: Yale University Press. 1995), p. 177. 

'' 4 The treatise enjoyed gre.1t popuL1rity during the Middle Ages. as indicated by 
no less than eighty manmcripts from Bulgaria, Serbia. Russia, and Moldav·ia. See 
Chernorizcc Khrab:ir. () pisii/CIIckil [Khrabr the Monk. 011 Lmersj. ed. bv A. 
Gi.unbelluca-Koww,l (Soti.1: lzd.nelstvo 11.1 Balg.Jrsbta Akademiia na Naukite. 
ISI~o): English transL1tion in I. Duichev, Kiril m1d .\!cthodius, Fou11der.< o( Sirll'onic 
ll'riti11g . .J Collccti<•ll o( St•l!rccs <111<1 Critic,lf St11dics (Boulder and New York: 
Columbia Univ·ersity Pre<S. lSI~)). pp. r 57-rlio. 011 the L:rrcrs Ius been compared 
vv·ith Hrabanm M.wr's ()II the fln•mtio11 o( Lcrrcrs. See B. PeytschetT. "D,ls Wcrk 
'De inwntione litterarum· des Hubanus Maurus und die .!ltbulgarischc Schrifi: ·o 
pismcnech cr.morisrz.1 l lrabr.1'." Archi1• )in mirrclrhcillisclzm Kirchmgcsclziclztc, vol. 

3+ (ISIS2). pp. ,17-.+1. 
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practice, but also of the Slavic lexicon in use. The divergence was most 
evident in the choice of different words for concepts such as "house" 
(khramina vs. khlevina), "large" (vclii vs vclik), or "near" (iskr'nii vs. 
blizh'niz), a choice now used to separate manuscripts associated with 
one or the other tradition. 

But it would be a mistake to view Khrabr's treatise as evidence of 
rivalry between Ohrid and Preslav. In fact, one of the most impor
tant figures of the latter milieu, Constantine of Preslav, was a disciple 
of Methodius like Clement and Naum and may have spent some 
time in Ohrid. He began his career in Bulgaria as priest in Pliska 
and Preslav and became Bishop ofPreslav when Naum had to move 
to Ohrid. Constantine is the author of some skillful translations and 
adaptations from Greek, the most famous of which is the Homiliary 
Gospel, for which he wrote an introduction and the 42nd homily. 05 

The introduction is a poem celebrating in much the same way as 
Khrabr's treatise the creation of the Slavic letters: "Therefore harken, 
all ye Slavs! For this gift is given by God, a divine gift from God's right 
hand, a gift to men that never perishes. "66 Constantine also wrote 
hymns: a canon for the Archangel Michael; a hymn for the Lent 
triodion (the liturgical book in use during Lent); and a long canon 
in honor of Methodius. The latter is a particularly good example of 
his sophisticated approach to poetry. A canon consists of nine odes 
of several stanzas, each associated with biblical canticles. Constan
tine's canon contained an acrostic spread over the first, third, fourth, 
and fifth odes, which in translation reads "Well, Methodius, do I 
praise you. Constantine." The same poetic device was applied in the 
Alphabet Prayer, a poem in which each line begins with a letter of 
the Glagolitic alphabet in a consecutive order. 07 Because of that, the 
poem may predate the reform of the script associated with the intro
duction of the Cyrillic alphabet. Constantine translated the catechesis 
of Cyril of Jerusalem, which suggests that in Preslav, unlike Ohrid, 
there was a demand for fundamental works of Christian edification. 
Much more controversial is the reason for Constantine's translation of 
four homilies written by Athanasius of Alexandria against the heretics. 

" 5 A. Vaillant, "Une homelie de Constantin le Pretre," Byzmrti11oslauica, vol. 28 

(1967), pp. 68-Sr. 
M English translation from Schenker, Dmm of Slauic, p. 21 R. See also R. Jakobson, 

"St. Constantine's Prolo;;ue to the Gospel," St. ~·?adimir~; Scmi11<1ry Quarterly. vol. 7 
(1<)63). pp. 14-19. 

" 7 For an English translation, see Duichcv, Kiril aud .\fcthodius, pp. 143-146. 
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Apparently, in the early 900s there was some concern in Preslav with 
the rectitude of faith. 

Orthodoxy was also on the minds of the tenth-century translators. 
In order to avoid accusations of heresy, they made serious efforts to 
stay as close as possible to the Greek original text, while still capturing 
and rendering elegantly some grammatical and stylistic complexities: 

We have attempted to use precise terms, fearful of adding to the Gospel ... 
Wherever there was agreement between Greek and Slavic, we translated by 
the same word. l3ut where an expression was longer or was losing its meaning, 
then, not forsaking the meaning, we rendered it with another word ... For it 
is impossible to retain everywhere a Greek word, but it is necessary to preserve 
the meaning.''x 

These were certainly the principles that inspired the Heavens (Nebesa), 
an abridged translation of On the Orthodox Faith, itself a part of John 
of Damascus' theological treatise The Fount 1~{ Knowledge. Its author 
was a member of the high clergy in Preslav known as John the Exarch. 
Unlike Constantine, John was ofBulgar noble origin, a fact to which 
he often referred with pride. Judging by the extraordinary breadth 
of knowledge in his writings, he may have received his education 
in Constantinople, perhaps as a classmate of Symeon. In fact, John 
is the only tenth-century Bulgarian author whose name is directly 
associated with that of his ruler. Besides Heavens, he wrote several 
sermons and eulogies. One of them is In Praise of Tsar Symcon, in 
which John singled out Symeon's education and love for books. John's 
literary reputation rests on a compilation modeled on similar Greek 
works, entitled Six Days (Shcstodnev), in which he blended the biblical 
account of the six days of Creation with excerpts from scientific and 
philosophical works. Woven into the text are also John's observations 
on the world surrounding him, including a remark about the system 
of succession to the throne among the Bulgars, according to which, 
much like with the Khazars, the deceased ruler was followed either by 
his son or by his brother. Much more famous is John's comment on 
the awe-inspiring wonders of human anatomy in a passage influenced 
by Aristotle's History t?f Animals. In order to bring his point a little 
closer to home, John imagined a visit to the royal court in Preslav: 

''' :\!acedonian Folio. in A. Vai!Lmt, "La preE1ce de l'Evangeliaire vieux slave," RE.S, 
vol. 24 (1<;4S), pp. 7-10; English translation from Schenker, Dmm o(Siar•it, p. 195. 

Vaillant thought that the text was written by Constantine-Cyril and used as a 
model for John the Exarch \ preflce to his translation of John of Damascus. 

, 
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Like a humble and poor man and a stranger, having come from afar to the 
portals of a prince's court and having seen them is amazed; and having come 
close to the gates marvels asking to be let in; and having come inside sees 
on both sides houses standing, embellished with stone and wood, painted all 
over; and further when having entered the courtyard and seeing tall palaces 
and churches decorated richly with stone and wood and paint, and on the 
inside with marble and copper, silver, and gold, then he does not know with 
what to compare them because he had not seen in his own land such things, 
only a poor hut covered with straw And, as if he had lost his mind, he marvels 
at them there69 

The excavations carried out since I 90 5 in Preslav have confirmed 
the magnitude and complexity of the building program that so much 
impressed john the Exarch's contemporaries. Like Pliska, the city was 
based on a concentric plan, with an Inner and Outer Town, but the 
total area enclosed by stone walls was only 865 acres, more than six 
times smaller than Pliska. The Inner Town was built on a high ter
race on the right bank of the Ticha River, and thus served as citadel. 
Before becoming Symeon's capital, Preslav may have been a military 
and administrative center, most likely the headquarters of the ichi~~;u 
boilas.7° The northern wall of the ninth-century fortification was dis
mantled, in order to make room for a much larger palatial compound. 
In addition, the Inner Town received a sophisticated water supply 
and drainage system. The Outer Town was built on rough, broken 
terrain, but a number of manors were discovered on its eastern side, 
between the Inner and the Outer Town enclosures, which most likely 
belonged to the members of the court aristocracy. Each had a small 
church usually placed in the middle of the compound, and some have 
produced evidence of multistory houses. All manors had dependen
cies, either storage facilities or workshops. Other manors have been 

"~ Das Hexaemcrc111 des Exarclzm jolzmmcs, ed. by R. Aitzetmiilkr (Graz: Akademische 
Druck- und Verlagsanstalt, 1971 ), pp. r-3; English trambtion from Schenker, 
Dawn of Sla!'ic, p. 226. See also R. Panova, "Dvorec, chovek, bog v 'Shestodnev' 
na loan Ekzarkh [Courtier, man, and God in John the Exarch's Slzcsrodnn•]," in 
1100 godini Veliki Pres/au, ed. by T. Totev, !. Iordanov, R. Rashev, et al.. vol. I 

(Shumen: Izdatelstvo na VPI "Konstantin Preslavski," 1995), pp. Ijli-139· 
70 That Preslav existed as an important politiul center before Symeon is demon

strated, among other things, by the discovery of a leaden seal of Emperor 
Theophilus (dated between R 30 and S 3 s) next to the southnn gate of the Outer 
Town. See!. lordanov. "Pechati na chuzhdi vladetdi, namereni v Preslav [The seals 
of foreign rulers found in Preslav]," in uoogodini Icliki Prcslal', eel. by T. Totn·, 
!. lordanov, R. Rashev. et al., vol. 1 (Shumen: Izdatelstvo na VPI "Konstantin 
Preslavski," 1995). pp. J40--J4I. 
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found in satellite settlements around Preslav. The northern area of 

the Outer Town is separated fi·om the rest by the Rumska Creek and 

served as the quarter of the artisans. In the southern section, next 

to the gate controlling access on the road to Constantinople, there 

were eighteen premises equal in size directly attached to the ram

part. A great number of amphorae found in these buildings, perhaps 

carrying wine or oil to or trom Constantinople, bespeak the com

mercial character of the quarter. Prcslav has produced vast quantities 

of Byzantine pottery and small objects of white porcelain, in addition 

to occasional fragments of tenth-century pottery ti-om the Ncar East. 

Some 200 coins minted for tenth-century emperors, in addition to 

1 dirham, indicate that 111 the l)OOs trade with Byzantium consisted not 

just of barter, but of monetary exchanges as well. On the other hand, 

Preslav also appears as an important center of production. Work

shops in the southern section of the Outer Town produced fine

quality ccram1cs, kaolin \Vare \vith red paint and glazed ware, both 

of which were f(Jund in significant quantities all over northeastern 

Bulgana. Close to the southern gate of the Outer Town were also 

workshops producing ceramic tiles. but the main center tor the pro

duction of glazed architectural ceramic decorations \vas located at a 

short distance fi·om Preslav, in Tuzlalaka, where Bulgarian archaeol

ogists have excavated a large compound with a church in the middle, 

quickly interpreted as a monastcry. 7 ' Another compound excavated 

in the early twentieth century in Patleina, about a mile and a quarter 

southwest of Preslav, has produced an incredible amount of glazed 

ceramic icons, the most bmous of which is that of St. Theodore, 

Bulgaria's oldest monumental icon. To be sure, no less than eight 

compounds identified as monasteries have so far been excavated in 

or around Prcslav, all built during the early l)oos. But a recent analy

sis of tenth-century monasteries excavated in Bulgaria suggests that 

some of them were not dit1erent from the manors also excavated on 

-~ T. Tote\· . . \!tUltlSfi·nlt 1' "1il::ltdtikt1"- ccnttir 1111 ri.~·ur'dllt1 /..:cn1111ikt1 1' Prc.~·!t~r' L\-.\. 1'. 

[The TuzL!l:ib .. 1 Nimh- to Temh-C:entury Center t(n- the Production ot P.1mted 

Cercunics nc·ar Prc·sLl\-[ (SoticL lzdatl'lstnl na B:ilgarsk.na Akademiia n.l Naukitc·. 

1')~2). For the \Vorbho[" ne.u- the southeru gate of the Outer 1c)\\·n. secT. Totev. 

"l.'.neher de ccr.uniquc· peime du lllOJLJStcrc royal de Preslav," C--1. \"Ol. 35 (1'.187). 

PP- (>)-80. For Bulg.Jri.m cer.JmlC decoration, see I. Akr.Jbm·a-Zh.mdcw.l. "l'resb\· 

inl.Jid cer.unic<' in Studies ill .\lclll<'r)' or nll'id '[,1/hot Ri(('. ed. by c;_ Robertson 

.md C. HcnckrsDn (Edmburgh: Edinburgh University Press. 1')7)). pp. 25-33: 

E. C. Sdn\·artz. ·· Mcdil'\·al ccra1nic dccoLltion in Bulg<1ri<1." By::,11ltillLJ_..,·/,11'1·c,1, 

ml. -+.1 (1<JS2), -+5-50-
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the eastern side of the Outer Town. 72 Four of the eight "monas

teries" had workshops specializing in the production of fine-quality 

kaolin ware, ceramic icons, marble sculptural elements, mosaic, glass, 

and bone artifacts. These luxuries were not meant for trade, but for 

highly localized consumption within the region of Preslav. In one of 

the manors in the Outer Town, archaeologists found an icon certainly 

produced in the workshops built next to the southern gate, as well 

as fragments of another produced outside Preslav, in Patleina. The 

buildings too hastily interpreted as monastery churches may have in 

fact been family chapels. This is certainly the case with the church 

excavated in Patleina, the crypt of which contained three skeletons, 

a male, a female, and a child. On the other hand, neither Patleina 

nor Tuzlalaka produced inscriptions and graHiti on the scale of other 

archaeological assemblages clearly identified as monasteries, such as 

that of Ravna built probably during the reign of Boris or the first 

years ofSymeon's reign. Most prominent among the datable artifacts 

found there are the seals ofSymeon and his son Michael, both indi

cating that Ravna was a royal monastery. Most Greek inscriptions 

found at Ravna are in late ninth- or tenth-century minuscules, and 

some of them contain liturgical texts carved on the outside wall of a 

room identified as the monastery scriptorium on the basis of the wax 

tablets and \'-Titing instruments found within its perimeter. Nothing 

comparable has been found in either Tuzlalaka or Patleina. 

Twenty-five churches built in the 900s have so far been found in 

Preslav, but the most famous monument of all is the Golden Church, 

so called because of its identification with the church referred to in a 

colophon to the four homilies against Arians written by Athanasius of 

Alexandria and translated by Constantine of Preslav: "And the monk 

Theodore Doksov copied them, at the command of the same prince 

fSymeon], in the year 04I 5, in the eleventh indiction [AD 907], at the 

mouth of the Ticha River, where a sacred and revered golden church 

has been newly built by that same prince. " 73 Whether or not this 

72 R. Kostova, "Bulgarian monasteries, ninth to tenth centuries: interpreting the 

archaeological evidence." P/i.<kcr-Prcs/,11'. vol. ~ (2000). pp. ll)Q--202; and "!malo li 

e manastiri-ergasrerii v Balgariia prez X vek> [\Vne there monastery workshops 

in tenth-century Bulgari.l'j," in CiFiras dillillo-hlllllatlil. V chcsr 11a pro/i·.<or Ceo~~~ 

Bakalm•, ed. by C. Srepanov and V. Vachkov,l (Sotia: Cemjr z.1 izslednniia Ild 

balgarite "'Tangra" TanNakRa IK, 2004), pp. 457-4(><). 
73 Theodore Doksov's colophon, in Butler, .Hotlllti/Cilla B11(~11rica. p. 137. Theodore 

Doksov was a cousin of Svmeon. See P Geor~ll'\·. ··Koi e Tudor chcrnorizcc 
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identification rs correct, the Preslav church, also knmvn as the Round 

Church, is a remarkable monument, without any parallel in contem

porary Byzantine architecture. It consists of a rectangular courtyard 
lined with columns, a two-story forechurch with corner turrets, and 

a rotunda (thirty-four feet in diameter) with wall niches and two 

tiers of columns around the dome. A Carolingian source of inspira

tion has been proposed for this building, but its models were more 

likely rotundas of the Justinianic age, such as the Octagon in Philippi 

or the Church of St. George in Thessalonica. The Round Church 

produced a great number of inscriptions in Glagolitic, including the 
so-called Preslav Abecedarium, containing the first thirteen letters of 

the Glagolitic alphabet. However, Preslav was the center from which 

the scriptorial innovation associated with the introduction of Cyrillic 
spread to other regions of Bulgaria. One of the earliest documents in 

Cyrillic is a bilingual (Slavic and Greek) inscription on a ceramic jug 

dated to 93 r. 74 Another late tenth-century Cyrillic inscription on a 

slab covered the tomb of the ichi1gll boil as Mostich, vvho served under 

both Symeon and his son Peter, before taking monastic vows and 

entering a monastery near Preslav, where he eventually died.75 These 
two inscriptions, as well as others, demonstrate that in Preslav the 

Cyrillic alphabet was introduced relatively early in the tenth century 

to replace Glagolitic. Since no Cyrillic manuscripts of the tenth cen
tury are knmvn to date, the inscriptions also show hmv the scriptorial 

innovation presumably created fi.;r writing on parchment could be 

used for messages carved in stone because of the uniform shape and 

size of the new letters. 
But use of Cyrillic was not restricted to the capital. Tenth

century Cyrillic inscriptions have been found in Ravna and in a cave 
monastery near the village of Krepcha, not far from Targovishte, ;o 

])ok'Cl\.; (K,im dprusa za b,ilgarskata patronimiia prez srcdnovckm·ieoto) JWho 

w.rs Theodore. the monk Doksov 0 On the question of Bulg.rrian p.ltronymics in 

the Middle AgcsJ," SL. v·ol. 20 (I<JH7), pp. X7-<J-t. 

~. D. Ovcharcw, "A C:ynllic imcription of '!3 I in Preslav," BHR, vol. 4 (197(i), 

pp. 7I-j). 

K. l'opkomtantinov· .md (} Kromtemer. StanJbd(~<li'Ski lltidpi.··i. v·ol. I (Salzburg: 

lnstitut ti.ir Sl.lwistik dcr Uniwrsitcit Salzburg. I<J<J-t). p. I H). For an English 

transl.ltion of the inscription of Mmtich. sec Schenker, D,lii'IZ of Slm•ic. p. 27'). 

For Mosnch. sec I. Duichcv. "Mostic·. un luut dignitaire bulgarc du Xe siecle," 

13y::tllllllltl.<fm•ic,z, vul. 2<) (I<J(>S). pp. 2H I-2H'). 

-r~ Popkon.;;t.ultlnov and Kron"teiner. ,r:..,·!tlnlbci(~ilrski 11!1dpisi, pp. -t 7-sy and 2 I 5-23 3. 

One of the Krepch.l imcriptiom contaim the date (i430. If correct. this \\'ould 

, 
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not only in the hinterland of the capital city, but also in locations as 
distant from Preslav and from each other as Murfatlar in Dobrudja 
(Romania), Hagios Germanos, a village on the shore of Lake Prespa 
(Greece), and Gornji Katun near Varvarin (Serbia). 77 Perhaps the 
most impressive body of Cyrillic inscriptions outside Preslav is a 
number of leaden pendants bearing apocryphal prayers and used as 
amulets against fever or demons. Such pendants have been found in 
several tenth-century strongholds: Pet Mogili, Ruino, and Odarci, 
all three in northeastern Bulgaria; Kran near Stara Zagora, in central 
Bulgaria; Oreshak near Varna, on the Black Sea coast; Pernik in west
ern Bulgaria; Pacuiullui Soare, an island on the Danube River, now 
in Romania; as well as north of the Danube River, in Calara~i (Roma
nia). The standard form of both leaden amulets and prayers suggests 
that the vehicle for the spread of Cyrillic was the religious literature 
for which Preslav served as the most important center of produc
tion. On the other hand, the apocryphal prayers indicate the degree 
of Christianization in the hinterland of the capital city, dotted with 
strongholds erected at some point during the tenth century. Some 
of these strongholds were erected on top of ruins of early Byzantine 
forts on high cliffs or along the Danube's tributaries on the right 
bank. Others were built anew in areas without any occupation dated 
to the early Byzantine period. All such forts were equipped with walls 

make the inscription a decade earlier than that of Preslav, for li430 is AD <)21. 

Another inscription found in the Ossuary Church of the Krepcha monastery is 
a curse against desecrators and it is also Cyrillic. Several other inscriptions were 
written by visitors (or pilgrims). Among them was a certain George "from the 
village of Mashtovica." 

77 For Murfatlar, see K. Popkonstantinov and V Popkonstantinova, "Die Inschrifi:en 
des Felsklosters Murfatlar," in Palcobalkallistika i starob,i(earistika. l'arl'i ese1111i 
llari<mallli rlzetmiia "Pro{esor Iua11 C.llabo1\" ed. by E. Dogramadzhieva and K. 
Popkonstantinov (Veliko Tarnovo: Universitetsko izdatelstvo "Sv. sv. Kiril i 
Metodii," I995), pp. I I I-134· Another Cyrillic imcription referring to events 
taking place in 645 I (AD 943) was found near Murfatlar, in Mirn·a Voda. See I. 
Bozhilov, "L'inscription du jupan Dimitre de !'an 943 (theories et faits)," Etudes 
Historiques, vol. 6 (I973), pp. I I-2H. For the Hagios Gcrmanos inscription, see 
Ph. Malingoudis, Die mittelalterliclzell kyrillisc!Jcll Inschri{tcn dcr Hiimus-Halbinsel. I. 
Die bu(earisd1e11 Insclzri{ten (Thessaloniki: Association hellenique d'etudcs slaves, 
I979), pp. 39-42. For the Gornji Katun inscription. see S. Radoji:ic, "Temnii:ki 
natpis. Sujeverice srednjovekovnih graditelja o i:·udotvornoj moci imena i likova 
sevastijskih mucenika [The Temnic inscription. A medieval builder's superstitious 
beliefs in the powers of the name and glorv of the holy martyrs[," ZLL'. vol. 5 
(I969), pp. I-I I. 
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made of stone bonded with clay and towers of massive stonework, 
with no parallel in contemporary Byzantine fortifications. The pro
cess of fortification can be followed with some degree of detail in the 
case of Car Asen, a ninth-century open settlement in the vicinity of 
Silistra, which at some point in the tenth century received massive 
protective walls with powerful gates, as well as three single-naved 
churches. One of the stronghold's areas had extra walls, most likely 
serving as an inner enclosure. Inside the fort, archaeologists identi
fied forty-eight habitation units, mostly sunken-floored houses with 
stone ovens or hearths, all of which were dated to the tenth and 
eleventh century. At Durankulak, on the Black Sea coast, a settle
ment was established shortly before 900 on an otl:shore island. During 
the tenth century, over 200 houses were built on the island, mostly 
sunken-floored buildings, one of which produced a large quantity 
of charred seeds of wheat and millet that bespeak the agricultural 
occupation of the fort's inhabitants. Despite its peripheral location, 
Durankulak maintained relations with Preslav, as indicated by frag
ments ofkaolin ware with red paint that were produced in the capital. 
Similar forts excavated in northeastern Bulgaria at Skala near Tervel 
and Khuma near Razgrad confirm the conclusions drawn on the basis 
of the evidence from Car Asen and Durankulak: these were fortified, 
but not military, sites. It remains unclear what exactly caused the for
tification, but there is no doubt that these were civilian sites. Only 
houses have been found within the area enclosed by ramparts, and no 
barracks or other indications of a military presence have so far been 
identified. Moreover, remains oflarge, open settlements immediately 
adjacent to the torts indicate the presence of a considerably numerous 
civilian population. Judging from the existing evidence, the forts at 
Car Asen, Skala, and Kimma may have operated as regional centers 
with economic and perhaps religious, but no military functions. It 
is thus possible that the fortification of such sites was a local initia
tive, perhaps related to the rise oflocal elites whose power resided in 
control of land rather than state offices or ranks granted by the ruler. 
Except the ramparts, there is nothing in the strongholds in Car Asen, 
Skala, and Kimma that is ditTerent tl-om contemporary open settle
ments in Bulgaria. Clay cauldrons, so typical of tenth-century rural 
settlements in Bulgaria, have been found both on the Black Sea coast, 
at Durankulak and Cape Kaliakra, and on sites in the interior, such as 
Kri\·ina near Ruse or Pernik near Sofia. Kilns tor mass production of 
wheel-made pottery. including clay cauldrons, were in existence in 
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northeastern (Topola near Dobrich) as well as central Bulgaria (Khot
nica near Veliko Tarnovo). Moreover, judging from the evidence of 
hoards of Byzantine gold coins found in tenth-century settlement 
assemblages, some inhabitants of open settlements of northern Bul
garia were apparently as wealthy as owners of manors erected in the 
early tenth century inside the Outer Town at Pliska. Rural ceme
teries, such as that from Batin near Ruse, have produced exquisite 
dress accessories, especially pectoral crosses and silver finger-rings 
and torcs, a favorite female dress accessory. ?H The exact origin of that 
wealth remains unknown, but there is little doubt that many of those 
who lived at a great distance from Preslav had access to and took 
profit from the trade with Byzantium that was going through that 
city and was responsible for the modest monetization of exchanges. 
Byzantine copper coins, whose presence could hardly be explained 
in terms of either booty or gifts, have turned up in some numbers on 
several rural sites in northwestern and northeastern Bulgaria. Links 
with Preslav were also responsible for the relatively quick adoption of 
Christian burial customs, such as the absence of grave goods. Occa
sionally, as in a large cemetery excavated in Varna, commoners were 
buried in cists imitating sarcophagi not unlike the one found in the 
modern cemetery of Preslav, which was associated with a silver cup 
with an inscription mentioning a certain zllllpan named Sivin. 79 

The rapid adaptation of Byzantine cultural models taking place in 
Preslav and other centers of northeastern Bulgaria can most likely be 
dated to the first decades of the tenth century, when relations between 
Bulgaria and Byzantium improved considerably. Following the defeat 
of the Magyars at the hands of his allies, the Pechenegs, Symeon 
once again invaded the theme of Macedonia (eastern Thrace). In the 
spring of 896, he inflicted a serious defeat upon a Byzantine army at 
Bulgarophygon and devastated the countryside in the whole of 

75 D. Stanchev, "Rannosrednovekoven nekropol do s. l3atin, R.usenski okrag [An 
early medieval cemetery from llatin near Ruse]," Codisl111ik 11a :v!u.zcirc or Si'l'Crlhl 

B<Jlgariia, vol. I I (1985), pp. 45-54. For torcs as a favorite aristocratic fashion of the 
early 900s, see T. Mikhailova, "Mctalni grivni ot Preslav (kraia na X-XIV v.) [Late 
tenth- to fourteenth-century metal torcs from Preslav]," in l'ri11osi kiim ba(~arskaf<l 
arklleolo,~iia. Dekeml'riiski dni 11a bii(~arskara arkheo!t\~iia "Pro( dr. S1<111clw Vi1klillol'," 
cd. by D. Ovcharov and I. Shtereva, vol. II (Sotia: Arges, 1993), pp. 114-126. 

7" T. Totev, "Srebirna chasha s nadpis ot Prcslav [A silver bowl with inscription !rom 
Preslav]," !AI, vol. 27 (1964), pp. 5-15; and "Za cdin paralelna chashata na Sivin 
zhupan ot Preslav [On an analogy for the bowl of .zlmpa11 Sivin from Preslav]," 
Arkheo!t:~iia, vol. H (1966), pp. 31-37. 
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Thrace. At the peace, he agreed to release a great number of pris
oners, both military and civilian, in exchange for an annual tribute. 
Despite a number of changes taking place in the Byzantine provinces 
on the border with Bulgaria (such as the creation of the themes 
of Strymon and Nikopolis mentioned above), the peace established 
in 897 was interrupted in the subsequent years only episodically by 
raids. Symeon did not take advantage of the sack of Thessalonica 
by the Arab pirate Leo of Tripoli and he is not known to have 
tried to push the frontier with Byzantium closer to that great city 
of Macedonia. The only period of open, full-scale warfare in the 
history of the next thirty years of his reign was that between 9 I 3 and 

924. 
In August 91 3, as the Byzantine emperor Alexander refused to 

pay the tribute established through the peace of 897, Symeon sud
denly appeared with an army before the walls of Constantinople 
demanding to meet with the emperor and with Patriarch Nicholas 
Mystikos. This was the first time since Krum that a ruler of Bulgaria 
had marched against Constantinople. Patriarch Nicholas met with 
Symeon in the Hebdomon palace compound outside the city walls, 
and under circumstances that are not very clear Symeon received a 
crown, while a marriage was arranged between his daughter and the 
minor emperor Constantine VII. There has been much dispute as to 
what kind of crown was bestowed upon Symeon at Hebdomon, but 
\vhatever Patriarch Nicholas's intentions may have been and whatever 
the spin the imperial propaganda put on these events in the subse
quent decades, Symeon had barely returned to Bulgaria when he 
began striking seals whose legends mcluded the terms ''Symeon the 
emperor (basileus)." This must have referred, at least initially, to his 
position as ruler of 13ulgaria, for there is no evidence to support the 
idea that Symeon had any intentions to usurp the Byzantine imperial 
title. However, an emperor of 13ulgaria was the equal of the Byzan
tine rulers, of which there was none in 913 to match Symeon. When 
Patriarch Nicholas was toppled in a coup led by Constantine VII's 
mother, Zoe, she immediately cancelled the marriage arrangements 
made in 91 3. Symeon sent his troops to raid Thrace and the envi
rons of Dyrrachion. At the peace, the 91 3 agreement was confirmed 
and Symeon regained his position of power over the regime estab
lished in Constantinople. When Zoe tried to persuade the Pechenegs 
to attack 13ulgaria, the Byzantine fleet sent to the Lower Danube 
L1iled to transport the horsemen of the steppe across the river. Later 
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attempts to bribe the Serbs to attack Bulgaria together with the Mag
yars were equally abortive. Symeon invaded Serbia, deposed Peter, 
and replaced him with a ruler loyal to him. A surprise attack by a 
Byzantine army marching up the Black Sea coast ended in disaster. 
On August 20, 917, at Anchialos, Symeon inflicted upon the Byzan
tine troops the most devastating defeat since the days of Emperor 
Nicephorus' campaign against Krum. Again, he marched on Con
stantinople and defeated once more the remains of the army he had 
crushed at Anchialos. Patriarch Nicholas Mystikos wrote a number 
of letters to Symeon trying to persuade him to spare Constantino
ple and capitalizing upon the sincere faith of Symeon, who, in 9 I 3, 
was apparently still doing penance for the sins he had committed 
when attacking fellow Christians in the 890s. Instead of storming the 
walls of Constantinople, Symeon invaded Greece, which he raided 
as far south as Corinth. When an Armenian officer in the Byzan
tine army, Romanus Lecapenus, married his daughter to Constantine 
VII in 919, and was soon proclaimed co-emperor, Symeon's response 
was to send his troops to ravage everything up to the walls of Con
stantinople. He may have had greater things in mind, as he established 
contact with the Muslim rulers of North Africa and Tarsus, whom 
he needed as allies for an attack on the city on both land and sea. 
As Symeon's embassy was intercepted, the Byzantines bribed the 
Arabs into abandoning him. In the meantime, the Serbs obtained a 
major victory against Symeon's troops led by two generals, Marmaim 
and Sigritzis Theodore, whose heads Zacharias, the prince of Serbia, 
sent to Constantinople. 80 However, soon after that, as we have seen, 
Symeon rounded up the Serbian zhupans, whom he transported to 
Bulgaria, as a punitive measure against his western neighbor. In the 
summer of 924, he reappeared under the walls of Constantinople 
demanding an interview with Emperor Romanus I. This time, the 
war was one of political symbols as well. At the carefully arranged 
meeting that took place on a specially constructed jetty built on the 
Golden Horn, Symeon appeared surrounded by soldiers hailing him 
in Greek as emperor. Romanus accepted the reinstation of the tribute 
to Bulgaria, but seems to have had more problems with the title of the 
Bulgarian ruler. In the meantime, Symeon began styling himself not 
just emperor (of the Bulgarians), but, more importantly, "Emperor 

.<o Constantine Porphvrogenitus. De adlllillisrmndo i111pcri,, }2. pp. 15H-1 )'). 
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of the Romans."" 1 However, it is unlikely that this title represented 

any claim to Constantinople. Instead, Symeon may have intended 
to represent his quality of ruler over "Romans" inside Bulgaria, at 

the same time pushing the imperial agenda in an attempt to stress 

that he \vas equal to the emperor in Constantinople. In the end, by 

927, Symeon obtained the raise of status for his senior churchman 
(most likely the archbishop of Bulgaria residing in Pre slav) to that of 

patriarch. He may have intended to create by such means the legal 

basis for the proclamation of the Bulgarian emperors by their own 
means and through the leaders of their own church. 

When he died in 927, Symeon was succeeded by Peter, the eldest 

son from his second marriage to the sister of a powerful boila named 

George Sursuvul. Peter and his uncle acting as regent continued 
Symeon 's aggressively anti-Byzantine policies. The Bulgarian troops 

raided the theme of Macedonia, and the Thracian towns that had 

been under Bulgarian occupation tor several years were deserted 

and razed to the ground. "2 However, faced with problems at home, 
including an invasion of locusts, Peter was forced to negotiate. The 

peace of 927 was based on a compromise: Peter's title was short
ened to just "Emperor of the Bulgarians," while Roman us I agreed 
to restart the payment of the Byzantine tribute, albeit at a much

reduced rate. In addition. Peter married the daughter of Romanus' 

eldest daughter, Maria, whose name, according to Liutprand of 

Cremona, was appropriately changed for the occasion to Irene 

("peace" in Greek).-'.1 Maria appears as co-emperor of Bulgaria on 

Peter's seals, on which she is sometimes represented holding the cross 

above Peter's hand, as a symbol of seniority. This and a few other 

details gleaned from contemporary Byzantine sources have led some 

historians to the conclusion that with the marriage between Peter 

and Maria the Byzantine influence in Bulgaria increased consider
ably. But there is very little evidence of that in the material culture 

of Bulgaria until Maria's death in the early <)60s and of Peter in 969. 

Before he could establish himself firmly in power, Peter was con

fronted first \Vith the brief and unsuccessful opposition trom some 

'
1 For Symeon \ seal .b '"Emperor of the Romans." see Beshevliev. Die protohul

grnisrhm Inschri/rm. pp .. no-33 I. comparing Snneon \\"ith Otto II. proclaimed 

emperor of the Romam in <JH2. 

Theophanes Continuatus. p. +I 2. Hostilities continued until right bel(Jre the nur
ri,lge bct\Yl'l'll Peter ,u1d M,lri,L 

'-' Liutprand ofC:remon.l . . ~nt,lpodosis III._l~. p. ()2. 
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members of the aristocracy headed by Symeon's two other sons, John 
and Michael. For the remaining forty years of his long reign, noth
ing is reported about Peter's regime being challenged from either 
boilas or other members of the royal family. Instead, the picture to 
be drawn from the disappointingly little evidence that we have on 
Bulgaria during Peter's reign is one of economic and institutional 
growth. Such developments had their roots in the long period of 
peace and prosperity at the beginning ofSymeon's reign. An inscrip
tion found in Narash near Thessaloniki mentions one of Symeon's 
dignitaries named Theodore who was Count of Dristra (Silistra)/4 

and an important official at Symeon's court, named Gregory, "the 
magistros of the Bulgars," is mentioned on four of his known seals. xs 
He may have been the head of the royal chancery. In the 960s, a Jew
ish traveler from Spain, Ibrahim ibn-Ya 'kub, compared Peter with the 
great monarchs ofhis day and noted that he enjoyed great authority, 
had secretaries, heads of offices, and senior functionaries. u, Indeed, 
there are more seals of Peter than of any other ruler of Bulgaria. 

The economic growth during Peter's reign is visible in the con
tinuation of the building programs of his father, in Preslav as well 
as elsewhere. Next to nothing is known about court life in Preslav, 
but a hoard of gold and silver found in 1975 in Kastana, near Preslav, 
may serve as an illustration of the degree of sophistication of some 
members of the Bulgarian aristocracy. The find includes some I 50 
pieces of gold and enamel furnishings, silver objects, ancient gems, 

' 4 Beshevliev, Die protolmlgarisclzm Insclzri{tcll, pp. 21.1-21 <J. See also I. Andreev, 
"Naryshskaia nadpis' kniazia Simeona i administrativnoe ustroistvo bolgarskogo 
gosudarstva v konce IX i nachale X v. [The Narash inscription of Prince Symeon 
and the administrative structure oflate ninth- and early tenth-century Bulgaria]," 
EB, vol. 14 (1978), pp. 121-131. 

xs I. lordanov, "Pechati na Grigorii Magistdr na b5lgarite prez X vek [The seals of 
Gregory, the tenth-century mac~istros of the BulgarsJ," in Ciuitas diui11o-hut11<11ta. V 
chest Ita profesor Georgi Bakalw, ed. by C. Stepanov and V. Vachkova (Sotla: Centar 
za izsledvaniia na balgarite "Tangra" TanNakRa IK, 2004). pp. 507-51 1. 

so Rclatja !bra/rima ilmja'kuba z podn)zy do kraj,)w slowimlskich u• przckazic al-Bekn-cgo 
[The account of Ibrahim ibn-Ya'kub's travel to the Slavic lands preserved in the 
redaction of al-BakriJ, ed. by T. Kowalski (Cracow: Gebethner i Wolff, I<J46). 
pp. 5 I and 148. For Ibrahim ibn-Ya'kub, see !' Engels, "Der Reisebericht des 
Ibrahim ibn Ya' qub (961-966)," in Kaiscri11 '!11Cophmw. Be,~£'.~1/HIIg des Ostms wrd 
Wt·stei!S in die Wende des crstm Jahrtausmds, ed. by A. von Euw and P. Schreiner 
(Cologne: Bohlau, 1991), pp. 413-420; Dmitrii Mishin, "Ibrahim ibn-Ya'qub 
at-Turtushi's account of the Slavs trom the middle of the tenth century," A.\15 
(1994-1995), pp. !84-199-
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and 1) silver coins struck in 959 for Emperors Constantine VII and 
Romanus II. The exquisite necklace with medallions is clearly a 
Byzantine work. The same is true of the diadem plates represent
ing scenes from the life of Alexander the Great, which \Vere clearly 
associated with the Macedonian dynasty in power in Constantinople 
since the late ninth century. The diadem was certainly meant for a 
member of the royal f1mily in Preslav, and the spherical pendants 
of gold with enamel ornamentation may have been part of a long, 
gem-studded scarf worn only by members of the imperial family in 
Constantinople. It has been suggested that the hoard belonged to 
one of Peter's two daughters, \vho may have acquired the furnishings 
during a visit to Constantinople in 940 in the company of her mother 
Maria. If true, this would indicate how close the position of power 
of the ruler in Preslav had come to the means of representation until 
then reserved only for the emperors in Constantinople. 

We have seen that several Magyar and Pecheneg raids directed at 
Byzantium crossed Bulgaria during Peter's long reign. The Stone 
Dike in Dobrudja, the largest work of fortification in tenth-century 
Bulgaria, may well have been associated with these raids. Running 
from the Danube to the I31ack Sea, the frontier covered by this dike 
is thirty-seven miles long, twice as large as Danevirke, the complex 
of fortifications on the southern frontier of early medieval Denmark. 
The Stone Dike is the biggest medieval monument in Southeastern 
Europe. The earthwork consists of a ditch to the north about six 
teet deep and a rampart rising up to six teet above it to the south, 
surmounted by a stone wall about five teet tall. Archaeological exca
vations have shown that, in addition to materials trom ruins of ancient 
buildings in the Roman city of Tomis (present-day Constanp), the 
\vall was built with stone from several neighboring quarries, one of 
which was at Murfatlar, some ten miles \vest of the Black Sea shore 
and twenty miles east of the Danube River. Associated \Vith the dike 
is a series of twenty-six forts built against the rampart, one every 
two or three mile-;. One of them, fort no. 20, \vhich was located just 
eighteen miles west of the Murt~1tlar quarry, produced a fragmentary 
Cyrillic inscription referring to the attack of an unknown enemy 
agamst the "Greeks" in the year 645 1 (AD 943), ''as Demetrius was 
zl111pan." Scholars argued at length over who exactly was the enemy, 
whether Magyars or Pechencgs. In both cases, the raid against Byzan
tium must have crossed Bulgaria, which suggests that the inscription 
commemorated a victory of ::hupan Demetrius against the invading 
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armies. It is very likely that Demetrius was in charge of the military 
administration of, at least, one portion of this barrier erected on the 
northern frontier of tenth-century Bulgaria. x7 Some forts also pro
duced evidence of buildings and rooms, others were associated with 
clusters of extramural houses built in stone. That the Stone Dike is the 
most recent of all three dikes running across Dobrudja results from 
the fact that one of its forts was built on top of the Large Dike, and 
another on top of the Small Dike. The date of the Large Dike is much 
disputed, although it may have been erected during Symeon's reign 
as suggested by pottery remains of the late ninth or early tenth cen
tury found during its excavation. In any case, the relation between 
the Stone and the Large dike, as well as the inscription of zhupa11 
Demetrius, indicate that the Stone Dike is a later construction, per
haps erected during the last years of Symeon's reign or, more likely, 
during Peter's reign. 

What makes the Stone Dike unique is the presence in its imme
diate vicinity of a monastic site consisting of several churches, gal
leries, and cells, all cut into the northern slope of a solitary crag near 
Murfatlar. The archaeological evidence suggests that occupation of 
the site began only after work had ceased in the limestone quarry. 
The best-preserved church is a single-naved, well-cut construction 
with longitudinally barrel-vaulted narthex and a small nave. There 
are runic and Cyrillic inscriptions and graffiti on all walls. A second, 
partially destroyed church was found about six feet beneath the first 
one. Its narthex was separated from the nave by three arcades with 
rock-cut pillars covered with Cyrillic inscriptions and graffiti, espe
cially images of elongated horses, horsemen, and crosses. A rock-cut 
gallery connected this church with another one underneath. The 
gallery produced grave pits carved in rock with few skeletal remains. 
The walls of the gallery are all covered with graffiti, mostly images of 
ships. A few sherds of ceramic-glazed ware were found on the gallery's 
floor. Fragments of limestone rock bearing traces of red paint, which 
were found inside the church, suggest the existence of a different kind 
of decoration. The most spectacular church was cut on the lowest 

' 7 D. P. Bogdan, "Dobrudzhanskaia nadpis' 943 goda. P.dcograficheskii i lingvis
ticheskii ochcrk [The Dobrudj.l inscription of 943. A paleographical and lin
guistic contribution]."' Rom<lll<'-'lai•ica, s·ol. 1 ( 1 <;)H). pp. ~~-I 04: V. Giuzeln·. 
"Dobrudzhanskiiat nadpis i s5bitii.Ha s· BJlg.uiia prez 943 g. [The Dobrudj.1 
inscription and the events in Bulgaria in 943]." l.<torichcski Jm:~lcd. vol. 24 (!<;oX). 
pp. 46-4B. 
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level of the monastic complex. Unlike the other three, this is a large, 
three-aisled construction, with the narthex separated from the nave 
by three arcades with rock-cut pillars covered with inscriptions and 
gratli.ti. One of them bears the image of a bird, presumably an eagle, 
and a Cyrillic inscription, perhaps an invocation on behalf of a donor 
named Tangai. Across the inscription, a different hand carved four 
Glagolitic letters rendering the name Iliia. Another Cyrillic inscrip
tion on the western wall of the narthex is a biblical citation: "For 
it is written: I will smite the shepherd, and the sheep will be scat
tered" (Mark 14.27). The most remarkable feature of this church is a 
crypt with skeletal remains, on the western side of the nave. Above 
the entrance to the crypt, there is a large, labyrinth-like graffito, and 
on its left the image of a saint identified as St. John the Baptist by 
the accompanying inscription in runes. A second inscription, pre
sumably in Greek, was initially interpreted as a date (982), but this 
reading proved to be wrong. On the eastern wall of the nave, there 
are images of horses and tendril patterns very similar to those deco
rating the folios of the Codex Zograplzcnsis. The altar, separated from 
the nave by three arcades with arches painted with red lines, contains 
tv,·o other Cyrillic inscriptions. One reftTs to a traveler, an unknown 
priest, who visited the church; the other mentions a certain Dimian. 
A military saint, identified as St. Theodore by the accompanying 
Greek inscription, is depicted with his lance in hand on the eastern 
arcade separating the apse from the nave. Outside the cave complex, 
archaeologists found an above-ground, small house very similar to 
those in clusters around the forts of the Stone Dike. The ceramic 
assemblage from the house also included the pottery categories rep
resented in the forts, especially amphorae with glazed decoration. 
Finally, a small cemetery with nine burials in rock-cut grave pits was 
found north of the cave complex. One of these burials produced a 
cross carved in limestone. 

Although the chronology of the site is still a matter of dispute, it 
is quite clear that at least three of the five churches were in use at the 
same time. The graffiti found in Murfatlar are very similar to explic
itly Christian images, such as church plans or images of saints and 
prophets. crosses, ships, trees, ladders. dragons, or plows, all of\vhich 
were carved on blocks of city walls, churches, or civilian buildings in 
Presla\· and Pliska. To judge fi·om the great varietv of inscriptions
runic, Glagolitic. Cyrillic, and Creek -several languages were in usc 
at the same time on the site. The community living in the ewes of 
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Murfatlar seems to have been visited by many pilgrims. Scholars 
studying the inscriptions have been able to identifY the name of a 
patron, Tangai. The first part of the inscription referring to him con
tains the name of a certain zhupan George, who was probably a col
league or successor of zhupan Demetrius mentioned in the inscription 
found in the neighboring fort no. 20 of the Stone Dike. This suggests 
that the monastic community at Murfatlar was in the middle of a mil
itary district on the northern frontier of Bulgaria. During the tenth 
century, the association of military sites and cave monasteries was by 
no means unique. The most remarkable parallel is that of Byzantine 
churches, chapels, monasteries, and hermitages that were cut into 
the soft volcanic tufa of Cappadocia (Turkey). Occupation of many 
Cappadocian sites began in the late tenth century, and there is plenty 
of evidence that, like Murfatlar, Cappadocian cave monasteries had 
strong associations with families of powerful borderlords. Recently, 
similar sites have been identified in great numbers in northeastern 
Bulgaria, where the ridges and canyons resulting from the erosion of 
stratified limestone provided suitable sites for the excavation of caves, 
as well as in northern Greece, Macedonia, and Moldova. The unusual 
combination of images and languages displayed on the walls of cave 
churches, but especially the emphasis the Murfatlar inscriptions place 
upon the values of ascetic life, points to a widespread monastic phe
nomenon of mid-tenth-century Bulgaria. Several works regarding 
the monastic life were available in Old Church Slavonic translation 
in the 900s. The most popular among them, especially during the 
reign of Peter, was the Ladder (!f Divine Ascent written in the soos by 
the abbot of the Monastery of Saint Catherine on Mount Sinai, John 
Climacus. To judge by the number of manuscripts, equally popu
lar was a collection of tales from the lives of monks and hermits 
known as the Sayings (if the Fathers. The same is true of the earliest 
Old Church Slavonic translation of another collection of tales about 
famous monks known as the Roman Patcrik, originally composed in 
Latin by Pope Gregory the Great, then translated into Greek. With 
such works of edification available in translation, one would have 
expected in Bulgaria a monastic movement not very different from 
that epitomized in the late tenth century by Mount Athas. However, 
to judge from the evidence of actual monastic practice, monasticism 
in Bulgaria was gradually moving in a different direction. 

The prime figure of Bulgarian monasticism in the tenth century 
was St. John ofRila. He was born in 880 in a village near Sofia, not 
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far from the region to which Symeon would later assign Clement of 
Ohrid as Bishop ofDragvica (Velika).John became monk and joined 
an established monastery dedicated to St. Demetrius somewhere in 
his native region. After spending some time in the community, he 
felt himself called to the ascetic life. John was given the blessing of 
the abbot and he removed himself to a place of solitude, a forest 
cave. Disciples flocked to join him and a little community grew up, 
which would become in 930 or 93 I the monastery of Rila. As soon 
as he found a disciple to whom to entrust the leadership of that com
munity, John left his growing monastery for a mountain retreat. He 
died in 946 and was canonized shortly thereafter. His life and activ
ity are known from nine different biographies, seven in Old Church 
Slavonic and two in Greek, in itself an indication of the popularity 
his teachings and role model enjoyed in later centuries. The earliest 
Life, commonly known as Zavet, was written by an unknown author 
sometime after the saint's death and before r I 8 3. John's only surviving 
work is his Testament issued on March 25, 94I, when he decided to 
leave Rila for his mountain retreat. The Testament is a unique doc
ument, for unlike slightly later developments at Mount Athos, John 
encourages monks to establish relations with and support neighbor
ing solitaries, while still endorsing cenobitic values. He even goes as 
far as to recommend that one of the fundamental readings be the Life 
of St. Anthony, the archetype of anchoritic life.~' John stressed the 
importance of ascetic retirement in order to escape the snares of the 
world. True, he urged his monks to "establish the newly enlightened" 
from their own "race" in the faith and to instruct them to abandon 
the "indecent pagan rites and the evil customs" which they kept 
even after receiving baptism, xv a remark that brings back to memory 
Clement of Ohrid's problems in Macedonia and his list of priori
ties. On the other hand, when offered a royal donation by Emperor 
Peter - perhaps an annuity like those attested for Mount Athos in 
the late 900s - the saint promptly rejected it and, according to the 
Zwct, even prophesied that Peter would need all that gold for hiring 
soldiers to battle his enemies. Stressing the value of manual labor, 
John urged monks to have no desire for riches or power and to have 

'' J(·st,l/11('111 o(Johu o( Ri{,, 10. Engli'h tr,H,btion lw I. !lie\· in B)'C::<llltiuc .\Iou,Nic 
f<•uud<ltiou Docliii/CIIf.< . . ~ Co111plctc 'fi·<~us/,uiou ,,(the Surl'il'iug Fouudcr.<' Tvpika aud 
'fi•sf<1111CIIfs. ed. by J fhomas ,md A. C. Hero (Washington: Dumbarton Oaks 
Re,earch Libr.1rv ami Colkction, 2000), p. 13.]. 

''J 1i•.<f<1111CIIf <{fohu o(FU/,1 1~. p. 133-

, 
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nothing to do with the princes of this world. John's recommenda
tion was instead humility, obedience, sexual continence, anonymity, 
and silence, in short strict ascetism. A symbol of his peculiar form of 
monasticism, the cave is a central theme in the Zavct. Two ofJohn's 
disciples, St. Prohor Pshinskii and St. Joachim Ostrogovski, followed 
in their spiritual father's footsteps and lived in caves. 

John's teaching was in sharp contrast with other aspects of con
temporary monastic life in Bulgaria, in particular with the creation of 
large royal monasteries in the hinterland of Preslav, such as Ravna or 
Kalugerica. Under Symeon and his son Peter, such cenobitic com
munities were planted in the middle of densely populated areas and 
benefited from royal (later, imperial) munificence. In criticizing the 
kind of monasticism that relied almost exclusively on the generos
ity of the ruler, John of Rila was certainly not alone. In the mid
tenth century, similar opinions were expressed in the ascetic works 
of Peter the Monk90 and in those of one of his contemporaries, 
a priest known as Cosmas. Like John of Rila, Cosmas had harsh 
words for some monks. To be sure, he rejected neither monasticism, 
nor eremitism per se, but resented those who, instead of remain
ing in their monasteries, suddenly decided to go to Jerusalem or to 
RomeY 1 According to him, a monk was supposed to leave his cell 
only in case of enemy invasion, perhaps an allusion to Magyar and 
Pecheneg raids that may have reached the rich monastic communities 
around Preslav. However, there are substantial differences between 
John of Rila's and Cosn1as's attitude towards mainstream monastic 
life in Bulgaria. Citing the same Life of St. Anthony that John of 
Rila recommended to his disciples, Cosn1as used it to emphasize the 
advantages of cenobitic life over eremitism. He disliked those who 
left their families to join monasteries and strongly believed that going 
into the wilderness without struggling against one's passions was of 
no use. Cosmas specifically attacked hermits who, followed by their 

0° For Peter the Monk, see R. Pavlova, Pct<lr Chemori.zcr, starohci(~arski pisatcl or X 
J'ek [Peter the Monk, an Old Bulgarian Author of the Tenth Century] (Sotla: 
lzdatelstvo na Balgarskata Akademiia na Naukite, I<J<J4). For his comments on 
contemporary monasticism. see D. Petkanova, Staroh,i(~,mk<1 litcrcltllm IX-XVIII 
vek (Sofia: Universitetsko izdatelstvo "Kliment Okhridski," I<J<J2), p. 2<)). 

"' Le tmire colltre les Bogomilcs de Cosmas lc prhrc, ed. and tram!. into French by A. 
Vaillant (Paris: Librairie Droz, l<J45), pp. <J3 and 104. Cosmas acknowledged the 
existence of ·• excellent monks." who fully observed the rules of cenobitic life. 
He also praised those of whom the world was not worthy and who "wandered in 
deserts and in mountains. and in dens and caves of the earth (Hehrerr•s I 1 . .J<J) ... 
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disciples, lived in mnll communities in which the only rule was the 
example given by the elder, his behavior and habits, a direct criti
cism of precisely the form of monasticism that John of Rila favored. 
Cosmas was outraged that some of these elders even attracted female 
disciples. ~ 2 What upset Cosmas was especially the wealth and influ
ence these hermits wielded, which in his eyes was against the ideals 
of prayer and ascetism. As a consequence, he saw only hypocrisy 
in their claims to sainthood. Much like John of Rila, Cosmas con
demned the involvement of monks in worldly affairs, buying and 
selling land, exchanging letters with powerful patrons, some even 
from foreign countries (perhaps Byzantium). 

Cosmas's point was to blame the degradation of monastic ide
als for the rise of the heresy of a certain priest named Bogomil. In 
tact he went as far as to point to heretics behaving "so as not to 
be distinguished from orthodox Christians" and as a consequence 
being approached by many with questions about salvation. Cosmas 
was probably writing at the time the state authorities were already 
taking drastic measures against the heretics, for he mentions some 
of l3ogomil's disciples thinking of themselves "as people suffering 
tor truth, who will receive some reward trom God for their chains 
and prison. ''~ 3 In about 940, Peter had written to Theophylact, the 
patriarch of Constantinople, asking for background information and 
advice about punishment. Theophylact's answer does not refer explic
itly to Bogomil, but points to dualism as the basic tenet of the heresy. 
Much of what is known about the heresy of Bogomil comes from 
the \vork of Cosmas, to whom Bogomil was no "beloved of God. "Y4 

'J' Le rr<~ir( cor me /e.< J3,~~o111iles. pp. 101 and 104. 

·;_; C:mma< the Priest, Scmro11 Rcg,ndi11g the .\'crl'iy Appc,ncd Bogor11il Heresy, English 
tr.1mLltion fi·om Butler, .\fo/111111<'111<1 Buk<~ric,1, pp. T !iT and 1!i5. 

'N Cosma< the Priest. Sm11oll. p. 1!ir. Bogomil in Sl.wonic meam "belm·ed of God." 
For C:mma<'s tre.Hr<c and it< dare. see alm I. Duiche\·, "Zur Daticrung der Homilie 
de< Kmnus," JJi·lr der Sf,rii'C/1, vol. ~ (T'JhJ), pp. 1-4: F. J Thomson. "Cosnlds of 
Bulgaria ,l!ld his discourse ,\g.linst the here<y of l3ogomil,., SEER. vol. 54 ( 1 'J76). 
pp. 2!iJ-2(HJ. The date i< <uhst.mtiated by a tenth-century Cvrillic inscription 
from Gigen (northnn 13ulgana) \\'hich rders to heretic.1l ide.1s. no doubt those of 
llogomil. Sec A. M.1rgos. "Niakoi bdezhki po cheteneto na prorivobogomil<kiia 
nadpis ot srcdnovckovn,!ta c.irb·.1 pri s. Gigen [Some remark> on the reading of 
the arlti-13ogomilic inscription ti·om the mediev.!l church of Cigcn [ . ., SL, vol. T 5 
( 1 r;S4). pp. 1 1 ()-I 2 5. Hmvc·,·er. other< h,l\'C advanced ,l much later date in the 
1200<. Sec M. I ).!ndo. "Peut-on ,n·,1ncc de 240 .m< l.1 date de compmition du 
rraitc· de C:mm.l< lc l'rc·trc nmtrc lcs Bogomi!es' ... C1fricrs d'h11dcs c<~tfr,m·s. ,·ol. 
100 (I<JSJ). pp. 3-25. 
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According to him, the Bogomils believed that the creator of the 
world was not God, but his son Satan, and as a consequence rejected 
the Old Testament. Apparently, Bogomil's teaching was that the soul 
was imprisoned in the body, itself a creation of Satan. The Bogomils 
believed that Christ had been sent to deliver a message for the impris
oned human souls as to how to escape from the world and return to 
the spiritual kingdom. That was also the message contained in the 
Gospels. Christ himself was viewed as a purely spiritual being, and 
as a consequence the followers of Bogomil denied all of His earthly 
experiences, from His birth from the Virgin Mary to the Crucifix
ion. They also rejected baptism with water and any material objects 
used in the liturgical service, such as crosses, icons, or church build
ings. Since sexual reproduction perpetuated the prison of the soul, 
ascetic life was viewed as a key to salvation. The Bogomils had lead
ers who dedicated themselves to the ascetic life and to administering 
spiritual initiation to others. There was apparently a tendency for 
the Bogomils to separate themselves from society, although Cosmas 
insists on their ability to blend in with the crowd. According to him, 
Bogomil's followers "teach their people not to submit to their rulers; 
they malign the rich; they hate the emperor; they mock their local 
chiefs; they blame the nobility; they consider those who work for 
the emperor hateful to God; and they command every servant not 
to serve his master. "95 This description has often been interpreted 
as an indication of social unrest in tenth-century Bulgaria. However, 
Cosmas clearly states that those among Bogomil's followers who led 
ascetic lives did no manual labor and were fed by others. The message 
of disobedience was a direct result of what Bogomil preached, namely 
a radical rejection of social hierarchy as part of the idea offorswearing 
all material ends and embracing total spirituality. On the other hand, 
Cosmas's account of Bogomil's ideas about society is a clear indi
cation that the "Golden Age" of Bulgaria witnessed and may have 
produced considerable social differentiation. Boilas had made their 
appearance during the events of the mid-eighth century; mid-tenth 
century Bulgaria already had an emperor, court nobility, and "local 
chiefs." 

"·' Cosmas the Priest, Sermon, p. 161. For Bogomilism as a form of social dissent. see 
G. Semkov. "Der sozial-okonomische Hintergrund der l3ogomilcn in Bulgarien 
und Byzanz wie auch der Patarener in Bosnien,"' Heresis, val. 4 (19H5), pp. 37-
152. 
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TilE FALL OF BULGARIA 

Not much changed in relations between Bulgaria and Byzantium 
after the peace of 92 7. However, when Bulgarian envoys came to 
Constantinople in <)M to collect the annual tribute, they were met 
with an angry rejection from Emperor Nicephorus II Phokas, who 
had just returned from a victorious campaign against the Arabs. He 
had only contempt tor Peter, who, in the words attributed to him by 
Leo the Deacon, was nothing but a princeling clad in leather skins 
ruling over a Scythian people, poor and uncleanY0 The Byzantine 
emperor accused Peter of allowing Magyar raids to cross Bulgaria 
on their way to Byzantine-held territories, an accusation that may 
refer to an event narrated by Liutprand of Cremona, who arrived 
at Constantinople three years later. According to Liutprand, at some 

point after Nicephorus' rise to imperial power in 963, a party of 300 
Magyars had taken captive 500 imperial subjects living near Thessa
lonica and had transported them to PannoniaY7 Whatever the reason 
for Emperor Nicephorus' anger, he moved his troops to the fron
tier with Bulgaria, where the Byzantines destroyed a number of torts 
in a show of military might, before returning to the eastern front. 
In an attempt to appease Nicephorus and to otTer a warranty of his 
good intentions, Peter sent his two sons, Boris and Romanus, to 
Constantinople as hostages. However, he also dispatched envoys to 

Emperor Otto I in Magdeburg, perhaps in an attempt to rally support 
against Byzantium.~s For his part, Nicephorus decided to apply to 

Bulgaria the same kind of pressure that Leo VI had chosen in his con
flict ·with Symeon in S93. In the absence of reliable Pecheneg allies 
in the steppe, he chose Prince Sviatoslav of Kiev, whom he bribed 
into attacking Bulgaria.'N What the emperor had in mind was most 

•/• Leo the De.1con. History. cd. by C:. 13. H.tse (l3onn: E. Weber, 182R), pp. oi-62. 

,,- Liutpr.md ofC:remon.l, Report 011 '"' Lilll!<rssy to Collstmrtilloplc 45. ed. bv J. Becker 
(H.mnowr and Leipzig: Hahmche Buchh.mdlung, I()I); reprint !()()}). MGH SS 
41: !()(). 

'
1

' Rc/,r,:f,r lf>r,rhilll<l il)// )<r '/.:iil"r. pp. qS-qy. Sec V Giuzelev, "Balgarskite pratenich
estva pri gernunskiia imperator Oton I,. Magdeburg (l)6) g.) i v Quedlinburg ('J73 
g.) [Bulgarian emb,mies to the Gernun Emperor Otto I in Magdeburg (l)o)) and 
Quedlinburg (lJ73) j." in Cil'itas dil'illo-111111/al/a. !' clw<t 11<1 pn,fi•sor Ceo~~~ Bakalor•. 
cd. by C. Stcpanov and V. Vachkov.1 (Sofia: Centar za izsledvaniia na balgarite 
"T,mgra" T.mNakRa IK. 2004), pp JS)-Jl)<l. 

'
1
'
1 Leo the Dc.Jcon. I !isrory. p. r,s. 
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likely a number of punitive raids that would bring Peter to heel. But 
things did not exactly go according to plan. 

The Rus' arrived at the Danube in the summer of 968, crushed 
the Bulgarian army, and blockaded the remaining troops in Dris
tra (Silistra). According to the Russian Primary Chronicle, the Rus' 
prince "took up his residence" in Bulgaria and began ruling from 
"Pereiaslavec." 100 The location of Pereiaslavec or Preslavica ("Little 
Preslav") is a matter of much dispute, but from the description of 
Sviatoslav's movements in the Chronicle and of the Byzantine armies 
in Byzantine sources it is quite clear that the town was located on the 
Lower Danube, most likely in northern Dobrudja. Several scholars 
have tentatively located Preslavica at Nutaru near Tulcea, on the 
southern bank of the St. George arm of the Danube Delta, but 
according to the most recent archaeological research, a fortification 
was erected there only after AD 1000. In any case, the Rus' do not 
seem to have entered the vital region of Bulgaria south of the Stone 
Dike and were satisfied with controlling the southern shore of the 
Danube and the Delta region. This was sufficient to convince Peter 
to dispatch envoys to Constantinople and ask tor peace. This time, 
Nicephorus had harsh conditions, not just words. He demanded the 
deposition of Peter and his replacement with his son Boris, who was 
promptly sent back to Bulgaria for the occasion. Like his grandfather 
Boris, Peter retired to a monastery near Preslav, where he died soon 
after on January 30, 969. A special service was created for him by 
his fellow monks, who first used the epithet "saint" in relation to 
the former emperor. Peter's portrait would appear on icons of later 
centuries. 

Boris II's reign began under good auspices, as the Rus' withdrew 
from Bulgaria upon receiving the news of the Pecheneg siege of 
Kiev. 101 However, as soon as Sviatoslav "drove the Pechenegs out into 
the steppes," he decided to return to Bulgaria, this time in the com
pany ofhis Pecheneg and Magyar allies. He must have been impressed 
with the wealth and sophistication of his previous residence in 
Pereiaslavec, for he reputedly wrote to his mother Ol'ga in Kiev: "I do 

100 PotJest' tJremennykil let. s.a. 6475 (SJ67). p. Xs. The chronicler also mentions the 
tribute Sviatoslav received from the "Greeks," no doubt the "gifi:s and hon
ors in abundance," which Nicephorus' embassy had promised in \)67. See John 
Skylitzes, Synopsis ilisrorianmz, p. 277. 
Pouesr' uremmllykillcr. s.a. 64 76 (y6H), p. X 5. l3esieged within Kiev was Sviatosbv's 
mother Ol'g.1. together with her grandsons Luopolk, Oleg, and Vbdimir. 
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not care to remain in Kiev, but should prefer to live in Pereiaslavec 
on the Danube, since that is the center of my realm, where all riches 
are concentrated: gold, silks, wine and various fruits from Greece, 
silver and horses trom Hungary and Bohemia, and from Rus' furs, 
wax, honey, and slaves." roo However, in 969, the Bulgarians, who had 
meanwhile retaken the fort, put up a strong resistance against the Rus' 
siege. Only after much carnage was Pereiaslavec stormed and even
tually taken. The Rus' moved swiftly across the Stone Dike, probably 
left \Vithout any defense, and took Preslav and Dristra, before crossing 
the Stara Planina range in an attack against Philippopolis (present
day Plovdiv) in Thrace. Despite so much destruction brought by 
Sviatoslav's invasion, the presence of the Rus' in northern Bulgaria 
is only sporadically attested in the archaeological record by such arti
facts as the quill on of a Viking-age sword found in Pacuiullui Soare 
near Silistra. In Preslav, Sviatoslav left Boris in power, apparently in an 
attempt to rally Bulgarian support for his now openly anti-Byzantine 
presence in Bulgaria. Nicephorus unsuccessfully attempted to 
entice Boris to come over to his side by offering the grandsons of 
Constantine VII, Basil (the fi.nure emperor Basil II) and Constantine 
(the future emperor Constantine VIII), in marriage to two Bulgar
Ian princesses, no doubt members of the imperial family still ruling 
in Preslav. ' 03 The new emperor, John Tzimiskes, had a much more 
aggressive approach. First, he sent to Thrace the domestic of the East, 
Bardas Skleros, who obtained a m;~or victory against the Rus' near 
Philippopolis. Then, in the spring of 97 r, the emperor himselfled an 
army of 40,000 across the Stara Pia nina range, while a Byzantine fleet 
of some 300 ships entered the Danube through the Delta to attack 
the Rus' from the north. '04 Taking advantage of the fact that no 
moun tam pass seemed to have been guarded, Emperor John quickly 
reached Preslav, where he defeated the Rus' and surrounded the city. 
The Byzantine troops stormed the Inner Town killing more Rus' 
and capturing Boris and his family. Preslav was immediately renamed 

l'oPcst' r·rmrCIIII)'kil lcr, s .. l. ('477 (\1(<')), p. So. Sec A. D. Stokes, "The background 
.md chronolo,_,•y of the 13 . .Jk.m c.unp.1igm of Sviatoslav Igorcvich." SEER, vol. 
40 (l\JOI-I()!i2), pp. H-57· 

101 Leo tlw Deacon, History, p. 7'). 
''c4 Leo tlw Deacon, History, pp. 12') ,md 132. For the total number of troops. see 

W Trc.Idgold, A History o( tlu· Hy::allfillc St,lfc a11d Soricty (Stanford: Stanford 
Umversity Press. 1 'J'J7). pp. )01) and IJ4') n. 1 ~. 
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loannopolis after the emperor himself, and a certain Katakalon was 
named military governor there, as attested by his seal. 105 

In Dristra, fearing a local uprising, Sviatoslav had ordered the 
execution of 300 hoi/as when the Byzantine troops appeared under 
the city's strong walls. Emperor John put Dristra under siege for 
three months, before defeating the Rus' in a fierce battle that forced 
Sviatoslav to sue for peace. 106 The emperor agreed to let the Rus' 
prince withdraw to Kiev with a supply of grain, but on his way 
back home, Sviatoslav was attacked and killed by the Pechenegs. The 
Byzantines occupied Dristra, which they renamed Theodoropolis, 
after St. Theodore the Stratelate, who is said to have appeared in full 
military array on his white horse in the middle of the final battle 
with the Rus'. Leo Sarakenopoulos, the former commander of the 
Hikanatoi, one of the leading regiments of the standing army, was 
appointed military governor of Dristra. 

John Tzimiskes' triumphal return to Constantinople was carefully 
staged to symbolize the end ofBulgaria. According to Leo the Dea
con, following the emperor on a white horse was a wagon with an 
icon of the Holy Virgin and the Bulgarian imperial regalia captured 
in Preslav, in particular two crowns, one a simple diadem, the other 
a crested crown similar to those Byzantine emperors wore when cel
ebrating victories. Boris followed Emperor John on his own horse. 
In the Forum of Constantine, he was symbolically stripped of the 
symbols of his imperial authority. Emperor John dedicated Boris's 
crown to God in the Hagia Sophia church, and Boris, now a simple 
aristocrat of Bulgarian origin, received in exchange the dignity of 
magistros. The patriarch ofBulgaria was replaced with a metropolitan 
of loannopolis subject to the patriarch in Constantinople. Another 
bishop was established in Dristra, whose church was restored at some 
point before AD rooo, and an episcopal see may have also been estab
lished at about the same time in Tomis (Constan~a), on the Black Sea 
coast. 

ros I. Iordanov, Pecha tile ot strategiiata v Preslav (971--1088) [Leaden seals of the military 
province of Preslav (97I--I088)] (Sofia: Universitetsko izdatelstvo "Sv. Kliment 
Okhridski," I993), pp. IJ4--I35· 

'
06 Leo the Deacon, History, pp. I 53-I 54; John Skylitzes, Sytzopsis historiamm, p. 30I. 

See also S. McGrath, "The battles ofDorostolon (97I): rhetoric and reality," in 
Peace mrd War in Byzantium. Essays i1r Honor of Geor_Re T Dowis, S. ]., ed. by 
T. S. Miller and J. Nesbitt (Washington: Catholic University of America, I995), 
pp. 152--164. 
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For the first time since the seventh century, the northern frontier of 
the Byzantine Empire was established on the Danube River. Fearing 
the return of the Rus' warriors, the Byzantines restored and aug
mented all fortresses in northern Bulgaria, and added harbor installa
tions to the powerful fortress previously erected on a Danube island 
not far from Silistra, at Pacuiullui Soare. The annexed territory was 
divided into military provinces. A province called "Mesopotamia of 
the West" was created in northern Dobrudja. A certain Peter replaced 
as military governor of Dristra Leo Sarakenopoulos, who at some 
point before 975 became governor of both Dristra and Ioannop
olis (Preslav). 107 Some time after that a new province, Thrace and 
Ioannopoulis, was created with the same Leo at its command. This 
change may have been caused by raids from western Bulgaria, where 
Byzantine control was lost to local rebels shortly after John Tzimiskes' 
death in 976. The leaders of the rebellion were the four sons of a 
regional commander in Macedonia known as Count Nicholas. He 
may have been of Armenian origin, but his rank was certainly similar 
to that of a count ofDristra named Theodore, who appears together 
with his king Symeon in the Narash inscription. Because ofhis title, 
Nicholas's sons came to be known as Kometopouloi, the "sons of 
the count." By 97 3, they had already established contact with the 
German Emperor Otto I to build an anti-Byzantine alliance. 10

H Two 
of the four brothers died before 976; the other two conquered Preslav 
from the Byzantines in 9H6, before one of them died in 987 or 988. 
By that time the rebellion had already expanded into central Bul
garia and eastern Thrace, and the only surviving son, Samuel, had 
become its uncontested leader. Boris and his brother Romanus man
aged to escape from Constantinople in order to join the rebels. A 
Bulgarian sentry accidentally killed Boris, but Romanus eventually 
reached Macedonia, where he was soon crowned emperor. By 980, 

there was apparently a new Bulgarian patriarch whose see was ini
tially in Serdica (Sofia) before moving to Ohrid in about 990. It was 
at Serdica that the new Byzantine emperor, Basil II, directed his first 
attack against the rebels in 986, but the campaign ended in disaster 

107 Eighteen seals ,tre known of Leo Sarakcnopoulos in his capacity of military gov
ernor of Dristra and Joann opolis, all fi:lUnd in Preslav. See lordanov, Pcchatite. 

pp. I}0-137· 
10

' Thietmar of Mcrscburg, Clmlllicolt II.} I. ed. by R. Holtzmann (Berlin: 
Weidmann. I<)}); reprint I\)<)6), MGH SS rer. Germ. y:7!l. 
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and the emperor barely escaped capture. 10~ The campaign seems to 
have been a response to Samuel's bold attack on Thessaly, where he 
took Larisa in 98 5, after the military governor of He lias residing in 
that city acknowledged his authority. Samuel transferred the relics of 
St. Achilleus to Prespa, where he had meanwhile moved his head
quarters. Another Byzantine raid into Macedonia took place in 991, 
but nothing is known about its outcome. The raid signals the transfer 
of the center of power from Serdica to Prespa, closer to the Byzantine 
regions that Samuel's troops would raid almost every year during the 
subsequent decade. In 996, the emperor moved together with some 
of his troops to the eastern front, leaving behind Gregory of Taron, 
the duke of Thessalonica, as commander of the Balkan armies. Gre
gory's son was captured by Samuel a year later in a raid into the region 
ofThessalonica, and Gregory himself was ambushed and killed when 
trying to rescue his son. The Bulgarians raided northern and cen
tral Greece reaching as far south as Peloponnesus, where St. Nikon 
the Metanoiete was prophesying Samuel's downfall.' 10 However, on 
their way back, the Bulgarians were ambushed in the Spercheios val
ley in Thessaly by the Byzantine forces reorganized by Nicephorus 
Ouranos, the new duke of Thessalonica to whom Emperor Basil II 
had given the command of the Balkan armies. Samuel and his son, 
Gabriel Radomir, escaped alive only afi:er hiding among the corpses 
of the slain, and managed to return to Prespa with few survivors. 

But the defeat on the Spercheios River did not diminish Samuel's 
determination. By 997, Romanus, who had meanwhile been cap
tured by the Byzantines, died in captivity in Constantinople, and 
Samuel proclaimed himself Emperor of the Bulgarians in his stead. 
Judging from the little evidence there is on the organization of his 
empire, Samuel's power was based on a network of large forts oper
ating as central places of the surrounding regions, each under the 
rule of a fort governor who often had as subordinates commanders 
of smaller forts. Many of the ranks and titles in existence during 
Symeon's and Peter's reign remained in use under Samuel, and like 
the Bulgarian court aristocrats who owned manors in the Outer 
Town of Preslav, some fort governors owned estates in the sur
rounding districts. Finally, the two most important towns in Samuel's 

10
" Leo the Deacon, History, pp. I7I-I73- The battle took place in one of the major 

passes through the central region of the Stara Planina, the Traianova vrata. 
110 Life of St. Siko11, pp. q8-149. SeeP Stephenson. "fhc L.:~md of Basil the Bu(~ar

Siayer (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 2003), pp. 16-17-
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Bulgaria- Ohnd and the settlement on the St. Achilleus Island in the 
middle of Lake Prespa - also t1mctioned as the nodal points within a 
network ofbishoprics, especially after the patriarch moved to Ohrid 
in about l)l)O. Samuel's power extended over a large portion ofDalma
tia after his 997 campaign against the Byzantine clients on the Adri
atic coast, bet\veen Dyrrachion and Zadar. He captured the prince 
of Duklja, John Vladimir, who was brought to Macedonia, mar
ried to Samuel's daughter Theodora, and later appointed governor 
of Dyrrachion. As in the case of his other campaign into Thessaly, 
Samuel transferred the relics of St. Tryphon from Kotor to Ohrid in 
an attempt to turn the two centers of his empire- Prespa and Ohrid
into the religious capitals of the central region of the Balkans. Besides 
the Church of St. Achilleus in Prcspa. several other churches are 
known in Ohrid (St. Sophia) and Strumica (the Church of the Fif
teen Martyrs of Tiberiopolis), the basilica! plan of which tollmvs 
the models of early Byzantine architecture that were the source of 
inspiration tor the tenth-century churches of Bulgaria. The strong 
influence of the fashions of mid-tenth-century Bulgaria is also vis
ible in the large number of dress accessories, especially bronze ear
rings and glass bracelets, associated \Vith temale buriah, such as those 
that have been found in Zadna Reka and Mariovo ncar Prilep. Cave 
monasticism and the graffiti phenomenon so stronglY associated \Yith 
tenth-century Bulgana arc both attested in Macedonia and western 
Bulgaria in the late l)OOs. 

The only source for the Balkan \var between Basil and Samuel is 
the History of John Skylitzes, which was written bet\veen 1079 and 
1 Ol)0, almost a century after the events narrated. Skvlitzes' account 
is sometimes ((mttJsed. with considerable gaps in the narrative, but 
it is still clear that the conflict cannot be described either as Basil's 
methodical conquest of l3ulgaria or as a series of razzias without any 
overall strategy. Judging by the order of events in Skylitzes' narra
tive, Basil's tactics were very flexible. always ready tor a last-minute 
change of plans and t(w shifts in operations fi:om central or north
eastern Bulgana to the southern fi·ont in Thessaly. The emperor's 
return to the Balkans in 1 oo 1 resulted in the conquest of Serdica 
and some of the neighbonng t()]·ts. Byzantine troops also reoccupied 
Pre slav. Pliska. and PrcsLwic1 in northeastern Bulgaria. New military 
go\·ernors of Prcsla\·. Dristra, and Preslavica appear on leaden seals. 
and finds ofByzantine coins indicate that garrisons were stationed in 
the main fortresses along the Lower Danube. A brief campaign into 
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northern Greece led to the capture of several other fortresses, includ
ing Servia and Vodena (now Edessa), both of which fell after the 
surrender of their respective governors, duly rewarded with high
ranking dignities for their prompt submission. In 1002, the target 
area of the Byzantine attack shifted to northern Bulgaria, as Basil 
took Vidin after a prolonged siege. I I I The land troops were greatly 
assisted by the intervention of the Byzantine fleet moving swiftly up 
the Danube River and by its expert use of the "Greek fire" against 
the besieged. Elsewhere, Basil was not so successful. Krakras, the gov
ernor of Pernik (near Sofia), stubbornly refused any otTers from Basil 
when the emperor brought his troops under the walls of that fortress 
and succesfully defended its strong ramparts against Byzantine attacks. 

Samuel's strategy was not much different from that of Emperor 
Basil, for his response to the Byzantine operations in northwestern 
Bulgaria was a surprise attack on Adrianople in the summer of I002. 

However, the raid had little effect on the movements of the Byzantine 
armies in the northern Balkans. As in northeastern Bulgaria, garrisons 
were stationed at such key points as Sirmium (Sremska Mitrovica) 
or Branicevo. A year later, Basil moved his theater of operations 
to Macedonia. Samuel was defeated in 1003 near Skopje, and the 
fortified town was sacked by the Byzantine troops. Other forts fell 
without much fighting, as in the case ofVeroia (south of Edessa, in 
northern Greece). Dobromir, the governor of that fort, was related 
by marriage to Samuel, but decided to turn the fort over to Basil in 
exchange for a military command over Byzantine troops stationed 
in Thrace and the Mesopotamia of the West. This new position is 
attested by his leaden seals found in Preslav. But besides attacking 
key points around the heartland of Samuel's empire, Basil was not 
interested in conquering any large tracts ofland. Moreover, no further 
campaigns were organized during the subsequent decade and both 
sides seem to have accepted the status quo. Skylitzes has nothing to 
report about further developments in the Balkans until IOI4. 

In that year, Samuel barricaded the Kleidion ("Key") mountain 
pass on the Strumica River between the Vardar and the Strymon 
valleys (near the present-day Bulgarian-Macedonian-Greek border) 
and sent troops against Thessalonica under the command of a gen
eral named Nestorica. The Bulgarians were defeated by the duke 
of Thessalonica, Theophylact Botaneiates, and on July 29, I o I 4, the 

111 John Skylitzcs, Sy11opsis historiamm, p. 346. 
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troops led by Emperor Basil himself managed to get through the 
barricade in the Kleidion pass and to eliminate the Bulgarian forces 
defending it. But Kleidion \vas neither the great battle imagined by 
John Skylitzes, who wrote much later, '' 2 nor a decisive victory tor the 
Byzantines. Before he could reach the main army led by the emperor, 
the duke of Thessalonica was ambushed in the mountains and killed 
together with most of his troops. Instead of pushing the raid further 
into Macedonia, Basil decided to return to Thessalonica, "destroy
ing nothing in the vicinity except an imperial foundation" in Bitola 
(Bitolj, Macedonia), the base of Samuel's son, Gabriel Radomir. 11

3 

Samuel died in October 1 o 14, allegedly afi:er an apoplectic attack 
caused by the news of Basil's victory at Kleidion. He was buried in the 
Church ofSt. Achilleus in Prespa and his may be one of the four graves 
excavated inside the basilica and associated with a gilded bronze
chain mail and a vestment of silk woven v-:ith gold thread. His son 
proclaimed himself emperor under the name of Romanus Symeon, 
a coronation apparently opposed by his cousin John Vladislav. The 
process of disintegration of the Bulgarian Empire, which had already 
begun under Samuel, continued during Romanus Symeon's brief 
reign ( 10 I 5-1 o I 6). In I o I 6, sapping operations under the walls of 
Moglena (near Edessa) led to the surrender of the tort by its Bulgarian 
governor Ilica and the kallkhan Dometian, one ofRomanus Symeon's 
high-ranking dignitaries residing there. The fort was demolished and 
a Byzantine garrison stationed nearby at Enotia. 1 14 The Bulgarian 
emperor was assassinated in that same year by John Vladislav, the 
son of Samuel's brother Aaron, who seems to have been initially 
inclined to cooperate with Basil. 115 Disgruntled, perhaps, at the lack 
of imperial generosity towards him, John Vladislav later turned against 
Basil, who raided the lands around Lake Ostrovo and took Ohrid, 

112 John Skylitzes. Synopsis hisroriarwn. pp. 34~-34(). For a detailed dicmsion of the 
b,lttle ,tt Kkidion. sec I' Stephenson, Hy:anriu111 :, H,dkan Fnlllficr. A Poliriwl Study 
o(thc .\"orrhcm Halk<1ns, 9'liJ--12<1-! (Cambridge: Cambridge Uniwrsity Press, 2000). 

pp. 71-]4. 

''-' John Skylitzcs. Synopsis historiantni. pp. J)0-3) I; English translation from 
Stephenson, u;~cnd. p. 26. 

''+ John Skylitzcs. Synopsis hisroritmiin. p. 3 :;2. For Moglena, see D. Evgenidou, 
"Servia ,md Moglcna. two Byz.mtine Cities of Macedonia," Isrorikogcographika. 
\"OJ. 2 (IT)~7-I()~~), I )-22. 

'''John Skylitzcs, Synopsis historiamn1. p. 3)7- John Vladislav's defection is also men
tioned in the Chn•ni(/c o( the l'ric.'r o( Diode,, J(>, pp. H I-82. For a comparison of 
these t\vo sources .md their interpret.ltion, sec Stephenson. Lc~cnd. pp. 26-28. 

, 
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where he devastated the imperial palace. Barricaded in Bitola, John 
Vladislav proclaimed himself Emperor of the Bulgarians, a title men
tioned in an inscription dated to 6522 (AD IOI4/ 5), which com
memorates the construction of the fort as "a haven for the salvation 
of the Bulgarians." 1 16 He gathered some support from powerful mag
nates, such as Krakras, the lord of Pernik, who was again besieged 
unsuccessfully by Basil in I o I 5. Krakras was on John Vladislav's side 
in IOI7, together with his Pecheneg allies. But John Vladislav was 
killed during an attack on Dyrrachion in February I o I 8 and the 
Byzantines were able to bribe the Pechenegs into deserting the Bul
garians. 117 Many of Samuel's magnates who may have resented John 
Vladislav's assassination ofRomanus Symeon quickly surrendered to 
Emperor Basil, in exchange for Byzantine titles. Among the first was 
John Vladislav's ichirgu boilas named Bogdan, who surrendered near 
Serrai (Strumica, in Macedonia). He was followed by the governor 
of that fort, Dragomouzos, as well as other fort commanders, such 
as Nikolitzas, the governor of Skopje; Krakras, the lord of Pernik, 
together with the commanders of thirty-five other forts; and Elemag 
(or Elinag Frantzes), the governor of Belgrade (now Berat, in Alba
nia), together with his "co-governors." However, none of these men 
was allowed to remain in the lands they owned in the Balkans, and 
several were transferred either to Constantinople or to the Byzantine 
provinces in Anatolia. Some, like Bogdan or Nikolitzas, the gover
nor of Servia captured in I oo r, were later involved in acts of rebel
lion against the Byzantine emperor. Others were capable ofblending 
in and were successfully assimilated into the Byzantine aristocracy. 
Elemag, for example, was sent to Thessalonica after being granted 
the title of patrikios and he may be the same as a certain Frantzes who 
was a donor of the St. Panteleimon monastery on Mount Athos. 
One of the daughters of Samuel's old general Demetrius, who sur
rendered to Basil in 1 o I 8, is the mother of the Byzantine writer 
Kekaumenos, the eleventh-century author of a memoir addressed to 

"'' I. Zaimov and V Tapkova-Zaimov,J, Bitolski 11adpis "" Iua11 V/,Jdisf,ll', sa11wdtirzhcc 
hiilgarski. Starohii(garski pamct11ik ot WJj-JOI6godilla [The Bitola Inscription ofJohn 
Vladislav, the Bulgarian Autocrat. An Old Bulgarian Monument of IOI s-roi oJ 
(Sofia: Izdatelstvo na Balgarskata Akademii,l na Naukitc, 1 ~no), pp. 33-3+: English 
tramlation limn Stephenson, u:~c11d, p. 21). Sec also I. Zaimov. "Eindeutigc und 
umstrittene Stellen in der Bitolja-Imchrift des bulgarischen Selbstherrschers Inn 
Vladislav (rr.Jh.)." ZcitschriftPirBalktlllolo,gic, vol. 13 (197~). pp. I'J+-20+. 

11
' John Skylitzes, Sy11opsis historiarlllll, p. 3 )li. 
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his som known as the Stmtcgikon. Christopher, who was perhaps the 
son ofBons II, served m the Byzantine army in Italy between 1028 

and !02<). 11 '~ In Ohrid, Basil also received the wives and children of 
SamueL Roman us Symeon, and John Vladislav. The latter's surviv
mg sons, Presian, Alusian, and Aaron, submitted to Basil in Prespa. 11 ~ 

The Bulgarian Empire had ceased to exist. In the words ofYahya ibn
Sa'id of Antioch, the emperor "married Roman sons to Bulgarian 
daughters, and Bulgarian sons to Roman daughters; in uniting one 
with the other he brought to an end the ancient animosity which 
had existed between them." 120 

rr:-. I. Bozhilov. n,l~\!dritc Prill J "j::,11lfif_,·k,1ta impcriia [l3ulgaridi1S in Byzantiun1] (Sofl<l: 
Abdemichno izcL!tcl,tvo "Prof. Marin Drinov," ISJ<J)), pp. 273-275. 

'·~John Skylitze,, Synopsis histori,mll/1, pp. 300-303. 
Y.1hp ibn-S,r'id. Hisrur)', ed. by I. Kratchkovsky .md tram!. by F. Micheau and 
G. Tropeau (Turnhout: Urepob, ISJ<J7). p. +07. See ,1lso Stephenson, L<;~cnd, 
p. 3(J. Ekaterina, the d,\llghter of John Vladislav, married the future emperor 
ha,rc I Comncnm. Sec l' D. Angelm·, "The Bulgarians through the eves of the 
I3yzamine,," BHR, vol. 22 ( IIJ<J+), p. 21. 
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THE FIRST BYZANTINE CENTURY 
(1000-1 100) 

Even before his final victory over Samuel and his followers Gabriel 
Radomir and John Vladislav, Emperor Basil's war against Bulgaria had 
a considerable influence upon political and military developments in 
the neighboring regions. The so-called Long L[fe of Saint Gerald, an 
early fourteenth-century compilation of different sources, contains 
a much earlier and extraordinary account, perhaps written by an 
eyewitness, of a chieftain ruling over the region of western Romania 
and southwestern Hungary now known as Banat. 1 Named Achtum, 
he was a powerful pagan "king" who "had taken his power from the 
Greeks" and had been baptized in the Orthodox faith in Vidin, an 
event that must have postdated the Byzantine conquest of that city 
in 1002. His base of power was in Morisena (now Cenad, on the 
Romanian-Hungarian border), a stronghold on the Lower Mure~ 
River, close to its confluence with the Tisza. Shortly after his bap
tism in Vidin, Achtum established a monastery dedicated to St. John 
the Baptist in Morisena, which he populated with Greek monks, 
no doubt coming from Byzantium. Achtum's power was based 
on considerable resources, mainly cattle and horses, but given the 

' Vita Maior Sancti Gerardi, ed. by I. Szentpetery, in Scriptores rerum HunJ~aricarum, 
vol. n (Budapest: Academia litteraria Hungarica, 1938; reprint Budapest: Nap 
kiad6, 1999), pp. 48o-56o. Achtum's story appears in chapter 10. For the date and 
purpose of the compilation, see C. A. Macartney, "Studies of the earliest Hungarian 
historical sources. 1: The Lives of St. Gerard," Archivum Europac Cmtro-Orientalis, 
vol. r8 (1938), 1-35. The author of Achtum's story was probably associated with 
the family of Chanadinus (Csanad). 
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position of his stronghold at Morisena, he also controlled traffic along 
the Mure~ River and taxed transports of salt from Transylvania to the 
heartland ofPannonia. It is in relation to salt that he found himself in 
conflict with Stephen, the newly proclaimed king of Hungary. One 
of Achtum's retainers named Chanadinus fled to the Hungarian king, 
only to return at the head of a large army, with which he eventu
ally defeated and killed Achtum in Stephen's name. Chanadinus was 
granted large estates in Achtum's "kingdom," and with his help a 
Venetian monk named Gerald began a mission of Christianization of 
the entire region. Gerald established a new monastery dedicated to St. 
George near Morisena, now conveniently renamed Cenad (Csanad) 
after its conqueror Chanadinus, and became Bishop of Cenad in 
1030, as well as tutor to the heir apparent, Prince Emeric. He was 
killed together with two other Hungarian bishops during the pagan 
revolt of 1046, and officially declared a saint in 108 3, together with 
King Stephen and his son Emeric. Gerald had been a suffragan of 
the archbishop of Kalocsa, together with the bishop of Transylva
nia, whose see had been in Alba Iulia since 1009. The first episcopal 
church in that city may have been the single-naved church found 
underneath the late medieval cathedral and most likely built in the 
early eleventh century. 2 In addition to burials found near the church, 
three cemeteries have been excavated in Alba Iulia, which produced 
artifacts very similar to those from burial assemblages in Slavonia and 
the Hungarian Plain that have been attributed to the "Bjelo Brdo 
culture." 3 One of the earliest Bjelo Brdo cemeteries in Transylvania 
is that of Deva, on the middle course of the Murq River. Another 
was established shortly after AD 1000 in Hunedoara, a few miles south 
ofDeva, and continued through the eleventh century, as attested by 
finds of coins minted for the Hungarian kings Stephen (997-1038), 
Andrew I (ro46-ro6o), Bela I (ro6o-ro63), and Solomon (ro63-
1074). Like some Slavonian cemeteries of the "Bjelo Brdo culture," 
the Hunedoara cemetery does not continue into the twelfth century, 
no doubt because of the drastic measures taken by Kings Ladislas I 
(1077-1095) and Coloman (1095-1 r r6) to force people to bury their 
dead next to the newly founded parish churches. As a consequence, 

2 E. Benko, "Alba lulia (Gyulafehervar)." in f;"t~ropr', Cmtrc ar01md AD woo. ed. by 
A. Wieczorek and H.-M. Hinz (Stuttgart: Theiss, 2000). pp. 3H9-3()1. 

3 R. R. Heitel, "Die Archaologie der ersten und zweiten Phase des Eindringens der 
Ungarn in das innerkarpatische Transilnnicn," D,lria. vols. 3H-39 (I\i\!4-1\il))). 
pp. 417 and 423. 
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burial in most pre-Christian cemeteries ceased by AD I I oo, while 
church graveyards were first established by that same time. On the 
other hand, the proximity of some of the Bjelo Brdo cemeteries of 
Transylvania to the valley of the Mure~ suggests that in the after
math of Chanadinus' victory over Achtum, the Hungarian conquest 
of and settlement in Transylvania moved mainly along the axis of 
that river, with its most important political and religious center in 
Alba Iulia. Eleventh-century earth-and-timber strongholds protect

ing the Mure1 artery have been found in Cladova (near Lipova, in 
Romania) and Arad, not f:u· fi-om the confluence of the Mure~ and 
Tisza Rivers. Only one settlement has so far been fully excavated in 
Transylvania that could be dated to the eleventh century. The first 
occupation phase at More~ti (near Targu Murq) had no sunken
floored huts, only above-ground buildings associated with ceramic 
assemblages markt·d by the omnipresent clay cauldrons. 4 No coins 
were found in More~ti, but the number of coin finds from Transylva
nia increases suddenly with specimens minted for King Ladislas I and 
his successors. Judging trom the presence of such coins in both set
tlements and cemeteries, Transylvania experienced some economic 
grmnh in the late eleventh century, no doubt based on the salt trade. 
The first written document pertaimng to Transylvania is in tact a 
royal charter of 107 5 referring to taxes on that trade levied at castmm 

1/nda, north of Alba Iulia. It was most likely the relative prosper
ity of the province that attracted the Pecheneg raid of 1068 across 
the eastern Carpathian Mountains. 5 The combined armies of King 
Solomon and Geza, the duke of the eastern regions of Hungary, 
inflicted a senous defi..·at upon the marauders near a mountain called 
K yrieleys (perhaps Chirale~. near Bistrip) .1' In 1 oy 1, a Cum an army 

" K. Horedt .. \/,>r<'i/1. Cnthiiii.~CII In cl11cr l'tll- 1111d ji·Jih~cst'hlt'htllt'hcll Slcdillllg /11 
S1chcllhln:~m (Bonn: Rudolf Habelt. ll)S-t). Simil.lr t!nds .1re knm\·n t!·om other. 
not tully exc.I\',ltcd sites in Alba lulr.l and it' em·irons. 
Sitnon de KezJ, (.'fnouidc, cd. by I. Szentpetery. in Scriprorcs rcm111 Hun,\Z(lfiwnun. 

,-ol. 11 (Bud.Ipc·,t: Academia litteraria Hungarica. 1()3S: reprint Bud.1pest: Nap 

Kiadc). ll)l)(}). p. 1~2: .-ltlltti!s tl(Hrt~tlsl<~l'tl. cd. by I. M.1dzsar. StT/ptt>rc.< rcn1111 Hnng<7rl

t'•ll'lll!l. \·ol. 1 (llud.!pe,t: Ac.Idcmialittn.Iri.l Hung.Iric.I, ll)_l/: reprint Huci.Jpest: Nap 
ki.1dc>. l()()l)). p. 12(>. Another r.1id is mc·ntioned during the reign of King Stephen. 
See V Spim·i . . \Io/d,n•/,r In the JJt/r-rplr (<'1//llrlcs (l3uch.m:st: Editur.l Academiei 
Republicii '>oci.distc Rom:llli.l, ll)S!>). pp. Sh-S7. 

'' Solomon. ckthroncd and l.1ter rmprimned b\· King L1disL1>. \\'a' released in 1 oS 3 
.md fkd to the l'cchcncgs. \\·ith \\'hLhL' hl'lp he umucccssfulh· .lttempted to innde 
Hun~,try. no doubt LTO'>'>ing Trc~n-;yh·.~nu. 
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crossed the mountain passes into Transylvania, laying waste the entire 
region. The Cumans followed the Mure~ River to the Hungarian 
Plain but were routed by King Ladislas in Ban at, near Timi~oara. 7 

By that time, Vojvodina had been fully incorporated into the 
Hungarian kingdom, following King Solomon's attack on Byzan
tine Belgrade in I07I. According to the fourteenth-century Hungar
ian Chronicle, the Byzantines not only used the "Greek fire" against 
the ships the Hungarians used to storm the fortress, but also incited 
the Pechenegs against them. 8 Belgrade fell to the Hungarians after 
a long siege, but was later recuperated by the Byzantines. Sirmium 
may also have fallen into Hungarian hands at the same time, for King 
Solomon transferred to the church of that city a relic, namely the 
arm of St. Procopius, which had been captured by the Hungarians 
during the I07I raid along the Morava valley that reached as far south 
as Nis. Much like Samuel before him, Solomon's intention was to 
attach to Sirmium not just the spoils ofhis successful campaign against 
Byzantium, but also a religious significance, which could have been 
appealing to the Christian population in the hinterland of the city. 
Indeed, unlike Belgrade, Sirmium remained under Hungarian con
trol until 1 16 5, and the entire district north of the city now known 
as Fruska Cora was organized as a march. The Hungarian conquest 
had little consequence for the local population. There is in fact no 
sign of discontinuity on any one of the sites located in the hinterland 
ofSirmium, either at Mosorin or at Bai':. An Orthodox metropolitan 
continued to reside in Bai':, while another was established across the 
river Sava from Sirmium, at Mai':vanska Mitrovica, a site that remained 

7 H1111garian Chronicle, ed. by A. Domanovszky, in Scriptores rerum Ht111garicamm, 
vol. 1, pp. 412-414. See also A. Piloczi-Horvith, Pcchcncgs, Ctllll<liiS, Iasimts: Steppe 
Peoples in ."vfedieval Hungary (Wellingborough: Corvina, 1()<)0), p. 44· The Cuman 
raid has been associated with the burial of three hoards of denars minted for 
King Ladislas found in Turda, Frata, and Santandrei. See I. Bona, "From Dacia to 
Erdoelve: Transylvania in the period of the Great Migrations (27I-896)," in His
tory of Transy/va11ia, ed. by L. Makkai and A. M6csy, vol. I (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2001), p. 319. 

' Hungarian ChrotJic/e, pp. 369-377. No evidence exists that the Pechenegs who 
invaded Transylvania in I068 were bribed by the Byzantines, which would then 
justifY Solomon's attack on Belgrade as a punitive expedition. It is however pos
sible that the fourteenth-century chronicler attributed the attack of I o68 to the 
course of events that led to the conquest of Belgrade in I07I. See V Spinei, 71tc 
Great .\!(~rations in the East and South East of Et1ropcjrom the :':inth to the Thirtecmh 
Century (Cluj-Napoca: Center for Transylvanian Studies and Bdila: lstros, 2003), 
p. I 3!. 
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in Byzantine hands throughout the eleventh centuryY Together with 
his Byzantine homologue in Belgrade, the Hungarian governor of 
Semlin (now Zemun, Serbia) opposed the first crusaders led by Walter 
"the Penniless," who appeared on the Danube in 1096. 10 

To judge from the relatively large number of cemeteries exca
vated so far, Slavonia, the region of present-day Croatia between the 
Drava and the Sava Rivers, had a numerous population during the 
eleventh century. The largest number of burial assemblages of the 
"Bjelo Brdo culture" were dated to this period, and most cemeter
ies opened in the tenth century continued afi:er AD rooo. Typical 
dress accessories of the "Bjelo Brdo culture," such as earrings of the 
so-called Volin class, with their exquisite filigree decoration; finger
rings of plaited silver wire or with perforated bezels bearing the Latin 
inscription PAX ("Peace"); and necklaces of glass, rock crystal, and 
colored stone beads - all made their appearance during the eleventh 
century. Like contemporary cemeteries in Hungary and Transylvania, 
burial assemblages in Slavonia produced coins minted for the Hun
garian kings of that century: Stephen I (997-1038), Samuel and Peter 
(1038-1046), Andrew I (1046-Iooo), Bela I (ro6o-ro63), Solomon 
(1063-1074), Ladislas I (1077-1095), and Coloman (r095-III6). In 
addition to cemeteries, the archaeological record ofSlavonia includes 
rural settlements. The earliest habitation phase at Mrsunjski Lug (near 
Bjelovar, not far trom the Croatian-Hungarian border), the only fi.Illy 
excavated settlement in the region, was dated to the late eleventh 
century. The site consists of several above-ground buildings similar 
to those found in More~ti and placed together within an area sur
rounded by circular, massive earthworks. 1 1 An archaeological field 

'J D. Minic·. Lc s1tc d'h<~hit,Ition 111r:dii·1•,If [sic[ de .H1<'1'<111.<k,1 .\!itrol'ic,1 (Belgrade: Arhe
oloski lnstitm. I<JSO). pp 5S-5l). 

1
'' Albert of A,1chen, F !i~-f(l/'it7 Hicrosol}'lnitcllltl, in Rccucil des l1istoricus des CnJiS£ldc::, 

\"OI. 1\" (l'.1ris: lmprimerie Nation.t!e. 1 K7<J). p. 270. See J Kalic, "Podaci Alberta 
Ahemkog u ugclr,ko-viz.llltiJSkom odnosinu krc0em XI s·ek,l [Albert of Aachen 
on the Hungan,m-Bs"?antinc rcl.ltlons in the Lite eleventh centurv[." ZFF. vol. 10 

( ll)!ik), pp. 1 S]-1 <)2: Stcphemon, Hy::-anti11111 :, B<Ifk,1n Frontier, pp. 177 md !<)!- 192. 

For Zemun under Hungari,m rule. 'cc also M. Jankovic, "Siovensko naselje kod 
Zemun,l I A SL!vic >ettlement llt',lr ZemunJ." Rl ·.\!, s·ols. 3 7-3 8 ( 1996), pp. r 23-
13]. 

'
1 V. Sokol, "The ,lrchacologiol hniuge of the early Croats." in Cro<11i<1 in the Eu·l)' 

.\fiddle . ..Jgc-'" .. ·l L'llitllml .'iJln•cy, ed. bs· I. Supil-ic· (London: Philip Wilson Publishers 

.md Z.1greb: ACM, I<J<J<J). pp. 1+1-·l.p. Like Morqti, Mrsunjski Lug produced 

.1 consider.Ible qu,mtity of iron .lrtif1cts. n1.1inly tools, n.1ils. wedges, locks. and 
chaim. m,my of which .Ire· ,l\sociated with the 'econd habitation phase dated to 
the twelfth cTnturv. 
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survey m central and southern Slavonia has revealed a number of 
other villages with similar fortifications whose existence coincided 
in time with that of Mrsunjski Lug. ' 2 

Such villages indicate a growth in population, but they also bespeak 
the quasi-military organization of the region, which was located 
on the southwestern border of Hungary. It remains unclear who 
exactly was the enemy against whom the inhabitants of the Slavo
nian villages tried to defend themselves by erecting massive forti
fications of earth and timber. Until the last decade of the century, 
there is no evidence of military conflicts between Croatia and Hun
gary, the two neighboring kingdoms. Moreover, the fact that many 
fortified villages have been found in the central and southern sec
tions of Slavonia suggests that the perceived danger was not neigh
boring Croatia, but most likely the marches on the southeastern 
frontier of the Holy Roman Empire. The eleventh-century history 
of Hungary is marked by repeated invasions from the Empire, but 
all known attacks came from the northwest, not from the marches 
on the upper Drava and Sava Rivers. However, the region of the 
present-day border between Croatia and Slovenia was certainly a 
military frontier in the late eleventh century. Shortly after I I oo, 
the archbishop of Salzburg ordered the building of forts at Ptuj 
and several other key points to defend his estates against Hungarian 
attacks. 13 

During the eleventh century, Carniola became a march indepen
dent from Carinthia, first attested as such in ro40 in a charter of 
Emperor Henry III. At that time, the ruler of the march was Eberhard 
of Sempt-Ebersberger, from a family of Bavarian origin with large 
estates and considerable power in Bavaria and Carinthia. 14 After the 
death in ro36 ofWilliam II, the margrave ofSouna, Carniola incor
porated a strip of land south of the upper course of the Sava River, 
and in his charter of 1040 Emperor Henry referred to the enlarged 

12 Z Tomii:ii:, "Rezultati ranosrednjevjekovnih arheoloskih istrazivanja u 
Me dimurju i varazdinskoj regiji [The results of research on the early medieval 
sites in the Mura valley and the Varazdin region]." J::danja HrllatskoR arhcoloskoR 
drustJla, vol. 2 (1978), pp. 209-222. 

' 3 Vita Clumradi archiepisropi Salislm~~1'11sis 20, ed. by W Wattenbach (Hanover: Hahn
sche Buchhandlung 1854: reprint 1994), MGH SS 11:75. 

'+ A member of the Eppensteiner-Ebersberger family that controlled Carinthia \\'JS 

also duke of !stria in the early eleventh century. After All !000, most dukes of 
!stria were of Bavarian origin. See Stih, "Der mtadri.nische R.aum," p. 207. 
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march as "Carniola and the Wendish march." By 1058, Carniola had 
another margrave in the person of Ulrich, a member of the Weimar
Orlami_inde family trom northern Germany that owned large estates 
in !stria. A few years later, he is also mentioned as Margrave oflstria, 
which may have been attached to Carniola by means of a personal 
union. l3oth marches were at the forefront of the political struggles 
surrounding the Investiture Controversy. In I077, Emperor Henry 
IV granted Carniola, together with !stria and Friuli, to Sigehard, 
the patriarch of Aquileia, no doubt in an attempt to secure imperial 
access to and from Italy through German-controlled territories with 
no ties to papal allies. But Sigehard's follower had pro-papal views, 
and as a consequence Carniola and !stria were taken trom Aquileia 
and given to Henry, the brother ofLiutpold ofEppenstein, who was 
at that time the duke of Carinthia. When, at his brother's death, 
Henry became the new duke of Carinthia, the emperor retroceded 
Carniola to Aquileia, while !stria was given a new margrave in the 
person of Poppo of Weimar-Orlami_inde, the son of the Carniolan 
margrave Ulrich. Despite its independence, Carniola was thus part 
of a large web of f:tmily connections across the Karawanken to the 
north and the Kapela Mountains to the south. During the eleventh 
century, the march was also the target of some large imperial dona
tions to two suffragans of the archbishop of Salzburg. The bishop of 
Freising had already acquired trom Otto II the large estate near Skofja 
Loka (see chapter 4). During the the eleventh century, the bishops 
of Freising introduced new agricultural techniques and divided the 
land into hides that were distributed to settlers of Carinthian and 
Bavarian origm. 15 Settlements with precisely defined land bound
aries clustered in administrative units which eleventh- and tweltth
century documents call o{ficia, but which appear to have continued 
local traditiom, smce the command of each was in the hands of a 
:::lmpan (suppanus). Demesnes were also introduced into the region; 
as many as three were in existence by 1 roo, but they controlled less 
than a tenth of the entire area under cultivation, an indication that 
free hides (nwnscs) must have been the rule in the Freising domains of 
present-day Slovenia. l3y 1 1 oo. these domains covered over I 20,000 

acres and comprised more than 300 f~umsteads, with perhaps as many 

'' W. ll,nllll. "I )Jc' Kirchen \·on Frcl\mg und Brixcn. die Craten \'Oil Ge>rz umlche 
Entstl'lllmg dcr ckutschcn Spr.1chimeln in Fri,JLd und Slm\·cnicn ... DtT Sell/em. 
/.m .. ·c/mft/itr Sudrirolcr L111desk:uudc. nJI. :q ( il)SO). pp. +2~-++0. 
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as 2,000 people. ' 6 Otto Il's land grant of 973 appears to have created 
a sudden demographic growth in a region that had until then been 
sparsely populated. But the Freising domains were not unique. In 
I004, Emperor Henry II granted the estate of Veldes (Bled on the 
upper Sava River, near Jesenice) to the bishop ofBrixen (now Bres
sanone, Italy). Seven years later, the Carinthian bishop also received 
the neighboring castle of Vel des, together with thirty royal hides at 
the foot of the Triglav Mountain. Emperor Henry III's charter of 
!040, while recapitulating the previous grants, refers to a demesne 
of Veldes, which was at that time in the hands of Altwin, Bishop 
of Brixen. It is to this demesne that a cemetery excavated at Bled
Pristava most likely belonged. The careful phasing of its 203 burials 
shows that between 2 5 and 3 5 individuals were buried at any one 
time, which further suggests that the Veldes demesne had between 
four and six farmsteads and was thus considerably smaller than that 
of Freising near Skofja Loka. Nevertheless, much like in the case of 
Skotja Loka, the administrative structure of the Brixen estates appears 
to have relied on a local zhupa. 17 

For most of the eleventh century, a "no-man's-land" remained 
in existence north of the Kupa River separating the marches on 
the southeastern frontier of the Holy Roman Empire from Croatia. 
Direct communication was possible around I I oo between Ptuj on 
the Drava River and Piran in the hinterland of Koper, on the Bay 
of Trieste. A parallel road came into existence south of the Kupa 
River at about the same time, from Zagreb on the Sava River to 
Sinj on the Dalmatian coast. But very little evidence exists of com
munication between these marches and the kingdom of Croatia. 
It is unlikely that the southeastern marches played any role in 
the transmission of Ottonian influences upon the pre-Romanesque 
architecture of Croatia so salient in the belfry and the two-story 
atrium of the Church of the St. Savior near the source of the Cetina 

10 S. Vilfan, "Zur Struktur der freisingischen Herrschaften si.idlich der Tauern im 
Friihmittelalter," in Karm~tm1im 1111d dcr /Jlpclhidria-Ralllll im FnNnnittclalter. ed. 
by G. Hod] and]. Grabmeyer (Vienna, Cologne, and Weimar: Bohlau, I\193), 
p. 2!6. 

' 7 A. Plcterski, Zupa Bled .. Vastm1ck, mzl'oj ill prczitki [The Bled :::iiii]J<l. Its Origins. 
Development, and Surviving Elements] (Ljublpna: Slovenska Akademija Znanmti 
in Umctnosti. I\)8o);J. Giesler, Dcr Ostalpcllt'<ll<IIII'OIII 8. his Il.jahrlumdcrt. Studic11 
zu archiioh~~isrhC111111d sclmfi/irllcll ZciiXIIissm (R..rhden: Marie Leidor( r \ISJ7), pp. 413 
and 418. 
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River.'·~ For the most part, eleventh-century Croatia appears to have 
been influenced more by developments on the Dalmatian coast than 
by those in Central Europe. 

Little is known about the first three Croatian kings of the eleventh 
century, Krdimir Ill, Gojslav, and Stjepan I. In 1 o66, Peter Kresimir 
IV styled himself "King of Croatia and Dalmatia," although it is 
doubtful that Croatian kings exercised any effective authority over the 
Dalmatian cities. At some point during the early regnal years of the 
Byzantine emperor Romanus Ill Argyros (ro28-r034), the governor 
ofZadar and Split, a man called Dobronas, traveled to Comtantinople 
"to prostrate himself in front of the blessed emperor," who show
ered him \Vith gifi:s and honors "and sent him back to his homeland 
\vith great wealth." He returned a few years later and "was honored 
again, although not as abundantly as the first time." 'Y Dobronas took 
the name Gregory, and he is most likely the military governor ofDal
matia mentioned in several charters drawn in the IOJOs in Zadar as 
having the rank ofprotospatharios. It has been suggested that the wealth 
he brought to Zadar after his tlrst visit to Constantinople helped 
finance the monumental building projects in Zadar. The dating of the 
sculptural decoration associated with these projects is in fact based on 
a large ciborillllt found in the belfry of the cathedral of Zadar, which 
bears an inscription in verse referring to a "a humble proconsul" 
named Gregory. 20 The same carvers may have been responsible for 
the rich decoration of the Churches ofSt. Thomas and Sv. Nediljica 
(Domenica) in Zadar. The Zadar sculptures are remarkably similar to 
and slightly later than those of the Church ofSt. Genis-des-Fontaines 

'' M. Jurkovic·. "Sv. Sp.~> n.l vrdu Cctinc i problem \\'eSt\\'erka u hrvatskoj predro
m.mici [The Church of the Holv S.1vior .n the headwater' of the Cetina River 
and the problem of the !I'CSI!I•crk in the prc-RomJnesque Jrchitecture ofCroatia[," 
SP, vol. 22 (I<J<J5). pp. ss-~o. In the northern Adriatic region, the strongest 
connections with the Ottoni.m art are thme of !stria, as illmtrated by the early 
Romancsque ti-esco'" in the southern aisle of the lhsilica ofEuphrasius in Pore(. 
Sec I. Fiskovic·, "Painting," in c,.,,,ri,, iu the Early .\fiddle Axes. A Cllltllr,!l Sttt'I'C)', 
eel. by I. Supii·ic (London: l'hihp Wilson Publishers and Z.1greb: AGM, I<J<J<J), 

pp. 4lJ3-)0<J. 

''
1 K,·kaumcnos. Str,lf<:~ikott XVI.2, ed. by C. C. Litavrin (Mosco\\': Nauka, 1972). 

p. 300: Sp.mish transl.!tion by J Signes C:od01'icr (Madrid: Alianza Editorial, 2000). 

p. 141. 

Matijevic-Sokol, "Latin inscriptions," p. 24(>. The ci!J,,rilll/1 i' richly decorated with 
intcrl.lcc ornaments .md h.1s been d.1tcd to 103 sl 6. Sec Z. Rap.mii:. Prcdrorlltlltifko 
doha 11 Dtli111<10ji [Prc-Roll!anesquc Art in ]),dmatiaj (Split: Logm. I<)X;), p. q~. 
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(c. 1020) in southwestern France, which are generally viewed as the 
earliest example ofRomanesque sculpture in Europe. In both cases, 
the scenes are divided by means of the "person-under-arcade" motif 
deriving from the sculpted decoration of late antique sarcophagi. 
However, unlike the French relief~, the tablets of the altar screen 
from Sv. Nediljica in Zadar are of monumental proportions. 

In or soon after 1036, Dobronas made a third trip to Constantino
ple, during which he was imprisoned at the order ofEmperor Michael 
IV. He died in jail during the reign of Constantine IX (ro42-I055). 21 

Dobronas' death coincides in time with the emperor's decision to 

impose direct Byzantine rule over Zadar, perhaps in connection with 
the revolt ofPeter Delian, which reached as far as Dyrrachion. Despite 
his title of "King of Croatia and Dalmatia" displayed in a charter of 
r o66 which is often interpreted as an indication of his control of the 
Dalmatian cities, now supposedly freed of any Byzantine control, the 
date in Peter Kresimir IV's charter granting land to the convent of 
St. Mary in Zadar is given in reference to the reign of the Byzantine 
emperor Constantine X. Among those who witnessed the transaction 
were also people with offices imitating Byzantine court ranks, such as 
risari11s (vestry clerk), the equivalent of the Byzantine protovestiary. 22 

In fact, an imperial protospatharios and katepan ofDalmatia named Leo 
appears as witness in another charter of King Peter Kresimir IV for 
the Abbey of St. Chrysogonus in Zadar. The idea of a Byzantine 
presence in the eleventh-century waters of the eastern Adriatic has 
been substantiated by the discovery at the entrance into the harbor 
of Nin of two shipwrecks with cargoes of Byzantine amphorae. 

However, it is equally true that by the late eleventh century the 
Byzantine power in Dalmatia was waning, and many of the major 
cities on the coast (Split, Zadar, Trogir) became independent, ruled 
only by their own priors and bishops, who often cooperated with the 
Croatian kings. John Orsini, the bishop ofTrogir, served as counsellor 
to both Peter IV Kresimir and his successor, Zvonimir. When con
firming the decision of a provincial council in Split, Pope Alexander 
II wrote to both King Peter IV Kresimir and the Dalmatian bish
ops. The council had taken place in r o6o in the presence of Pope 

" Kekaumenos. Stmt<xikoll XVI.2. p. 302; Spanish tramlation by Signes Codoiier. 
p. 142. 

22 
). Stipisic, "Hrvatski dvorski dignitar 'risarius' [The ri.<cni11s. a Croati.m court 
dignitarvj," Zhomik Histori;sk,~~ Zm•odajllgosf,ll'CIIskc .4kadcmi;c Lllclllo.<ti i t'mjcr
nosti, vol. 12 (HJ~2). pp. r-7. 

l 
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Nicholas II's legate and was the first major attempt to implement the 
Church Reform in Croatia. Issues such as celibacy, simony, the sport
ing of priestly beards, as well as the ordination of Slavs who did not 
speak and read Latin figured prominently on the council's agenda. 
The participating bishops forbade under threat of excommunication 
any ordination of priests who did not have a thorough command of 
Latin, an indication that Slavic may have been used in the liturgy. The 
reform was further supported by an increasing number of monastic 
communities. Under the diligent rule of Abbess Cika, the Convent of 
St. Mary in Zadar became the spearhead of the reform. The eleventh 
century witnessed the foundation of many other Benedictine abbeys, 
particularly around the newly founded city of Biograd: St. John of 
Rogovo (before ro6o); the Convent of St. Thomas; and the Vrana 
Abbey (before 1075). Many more abbeys appeared on the Dalmatian 
coast: St. Benedict on the island ofLokrum near Dubrovnik (1023); 
St. Peter in Osor (1044); St. Peter in Supetarska Draga on the island 
of Rab (1059); St. John the Baptist in Trogir (1064); and St. Peter 
In the Village near Split (1069). One of the most important con
sequences of the growing monastic movement was a considerable 
increase in the activity ofsmjJtoria, especially that of St. Chrysogonus 
in Zadar, which produced many of the surviving manuscripts dated 
to the eleventh century, some of them richly illuminated. The Zadar 
Evangeliary, now in the State Library in Berlin, and the Breviary that 
belonged to Abbess Cika of the Convent of St. Mary, now in the 
library of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, were both written in 
that scriptoritmr. But its most famous product is the so-called Vekenega 
Evangeliary (named after the daughter of Abbess Cika), now in the 
Bodleian Library in Oxford. 23 Another renowned product is a richly 
illuminated Psalter now in the Metropolitan Library in Zagreb, which 
was written in Beneventan script in c. 1020 by a deacon named Maio 
for Archbishop Paul of Split (rors-ro3o). A luxury Evangeliary, 
also written in 13eneventan script and nmv in the Vatican Library, 
was finished in roll r in the Abbey of St. Nicholas in Osor, on the 
island of Cres. It contains prayers for the Byzantine emperor and for 

" V. Novak .md 13. Taleh.Jkm·ic·-Pcc.mki ... Vecenegin evJn delistar [The Vckcncga 
Evange!i.Jry[.·· St<irillc_{ugosl,ll'ms/.:c A/.:,uinllijc Zlldi/O.<Ti i [ ·llljCTI/osri. vol. \I (u;62). 
pp. )-()0. T\\'O othLT lll.lllll~lTipt'> conuining sen·iccs and prayers. one in the 
l::lodleJan librarv. the other 1n the lihr.1rv of the Hungarian Academv of Sciences 
in Bud.1pest, \\'l're .dso produced in the St. C:hrysogonus scriptoritlllt during the 
second half of the ekH·mh cc·nturv. 
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King Peter Krdimir IV incorporated into a melodically developed 
Exultet. There are several manuscripts with musical notation (neumes) 
from this period, all with church music of the Gregorian repertoire. 
Moreover, Adam of Paris, a French visitor to Split, is known to have 
composed hymns dedicated to St. Domnius, the patron saint of that 
city, at the request of Archbishop Lawrence (1059-1099). 24 

The eleventh century also witnessed the production of the first car
tularies, collections of charters that were important enough for var
ious monastic foundations to be compiled for future reference. Such 
collections contain unique information about donations, donors, and 
the considerable wealth accumulated by eleventh-century monastic 
communities in Croatia. One of the earliest is the cartulary of the 
Abbey of St. Peter In the Village (also known as the Sumpetar cartu
lary), a private foundation of a wealthy citizen of Split named Petar 
Crni of Gumaj. The cartulary contains many documents pertain
ing to the slaves working for the abbey. The founder had bought a 
great number of them under various conditions, often at a price of 
three to four gold coins for each of them. On one occasion, Petar 
exchanged a horse for a slave; on another, he bought a son from his 
father, in order to have him receive the appropriate education for 
becoming priest. The cartulary also contains a list ofbooks that Petar 
Crni donated to his foundation, including a Psalter said to have been 
written in "the French script" (wm litteris Frmzr(l?cnis), most likely a 
reference to the Caroline minuscule. Whether or not the book truly 
originated in France remains unknown, for none of the books on 
the list actually survived. But Petar certainly had access to products 
of French workshops, as indicated by another list of liturgical ves
sels and robes that he had bought for the abbey, which includes a 
copper crucifix, said to have been produced in Limoges. A hoard of 
eleventh-century French denars found in N ovi Vinodolski, in the 
Velebit Canal, demonstrates that such long-distance links were not 
exceptional. 25 

The cartulary of the Convent of St. Mary in Zadar was written in 
a variety of scripts (Caroline, Beneventan, and early Gothic) in the 

' 4 S. Tuksar, "The first centuries of Croatian music," in Croafi,, i11 tlu· Early .\fiddle 
Ages. A Cllltllral Slln'C)', ed. by I. Supicic (London: Philip Wilson Publishers and 
Zagreb: AGM, I<)'!9), pp. 562 and 564. 

'5 I. Mirnik, "Nalaz francuskog novca I I. st. iz Novog Vinodolskog [A hoard of 
eleventh-century French coins from Novi Vinodolski J," ,\,"llllliSIIlati{/.:c l'ijcsti, vol. 
33 (I'!9I). pp. 43-47· 
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early thirteenth century. It contains documents from a long period 
between I oor1 and I 23 (J. Among them are items such as a charter 
tram Archbishop Lawrence of Split granting a part of the whitebait 
catch owed by fishermen in the Split area, as well as a detailed list of 
all the landed property purchased by C:ika during her term as abbess 
of the St. Mary Convent. At the end of the cartulary, there is also 
a Smzctus in two parts. with tropes. one of the earliest examples of 
polyphonic singing in Southeastern Europe. 2

(' 

The considerable output of monastic scriptoria \vas only matched 
by that of the royal chancery. It is no accident that a larger number of 
charters survived fi·om the reign of King Peter Kresimir IV than t!·om 
any other Croatian ruler. Many of them were issued on behalf of 
monastic communities benditing tl·om royal munificence, and thus 
indicate the strong ties between Benedictine houses and the king. 
Hmvever, they are equally significant t(w the information they provide 
on the multiplication of court offices and titles in eleventh-century 
Croatia. For example. OIH~ of the first charters of Peter Kre5imir IV 
was issued in February I ooo for the Abbey of St. John of Rogovo, 
to which the king donated an island and a manor near Biograd. The 
generous donation IS said to have been made in the presence of the 
papal legate and the bishop of Biograd. In addition, there is a long 
list of witnesses, mcluding such important dignitaries as /Jan Gojzo 
and all the ~/111pmzs of the kingdom. One of the court dignitaries 
listed along with these men is I3oleslav. who is called both tepchi and 
count palatine. most likely one and the same title. Another court dig
nitarv named Jurana \Vas JIIW<ll". "door-keeper." King Peter's charter 
thus contains the earliest mention of court offices by their Croatian 
names. Judging by contemporary evidence, some of these men were 
remarkably powerfi.1l. In the early elewnth century. a church \Vas built 
m Kastel. between Trogir and Split. and its founder mentioned in the 
dedicatorv inscription was also a tcpchi named Ljubimir. 2 ~ During 
the last quarter of the eleventh century, the ~illlji<li/S had their mvn 
pri,·ate armies. such as the retinue ofStrezinja, the gowrnor ofBribir. 
The /Jan had also a considerable influence. as indicated by the events 

2
'' V. No\·Jk. /.,1rl.ns~i k11rt11!!lr _\,/11/tl.'·r,ultl Sl'Cfc .\!tn(ic [The C,lrtuLlry of the Convent 

of St. M.1n· 111 Z.Jd,Jrj (Zagreb: Jugo,J.iwmb Abdennp Zn.mmti i Umjetnosti. 

1 •J.S'JJ. 

M.uije,·ic·-Sokol. "L1t1n 1mcript1om ... pp. L+)-2-t('- For rcpchi ·" the cquiulcnt 
of .1 lhz.mtlm' court title'. 'ec L. :VL!rget1c·. "Top.nque. rcp/i (r,,po11'rcrcs) et d,u{ en 
( :ro,Jtie ,\ll 1 ll' ,jc·c·k ... /?.L/l. lUI. ++ (I <)S!>). pp. 2)7-2(>2. 

, 
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that took place at the end of Peter Kre5imir IV's reign. In 1074, a Nor
man lord from Italy named Amico of Giovinazzo invaded Dalmatia 
and occupied many of the maritime cities, as far south as Split. A let
ter of 1075 which the papal legate sent to Stephen, Bishop of Zadar, 
mentions the capture of the Croatian king by Amico, and no mention 
exists of Peter Kresimir IV after that date. 2 ~ Only the intervention of 
the Venetian fleet drove the Normans out of the northern Adriatic 
waters. In Croatia, the ban who had been in office under Peter 
Kre5imir IV was now crowned by the papal legate as King Zvonimir. 
In return, the king took an oath of allegiance to Pope Gregory VII, 
by which he promised his full support for the implementation of the 
Church Reform in Croatia. Zvonimir pledged that he would "take 
heed of the way the bishops, the priests, the deacons and archdeacons 
live to make sure that they lead a pure life in accordance with the 
rules" and promised to oppose incestuous marriages and the "selling 
of people into slavery." 2

V He also committed himself to paying an 
annual fee of 200 Byzantine gold coins to Rome, in addition to the 
donation of the Abbey of St. Gregory in Vrana, together with all its 
riches, to serve as accommodation for papal legates coming to Croa
tia. The detailed description ofZvonimir's coronation in Split has no 
parallel in contemporary sources in Southeastern Europe. One of the 
slabs used to form the baptismal font in the Split Baptistery shows 
a king on the throne, with a man standing by his side and another 
prostrated below him. The scene may have nothing to do with either 
Peter Krdimir IV or Zvonimir, and may well be a representation of 
Christ's parable of the unmerciful servant. However, the relief still 
alludes to contemporary images of royal power. This is substantiated 
by the fact that the slab in question was initially part of an altar screen 
in the Church of St. Peter and Moses in Solin, the very building in 
which Zvonimir's coronation was apparently performed. Much like 
the banner, the sword, the scepter, and the crown bestowed upon him 

'~ Docu/1/CJlta, p. 99. See also J. StipiSiC, "Croatia in diplonutic sources up to the end 
of the 1 Ith century,·· in Croatia in the E1rly .\fiddle ,l,~es .. 4 Cll!tllral Snrl'ey. ed. by I. 
Supii:ic (London: Philip Wilson PubJi,hers and Zagreb: AGM. I'J'I'I). pp. 2'1+ and 
297- For the Norman raid on the D.!lmatim coast, sec also V Ko,bk, "Gregorio 
VII e Ia Croazia. Presupposti politico-sociali," SC, voL 14 (I'J'JI), pp. 25~-25'1-

'" An English translation of the oath preserved in a late twelfth-century copy is avail
able in Stipisic, "Croatia in diplomatic sources." pp . .JI0-.J 1 7. For the implementa
tion of the Retorm under King Zvonimir. sec F. San1ek, "La rcformc gregorienne 
en Croatie so us le regne de Demetrius Z vonimir ( 1075-1 OX<J)." SC, voL q ( 1 'I'J t). 
pp. 2+5-25 I. 
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by the papal legate, the image of a king sitting on a throne displayed 
on the altar screen slab may have pointed to the subtle association 
between the heavenly kingdom and the realm ofZvonimir, king "by 
the grace of Cod and by the bestowal of the Apostolic see." This 
insistence upon the symbolism of objects and postures is remark
ably similar, though on a different level, to the attitude of Zvonimir's 
brother-in-law, the nnv king of Hungary, Geza I (ro74-1077). Hav
ing rejected papal overlordship, Geza turned instead to Byzantium 
in order to obtain a crown and the political recognition needed for 
his regime. The enameled plaques on the crown he received from 
Emperor Michael VII Dukas associate the divine and the earthly ruler 
and explicitly compare the position of the Hungarian king vis-a-vis 
the emperor to that of the archangels Michael and Gabriel vis-a-vis 
Christ. The parallel between Zvonimir and Geza is no accident. The 
marriage of Zvonimir and Helena, Geza's sister, may be seen as an 
attempt to build an alliance against Emperor Henry IV, who had 
backed both Geza's rival Solomon and attacks trom the marches of 
!stria or Carniola against Croatia. Jo 

Follmving King Zvonimir's coronation, the papal legates sum
moned another church council in Split, which reiterated the ban 
on the usc ofSlavic in the liturgy and the condemnation of Method
ius' invention of the "Gothic letters," which the council of r o6o had 
branded as heresy. Three years later. the issue had developed into a 
senous schism. In the conflict between Gregory VII's predecessor, 
Alexander II (roor-ron), and his rival, Honorius II (anti-pope in 
ro6r-ro62), the bishops of Osor and Krk sided with the latter, for 
Honorius appears to have been quite tolerant of the use of Slavic 
in the liturt,'Y. A rebellion thus broke against the decisions of the 
church council of 1 o6o to condemn the use of Slavic in the liturgy. 
The movement was led by a bishop of Krk named Cededa. who had 
IH~\vly arrived on the island as Honorius' legate. At the instigation 
of a certain priest named Ulfus, C:ededa sided with a local abbot 
named Potcba in opposing the decisions of the council of Split. As 
the previous bishop ofKrk had been expelled fi-om the island, Cededa 
began consecrating churches and ordaining priests. He was still on 

·
1

' In .r ktrcr ofl ktolwr +· 1 07!). \'ope ( ;rcgory VI I thrc.ltened the adclrc,cc .. 1 knight 
tium I,tri.r or C:.rrniol.r IW!lc·d \X/czc·lin. that he \Hluld be struck lw the ··S\nlrd 
of St. l'ctcr" if pl.rnning to .rtt.rck rill' kmg .. ,,·ho \Ya' instituted lw the Apmtolic 

"'c to ruk I ),rlm.ltl.r. .. Sec c,,dcx diJ'f'''"'u'c"-'. l'· 171: Kosc.rk. "Crc·gorio VII c l.r 
C:ro.JZLl ... p. 2(>_1. 
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the island in 1075, when another council was summoned in Split 
by the papal legate Gerald, Bishop of Siponto, to solve a conflict 
between the Dalmatian bishops generated by the re-creation of the 
see of NinY At that time, Pope Gregory VII was so worried about 
the rebellious bishop and his followers that he approached King Sven 
II Estridsson of Denmark with proposals for a military expedition 
against the "heretics." 32 On the island of Krk at least two Benedic
tine monasteries existed in the last quarter of the eleventh century, 
in which Slavic written in the Glagolitic alphabet was permitted. A 
Glagolitic inscription from Krk refers to an abbot named Maj, who 
was responsible, together with three other individuals, for the build
ing of a church. 33 A second inscription dated to c. r 100 was found 
in Jurandvor near Baska and mentions two abbots of the monastery, 
one of whom was the founder of the abbey church of St. Lucia. 34 

Moreover, the archipelago in the K varner Bay produced evidence 
of bilingualism. This is illustrated, among other things, by one of 
the earliest Glagolitic inscriptions found in Croatia. The eleventh
century Valun tablet from the island of Cres is a tombstone over 
a family grave containing the remains of three generations, namely 
grandmother Teha, her son Bratohna, and her grandson Junna. The 
line referring to Teha is in Slavonic written with Glagolitic letters, 
while those referring to Bratohna and Junna are in Latin. 35 

But it would be a gross mistake to treat the Benedictine abbeys 
using Glagolitic and, presumably, Slavic for the liturgical service as 
isolated communities of rebels. The Baska inscription mentions a 

3 ' The council also decided to free the priest Ulfus. who had been arrested in 1063 
and thrown into jail. The papal legate took Ulti.1s with him to Rome, after he 
obtained from him the abjuration of heresy. Forminius, the bishop of the newly 
restored see of Nin, participated in the council, together with the bishops of 
two other new sees, those of Biograd and Knin. All three were suffragans of the 
archbishop of Split. 

3' Gregorii VII rcgistrt/111, ed. by E. Caspar (Hanover: Hahnsche Buchhandlung, 1()20), 

MGH Epist. selectae 2:194. See Koseak, "Gregorio VII e Ia Croazia," p. 2fio. 
33 B. Fui'ii:, "The Croatian Glagolitic and Cyrillic epigraphs," in Cro,lfia i11 the Enly 

Jfidd/e Ages. A Cultural Surl'C)', ed. by I. Supii:ii: (London: Philip Wilson Publishers 
and Zagreb: AGM, I 999), p. 2!i5. 

H Fui:ic, "Croatian Glagolitic and Cyrillic epigraphs," pp. 266-2!iH. The Baska tablet 
mixes Glagolitic and Cyrillic letters, as well as Old Church Slavonic and the 
Cakavian dialect of Serbo-Croatian. 

15 Fucii:, "Croatian Glagolitic and Cyrillic epigraphs," pp. 2!i4-H>5. See also C. 
Simpson, "The Croats and the Glagolitic alphabet," .\!edictul JH>rld, vol. 7 (I'J<J2). 
pp. 17-23. 
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grant of a meadow by King Zvonimir (the first mention of a king in 

Croatian), an indication that the abbey in Jurandvor bendited from 
the royal munificence m much the same way as the "traditional" 

Benedictine abbeys in which Latin, and not Slavic, was the language 
of service. Moreover, among witnesses the inscription mentions a 

certain I )esimira, the .:::/111pan of Krbava, as well as the king's officials 

fi·om Vinodol and the island of Krk. 311 Clearly, Glagolitic \vas not 

the "secret alphabet" of a group of renegades on the island of Krk, 

and the use of SLw1c was not restricted to the Benedictine monks 

of Juraadvor. In f1ct, the earliest evidence of Glagolitic letters on 
parchment, as opposed to stone, is to be dated to the same period. 

According to Marija Pantelic, the fragment of a Western-rite sacra

mentary of the late tenth or early eleventh century known as the 
Kiev M1ssal (since it is now in the library of the Ukrainian Academy 

of Sciences in Kiev) may have been in use somewhere in southern 

Croatia. -~ 7 Two folios of a Life of St. Symeon the Sty lite written in 

Glagolitic, knmvn as the Budapest Fragments and dated to c. r roo, 
are certainly of Croatian origin-'' 

Following Z vonimir's death in 1 oHc;, Ladislas I - Helena's brother 

and the ne\v king of Hungary (1077-1095) -laid claim to the Croa
tian throne. Following a campaign that swept through Slavonia, the 

Hungarian king occupied most of Croatia, except the region of the 
Kapela Mountains in the north, where a Croatian king named Peter 

resisted until 1097. In a letter of 1 oc; 1 to Oderizius, the abbot of 
Monte Cassino in Italy, King Ladislas announced the "acquisition" 

of "Sclavonia," which was now open for land grants to the Bene

dictine monks, much like in his native Hungary.W The newly con

quered territory \Vas bestowed upon Ladislas's nephew Almos, the 
son of the former king Geza I. Facing the ire of Pope Urban II, who, 

''' Ful'iC·. "Cro.Jtian CL1golitic .md Cnillic epigraph;," p. 2oK. 

M. i'.Imciic. "() KIJL's·;kim i Sin.1jskim listicima [On the Kies and Sinai 

Fragnwntsl." ,\/,>!'<'. s·ol. 3'\ (l<Ji':'\). pp. )-)(>.However. according to others. the 

tv\i,,d 11 most likc·h· of llohc·mun or Mor.1s·i.m. but not C:rc),lti,In. origin. See 

J Ham1n. Dc1s gi,Ig,,firisclu· .\liss<~lc 1'<'11 Kicl' (Vienna: Verbg der ("J;rerreichischen 

.A.k.idem1e dcT Wi,emch.Ittern. 1 <J7<J):J Schaeken. Die Ki<'I'Cr Bhurcr (Aimterd,Im: 

Rodopi. il)S;). 

'' J Re1nlurt .md A. A. Tunlm·. "Bud.Ipc·shtskii glagolicheski1 otrYs·ok: dres·neishi 

sbs·J.mski 'Pi,ok Zlllt!l.l Sm1eon.1 Stolpmb [The Budc~pe't Cbgolitic Fngments: 

the L'.lrlic't Sl.1s·ic nLllllN·npt of the L1ti: of St. Ss·meon the Sts-lite J ... Slo1'''· s·ols. 

w-+o (ll)l)O). pp. n-++. 
,.J C'(1dcx diJl!tlllldti(l~.<. p. llJ/. 
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as Gregory VII's successor, was the overlord of the kingdom once 
ruled by Zvonimir, Ladislas joined the anti-papal camp of Urban's 
rival, Emperor Henry IV. Shortly after the conquest of Croatia, King 
Ladislas founded the bishopric of Zagreb under the authority of the 
archbishop ofEsztergom, and it quickly became the religious center 
of Slavonia and the neighboring regions to the west and south. The 
first bishop of Zagreb was Duch, who, although ofBohemian origin, 
was an active promoter of the French influence that was very strong 
at that time in Hungary. Many of the books brought to Zagreb for 
the liturgical service in the cathedral had been produced in Hungary: 
the Sacramentary of St. Margaret; the Pontifical, the Evangeliary, and 
the Benedictional, all three written in Caroline minuscule. Others 
were manuscripts produced in France and Italy, as well as in scriptoria 
on the Dalmatian coast. 

However, a complete conquest of Croatia took place only under 
King Coloman (I095-1 I I6), who in I0<)7 defeated Peter, the last 
Croatian ruler, in the Kapela Mountains. Coloman was crowned King 
of Croatia in Biograd in I I02. After scrupulous preparations, he also 
invaded Dalmatia in I I05, forcing Zadar to surrender after a brief 
siege and demanding two-thirds of the custom revenues from every 
maritime city. 40 In fact, Coloman granted privileges to most mar
itime cities in exchange for their submissionY The most important 
ones were the right for every city to elect its own bishop and prior, 
whom the Hungarian king only confirmed, and the prohibition on 
any Hungarian settling in that city. No city was forced to pay tribute, 
while royal agents established in some cities supervised the collection 
of the custom duties without interfering in local politics. The only 
garrison left behind after the king returned to Hungary was that of 
Split, under the command of a Hungarian duke who was responsi
ble for the collection of the tribute from Croatian territories inland. 
Following the Hungarian invasion, the Venetian doge sailed to both 
Trogir and Split, where he attempted to extract oaths ofloyalty from 
the leading citizens. The inhabitants ofSplit even promised to provide 
2 galleys or r ,ooo gold coins for the Venetian military expeditions. 

+u A fleet under the command oL1 [,,711 named U gra atucked the isLmds in the K \\lrner 
Bay. Ugra remained on the island ofKrk for .lll entire ve.l!" after the im·,1sion. Split 
\\"'JS also besieged but evcntuallv spared destruction through negoti.ltiom. 

+' N. Klaii·. "Jos jednom o tz\·. privikgij.lll1J trogirskog tip.1 [Once again 011 

the so-called pri\·ileges of the Trogir type[ ... lsrorij.d:i <'<IS<'J'is. \·ol. 20 (1SJ7J). 
pp l :;-87. 
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But the nuritime citie-; remained tlrmly attached to the H unganan 

crown and Venice continued to recogmze the Hungarian occupa

tion of Croatia t!r<;t acknowledged through the so-called Conl'CIItio 

11111iciriac (The Fnendship Convention) of IO()~. vvhereby Hungarv 

and Venice had ti.wmed an alliance against the Normans. Coloman 's 
roval title (""King ofH ungary, Slavonia, Croatia, and Dalmatia'} first 

attested in 1 I ol\. marked both the end of an independent kingdom 

of Croatia and the absorption, albeit incomplete, of the conquered 

territories into the kingdom of Hungary. During the following cen

tury. Croatia, although nominally under Hungarian authorirv and 

ruled in the name of the king by a ban, remained separate from the 

administr~nive organization of the kingdom. The basis of that pref

erential treatment has long been thought to be the so-called H1cta 
roiiPCIIi<l, the arrangements allegedly made by tvvelve leading Cro

atian magnates with King Coloman before his coronation in Biograd 

in I I02. However, the earliest manuscript attestation of that doc

ument is of the late fi.Jurteenth century. The Pacta Wlll'Cili<l is most 

likelv a late medieval ti.1rgerv, not a twelfth-century source. Never

the less, its source ofmspiration must have been the political and social 

developments that had taken place over a 300-year period following 

the conquests of Ladislas I and Coloman. The Croatian nobiliry had 

retained its laws and privileges. including the restriction of the mil

itary service that they owed to the king within the boundaries of 

Croatia, and not of the entire kingdom of Hungary. Despite occa

sional royal grants in Croatia. very fevv Hungarian noblemen moved 

permanently south of the Sava and Kupa Rivers. But it rs equally 

true that the conquest of Croatia marked the beginning of a long 

period of Hungarian expansion into Southeastern Europe, which 

transformed Hungary into a major power in the region, rivaling and 

at times surpas-;ing that of Byzantium. 

B Y Z :\ N T I L1 ''vi A N ll I T S C LI E C\i T S 

As a reaction to Samuel's campaign in Dalmatia in ()()7, and perhaps 

in anticipation of his planned expedition to Sicily, Emperor Basil II 

created a new theme based in DubroYnik (Raousion/Ragusa), an 

e\·ent that must be dated at some point dunng the last decades ofhis 

reign. The correlate of this measure mav hav·e been the expansion 

on the Dalmatian coast of the episcopal sees subordirLlted to the 

archbishop of! hrrachion, a reconfiguration that is reflected in one of 
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the lists of episcopal sees subject to the patriarch ofConstantinopleY 
Until c. woo, there were just four suffragan bishops in the archdiocese 
of Dyrrachion. By 1020, the metropolitan of that city had under 
his authority no less than fifteen sees. Some were located in the 
interior (Glavinica, Pulcheropolis/Berat- both in Albania), but the 
majority were on a long segment of the Adriatic coast between Valona 
(now Vlore in Albania) to the south and Bar to the north. The 
northernmost see was Duklja, on the Moraca River in present-day 
Montenegro. 

Not long after the expansion of the archbishopric of Dyrrachion 
to the north, Dubrovnik was also granted metropolitan status, with 
jurisdiction over the neighboring client polities of Travounia and 
Zahumlje. The creation of the new metropolitan see appears to have 
taken all the bishoprics in southern Dalmatia away from the authority 
of the archbishop of Split. However, the new arrangement did not 
isolate either Dubrovnik or the episcopal sees in the south from devel
opments in northern Dalmatia or Italy. By the time the metropolitan 
see of Dubrovnik was created, a group ofi tali an monks established a 
monastery dedicated to St. Benedict not far from the city walls, on 
the island of Lokrum. Another monastery was later founded in the 
Travounian hinterland ofDubrovnik, in present-day Trebinje. 41 The 
fresco with the procession of the Church Fathers in the ruined apse 
of the basilica underneath the Cathedral in Dubrovnik is a remark
able example of early Romanesque art most typical of I stria and the 
northern Dalmatian coast. Examples of early Romanesque sculpture 
are also known from sites in southern Dalmatia, such as the Church 
ofSt. Sergius on the island ofKolocep and the Church ofSt. Thomas 
in Kuti near Herceg-N ovi, on the Bay of Kotor. 

During the I030S, the military governor ofDubrovnik could count 
on the loyalty of most of the imperial clients in the neighboring 
regions. The ruler ofDuklja, Stefan Vojislav, recognized his author
itv in exchange for gifts, and the governor even agreed to be the 

'
2 .'\"oritiac cpisropatiiiiiii ccclcsiac Coustallfillopofit,llwc. cd. by J. Darrouze< (Pari<: lnstitut 

tranc;ais d'etudes byzantines, 1 <)R I). For the notiria I o <bowing the carlv eleventh
century expansion of the archbishopric of Dyrrachion. sec Stephcmon, ugmd. 
pp. 22 and 24. 

"' M. Popovic. "Monastere St. Pierre de Campo pre< de Trebinjc," lV,\!BHL. vol. o 
(1'.179). pp. 271-2R7. The southernmost Benedictine abbey wa< that ofSt. Miduel 
in Prevlaka, in the hintcr!.lild of Kotor. Sec abo I. BagariC·. "Die Rolle dcr 
Benediktiner in der kroati<chcn Geschichte," .\/ari<Istcin. s·ol. 2S (I <;S2). pp. 62-oS. 
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sponsor at the baptismal t(mt of Vojislav 's soiLH An imperial charter 
dated to I 03(), now in Dubrovnik, bestowed imperial ranks and titles 
onto Ljutovid, the ruler of Zahumlje. Ljutovid's loyalty appears to 
have been put to the test during the rebellion of Stefm Vojislav, who 
managed to <1m bush <111d capture the military governor ofDubrovnik, 
whom he took to Stem, on the island of Peljdac. Vojislav further 
seized a large amount of gold tl-om an imperial ship wrecked on the 
Dukljan coast. When Emperor Constantine IX ordered the military 
governor of Dyrrachion to move against the Dukljan ruler together 
with Ljutov](l and other local rulers, Vojislav ambushed the allied 
forces in the mountains ofsouthern Serbia. He then invaded Travou
nia, as well as Ljutovid\ Zahumlje. and incorporated them into his 
O\Yn polity. At Voji•dav's death in 1043, his sons rose against each 
other in J bitter struggle for power, the only account of which is 
that of the Chrt'Jiiclc of tl1c Priest of Dioclm, written more than a cen
tury later. According to the Chronicle, two brothers, Gojislav and 
Predimir, took Travounia. while two others were given zl111panias 
in the mountams and on the coast. The lands east and northeast of 
the Bay of Kotor belonged to Voj1slav's tltth son, MichaeL During 
the subsequent decade, the two brothers from Travounia \Vere mur
dered and the others invaded their domain. Michael took advantage 
of the interest one of lm surviving brothers had in Travounia and in 
his absence occupied his :::huptlllia, which he then gave to his eldest 
son Vladimir.~' Another son, Bodin, invaded Raska, in the region 
of the upper courses of the Lim, Ibar, and Western Morava Rivers 
now divided between Serbia and Bosnia. Afi:er 1053, Michael took 
the title of king and appears to have married a relative of Emperor 
Constantine IX 4 '' His growing prestige in the western and central 
Balkans may explain the t;1ct that he was approached by the leaders of 
a Bulganan rebelhon that broke in Macedonia at the time of the bold 

++ KebU!llL'nm . .'itiW<:~'/.c''ll VIL 11.1. Sp.md1 traml.ltion lw Signes C:odoiier, p. oJ. 

'' He nuy luvc done"' \\ith the ·'"ist.mcc of loc.d chieft.lim. such as :::iii<Jhlll Grd 
mentioned in a Cvrillic imcription on his tombstone found in the ruins of the 
nli.lge church in l'ohce ne.1r Trebmje (southc.lstnn Bosnia). See Fui"ii·. "Croatian 
Glagolitic .md Cyrillic epigraphs." p. 27!>, \vho wronglv dated the imcription 
to the t\\ cltrh centurv. The iihcription refers to the "'d,l\'S of the Great Pnnce 
Mih,l)!o" who c.m onlv be the dnTnth-centurv Michael. son ofVojisJa,·. No ruler 
bv th.1t name " knm\·n t(lr the t\n·ltrh ccnturv in either Duklja or Tr.l\·ounu. 

+'' Clironi.-lc o( rile l'ri,·sr o( Diol'lc,, .}0. p. <J+. See Stephenson. By:::.11liililll :-· /3,i/k<ill 

1-ronri<T. pp. 1,1<;-1-tO. According to John Skditzcs. S)'ll<'P·'i.< liisr,nirlrll/11, p. ~7). 

Michael cd\O rt'cl'i\'L'd thL' Lll1k of ]JrMO.ifltltll!lfit1.i. 
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attacks of the Hungarian king Solomon on Sirmium and Nis. The 
rebels apparently asked for Michael's son to become their emperor. 
Bodin was thus sent with a small troop to Prizren in the southwest
ern area of present-day Kosovo, where he was promptly proclaimed 
emperor as Peter, no doubt in commemoration ofSymeon's son, the 
first emperor of the Bulgarians recognized as such by the Byzan
tines. Bodin-Peter further managed to defeat a Byzantine army, then 
marched on to Nis, but was captured and exiled to Antioch. The 
Norse mercenaries in the imperial troops that defeated Bodin were 
plundering the lands around Lake Prespa, when in Duklja, Bodin's 
brothers rose against each other. Michael appears to have survived 
many of his sons who either were assassinated or died in battle against 
their own brothers. Perhaps in an attempt to emulate Zvonimir of 
Croatia, he approached Pope Gregory VII in the context of the dis
pute between the archbishops of Split and Dubrovnik over jurisdic
tion in southern Dalmatia. But unlike Zvonimir, Michael did not 
need a crown, for he was already a king. According to the letter he 
received from the pope in ro78, he had demanded from Gregory the 
banner of St. Peter, as a sign of papal patronageY Very little is known 
about Michael's seat of power, but he is most likely the crowned ruler 
depicted in an eleventh-century fresco in Ston as dedicating to God 
the Church ofSt. Michael. 

The papal-Dukljan rapprochement bore huit. Shortly after 
Michael received the banner of St. Peter from Rome, his son Bodin 
returned from his Byzantine exile on a Venetian ship and married 
the daughter of the Nor man governor of Bari. The alliance between 
Duklja and the Normans, most certainly brokered by Pope Gregory 
VII, appears to have been directed against the Byzantine control of 
the south Dalmatian coast. As a consequence, Bodin was promptly 
approached by the military governor of Dyrrachion with gifts, in an 
attempt to bring him back to the Byzantine side. Bodin was indeed in 
the Byzantine camp during the battle under the walls ofDyrrachion 

"" Gr~gorii VII r~~istm111, p. 365. The point was often misunderstood in the recent 
literature on this topic. See Stephemon, By:::a11ti11111 ', B<llkclll Fro11ticr, p. 144. Pope 
Gregory VII's letter calls Michael "King of the Slavs" (Srlai'Ofl/111 rex), a title he 
presumably already had, and makes no reference to any crown being dispatched 
to the Dukljan ruler. Michael may be the ruler mentioned in a fragmentary 
inscription found in Ston. See I. Ostojic·, "0 Mih,~lovu natpisu u Stor1ll [On the 
inscription of Michael from Ston]." Prilo:::i pol'ficsti 11111jct11osti 11 Dclilllclrfii, vol. r 4 
(r962), pp. 34-w 
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that opposed the Norman army led by Robert Guiscard to Emperor 

Alexios I Comnenus (I oX I). But instead of participating in the fight
ing, he waited cautiously on the side, and when victory was clearly 

in the hands of the Normans, quickly returned to Duklja. His atti

tude had little to do with the influence ofBodin's Norman wife and 

more to do with his E1ther's death in that same year, probably shortly 

after the defeat of Emperor Alexios at the hands of the Normans. At 

any rate, though perhaps the designated successor, Bodin's pmver did 

not go unchallenged. The conflict that opposed Bodin to some of 

his relatives appears to have been so serious that the bishop of Bar 
had to intervene and mediate a settlement. Perhaps in an attempt to 

improve his image as a ruler, Bodin invaded Raska and Bosnia, where 

he now installed Dukljan ~l111pans. According to Anna Comnena, the 

biographer of Emperor Alexios L Bodin was a constant threat to the 

Byzantine cities in the themes of Dyrrachion and Dubrovnik. 4 ' His 

control of Dubrovnik mdicates that in the late eleventh century the 

Byz.mtine theme had ceased to exist as a significant power structure in 

the region. Moreover, the authority of the archbishop ofDubrovnik 

m·er sees in southern Dalmatia \vas now challenged not just from 
Split, but also fi·om Bar. In I oX<;, the anti-pope Clement III (Guibert 

of Ravenna) issued a bull raising the bishop of Antibari (Bar) to the 

status of Archbishop ofDioclea, \vithjurisdiction over all cities south 
of Dubrovnik and in the region of Lake Skadar, \vhich had previ

ously been under the authority of the metropolitan of Dyrrachion. 

Bodin appears to have supported the idea, particularly because he 

was no\V in open conflict with the military governor ofDyrrachion, 

John Dubs. To judge from two letters Theophylact, the archbishop 

of Ohrid, wrote to the governor, John was at war with the Dukljan 
ruler, whom he defeated and even captured at some point between 

10:-\5 and 1 O<.JO, before restoring him to power as a Byzantine client. 40 

Bodin ~1ppears to have coordinated his attacks on John Dukas \Vith 

'' Anna C:umncn.t. cllexi,ul, cd. b,· B. Leib. \·ol. II (Paris: Les Belles Lettres. I<J+O), 

p. 1 I': fnghsh tr.lml.!tion b\' E. R. A. Snner (H,mnonds\\'Orth: Penguin, 1 C)O<J: 

reprint London: 1\·ngum. 200.t). p. 237. For Budin's conflict \\'ith his rcl.lti\TS and 

the subsequent in\',lSlon of R.tsk.t, SL'L' .1lso the Chronicle o( the Priest,,( Dioclca +2. 
pp. <j(J--')7: Stephenson. Hrc,/ntilllll :, Il.J!/.c,,n Frontier. p. 1.p. 

''' Theoph,·Ltct of Ohrid. Letters, ed. b,· l' C.mtier (Thess.donib: Association de 

RL·chcrches Byz.mtincs. 1 ()~(,). pp. I 52--1 55 and 1 ~6--1 ~C). See .1lso M. Mullett. 

'f'IIC<'f'h)•!acr ,,( ( Mnid. J<.c,ulin.~ the Letters o( <I BFanrinc .--lrchhishop (Aldershot .md 

Brookstield: V.1riorum. 1 <J<J7). p. j(,o. 
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those ofBolkan, his zhupan of Raska, on the neighboring Byzantine 
lands, where Balkan seized several border fortresses located between 
Skopje and Nis. Like Bodin, Balkan was defeated by John Dukas. 
Bodin and his zhupat1 were again raiding the Byzantine territories 
in 1092 and according to Anna Comnena, Bolkan even managed 
to get as far as Lipljan in present-day Kosovo. However, as soon as 
Emperor Alexios led an army against him, Bolkan "left for Zvecan, 
a tiny fortress" on the Ibar River, before suing for peace as soon 
as Alexios occupied Skopje. 50 The archaeological evidence suggests 
that following his submission, Alexios briefly occupied a number of 
forts in the Ibar valley, including ZveC:an. A similar situation has been 
revealed by systematic excavations at Gradina near Pazariste, a site 
identified with Ras, which is known from earlier and later sources to 
have been located on the western border of Bulgaria. Except spec
imens struck for Emperors Nicephorus III Botaneiates (1078-roSr) 
and Alexios I Comnenus ( 1 o8 I-I I I 8), no other eleventh-century 
coins have been found on the site. Most likely during Alexios' reign, 
the fort abandoned in the late tenth century was extensively reno
vated and new drystone and earthwork-palisade ramparts were built, 
which can be dated to the years after Bolkan's submission. As for 
Bodin, he is last mentioned in 1096. His successor may have been a 
certain George Bodin mentioned on a leaden seal found in Bulgaria. 
Around I 100, Duklja disappears from the radar of the written sources, 
which instead devote a great deal of attention to the rulers of Raska. 

On the southern border ofDuklja, a number offorts were repaired 
and enlarged in what appears to have been the most extensive effort 
of fortification in the history of the Byzantine theme ofDyrrachion. 
Dyrrachion itself received new towers of circular plan, all built in 
stone with irregular bands of brickwork, as well as curtain walls 
extending to the southwest from the ancient city. According to Anna 
Comnena, the ramparts rose up to eleven feet and were so thick that 
"more than four horsemen could ride abreast in safety."'' Hoards of 

'
0 Anna Comnena, Alexiad, vo!. n p. 167: English translation by Sewter, p. 276. For 

the Byzantine fort of Zvecan and the associated church dedicated to St. George, 
seeM. Popovic, "Les forteresses du systeme defensifbyzantin en Serbie aux Xle
XIle siecles," Stari11ar, vol. 42 (1991), pp. 177-17X. 

'' Anna Comnena, Alexiad, vol. III, p. 97: English translation by Sewter, p. 403. 
For the eleventh-century fortification of Dyrrachion, see G. Karaiskaj, "KaL~a 
Durresit ne msjete [The citadel ofDurres during the Middle Ages]," .Ho1111111entet. 
vol. 13 (1977), pp. 29-53. 
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coins minted fix Emperor Alexios I Comnenus ( ro8 I-I I I 8) suggest 

that the fortitlcation project is to be dated to the last quarter of the 

eleventh and the first decades of the twelfth century. The same is true 

for other forts, both north and south of Dyrrachion. At Shurdhah, 

the lower circuit of walls was rebuilt in the late eleventh or early 

twelfth century, and several buildings within the enclosed area have 

been dated by means of coins struck for Emperor Alexios I or his 

successors. At Petrela, just north of present-day Tirana, the fort was 

repaired in the late eleventh and early twelfth century, when a second 

circular tower and a gate complex were added. Pectoral crosses found 

in eleventh-century forts in Albania, some with Greek inscriptions, 

indicate the presence of Byzantine garrisons stationed at key points 

on the coast and around the main passes across the mountains. 

The interpretation of such efforts to improve the defense lines 

around Dyrrachion must take into account that during the eleventh 

century the city and its hinterland witnessed serious military con

frontations. In I 043, George Maniakes, the general appointed to lead 

the Byzantine troops in Sicily, proclaimed himself emperor and sailed 

to Dyrrachion, which his forces briefly occupied, before moving 

quickly along the old imperial road to Thessalonica (Via Egnatia) 

and defeating the imperial troops at Ostrovo. In 1078, another rebel, 

the very governor ofDyrrachion, Nicephorus Uasilakes, followed the 

same route with an army of Bulgarians and Albanians, before being 

defeated and killed by the troops of the commander-in-chief of the 

western armies, Alexios Comnenus. ·' 2 Three years later, Dyrrachion 

faced a very different kind of threat. Norman warriors under Robert 

Guiscard crossed the Strait of Otranto and conquered the island of 

Kerkyra. Soon after that, the invaders took several fortitled sites on 

the coast of Epirus, among them Vonitsa on the Ambracian Bay, 

Uutrint, and Valona. However, their ultimate goal \Vas Dyrrachion.5l 

" Miclud Atulei.lte>. Histor)'. ed. by I. lkkker (Bonn: E. Weber, 1g53). p. 297. 

Att.liel.lte' .1bo mentiom Albanian< .unong >oldicrs participating in ManiJkes· 

ren1lt. See A. I )ucellicr, "Les Alb.m.us d.ms !'Empire byz.mtin: de Ia commu

n,lllte .1 !'exp.1mion." in Hoi .-1//>,l!Joi .<to JIIC.•.,Iion,l. ed. bv Ch. Gasp.1ris (Athens: 

lmtitouto Bvzantinon Ereunon. 1 <)<Jg). pp. 3 ~-40. 

" William ofApuli,\, T/u· Dads o(Rohcrt Cuiscm·d, cd. bv M. M.1thicu (Palermo: lsti

tuto Siciliano di Studi l3iz.ll1tini e Neoellenici. 1961 ). p. 302. The attack on Kerkyra 

is to be cl.ned to the spring of 1 oS 1, >hortly .1fter Ale:s:ios I Comnenus · coronation. 

The Normam had crossed on ships prm·ided bv the cnizem of Dubrovnik and 

other maritime cities in Dalmati.L See W. B. McQueen, "Relations between the 

Normans .md llvzantium. 1071-1 1 1 2 ... lly.::<llltion. vol. 50 ( 1 r;Ro). pp. 427-.p6. 
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Robert Guiscard had brought with him a man said to be the deposed 
emperor Michael VII Dukas, whom he paraded before the walls of the 
city. In a first encounter with the Normans, the duke ofDyrrachion, 
George Paleologus, was defeated and wounded. Many local leaders in 
the theme had already joined the Normans, when Emperor Alexios 
dispatched under the commander-in-chief Gregory Pakourianos an 
army consisting of the so-called Varangian Guard (including English
men that had come to Byzantium as refugees after the conquest of 
their country by William the Conqueror), regiments of "Franks" 
(Western mercenaries), Turks (possibly Hungarians) that had been 
settled in the Vardar valley, and Paulicians from Thrace. When the 
army arrived near Dyrrachion, Robert Guiscard promised to call off 
the siege in exchange for Norman control of the entire Dalmatian 
coast. Emperor Alexios rejected the offer, but on October I 8, ro8 I, 
his army suffered a defeat more damaging militarily than the debacle 
at Mantzikert in I07I. The Varangian Guard was completely wiped 
out and many Byzantine officers were either killed or taken prisoner. 
So great was the disaster that during subsequent decades Alexios had 
to improvise in order to recruit a sufficient number of mercenaries to 
sustain what, in I o8 I, may have appeared a lost cause. In the desperate 
situation created by the Norman victory at Dyrrachion, the citadel 
within the city walls was entrusted to Alexios' Venetian allies, while 
the rest of the city was put under the command of a certain "Comis
cortes from Albania." 5+ This is one of the first historical references 
to Albanians, the local population in the theme of Dyrrachion and 
its surrounding regions, which was fully integrated into the political 
and military structures of the Byzantine province. 

Shortly after the military debacle under the walls of the city, the 
Venetians received further concessions: the titles of protoscbastos and 
Duke of Dalmatia and Croatia for the doge; trade and property 
rights in Dyrrachion, including the Church of St. Andrew with 
all appurtenances; several warehouses in Constantinople and three 
quays in Galata, from which to trade throughout the Empire free of 
any sales tax or port duty. In the meantime, Robert Guiscard had 
returned to Italy, but his son Bohemond continued the conquest of 

'" Anna Comnena, Alcxiad, vol. I, p. 168; English translation by Sewter, p. 153. 
"Comiscortes'' is a corruption of a Byzantine title, koiiii'S res korfcs, "count of the 
tent." Since it is unlikelv that Anna Comncna was unaware of the signitlcance of 
that title, the name of the Albanian leader must have been derived from a title 
previously bestowed either on him or on one of his .mccstors. 
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the western Balkans and took loannina and Glavinica on the bor

der between the themes of Dyrrachion and Nikopolis. Bohemond 

t\\ icc deteated Alex1os in pitched battles and managed to occupy 

Skopje. but could not take either the citadel of Ohrid, staunchly 

defended by the city's gm·crnor, or several other fortresses in Bul

garia. Moreover, the Byzantines were abk to destroy all the fortresses 

the Normam had hastilv erected, such as that ofMoglena near Edessa. 

Howewr, thev could not prevent I3ohcmond fi-om expanding in 

ro~2 into northern Greece, \vhcre he conquered Pelagonia (Bitolj, 

near the Grcck-Macedonian border). Trikkala and Kastoria (both in 

northern Greece), and laid siege to Larisa. After being defeated so 

manv times in pitched battles. Emperor Alexios began employing 

stratagems rcmimsccnt of tactics used by steppe horsemen to lure the 

Norman cavalry away tl·om the main concentration of forces, onlv 

to return in fttll force and attack the1r camp. Defeated, Bohemond 

withdre\\. to Valon;t and in I oNJ moved to Italy, while Alexios quickh· 

recovered Kastoria. The emperor's Venetian allies retook the island 

of Cephalonia tl·om the Normans. But Robert Guiscard returned 

to the Balkans in I 0~4. While the Venetian fleet blockaded the 

Norman troops that had managed to cross over the StL1it of Otranto, 

the Byzantine tC.1rces ambushed some ofRobcrt Gmsclrd's men in the 

mountains. Guiscard lmmelf \vas trapped tor two months in Jericho 

(Orikurn. near Vlorl') \vith no t()od supplies. betore withdra\\ing 

his tC.)t-ces to conquer C:ephalonia. where he eventually died on Julv 

I 7. IO~). In the meantime, the Bvzantines recovered D\Trachion, 

which the emperor placed under the command of h1s brother-m

law, John Dukts. Another of the emperor's relatin:-s. John Comnenus, 

replaced John I )ukas in I OCJ2 or r OCJ 3, f()llowed by his brother. Alexios 

Comnenus. in I I 07. Alexios began rebuilding and expanding the cir

cuit \valls in prcpaLltion tor another Norman attack. The emperor 

closed the mountain passes on the eastern border of the theme of 

J)yrrachion l1\' Illl\lll'i of barn cades offelled timber, ' 5 and a tleet \\'aS 

di'ipatched to Dyrrachion to prevent the Normans fi:om crossing the 

se,l. I3ohemond succeeded m conquering Valona and a number of 

other torts on the southern border of the theme of Dyrrachion. He 

also \von on'r to his -;ide a number of Albanian leaders who were 

"thoroughly acquamtcd with the mountain passes." The Albanians 

\\'ere instrumental in the Norm~m conquest of Debar. a tC.n·t at the 
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confluence between the Radika and Drin Rivers, on the present
day Albanian-Macedonian border. To cope with this new invasion, 
Emperor Alexios adopted a guerrilla-type warf:1re, ambushing forag
ing Norman parties and strengthening the naval blockade ofDyrra
chion to cut the Norman supply lines from Italy. The strategy worked, 
for Bohemond quickly sued for peace and eventually agreed to the 
Treaty of Devol (September IIo8). In exchange for an oath of alle
giance and obeisance, Bohemond received the title of sebastos and an 
annual stipend of 200 gold coins. In fact, the treaty was never imple
mented and with the Norman threat removed, the western Balkans 
experienced a long period of peace and relative prosperity. 

The same is true for the eleventh-century Byzantine provinces 
in the southern Balkans. Greece, particularly its northern part, was 
affected by the Oghuz invasion of 1064 (see below)Y' Piraeus near 
Athens was plundered in 1034, perhaps by Harald Hardrada and his 
fellow Norsemen in the Varangian Guard. Six years later, Bulgarian 
troops reached as far south as Demetrias, where Delian appointed as 
governor an "old soldier with experience in battle," named Lutoboes 
(Litovoi), who began repairing the crumbling walls of the cityY 
In Boeotia, both Galaxeidi (modern Galaxidhion), on the Bay of 
Corinth, and Amphissa (modern Amfissa), west of Mount Parnassos, 
were plundered. Demetrias was sacked in 1070 by Arab pirates. 5 ~ 
However, twelve years later, Demetrias was among the flourish
ing coastal centers in which Emperor Alexios I Comnenus granted 
rights and privileges to the Venetians. Neither Bulgarians nor pirates 
had any impact on the remarkable economic growth that Byzantine 
Greece experienced during the eleventh century. The prosperity of 
the region attracted the interest of the imperial family as well. Among 
the first pronoiai (temporary grants) that Emperor Alexios awarded 
to members of his family were the revenues of Thessalonica and 
Chalkidiki. By 1037, Hellas supplied Constantinople with large quan
tities of corn, 59 and the wealth of many Byzantine cities in Greece 
was largely agricultural in origin, as eleventh-century landowners 
appear to have made considerable investments in agriculture. A fiscal 

'" Attaleiates, Hisrory , pp. 83-R7. The Oghuz invasion of Hellas is also mentioned 
in the continuation of the chronicle of Skylitzes, Sy11opsis hisroriam111, p. 1 14. 

;; Kekaumenos, Srmregiko11 Vll.12, Spanish translation by Signes C:odoi\er, p. (>4. 
;.s Kekaumenos. Srrar<:~ikoll Vl1.20.1-2, Spanish tramlation bv Signes Codoiier, 

pp. 71-72. 
'" Skylitzes, Sy"''J!Si.< hisroritmllll, p. 41 1. 
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document known as the Cadaster of Thebes mentions several water
mills in villages near Thebes, jointly owned by landlords in that 
area. Most of the lands around Thebes were owned by rich fami
lies reSiliing in the city or in neighboring Athens, Chalki, and Euri
pos. The Cadaster shows that out of fourteen landowners in the 
\·illage of Tache, just outside Thebes, only two were local residents. 
One lived in Thebes and three others were Athenianst'o In Athens, 
the cultivated fields were located inside, not outside the city walls. 
Another eleventh- or twelfth-century t!scal document reveals that, 
\vhilc Athens was organized into a number of neighborhoods, a 
good portion of the area covered by the Byzantine city consisted 
of crop fields, some of which were immediately "belmv the neigh
borhood of the purple dye makers. " 1

'
1 Athens produced purple dye 

tiom murex shells, which \Vas sold to producers of silk in nearby 
Thebes. Production of silk textiles began in the mid-eleventh cen
tury and it was entirely carried out in privately owned workshops, 
many of which were in the hands of jews who had fled tram the 
Fatimid Caliphate. It was the silk industry that attracted the Vene
tians to Thebes. Emperor Alcxios' privilege of roi\2 gave them the 
right to own L1ctories and to trade in the city at greatly reduced tar
itT rates. The prosperity of Byzantine Boeotia also attracted imperial 
patronage. Two years atter his privilege for the Venetian merchants, 
Emperor Alexios granted 422 gold coins fi:om revenues in the region 
of Athens to the Monastery ofSt. Meletios ncar Eleutherai, south of 
Thebes. 

A confraternity was established in Thebes in 1048, which was 
devoted to an icon of the Holy Virgin kept in a convent in Nau
paktos. Every month, the icon was taken out in a procession to 
another church in the confiaternity. 1' 2 Many participants were mem
bers of aristocratic funilies owning land in the environs ofThebes. For 
example, Gregory Kalandos had a \vealthy relative named Theodore 

''
0 N. Sn1ronm. "Recherche' sur le CJcLtstre hvzantin et Ia tlscalite aux Xle et Xlle 

siccles: le cadastre de Thebes," Bl!!lcrin de Corrcsl''''"''IIICC Hclh;l!iqw. vol. R3 (1959), 
r-rl\6; L.A. Neville, .41!rhoriry in B)':::<llliinc ]Jrol'inci,i/ Socicry, 95<>-liOO (C,unbridge: 
Cambridge University Pre,, 2004), pp. 171-172. For the absentee tax payers in 
Tache, see L. A. Neville, "Local provincial elites m elewnth-century Heii.Js and 
Peloponnese." Ph.D. dissert.ltion (Princeton Unis·ersity, ll)<J~). p. 220. 

'" E. Cr.mstrem. I. Medn·des·, and D. l'.lpachryss.mthou. ""Fragment d'un pmkrik<'ll 
de 1.! rc·gion d"Athl-nes (,!\·ant 120+)." RU3. S"Oi. 3+ (1'J7C,), pp. s-+3· 

r., J. Nesbitt ,md J. Wiit.l, "A conti-aternitv of the C:omneni,m era." B7. s·ol. oS 

(I'J7S). pp. JM-JS.f. 
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who appears in the Cadaster of Thebes as owning land in the village 
of Tache. A female member of the confraternity, Maria Kamateros, 
was married to a member of one of the most prominent families in 
eleventh- and twelfth-century Hellas. Christopher Kopsinos was a 
prominent and powerful fiscal official in charge of the bookkeeping 
for taxes collected on the island of Kos. The name of a fourth per
son, Theodore Leobachos, appears on a list of people to be com
memorated by the confraternity. He had been the abbot of the 
Monastery of St. Luke at Steiris, mentioned as such together with 
several other high-ranking titles in a funerary inscription found on 
that site. Theodore was a member of a powerful aristocratic family 
in tenth- and eleventh-century Hellas and he is most likely the indi
vidual responsible for the lavish mosaic decoration of the monastery 
church of St. Luke in c. 1020. 

In eleventh-century Greece there is plenty of archaeological evi
dence for urban expansion. The extensive domestic, workshop, and 
shop quarter that archaeological excavations revealed in the area of 
the ancient Roman forum of Corinth came into existence during that 
century. Houses were separated by narrow alleys and had one, two, 
or three rooms that may have served as shops, each with less than 
six square feet of retail and storage area. A workshop for the pro
duction of gold and bronze artifacts was found at the southwestern 
end of the forum area, which suggests that eleventh-century Corinth 
was a production center of some importance. But the archaeological 
evidence is overwhelmingly in favor of interpreting the growth of 
Corinth as based on trade. Two coin hoards found in the city point 
to long-distance contacts, perhaps of pilgrims en route to or from 
the Holy Land. Besides coins minted for the Byzantine emperors of 
the eleventh century, they also contain Western (French deniers of 
Clermont and Le Puy), as well as Eastern coins (bronze coins issued 
for the Seljuk rulers of Syria). Extensive excavations in Corinth also 
produced fragments of cylindrical glass flasks decorated with ani
mal and geometrical designs arranged in bands, very similar to the 
Byzantine glassware found in Constantinople. A recent analysis of the 
ceramic assemblages of Corinth revealed significant changes taking 
place in the late eleventh century, as glazed wares from Constantino
ple were introduced together with a "democratization" of luxury 
ceramics that had previously been available only to the rich.r' 3 

''3 G. IJ R. Sanders. "New relati\·e ,md absolute chronologies tor <;th to 13th cen
tury glazed w,m~s at Corinth: methodologY ,md social conclusions." in Br::-,wz 
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Numerous churches were built in Athens during the eleventh 
and twelfi:h centuries, mostly by members of the local aristocracy 
oflandowners and state oflicials. All surviving examples (Holy Apos
tles in the Agora, Panagia Lykodemou, Kapnikarea, the Church of 
the Two Saints Theodore, the Little Metropolitan Church) have a 
dome resting on four columns placed within a square ground plan. 
When adding apses at the ends of the cross arms, the resulting roseate 
plan allowed for a sophisticated manipulation of volume and light, as 
in the case of the Church of the Holy Apostles. An even more elegant 
variation is the cubical nave of the monastery church of St. Luke's 
111 Steiris, crowned with eight arches on which was placed a broad 
twenty-eight-foot dome. The church received a rich mosaic decora
tion in the 1 o2os, similar in many respects to that of the monastery 
at Daphni near Athens dated to the 1 o8os. By contrast, the walls of 
the crypt under the monastery church of St. Luke's were covered 
with fi:cscocs. The bright color palette, the linear drapery, and the 
expressive EJCes link these frescoes to those of the Church of Panagia 
ton Chalkeon in Thcssalonica (dated to 1028) and to those of the 
Church of the Dormition in Episkopi (Evritania, to the southeast of 
Arta). Elsewhere, archaeological excavations have shown that patrons 
in Greece and Macedonia had access to craftsmen and artists from 
Constantinople. For example, excavations on Mount Papikion near 
Komotini. on the slopes of the Rhodopes near the Greek-Bulgarian 
border. revealed a monastic compound with a church decorated with 
superb fi-escoes in the style of the Constantinopolitan foundations of 
the Comncnian pcnod. The same IS true for the fresco decoration in 
what is now the Metropolitan Church in Servia. 

The growth of cities brought to the forefront of political life local 
rulers, who were often members of the leading families in the region 
and \Yho appear as "dynasts" in contemporary sources. According to 
Kekaumenos, at the time of the Arab attack on Demetrias in c. r 070, 

the city had one such "dynast" in the person of a certain Noah, whose 
business acumen secured his position of lord or patron of the city('4 

The power that Noah wielded was different fi-om that associated with 

,lis R,111111. /.11 .\lctlltlilm 1111d flll!alrm dcr hi.<torischm Ccoxmphic des dit/ichC/1 .\Iit

rciii!CCJTIIIIIIICS, cd. by K. Belke. E Hild. J Kodcr, and P. Sonsul (Vienna: Verlag dcr 
l'lstcrreichischen Abdcmic dcr Wiwcmchaftcn. 2000), pp. r 53-r 73 Similar con
clmiom h,l\·e been dr.l\Yll on the b,J•;is of ccr,Imic assemblages from Thebes. See P. 
Armstrong. "Bvzantme Thebes: excavations on the Kadmcia. l')So," ABSA, \·ol. 

s~ (I<J'J3). pp. 331-332. 
''+ Kek.nnncnos. Strarc~il.:oll Vll.20.2, Sp.mish tr.mslation by Signcs Codoiicr. p. 72. 
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the position of city governors appointed by the emperor, even if they 
too were often members of the local aristocracy. Such was the position 
of Nikulitzas Delphinas, Kekaumenos' father-in-law, who, although 
governor of Larisa, found himself- apparently unwillingly - at the 
head of a revolt against a tax surcharge imposed by Emperor Constan
tine X (I059-I067). Nikulitzas belonged to a prominent family in the 
city. In 980, Emperor Basil II had appointed his grandfather as leader 
(archon) of the Vlachs, a local ethnic group that was also at the center 
of the rebellion of I066- r 067. The leaders of that rebellion were all 
prominent men ofLarisa, two of whom are specifically mentioned by 
Kekaumenos as being Vlachs: Slavota Karmalakis and a certain Beri
boes (Berivoi), in whose house the conspirators used to gather to 
discuss their plans. 05 In addition, the rebellion appears to have drawn 
large numbers of Vlachs living in the hinterland of Larisa, on both 
sides of the river Bliuris. In anticipation of serious military turbulence, 
the Vlachs had sent their wives and children to the "mountains of 
Bulgaria," which may suggest that they had more or less permanent 
settlements there and were possibly involved in transhumant pastoral
ism.66 Among the rebels of I066-ro67, Kekaumenos also mentions 
"Trikkalites" (inhabitants of neighboring Trikkala) and Bulgarians. 07 

When Nikulitzas discovered the conspiracy, he promptly warned the 
emperor about it, but without much success. The governor ofLarisa 
thus found himself in the embarrassing position ofbeing placed at the 
head of the rebellion that quickly spread to the neighboring Thes
salian city ofServia, which controlled the main road from Thessaly to 
Macedonia. Shortly after the conquest of Servia, the emperor opened 
negotiations with the rebels and promised to remit the taxes, only to 
capture Nikulitzas whom he imprisoned in Amaseia, on the Black 
Sea coast of Asia Minor. In an effort to defend the political legacy 
ofhis relative, Kekaumenos placed the blame entirely on the Vlachs. 
His is the first mention of that ethnic group in Southeastern Europe. 

r, 5 Kekaumenos, Strat~~ikon Xll.}.4, Spanish translation by Signes Codoiier, p. I q. 
Nikulitzas ordered the arrest of Slavota after the conquest of Servia. Besides the 
Vlach leaders in the city, other Vlachs, perhaps herdsmen in the city hinterland, 
are said to have joined the rebels. For the revolt of I ooo- 10o7, see also N. Djuvara, 
"Sur un passage controverse de Kekaumenos," RRH, vol. 30 (I'J9I), pp. 23-66. 

"'' Kekaumenos, Stratcgikon Xll.3.4 and 5, Spanish translation by Signes Codor""ier, 
pp. I I5 and 116. For the Vlachs ofLarisa, see also A. Risos, "The Vlachs of Larissa 
in the 10th century," By:::antinoshwica, vol. 51 (l'J'JO), pp. 202-207. 

" 7 Kekaumenos, Stratc)iikon XII.}.} and 4, Spanish translation by Signes Cod01""ier. 
pp. I I 3 and I I 5 · 
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While depicting them as an "extremely unE1ithful and depraved peo
ple,'' Kekaumenos traced back their lack ofloyalty to antiquity and 
identified the Vlachs with the "so-called Dacians and Bessi, who used 
to live near the Danube and Sava rivers, where now the Serbs live, in 
inaccessible and inhospitable places. "6x Infuriated by their repeated 
raids. the Romans had crushed them in battle and forced them to 
abandon their homeland. The Vlachs had thus spread into Epirus 
and Macedonia, "although the m~~ority of them settled in Hellas." 
Kekaumenos' account of the Vlachs is thus different fi-om that of the 
Chronicle of the Priest o( Dioclca, according to which after the Bulgar 
invasion of the Balkans, local inhabitants known as Romans became 
Morovlachs ("that is black Latins").r''J Hmvever, both Kekaumenos 
and the Chronicle depict the Vlachs as rebels, always ready to join 
any attempts to undermine the imperial authority in the Balkans. 
Their concerns were justified. The Vlachs showed the Cumans the 
way through the passes of the Stara Planina during the invasion 
of I0')2.7° 

In the territories annexed in 1 o 18, Emperor Basil II levied taxes 
in kind, not in cash, while at the same time securing key points 
in the defense of the newly conquered territories by means of forti
fied tmvns and fortresses. The duke ofThessalonica was designated in 
1 o 1 8 commander ofSirmium and the surrounding territories known 
as Serbia, and a ne\v theme by that name came into being during the 
first half of the century. In Sirmium. the eleventh-century occupation 
phase appears to have been restricted to a small area near the southern 
ramparts. Extensive restoration work is also attested at Belgrade, as 
well as on numerous sites in the Iron Gates region of the Danube, 
where several early Byzantine torts were restored or repaired. A new 
fortress was built in 13ranicevo at the confluence of the Danube and 
Mlava Rivers. Eleventh-century Byzantine coins and seals found on 

'·' Kebumenos. Str<~t<gi!;,,, Xll.-t.2. Spc1nish transbtion by Signes Codoiicr, p. 122. 

According to Kebumenm. it \\'Js the Vlachs thc1t Emperor TrJjan Jttacked and 
ddi:ated in the early second century .-\IJ. It \\",15 ''their'" king Decebalm that the 
emperor killed .md whose head he then exposed in the Roman forum. For Kek.m
menos' sources on I )aci.HI historv. see A. Armbrmter. Ronwnitmca ro111dnilor. Istorid 
111/Ci idci [Rom.mi.ms .1s Descendants of the Romans. The History of.m Idea[, 2nd 
cdn. (lluch.Ircst: Editura Enciclopcdic:i. I<.J<.JJ). p. 27. 

'"' Clmllli<ic ,,(the l'ric.<t ,,(f)i,>(/c,r ). p. +:i· For a survey of the .1bundant literature on 
the origin of the VLichs. sec E. Sc'irl:itoiu, "La ronunite balbnique. Origines et 

ditfusion.'" RES/T. \'OI. 2<) (I'J<JI). pp. 1<)1-202; .md vol. 30 (1\!<J2). pp. II-17. 

-,~ Anna Comnen.1. .~lcxi,ul. n>l. II. p. 1 <J+: English transL!tion by Scwtcr. p. 2<)<). 
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those sites indicate the presence of garrison troops and imperial offi
cers. Sirmium, Belgrade, and Branicevo were the most important 
episcopal sees on the northern frontier of the Empire, with authority 
over several fort and parish churches. Six parishes are known to have 
been under the jurisdiction of the bishop ofBranicevo. Emperor Basil 
II's edict of ro2o, which outlined the rights and possessions pertain
ing to the autocephalous archbishop of Ohrid, gave to his suffragan, 
the bishop of Vidin, the right to have forty clergymen under his 
orders, in addition to forty tenant farmers (paroikoi) working on the 
see's estates.7 1 

A significant correlate of the presence of Byzantine troops in the 
forts and fortified towns is the relatively large number of reliquary 
crosses, some made of steatite (soapstone), that were found in north
ern Serbia, many of which seem to be replicas of the first specimens 
introduced into the region in the early eleventh century. But the 
archaeological record also suggests that some, at least, of the soldiers 
in the garrison of Belgrade were Pechenegs, perhaps recruited from 
among the prisoners taken after the defeat inflicted upon the nomads 
by the former commander of Sirmium, Constantine Diogenes, in 
I027. 

Soon after that, all Byzantine troops were withdrawn from the 
region and moved on a new line of defense between Nis and Skopje. 
Sirmium and its hinterland appear to have been left in the hands 
of local rulers acting as clients of the Byzantine emperor. However, 
the withdrawal of the Byzantine armies may have been perceived as a 
sign of weakness and appears to have encouraged separatism. In I040, 

Peter Delian, a local ruler in the region of Belgrade who claimed to be 
the grandson of Samuel, was proclaimed Emperor of the Bulgarians 
by his followers. It is not clear what caused Peter Delian to attack the 
Byzantine line of defense between Nis and Skopje, but john Skylitzes 

71 H. K. G. Gclzer, "Ungedruckte und wenig bekannte l3isttimerverzeichnisse der 
orientalischen Kirche." BZ, vol. 2 (r8<J3), pp. 42-40. l3asil imred three successive 
imperial decrees on this matter. One of them confirmed the sut1ragan status of 
many sees in Macedonia, Bulgaria, and the region ofSirmium. Another added to 
the list of su!Tragans the bishop of Vidin, together with those of Dristra (Silistra), 
Ras, Butrint, and other sees, while extending the jurisdiction of the archbishop 
of Ohrid over the Vlachs of Thcssaly. See also A. Madgcaru, "The church orga
nization at the Lower Danube between 971 and 1020," I'Bl'H, yol. 4 (2001). 

pp. g2-8). 
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Insists on Peter's claims to be a legitimate successor of the Bulgarian 
emperor'i.~ 2 In 1037, on the death ofjohn ofDebar, the last Bulgar
ian archbishop ofOhnd, a Greek-speaking archbishop was appointed 
in the person of Leo, a t(mner archivist of the patriarch in Hagia 
Sophia. Whether or not this change of religious policy vis-~1-vis Bul
garia had ,mv influence on Peter's movement. he seems to have left 
a lasting impression on monastic circles in northern Bulgaria, as evi
denced by the apocrypha produced Ill that area in the mid-eleventh 
century. John Skylitzes' im1stence upon Peter's claims to l3ulganan 
imperial lineage is only matched by the Vision of Isai,di. an anony
mous apocryphal text written in Old Church Slavonic and extolling 
Peter Delian a' "Emperor Gagan I qagan] Odelian. " 73 Deli an has long 
been depleted as the head of a rebellion caused by the decision taken 
under Emperor M1chael IV (1034-10 .. p) to change the tax collection 
in the l3ulgarian lands fi·om in-kind to cash payments. However, the 
movemem beg~111 in the region of Belgrade. tl-om \vhich no taxes 
\vere collected at the time, as Byzantine troops had \vithdrawn some 
ten years bdC.11T the proclamation of Peter as emperor. According 
to Mich;lel P-;ellos, what generated support for the movement was 
a desire t()l' "fi-eedom" among certam notables and a wider sense of 
their own ethnic identity. 7-l That at stake \Vere politicaL not social or 
economic issues is also apparent fi·om the way in \vhich the mo,·ement 
developed afi:er Delian was able to seize Nis and Skopje. Although 
the governor of Dyrrachion promptly marched agamst the Bulgari
am. he was soon arrested on charges of treason and replaced by one 
ofhis subordinates. who managed to antagonize the soldiers, many of 
whom were al<;o of Bulgarian origm. Disgruntled, they chose fi·om 
among themselves a "wise and brave man" named Tihomir and pro
claimed hi111 Emperor of the l3ulgarians, 111 a move no doubt replicat
ing Peter Delian \ b1d for imperial power. Peter proposed an alliance 

'->kylitzc·'· -'Y""J'Sf.' /iist,•ridl'l/111, pp. +De>-+ 1 1. See '->tephemon. l3)':C<IIIIIIIIII > Flodhz11 
Fn111titT, pp. 130-132 . 

. A.. Miltc·non Jnd M. K,tnn.tk.rlnm·.t. "The upn,ing of Peter Ddicm (I O+O- I O+ 1) 

in JIll'\\ Old llulg.tri.nl '"urcc·." Hr:,zlltill<'l"'k''ric,,, nJl. N (10~6). pp. 227-2-tO. 
The otlwr rukr of llulgJri,t mc·ntioned ,r, cpg,uJ in the Jmd-ele\·emh-century 
Jpocr\-pha 1' llon,-Mich.tel. 'ocT I. Venedtkm·. "Legend.ru za Mikhail K.tg.rn [The 
legend ofr'vlichael l2.tg.tn[." l'rcs/<71'. Sh,,mil:. \·ol. 2 (1071>). pp. I7CJ-20S. 

-" .~1. ]',cl]m. Clm'""~r''l'/ii,,, ed. lw E. Rc·n,wld. nJl. 1 (l'ari\: Le' Belle' Lettrc'S, 
1 CJ21J). pp. 71'-77: Englt,h tr,tn,J.ltion ti·om E. R. A. Se\\'ter. r:,,,u·tcm Hy:::,z11ti11c 
Huft.,._,· (H.lrnlond,\\orth: Penguin, I<JI•,~). pp. IO<J-I IO. 
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to Tihomir, but quickly gained control over the allied forces and 
ordered his rival to be stoned, before proclaiming himself emperor 
for a second time in Skopje. By 1041, Peter Delian had control over 
Dyrrachion, Prespa, and parts of northern Greece, while allying him
self with the rebels in Epirus, who had initially risen against a corrupt 
tax collector in the theme of Nikopolis. Delian's rapid success and 
apparently great popularity convinced Emperor Michael IV to seek a 
radical solution to the crisis. Although seriously ill, he personally led 
his army against Delian, who had meanwhile marched against Thes
salonica. Despite some initial success in taking torts in the vicinity 
of Serdica, 75 the imperial troops were eventually defeated by the 
Bulgarians. They pursued the emperor fleeing to Constantinople, 
ambushed, and eventually captured his baggage train. It is most likely 
during this period that Delian appointed Lutoboes (Litovoi) as gov
ernor of Demetrias, before the duke of Thessalonica managed to 
capture him. By that time, there was already another challenge to 
Peter Delian's project of restoring the Bulgarian Empire. Alusian, the 
son ofJohn Vladislav, came to Bulgaria. He had spent several years in 
Byzantine service, both in Constantinople and as governor ofTheo
dosiopoulos in Asia Minor. Using his ascendancy, he began building 
a network ofloyal supporters, in an attempt to hijack Delian's move
ment, as "the majority of the Bulgarians transferred their allegiance 
to him, the real heir. " 7(' Deli an was forced to recognize Alusian as a 
legitimate ruler and appeared to cooperate with him, although both 
were now treating each other with great suspicion. At the head of 
a large force, Alusian marched on Thessalonica, which he besieged. 
In a sally, Constantine, the duke of Thessalonica, inflicted a crush
ing defeat upon the attackers, and Alusian used the opportunity to 
blame Delian, whom he ordered arrested and blinded. After another 
defeat at the hands of the imperial troops, Alusian opened negotia
tions with the emperor. In exchange for high honors, he submitted to 
him and with that the movement that Delian had started in I 040 \Vas 
over. 

75 Kebumenos, Strat~~ikon Vll.6.2, Spanish translation by Signes Codoiier, p. 6<;. 
7'' Michael Psellos, Chrono,eraphia, val. I, p. X2: English translation by Sewter, p. I I 5. 

According to J. V A. Fine, I11e Early Jfedie11al Balkans. A Critical Surucyji-om the 
Sixth to the Late 1i<•el/ih Century (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, r<;BJ), 
p. 206, Alusian was a Byzantine agent, whose only goal was to destroy Delian's 
movement. 
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The changes taking place 111 the tax system in Bulgaria were fully 
implemented only afi:er c. I O)O. The state now relied on tax fanners 
who ofi:en advanced large amounts of cash, which the government 
needed for the payments to the military and to the clients on the 
fringes of the Byzantine provinces in the Balkans. By 1 o6o the tls
calization and privatiz~1tion of taxation in Bulgaria was complete. 
Accompanying this gradual change was the separation of military 
and civilian administration. The I o6os witnessed the introduction of 
a civilian administrator known as pr,7itor, who often held the same rank 
as, and operated side by side \vith, the duke of Skopje, the supreme 
military commander of all troops stationed in Bulgaria. One of 
the most remarkable signs of the alignment of Bulgaria to the poli
cies, aspirations, and tastes of Constantinople is the remodeling of 
the cathedral church in Ohrid by Archbishop Leo (1037-I056). A 
reminder ofHagia Sophia in Constantinople, the ne\\' domed basilica 
erected in c. I O)O \vas equally dedicated to the Holy Wisdom and dec
orated with tre-;coes \\'hich were executed by painters brought from 
Constantinople. El-;ewhere, close links established by art historians 
between the painted decorations of churches in Thessalonica and its 
hinterland suggest that local bishops may have relied on painters from 
that city, as 111 the case of frescoes in the Church of St. George in 
Sofia, as well as those, closelv related, of the monastery church of 
the Mother of God of Mercy in Veljusa (near Strumica, in Macedo
nia). When establishing that monastery in IOI'io, ManueL the bishop 
of Strumica, secured an imperial decree from Emperor Alexios I 
Comnenus granting exemption from all public charges and indepen
dence from both civil and religious authorities. In all its details, the 
monastery church was inspired by the architecture ofComtantinople 
and the surrounding region in northwestern Anatolia. The fi'escoes 
of the choir. the naos, the narthex, and the small south chapel bespeak 
the artistic and political ambitions of the founder. 

Unlike his predecc>Sor. John of Debar, Archbishop Leo does not 
.1ppear to have promoted the rich traditiom of Old Church Slavomc 
literature developed in Ohrid. To be sure, two out of the four 
most fmwus Old Church SL!nmic manuscripts produced in the 
elewnth century arc certainly of Macedoman origin. Although one 
of them ,,·as t"lnmd in the Monastery of the Holy Mother of God on 
Mount Athos (hence it-; name. Codex .\Ic~rianus), both were \\'ritten 
in Glagolitic either 111 Ohrid or in one of the monastic centers in the 
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region. A Cyrillic evangeliary known as Sava's Book was transcribed 
from a lost Glagolitic text, perhaps in one of the same centers. 77 

All three manuscripts have been dated to the early eleventh cen
tury and most likely antedate Leo's appointment as Archbishop of 
Ohrid. 

The most frequently cited example of the condescending atti
tude the Greek-speaking clergy had towards Bulgarians and Bulgaria 
is the rich correspondence of one of Leo's successors, Theophy
lact Hephaistos (Archbishop of Ohrid from c. 1090). In his letters, 
Theophylact often complained in good rhetorical tradition about 
the "bumpkin lifestyle" that had become his "daily companion," 
after many years spent in Ohrid.7~ But he also viewed himself as 
"a Constantinopolitan, and strange to tell, a Bulgarian."7V In over 
r 30 letters that he wrote to various officials or friends in Con
stantinople and in the Balkans, Theophylact painted a bleak picture 
of his life in Ohrid. But this was much more rhetorical affectation 
than an accurate eyewitness account for the consumption of later 

77 For Codex .>Iarim1us, see V. Jagic, .\1arii11skoc chctucrocl'aJigclic s primcchm~iiami i 
prilozhmiiami [The Tetraevangeliary from the Monastery of the Holy Mother 
of God, together with Introduction and Commentary] (St. Petersburg: lmper
atorskaia Akademiia Nauk, Otdelenie russkogo iazyka i slovesnosti, 1883). For 
Sava's Book, see V. N. Shchepkin, Sawi11<1 k11iga (Sava\ Book] (St. Petersburg: 
Imperatorskaia Akademiia Nauk, Otdelenie russkogo iazyka i slovesnosti, 1903). 
Two other manuscripts are most likely of the same date. One of them, known as 
Codex Assonm1ianus, is a Glagolitic evangeliary handsomely illuminated, now in 
the Vatican Library. See V. lvanova-Mavrodinova and A. Dzhurova, Ascmanicvoto 
Cl'angelie. Starobat~arski glagolichcski pamctnik ot X l'ck [The Codex Asscmanianus. 
An Old Bulgarian Glagolitic Monument of the Tenth Century l (Sofia: Nauka i 
izkustvo, 1981). Codex Supraslicmis, the largest Old Church Slavonic manuscript 
known to date, is a Bulgarian collection of saint lives and homilies written 
in Cyrillic. See I. Zaimov and M. Capaldo, S11prasiilski iii Retkou sbornik (The 
Suprasl Collection] (Sofia: lzdatdstvo na Balgarskata Akademiia na Naukite, 1<;82). 

For illuminations of eleventh-century Bulgarian manuscripts, see M. Harisiadis. 
"L'enluminurc des manuscrits glagolitiqucs des Xle et Xlle siecles," in Actcs du 
XVe Congrcs i1lfcmati<lllal d'hudcs byzantines. Athhn·s, scptcmbrc 1976, ed. by P. Zepos. 
vol. II (Athens: Association internationale des etudes byzantines, ll)8!), pp. 193-

204; A. Dzhurova, "L'ornement des manuscrits vieux-bulgares glagolitiques et 
leurs rapports avec !'art de Byzance, des provinces grecques d"Orient et de l'Italie 
du sud (sur l'ornement de l'Evangeli,lire d'Assemani)," Byz<111tit1k<1, n,J. 8 (Il)88). 

pp. 23-39· 
Theophylact of Ohrid, cp. 34, p. 243. The "'bumpkin lifestyle .. is a para
phrase of line 485 from Euripides' Orestes. Sec Mullett. Tilcopilj'/,ict o( Ochrid. 
pp. 27)-27()· 

-,, Theophylact of Ohrid. cp. +· p. I+ I. To TheophYLlct. Bulg.1ri,1 was ,1 h<~rh,nos 

,,ikoiii/ICIIC. "the b,Jrbari,m (p,lrt of the) ciYilized world ... See CJ'· 1 3. p. 1 71. 
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historians .. so True, he ofi:en used ethnic stereotypes to vent his frustra
tion at Bulgarians slandering him in Constantinople. To Theophylact, 
"'the Bulgarian nature nourishes all kinds of evils" and the complaints 
were just "'bewailing and making a big f\.1ss by other methods [which 
are] common for the Bulgarians."'! But the archbishop also protested 
against the abuses of the tax collectors in the region of Ohrid, called 
for the assistance of the duke of Dyrrachion against the taxation of 
monks and of the bishopric of Devol, and against the rounding-up 
of Bulgarian peasants to serve in the army. He boldly criticized the 
patriarch himself fc)r having allowed a certain monk to establish a 
"house of prayer" in Macedonia, that is within the area under the 
jurisdiction of the archbishop of Ohrid to \Vhom Emperor Basil II 
had granted independence tl'om the patriarch of Constantinople and 
for whom he had established the diocesan boundaries in 1019/20: 

"What nghts has the patriarch in the land ofBulgaria, he who has no 
authority to ordain anyone here, nor any other privilege in this land, 
which had acquired an autocephalous archbishop?"s 2 Theophylact 
also defended the abbot of a monastery in the diocese of Serdica 
against the bishop, whom he eventually placed under interdict in 
order to curb his abuses. ' 3 He may have been responsible for the 
idea that the archbishop of Ohrid \Yas a legitimate successor of the 
sixth-century archbishopric established by Justinian's now! of 53 5 in 
Iustimana Pnma (see chapter 1), an idea of considerable importance 
for the medieval history of the see ofOhrid. Perhaps more important 
for his attitude towards the ecclesiastical historv of Ohrid is Theo
phylact's writing of the so-called Long Lik of St. Clement L~{ 0/zrid, 
in which he did not hesitate to describe his hero as "'a new Paul to 
the new Corinthians, the Bulganans. "'+ He also used "Bulgarian" 

Tlwre 11 .Jblolutd\" no ,·,·idc·nce to subst.mtute the idea of Theophylact"s ·'sys
tem.nic dc·struction ofSL!\·ic m.Illl!lcnpts .. or clming ofSL!,·ic schools (fine. Ell"l)' 
."1/cdici>cli IJ.J!i.:dll.•. p. 220). 

'' Theopll\-l.rct of Ohrid, ~"1'1'· So .rnd IJS, pp. +25 ,md )01 For the im,rge of the 
llulgari.ms in Thc·opll\"I.Jct"s le-tters. see .dso M. Mullett. "l3yzantium .md the 
Sl.l\s: tlw \"ll'\\s ofTheophyLllt ofOchrid," c;sr.·. ,·ol. s; (l'J<.>-t). pp. 55-70. 
Thc·oph\I.Jc"t of ( )Jmd. CJ>. '2. p. +.17 
Tlll'ophyLlct ofOimd. <"J'i'· )S .md 5'). pp. ,127-.1.1' cmd .1.\"7-J+l. 

' 4 Thc·opll\-l.lct of ( )Jlrid. Lit(·<'( .\t. Clmlc/lt ,,( ( )/nid 22. p. 12(>: En,:lish traml.rtion 
ti·om Obokmb· . .\ix l'ortr,lil<. p. (>1). Sc·c· ,rlso C. Podsl...lisb·. ""T\\"o .lrchbishops 
of Achnd.1 (( )hnd) .11rd tlll"ir llgniticlll<"<" t(l!" .~vLrcc·doni.l·, secul.rr .md church 
hisWJY Thc·oph\"l.lktm .111d I kmctrios C:honr,\tenos ... in Bj':,Tllii/1(· .1/<i,cdollid: 
J,Jmrir)', I"'"-V<, '"'" lfi .. t<'l")'. l'<~J>cr.' ti·ou1 the .11<"1/>,,Illll<" C,>ll/rTmcc, )ulr 1995. ed. b' 
J. Burke .tihi R. Scott (,vklhournc·: Amtr.dl.ln A"oci.Hion t(,r !l\"Z.IIltinc' Srudic·'· 
20!)CJ). pp. I i(J- l -t:-\. 
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to refer to what is otherwise known as Old Church Slavonic, and 
attributed the baptism of Boris to Methodius.x 5 Such ideas could 
hardly have been his and it has rightly been argued that he must have 
found them in the Old Church Slavonic sources on the basis of which 
he wrote his biography of Clement. However, these ideas are foreign 
to all known sources associated with the Cyrillo-Methodian tradi
tion in tenth-century Bulgaria. In fact, the first examples ofBulgarian 
"nationalism" predate the beginning ofTheophylact's term as Arch
bishop of Ohrid by a few decades. Anonymous aprocrypha written 
in Old Church Slavonic in the mid-eleventh century propagated not 
only an eschatological view of the future, but also a bright vision 
of the Bulgarian past, portraying the reigns of Boris, Symeon, and 
Peter as the glorious days long gone. Much of this literature about 
Doomsday may be interpreted as a reaction to the expected end of 
the world in the seventh millennium of its creation, more exactly in 
AM 66oo (AD 1092). Many apocrypha insist on the Bulgarian origin 
of both Cyril and Methodius and describe them as Bulgarian, not 
Slavic enlighteners. The l11terpretation of Da11iel, which unlike other 
apocrypha is an original Bulgarian work based on several historical 
and apocalyptic sources, attributes the foundation of the Bulgarian 
kingdom to "Michael Qagan" (Boris-Michael). Even more power
ful is the account in the Vision qf Isaiah, an adaptation of a Greek 
apocryphal text about Isaiah's visit to heaven. To that an anonymous 
Bulgarian author writing in the 1070s added a long account of how, 
after his return from heaven, Isaiah founded the Bulgarian nation, fol
lowed by what is now known as the Bu(l?arian Apocryphal Chronicle. Xo 

While the explosion of apocrypha extolling the Bulgarian past, many 
of which are of west Bulgarian origin, may well have been related to 
millennialist fears, recent studies point to the remarkable coincidence 
in time of both apocrypha and key political events that brought the 

' 5 Theophylact of Ohrid. Life of St. Clclllcnt 2. 4, and 22; pp. 70, ~o. and I 24-I 26. 
See Obolensky, Six Portraits. pp. 64-65. 

"' The Vision '!{Isaiah, which has long been misinterpreted as a Bogomil text. was 
published by I. Ivanov, Bogo111ilski kn(ei i i<;ecndi (Sofia: Pridvorna Pechatnica. 
Il)2)). An important fragment of the Vision containing the account of Isaiah\ 
\·isit to heaven is available in English translation in Butler, .\Ionlllll<'llta Bul~arim. 
pp. I73-I84. For a reassessment of this important source, seeM. Kaimak.unova. 
"lstoriografskata stoinost na B.i(~,mki apokri/i'n lctopis [The historiographic v.llue 
of the Bu(~ari,111 Apocryphal ChrolliclcJ," in Cil'itas dil•illo-!111111<111<1. L ·chest "''l'rof('SOr 
Ccmgi Raka/01', cd. by C. Stepanov and V Vachkova (Sofi.t: Centar za i"ledvaniia 
na balgarite "Tangra" TanN.1kRa IK. 2004). pp. 4I 7-44 I. 
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issues of imperial power and Bulgarian past glory to the forefront. In 
I 073, a rebellion broke in Skopje under the leadership of a certain 
George Vojteh. According to John Skylitzes, what caused the uprising 
was the oppression and the exactions of the Byzantine administration. 
But the Bulgarian noblemen who followed Vojteh had other goals in 
mind. We have seen that they sent an embassy to Michael ofDuklja, 
requesting his son Bodin to accompany them on their way back in 
order to be proclaimed Emperor of Bulgaria. Bodin was proclaimed 
emperor in Prizren, not in Skopje, where the Byzantine power had 
been meanwhile reestablished. An army ofBulgarians recruited in the 
region, which the duke of Skopje sent against the rebels, was quickly 
routed. Bodin delegated command to a certain Petrilus, who moved 
to Ohrid via Kastoria. While Ohrid quickly fell, the governor ofKas
toria, himself perhaps of Bulgarian origin, inflicted a serious defeat 
upon Petrilus, forcing huu to withdraw to the mountains. George 
Vojteh surrendered to another army marching on Skopje, which also 
managed to defeat and capture Bodin. 

Five years later, the Byzantine administration in the Balkans was 
confronted with another rebellion in the environs of Serdica. This 
time, the rebels were Paulicians, descendants of the settlers brought 
fl-om Asia Minor on several occasiom tl-om the mid-eighth to the late 
tenth century. Despite impenal hopes that once removed from their 
strongholds in eastern Anatolia the Paulicians would rapidly ~lSSimi
late, a strong sense of a separate Paulician identity appeared during 
the eleventh century. That sense of identity did not derive from an 
impenal past, but fi·om radical religious views, branded as heretical 
in Constantinople and persecuted at various moments in time by 
the ecclesiastical establishment. The Paulicians \vere dualist, and they 
believed th<tt the god of the Old Testament was evil, which placed 
them squarely in opposition to the orthodox views of most members 
of the Byzantine establishment. The largest cluster of Paulician pop
ulation in the Balkans was in western Thrace around Philippopolis 
(Plovdiv), but there were also numerous Paulician communities in 
the hmterLmd of Serdica. It is not clear what caused their rebel
lion of I 07K. led by a man named Lekas, who seized the important 
fortress of Beliatoba near Philippopolis, which controlled access to 

the mountain passes. He was able to consolidate his position ofpower 
by marrying the daughter of a Pecheneg chieftain, and allied himself 
\Vith Dobromir. another rebel fi·om Mesembria, on the Black Sea 
coast. Their combmcd armies sacked Nis and Serdica. where Lekas 
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ordered the local bishop to be executed. The swift intervention of 
the Byzantine troops crushed the rebellion before it could develop 
further. However, no large-scale reprisals are known to have fol
lowed victory. Lekas and Dobromir were captured, but soon released 
and given rich presents and lofty titles. Since the Paulicians were 
renowned for their martial qualities, they were drafted for the mili
tary units of the Byzantine army operating in the Balkans. A force of 
some 3,000 Paulicians participated in the battle ofDyrrachion (ro8r), 
in which Emperor Alexios was utterly defeated by the Normans. The 
leaders of the Paulician communities seem to have promised more 
military assistance during the following years, but never fulfilled their 
promises. Alexios ordered them to be arrested and their property to 
be confiscated, no doubt in an attempt to break the extraordinary 
solidarity of the Paulician community. Many Paulician leaders were 
exiled, others were forced to convert. The situation began to dete
riorate rapidly when, in 1083, the survivors of Alexios' purges were 
gathered together by a converted Paulician named Travlos, who had 
served in the emperor's household. Like Lekas before him, Travlos 
seized Beliatoba and began raiding the surrounding countryside. He 
established contacts with the Pecheneg chieftains in control of impor
tant cities and forts in northeastern Bulgaria and, like Lekas, married 
the daughter of one of them. Two Byzantine expeditions were neces
sary to crush the uprising and to bring the Paulicians to heel. The first 
army Emperor Alexios dispatched against the rebels was under the 
command of the Grand Domestic (commander-in-chiefofthe armies 
in the Balkans) Gregory Pakourianos, who had been granted large 
estates in the region of Philippopolis by the emperors Nicephorus 
III Botaneiates and Alexios Comnenus. Pakourianos was of Iberian 
(Georgian) origin and shortly before the campaign he had estab
lished a monastery of Georgian monks, mostly former soldiers, on 
his land at Petritzonitissa, near the present-day village of Bachkovo, 
south of Plovdiv. In the typikott (rule) he wrote for the occasion, 
Gregory explains that his intention was to build a church "among 
the unsettled people living in the theme of Philippopolis in its more 
northerly parts. "x7 But he was also worried about the possibility that 
his foundation might fall under bad influence. This concern seems to 

,- Typikon o( Gn:~ory n,,,,,lri<IIIOS):'r the .\!0/l<IS!l'ry o(rhc .\fotll<'r o( Cod Pctrir:::ollitis.<<l in 
Bach'''" 1. English tramlation by R. Jordan in By;::,llltinc .\loll<l.<ti( Fo1111d,,tion Dom-
1/ltltt.,·. A Complete Tiwrslariorr o(thc Sllrl'il'ill.~ h>1111ders' T\-pik.1 <IIIII 'fi·sl<llll<'llfS, ed. b\· 
J. Thomas and A. C. Hero (W.1shington: Dumb.1rton 0.1ks Rescard1 Libr.1ry and 
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have prompted the general to stipulate his monastery's independence 
fi·om "any harassment at harmful hands, whether 1mperial or pan·iar
chaL or of any of the metropolitans [ ... ] or of archbishops, or of any 
other persons of any kind \vhether ecclesiastic or governmentaL" He 
seems to have had in mind the all too powerfi1l archbishop of Philip
popolis:~' Pakourianos wanted his monastery to have no more and 
no less than fifty monks, but he specitlcallv ordered that no "Greek 
should ever be appomted a pnest or .1 monk in this holy monasterv 
of mine, except only as a notary." Again, he seems to have been 
concerned with attempts bv outsiders, perhaps from Constantinople, 
to seize his t(mndation: "I give this instruction and insist upon it 
tor the t()llmvmg reason, lest [the Greeks], being violent, devious, 
or graspmg, should create some deticiencv or cause harm to the 
monastery or lest thev appoint someone opposed to the place and 
eager to gain control over it or gain for himself the office of supe
rior or appropriate the monastery on some abominable pretext.'''~ 
In order to secure the economic independence of his monastery, a 
handsome endmvment was made fi·om Pakourianos' estates that had 
been granted to him "with an inalienable right of family possession, 
complete ownership and true authority "Y

0 The revenue from these 
properties was expected to deter expenses involved in maintaining 
a school for six boys until they have ''attained the proper age for 
the rank of priest. "'J' A detailed list of "sacred treasures and revered 
holy icons and the rest of the oflcrings of all kinds assigned, conse
crated. and handed ovtT to our af()resaid holy monastery'' may be 

Collection. 2000). p. 523. A ,imiLn· concnn with heretical neighbors is expre"ed 
by tvtmud.lhhop ofTibniopoJi, (Strumic.1). in his R11lc for the Mona,tery of the 
Mothn of Cod Un<IISd in Vd_im.1 (M.1cedonia). According to M.muel, not onlv 
did he "turn awav tl·um the inwntor' of ,uch propmitions .md tenets ,\, \YelL .md 
-.,tlgnutin.· then1 .1'~ hc-rL'tic,.,. but he al..,o qtbjccted ''to a cur'\e the ne\\·ly appearing 
te.1ching' .md teneh th.n ,\rL' introduced b\· them". See 1/~t· Rule o{Jf,ulllcl, Hishop 
<'( Suw111r::-,1, _t;,,- rile .\foii<ISr<'r)' ,,(rile .\!orilcr o( C,,d Eleous.1 2. English trJmbtion 
lw A. ll,n\Lh in lJ)'::-<111rir11' .\lo/ld_,·ri< J·'"'"d,uioll Doo/1/l<'llr.,· . . -1 c;,,/1/}'h·rc 1/wi.</,uioll 
,frill· Slln'il'lll~ r,,,111ders' 'h·pik.l <111d 1i·.<r,ull<'llrs. ed. by J Thom.1s .md A. C. Hero 
(W.1shington: I )umhJrton ( lJb Research Libr.1r\" .md Collection. 2000). p. 1 7+-

" T\·pikon ,,( Cn:~<'l')' J',d:ollri<lll<'-' 3, Eng]i,h tr.1mbtion lw R. Jord.m p. 5 27. 
''! Tn1ikon ,,( Crc~or)' 1',,/,:,,llri,III<'-' 2+. Enghd1 tr.1mL1tion lw R. JordJn p. 5+7-
'!' T\·pikon ,,(Crt:~<'~")' l',r/.:ollri<lll<'.' 2. EngJi,h tr.1mL1tion bv R. Jord.m p. _i2+. The 

n1o"t i1nporunt ~itt tu h1.., found,ttion \\.,1..., "the fort ...,jruated ln the ~an1c thcrne of 
l'hilippopoJi,, tlut i,, the- ,.Jll.,gc ILnned l'<'trltzm (genera]]\- called Basilikis bY the 
con\mon people) togctllL'r \\ 1th thL· h.nnlets helm\· 1t." 

'
1 fyp1kon t:((;u:(!('f)' Hl~'(ll/l"iifl/(l_, 31. En~Ji..,h tr.nhLHion by R .. JordJn F'· ))I. 
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compared to the list drawn at about the same time by Peter Crni of 
Gumaj for his monastery of St. Peter In the Village. Pakourianos' 
list includes such items as a "Greek Gospel lectionary," "a copy of 
the four Gospels in Georgian," "a book of St. Gregory the Theolo
gian," "two copies of The Heavenly Ladder by John Klimakos," and "a 
book by Theodore the Studite. " 92 In addition, Pakourianos provided 
for the distribution of annual allowances on Easter Sunday for every 
member of the monastic community. In order for the monks not to 
go "out of the monastery for such necessities, whether to buy some
thing or to procure sandals, and be at the doors of leather-workers 
or other people and with this excuse incur harm," the founder also 
instituted an annual fair "beside the most holy monastery, so that all 
of them may purchase their necessity. "03 

Pakourianos' monastery in Bachkovo was neither the only, nor 
the largest one in the region. But his typikon suggests that eleventh
century Thrace was a prosperous region and the archaeological evi
dence confirms this impression. At Constantia, near Simeonovgrad, 
a suburb developed outside the city walls, soon followed by another 
non-fortified settlement on the opposite bank of the Marica River, 
at Gradishteto. On the other side of the Rhodopes, an eleventh- and 
early twelfth-century neighborhood came into existence in Maroneia 
along a street that cut through the ruined atrium of an early Byzantine 
basilica. In the outer corners of the city ramparts, there were wine
presses, attesting the wine production and trade that supported the 
economic growth of Maroneia during this period. Several large vil
lages have been excavated in the region. Diadovo, near Nova Zagora, 
was established in the mid-eleventh century, as indicated by coins 
minted for Emperor Constantine X (I059-1067), the earliest found 
on the site. The village consisted of 75 sunken-featured buildings 
and 23 farm premises, and had a cemetery \Vith 266 graves and 2 

chronological phases. The neighboring village of Karanovo, on the 
southern slopes of the Stara Planina mountains, was built on top of an 
earlier, late ninth- and tenth-century settlement. During the eleventh 
and early twelfth century, the village had eighteen sunken-featured 

"' Typikon of Grc.~ory Pai:vllriallos 33. English translation by R. Jordan p. ))2-)53· 
Some books mentioned in the list had silver-gilded covers \\·ith rich enamel and 
precious stone decoration. 

•n Typikon of Crc.~ory Pai:ouria11os <). English traml.nion by R. Jordan pp. SH-s_l). 
For the abbot, Pakourianos set aside thirn·-six gold coins ,Jnnu,dly. \\·hile common 
monks received ten coins each. 
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buildings and tour Llrm premises in addition to a small, single-naved 
church surrounded by graves of the local cemetery. Most villages in 
Thrace were relatively close to each other and seem to have come into 
existence in the late 1040s or early IO)Os, perhaps as a consequence 
of the umnigration of the population fi-om the northern Balkans 
devastated by the Pecheneg raids. But the presence on many sites of 
a peculiar kind of slip-coated pottery suggests another explanation. 
This pottery is unique to Bulgaria. tor it has no local traditions of 
either L1bric or shapes. The coating co mists of a micaceous slip, which 
gives pots a golden or silver glimmer, no doubt intended to imitate 
gold or silver vessels. Slip-coated pots were found in large quantities 
m urban centers (Philippopolis, Sliven, Melnik. Pernik), but also on 
rural sites. such as I )iadovo. Their production in the region cannot 
be dated earlier than c. 1 ooo and may have been associated \Vith the 
grmnh of communities of Armeman and Paulician settlers. 

Eleventh-century Thrace, Macedonia, and the southernmost 
Balkan provinces of the Empire are in sharp contrast to the situa
tion on the Danube frontier. During the last years of Basil II's reign 
and under hi-; successors Constantine VIII ( 102 s-r 028), Roman us 
III (102~-103..J.), and especially Michael IV (ro34-I041), Pecheneg 
marauders crossed the river several times and raided deep into the 
interior of the Balkan provinces. In I o 17. Basil II dispatched a Geor
gian officer named T zotzikios to Dristra for negotiations with a group 
of Pechenegs that had recently arrived on the left (northern) bank of 
the Danube.'!+ Ten years later, the Pechenegs crossed the Danube and 
massacred a great number of Byzantine troops. before being driven 
back across the river by the swift intervention of the duke of Thes
salonica, Constantine Diogenes. However, his victory did not put an 
end to the raids. Those taking place between rop and 1036 crossed 
the region bet\veen the I )anube and the Balkans, the Stara Plan ina 
range of mountains, and devastated Thrace, reaching as far south as 
Thessalonica. Those raids utterly destroyed a number of forts erected 
on the Lmver Danube in the aftermath of John T zimiskes · victory 
of ')7 r or shortly afi:er the recovery of the northeastern territories 
in r o I~. At Dinogetia (Carvan, across the Danube from Galati), the 
ciYilian settlement that had grown outside the fort was destroyed 
in the spring of 103(>. The catastrophe appears to have taken the 
inhabitants by surpri-;e. One of the houses dated by means of a coin 
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struck for Emperor Constantine VIII (1025-102g) produced yarns of 
raw silk, linen, and flax, all left behind as the owner hurried out
side to take cover. An even grislier picture is that of seven skeletons 
found in a sunken-featured building together with a coin struck for 
Emperor Michael IV (r034-I041). These were most likely the vic
tims of the attack. Following the devastating Pecheneg raid, the site 
was abandoned for a while. When it was reoccupied, perhaps in 
the late ro6os, there were no sunken-featured buildings any more. 
only above-ground houses that must have been very similar to those 
in existence at the same time at Pacuiul lui Soare, near Cilara~i, a 
Byzantine fort on an island in the middle of the Danube that had 
been used as a harbor for the Danube fleet, but was now a simple 
bridgehead land fortification. The episcopal church in Silistra was also 
seriously damaged during the raids of 1 o 3 5 I 6 and not restored until 
the reign of Constantine IX (r042-I055), as attested by a dedicatory 
inscription_Y5 At Odarci near Dobrich, the Byzantine fort built in the 
late tenth or early eleventh century was destroyed and abandoned in 
the ro 3 os or I040S. A few decades later, a community of Christian
ized Pechenegs settled on the site. No new buildings were erected, 
but a number of open-air fireplaces, as well as a large quantity of 
pottery remains (especially clay cauldrons), indicate the presence of a 
human group inhabiting the abandoned ruins of the Byzantine fort. 
A cemetery found at the foot of the hill on which the tort once stood 
produced rich evidence of how far the Byzantine (or rather Balkan 
Byzantine) material culture had been adopted by the newcomers: 
bracelets with serpent-shaped ends, rings with engraved eagles or 
five-cornered stars, as well as pectoral crosses, bespeak the rapid 
assimilation of the Pechenegs. On the other hand, bronze bridle
bosses employed for the ornamentation of the headband or the cheek 
strap of the horse gear were deposited ritually in burials with female 
skeletons. As no parallels to the burial customs attested in Odarci are 
known trom the Pecheneg "homeland" north of the Danube River, 
it has been suggested that such customs may be cultural responses to 
the new political circumstances in which the firSt Pecheneg settlers 
found themselves shortly before and after the middle of the eleventh 
century. 

0 ' V l3eshcdiev·. "Novi otkasleci ot p:irvobalgJr,ki i drup q·ednovckovni rudpisi ot 
Pliska i SilistrJ [New trJgments of l3ulgar and other mcdin·,d imcriptiom ti·mn 
Pliska and Silima]." IAI, vol. 20 (I'J):\). pp. 2KK-2l)O. 
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In spite of clear evidence of \vidcspread destruction, other forts 
in Dobrudja seem to have been continously occupied throughout 
the eleventh century. Moreover, there is clear indication that these 
forts received constant supplies of food and ammunition fi-om Con
stantinople. some of which may have been brought on commerCial 
ships, such as that on which St. Cyril the Phileote used to work as 
a sailor.~1' Amphorae carrying olive oil or wine have been found in 
Dinogetia, Silistra. and P:icuiul lui Soare, and are remarkably simi
lar to those dated to the eleventh century and found in excavations 
in Constantinople. Even glazed wares produced in Constantinople 
appear in small quantities on military sites in the Lower Danube 
region. On the other hand, pottery vvas also produced locally. In 
Nufaru, a group of kilns existed inside the tort, another outside the 
walls near one of the tort's cemeteries. The operation of a kiln found 
in P:icuiul lui Soare has been coin-dated to the reign of Romanus 
Ill (I028-I034)Y7 But trade connections reached even farther. Sev
eral artifacts have been found in Dinogetia that are clearly of Rus' 
origin, while others may have come tl-om as far as Volga Bulgharia. 
More importantly, the signs of a prosperous trade in the region coin
cide with a massive injection of coins, many of which were minted 
between I 025 and I 05 5. The largest quantity of coins appears to have 
been introduced into the region at the same time as the process of 
monetization and fiscalization of taxation in Bulgaria entered its final 
phase. 

In the early I O..fOS, the number of Byzantine troops stationed in the 
Lower Danube region appears to have been large enough for han
dling small-scale invasions. In I 043, the survivors of the failed expe
dition sent bv Grand Prince laroslav of Kiev against Constantinople 
attempted to return by Lmd along the western coast of the Black 
Sea. Thev were mtercepted and ddeated at Varna by the Byzantine 
armyY' Two years Lncr, a very large group of Pechenegs approached 

'J'' Lrf(· ,,( .\r Cpil rlrc 1'/riftw,·, ,.,J. by E. S.1rgologm (Brmsek Subsidi.r Hagiograph
icr, l<J(>+). p. ('3· Sec al"' l'. lliaconu .rnd E. St:incscu. "Le commerce tlm·i,ll ct 
m.IritimL' cLlll, l.r rc·gion c·onrpri"' emrc k D.mube ct laMer Noire aux IV e-XIle 
-,iCck'l." in Lrudc.' d'hf.,·roin· llltlririlllc, Jm~_,·cnt£~cs ,w .\/lie C.'on.~n~s illtcntdTitllfdl des s(i
nlt"C.' fli::((lriqucs f'dr /,1 C.'tJ/JllllissitH/ iurcntdti(ll/(dc d'histoirc Jllilfitilllc ,/ /\lt"(,/:·:i(l/1 de Stl/1 

.\Jlc ,·o/l(l,jll<', .\/ll.<((l/1, J6~.!_; ,l(l/{t (rVlthCO\\·: Il. p .. 1 <J70), pp. 2(_)0-2SJ3 

)- S. U,Jra,chL "Un cuptor de .rr' oJlc de 1.! l':icuiul lui So.ne ('L'L'. .d XI-lea) JAn 
elcn·nth-cTntur\· kiln in !'.kuru! hn SoJreJ." scn:·J. \'Ol. 2) (1\!7+), pp. +(>I-+72. 

!' Ccorgc KedrL·nm. Clrrt'llit!c. eeL lA I. Bekker, \'L1l. 11 (Bonn: E. Weber, 1 X,1l)). 

p. ) ~ -~. 
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the Danube frontier under the leadership of a chieftain named Kegen. 
John Skylitzes relates that the Pecheneg leader contacted the military 
commander responsible for the defense of the frontier, who promptly 
dispatched him to Constantinople, where Kegen was baptized and 
given the rank of patrikios and the command of three forts on the 
Danube frontier, most likely in the region of the present-day Balta 
Ialomi~ei, a large island between the Danube and its western arm 
known as BorceaY9 Many of his followers were allowed to settle 
within that region, while others moved further south to Odarci, 
the fort destroyed during the raids of the IOJOS. Throughout the 
eleventh century, most soldiers in the fort garrisons in the Lower 
Danube region appear to have been of Pecheneg origin, as attested 
archaeologically in Garvan (Dinogetia) and Nufaru by such artifacts 
as bone arrow tips, plates of reflex bows, or bone quiver mounts, 
all of which are typical for nomadic warriors in the steppe. Kegen 
appears to have sufficiently trusted his new position of power to harass 
the Pechenegs on the other side of the Danube, which provoked a 
large-scale invasion across the frozen river in the winter of 1046. It is 
perhaps in such circumstances that the main gate of the Byzantine fort 
ofPacuiullui Soare was hastily blocked with architectural and sculp
tural remains of early Byzantine and medieval monuments on the 
site. The last occupation phase in Capidava (south of Har~ova) ended 
at the same time. That the Pechenegs may have been responsible 
for the destruction of Capidava is indicated by a pit of dismembered 
bodies and burnt debris found on the site, which can be dated to 
its last phase of occupation. Only the outbreak of a deadly epidemic 
(perhaps plague) forced the invading Pechenegs to surrender. Tyrach, 
the paramount chief, as well as other leaders under his command 
were taken to Constantinople, where, much like Kegen, they were 
baptized and granted high ranks. However, the other Pecheneg cap
tives were not allowed to settle alongside Kegen's men, but instead 
moved to the province of Bulgaria, in order to serve as guards on 
both sides of the imperial road between Nis and Serdica. Nonethe
less, an attempt to draft them for a campaign against the Seljuks on 
the eastern frontier of the Empire sparked a rebellion in 1 04il, during 

""John Skylitzes, Synopsis historianun, p. 433· For Kcgen\ seal, sec I. lordanov, 
"Pechati na loan Kegen. magistiir i arkhont na l'cchenegii.1 ( 1 oso- 105 I) [Seals 
of john Kegen. magistros and archon of Pechcncgia ( 1 oso- 105 r) J," .\'wnizlll<ltik,l i 
s(ragisrika. no. I (I<J98), pp. ')6-IOT. 
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which those who had been taken with the Byzantine troops into Asia 
Minor returned to the Balkans and settled in the vicinity of Preslav, 
not far from Kegen's Pechenegs, with whom they now joined hands. 
The allied fc)rces crushed a Byzantine army sent against them and 
won a victory over another in the vicinity of Adrianople. To cope 
with the formidable force of the steppe horsemen and with the lack 
of military forces available tor a massive intervention, Emperor Con
stantine IX broke the troops remaining in the eastern Balkans into 
smaller units stationed in torts, from which they were now to launch 
surprise attacks on the Pechenegs. The guerrilla tactics appear to have 
worked to the emperor's advantage, as the Byzantines were able to 
drive the nomads back to the Danube, as f1r as the Iron Gates near 
Vidin. However, the conflict between the newly appomted mili
tary commanders of Bulgaria and of the northeastern region led 
to a complete t~1ilure of Constantine's plans to annihilate the Pech
enegs. Now beaten at their own game, the Byzantine troops barely 
managed to barricade themselves in Preslav, which they had previ
ously conquered tl·om the Pechenegs. An attempt to escape from the 
Pecheneg blockade ended in disaster, with most Byzantine troops 
being massacred. In the end, Constantine IX was forced to allow 
a group of Pechenegs to settle between the Danube and the Stara 
Planina range of mountains, in a region called the ''Hundred Hills." 
At the peace agreed upon in 1053, the Pecheneg leaders received 
many gifts and titles, much like the inhabitants of the cities in the 
Lower Danube region, whose loyalty and support for the Byzantine 
troops had meanwhile become a key element for maintaining con
trol on the Danube frontier. However, the peace had come at a great 
price. A number of other torts in the region were abandoned and life 
seems to have completely ceased on such sites as Krivina near Ruse 
or Car Asen near I )obrich. Further south, the monastic compound 
in the old Bulgarian c1pital at Pliska was abandoned in the mid
eleventh century, a couple of decades afi:er the manors in the Outer 
TmYn. 

An independent command Ill the northe1stern region appeared 
during these years. as attested by several leaden seals ofkatcpans (com
manders) of Paradounavon ("the lands by the Danube''). One of the 
first commanders of the new province was Demetrius Katakalon, 
known t!·om several seals tcmnd in Silistra. 100 In addition to katcp,7ns, 

lordanu\·, J>c,-ildrirc. pp. I +3- I++· 
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the numerous seals found in northeastern Bulgaria and in Dobrudja 
bespeak the presence of army officers and churchmen. Conspicuously 
rare, if not altogether absent, are civilian, especially fiscal officials. 
Unlike Bulgaria, no praitor was ever appointed for Paradounavon. 

Constantine's peace provided only a temporary solution to the 
Pecheneg problem. A joint Pecheneg-Hungarian attack in 1059 was 
met with military resistance from Emperor Isaac, who defeated them 
near Serdica and forced the marauders to demand peace. Five years 
later, the Oghuz invasion crossed the northern Balkans in an attempt 
to reach as quickly as possible the southern regions near Thessalonica 
and in northern Greece. The new invaders were members of a tribal 
confederation related to the Seljuks who had meanwhile attacked 
the eastern regions of Asia Minor. The Oghuz had been allies of the 
Khazars in the 900s, but by the mid-eleventh century they are men
tioned as raiding the southern frontier of Rus'. At about the same 
time, they began threatening the lands of their western neighbors, 
the Pechenegs. In 1064, the Oghuz invasion left a trail of destruction 
throughout Paradounavon, most visible archaeologically in Dino
getia and in Tulcea. The invasion may have also been responsible 
for the end of the small civilian settlement near the present-day city 
of Constan~a. The Oghuz wiped out all military resistance and cap
tured the katepan of Paradounavon and future emperor Nicepho
rus Botaneiates, together with Basil Apokapes, the commander of 
the imperial reinforcements sent to the northern frontier. However, 
another outbreak of epidemic soon began decimating the marauders. 
The survivors were quickly recruited into the Byzantine army, while 
others returned to the lands north of the Danube River. The devasta
tion in the northeastern region of the Balkans does not seem to have 
been very serious, although the Byzantine authorities certainly lost 
control of the area. St. Cyril the Phileote sent a friend to Anchialos, 
on the Black Sea coast, to purchase wheat, an indication that the 
local market had a constant supply from the interior. However, an 
Armenian merchant traveling by land between Derkos in Thrace and 
Varna on the Black Sea coast was ambushed in the mountains and 
killed by brigands.' 0

' 

In order to bring the rebellious Pechenegs into the fold, Emperor 
Constantine X (1059-1067) dispatched a mission of evangelization, 
which began pedonning mass baptisms in the waters of the Danube 

Life o( Sr. C)'ril rhc Plu"/c,,rc. pp. I I 7. I 2(,-I 2 7. 3+3, .md 3) 2-3) 3. See .1ho Stephen
son. Byz,ulfilllll ~' B,li/.:<iu Frouricr. p. l)(J. 
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River. It was perhaps during these years that an archbishop was 
established in Dristra (Silistra), with tive suflragan bishops under his 
jurisdiction, one of whom may have been that of Axiopolis (Hmog, 
near C:ernavod:i). The fi·esco decoration of the episcopal church in 
Dnstra mav also be dated to this period. The small fort church of 
square plan with ,m apsed s1de that \vas found in Dinogetia, as \Wll as 
the triconch church found in I<J54- in Niculitcl during salvage exca
vations, may be of a late elevemh-century date. The relatively large 
number of pectoral crosses, leaden or steatite icons, and medallions 
\Vith images ofsamts that have been t<.mnd on all military sites bespeak 
the presence of Christians in the region. 

But the Pecheneg-; were not the only problem the Byzantine 
administration f1ced in Paradounavon. Shortly after the Oghuz inva
sion, a group of Pechenegs crossed the Danube and joined ranks 
with Tatous (also known as Khales), Sesthlav, and Satzas, the Pech
eneg chieftains who controlled the cities and torts on the Lower 
Danube. Tatous was the lord of Dristra, where a rebellion broke 
Ill 1072 against the decision taken by Emperor Michael VII's chief 
minister, Nikephoritzas, to cut all stipends to the troops of "mixed 
barbarians" stationed on the Danube fi-ontier, as well as the gifts tor 
the Pecheneg leaders. Nestor, the man the emperor sent to settle the 
conflict. was a native of the northern Balkans, but while on mission 
to Paradomuvon, he JOined the rebels led by the Pecheneg chieftain 
Tatous, the lord of Dristra. Nestor brought the combined armies to 
the \valls of Constantinople, threatening to besiege the city unless 
Nikephontz~ls was removed. However, at odds with his Pecheneg 
allies, Nestor soon withdrew north of the Stara Planina. Despite his 
rebellion, there is no indication that contacts between Constantino
ple and the cities on the Lower Danube were interrupted. On the 
contrary, coin series continued without any break on many sites in 
northern Dobrmlp, Ill sharp contrast to the decline of coin series 
on sites in the south, which seem to have been sacked by the rebels. 
Moreover, recent numismatic studies have revealed the existence of 
a mint in Isaccea, \vhich produced cast imitations of coins struck 
tor Emperor-; Michael VII Dubs (10CJ7-I07S) and Nicephorus III 
l3otaneiates (107H-roi\r)."'2 

E. Obcrl:indLT- T.irnml'.lllll ... Un cltl'hl'r moncuire h\Lllltill illCOllllll de Ll 
dcuxic'llll' moiuc· du Xk ,jc·clc d.1m k thc·mc de l',lri,trion ... Rt."SEJ:. \·ol. 2 I 
(l(JSJL pp. 2(ll-2fO. 
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The Pechenegs raided Thrace again in 1077, while offering their 
support to the duke of Dyrrachion, Nicephorus Basilakes, in his 
bid for the imperial throne, only ten years after the duke of Serdica 
(and future emperor Romanus IV Diogenes) had also asked for their 
assistance against Emperor Constantine X. In the 1070s and 108os, 
all major contenders for the Imperial power in the Balkans sought 
the Pecheneg alliance. We have seen that both leaders of the Pauli
cian rebellions, Lekas and Travlos, secured their alliance with the 
steppe horsemen by marrying Pecheneg princesses. It was in bat
tle against the Pechenegs allied with Lekas that the founder of the 
Bachkovo monastery, the Grand Domestic Gregory Pakourianos, 
was killed and his army dispersed. In 1087, the Pechenegs north 
of the Danube organized another invasion, this time in association 
with Cununs and Hungarians under the command of the former 
king ofHungary, Solomon. The Pechenegs crossed into Bulgaria but 
were ambushed in the mountains by a Byzantine army under gen
eral Nicholas Mavrokatakalon. The coordination of the Byzantine 
troops may have had something to do with the intense correspon
dence between military commanders in the Lower Danube region 
and Emperor Alexios, as attested by his seals found on various sites in 
northeastern Bulgaria and Dobrudja. Although the marauders were 
badly mauled and their chieftain, Tzelgu, killed, the survivors did 
not return north of the Danube, but decided to remain on the right 
bank. ' 03 Emperor Alexios Comnenus was forced to make peace with 
them in an attempt to secure temporarily Thrace and Macedonia. 
Soon thereafter, he began a series of energetic campaigns against the 
Pechenegs. In June I087, he sent a fleet to Dristra, and decided to 
cross the Stara Planina and battle the Pechenegs on their own ground. 
On August I, he met with an embassy of I 50 Pechenegs demanding 
peace in exchange for military assistance for the emperor's wars else
where. Alexios took advantage of a solar eclipse announced by court 
astronomers to predict the dimming light and thus terrifY the envoys. 
He then ordered all of them arrested and dispatched them as hostages 
to Constantinople. However, on their way to the capital, the Pech
enegs massacred their guards and escaped back to their abodes. This 
did not deter Alexios from marching upon Dristra, via Pliska, with 
a Pecheneg named Argyros Karatzas as commander of the foreign 

103 Am1J Comnena, Alexiad, vol. 11, pp. ~7-S(); English translation by Sewter. pp. 2 r 7-
218. 
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auxiliaries in the Byz,mtine armv. The -;1ege of Dristra L1iled, as the 
emperor found hi1mdf surrounded by the Pechenegs. As he called 
offthe siege. the lord ofDristra, Tatous, fled north of the Danube, m 
an attempt to gather Cuman assistance agaimt Alcxios. The emperor 
mgaged the enemy t()JTe, but the Pechenegs, moving behind their 
,,·agons, which they employed as mobile fortresses. inflicted a disas
trous defeat on the Byzamines. The Veil of the Virgin, \\·hich Alexios 
h~1d used as his standard, fell into their hands. and the emperor himself 
\vithdrew in a hurry. leaving a great number of prisoners in the hands 
of his enemies. In the meantime, the Cuman reinf()J'Cements that 
Tatous was able to secure began attacking the Pechenegs, \Vho refi.1sed 
to share any of the spoils obtained afi:er the defeat of Akxios · troops. 
In the end. the Pechenegs were beaten, but Alcxios. who had mean
while reached Bcroe (StaLl Zagora, Bulgaria). did not intervene to 
take advantage of the changmg situation. Instead, he tried to ransom 
the captives the Pechenegs still had and appealed to Robert, Count 
of Flanders. for military assistance. During the winter of IOi\7/i\, 
the Pechenegs crossed the mountains illto Thrace and established 
the1r camp ncar Markelbi. not fn· ti·mn present-day Karnobat, on 
the l3lack Sea coast. Fearing a Cuman-Pecheneg alliance. Alexios 
Immediately sued f(w peace and the Pechenegs agreed to a truce. 
which they immediately broke in order to take advantage ofAlex10s' 
notoriom lack of troops and invade Thrace. The emperor oHered 
peace one more time, hopmg that he could keep the barbarians as far 
away tl-om Constantinople as possible. In reply, the Pechenegs massa
cred the elite of the Byzantine army in a surprise attack. Desperate, 
the emperor began recruiting the locals, even peasants with their 
wagon-;, but his troops were besieged by the Pechenegs at <:;::orlu. in 
the himerland of Constantinople. By February I O<) I. the Pechenegs 
\Yere under the walls of the capital, although permanently harassed 
by Alexios' troops in a guerrilla-type warLu·e. To make things worse, 
the Seljuk emir Tzachas, who had meanwhile conquered Chios and 
Mitvlcne in the Aegean Sea, established contact with the Pechenegs 
m order to coordinate attacks f()r a final assault on Constantinople. 
Hmvc\·er, by May of that same year, the Pechenegs had been utterly 
defeated and their numbers seriously diminished. On April 2<), I O<) 1, 

\\·ith the ,1ssistance of .j.O,ooo Cuman horsemen, Alexios obtained a 
major victorv against them at Levumon, not t~u tl·om Ainos. and in 
the afi:ernuth of the battle most prisoners, men. women, and chil
dren. \\·ere killed in a large-scale massacre. Those who did survive 
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were immediately recruited for the Byzantine units that Alexios later 
employed against the crusaders, while others were settled around 
Moglena in Macedonia. Following the battle of Levunion, the sit
uation in Paradounavon appears to have been temporarily stabilized 
as the emperor appointed a new military commander in the person 
of Leo Nikerites. But Paradounavon and the Balkan provinces of the 
Empire now faced a new threat, the Cumans. In 1092, the marauders 
moved swiftly across the Stara Planina with the support of the local 
population. Emperor Alexios, who had established his headquarters 
in Anchialos, attacked the main group of marauders under the com
mand of a chieftain named Kitzes, and his victory brought the other 
Cumans to submission. The emperor sealed the mountain passes and 
either massacred or captured the Cuman forces who had refused to 
submit. 104 

Around I IOO, a number of new forts appeared in Paradounavon, 
while others disappeared. When a double-curtain wall was built 
at Isaccea shortly before I roo, the site had already become the 
most important military and political center on the Lower Danube. 
By contrast, Dinogetia was utterly destroyed by the Cumans and 
remained deserted for some twenty-five years. The occupation 
of the Byzantine site at Nu!aru was also interrupted for a few 
decades, but both Pacuiullui Soare and Preslav were abandoned for 
good. 

PECHENEGS AND CUMANS 

Despite their obsessive preoccupation with the Pechenegs, eleventh
century Byzantine sources rarely inform us about developments north 
of the Danube, as their focus was almost exclusively on the Pech
eneg groups established on Byzantine territory. Nothing is known 
tiom these sources about either the Oghuz or the Cumans, prior to 
their invasions of 1064 and 1078, respectively. Similarly, to the author 
of the Russian Primary Clmmicle writing in the early twelfth cen
tury, the most important event in the eleventh-century history of the 
Pechenegs was the major victory Iaroslav the Wise obtained against 
them near Kiev in 1036. The victory put an end to the Pecheneg 
raids against Rus' and was memorialized, among other things, by 

10+ Anna Comncna. Alcxiad. vol. 11. p. 203: English tr.msLnion by Scwter. p. 301\. 
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the Cathedral of St. Sophia erected on the battlefield site. 105 Prior 
to the battle of Kiev, Iaroslav had extended the line of fortifications 
on the southern border, along the river Ros, to which he moved 
the captives taken during his campaigns into Poland. It is therefore 
possible that the strong force of Pechenegs that besieged Kiev in 
ro36 had come trom the steppe lands in Right Bank Ukraine. At 
any rate, it is most likely trom that region that Iaroslav 's brother, 
Sviatopolk, recruited allies during the power struggle that erupted 
in 1 o 18. at the death of Vladimir, between his many sons. 10

(' That 
the Pechenegs were Sviatopolk 's allies is also confirmed by an early 
thirteenth-century biography of St. Olaf of Norway, which is pre
served in a late f(JUrteenth-century Icelandic manuscript knO\vn as 
Flateyjarb6k. ' 0 ~ The unknown author of the biography mentions 
Vlachs (Bh1/.:uilll'1111) among Sviatopolk's allies, which suggests that 
the Pechenegs in question were those in the steppe lands north of 
the Lower Danube. The existence of Vlachs in that region is also 
confirmed by an eleventh-century rune-stone from the Sjonhem 
cemetery on the isLmd of Gotland in the Baltic Sea. The inscrip
tion conm1emoLltcs a merchant named Rodtos who was traveling 
to Constantinople through the land of the Vlachs (Biabunen), where 
he was robbed of his belongings and killed. 10x In both cases, the 
Vlachs in question arc clearly north, not south of the river Danube, 

Rus.'!,/11 J'ri111>1r)' Chi'<>lli(/c A.\1 r~5-P-h5++- English tramLnion b\' HJzzard Crms 
,md Shcrbo\\'itz- Wctzor, pp. I J(>- I 3 7- Sec Martin, .\Iedici',Ji Russi11, p. +~-

!'1' Svi,ttopolk had fkd to the Pechenq~"~· \vhen attJckcd by laroslav in rorS. See 
Rwsim1 l'rilll<ll')' Chronicle .-1.\I (>5-P-(>5++- English tnnsL!tion lw H,1zurd Cross 
,md Slwrbo\\ itz- Wctzor. p. I 3 2. 

Hirq:i•"/")/.:. cd. hv V. ( ;m1hr.mdur .md C R. Unger. vol. II (C:hristi.mi,L P T. 
Mailing. I Kh2), p. I 2(1. 

S. B. F. J.m"on .md L Wc"cn, ( ;or/,111ds I'IIIIiw/.:rif;cr, \·ol. 1 (Stockholm: Almq\'ist 
and Wiksc!L 1<;{12). pp. 2(>J-2(1K. For .111 English transL!tion of the inscription 
and a bnef coinmenLiry. sc'L' E. Piltz, "V,lrangi.m companie' tor long di,t.mce 
tLlck: .JSpect> of interchange bet\\cen Scandina\·iJ. Rus' .md B\'ZJntium in the 
1Ith-I2th ll'Iltllril''-.," 111 ny::(lllfilllll (/1/d Isfmn ill Scmulil!tl!'ia. "-lets t!(,l S)'llljJOSilflll 

>11 [ ·1'1'-"'''" [ ·1/II'<TSlf)', _lnn1' 15-16 199(>, ed. by E. Piltz (jomered: P Astroms Forlag, 
1 <J'JS). pp. So-S(). Sec' .II'<> !3. S,J\\·wr. The l'i/.:iny .-lgc Runc-Sroncs. Cusf0/11 >IIIII 

C,'llllll<'lll<'l'•111<111 in Lnly .\lcdic''"' .\(,illdiii,IJ'i,l (Oxford and Ne\\' York: Oxtord 
Uni\'ersitv Press, 2000), p. )(1. For Vl.1chs north of the Danube mentioned in 
Nor~c \ourcc'>. ">l'l' A. Annbru'ltL'r. [)cr DoJI,W-Kill'jliUCIIIWI/11 in dcu 111ittcl- und 
u·csrcurl1J',ii.1t'ht'l1 (jucflcn de.~· 10.-16. Jdu-lnln,/crts. Eiue hishnio.~nlphi.~·du· !mtJgoh;~ic. 
(Cologne .1nd VicnJu: Biihl.Iu, I'J'JOJ, pp. _q-_l(i. 
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although the exact region in which Rodfos encountered them cannot 
be established with any precision. 

It is perhaps during this period of time that most, albeit not all, 
sites south and east of the Carpathian Mountains were deserted. By 
IO 50, the sites that had flourished during the tenth century in the 
region of the Kabul, lalpukh, and Katlabukh Lakes had already been 
abandoned. At the opposite end of the Danube frontier of the Byzan
tine Empire, a recent analysis of the ceramic remains found during 
excavations in Or~ova, in the Iron Gates region, has revealed the pos
sibility of a brief occupation of the site in the early eleventh century, 
perhaps in association with the Byzantine presence on the opposite 
bank of the Danube, between Branicevo and Vidin. No evidence 
exists, however, that the occupation continued into the second half 
of the eleventh century. ro9 

The region north of the Lower Danube was probably the main 
area of confrontation between Kegen and Tyrach, the two Pecheneg 
chieftains responsible for the massive migration of the Pechenegs 
to the Balkans. The fact that the intention of Tyrach, who led the 
Pecheneg invasion of 1046/7, was to settle in the Balkans together 
with his warriors has led to speculations about the possibility that 
shortly before the middle of the century the Oghuz had already 
made their presence felt in the steppe lands between the Dnieper 
and the Danube. In fact, according to John Skylitzes, it is Kegen's 
military achievements in confrontations with the Oghuz that elevated 
his status among his fellow Pechenegs. By contrast, although having 
at his disposal a much greater number of warriors, Tyrach does not 
seem to have been terribly successful against the Oghuz. Fearing 
that Kegen's military prowess would eventually undermine his own 
position of power, Tyrach made an attempt to assassinate his rival, 
who managed to flee into the marshy region on the right bank of 
the Dnieper. 11° From there he mobilized the Pecheneg warriors of 
two clans (Belermanis and Pagumanis) and attacked Tyrach. Defeated 
in the frrst encounter, Kegen decided to cross the Danube into the 
Byzantine Empire together with his followers. That Kegen had on his 

Joy C. Cosma, "Ceramica prefeudala ji feudala timpurie de la Orjova [Early medieval 
and medieval pottery from Orjova]," f:.'phcmcris }\;,tpocensis, val. 2 ( r 1)~)2), pp. 23 I-
235· 

110 John Skylitzes, Syllopsis historiarum. pp. 45 s-4so: Kedrenos, Chrot~icle, vol. II, 
p. 582. For Skylitzes' account as a Byzantine interpretation of a Pecheneg source, 
see Malamut, "l'image byzantine des Petchenegues," p. 1 IH. 
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side two clans, while Tyrach ruled over eleven other rival clans, speaks 
volumes about the dramatic political transformations taking place 
among the steppe nomads since the days of Emperor Constantine 
VII Porphyrogenitus (see chapter 4). It is hard, if not impossible, 
to locate the main concentration of Pecheneg forces under Tyrach's 
control, but all sources pertaining to the eleventh-century history 
of the Pechenegs appear to support the idea that after c. woo, the 
Pecheneg power center shifted to the Lower Danube region. Tyrach 
may not have ruled over all Pechenegs, but in the I 040s he seems 
to have come very close to establishing a unified polity stretching 
from the Lmver Danube into the steppes north of the Black Sea. 
It is notoriously difficult to assign precise dates to eleventh-century 
horseman burials found in the region. However, those that have been 
dated \Vith some degree of certainty to the first half of that century 
appear to cluster in the region of the Lower Dniester River around 
Tiraspol (Republic of Moldova). A second cluster has been identifted 
in the Lower Danube region and may represent the power-center shift 
taking place during the confrontation between Tyrach and Kegen. 
However, it would be a mistake to imagine the former's position as 
anything similar to a f(xm of centralized pmver, for not all Pechenegs 
hostile to Kegen eventually f(Jllowed Tyrach in his campaign south 
of the Danube River. 

While Kegen and Tyrach were fighting over power within the 
Pecheneg polity, the Oghuz had already begun raiding the southern 
regions of Rus' that are now in Right Bank Ukraine. I 1 

I According 
to the Rwsian Pri111ary Chronicle, in 1060 the sons of Iaroslav the 
Wise who ruled in Kiev, C:hernigov, and Pereiaslavl', respectively, 
together \vith the prince of Polock, organized a massive expedition 
"by horse and ship" against the "Torks." The chronicler relates how, 
fearing the approach of the Rus', the nomads fled "and are fleeing 
even to this day."' 12 Shortly afi:er 1000, the Oghuz moved into the 
steppe north of the Danube River and then burst into the Empire 
in 1004. It has been suggested that the Rus' expedition had caused 
the Oghuz migration westwards, but equally significant must have 

Thev were most likely the "Torks" tlut Vsevolod, one of Iaros!dv the Wise's 
som ruling in l'erei.Islavl'. is said to have .Jttacked in the winter of IO)). Sec 
R11ssian l'ri111ary Chronit!c. A.\1 (•)62. English translation bv Hazzard Cross and 
Sherbowitz-Wetzor, p. 143 

',. R11.<si,111 l'rilll<ll")' Chronit!c . . \M (>)hK. English trans!dtion by Hazzard Cross and 
Sherbowitz-Wetzor, p. I43. 
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been the approach of the Cumans from the east. The twelfth-century 
Armenian chronicler Matthew of Edessa describes how in 1050 or 
ro 5 r the "snake-people" marched into the land of the "Yellow men" 
(the Armenian name for Cumans) smashing and forcing them to 
move against the Oghuz and the Pechenegs. 113 In the mid-eleventh 
century, the Cumans made their first appearance on the southern 
frontier of Rus', but seem to have reached the Lower Danube only 
after the departure of the Oghuz and their failed invasion of 1064. 
However, by !070 the Cumans certainly controlled the entire steppe 
corridor north of the Black and Caspian Seas, a region hence known 
as "the steppe of the Cumans." 

An effective presence of the Cumans on the Danube frontier of the 
Byzantine Empire can thus be dated shortly before 1 07H, the date of 
their first known raid into the Balkans. The oldest Turkish chronicle, 
the Q',{l1llz-name, which is preserved in a copy incorporated into a 
seventeenth-century text, relates that Kipchak, the eponymous hero 
of the Cumans, had defeated many nations, including the Vlachs 
(Ulaq), no doubt those previously mentioned in Norse sources. 1 

q 

During the relatively short period between the failed expedition 
of the Oghuz and the arrival of the Cumans, the region north of 
the Lower Danube seems to have remained under the control of 
those Pechenegs who did not accompany Tyrach in 1046/7. That 
Tyrach's migration southwards across the Danube still left a consider
able military force behind may explain the Pecheneg raid of 1 o68 into 
Transylvania. The steppe warriors were led by a chieftain named Osul, 
whom King Solomon and Duke Geza eventually defeated in battle at 
Chiralq. Less than twenty years later, the main threat on the eastern 
frontier of the Hungarian kingdom were the Cumans. 115 In ro85/6 

" 3 Matthnv ofEdcssa. Chronicle. cd. bv E. Dulaurier (Paris: A. Durand, I RsH), p. 8y: 
English translation from Paloczi-Horv:.th, PechciJ(~s. C'Jil/lillls, !asians, p. 31J. The 
identity of the "snake-people'' has been much debated, without my satis!Jctory 
solution being offered. It is clear, however, that Matthew had in mind a chain 
reaction. which is the favorite historiographic meuphor for describing the "last 
wave of migrations" in Eastern Europe. 

1
'" Eblilgazi Bahadir H;m, Histoirc des .\Ioxols ct des J;u,ncs, cd. bv D. Desnuisons, ,·ol. 

n (St. Petersburg: lmprimerie de I' Academic Imperiale des Sciences. I 874), p. I<). 

That the mention of the Vlachs can be dated to the time of the first recension of 
the O.~llllz-n,unc has been disputed. See N. Beldicc.mu, "Sum Valahii aminti~i in 
Oguzname0 [Are the Vlachs mentioned in the 0~/111.:--11<1111<'0 ]," Hulctinul Bil>liotcoi 
Romanc, vol. 12 (I985), pp. 2H7-2y2. 

1 1
' Spinei. [ 7timclc Pal uri m(~mtoarc, pp. I 34-1 3 5. 
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and again in I O<) I I 2, the Cumans invadt'd Hungary, re1ching as L1r as 

Timi~oara bef(wt' being defeated by King Ladislas. By IO<)O, the power 

of the Cumans was well t'Stablished in the Lower Danube region and 

important enough t<.w the Pecheneg lord of Dristra, Tatous, to ask 

tor Cuman militarv assistance agamst Emperor Alexios I Comnenus. 

It has been suggested that the Cumans may have intended to expand 

into Dobrudja and northeastern Bulgaria. which may explain the 

emperor's circumspection vis-~1-vis Cumans during the following fe\v 

years. despite the gn)\\·ing hostility of the Cumans agaimt the Pech

enegs. On the other hand, the Cumans who invaded Paradounavon 

in I O()..J. \vere cert:nnly not those recently established on the north

ern bank of the river Danube, but f(.)llowers of T ugorkan, a man 

mt'ntioned several times IIl the Russian Prinwry Clzroniclc as one of 

the Cuman chieftains in the Lm\·er Dnieper region. Together with 

Tugorkan, another C:uman chicti:ain named Bomak oflered his assis

tance to Emperor Alcxios I Comnenus against the Pecht'negs. Both 

participated in the battle at Lenmwn, and led <l raid through Hun

gary and Tranwlvania on their \vay back to the steppe north of the 

Lmver Danube. 
A number of dramatic changes in the material culture ofloc1l com

munities took place ,,·ithin a relati\·ely short period oftiml' bet\\.et'n 

c. IO)O and c. I ol)o. Thl'se changes are believed to be responsibk tor 

what has been dubbed the '"Raducaneni culture." Wht'n compared 

to sites of the previous period (ninth to early eleventh century). the 

distribution of deventh- to thirteenth-centurv settlements in Mol

davia and the Republic of Moldova shows that in the late eleventh 

century there ,,·as a s1gnitlcant shift in population away trom the 

steppe corndor in the vicinity of the Danube:' and into the densely 

forested area of the Central Moldavi:m Platem, on both sides of 

the middle course of the river Prut. These were villages of agri

culturists, not temporarv camp sites of nomadic pastoralists. Many 

of thl'm were occupied t(x ahn<)<;t a century and some have pro

duced agncultural implements. To the same conclusion point the 

charred -;eeds ofspelt, ryl', and whl'at that were tound in Poharniceni

Petruha, or of millet t(Hmd in Hansel and Molqti (all three sites in 

the Republic of Moldova). 1 1 1
' None of the sites in Molda\'ia \Yas 

'" I. TL'lltJuc. ]','1'"/,,r;,, di11 .\f,,fdc>l'<l t<'lllr<II,/ t11 _,,.,-,,fclc .\/-.\I/1 I The Ekwmh- to 

Thirteemh-( :,·,Jtury l'upuLJtJOll uf ( :cmLd Mol,Ll\·i,l] (Ll)i: Hehm, 1 '!'!(,). p. 6o. 
For till' i{..'Jduc.'lm·nl cultur,·. ;c'L' Spinel. .\/,,/do~l'/<1. pp. (>_1-(q. 
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fortified. However, recent archaeological excavations in Dridu, a 
site in the steppe-like lowlands of southern Romania known as the 
Riragan, have brought to light the existence of earthworks not dif
ferent in layout and size from those surrounding the contemporary 
village ofMrsunjski Lug in Slavonia. Only a few cemeteries have been 
excavated within the area of the "Raducaneni culture," the largest 
of which is Hansca-Limbari (Republic of Moldova) with 1 o8 burials 
dated to the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Much like in Hansca
Capraria, at Limbari archaeologists found several pits without human 
remains, but with complete skeletons of domestic animals (a sheep, 
a pig, and two horses). Grave goods were rare (82 out of 108 burials 
had no grave goods at all), mostly ceramic pots and spindle whorls, as 
well as knives, belt buckles and mounts, buttons, and earrings. Five 
burials contained skeletons with an orientation conspicuously ditier
ent from that of all other graves within the cemetery. They produced 
the only weapons and stirrups found on site, an indication of a later 
date (twelfth or early thirteenth century), but also of the influence of 
nomadic lifestyles. Further conclusions about links to the culture of 
the nomads have been drawn on the basis of the forensic examina
tion of several skulls of skeletons found in the cemetery, both male 
and female. Several of them appear to have been ritually trepanned 
after death, a practice also attested on tenth-century burial sites in 
Hungary. 117 

That the population of eleventh-century Moldavia did not live 
in isolation is also shown by finds of Byzantine glazed ware pro
duced in Constantinople. At Hansca, for example, the ceramic assem
blage of practically every sunken-featured building in the eleventh
to thirteenth-century settlement included a few fragments of glazed 
ware. But clay cauldrons represent the most frequent class of ceramic 
vessels found on Raducaneni sites and one that was certainly pro
duced locally. On the other hand, contacts with the Byzantine 
provinces in the Balkans are documented by finds ofpectoral crosses, 
very similar to those identified on military sites in Dobrudja, as 
well as of amphorae that may have carried wine or olive oil. 
Equally significant is the relatively large number of eleventh-century 

'' 7 I. G. H<1ncu, Limhar'. SrednePekOI'yi 11/ogi/',ik XII-XH"1•ckou u Jfo/dduii [Limbari. 
A Twelfi:h- to Fourteenth-Century Cemetery in Moldova] (Kishinew: Shtiinca. 
1970). 
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Uvzantine cmns, both copper and gold, that have been t(mnd in 
the Lower I )anubc region. It ha-; been noted that the coin tlnds in 
the steppe basically tcJ!low the fluctuations of the monetary market 
in Dobrudja, but a cardi.1l examination of their distribution indi
Cltes a contrast between coim struck betore and after c. roso. Spec
imens of the first half of the eleventh century appear in Oltenia, 
on both sides of the nver Olt, \vhile wry te\v coins minted after 

c. 1 oso havl" been tcJUnd in that region. By contrast, late eleventh
century coim haw been tc1und in some quantity m the Baragan, 
,1 region tl·mn \vhich no coins of the first half of the century are 
knmvn. Nonetheless, cmm tl·01n both periods appear in two clus
ters of tine!-; in the Central Molda,·ian Plateau and around the lake-; 
Kabul, K~1tlahukh, and Ialpukh. The absence fi·om the latter region 
oLmy settlement -;itcs that could be sately dated to the second half of 
the dcwnth century sugge-;ts that responsible tor the presence of at 
least some of the Byzantine coins found north of the Lower Danube 
\vere the nomads. However, no burial assemblage in the region has 
so fu· produced any eleventh-century Byzantine coins. It is there

tore notoriously difFicult to separate early tromlate eleventh-century 
assemblages. Archaeologists tend to date relatively earlier male buri
als with a west-cast orientation, which contain horse body· parts, 
and vic\\ as comparatin:ly later those burials that display a typi
cal cast-west oncntation and include whole horse skeletons. Others 
ha,·e noted -;ignitlcmt differences in weaponry, \Vith straight short 
blades t(w the earlier. and long curved sabers for the later group, 
I-espectiwly. M,my bunals of the later group have been found in 
those lo,vland arc,Js tl·om which the native population seems to have 
been removed after the middle of the eleventh century. However, 
it is important to note that there are no significant diHerences in 
grave goods either bet\veen the t\VO groups or bet\veen burials of 
the -;amc group. There is a sharp contrast between the rich gra\·e 
goods deposited with both male and female skeletom in the Pecheneg 
cemetery in Od:irci and the modest meam of the steppe horsemen 
buried north of the Lower D~mube during the eleventh century. 
It ha-, been -;uggested that the Llrge amounts of low value coinage 
injected into Dobrudja and the neighboring regions of the Empire 
were meant to t~Kiliutc the access of the nomads to commodities of 
Bvzantinc origin that may have been available on local markets, and 
that the Pechenegs were ultimately "bought" before being deteated in 
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battle. I I 
8 In fact, the existing evidence indicates that, while some of 

Kegen and Tyrach's Pechenegs may have succeeded in accumulating 
considerable power and wealth, very little, if anything, was redis
tributed among the nomads remaining north of the Lower Danube. 

,,s Stephenson, Byzantium:, Balkan Frontier, pp. 114-116. See also P. Stephenson, 
"The Byzantine frontier at the Lower Danube in the late tenth and eleventh 
centuries," in Fro111iers in Questitm. Eurasia11 Border/awls, 70<r-1700, ed. by D. Power 
and N. Standen (New York: St. Martin's Press, Il)'JlJ), pp. 8o-Io4. 
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THE SECOND BYZANTINE CENTURY 
(1 I00-1200) 

Throughout the twelfth century, the steppe corridor between the 
Dnieper and the Danube remained under the control of the Cumans, 
as part of what Arab and Persian sources called Desht-i Kipchak, the 
"Cuman Desert."' Given the absence of any twelfth-century source 
for the history of the medieval steppe lands similar to Constantine 
VII Porphyrogenitus' De administrando imperio, the exact disposition 
and names of the Cuman tribes remain unknown. However, judging 
from the many references to Polovcians (Russian term for Cumans) 

in the Russian Primary Chronicle, by r roo or shortly after that, the 
power in the "Cuman Desert" was in the hands of Cuman chieftains 

in Right Bank Ukraine. Two of them, Boniak and Togorkan, had 
offered their military assistance to Emperor Alexios I Comnenus in 
the war against the Pechenegs. Boniak also led a raid against Hungary, 
which destroyed in I099 a Hungarian army under King Coloman 
near Przemysl, at that time in the western lands of the Rus' principal
ity of Galicia. However, during the twelfth century, the Cuman tribes 
in Right and Left Bank Ukraine, respectively, ceased to be under a 
single leadership and, as a consequence, the Rus' princes ofKiev were 

capable of driving a wedge at the line of the Dnieper River. Writing 

' Coined in the eleventh century by the Persian poet Nasir Khusraw, the phrase 

remained in me in the lsLunic world long after the Cumans had been conquered 

bv the Mongols and completely disappeared !rom written sources. See Abd-Allah 
ibn-Rizvan, L1 chro11iq11e des steppes Kiptclwk Tevarih-i Ddt-i Qipcak d11 X VIle sihle 

(111ss. lst<Jilbul, 1i>pkapi Samyi 13. 289), ed. by A. Zajaczkowski (Warsaw: Panstwowe 

Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1()61l), p. 13. 
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in the mid-I roos at the court of the Norman king of Sicily, the 
Arab geographer al-Idrisi knew that the Dnieper separated the "Black 
Cumans" from the "White Cumans," but that division illustrates less 
the true political fragmentation of Cuman power than Idrisi's schol
arly approach. 2 

Shortly after Boniak's raid against Hungary, the Cumans made 
their presence visible in the Lower Danube region. In I I I 4, they 
crossed the Danube and devastated the hinterland of Vidin, before 
being defeated by Emperor Alexios, and pursued through the region 
north of the Danube River. Niketas Choniates mentions an invasion 
of the "Scythians" into Thrace, but according to Michael the Syrian, 
the marauders were Cumans. 3 Emperor John II Comnenus opened 
negotiations with some of the chiefs, only to make the marauders 
believe that he was ready to make concessions. The Byzantine troops 
attacked the "Scythians" by surprise near Stara Zagora (Bulgaria), but 
the nomads circled their wagons to fight behind them "as though they 
were walls." However, the Varangian Guard broke through the ram
part and "the wagon folk fell by the thousands." Following the defeat, 
many "Scythians" were settled "in the villages along the western bor
ders of the Roman empire," most likely along the Byzantine frontier 
with Hungary. 4 Others were recruited as soldiers for the auxiliary 
troops in Byzantine service. It is possible that the invasion of I 122 

was the result of the I 121 expulsion from Rus' of the remnants of 
the Oghuz and the Pechenegs. 5 This would certainly explain why 
following his success against the invaders, Emperor John II Comnenus 

2 Geographic d'Edrisi, ed. by P-A. Jaubert, vol. 11 (Paris: lmprimerie royale, rH40). 
pp. 40o-4o r. Hungarian chronicles appear to place the Black Cumans in the steppes 
north of the Black Sea and east of the Carpathian Mountains. These may also be the 
abodes of the so-called "savage Cumans" mentioned in the Russian chronicles. See 
Spinei, Ultimcle ual11ri m(qrato,lrc, pp. 125-126; P. B. Golden, "The l'oloucii Dikii," 
Harvard Ukrai11im1 Studies, vols. 3-4 (I\17l)-I\)80), 296-30<). 

3 According to Choniates' History, the invasion took place "in the fifth year of John 
[II Comnenus'] reign," that is in either I 122 or r 123. See Niketas Choniates, 
Historia. ed. by J. L. van Dieten (Berlin and New York: De Gruyter, 1975), pp. 2o-
23; English translation by H. J. Magoulias (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 
I984), p. IO. For the marauders as Cumans, see Michael the Syrian, Clmlllicvll, ed. by 

J. B. Chabot (Paris: Ernest Leroux, I Hl)l); reprint Brussels: Culture et Civilisation. 
!963), p. 206. 

-1 Choniates, Historia, English translation by Magoulias, pp. I o-11. 
5 lpat'cuskaia lctopis', ed. by A. A. Shakhmatov (St. Petersburg: Tipografiia M. A. 

Aleksandrova, 190R), p. 8; English translation in L. L. Heinrich, "The Kievan 
Chronicle: a translation and commenury," Ph.D. dissertation, Vanderbilt Univer
sity (Nashville. 1978), p. 3-
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is said to have instituted a new feast in Constantinople known as the 
"festival of the Patzinaks" (Pechenegs). If there were indeed Pech
enegs among the marauders of I 122 or I I 2 3, then that was their last 
notable action, for the Pechenegs disappear from the radar of written 
sources during the second half of the twelfth century. They were men
tioned for the last time in relation to events in Rus' in I r 69 and appear 
only episodically in the Balkans as auxiliary troops in Byzantine 
service attacking or escorting the crusading armies from the West. 

The Byzantines seem to have kept the Danube line under firm 
control, as indicated by the use of ships entering from the Black 
Sea through the Delta in both I I27 and r r 56, during the conflicts 
with the Hungarians. However, in both cases, the mission of the 
imperial fleet was to support the land troops engaged in specific 
campaign operations, not to patrol the Danube in order to prevent 
its crossing by enemies coming from the other side. No fleet pre
vented the Cumans returning to the Lower Danube in 1 148, although 
the emperor "directed ships to be brought from Byzantium to the 
Danube through Anchialos."0 Like his grandfather Alexios before 
him, Emperor Manuel Comnenus led a bold counter-attack across 
the river. John Kinnamos describes the swift progress of the Byzantine 
cavalry troops moving against the nomads, as the Byzantines reached 
the camp of the nomad warriors in the vicinity of a mountain called 
Tenu Ormon, "which extends to the boundaries of Russia. " 7 In 
the ensuing battle, the Byzantines had the upper hand and man
aged to capture a Cuman chieftain named Lazarus, "a man who had 
attained the highest degree of valor and was respected by the chiefs 
among them. "s Given that while chasing the Cumans across what is 

'' John Kinnamos, The Deeds o(Jolill and .'vfmlllcl Co111netn<s, eel. by A. Meinecke 
(Bonn: E. Weber. 1836), p. 95: English trans!Jtion by Ch. M. Brand (New York: 
Colnmbia Universiry Press, I<J7o). p. 70. 

7 John Kinnamos, Deeds, English translation by Brand, p. 78. "Tenu Ormon" is a 
place name of undoubtedly Turkic origin. In an attempt to locate the area in which 
the Byzantine troops operated in I I48, some have compared Term Ormon with 
Teleorman, the name of equally Turkic origin ("wild woodland") of an admin
istrative district in southern Romania on the left bank of the Danube. See P ~t. 
Nasturel, "A propos du Tenou Ormon (Teleorman) de Kinnamos," in Gcogmph
ica Byzanrina, ed. by H. Ahrweiller (Paris: Centre de Recherches d'Histoire et 
Civilisation Byzantines, I 98 I). pp. HI-() 1. However. there ,lre no mount,tim in 
Teleorman, and no !Jrge nas·igable rivers in that region of Romania. 

5 John Kinnamos, Deeds. English translation by Brand, p. 7'J. Laurm may have been 
a paramount chief of all Cuman warriors. but his position was that of a pri11111s inrcr 
p<1res. for Kinnamos explicitly refers to several chieftains participating in the raid 
ss-ho were defeated by Manuel's counter-strike. 
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now southern Romania, the Byzantines had to cross two navigable 
rivers by rafi:s, Manuel's counter-attack must have targeted a region 
in southern Moldavia or eastern Walachia, in which case the two 
rivers in question may be the Ialomita and the Siret. If so, then this 
was the first time since the days ofEmperor Maurice (582-602) that 
a Byzantine army had moved so deeply into the territory north of 
the Danube River. It remains unclear whether or not the reason for 
this attack was to strike at the heart of the Cuman settlement area 
in the vicinity of the Lower Danube. No settlements are mentioned 
in Kinnamos' account, which refers exclusively to warriors who had 
apparently come from afar. How far from the Danube was the Cuman 
settlement area remains equally unclear. In any case, the main concen
tration of forces may not have been too far, given that just two years 
after Manuel's raid into the region north of the river, the Cumans 
returned and attacked the forts in the Lower Danube region. This 
time, they managed to defeat the army sent against them, but once 
again the emperor dispatched troops on the other side of the river. 
He must have learned by now that the main Cuman forces were far 
from the Danube, for he sent a fleet into the region north of the Sea 
of Azov to attack the nomads in their own homeland. It is perhaps 
from this region that the Cumans launched another raid at some point 
after I I 50, only to withdraw as soon as Manuel moved against them. 
In I I 59, a candidate to the Galician throne, I van Rostislavich, "went 
to the steppe to the Polovcians (Cumans) and, having gone with the 
Polovcians, halted in the cities around the area of the Danube river." 
Before his attack on Galicia was repelled by Iaroslav Osmomysl', Ivan 
is said to have attacked "two ships and taken many goods in them, 
and did harm to the Galician fishermen," a detail suggesting that the 
Galician influence may have extended as far as southern MoldaviaY 
On the other hand, the I I oos witnessed a sudden increase in the 
number of strongholds in Bukovina, which suggests that the military 
trontier of Galicia was on the upper courses of the Dniester and Prut 

') !pat 'cusk,li<l lctopis '. p. +<.n: English trans!dtion by Heinrich, pp. 23 5-236. The 
i"ue of the southern tronticrs of Galicia is a controversi.1l one. The old idea of 
a Galician control of Moldavia .md Moldova during the twelfth centurv, all the 
way to the Lower Danube. has by now been rejected. See E. Frances, "Les rela
tions russo-byzantincs au Xlle sieclc et Ia domination de Galicie au Bas-Danube." 
By::<llltinosf,H•ica. vol. 20 (It.JS<J). pp. so-()2; N. F. Kotli,lr, ''Galician-Volhynian Rus' 
and Bvzantium in the twelfth-thirteenth centuries: re.1l and imaginary relations." 
in .~as. Xl'lllth lntcnwrio11,d Co11gre.<s ,,( By.:a11ti11c Studies. Selected Papers, cd. by 
I. Sevi·enko. C. C. Litanin .. md W. K. Hanak. vol. I (Shepherdstown: Byzantine 
Studies Pres;, !<;<;(>), pp. 31<;-32(1. 
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Rivers. However, many of the strongholds excavated in Bukovina 
were not just military outposts, but also centers of production for a 
variety of artifacts, ranging from pottery to weapons, horse gear, and 
even pectoral crosses. Such crosses, some with Cyrillic inscriptions, 
began to appear in relatively large numbers on sites in the region 
of the Central Moldavian Plateau, on both sides of the river Prut, 
during the last decades of the twelfth century. 

There is no mention of Cumans during the I !60s, when both 
Andronicus, the emperor's rebellious cousin, and Manuel's troops are 
known to have moved at ease in the region north of the Danube. In 
I I64, Andronicus had just escaped from prison and was on his way to 
the court of the Rus' prince of Galicia, Iaroslav Osmomysl' (I I 53-
I I 87). However, after crossing the Danube, he was intercepted not 
by Cumans, but by Vlachs, who "had heard rumors of his escape." 
As Andronicus is specifically said to have reached the borders of 
Galicia, the Vlachs in question may have been located somewhere in 
present-day Moldavia. 10 Two years later, Emperor Manuel launched 
a combined attack on Hungary, with an expeditionary corps cross
ing the Danube from "the regions near the so-called Euxine Sea" 
(Dobrudja) in order to reach Transylvania through the passes across 
the Transylvanian Alps. The corps led by Leo Vatatzes is said to 
have included a large number of Vlach recruits, most likely from the 
eastern regions of the Balkans. 11 But the Byzantine forces encoun
tered no Cuman warriors on their way to and from Transylvania. 
A second expedition led by John Dukas attacked from "someplace 
higher up the Hungarians who live near Russia." Unlike Leo Vatatzes, 
who seems to have moved from Dobrudja across the mountains into 
Transylvania (perhaps along the Buzau valley and through the I3uzau 
pass), Dukas' troops first marched along one of the main rivers in 

1° Choniates, Historia. p. 171; English tr.1nslation by Magoulias, p. 74· The VLlchs 
returned Andronicus to the emperor, perhaps in exchange for a h,mdsome retri
bution for their services. For this episode, see Spinei, .\lo/d,ll'ill. p. 5!i. 

11 John Kinnamos. Deeds, p. 260; English translation by Brand, p. 1 ')). See P ~t. 
Nasturel, ''Valaques, Coumans et Byzantins SOLIS le rcgne de Manuel Comnene," 
Byzanti1w, vol. 1 (r96y), pp. 167-r86. It may be that one re,1son tor the noticeable 
number of Vlach recruits was the need to rely on their ability to communicate 
with other Vlachs that may have lived within the region north of the Danube 
River or in Transylvania. Sec G. G. Liuvrin, "VIakhi vizantiiskikh istochnikov 
X-XIIJ vv. [The Vlachs of the Byzantine sources, tenth to thirteenth century]." 
in fi(RO- Vostocl111aia lil'ropa I' srcd11ic I'CR•l. Sbomik stlltci, cd. by I. S. Grosul. vol. 1 
(Kishinew: Shtiinca. 1<)72). p. 102. 
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Moldavia (perhaps Siret), before crossing the Carpathians through 
some other, more northerly pass, possibly Oituz. Before entering 
Transylvania, the Byzantine troops "passed through some wearisome 
and rugged regions," "a land entirely bereft of men." 12 Again, there 
is no mention of a Cuman presence in the region. 

Nevertheless, there were many Cumans north of the Danube dur
ing the last two decades of the century, as when attacked by Emperor 
Isaac in I I So, the two Vlach rebels, Peter and Asen, fled across the 
Danube into Walachia, only to return with Cuman military assis
tance. In I I<)<), both Vlachs and Cumans are mentioned crossing the 
Danube from north to south in order to plunder Thrace.' 3 In I 200, 

another Cuman raid led to the destruction of Dinogetia. Against 
the Cumans, emperor Alexios III asked for assistance from Roman 
Mstislavich ofVolhynia. The Volhynian prince had meanwhile incor
porated Galicia into his realm and was eager to respond to Alexios' 
request. He attacked the Cumans twice, first in I20I/2 and then in 
1203/4, before being himself attacked by the deposed Kievan prince 
Riurik Rostislavich and his Cuman allies, the chieftains Katen and 
Somogur. 14 When Roman died while campaigning in Poland, his 
successors were unable to maintain a Volhynian hold on the south
western part of Galicia, which was occupied by Andrew II ofHungary 
in 1205, when he assumed the title of "King of Galicia and 
Lodomeria." Although initially no more than assistance for one of 
the candidates to the Galician throne, the Hungarian king's action 
in fact opened the first phase of the thirteenth-century Hungarian 
expansion across the Carpathian Mountains. To control access to 
Transylvania from the lands neighboring the southernmost Galician 
territories, the Hungarians built a fort at Batca Doamnei (near Piatra 
Neamt, Romania) on the Bistrita River. Coins struck for the late 
twelfth-century Hungarian kings have been found on that site, as 
well as within the more northerly stronghold at Lenkyvcy (near 
Chernyvcy, Ukraine) on the Upper Prut River, where a Hungarian 
garrison may have been established shortly afi:er I 20 5. 

12 John Kinnamos, Deeds, p. 2{Jl; English translation by Brand, p. I 96. 
' 3 Choniates, Hisrori£1, p. 663; English translation by Magoulias, p. 275. The Vlachs 

in question were certainly !rom the region north of the river, not Balkan Vlachs. 
'" Choniates, Hisroricl, p. (>'J I; English translation by Magoulias, p. 287. Roman 

had occupied Kiev in 1 1 'J'J and had battled the Cumans both as allies of Riurik 
Rostisbvich and as traditional enemies ofKiev. See Martin, .ifediel'al Russia, p. r I'J. 
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On the other hand, the archaeological evidence suggests that in 
the r IOOs many settlements in what is now southern and eastern 
Romania, as well as Moldova, diminished in size or altogether disap
peared. At Hansca, out of fifty-five huts excavated, only fifteen have 
been dated on the basis of the associated artifacts to the twelfth or 
early thirteenth century. 15 No twelfth-century settlements have so 
far been found in the steppe lands in eastern Walachia and north of 
the Danube Delta. Moreover, it has been suggested that the presence 
of the Cumans in the steppe corridor may have caused the abandon
ment of some of the settlements that had previously existed on the 
border between the steppe and the forest-steppe belts in the Central 
Moldavian Plateau. Among settlements beyond that border, none was 
totally excavated to permit any conclusions as to changes possibly tak
ing place during the twelfth century in local communities as a result 
of the presence of the Cuman warriors in the steppe. Twelfth-century 
horseman burials cluster in the steppe north of the Danube Delta or in 
the hilly region in southern Moldavia in close proximity to the river. 
In their appearance and associated grave goods, they are remarkably 
different from those in Left Bank Ukraine. There is to date nothing 
comparable to the extraordinarily rich chieftain burial excavated in 
I 98 r in Chingul near Zaporizhzhia, with its exquisitely decorated 
artifacts of Middle Eastern, Rus', and Western origin.' 1

' The only 
possible analogy is between the helmet of the Chingul chieftain and 
that from a horseman burial accidentally found in a suburb ofTargu 
Bujor (near Galati, in Romania), which also produced fragments of 
a mail coat similar to that from Chingul. ' 7 But in all other aspects, 
the Targu Bujor burial assemblage is only a pale imitation oflavishly 
furnished graves in the Lower Dnieper region. The closest one can 
come to a rich horseman burial in the steppes north of the Black Sea 
is the grave found in the 1970s in a prehistoric mound in Suvorovo, 
near Izmail (Ukraine), which produced thirteen coins struck for the 
Byzantine emperors Manuel Comnenus, Andronicus I, and Isaac II 
Angelos. Coins of Isaac II Angelos have also been found in burial 
mounds excavated in Velikoploskoe near Odessa and Ustinovka near 

" Tentiuc. Pop11l<7(iil din ,\!oldoua, p. 3 5. 
11

' V V. Otroshchenko and I. I. Rassamakin. "])cr Polovzer-Khan .1us dem C:ingui'
Kurgan,'' in Cold dcr Steppe. Arcl~<ioloxic dcr ["/.:mine, ed. by R. Rolle. M. Miillcr
Wille. and K. Schietzel (Neumiimter: K.1rl Wachholtz. I'J'JI). pp. 2!><)-271. 

'c Spinei. Realitd(i ctnicc. p. 1 q. Another par.Jllel may be esublished bet\\'een the 
sabers found \\'ith both buri.1l assemblages. 
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Kirovohrad (Ukraine). In addition, the Lower Danube region pro
duced a number of hoards of twelfth-century Byzantine coins, with 
closing coins struck for Manuel, Isaac II Angelos, and Alexios III 
Angelos. No twelfth-century hoards and no Byzantine coins have so 
far been found beyond the Inhulec and Lower Dnieper Rivers. As 
for the steppe north and northwest of the Black Sea, contacts with 
the Byzantine world seem to have been established not only across 
the Danube frontier of the Empire, but also via Crimea. During 
the first half of the century, there is a noticeable increase in imports 
from Crimea, best illustrated, among other things, by amphorae pro
duced in Crimea and cast coins issued by one or several mints in 
Chersonesus. 

TWELFTH-CENTURY BYZANTIUM IN THE BALKANS 

The absence of any clear indication of links between the territories 
north of the Lower Danube and the Byzantine provinces adjacent to 
that river may be explained in terms of the considerable contraction 
of the Byzantine military sites. This is particularly true ofDobrudja. 
Capidava and Beroe (Piatra Fredtei near Braila) had already been 
abandoned by the mid-eleventh century. Pacuiullui Soare was aban
doned a little later and the site remained unoccupied throughout the 
entire twelfth century. Dinogetia and Nutaru were destroyed at some 
point in the early twelfth century, perhaps during the Cuman inva
sions of I I 14 or I I22. But the fort at Dinogetia was restored and 
reoccupied, as indicated by finds of Fine Sgrafftto ware as well as the 
seal of a metropolitan Michael of Rus' who seems to have been in 
contact with some Byzantine authority in Dinogetia. Dinogetia was 
again destroyed around I 200, subsequently lost entirely its military 
significance, and was eventually abandoned. Nutaru seems to have 
been rebuilt during the first years of Emperor Manuel's reign (I I 43-
I I8o), a period tor which there is a substantial increase in the number 
of coins found on that site. However, the new settlement was much 
smaller than the previous one and seems to have existed only for a 
short while. Isaccea was also devastated by the Cuman attacks of the 
mid-twelfth century, and like Nutaru was restored from ground up. 
During the second half of the twelfth century, Isaccea seems to have 
become the most important military base in the region, as suggested 
by a number of seals found on that site: a seal of Emperor Isaac II 
Angelos ( r r 8 s-rI <J5) and another of John Vatatzes, the commander 
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of the imperial guard under Manuel (r 143-r r8o). By contrast, the 
twelfth-century site at Nutaru produced no seals of military or polit
ical leaders. It has been suggested that the rapid decline of Nutaru 
and the parallel rise of Vicina (a town mentioned in several writ
ten sources, beginning with Anna Comnena and ldrisi, but not yet 
identified 1 H) may have something to do with the gradual abandon
ing of the St. George arm of the Danube Delta in favor of the Kilia 
arm, which became the most important axis of trade in the Lower 
Danube and Black Sea area after c. 1200. But similar phenomena of 
contraction and site abandonment have also been noticed elsewhere. 

Not much is known about twelfth-century Dristra (Silistra), except 
that the episcopal church continued to be used. Dristra seems to 
have retained some military importance in the region and maintained 
contact with the capital, as suggested, among other things, by the 
discovery of a seal of Alexander, Count of Gravina, a Norman exile 
at Emperor Manuel's court in Constantinople. However, major forts 
in the vicinity, such as Vetren (some twelve miles west of Dristra), 
were completely abandoned during the twelfth century. At Preslav, 
there are very few coins dated to the first half of the twelfth century, 
and only a slight increase has been noticed for the second half of 
that century. It has been suggested that Preslav served as the first 
capital to Peter, one the two Vlach rebels of the late twelfth century 
(see below). 19 If so, this may well explain the f:.1ct that by r 200, the 
political center of the new empire moved westwards to the Carevec 
Hill in present-day Velika Tarnovo, as Preslav had very little to offer 
to an expanding court and a growing state apparatus. By contrast, 
the growth of the settlement on the Carevec Hill began during the 
reign of Manuel I, when a number of large churches were erected, 
one of which was rebuilt in the 1 200s and incorporated into a large 
palatial compound. By that time, a monastery dedicated to the Forty 
Holy Martyrs had already been established on the Yarltra River not 
far from the residential core on the Carevec Hill. During the second 

r< Vicina has been identified with the Byzantine site at Nuf:iru, but the chronology 
of that site's occupation does not nutch the evidence of the written sources 
mentioning Vicina, according to which the site grew in importance as soon as 
the Kilia branch of the Danube Delta became the most import.lllt trade artery in 
the Lower Danube region. Sec G. Atanasov, "La Vicina medicvale ct Ia f(,rtcresse 
de Nutaru," EB, vol. 30 (1994), pp. 109-I2H. 

' 0 Zh. Zhekova, "Za Preslav sled vastanieto na Asenevci !PresLrv after the Assenid 
uprising]." Pres/a!~ Sl>omik, vol. o (2004), pp. 344-34!). 
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half of the twelfth century, Tarnovo became an important industrial 
center, with a number of smithies, shops of stone-cutting, production 
oflead and copper artifacts, and kilns. Some of these facilities seem to 
have produced for the army at a time of intense military engagement 
in the central and northern regions of the Balkans, during Manuel's 
wars with Hungary. However, the production of other workshops was 
clearly geared towards local demand. Moreover, the center for copper 
manufacturing found in the southeastern section of the Carevec Hill 
produced a number of copper ftans ready to be sent to a local or 
neighboring mint, which is still to be identified. The settlement 
grew rapidly, with a new residential district established at the foot of 
the Momina Krepost Hill, which also included smithies and kilns for 
the production of domestic wares. That all this building activity must 
be dated to the second half of the century is indicated by the large 
number of coins found on the site that had been struck for Emperor 
Manuel (1 I43-118o). 

There are more signs of prosperity and growth on the other side 
of the Stara Planina range of mountains, in Thrace. With few excep
tions, most twelfth-century hoards ofByzantine gold have been found 
in that region. While their small size suggests that some may be noth
ing more than personal savings of officers in the Byzantine army, 
Thrace also produced the largest twelfth-century hoard of gold coins 
known so far for the entire Empire. The 786 hyperpera nomismata, the 
standard, highest-quality and highest-value coins accidentally found 
in a copper jug in Gornosbv near Plovdiv, have been interpreted as the 
amount collected for annual payments of the neighboring monastery 
of Petritzonitissa (Bachkovo) established in the late eleventh cen
tury by Gregory Pakourianos (see chapter 5). 20 Ever since the late 
eleventh century, Philippopolis had become the metropolis of the 
central Balkans, a city that grew considerably during the twelfth cen
tury, as indicated by recent archaeological excavations in present
day Plovdiv. In 1097, the army of Godfi:ey of Bouillon, the duke of 
Lower Lorraine and one of the most important leaders of the First 
Crusade, remained in the city for eight days, in itself an indication 
that Philippopolis had the appropriate resources to meet the demands 

20 M. F. Hendy, "The Cornoslav hoard, the emperor Frederick I and the monastery 
ofl3achkovo," in Studies ill .\.lllnislllatint! .\Jetilod Presented to Philip Grierso11, eel. by 
C. N. L l3rooke, I. Stewart,]. G. Pollard, and T. R. Yolk (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, I<JHJ), pp. I7<J-I<JI. 
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of the crusading army. According to Albert of Aachen, Bohemond of 
Taranto had even advised Godfrey to establish himself in Philippopo
lis in preparation for a combined attack against Emperor Alexios !. 21 

Philippopolis was also an important marketplace in the region. In 
February I IOO, the crusaders from Lombardy were allowed to pur
chase food there. That they also engaged in plundering both houses 
and churches within the city further demonstrates that there was con
siderable wealth within the city walls. In I I47, Emperor Conrad's 
army camped just outside Philipp opolis. The residential quarter out
side the city walls is also mentioned by Odo of Deuil, the chronicler 
of King Louis VII's expedition, as the "Latin quarter (bu~~.;us) ,'' an 
indication that it was perhaps fortified. The Latin quarter appears to 
have come into existence shortly after the passing of the First Crusade 
through the Balkans, as a consequence of the growing importance 
of the marketplace in Philippopolis. At any rate, the Latin quarter 
outside the city served as a temporary camp to Conrad's army and 
it is certainly there that King Louis VII was later met by the clergy 
and the inhabitants of the city. 22 Although not mentioned by name, 
responsible for the warm reception of the French king must have 
been the bishop of Philippopolis, Michael Italikos, who had already 
befriended Emperor Conrad. 23 The Latin quarter in Philippopolis 
acquired a special significance for the French crusaders, as Alvis, 
Bishop of Artois, died in that city and was buried in front of the 
altar of a certain Church of St. George, which seems to have been 
the most important outside the city walls. 24 The Latin quarter was 

21 Albert of Aachen, Histori<1 Hicrosolymitaua. p. }O'J. 

Odo of Deuil, Libcr de uia sat1cti scp11lchri, ed. by G. Waitz (Hanover: Hahnsche 
Buchhandlung, 18~2; reprint I<J75), MGH SS 2!\JJ). 

21 Choniates, Historia, pp. 62-!\3; English tr.msLnion by Magoulias, pp. J(i-37-
2+ The Church of St. George was located on the site of the present-day Armenian 

Church of Surp Kevork. on the northwestern slope of the Nebet tepe Hill in 
Plovdiv. See A. Dancheva-Vasileva, "Plovdiv ;\ l'epoque des premieres Croisades 
(1097, 1 I47, 1 IH<J)," BHR. vol. 26 (I<JyH), pp. 20-23. In I IH), the person chosen 
to lead the embassy that the katlwlikM of the Armenian Church, Gregory IV Dega 
(I I 73-1 193), sent to Rorne was Gregory. the Armenian bishop of Philippopolis. 
For the archaeolog\· of twelfi:h-century Philippopolis, see I. Dzhambm·, Zh. 
Tankon, and Kh. DzhambO\·, "Srednovekovniiat Ploniiv i prinosat mu ,. 
kulturno-istoricheskoto nasledstvo na Vizantiia i B:ilgariia XI-XIV v. [Medieval 
Plm·div and its contribution in the cultural-historiul heritage of Bvzantium .md 
Bulgaria between the eleventh and the t(JLirtecnth centurv[," in .\Jc::-luilllltlrodua 
ko1!fCrcnciia "I ~i::mlfiiskoto kultunu1 1l£1S!cdstl'O i Htdkanitc ''. J>hn•dil', 6-8 scptcnll'l'i 2001. 
S/J,,mik dok/,ufi. ed. by G. l3akalo,· ,md I. Dzhamhov (l'lovdiv: Juri c;agarin BT. 
200I). pp. }2-.p. 
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also used by the crusading army of Emperor Frederick I Barbarossa, 
who arrived in Philippopolis on August 24, I I 89. Niketas Choniates, 
who was the governor of the city at that time, had received orders 
from Emperor Isaac II Angelos to repair the city walls, but was soon 
instructed to demolish them, in order to prevent the crusaders from 
using the defenses against the Byzantines.25 Indeed, unlike Conrad 
and Louis VII, Frederick I quickly moved into the city, which had 
meanwhile been abandoned by its inhabitants. While the crusaders 
remained in Philippopolis for twelve weeks, they took a number of 
neighboring forts, including Beroe (Stara Zagora), and systematically 
pillaged the surrounding countryside. There was an abundance of 
animals that the crusaders found in the hinterland of Philippopolis, 
an indication of the relative prosperity of the region. 26 It is therefore 
no surprise that following the I 204 conquest of Constantinople by 
participants in the Fourth Crusade, that region became one of the 
first fiefs carved out of the former Byzantine provinces in the Balkans 
and granted to Renier de Trith, Duke of Philippopolis. 

Throughout the twelfth century, Macedonia appears to have been 
equally prosperous. Much like in Thrace, the origin of this relative 
wealth was primarily agricultural. Although twelfth-century docu
ments are particularly rare in the archives at Mount Athos, the evi
dence that exists suggests that by I 1 oo all free village communities in 
existence in the region during the tenth and eleventh centuries had 
disappeared, as they were replaced by estates, first of the fisc, later 
ceded either to monasteries or to laypersons. Some of the landown
ers in the region were members of the imperial family. Such was the 
case of Alexios Comnenus, son of Theodora Comnena, Emperor 
Alexios I's daughter, who founded the Church of St. Panteleimon 
at Nerezi near Skopje, which contains some of the finest frescoes of 
twelfth-century Byzantine art. 

Alexios' foundation in Nerezi may be compared to the Monastery 
of the Mother of God Kosmosotcira near Vera (now Ferrai near 
Alexandroupolis, on the Greek-Turkish border), which was founded 
by Isaac Comnenus, the brother of Emperor John II (I I I 8- I I 43). 
Like Alexios, Isaac owned large estates in the region, which he 
listed in the foundation charter for his monastery: Neokastron "with 
its dependent peasants settled both inside and outside"; "the two 

" Choniatcs, Historia, p. +02; English translation by Magoulias, p. 22 I. 

;;.r, Historid pcn:~riuontlll, ed. by A. Chrou~t (H<1no\·cr: Hahnschc Buchhandlung, 192S: 
reprint I<JX'J). MCII SS rer. Cenn. s:+I. 
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military villages Tou Dilianou and Dragavasta"; "the market 
Sagoudaous, with the dependent peasants and residents settled in 
it, with its ships [ ... ] and its warehouses"; as well as farms "outside 
Traianoupolis." 27 In good rhetorical tradition, the region in which 
Isaac placed his monastery is said to have been "devoid of men 
and houses, [the haunt] only of snakes and scorpions," and "for
merly nothing but thickets." However, elsewhere in the charter Isaac 
describes the surrounding region as an "immense plain," and talks 
of"the panoramic view, especially in summertime, of corn in flower 
and in ear, which impresses great gladness on those who direct their 
gaze there. " 2 x In other words, Isaac's foundation was placed in a mid
dle of a prosperous agricultural region of southern Thrace. Most of 
the estates enumerated were Isaac's "immovable properties" that had 
come to him "from family inheritance through imperial decrees and 
commands"; others had been bought at various moments in time. 

But foundation of churches was not restricted to members of the 
high aristocracy. In Macedonia, as well as elsewhere in the Empire, 
smaller churches were erected by members of prominent families 
in the region. Near Kastoria (south of Florina, in Greek Mace
donia), local potentates erected family chapels, such as the famous 
St. Nicholas tou Kasnitze built in the mid-twelfth century by a cer
tain Nicholas Kasnitzes sporting the court title of magistros. Local 
elites may have also paid for the building and the decoration of small 
churches in the environs of present-day Gjirokaster (Albania). Despite 
the presence of the Byzantine governor of the city, twelfth-century 
Dyrrachion was in fact under the control oflocal powerful families, 
some members of which were archontes with apparently more pmver 
than the governor himself. One of them, named Roman us, alienated 
his fellow citizens to the point of causing the surrender of the city 
to the Normans in rr85. 2 v Local potentates were also visible in the 
hinterland of the city. An archon named Progon appears together with 

-' Typikon or the Sebastokrator Is.wc Kon/IICI/Osj(n the .\Iol/aStcry o( the .\!other,,( Cod 
Kosmosoteira 1/Cilr Vcra 69, English trcmslation by N. P Scvi:cnko in Byza11ti11c 
"\Io11astic Fou11datio11 Dowmc11ts, A Co111plctc JrallslMioll or the Surl'il'iiiX Fo1111dcrs· 
Typika a11d Ti:stalllmts, ed. by]. Thomas and A. C:. Hero (Washington: Dumbarton 
Oaks Research Library and Collection, 2000), pp, H2H-H29 . 

.::s Typikon (~(the Sebastokrator lsat1c Ko1111ICIIOS I, 2, and 74, pp. 79~L 7()f.J, and H33. 
20 Eustathios of Thessalonike. ]he Capture o( "JlJessalollikc, ed_ and transL by]. R_ 

Melville Jones (Canberra: Australian Association for llvzantine Studies, 1 <)HS). 
pp. 65 and 1 <J4· 
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his sons Demetrius and Gjin in an inscription from the Monastery of 
St. Mary in Trifandina in Geziq (near Gjegjan, northern Albania). 30 

On the other hand, the evidence suggests the existence of a growing 
class of peasants who had been settled on state or church land. By 
the mid-twelfth century, the twelve landless peasants that had been 
allowed by imperial decree to settle on the property of the Monastery 
of the Mother of God of Mercy in Veljusa had become zeugaratoi, 
that is peasants holding each a piece of land that could be cultivated 
with a pair of oxen. All were otherwise dependent peasants owing 
dues and services to the monastery. Equally well endowed were some 
of the bishoprics in Greece. An imperial decree of I I 63 established 
the assets of the bishop of Stagoi (modern Kalavaka, in Thessaly) to 
I ,ooo modioi ofland and 46 peasant families settled there, in addition 
to mills on the neighboring river Salavria. 

The agricultural growth taking place in the central and south
ern Balkan provinces of the Empire was responsible for a remarkable 
urban growth. When visiting the city in II65. Benjamin ofTudela, 
a Jewish traveler fi·om Spain, described Thessalonica as "a very large 
city, with about soojews," who "lived by silk-weaving." 31 The city 
had a six-day long fair on St. Demetrius' feast day in October, which 
was attended by Italian merchants. The cult of the saint was con
trolled by a confraternity oflocal potentates, many of whom owned 
estates in the environs, as well as dwellings, shops, and workshops in 
the city, which they often rented out. The land register of Thebes 
also testifies to the existence of a powerful land aristocracy own
ing estates around a very prosperous city. Although the silk and the 
silk producers had been removed by the Normans in I r 4 7, the raid 
had little, if any, impact on production. Less than twenty years later, 
Benjamin of Tudela visited Thebes and described the city as large, 
vvith a considerable community of jews, many of whom were promi
nent manufacturers of silk and purple cloth. But he also knew of 
je\vs who cultivated their own fields, such as the 200-strong com
munity in Crissa, on the southern slope of Mount Parnassos, near 

30 D. S. Shuteriqi, "Njl.' mbishkrim i Arberit (I I <JO- I 2 I <i) [Inscriptions from Albania 
(11l)D-I2I(>)j," Srudi111c Historikc, vol. 3 (I'J07). p. I)). 

'' 17u· Irincnuy of llcnj,,niin o( 'Ji,dci<I. 1im•d' in the .\fiddle Ages. translated by M. N. 
Adkr (Malibu: J. Simon. I <JH7). p. (HJ. Thess,llonica also appears as a large city on 
ldrisi\ map of 11,14. See c;,:,:~mphic d'J:.drisi, p. 2l)o. 
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modern-day Dhestina. 32 In Thebes, the Jews had their own residential 
quarter on the northwestern side, in modern Evraika. No silk
production workshops have so far been identified by archaeological 
means, but a workshop was found not far from the Jewish quarter, 
near the Dirke stream, and may have been connected with the pro
duction of silk. Within the same area, dye shops were found which 
utilized a sophisticated system of underground pipes hewn from the 
limestone to bring water into the manufactory. During the twelfth 
century, Thebes had "exceedingly fine water" due to the efforts of 
the city's metropolitan, John Kaloktenes, who paid for the building 
of an aqueduct to bring water from the hills on the southern side of 
the city. 33 

Like Thebes, Corinth was sacked by the Normans in I I47, but 
it survived and continued to flourish during the second half of 
the century, as attested by Idrisi's description of I I 54. 34 By that 
time, the city may have had between I 5,000 and 2o,ooo inhabitants. 
The Corinthian market was abundant in low-cost goods, such as 
foodstuffs, as indicated by the remarkably large number of twelfth
century low denomination coins found on the site, and the rarity 
of gold or silver coins either in hoard or in stray finds. Accord
ing to Niketas Choniates, the city had two harbors and a market
place below the citadel on the Acrocorinth. Corinth was visited 
by many Westerners, both before and after the Norman attack of 
I I47· One of them must have been the pilgrim en route to the 
Holy Land who lost a purse containing nine coins from Valence 
and five from Lucca. During the reign of John II (I I I8-I 143), the 
number ofWesterners in Greece increased considerably, as more and 
more Venetians became involved in local trade. Initially, the Venetians 

3' ltit1erary o( Bfll/atnin o( "Ji,dela, p. 68. Benjamin had certainly met the Jews ofCrissa. 
tor he mentions the names of three rabbis at the head of the local community. 
For the land-ownership register of Thebes, sec N. Svoronos ... Recherches sur le 
cadastre bvzantin et Ia f!scalite aux Xle et Xlle sieclcs: le udastrc de Thebes." 
Bulletin de Corrcsptmdance Hcllcniqlle. vol. 83 (I'J)<J), pp. r-r66. 

33 V. Th. Delvenakiotes, Ho llli'tropolites loanncs ho K,l!oktwcs kai lwi Tlu·h,li, 12 111. Ch. 
aion [The Metropolitan John Kaloktenes and Thebes during the Twelti:h Century] 
(Athens: n.p .. 1970). pp. 72.-73. Sec also A. Lom·i-Kizi. "Thebes," in 'I he Ec<liiOIIIiC 
History o(By:::,llltiumji·o/11 rhc Scl'CIITh rlnol(~h rhe 1-ijicenrh CmTur)'. cd. by A. E. Laiou 
(Washington: Dumbarton Oaks Research Librarv and C:ollcction. 2002), pp. llH 
and 63 7· 

'" c;,~ogr,lphie d'b!risi. pp. I 22-1 2(J. 
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worked through middlemen, but after the middle of the century 
they seem to have increased their direct participation. Between I I 6 5 
and I I 71, an agent of the Venetian merchant Romano Mairano 
almost monopolized the Venetian share of the oil market in Corinth. 
The city may have also been a production center for Fine Sgraffito 
ware, which is found in significant quantities on most twelfth-century 
sites in the Balkans, as well as in Italy. Wasters of Fine Sgraffito 
ware have been found in Corinth, and a kiln underneath the 
Monastery of St. John produced twelfth-century glazed and unglazed 
wares. 

Like Thebes and Corinth, Athens was a prosperous city during 
the first half of the twelfth century. It was during this period of 
time that densely built residential quarters appeared on the site of 
the ancient Agora, on the southern slopes of the Areopagus, on the 
southern side of the Acropolis, and north of the ruined Temple of 
Zeus. Since houses built in stone bonded with clay, with storage 
jars in the basement, seem to have belonged to low- and middle
class inhabitants of the city, it remains unknown where the Athenian 
aristocrats lived in the r 1 oos. But the archontes of Athens were 
undoubtedly present and powerful in the late twelfth century, when 
the city's metropolitan, Michael Choniates, asked for the emperor's 
intervention to prevent them from acquiring peasant lands. Heavy 
taxation and corruption, as well as a certain willingness to connive 
at local power were responsible for a rapid decline of Athens during 
that period. Choniates, the last Orthodox bishop before the Latin 
conquest, described Athens as a small, impoverished town at the 
mercy of tax collectors and Saracen pirates, in which many previ
ously inhabited areas had been turned into farmland. However, the 
description must not be taken at face value. Under Emperor Alexios 
III Angelos (I I 95-1 203), the praitor of the theme of Hellas could still 
descend upon Athens, demanding to be entertained together with 
his train. His stafr raised ship money along with the Grand Duke's 
agents and the local arclwntcs. Shortly before the Latin conquest, the 
power of the local rulers increased considerably, as illustrated by the 
case of Leo Sgouros. He had inherited from his father the control 
over Nauplion and he took advantage of the rapid decline of the local 
administration during the reign oflsaac II and Alexios III Angelos to 
extend his authority over Corinth and Argos, most likely with local 
backing. 
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THE BYZANTINE-HUNGAHIAN WAHS AND 

THE RISE Of SEHBIA 

The gradual evanescence of the Byzantine power in the northeastern 
region of the Balkans is in sharp contrast with its increasing pres
ence at the opposite end of the Danube frontier, in the northern part 
of present-day Serbia. Throughout much of the twelfth century, this 
was the area of almost permanent military confi-ontation between the 
Empire and the Hungarian kingdom. South of the river Danube, the 
Serbs were the most important allies of the Hungarian king. Shortly 
after his victory over the Pechenegs in 1 I 22, Emperor John II orga
nized a punitive expedition against them. The exact reason for that is 
unknown, but it is most likely at this time that the Byzantine border 
fort at Ras (Gradina), which had been erected during Alexios I's reign, 
was burned. The heavy destruction layer identified by archaeologists 
within the ramparts and inside the four log-houses excavated there 
has been coin-dated to the reign of]ohn IJ.3 5 Despite the fact that the 
Byzantine army devastated the region around Ras and took a great 
number of prisoners that would later be settled in Asia Minor, the 
ties between the Serbian zhupans and Hungary were not weakened. 
The appearance of the name Uros among the Serbian elite during 
this period is attributed to Hungarian influence. The daughter of the 
first zhupan named Uros became Queen of Hungary in I I 3 r, when 
the crown passed to her husband, Bela IIY' 

According to Niketas Choniates, Bela's father Almos "had fled to 
the emperor Qohn II) and had been warmly received."J 7 In response, 
the ruling Hungarian king, Stephen II (I 1 1 6-r I 3 I), launched a puni
tive expedition against the Byzantine garrisons on the Danube. At 
Branicevo, the Hungarians are said to have torn down the walls, the 
stones of which they transported to the neighboring Hungarian fort 
at Semlin (now Zemun, west ofBelgrade). But the Hungarian raids 
pushed deep into the Balkans, as far south as Serdica. Emperor John II 
took some time to organize an etlicient reaction. He first ordered a 
fleet to move from the Black Sea into the Danube Delta and upstream 

35 Popovic, T1•raam R<1s, p. 404. Following the victory over both Serbs and 
Hungarians, the tort \\·as rebuilt with ti,·e log-houses and a rectangular build
ing with walls coated with water-resistant plaster. mmt likely a granary. 

3" Cirkovic, Serbs, p. 30. For Uros I ((. 1 113-(. 1 1 3 1 ), see the Clm"'idc ,,(the l'ric;t o( 
Dioc/ca 45, p. 102. 

·'- Choniates. Historia, p. 17: English tramlation bv Magoulias. p. 1 1. 
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to the confluence of the river with the Morava. The Byzantine troops 
took back Branicevo, in which the emperor left a strong garrison. 
Then the emperor crossed the Danube into Hungarian territory 
and the Byzantine cavalry obtained a great victory against the 
Hungarians in the region north ofSirmium known as Frangochorion 
(now Fruska Gora). Two Hungarian fortresses, Semlin/Zemun and 
Haram (Nova Palanka, across the Danube from Branicevo), were 
also stormed and sacked. No source mentions the reconstruction of 
the fort at Branicevo, but the archaeological evidence points to an 
expansion outside the ramparts of the twelfth-century settlement. 
Seven houses attributed to this phase show that the fort was manned 
by soldiers who lived together with their families, as indicated by the 
accompanying artifacts, such as bracelets with widened ends and ear
rings with filigree decoration. To the same phase belongs a pectoral 
cross with a Greek inscription, as well as ceramic material brought 
from the south, such as Fine Sgraffito wares. 

Despite Emperor John II's force demonstration, the Hungarian 
presence in the central Balkans, perhaps mediated by the Serbian zlw
pan Uros I, became even more visible. Under the joint rule of King 
Bela II and Helena, UroS's daughter, a Hungarian army first entered 
Bosnia in II37· Bela's son, Geza II (II41-rr62), allied himselfwith 
Uros II and attacked the Byzantine forts on the eastern border of what 
was increasingly known in the twelfth century as Raska, "the province 
ofRas."3s It is during this period that the newly restored fort at Ras 
(Gradina) was again destroyed. Emperor Manuel's punitive expedi
tion reached and took Galic, one of the most important strongholds 
in the heartland of the Serbian territory. The prisoners the Byzan
tines took during this expedition were later resettled near Serdica and 
elsewhere in the Empire. However, the expedition of I I49 does not 
seem to have removed Uros from the Hungarian alliance. In r I 50 

the Byzantines intercepted the Hungarian troops King Geza II had 
sent to assist Uros, and those who escaped moved south along the 
Morava River to reach their Serbian allies. Afi:er pitching his camp at 
Secanica, not far from Nis, Emperor Manuel defeated the Serbs and 
some of their Hungarian allies on the Tara River in western Serbia. 
At the peace, the zlwpan was forced to promise he would send 500 

warriors for Manuel's wars in Asia Minor and 2,000 for his wars in 

·" Theodore Prodromm. Historir,!l l'oc111s. ed. by W. Horandner (Vienna: Verlag der 
()srcrreichischen Ak.Jdcmie der Wisscmchati:en. Il)74). p. 3 q. 

, 
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Europe. The emperor returned to the Danube region to attack Sir
mium and to punish King Geza for his alliance with Urosw For a 
second time within a relatively short period of time, the Byzantine 
troops crossed the Danube and devastated Frangochorion, a region 
from which they took a great number of prisoners. Once the Byzan
tine troops withdrew south of the Danube, Geza began preparing a 
counter-attack, but Manuel's swift move to the north thwarted him 
from proceeding to attack the Byzantine territory. Moreover, Manuel 
dispatched troops under the command of a Hungarian claimant to 
the throne, Boris, the son of Coloman, to raid repeatedly the Hun
garian territory in order to provoke the Hungarian king to engage in 
a pitched battle. In April I I 5 I, King Geza sued for peace and some 
Io,ooo of the prisoners taken by Manuel's troops from Frangochorion 
returned home. 40 But two years later, most likely at the instigation of 
the Norman king Roger II, Geza reopened the conflict by attacking 
the Byzantine forts on the Danube. However, before Manuel could 
move to the frontier, King Geza dispatched envoys to Serdica and 
sued for peace, an indication that the entire operation may have been 
nothing more than a diversion to release some of the pressure Roger 
II was feeling at that time in Italy. 

While in Pelagonia (Bitolj, in Macedonia) in I I 53, the emperor 
appointed his cousin, Andronicus, as Duke of Nis and Branicevo. 
Andronicus immediately allied himself with Geza, to whom he 
promised he would cede the entire region under his authority, pro
vided that the Hungarian king would assist him in overthrowing 
Manuel. But Andronicus failed to assassinate the emperor during a 
hunting party near Pelagonia, in the fall of I 1 54· He was captured 
and thrown into prisonY In the meantime, Geza began besieging 
Branicevo with Czech and Saxon troops on his side, but at the news 

3'J For the chronology of these events from Kinnamos · narr:~tive (Deed.·· o(.Jolm and 
.\fmntc/ COIIIIICI/11.\, pp. 100, 105, I I J-IJ4, I I K- I 2 I, I 24, I 30-1 3 I .• md I 33-
1 34), see P. Stephenson, '"Manuel I C:omnenus and Gez.1 II: a revised context 
and chronology for Hungaro-l3yzantine relations, IqK-I 155, .. By::<llltino.<l<ll'i<"<l. 
vol. 55 (1994), pp. 257-2113. For Seeanica and Tu,l, a snull river ne.1r present-day 
Valjevo. seeM. Blagojevic, "Sei'enica (Set?cnica). Strymon (Strymon) i Tara (Tara) 
u delu Jovana Kinama [Sei:enica (Setzeniu). Strvmon (Strymon) and Tara (Tara) 
in john Kinnamos' work]." ZRl'I, vol. 17 (1974), pp. h5-7(,; R. Novakovii'. "Jo' 
nc5to pm·odorn bitke na Tari 1 1 50. godine [One more time on the battle of the 
Tara Riwr. ll)o]," I.<torijski t,JSopis. vols. 25-2(, (1<)7K-1<J7'J). pp. 5-2~. 

+o John Kinnamos. Deed.< of),,fm ,md .\!,1n11cl Co/11111'11115, p. 120; Stcphemon. "Manuel 
I Comncnm and Ceza II ... p. 2r\4. 

+' John Kinnamm. Deed.< of),,ftn ,md .\rm11cl Con111l"ll115. p. 127. 
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of Manuel's arrival, his forces withdrew immediately. A number of 
Byzantine troops under Basil Tzintziloukes attacked the withdraw
ing Hungarians, but were defeated in the process. Neither Geza, nor 
Manuel, who remained in Beroe (Stara Zagora), had any intention 
of pursuing the limited successes they had obtained. Meanwhile, the 
emperor intervened in the dynastic affairs in Raska, where he restored 
to power Uros II, who had been deposed by his brother Desa, per
haps with Hungarian assistance. Desa was the ruler of"the region of 
Dendra, a prosperous and populous area near Nis, " 42 but following 
the arbitration, he was granted Zeta and Travounia on the Dalmatian 
coast, most likely in an attempt to keep in check Radoslav, the ruler 
of the Byzantine client state ofDuklja. 43 Manuel also established the 
border between the territories controlled by Uros II and his brother 
Desa. 

Following the war with Hungary and the intervention in Raska, 
Manuel began to restore and rebuild many of the Byzantine 
strongholds on the Danube frontier. In the late r I sos, a new fortress 
was built in Belgrade in the northwestern corner of the steep hill 
above the Danube. Outside its ramparts and at the foot of the cliff, on 
the river bank, Serbian archaeologists identified a civilian settlement 
which produced large quantities of locally manufactured pottery, in 
addition to imported wares, such as Fine Sgraffito. The fort itself was 
built of drystone with double layers of brick to reinforce the struc
ture, a technique most typical of Byzantine military architecture of 
the Comnenian age. This is further substantiated by a coin struck for 
Manuel in or shortly after I I 43, which was found within the fabric 
of the western section of the precinct. Perhaps more interesting is 
the presence of fragments of carved stonework included within that 
section which was clearly visible from the opposite bank of the river, 
where the Hungarian fort at Sentlin (Zemun) was located. It has been 
suggested that the use of decorative stonework on the western fa\ade 
of the fort may have been intended as a propaganda effect, which 
is otherwise attested for other Byzantine fortresses built elsewhere 
within the Empire during Manuel's reign. 44 Impressive fortification 

42 John Kimumos. Deeds of)ohn and .\Janucl C,mutcuus. p. 204; English transbtion 
by Brand. pp. 1))-I :;o. According to Kinnamos. the name of the Serbian ruler 
owrthrown by l ksa was Primislav. not Uros. 

4 ; Chrouiclc ,,(the l'ricSI o( [)i,•clc<i 4 7, p. 104. 
44 Stephenson. "M,muell C:omnenm .md Ceu II ... p. 270. For the nn·lfi:h-century 

stronghold .n Belgrade, see Pop<wic·. Ilco~mds/.:,, tl'rd,m1. pp .. p-sli. For imported 
slip-co.ned \\·ares in Iklgr.tde. see V. Bikic·. ··vizantijska grni·arija s,t zl.ttnim i 
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works have also been attested on the neighboring site at Branicevo, 
where a new rampart was built on the peak of the rocky plateau 
near the confluence of the Morava and Danube Rivers. Known as 
Veliki Grad, the new rampart substantially enlarged the fortified area, 
but does not seem to have been used for anything other than mus
tering the imperial troops, when they were needed in the region. 
As coin and seal finds come almost exclusively from the area within 
the repaired walls of the previously existing fortress, it has been sug
gested that the administrative center remained Mali Grad, separated 
from the newly built extension by a fortified gate.+ 5 The presence of 
Byzantine garrisons is also attested on sites in the Iron Gates segment 
of the Danube frontier, in both fortifications and the neighboring 
cemeteries. 

At King Geza's death in 1162, Emperor Manuel intervened in the 
dynastic affairs of Hungary. He supported Stephen IV, brother of 
the deceased king, against Geza's son, Stephen III. Manuel seems to 
have bribed a number of Hungarian supporters ofStephen IV in the 
southern region of Hungary, which was under the direct influence 
of the Orthodox metropolitan of Bac or of the Catholic archbishop 
of Kalocsa. It was over that region that Stephen IV eventually ruled 
during the brief reign of his brother Ladislas II (1 162-1 163), before 
becoming king on January 27, I 163. Less than three months later, 
ousted by Stephen III, Stephen IV sought assistance from Manuel, 
but the emperor negotiated a compromise with the Hungarian ruler: 
in exchange for Manuel abandoning Stephen IV, Stephen III agreed 
to let his brother Bela go to Constantinople, where he was rebaptized 
Alexios and was betrothed to Manuel's daughter, Maria, under the 
expectation that he would succeed to the imperial throne. Since Bela 
had been the Hungarian duke ofDalmatia and Croatia, Stephen Ill 
was forced to cede Frangochorion to the Byzantines, as the region 
was theoretically part of Bela's domain.+" When Stephen IV came 

srebrnim premazom sa Beograd,ke tvrdave [Gold .md silver slip-coated l3yzanrine 
potterv from the Belgrade tortress[."' c;,,di."njak .~md,I Bcogrwla, vol. 37 (ICJ<JO). 
pp. 0}-67. 

+' Most prominent among seal finds from l3r.l!liccvo is th.lt ofjohn K.unateros. the 
archbishop of Ohrid. The seal \\·as most likely attached to a letter addressed to the 
bishop ofBranicevo. See L. Maksimm·iC· .md M. Popovic, "Les sceaux byzantins 
de la region danubienne en Serbie ... Studies in Byz<~ntinc S(~illo.~r,Ip!Iy, vol. 2 (l<J90), 
pp. 22-t-225. 

+'' John Kinnamos, Deeds of)ohn "'"' .\I<IIIIIcl Comnclllt.-', p. 215; English translation 
by Br.l!ld. p. 163. 
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to Sirmium in I I 64, he managed to secure the support of many 
inhabitants, which prompted Stephen III to march on the city. The 
emperor also moved to the Danube to defend Bela's rights to Fran
gochorion, rightly perceiving the growing hostilities as a Hungarian 
attempt to remove not only Stephen IV, but also the Byzantine pres
ence from the region. Manuel's swift response seems to have been 
instrumental in bringing Stephen III, now deprived of his Czech 
allies, to the bargaining table. During negotiations that took place in 
Bac, the most important Orthodox center in the region, the Hungar
ian king acquiesced to the settlement whereby Stephen IV remained 
in Sirmium and Frangochorion in the company of a considerable 
Byzantine force. But Stephen III attacked Sirmium again in I I65. In 
Semlin (Zemun), a faction favorable to him managed to assassinate 
Stephen IV, and the Hungarian king reoccupied Frangochorion, thus 
removing all Byzantine military presence from the most important 
strongholds. In retaliation, Manuel allied himself with the Venetians, 
who attacked the Hungarian positions in Dalmatia. The Byzantine 
army moved against Sirmium and Semlin, where many inhabitants 
were massacred, and regained Frangochorion. Strong Byzantine gar
risons were placed at key points under the orders of the generals 
Constantine Angelos and Basil Tripsychos, who began rebuilding 
the fortifications at Belgrade, Semlin, and NisY 

Stephen III launched another attack on Sirmium in I I66, when 
he obtained a great victory against the Byzantine troops led by the 
generals Michael Gabras and Michael Branas. In retaliation, troops 
under the command ofBela-Alexios raided the Hungarian territory 
across the Danube, while others under the command of Leo Vatatzes 
and John Dukas attacked Transylvania from the southeast through the 
passes across the Carpathians. Meanwhile, Manuel had again inter
vened in the dynastic affairs of Raska, where Desa was tried before 
the emperor in I Hi5 on charges of allying himself with the Hun
garian king. He was arrested and sent to Constantinople and in his 
stead the emperor appointed Tihornir, son of Zavid, a relative of 
previous Serbian zhupans. Tihomir ruled jointly with his brothers 
Sracimir, Miroslav, and Nemanja, each one of them being assigned 
to a specific region of Raska, just like Manuel had forced Desa and 
Uros to rule jointly. Nemanja ruled in eastern Serbia, most likely in 
the region of the river Toplica, thus closer to territories under direct 

"7 Choniates. Historia. p. IJ<i; English translation by Magoulias. p. 77. 
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Byzantine control. He nevertheless aspired to lands farthest from his 
domain, as during the Byzantine-Hungarian war of 1 r66-I I67 "he 
subjugated Croatia and took possession" of Kotor on the Dalma
tian coast. +H Soon after that, N emanja attacked the domain of his 
brother Tihomir, whom he managed to kill in battle at Pantino, not 
far from Zvecan (near Kosovska Mitrovica, in northern Kosovo). His 
other brothers quickly acknowledged Nemanja as grand zlwpan. He 
allied himself with Venice, a move that Emperor Manuel interpreted 
as hostile, for in 1 17 I he had ordered the arrest of all Venetians in 
the Empire and the expropriation of their properties. At the death 
of the Hungarian king Stephen III in 1 I 72, after establishing Bela
Alexios as the new king, the emperor therefore decided to take action 
against Nemanja. He led a swift raid "through steep and precipitous 
regions," pressing forward "to engage the grand zlwpan. "+V Accord
ing to Niketas Choniates, without any serious resistance, Nemanja 
"prostrated himself at Manuel's feet." 50 John Kinnamos gives an even 
more powerful description of Nemanja's submission: "he came and 
approached the tribunal [on which the emperor was sitting], with 
head uncovered and arms bare to the elbow, his feet unshod; a rope 
haltered his neck and a sword was in his hand. He ofTered himself to 
the emperor for whatever treatment he desired." 5 ' The Serbian ruler 
was taken prisoner and paraded as such in the triumphal procession 
that the emperor organized on his return to Constantinople. Never
theless, after pledging his allegiance to Manuel, he was released and 
returned to Raska. His possessions on the Dalmatian coast, especially 
Kotor, must have meanwhile reverted to Byzantine control. 

At Manuel's death in I I 8o, Nemanja openly declared his allegiance 
to King Bela III of Hungary, who immediately took advantage of 
the political crisis to recuperate Sirmium and Frangochorion. The 
news of Andronicus' accession seems to have encouraged Bela to 
raid deeply into the theme of Nis-Branicevo. One of the two gen
erals in charge of the troops in that theme rebelled against the new 

"' Choniates, Historia. p. I 59: English translation by Magoulias, p. 1)0. 

" 0 John Kinnamos, Deeds o(joln1 <1111i .\Imlllel Co!IIIICIIIIS. p. 2~7; English translation 
by Brand, p. 21 5. 

5° Choniatcs, Histori,t, p. 1 59; English translation by Magoulias. p. 1)0. 

" John Kinnamos, Deeds o/)ohn and .\lmlllci Colliiii'IIIIS, p. 2H7; English tramLHion by 
l:lrand. p. 2 I 5. Ncnunja \\·as clearly acting .1s the "sl.!ve" of the emperor. For the 
interpretation of this political ritual. see Stephemon. ll)':::<llltilllll :, B,t/l:all l'r<•llticr. 
p. 268. 
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emperor, but was captured and mutilated before reaching his support
ers in Asia Minor. In the meantime, Bela's troops reached Serdica, 
captured the body of St. John of Rila, and removed it to Esztergom, 
much like the arm of St. Procopius had been transferred in I07I 

from Nis to Sirmium at the order of King Solomon. The relics of 
St. John of Rila returned to Serdica when the Hungarian troops 
withdrew from the entire region of Nis-Branicevo, following the 
peace treaty whereby Emperor Isaac II Angelos married the daugh
ter of King Bela III. In Raska, Nemanja had already taken advan
tage of the new balance of powers to declare openly his alliance 
with Hungary. Serbian warriors had participated in Bela's attack on 
Serdica. In I IS I, Ncmanja again attacked Kotor and then Bar, the 
stronghold of Mihajlo, the grand zhupan of Duklja, who was his 
nephew. Thre:~tening Dubrovnik and Korcula, Nemanja's intrusion 
on the coast directly challenged Norman and Venetian rule. At the 
peace of I I S6, Dubrovnik w:~s forced to acknowledge Raskan control 
of the surrounding countryside, especially in Hum (Zahumlje), now 
under the rule ofNemanja's brother Miroslav. His eldest son, Vukan, 
was appointed ruler of Zeta (Duklja), while Nemanja kept for him
self Raska and the surrounding territories. By the time he offered 
his military assistance to Emperor Frederick I Barbarossa and his cru
sading army against Byzantium, Nemanja had "occupied by sword 
and bow the city ofNis and surrounding lands as far as Serdica." 52 A 
subsequent attack on Skopje led to Emperor Isaac II's punitive expe
dition of I I l) I or I I <)2, during which Nemanja was defeated in battle 
"at the Morava River. " 53 Nevertheless, his control over Raska, Hum, 
Travounia, and Duklja remained unchallenged. Moreover, the peace 
following Isaac II's campaign was sealed by the marriage of Emperor 
Isaac's niece Evdokia to Nemanja's son Stefan. Since Evdokia was the 
daughter of Alexios III Angelos, who in I I95 overthrew his brother 
Isaac to assume the crown, Nemanja's son, now an imperial son
in-law, was bestowed the title of scbastokrator. To smooth his son's 
accession to power in Raska, Nemanja abdicated and designated him 
as successor at the assembly of Ras in I Il)6. He then withdrew to 
the monastery ofStudenica (near Usee, in the Middle Ibar region of 

5' Ansbert, Historitt de cxpcditionc Fridcrici impcratoris, ed. by A. Chroust (Hanover: 
Hahmche Buchhandlung, 192H; reprint IiJ8iJ), MGH SS rer. Germ. 5:30. For the 
English translation, sec Stephenson, Byzanti11111~' Balka~~ Frontier, p. 295. 

SJ Choniates. Historia, p. 434: English translation by Magoulias, p. 239. 

------., 
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central Serbia), his own foundation of c. I Il\3. The Church of the 
Holy Virgin at Studenica is a unique combination of a dome with an 
elongated nave with Romanesque decoration on the fa<;:ade, a sign 
of the Western influences that had by then reached Raska, perhaps 
via Kotor or another city on the Dalmatian coast. 54 Most striking in 
this context is the tympanum over the west portal with its represen
tation of the enthroned Virgin with Child, flanked by the Archangels 
Michael and Gabriel, identified as such by the accompanying Cyrillic 
inscription. A similarly striking combination of Western influences 
and Byzantine traditions may also be identified in the Miroslav Evan
geliary, written in I I So for the Church of St. Peter in Bijelo Polje 
(near Berane, Montenegro), the foundation of Nemanja's brother 
Miroslav. The evangeliary is a Cyrillic manuscript in Old Church 
Slavonic exhibiting features of a Serbian recension, with rich illu
minations reminiscent ofRomanesque book illustrations, but also of 
the decorative patterns employed at Studenica. 5' 

Having taken the monastic vows, Nemanja (now rebaptized 
Simeon) moved to Mount Athos in I I 98 together with his younger 
son Ratko. Ratko became a monk at the Vatopedi Monastery under 
the name Sava. While on Mount Athos, the son and the father 
founded the Hilandar Monastery. Sava traveled to Constantinople 
to obtain permission from his imperial relatives, and his brother Ste
fan, the grand zlmpan of Raska, provided the necessary funds for 
the new foundation. Simeon died on February 3, I 199 within the 
precinct ofhis foundation at Hilandar. He was canonized soon after 
that and became the first "national" saint of Serbia and the only 
Balkan example in a thirteenth-century series of royal saints. 

Studenica was not Nemanja's only foundation. He is the founder 
of three other churches: St. Nicholas near Kursumlija (on the Toplica 

'" S. M. Cirkovic, L1 Scrbie <7!1 .\IoyCII Age (Paris: Zodiaque, I\1\12), pp. 145-q6. 
See also S. M. Cirkovii:, V. Korai:, and G. Babic. St!ldmic<I .\fol!astcry (Belgrade: 
Jugoslavenska revija. 1()86). 

" N. Rodii: and G. Jo\·anovii:, .\firoslaPficJ'ofcm"'1cfic. Kritifko izda11jc [The Mirosbv 
Evangeliary. A Critical Edition] (Belgrade: Srpska Akadcmija Nauka i Umetnosti. 
1986); V Radosavljevii", .\tiroslal'ijeuojcm"'fefic. Studic i J•czi sa tccllllologijot/1 izmdc, 
sf<IIIjcm izilhitolli [The Miroslav Evangeliary. Studies Regarding the Technologv 
of its Production. its Condition and Preservation] (Belgrdde: Narodna bihlioteka 
Srbije. 1()94). For the parallels between the illuminations of the Miroslav Evan
geliary and the sculptural decoration in Studenica, see). Maksimovic·. Srpskc srcd
""'~jckoi'Ilf millij,ztmc [Serbian Medieval Book Illuminations] (Belgrade: Proswta, 
19H3). 
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River, in central Serbia); St. George (Durdevi Stupovi) in Ras; and 
St. Panteleimon in Nis. The former was built at some point before 
1168, perhaps incorporating an earlier structure. Like Studenica, 
St. Nicholas near Kursumlija betrays the influence of Western art, 
particularly through its western exonarthex with a twin-tower fa<,:ade, 
whose immediate source of inspiration is the cathedral Church of 
St. Tryphon in Kotor, the building of which ended in I I 66. It was 
also during this period of time that the stronghold at Gradina near 
Pazariste (Ras) was rebuilt and considerably enlarged. New buildings 
were added within the ramparts that suggest a dramatic change of 
function. To be sure, much like earlier occupation phases associated 
with the presence of Byzantine garrisons, late twelfth-century Ras 
had log-houses and a granary. But the twelfth-century occupation 
phase included a palatial compound in the northern part of the fort, 
with large cellars (one of which is the largest granary known in the 
Balkans) and a residential area of some 300 square meters divided into 
2 interconnected buildings. In addition, a tower was incorporated 
into the compound and turned into residential quarters, a feature 
strikingly reminiscent of contemporary Western fashions. Below the 
fortress, a cave monastery was established at some point between I I6o 
and I 200. On top of a conical rock structure, a large cave known as 
Orlova pecina ("The Eagle's Cave") may have served for some com
munal gatherings or perhaps as scriptori11m. 50 A single-naved church 
was built in the late r roos inside the fort as a funerary chapel for the 
fort's cemetery. The fort and the monastery form an ensemble that 
is clearly associated with the presence on the site of more than just 
a garrison of soldiers. The special nature of the late twelfth-century 
occupation at Ras is betrayed by the presence of exquisite pottery 
imports, such as early thirteenth-century protomaiolica or a bowl of 
south Baltic origin with an engraved image of Mercury. An ampulla 
for holy oil and a small pectoral icon of lead point to contacts with 
pilgrimage sites in the region (Thessalonica) or elsewhere in Byzan
tium. But a mold tor medallions with the image of the Holy Virgin 
with Child demonstrates that there was also a local production of 
Christian artifacts. In short, Ras has rightly been viewed as a royal 
residence, first built by Nemanja and then used by his son Stefan. But 
it was certainly not the permanent residence of the grand zllllpans, for 
Nemanja is known to have had "palaces" in various other parts ofhis 

,r, Popovic. ·r,rdal'a Ras, p. 406. 
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realm, including Kotor. Nevertheless, through its impressive palatial 
compound, the luxurious objects of daily use found on the site, and 
its religious components, Ras reflects a process of dramatic transfor
mations announcing the political prominence of Serbia during the 
I 2005. 

DALMATIA AND THE NORTHWESTERN HEGION 

The signs of prosperity so evident in Thrace and Greece are also 
visible in the twelfth century in the hinterland ofDyrrachion. That 
prosperity was primarily based on agriculture, especially in the plain 
around Valona, which had supported the Norman invaders of the late 
eleventh century. The estates in the region were primarily ecclesias
tical, such as those of the archbishop of Dyrrachion. Lay landowners 
must be recognized behind the archontcs often mentioned in contem
porary documents as founders of new churches or political brokers. 
On the other hand, much like in Greece, local prosperity attracted 
the investments of the Italian merchants, especially of the Venetians, 
who had already established themselves in Dyrrachion. Despite a 
brief interruption in I I7I, when all Venetians in the Empire were 
arrested and their property confiscated, Venetian commercial activi
ties in present-day Albania expanded during the last few decades of 
the twelfth century. By I 200, the Venetian presence is attested not 
only in Dyrrachion, but also in Valona, Jericho, and Kanina. When, 
in I 190, two Venetians joined their efforts in a commercial contract 
(colleganza) for a trip to Dyrrachion, Kerkyra. and Thessalonica, the 
ports on the Albanian coast had already become key points along the 
trade routes linking Venice to the major commercial centers in the 
eastern Mediterranean and the Aegean Sea. 

No early twelfth-century Byzantine governors of Dyrrachion are 
known, except a certain Pirogordus mentioned in the Chronicle 4 
tlze Priest (~f DiocleaY The next governor of Dyrrachion, Alexios 
Kontostephanos, intervened in the dynastic conflicts in neighbor
ing Duklja opposing "king" George to his brother Gradihna. The 
Byzantine troops led by the governor of Dyrrachion devastated the 
country and managed to capture George who was sent in chains to 

sc Clmmiclc of the Priest of DiNim 45. p. I 03. Judging !rom the chronolop· of eveim 
in the Chrollic/c, Pirogordm must have been in office during Emperor John II\ 
reign (1 I 18-1 143). 
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ConstantinopleY According to the author of the Chronicle oftlzc Priest 
c~l Dioclea, under the rule of Gradihna, many Dukljans who had fled 
to neighboring regions or across the sea to Apulia returned home, 
and Duklja remained a client state during the term of the third gov
ernor of Dyrrachion known for the twelfth century, Alexios Dukas. 
However, during the early regnal years of Emperor Manuel (I I43-
I I Ho), Duklja and Travounia became the target ofRaskan expansion. 
The emperor granted Zeta and Travounia to Desa, Uros II's brother, 
while Radoslav, Gradihna's son, was left only with a narrow strip of 
land on the coast from Kotor to Ulcinj. 5Y By that time, the authority 
of the governor of Dyrrachion had been restricted to the hinterland 
of the city, for a Byzantine duke of Valona is mentioned in I I 55. 
The Raskan presence in the region was felt again in the late I I 6os, 
when Nemanja seized Kotor. However, the communal regime estab
lished there in the meantime was not abolished. It was during those 
years that the Cathedral of St. Tryphon was erected, one of the most 
remarkable Romanesque churches on the Dalmatian coast, whose 
architecture had immediate effects on churches built inside Raska. A 
few years later, during the Hungarian-Byzantine war, a duke of the 
entire Dalmatian coast was appointed in the person of Constantine 
Dukas, who certainly exercised authority over Dukljan territories, 
as well as over Dyrrachion.r'o Following Manuel's death, Nemanja 
attacked Kotor again in I I 8 I, when he also seized Bar, and soon 
installed his brother Miroslav in Hum (Zahumlje) and his son Vukan 
in Zeta (Duklja). In the meantime, Bosnia appears to have gained its 
independence under ban Kulin, mentioned in a Cyrillic inscription 
from Biskupici-Muhasinovici (near Viskoko, to the northwest tiom 
Sarajevo). The inscription is dated to I I94 and refers to Kulin's con
quest of the region. A second inscription found in Podbrezje near 
Zenica mentions one of Kulin's judges named Gradesa, who may 
have been appointed after that conquest. 61 

" Chn•nicle o( the Priest of Dioclc<l 45. p. IO}. For Alcxios Kontostephanos, see 
Stephenson. l3y:::<~ntilllll :,- 13,1/k,lll Frontier. p. I 84. 

<•; Chroni,)e o( the Priest of Dioclca 4.\. p. 104. 

M Stephenson. By:::anti111n :,- B,lf/.i,ul Frontier. p. I 84. 
"' Fucic. "Croatian Clagolitic and Cyrillic epigraphs." pp. 277 and 27<J· Both inscrip

tions mention the donors' wives. That ofPodbrezje also contains the name of the 
carver. Prodan. A third Cyrillic inscription from Bosnia. which \\·.1s found in 
Blag.0. mentions a contemporary :::hup<111 who had built a church "in the days of 
the celcbratl'd Nenunj.L" Sec Fuc·ic·. "Crmtian GL!golitic and Cvrillic epigraphs." 

p. 27<). 
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The political developments taking place during the second half 
of the twelfth century in the southern region of the Adriatic Sea 
are also paralleled by significant shifts in the ecclesiastical adminis
tration of the area. By I I So, the archbishop of Dyrrachion had lost 
most of his suffragans in the neighboring region of Duklja. Ortho
dox and Catholics lived side by side in the region, often with parallel 
church hierarchies. However, shortly before I 200 the influence of 
the Church of Constantinople began to diminish in favor of that of 
Rome. In I I 87, Pope Alexander III congratulated the bishop ofKruje 
for having removed the last remnants of Orthodox influence from his 
diocese. In the late I I 90s, Vukan, the ruler of Zeta, wrote to the pope 
in Rome asking for religious guidance. In response, Innocent III 
called Vukan "the illustrious king of Dalmatia and Dioclea," and 
dispatched two legates, while at the same time announcing the 
(re-)elevation of the bishop of Bar to the status of archbishop. 62 

But the major concerns of the prelates gathered for the synod con
vened in Bar in I I99 were priestly celibacy and priestly beards, which 
shows that Orthodox practices were still prevalent. Nine years later, 
Demetrius, a local potentate in northern Albania, followed Vukan's 
example in asking for religious guidance from Pope Innocent III. 03 

During the first half of the twelfth century, the middle and north
ern sections of the Dalmatian coast were the object of bitter disputes 
between Hungary, on the one side, and Venice and Byzantium, on 
the other. In r I I I, a charter of King Co loman for Bishop Paul ofRab 
listed as witnesses all the most important bishops of Dalmatia under 
Hungarian control: Crescentius of Split, Anastasi us of Knin, John of 
Trogir, Bonus of Biograd, Mark of Zadar, Domin(i)cus of Krk, and 
Peter of Osor.64 Four years later, a naval expedition restored Venetian 
control over Krk and the other islands of the K varner Archipelago, 
which had been conquered by the Hungarians in I IOS. The expe
dition sent by the doge Ordelatfo Falier (I I 02- I I I 8) failed to take 

62 Although the status of archbishop had already been recognized in I 089, the bishop 
of Bar during the twelfth century seems to have been a suffragan of the archbishop 
ofDubrovnik. See L. Waldmliller, Die Synodm in D<limaticn, Kroatie11 und L'11garn. 
!1m dcr V6/kenl'atJdcru11g his z11m E11dc dcr Arp<Idm (1311) (Paderborn, Munich, 
Vienna, and Zlirich: F Schoningh, 1987), p. 1(}0. 

" 3 A. Ducellier, L1 ja(ade maritime de /'A/hanic all .Hoym Age. Durazzo et VZlimw dtt 
Xleme au XVemc sit\cfc (Thessaloniki: Institute f(>r Balkan Studies, I 9H 1 ). p. 139. 
Demetrius was the son of Progon, the archo11 mentioned in the Gcziq inscription. 

"" Waldmiiller. Die Sy11orlfll, p. 1 +3. 
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either Zadar, on the coast, or Biograd, in the interior, but another 
expedition managed to defeat the Hungarian garrison of Zadar and 
to seize the city in II 16. In Split, the Hungarian garrison secured 
the support of the archbishop, but the prior led an attack of the citi
zens ofSplit against the Hungarian positions, and the city eventually 
went over to the Venetians. r,1 At Emperor Alexios l's death in I I I 8, 

all cities in the northern section of the Dalmatian coast were under 
Venetian control. 

The Hungarian reply came in I I 24, when Stephen II sent an army 
to recuperate the positions lost to Venice. Since the king is known to 
have granted privileges to the citizens of Trogir and Split, the con
clusion has been drawn that Hungarian control was established in at 
least those two cities.M Both were retaken by the Venetian retaliatory 
expedition, which also destroyed Biograd, where the Hungarians had 
taken refuge. Venice had again firm control over the entire northern 

region of the Adriatic Sea. The prior of Zadar appears in a charter of 
I I 3 4 as Venetian "count" of that city. r,7 Eight years later, the Hungar

ians reclaimed authority over the Dalmatian city. While troops under 
the command of the ban of Bosnia, himself in Hungarian service, 
attacked Dubrovnik in I I 42, King Geza II renewed the oaths of alle
giance previously taken by King Coloman from the citizens ofSplit, 
in exchange for renewing their privileges and freedoms. In response, 

the Venetian Doge Pietro Polani (II 3 o- I I 48) secured papal support 
for establishing a new bishopric of Hvar and Brae, two islands in 
front of Split, in order to diminish the power of that city's bishop 

who had been appointed by the Hungarian king. 68 Lampradius, the 
new bishop ofHvar and Brae, was transferred in I I 54 to Zadar, which 
was then elevated to the status of archbishopric, with suffragan bish
ops in Osor, Krk, Rab, and Hvar, all under Venetian control. Pope 
Anastasius IV's bull Licct rmiversalis Ecclesiae pastor issued in that same 
year acknowledged Venice's control over the most important islands 
of the Kvarner Bay and the Dalmatian coast. One year later, Pope 

''5 Amwlcs l"i•11ttici brc!Jcs. ed. by H. Simonsfeld (Hanover: Hahnsche Buchhandlung, 
1SH3: reprint I<JRH), MGH SS 14:71. 

00 Codex dijJ/omatiws Y(~lli Croatiac, D,lfnwtiac ct Slat•olliac, ed. by T. Srnii'iklas, vol. II 

(Zagreb: Ex officina Societatis Typograticae, 1<)04), pp. 37-38. See Stephenson, 
Byzmltillm', Balkan Fnmtier, p. 204. 

''7 Codex diplomatims, vol. IJ, pp. 44-5. 

"' Thom,lS of Spalato, Historia Saiollitmw, p. 04. See Waldmi.iller, Die Spwdm, 

pp. 143-144· 
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Hadrian IV decreed that the archbishop of Zadar be subject to the 
jurisdiction of the patriarch of Grado, thus strengthening even more 
the ties between Venice and the Dalmatian city. Zadar offered shelter 
to Pope Alexander III fleeing Rome after the invasion of Frederick 
Barbarossa, and a contemporary account mentions that the pontiff 
was acclaimed by the local populace "with endless songs and chants 
of praise about him in their Slavonic tongue. " 1'~ By that time, Venice 
had already secured her domination over the north Adriatic region 
by means of the I I 45 treaties with the Istrian cities of Koper and 
Pula. In I I 50, when the Istrian cities tried to move away tl-om Vene
tian control, the doge Domenico Morosini (114~-II56) forced them 
to take an oath of allegiance and to pay tribute, thus turning them 
into Venetian subjects.7° His successor, Vitale II Michie! ( r I 56-1 I 72), 
appointed the first agents ofVenetian power in the persons of his sons 
Nicholas, as prior ofRab, and Leonardo, as count ofOsor. Domenico 
Morosini's son, who was also the commander of the Venetian fleet, 
became Count of Zadar in I I 59. But in I I 65, when King Stephen 
III of Hungary incited a rebellion in Zadar against Venetian control, 
the count was expelled and a Hungarian garrison moved into the 
city. 

Coordinating their actions with the war Emperor Manuel was wag
ing on Hungary, the Venetians launched an expedition on Dalmatia, 
which recovered Zadar, while the Byzantine general John Dukas 
moved swiftly from Raska across Bosnia and retook most of the Dal
matian cities: "Then Trogir and Sibenik carne under the Romans, 
and in addition Split and the nation of the KaCices, Klis [ ... J and 
Skradin and Ostrovica and Solin, and whatever other [cities] arc sit
uated in Dalmatia, fifty-seven in all." 71 John Kinnamos' mention of 
Skradin and Ostrovica suggests that the Byzantine conquest ofDalma
tia moved north of the Krka River, thus approaching the hinterland of 

'"J Lihcr l'ollt!fiwlis, ed. by L. Duchesne, vol. Il (Paris: E. Thorin, IH<J2), p. 437: 
English translation !rom l3oso. Lif(· o(Aicxmulcr III. tram!. by G. M. Ellis (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1973). p. 103. For Pope Alexander III's visit to Zadar, sec A.M. Strgac·ii·. 
"Papa Aleksandar III u Zadru [Pope Alexander III in Zadarj." Rado1•i Z1!'od,I z,I 
povi;cs11c z11anosti HAZL' 11 Zidm. vol. I ( 1 <JS4). pp. 153-187. 

7° Codex diplomatims, vol. Il, pp. 64-67. 
-, John Kinnamos. Deeds of)o/111 and .\L111ucl Coiiii!CI!IIS, pp. 24H-24(): English trans

lation by Urand. p. 187. See I. Goldstein. "Byzantine rule in Lhlm.ltia in the 
12th century." in Byza11z 1111d Ostlllitrclcuropa, 95<>-1~53· Bcitrd~c Zll cincr ftii>Ie-rolldc 
des XIX Inrcm,Itionalcn Congress ,,(Byzantine Studies, Copcnh''.~"" 1996. cd. bv G. 
Prinzing and M. Salamon (Wiesbackn: Otto H.liTJWl\Vitz, I<J<J<J). pp. 107-101). 
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Zadar which was at that time under Venetian control. The "nation of 
the KaCices" was the territory between Split and the Neretva River, 
which was at that time under the rule of the independent dukes of 
Omis, all members ofthe powerful KaCic family ofpirates. In II67, 

Duke Nicholas KaCic signed a treaty with Kotor, promising not to 
attack any ship sailing to Kotor "up to Molunat" (a point on the coast 
between Kotor and Dubrovnik), an indication of the power that the 
"nation of the Kacices" had over a significant portion of the Dal
matian coast. Similarly, Ostrovica must have been under the direct 
control of the local Subic family, the dukes of Bribir, who controlled 
the entire area between Zadar and Sibenik. Much like in the valley 
of the N eretva, the Byzantine power relied on the allegiance oflocal 
potentates, whom the Byzantine dukes of Dalmatia rewarded with 
membership of their retinue. For example, Duke Miroslav Subic, 
the son of Bogdanac, is said to have been appointed escort to the 
last Byzantine governor of Dalmatia, Roger Sclavonus, a Norman 
exile in Byzantine service. Roger's overlordship was recognized in a 
charter of I I 8o by several ecclesiastical and secular lords in Dalmatia, 
including six zlwpans (one of whom was Duke Miroslav) and the 
bishops of Senj and Knin_72 

During the Hungarian-Byzantine war of I I66-I I67, a Hungarian 
army invaded Dalmatia and managed to capture the first Byzantine 
duke of Dalmatia, Nicephorus Chalouphes.73 Manuel's retaliatory 

expedition in the Danube region also caused the restoration ofByzan
tine power in Dalmatia. Moreover, when in December I I 67, Stephen 
III's daughter married Nicholas, the former prior (now count) ofRab, 
Venice obtained formal recognition from the Hungarian king for her 
domination over the entire north Dalmatian coast and its cities, to 
which the doge had begun to appoint counts. Similarly, the Byzan
tines seem to have introduced "consuls" in Dalmatian cities, as repre
sentative of the local communes, such as the consul ofDubrovnik who 
in I I 68 signed a peace treaty between his city, on the one hand, and 
Split and Pisa, on the other. 74 Meanwhile, the new Byzantine duke 
of Dalmatia, Constantine Dukas, presided over the general arrest of 

Codex diplomatiws, vol. 11. pp. 113-114. See Goldstein, "Byzantine rule in 
Dalmatia." p. 117. The second duke of Dalmatia, Constantine Dukas, arbitrated 

in 1 171 a conflict between Split and Klis. See Codex diplomatiws. vol. II, p. 130. 

- 3 John Kinnamos, Deeds o!Jolm and .\1cmllcl ColllllfllliS, pp. 262-263; English trans

lation by Brand, p. 1 'J7. 

-. Codex diplomc1tiws, vol. II, pp. 124-125. 

l 
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the Venetians. He was still in office when the Venetians attacked and 
destroyed Trogir and Dubrovnik in retaliation. Although the Hun
garians were allowed to establish themselves briefly in Zadar, the city 
was back in Venetian hands by I I74J5 

The Byzantine conquest ofDalmatia does not seem to have caused 
in any way the alienation of the local clergy of Roman obedience. 
In I I67, the new archbishop of Split, now a Byzantine city, was 
appointed by the pope, but when the archbishop was asked to swear 
allegiance to Emperor Manuel, there was no papal protest. Eight years 
later, another archbishop of Split even visited the emperor in Con
stantinople, where he was lavishly entertained and showered with 
gifts. 76 Much like Dobronas in the early eleventh century, Raynerius 
of Split must have acted on behalf of the entire city when traveling 
to the capital of the Empire. Unlike him, the archbishop does not 
seem to have invested the gifts in a building program in Split. In hct, 
because of its brevity, the military and political presence of Byzan
tium in twelfth-century Dalmatia lefi: only a few traces in material 
culture: some sculptural elements in Split and Dubrovnik; four reli
quary crosses (enkolpia) accidentally found on various sites on the 
northern Dalmatian coast; and two hoards of Byzantine coins. The 
influence of Byzantine art is visible in decorative ensembles of oth
erwise Western figural composition, such as the fi·escoes in the side 
apses of the Church of St. Chrysogonus, most likely painted by mas
ters from southern Italy commissioned by Archbishop Lampradius 
of Zadar in I I75· Much more surprising are the frescoes in Byzan
tine style decorating the walls of the small Church of St. Jerome 
in Hum (Istria), which had been erected in the early twelfth cen
tury on land belonging to the patriarchate of Aquileia77 The painter 
was clearly familiar with the techniques and themes of the painted 
ensembles in the central Balkans and may have come from the south
ern Dalmatian area. In the same direction points the presence of a 
Glagolitic graffito on the fresco inside the church mentioning a series 
of thirty masses to be celebrated for the soul of a deceased blacksmith 
named Martin. The graffito is by no means unique, as several other 

7' Stephenson, Byzantium~< Balkan Fnlllticr. p. 21i2. 
7

'' Thomas of Spalato, Historia Salo11itmw, pp. 72-73. The visit is also mentioned in 
the Life of Sr. Ray11crius. in Lege11de i kro11ikc, ed. bv V. Cligo and H. Morovi(· 
(Split: Cabvski sabor. 1977), p. q8. 

' 7 B. Fuhc, "Hum. ciklus romanicko-bizantinskih zidnih slikarija [Hum. the cycle 
of Romanesque-Byzantine frescoes]." Perisril. vols. li-7 ( I<Jii3- I<Jii4). pp. I 3-22. 
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Glagolitic inscriptions are known from twelfth-century !stria, some 
short (the Grdoselo and Supetar fragments), others relatively long 
(the Glagolitic Abecedarium carved on the dedicatory cross on the 
wall of the Church of St. Anthony the Hermit in Roc) _7 8 By con
trast, no such inscription is known from the islands of the Kvarner 
Bay, which had produced eleventh-century Glagolitic epigraphs. The 
only twelfth-century inscriptions known from the northern Adriatic 
are Latin and refer to donors. This is the case of the dukes Bartul 
and Vid tfom the island of Krk, who appear together with a priest 
named Bonus on late twelfth-century dedicatory inscriptions, or of 
the archdeacon Kuzma, who in I I 8 I built a bell tower in Rab. 79 Both 
abbeys and cathedrals operated as centers of writing and learning, as 
indicated by the fact that the first public notaries that appeared in the 
Dalmatian cities in the mid-I IOOs were members of the local chapters. 
But the twelfth century also witnessed a broadening of the audience of 
the written text. Besides liturgical codices, such as the Roman Missal 
in Caroline script from the Cathedral in Split or the one in Beneven
tan script written in Dubrovnik and now in the Bodleian Library 
in Oxford, a list of twelfth-century Latin manuscripts produced in 
Croatia must include the Korcula Codex, written in Zadar or at the 
Abbey of St. Chrysogonus shortly after I I 3 I. This manuscript is a 
compilation of texts including such diverse items as a Latin trans
lation of Flavius Josephus' jewish War, lists of popes, archbishops of 
Ravenna, and patriarchs of Aquileia, as well as excerpts from Paul the 
Deacon's History of the Lombards, the Liber pont(flcalis, and Eusebius' 

-., Fucic, "Croatian Glagolitic and Cyrillic epigraphs.'" pp. 273-275. The Grdoselo 
fragment is from a dedicatory inscription. The Supetar inscription consists of the 
word "Amen" in Cyrillic and the name Jacob in Glagolitic. See also B. FuCic, 
"Supetarski ulomak [The Supetar fragment]." Slouo, vol. 38 (1988), pp. 55-62. 
That the Glagolitic alphabet was in use during the twelfth century in the southern 
region of the Dalmatian coast is indicated by the so-called Gr5kovic and Mihanovic 
tragments of two ditlerent apostols (collections of readings from the Acts and the 
Epistles of the Apostles) that were certainly written in Duklja. 

"" :\."alncntra.~endc Stcillillschriftell. p. 9; l. Ostojic, Benedikti11ci 11 Hruatskoj [The Bene
dictine Order in Croatia] (Split: Benediktinski priorat Tkon, 1963), pp. 355-356. 
For the role of the local potentates in the spread of Romanesque architecture on 
the Krk island, see M. Jurkovii:. "Uloga Zadra, Clunya i knezeva Frankopana u 
promociji romanike na otoku Krku [The role of Zadar, Cluny, and the Frankopan 
princes in the promotion of the Romanesque style on the island of Krk]," in 
L"mjctllOSt 11<7 istobwj ob,di Jadra!I<I 11 kontekstu c11ropeske tradicije. Zbomik radoua za 
Zl/allStcullog sk11pc1 11 Opatiji 11 sl'ilmill 1992. posudmog djc/11 Pr~f Dr. Radmile :v!at~jfic, 
ed. by N. Kudis and M. Vicelja (Rijeka: Pedagoski takultet, 1993), pp. 17()-IR9. 

l 
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Ecclesiastical History. Ho The compilation certainly reflects a genuine 
interest in history, and the notes regarding Dalmatia and Croatia 
added to the Liber pont[/icalis demonstrate a concern with local events. 
The Korcula Codex is thus very similar in its intent to the work of 
Gregory, the late twelfth-century archbishop of Bar, who is believed 
to be the author of the Chro11icle of the Priest of Dioclca. The material 
packed in the Latin version of this historical work, the first of its kind 
in Southeastern Europe, is as diverse and at times as incongruent 
as that of the Korcula compilation. Its purpose was propagandistic, 
namely to demonstrate the superiority of the archbishopric of Bar 
over that of Split, perhaps in the context of the reelevation of the 
status of Bar and the Dukljan-papal contacts of the late I roos. Con
demned by modern historians for its inconsistencies, obscurities, or 
downright fictional character, the Chronicle is in fact a remarkable 
indicator ofboth high levels of literacy and the political implications 
ofliterary production in twelfth-century Dalmatia. When compared 
with the Korcula Codex and with Thomas of Spalato's History of 
Salona, which was written less than a century later, the Chronicle thus 
appears as a historical witness to shifting mentalities in a region of 
shifting borders. 

At Manuel's death in I I8o, a Hungarian army under Duke Maurus 
invaded Dalmatia and occupied Zadar. A Hungarian named Peter 
was appointed Archbishop of Split, and by I I 82 Maurus himself had 
become Count ofDalmatia, a position no doubt aping the Byzantine 
duke ofDalmatia. ~~ At about the same time, the islands ofKori':ula and 
Vis were attacked by N emanja, but most of what constituted Byzan
tine Dalmatia during Emperor Manuel's reign was taken by Hungary. 
In the aftermath of the Byzantine victories over the Norman invaders 
of I I 8 5, William II seems to have retained some control over the 
Dalmatian coast, as in I I 86, when making peace with Dubrovnik, 
Nemanja and his brothers Miroslav and Sracimir acknowledged that 
the city was "in the hands of the most glorious king William. "~ 2 But 
during the last two decades of the twelfth century the Hungarian hold 

'° Katicic, "Language and literacy, .. pp . .Jtl.J-364. 
'' Thomas of Spalato, Historia Salonitmw, p. 75. Peter left Split in I I ~7 to become 

Archbishop ofKalocsa. His successor was another Hungarian named Peter (Arch
bishop of Split between rr88 and II<)(>). who had until then been abbot of the 
Abbey of St. Martin in P<mnonl1dlma. See Waldmiilkr, Die Synodm, p. r )4. 

'
2 Codex diplomafi(lls, vol. 11, pp. 20I-202; English translation from Stephenson. 

Byzmlfiwn ~' Balkan Fromier, p. 288. 
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on Dalmatia and Croatia went uncontested. When at King Bela III's 
death, his two sons began to struggle for power, Andrew (the future 
king Andrew II) declared Croatia and Dalmatia an independent prin
cipality, a status it preserved until 1205, when Andrew became king. 
In doing so, the Hungarian prince undoubtedly relied on the sup
port of the local aristocracy, whose privileges he was quick to confirm 
and expand. For example, in I I93, he granted to Bartholomew of 
Krk the office of Count of Modrus (near Karlovac, Croatia) as a 
hereditary dignity. Most likely through donation of royal land, the 
l3abonici Eunily in Slavonia began building some of the largest estates 
in the region, and through control of the roads linking the Dalmatian 
coast to Hungary, they increased their revenues from the extraction 
of tolls. Prince Andrew also built alliances with the powerful lords 
on the other side of the frontier separating his principality from the 
southeastern marches of the Holy Roman Empire. Most prominent 
among them were the counts of Andechs from Bavaria, whose min
isterials (knights born into servitude who were granted fiefs by their 
liege-lords) in Carinthia are first mentioned in I I97· Two members 
of the Andechs family, Berthold IV and Berthold V, are mentioned 
in I I43 or I I4 7 and II 54 or II6I, respectively, as counts of Stein 
(Kamnik, north ofLjubljana), a town founded by their family in the 
middle of perhaps their largest domain in the area. Berthold VI, who 
was in the retinue of Emperor Frederick I l3arbarossa and led one 
of the tour detachments of the army that crossed the Balkans in the 
summer of 1189, was the first duke ofMerania, the region around the 
Bay of Trieste. His son, Henry II of Andechs, became Margrave of 
Istria, and after the death in I 209 of his father-in-law, Count Albert 
of Weichselburg (Visnja Gora, near Ljubljana), he inherited large 
estates in Lower Carniola at the Croatian border, thus becoming the 
most powerful lord in the southeastern marches of the Empire, with 
over thirty ministerials. XJ The Andechs thus became Prince Andrew's 
most important ally in the region. The alliance was sealed in 1204 

'·' M. Kosi. ''The age of the Crusades in the South-East of the Empire (between the 
Alps and the Adriatic),"' in '1/u· CrttStldts t111d rite .Vli/ir,ny Orders. Expa11di11g Tromim 
o( "HcdiePal L1ti11 C!trisri,utity, cd. by Zs. Hunyadi and J. Laszlovszky (Budapest: 
Department of Medieval Studies. Central European University. 2001), pp. 129-

r 30 and 1 )6. The rise to power of the Andechs family in the southeastern marches 
coincides with Emperor Frederick I's conflict with llvzantium and his preparations 
for the Third Crusade, an indication that the Andechs \Vere agents of imperial 
pmver on the lrontier. 
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when he married Henry II's daughter, Gertrud, while her young 
brother, Berthold, was appointed ball of Croatia and Archbishop of 
Kalocsa. Another brother, Otto, accompanied his father in the Third 
Crusade and succeeded him as the second duke ofMerania in I205. It 
is important to note that shortly before and afi:er I 200, the Andechs 
had secured their control of the southeastern marches and yielded 
considerable influence in neighboring Croatia and Hungary. 

But the situation elsewhere on the western frontier of Hungary 
was not so favorable to the future king Andrew II. To be sure, King 
Bela II had signed in I I 3 I a peace treaty with Archbishop Con
rad I of Salzburg, an event that opened a long period of peace and 
stability. s4 It was during the subsequent decades that trade between 
Hungary and Italy intensified along the routes crossing the southeast
ern marches of the Empire. As a consequence, the Friesach penny, 
first minted in Carinthia in I I25, was later struck at several other 
mints in Styria and Carniola, and became the most common coin 
in use in the northwestern region of the Balkans, on both sides of 
the frontier between Hungary and the Holy Roman Empire. But 
in the late I roos, the burggraves of Ptuj, who were ministerials of 
the archbishop of Salzburg, took advantage of the struggle for power 
between Emeric and Andrew, the two sons of the deceased king of 
Hungary. The burggraves seized a strip ofland, nineteen miles wide, 
on the southeastern border ofStyria, inside Hungary. In the middle 
of the newly conquered territory, at Velika Nedelja (near Cakovec, in 
Croatia), Frederick III, the burggrave of Ptuj, granted a large estate 
to the Teutonic Knights, who immediately began to attract settlers 
in order to populate a region that had been left deserted to mark the 
"no-man's-land" between Hungary and Styria. 

During the long reign of Leopold VI of Babenberg (Duke of 
Austria between I I 98 and I 230, but ofStyria since I I 94), the south
eastern marches, especially Carniola, were more firmly attached to 
the cultural development ofWestern Europe. To be sure, by that time 
the Cistercians were already a familiar presence in the region. Their 
abbey at Sticna (near Visnja Cora), founded in I 13 5 by the counts 
of Weichselburg, is the most significant monument of Romanesque 
art in present-day Slovenia. The three-aisled abbey church reminds 
one of the conservative architecture of the Cluniac order rather 
than of contemporary Cistercian buildings. The Carthusian monks 

'" Vita Clumradi archicpiscopi Salislnt~~cllsi.<. pp. 7_1-7 5. 
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established the first house within the Holy Roman Empire at Zice 
(near Slovenska Bistrica, in northeastern Slovenia) in I I 60. The 
church of the Upper Abbey (domus superior), as well as the church 
in Spitalic, the site of the Lower Abbey, betray the work of French 
stoneworkers. The builders of Zice introduced the ribbed vault to 
the region, an innovation that found no imitators. It was only the 
ribbed vaults of the second Carthusian abbey established by Duke 
Leopold VI in Jurkloster near Lasko in I 208 that were imitated, first 
and foremost in the parish church in Lasko, which is also a foundation 
of Duke Leopold. The Romanesque churches of present-day Slove
nia that may be dated to the reign of Leopold VI, shortly before and 
after I 200, are characterized by the presence of a tower erected on 
the side end of the church. The best known example is the Church of 
St. Vitus in Dravograd (near the present-day Austrian-Slovenian bor
der), a foundation of Otto I ofTrixen-Unterdrauburg, the powerful 
ministerial of the Spanheim ducal family of Carinthia. 

During the first half of the twelfth century, members of the Span
heim family ruling in Carinthia also controlled the neighboring 
marches. Engelbert II and Engelbert III of Spanheim were Mar
graves of !stria between I IOJ and I I7I. Their neighbors across the 
Bay of Trieste were the powerful Meinhardines, counts of Gorica. 
Meinhard II (c. I I60-I23 1) accompanied the bishop of Halberstadt 
on his way back fi-om Acre in the Holy Land, after the bishop had 
landed in !stria in I I()il.x 5 The Meinhardines held Gorica, formally 
within the duchy of Friuli, in vassalage from the see of Aquileia. 
The counts owned land in the karst region behind Gorica, while 
their ministerials controlled land on their behalf in Friuli, Carinthia, 
and, just before I 200, in I stria. Very few of these lands were allo
dial property; many were in fact held in vassalage from the Church, 
especially from the see of Aquileia and its suffragan bishops. But fol
lowing the military conflicts that opposed the patriarch of Aquileia 
to the counts of Gorica, especially Engelbert II (I I 3 2-c. I I 9 I) and 
his son Meinhard II, many of these fiefs were turned into grants in 
perpetuity. They also increased their power in the region by means 
of matrimonial alliances. Meinhard ll's brother, Engelbert III, mar
ried the sister of the duke of neighboring Merania, Berthold VI of 
Andechs. The counts of Go rica had regalian rights over tolls, roads, 

'' Ccsta cpiscopomm H,lfi>crstadcnsium, ed. by L. Weiland (Hanover: Hahnsche Buch
lundlung. I ~74; reprint I <;~6), MCH SS 2}: II2-I 13. 
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and coinage in the area. In the early I 200s, when they began minting 
their own coinage, they had already made their appearance in the 
imperial entourage. 80 Involved in the events surrounding the capture 
ofKing Richard I of England in the course ofhis return from Acre in 
r I 92, Meinhard II also participated in Emperor Henry VI's crusade 
ofii95· 

But unlike the counts of Andechs, neither the Spanheims nor the 
Meinhardines became involved in the domestic affairs of the neigh
boring countries to the south of their possessions in the southeastern 
marches of the Empire. Besides Venice, no other power based in 
the lands to the north and northeast of the Adriatic Sea had any 
interest in Dalmatia or Croatia. Despite the growing trade between 
northeastern Italy and Hungary during the twelfth century, there was 
little economic and cultural interaction across the no-man's-land sep
arating the southeastern marches of the Empire from Hungary and 
Croatia. 

TRANSYLVANIA, THE OTHER BORDERLAND 

A much wider no-man's-land seems to have separated the eastern and 
southeastern frontier of the Hungarian kingdom from its Cuman 
neighbors in the steppe corridor north of the Lower Danube and 
the Black Sea. The first mention of Transylvania (terra Ultrasi/vana) 
within the borders ofHungary is in the Deeds (:[the Hungarians (Gesta 
Hungarorum), the earliest surviving chronicle of Hungary, which was 
written at some point after the reign ofBela III (II72-II96).~7 Its 
author described the land as rich, particularly in gold and salt, but 

"' P Stih, Studie11 zur Ceschichtc dcr Craf(·u 1'011 C:iirz. Die .\!iuisteri,llm 1111d .\!ilitcs 
de.- Crafc11 l'OII Ciirz iu f.; trim 1111d Kraiu (Vienna: Olden bourg, 1 <;<;(>). p. 3 2. Afi:er 
(. I 200, the Meinhardines added Dei xr<lti<l to the f(mnul.!ic introduction of their 
charters, as a sign of their increasing power. 

' 7 Die "Ccsta Huugaror11111" des ai/OII)'I/11'11 .\.ol<ns. Die d!tcstc IJ,nstcllullg dcr '"'.~'nischcu 
Cesrhichte, ed. by G. Silagi (Sigmaringen: Jan Thorbcckc, I<J<JI). The date of the 
Gest,, is one of the most controversial ismes of Hungarian historiography. At stake 
is the identitv of its author, a former notary of a Hungarian king named Be!J. 
who called himself. somewhat mysteriously. Master 1'. Most Hungarian historians 
now accept the idea that the king in question is Bela III. Sec secK. Szodk. "Wer 
warder anonyme Notar; Zur Bestimmung des Vert:1sscrs dcr Ccsr,, H1111X<lrMIIIII." 

L'u.~<lrlljahrhuch, vol. I<; ( 1 <)<)I). pp. I- I 7: G. Cylitit\·. "Anonymm Cest.l Hungaro
ruma [ Cest<l Hllli,R<ll"0/"11111[." in.':! Holl/1:~/a/,/skor irotrfm·,i_,<li. cd. lw L. Kodcs .md 
L. Veszpn'm'· (Budapest: B.da"i kiadb. 1 <;()6). pp. I()J-2 13. 
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did not know much else about its geography beyond the northwest
ern area around Dabaca. There is no mention of Alba Iulia, which 
at the time the Deeds of the Hungarians was written had become the 
residence of a powerful governor called voevodc, as well as of the 
bishop of Transylvania. On the basis of little more than place names 
of Hungarian origin, scholars have reconstructed a system of forti
fied frontiers (indagines) consisting of entrance points blocked with 
palisades and wooden or stone barriers separating Hungarian Transyl
vania from the "deserted lands" beyond it. According to such views, 
the frontier was guarded by foreign groups of eastern origin, mainly 
Pechenegs and Szeklers, the latter being a group that the author of 
the Deeds viewed as "the people of King Attila"ss allied to the Hun
garians since times immemorial. There is in fact no direct evidence 
tor the existence during the twelfth century of a fortified frontier 
in Transylvania, and the presence of the Pechenegs and the Szek
lers inside the region, which has been predicated upon the expan
sion of that trontier, still remains a matter of debate. Moreover, the 
"desert" on the other side of the frontier does not seem to have 
been in any way different from the narrow strip of land deliberately 
evacuated to form a "no-man's-land" on the western frontier of the 
kingdom. 

Nevertheless, the archaeological evidence does support the idea 
of a settlement area expanding from northwest and west to south 
and east, respectively, during the twelfth century. At some point in 
the early r roos, strongholds erected in the eleventh century in the 
northwest (Biharea, Dabaca, Cluj-Mana~tur, Moldovene~ti) had their 
ramparts repaired and heightened. Churches were built inside each 
one of them, and around those churches grew the twelfth-century 
cemeteries that Romanian archaeologists group together in what they 
call the "Citfaiau phase" following the disappearance of the "Bjelo 
Brdo culture. "x~ These are often large cemeteries, sometimes with 
hundreds of graves, often devoid of any grave goods except dress 
accessories (tares, earrings, and ball-headed pins) normally found 
with female skeletons. Some such cemeteries have burials clustering 
around an empty space in the middle, which has been interpreted as 

:-~ (~cstd HungtnOnllll )0, p. I 1 (,. 

''J K. Hor~dt, Sichmlni•xc•• int Friilnnirrclalrcr (Bonn: RudolfH,Jbelt, J<;S/'5). pp. !!1'5-

J 17. The Jl.lnll' is that of .1 cemeterv excautcd near ,m eleventh- and tvvelfi:h
century s~ttlement f(nmd in More~ti (ne,Jr T;irgu Murq). See Horedt, .\forq·ri, 
vol. 11. pp. 'J-(q. 
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the mark of a wooden church. The distribution of churches of either 
stone or wood overlaps that of the increasing number offmds of coins 
struck for the twelfth-century kings of Hungary. Almost all such finds 
are from burials, as the deposition of a coin either in the hand or in 
the mouth of the deceased became a widespread funerary practice 
in twelfth-century Central Europe. Outside Transylvania proper, for 
example, most twelfth-century finds from Arad come from burials 
around the Church of St. Martin, some with coins minted for King 
Stephen III ( r I 62-r 172). Inside Transylvania, such cemeteries were 
in existence during the second half of the twelfth century next to the 
present-day cathedrals in Alba Julia and Cluj. One of the easternmost 
cemeteries of the Citfalau phase was found at Zabala near Covasna, on 
the edge of the Carpathian Mountains. The earliest of its 2 r 8 burials 
have been coin-dated to the reign ofGeza II (r 141-r r62), while the 
latest cannot be dated after c. 1200. A second, equally large cemetery 
was found in the neighboring village of Peteni, which besides coins 
struck for Geza II, Stephen III, and Bela III, produced uncommonly 
rich artifacts, mainly golden dress accessories. Outliers within the 
Citfalau-phase group of cemeteries, Zabala and Peteni may thus be 
viewed as evidence for an expansion of the eastern frontier of the 
kingdom during the second half of the twelfth century antedating by 
just a few decades the establishment of Hungarian garrisons on the 
other side of the Carpathians, at Batca Doamnei and Lenkyvcy. On 
the other hand, Peteni clearly shows that those pushing the frontier 
eastwards were not mere auxiliary troops in Hungarian service, but 
communities with affluent and, most likely, high status individuals. 
Whether or not caused by the Hungarian-Byzantine conflicts in the 
1 I 50s and I I 6os, the expansion signaled by both cemeteries bears tes
timony to the fact, otherwise not clearly attested in written sources, 
that by 1200 the Hungarian kingdom had established its frontiers 
firmly on the Carpathians. The expansion to the Transylvanian Alps 
is indicated, among other things, by the sudden appearance c. I I 50 
of the first "guest" settlers brought from the West by King Geza II. 
Although later claimed for the history of the local Saxons (German
speaking population of Transylvania), the earliest settlers may have 
instead been Flemings or Walloons. Probably no larger than some 
500 families, the first group of "guests" settled in the environs of 
present-day Sibiu and Sebe~, just south of Alba Julia. This was by 
no means a homogeneous group, and there are indications that some 
of the earliest settlers may have come trom regions as br from each 
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other as the Lower Rhine and the Wetterau area north of present-day 
Frankfurt am MainY0 The most important settlements established by 
the newcomers were named after locatores, who were responsible for 
the recruitment of the colonists and the division of land granted to 
them by the Hungarian king. For example, the German name of the 
present-day city of Sibiu is Hermannstadt, a name derived from that 
of the entrepreneur who may have acted as middleman at the time of 
the first settlement. The settlers had economic and judicial privileges, 
including that of having their own church independent of the juris
diction of the bishop of Alba Iulia. The "church of the Germans" 
is first mentioned in documents in I I9I, while the "priors of the 
Flemings" appear in charters dated between I I92 and I I98. "Sax
ons" as a generic name for the "guests" was not established before 
1 206. Although the colonists are said in documents to have been 
settled on wasteland on the southern frontier, there is clear archaeo
logical evidence that in fact their settlements were not the first ones 
in the region. For example, in Sebe~, burials of the CitfaEiu group 
of Transylvanian cemeteries have been found under the present-day 
Evangelical Church, itself incorporating an older church built around 
r 200. The same is true tor Drau~eni, a little village between Rupea 
and Odorheiu Secuiesc in eastern Transylvania. Here a cemetery has 
been found next to the church in the middle of the fortress erected 
in the early fifteenth century. Coin finds indicate that the cemetery 
was in use during the second half of the twelfth century, between 
the reigns of Geza II and Stephen III. A pectoral cross (enkolpion) of 
Byzantine origin accidentally found in Saschiz near Sighi~oara sug
gests that an earlier settlement may have existed on the site before the 
arrival of the first Saxon settlers at some point after I 200. On the other 
hand, the arrival of the settlers is signaled archaeologically by such 
novelties as high-quality wheeled-made pottery (Gray Ware) with no 
analogies in the neighboring regions, but similar to that produced in 
a number of kilns in the Hildesheim region of Thuringia. 

·;c~ H. Zimmerm.mn, "'Die deutsche Siidostsiedlung im Mittdalter," in Deutsche 
Ceschh-!itc i111 Ostcll btroJ"'-'· L111d •Ill dcr Do11<111, ed. by G. Schad! (Berlin: Siedler, 
I'J'JS). p. 32. The dialect spoken by Transylvanian Saxons resembles that of 
Luxemburg, but a number of linguistic links haw been established with the so
ulled "'Letzdburger Platt" spoken in the Meuse region and in Franconia. See 
Misch Orend, "'Die Entstehung der M;irchen s·on der Luxemburger Herkunft der 
Siebenbiirger Sachm1," Orhis, vol. 20 (I<J7I), pp. 370-383. 

, 
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The "guests" were not the only agents of the twelfth-century 
expansion in Transylvania. Present in the borderlands were also the 
Cistercian monks, who first arrived in Transylvania during the reign 
of Bela III. To be sure, the number of monasteries in Transylvania 
increased considerably during the I roos, with four new Benedic
tine abbeys established in Mese~ (I I65), Saniob near Oradea (I I69), 
and two other unidentified locations on the Somq and Cri~ Rivers 
(I189 and 1199, respectively)Y' The abbey at Carp near Victoria 
was a daughter house of one of the first Cistercian abbeys estab
lished by King Bela III at Igri~ near Nadlac (close to the present-day 
Hungarian-Romanian border). At Igri~, archaeological excavations 
revealed a three-aisled brick basilica with three apses very similar 
to the Romanesque cathedral in Pees or to the Benedictine abbey 
church in Somogyvar, both in western Hungary. Only Romanesque 
sculptural elements were found at Igri~, and it is known that the 
abbey was enlarged and refurbished by Andrew II who intended to 
turn it into a royal burial ground. Igri~ was founded on royal land. 
By contrast, when its daughter house at Carta was established, the 
monastic estates were carved out of the "land of the Vlachs." An 
early thirteenth-century property register mentions King Andrew II's 
order that estates previously in Vlach hands be transferred to the Cis
tercian abbey (see chapter 7). A Vlach presence on the southern 
frontier of Transylvania clearly antedates the arrival of the Cister
cians. This is substantiated by the hoard of silver found in Carti~oara, 
not far from the site of the abbey and within the boundaries of the 
estates the monks managed to snatch with royal support from the 
local Vlachs. Besides a silver chain from a headgear and 900 grams of 
hacksilver, the hoard also contained a Byzantine gold coin struck for 
Emperor John II (I 118-I I 43) .Y2 Although no remains of settlements 
or cemeteries have so far been found in the "land of the Vlachs" in 
southern Transylvania, that was most certainly the area in which the 
"guests" settled on royal land beginning with the reign of Geza II 
first came to know the Vlachs. And it is apparently through the 

0 ' Most important among them is the s,!niob Abbev, bcclllse of the precious relic of 
St. Stephen's right hand housed between its walls. For early monasticism in Tr.m
sylvania, sec L. Makkai. '"Transylv.mia in the medieval Hungarian kingdom (By(,-
1526)." in Hisrory o( 1iniiS)'il'alli,1, ed. by L Makkai .md A. Mc)csy. vol. 1 (New 
York: Columbia Unin·rsity Press. 2001). pp. ).l3-:>.1'J. 

0 ' Honeck Sichmhii1gm. pp. l)0-1)2. who cakul.ltes that the .unount of precious 
metal in the hoard \\·as sutticient for buving some tiftv acres of .trahle Lmd. tsvo 
brge gr.tnng fields, t\\'O \·iney,ud". and three fu-n1"tcad~. 
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settlers that the audience of some of the earliest epics m German 
learned about them as well. The Nibelungenlied composed in the 
Vienna-Passau region shortly after I 200 contains the first mention 
not only of the "land of the Vlachs" ( T/lachcnlant), but also of a certain 
duke Ramune, said to have been present at the court of Etzel, the 
king of the HunsY3 Attempts to identifY the duke with a historical 
figure must be regarded with great suspicion, for it is most likely that 
the name the Vlachs gave to themselves (roman) served as a basis for 
the creation of the fictional character RamuncY4 The author of the 
Deeds o.fthe Hun,<.?arians, who had no knowledge of the "guests," nev
ertheless knew that Transylvania was inhabited by Slavs and VlachsY5 

However, before King Andrew II's grant to the Carp Abbey, there is 
no mention of Vlachs in the royal charters. 

Out of twenty-six known charters dated to the twelfth century and 
pertaining to Transylvania, half mention royal officers as witnesses, an 
indication of the special character of the region as the kingdom's bor
derland. Two charters of I I II and I I I 3 refer to a certain Mercuri us 
said to have been princeps Ultrasilvanus. This is commonly interpreted 
as an attempt to turn the region into an administrative unit modeled 
after principalities within the Holy Roman Empire. In reality, Mer
curius may have been just the most important lord in the region, with 
no specially designed office. It has in fact been suggested that he was 
one and the same person as a count of Alba Iulia mentioned in a char
ter of 1097. A specially appointed voevode named Leustachius is only 
attested in 1 I76. By that time there was still a separate office of Count 
of Alba I ulia. However, shortly after I200, the tJocvode was also Count 
of Alba Iulia, a cumulation of administrative tasks that points to the 
increasing importance of the central and southern regions of Tran
sylvania. l3y contrast, most other counts mentioned in documents 
before 1200 are those of the northwestern area ofTransylvania: Saul, 
count of Biharea (I I 1 I); John, count of Crasna (I I64); Leustachius, 

o_; Dcr SihcillllX<'Il ;\,'oth 1111d die K!.~~e, ed. by K. Lachmann (Berlin: G. Reimer, I X7S). 
pp. I 73- I 74, 240, and 3 1 o. In the sequel known as the Klagc there is a second ruler 
of the Vlachs named Sigeher. Ramune also appears in another medieval German 
epic the Bitcrolf composed in the mid-thirteenth century. and his native country 
is again the "land of the Vlachs." See l3itcrol(ulld Dictlcib, ed. by O.Janicke (Berlin: 
Weidmann. 1N07; reprint I<J(>_l), pp. I~. )I, and ))-)0. In RudolfofEms' rhvmed 
chronicle. written in the earlv 1200s, the Vlachs appear in association with the 
Cumans and with the snmv-covered mountaim ( H £·/trlmlllik. ed. by G. Ehrismann 
[Berlin: Weidnunn. I<.il)J. p. J(>). 

"" Armbruster. Dcr Dollciii-KclrJiilfCIIr<llllll, pp. )4-)'J. 
')::- Ccntl 1-flllf.(!tlromlll 2(), p. 7rL 
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count of Dabaca (r I64); Thomas, count of Cluj (r I77); Nicholas, 
count ofSatu Mare (r I 8 I)Yr' Outside Transylvania proper, the counts 
of Timi~oara, Cenad, and Cara~ were first mentioned in documents 
of the last quarter of the twelfth century.n However, other counts 
may have been in office though they do not appear in contempo
rary documents. For example, the castle at Turda is mentioned in 
I075 in relation to the salt trade, the monitoring and royal taxation 
of which must have been in the hands of the local countY~ Cas
trum Cuwliensis (Kiikiillo, now Cetatea de Balta near Tarnaveni) is 
first mentioned in I I77, but the count appears only in 1214Y~ The 
multiplication of Transylvanian counts in charters of the second half 
of the twelfth century suggests drastic administrative changes taking 
place under King Geza II and his successors, especially Bela III. Key 
to this reorganization was the division of the initial county in the 
middle of the region, which had been centered upon Alba I ulia, into 
smaller administrative units, such as Cluj or Cetatea de Balta. The 
rearrangements of the late twelfth century were clearly accompanied 
by demographic growth. Over fifty new settlements are mentioned 
in charters dated between 1 I 50 and I 200, more than half of which 
are still existing villages or towns. Many of them can be located in the 
northwestern region, around the old county seats at Biharea, Dabaca, 
and Cluj, where royal estates were most numerous. It is in this region 
that in 1 I 76 King Bela III granted estates to a certain Lob in recogni
tion of his military service during the Hungarian-Byzantine wars. 100 

Internal migration may have been responsible for the multiplica
tion of settlements, 101 but archaeological excavations in More5ti, near 
Targu Murq, have unearthed a tweHi:h- to early thirteenth-century 

{Jrl DonJ/1/CIItC priFind is to ria Romduiei. C. 1f(1/l:·:ill'r11ti£1 [I )octuncnt'i rcgdrding the His
tory of Romania. Series C: Tramylvaniaj. ed. by M. Roller. nJI. 1 (Bucharest: 
Editura Academiei Republicii Popubn: Rom<ini.J. I<J 51). pp. 2-3. ri. and R. 

"~ Doouncntc. pp. ri. 13, and I<J. 
"' Dowmmtc, p. 1. For the eleventh- and twelti:h-century salt trade on the Murq 

River. see G. Kovach, "Date cu privire Ia tr.msportul sarii pe MuiT) in secolele 
X-Xlll [Data regarding the transportation of salt on the Murq ~'liver during the 
tenth to thirteenth century]." Zirid,li'IJ. vol. 12 (1yXo). 1<)3-200. 

"" Dommente, pp. 2 1 and 66. 
100 Donuncntc. pp. 242-243. 
JO) Two villages named Devecher (superior and inf(·rior) are mentioned in the Cluj 

region during the last quarter of the twelfth centun·. The latter ,,.,1s clc.nh- J 

foundation of immigrants ti·mn the f()[mer. See Donllnl'lll<'. p. 2.+2. The s.mJc is 
true of several other vill.lges near Biharea .md Alba Iulia mentioned Ill the earlv 
1200'\. 
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small village located next to an older royal fort whose earthen ram
parts received a stone reinforcement at some point after r roo. 102 The 
sunken-featured buildings found on the site produced wheel-made 
pottery (the so-called "More~ti C Ware"), but also clay pans reminis
cent of early medieval food-preparation traditions. ' 03 Given the short 
distance between village and fort, More~ti may have been a settlement 
of specialized workers (peasants and craftsmen) serving the exclusive 
needs of the neighboring fortress's ruler, possibly the local count. As 
such, the village is an indication of the measures taken by the Hun
garian kings during the second half of the twelfth century, which 
prepared the way for the dramatic transformations of the eastern and 
southern frontier of the kingdom after I 200 and the beginning of the 
Hungarian expansion beyond the Carpathian Mountains. 

THE VLACH HEVCHT 

While the author of the Deeds <?f the Hungarians made the Vlachs the 
inhabitants of the rich lowlands of Transylvania, his Jewish contem
porary from Tudela described them as mountain people in Boeotia. 
Traveling through Greece in I 165, Benjamin ofTudela learned about 
the Vlachs living in the mountain region in the hinterland of Sinon 
Potamo (near Lamia, in Phtiotis), a region he called "Vlachia." To 
Benjamin the traveler, the Vlachs were as lawless as the Druses of the 
Sidon region of Lebanon: "No man can go up and do battle against 
them, and no king can rule over them."' 04 Like the Jews in the 
mountainous country near the Strait of Aden, they were also "swift 
as hinds" as they swept "down from the mountains to despoil and 
ravage the land ofGreece."' 05 Both Jews and Vlachs hated Christians. 
To Benjamin the rabbi, the parallel was too strong to be ignored: the 
Vlachs were not true Christians, since they gave themselves Jewish 
names. "Some people say that they are Jews and, in fact, they call the 
Jews their brethren, and when they meet with them, though they 
rob them, they refrain from killing them as they kill the Greeks." roo 

Horedt, .\!orcjfi. vol. II. pp. 11-_14. For a brief description of the fort. see Horedt. 
SicbCIII>iitgCII im Friilrmirrc/,lircr. pp. 13 3-134. 

101 K. Horedt. "B,Kktelkr und Tonke"el in Morqti." Slol'CIISk,i Arclrcolti.Qit1, vol. 26 
(1<J7~). pp. 5<J-(>X. 

' 04 lfi11cmry of Bmim11i11 <'( "liidc/,1, pp. 6S (Vlachs) and 7~ (Druses). 
lfi11crary o(l3mi<1111ill oj"Iiulch1. pp. 6K (Vlachs) and 125 Qews of Aden). 

[0(, lriii<T<lr)' of 13mj<1111ill o( "liu/c/,1. p. (,S. 
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Given his concern with a typology of alterity. Benjamm's account 
of the Vlachs is difficult to assess in terms of historical value. But it 
is equally clear that to him, the Vlachs were an element of instabil
ity and disturbance within the Byzantine society of twelfth-century 
Greece. We have seen that the Vlachs already appear as rebellious in 
Kekaumenos' Stmtegikon. They had taken a leading part in the revolt 
against imperial taxation in Thessaly, the region of Greece next to 
that where Benjamin placed his Vlachs. But twenty years after his 
visit, the revolt of the Vlachs in the northeastern Balkans triggered 
changes of a political magnitude that was beyond the reach of either 
the Vlachs who followed Nikulitzas Delphinas in 1oM or the brig
ands described a century later by Benjamin of Tudela. That Peter 
and Asen, the two brothers who led the revolt of 11 ~6, were Vlachs 
is spelled out clearly by sources dealing with this event. With the 
exception of Ansbert's brief references to the diplomatic contacts 
between the rebels and Emperor Frederick I Barbarossa during the 
passage of the Third Crusade through the Balkans (see below and 
chapter 7), the only source tor the revolt itself is Niketas Choniates' 
History of the Empire from the reign of Alexios I Comnenus to the 
fall of Constantinople in I 204. The lack of alternative sources is only 
partially compensated by the fact that Choniates was a participant in 
the Byzantine campaigns against the Vlach rebels in the late 1 1 :Sos 
and the I I 90S. His attitude towards Vlachs is ambiguous, his coverage 
of events patchy. 

According to Choniates, what sparked the revolt was a tax that 
Emperor Isaac II Angelos decided to levy in order to cover the 
expenses for his wedding to the daughter of the Hungarian king 
Bela III. Since the Vlachs are often depicted in historical studies as 
transhumant pastoralists, it is presumed that the tax must have been on 
the flocks of the Vlachs, although Choniates has nothing to say about 
Vlach transhumance. What he does say, though, is that the pretext 
that led to the uprising was "like that alleged on behalf of Patroklos, .. 
namely the rustling of the cattle belonging to the Vlachs md their 
own ill-treatment. 107 At no point are Peter and Asen described as 
owning cattle, but instead they appear as interested in acquiring land. 

10
- Choniates. Historia. p. _1(>H; English traml.Jtion lw M.1gouli.~>. p. 20-t. Th~ rdcT~ncc 

to Patroklos is from Ili<id 1<).3Q2. ,,·here l'atroklos" dc.lth is .mributed by Achilles to 

his quarrel with Ag.1memnon o\"er a t(:nl.lle c.lptin·. Briseis. lf Choni.lte," p.lr.dlel 
is to be fdlowed \Yith any comistenC\·. the me.ming of this p.1".1g~ is th.lt the 
conflict between Peter .1nd A sen. on th~ onL' h.md .. md Emperor k1K [[ Angelm. 
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tor during a visit to Kypsella (Ipsala, near Ke~an, close to the Turkish
Greek border) they asked the emperor to grant them an estate near 
the mountains, "which would provide them with a little revenue." 10s 
RebutTed and insulted (Asen was '"struck across the face" at the order 
ofjohn Dukas as a punishment for his insolence), the two brothers 
returned to their abodes, which must have been in the eastern Stara 
Planina range, although no geographical precision may be obtained 
from Choniates' account. According to him, shortly after their return, 
the two brothers built a "house ofprayer" dedicated to St. Demetrius, 
the patron saint of the city ofThessalonica. 109 Choniates explains that 
prophets and prophetesses "ofboth races" (i.e., both Vlachs and Bul
garians), whom he calls '"demoniacs" and "soothsayers," gathered in 
the church to predict that "the God of the race of the Bulgars and 
Vbchs had consented to their freedom and assented that they should 
shake ofT after so long a time the yoke from their neck." 1 10 Since 
elsewhere we are told that Peter and Asen were striving to "unite the 

on the other, W.lS the division of spoils. If true. then the rustling of cattle may refer 
not to the herds of the Vbchs, but to cattle they may have captured by violent 
me.1ns trom someone else. Choni.1tes reports that after their tirst attacks on the 
l:lyz,mtine towm in the lowlands of Thracc, the rebels took many prisoners, but 
also cattle, draft animals. sheep, and goats (Histori~. p. 372; English translation by 
Magoulias. p. 205). Although it is hard to envisage the rustling of Vlachs' cattle 
as tax-levying ii:Jr the emperor's wedding, it is nevertheless clear that Choniates 
had in mind some kind of administr.ltive ,1buse verging on despoliation. 

'" C:honiates, 1-iistori<l, p. _l(HJ: English translation by M.1goulias, p. 204. Taken at 
f1ce value, Choniates' account would imply that what Peter and Asen wanted 
was a pmnoia (revenue derived trom an estate that remained in imperial hands). 
In addition, they requested from Isaac to be recruited in the Roman army, most 
likely ,1s officers. 

10
'! It is commonly assumed that this is the Church of St. Demetrius in Veliko 

T!rnovo. which seems to have been rebuilt at some point during the last two 
decades of the twelfth century. See T. Teotllm·. "lzsledvaniia varkhu problema 
za stilovata rekonstrukciia na drkvata Sv. Dimit:ir Solunski vav Veliko Tiirnovo 
[Rese,lrch on the style of the reconstruction of the Church of St. Demetrius 
of Tlwss.doniu in Veliko T.irnovo [," Codisl111il.: 11<1 lllllzcitc tJt Scl'cma B,ilg<~riia, 
\'OI. 17 ( 1 <)<)I). pp. 67-~7. If indeed this is the case, then the beginning of the revolt 
mav be associated with the feast of the saint celebrated on October 26. 1 18 5. See 
G. l'rinzing, "Demetrios-Kirche und Aseniden-Aufstand. Zur chronologischen 
Pr:izisierung der Frlihphase des Aseniden-Autstandes," ZR!'J, vol. 38 (I99()-
2ooo). pp. 2(>2-2(q. 

1 
''· Choniates. Jii.,·tori,l. pp. j(>C) and 371; English tr.mslation by Magoulias, pp. 20+-

20). Despite the slwn.mistic .lllr.l of Choniates description of such prophesy
ing practices, the use of prophets was not exclusively Vlach. In 1 I().t. while in 
Rh.1idestos (Tekird.Ig. in Turkey). lsa.1c himself consulted .1 "holv man" named 
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political power of Mysia and Bulgaria into one empire as of old," 
what started as a revolt of the Vlachs alone seems to have quickly 
gained popularity among all those inhabiting the Bulgarian lands still 
under Byzantine control in the late I I oos. On the other hand, Cho
niates' account suggests that already by r I 86 the revolt had taken a 
different turn. Peter and Asen showed a remarkable political sense by 
claiming that St. Demetrius had abandoned his city (Thessalonica, 

which had just been sacked by the Normans in I 1 8 5) to come on 
their side. Their own talents as prophets may have played an important 
role in building their reputation and prestige.''' More importantly, 
Peter began sporting a gold chaplet on his head and scarlet buskins 
in his feet, in this way fundamentally replacing the initial claims that 
had led to his and his brother's rebellion with claims to the impe
rial title. Moreover, the first city the rebels attacked was Preslav, the 
old capital ofSymeon's Bulgaria. Peter eventually moved to that city, 
which he seems to have preferred to TJ.rnovo, the stronghold which 
his brother chose for his residence and which Choniates describes as 
"the best fortified and most excellent of all cities along the Haemus 
[Stara Planina], encompassed by mighty walls, divided by a river, and 
built on a mountain ridge." '' 2 

The attacks of the rebels on cities and villages in Thrace were 
repelled by a Byzantine offensive that forced Peter and Asen to flee 
across the Danube, where they found trustworthy allies among the 
Cumans, with whom they may have already been in contact. It is 
important to note that after taking many Vlach strongholds in the 

mountains, where he left Byzantine garrisons, Emperor Isaac found 
"crops gathered in heaps," to which he set fire, an indication that 
the population supporting the rebels was not one of transhumant 
shepherds.' 13 It was on this occasion that the emperor took an icon 
of St. Demetrius from Peter's house, thus symbollically reappropriat
ing the saint for the Byzantines. During the following years, Vlach
Cuman forces raided Thrace and defeated a number of armies sent 

Basilakios and his ''Greek women,·· who behaved in a way suspiciously simiL1r 

to that of the Vlach a:'d Bulgarian prophets gathered in the church of Peter and 
Asen. See Choniates, H,·,oria, pp. 44X-450: English translation by Magoulias, 

pp. 246-247-
For Peter and Asen engaging in prophesying. sec Choniates, Hisrori,l, p. 437: 

English translation by Magoulias, p. 240. 

Choniatcs. Historia, p. 470; English tramlation by Magoulias. p. 25H. 
111 C:honiates. Historia, p. 373: English translation by Magouli,ls, p. 20(>. 
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against them. Choniates attributes their successes to Asen's ability 
to employ tactics that made the Byzantine efforts worthless, as the 
Vlachs attacked at one point and withdrew immediately after Isaac's 
troops approached, only to attack some place else. In October I I 87, 
near Beroe (Stara Zagora in Bulgaria), the Byzantine army was routed 
by the Cumans, who used steppe warfare stratagems, especially the 
feigned retreat, to lure their pursuers into breaking ranks. Choni
ates' testimony of the military role the Cumans already played in 
the rebellion is very important, for he participated in the battle as 
Emperor Isaac's secretary. During the following year, the theater of 
operations shifted even f:1rther to the west, as Isaac unsuccessfully 
besieged Lovitzos (Lovcch, near Pleven, in northern Bulgaria). But 
the emperor "seized Asen's wife and received his brother John as a 
hostage," perhaps as a consequence of some negotiations about which 
nothing else is known.''+ When the army of Frederick I Barbarossa 
made its appearance in the region, Peter (but not Asen) sent envoys 
who reached the Roman emperor in Adrianople with offers of mil
itary support in exchange tor "the imperial crown of the realm of 
Greece."'') Peter's goals seem to have been difl-erent from those of 
Asen, who is not mentioned at any point as aspiring to the impe
rial title. The growing difference between the political views of the 
two brothers led to a conflict between them in the spring of 1 I 9 3, 
at which point Asen began expanding his territory by taking over 
strongholds and lands along the Strymon River and in the vicinity 
of Serres. The conflict may have encouraged Emperor Isaac to gain 
one of the brothers on his side and incite him against the other. But 
in 1 I 9 I, both rebels were viewed as equally dangerous. Isaac seems 
to have changed tactics again, as he attacked Peter and Asen from 
the east, across the low-altitude passes in the eastern Stara Planina. 
Quickly entering the enemy territory, he noticed that "fortresses and 
citadels were more strongly fortified than before with newly built 
walls marked off at intervals by crowned towers."' ,r, This may be 
viewed as an indication both of the growing military potential of the 
rebellion and of the remarkable mobilization of material and human 

"" Choniates, HisttJYia. p. 3\1'.1: English translation by Magoulias, p. 2!1). For Asen's 
wife. Elena. sec I. 13ozhilov. Pcunilii<~ta na Asmellci ( n86--146o): genealogiia i proso
pografii,1 (Soti,I: lzdatcbtvo na 13algarskata Akademiia na Naukite, 1!)94). p. 35. 

"' Ansbert. History o(Frcdcrick\· J:xpcditio11, p. )H. 
''

1
' Choniatcs, HisttJYt<1, p. 42~; English translation by Magoulias, p. 236. 
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resources that the two brothers had at their disposal. But the sup
port Peter and Asen enjoyed among local warlords was by no means 
unanimous. On its way back to Thrace fi·om his campaign north of 
Stara Planina, Isaac's army was ambushed in a mountain defile, most 
likely the Shipka pass, and the em,peror escaped only by removing 
his helmet so that he would not be recognized. The imperial lite and 
satety were entrusted to John Dukas (who had ordered in I I !l 5 that 
Asen be struck in the tace), himself relying on a Vlach officer in the 
imperial troops, who knew an alternative route. 117 Emboldened by 
their success, the Vlach rebels and their Cuman allies took Anchialos 
and Varna, destroyed Serdica, and removed inhabitants and cattle trom 
Nis. The range of their activities suggests that the entire region of the 
northern Balkans was at that time under their control. Although both 
Nemanja and Peter had established contacts with Emperor Frederick 
Barbarossa in 1189, nothing is known about relations between them. 
The Vlach and Cuman raids did not cross the Morava, while no Ser
bian intervention in the region east of that river is known to have 
taken place before c. I200. I3y I I95, Asen took Serdica and transferred 
to Tarnovo the relics of St. John of Rila. 

To Niketas Choniates the region north of the Stara Planina was 
a separate political entity, which he called Zagora 11 s and carefully 
distinguished from territories under Byzantine control south of that 
mountain range. In the late I 190s, Byzantine troops moving against 
the rebels were reluctant to cross the mountains into Zagora and 
demanded that they be brought back to their "own land.''' 1 

Y By 
contrast, the range of the Vlach and Cuman attacks expanded con
siderably across the mountains. In I 1 94, a raiding party reached as tar 
south as Arkadiopolis (Li.ileburgaz, in Turkish Thrace). To cope with 
the growing threat, Emperor Isaac solicited the assistance of Bela III. 
who promised to send troops tfom Vidin on the Danube to attack 
the rebels in Zagora. 120 

In the mid- I I 90s, Peter and As en began using personal seals and 
striking their own coins modeled after those minted for Emperors 
Manuel I, Isaac II, and Alexios III. Known as "Bulgarian Imitative" 
trachea (debased billon cup-shaped coins), this \Vas the first coinage 

,,- Choniates. Histori,l. p. +30: English tr.tmLttion bv Magouh,ts, p. 237. 
11

:-. Choniate'i, Hi.~·torit1, p. y;S; Engli'ib tLlll"lLltion by M.1gouli,t'i, p. 211._). 
"') Choni,ttcs. Histori,l. p. + 71: English tr.mslation hy M.tgouli.". p. c.;S. 
''" Choniates. Histori<l. p. +.17: English transl.ttion bv M.1gouli.1s. p. 2+). 
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struck for local rulers in Bulgaria during the Middle Ages. It has been 
suggested that one of the mints vvas in Beroe, which would in turn 
suggest that the decision to use such coins, perhaps for the payment of 
his Cuman allies, was Asen's. 121 But his ruthless rule in Zagora does 
not seem to have gone without challenge. As en was murdered in r r 96 
by a nobleman named lvanko, who seized Tarnovo and immediately 
called upon the assistance of the Byzantine armies to help him against 
Asen's brother Peter moving against him from Preslav. However, the 
troops sent to his rescue from Philippopolis rebelled before cross
ing the mountains and lvanko had no other solution than to flee to 
Constantinople, where he offered his services to Emperor Alexios III. 
During the subsequent years, lvanko distinguished himself fighting 
against his fellow Vlachs. A year later, Dobromir Chrysos, another 
Vlach warlord who had been on the Byzantine side, was arrested 
for "leaning towards his fellow Vlachs," before being released and 
appointed to the defense of Strumica in Macedonia. 122 Soon after 
that Chrysos declared himself independent in Strumica and began 
expanding his power over Prosek (Gradek near Gevgelija, in Macedo
nia), a powerfirl stronghold on a cliff above the river Vardar. Chrysos 
ordered the repair and enlargement ofProsek by building an advanced 
fortification to protect the gates. He had already gathered stone
throwing machines. weapons, and food supplies within the citadel, 

For seals, sec !. lord.lnm·. "Pcchat na p;\rviia Ascne\·ec [The seal of the first 
Assenid]." L1•cstii<1 11<1 i;torichc;kiia 1/1/l::ci- l [·/iko Tamol'o, ,·ols. I )-Iii (2ooo-
200I), pp. I(j2-200. For the "Bulgarian Imitative" trachea and the mint in 13eroe, 
sec!. lordanov. "Ranni t(mni na monetno proiz\·odstvo (XI-XIII v.) \' b:ilgarskite 
zemi [The tirst .\ttempts at striking coins in the Bulgarian lands (eleventh to 
thirteenth century)]." .\'111ni::ni,1tika. vol. q (I()Ho). pp. +-Is. The attribution 
of these coim to Peter .md Asen is still a m.uter of dispute, \Vith some scholars 
regardiug them .ts expedieiJC\' coimge struck by the Byzantines in late twelfi:h
ceuturv Thrace. See D. M. Metcalf "Byzantinobulgarica: the Second Bulgarian 
Empire and the problem of 'Bulg.1rian imitati\·e · trachea before and alter I 20+." 
.\'uniiSIII<ltic Cirm/,n. vol. ~I (I '.173), pp. +I H-+2!. "Bulgarian hnitative" trachea 
also appear in Dobrudja. which \\',ls presumabh· under the control of Peter in the 
11 'JOS. but the number oftinds is considerably smaller than that from hoards south 
of the Stara !'Janina range. Sec E. ObcrLinder-Tarnoveanu, "Moneda Asanqtilor 
in contextul circulapci monet.lt'C din zona gurilor Dun:irii [The coinage struck bv 
the Assenids in the context of the coin circulation in the Danube Delta region J," 
in R,isco,lf,l il st,lful .~'"'"'itif,,r, ed. bv E. St:inescu (Bucharest: Editura $nin\it!ca 
ji Enciclopedic.i, t'JS'J). pp. 1 q-I)2. 
Choni.ttes. llistori,I. p. +~7: English translation by Magoulias. p. 207. According 
to C:honi.ttes, C:hrysos ,,.,,, ",1 Vlach bv birth and short in stature." 
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when an army ofSeljuk mercenaries in Byzantine service stormed the 
advanced fortification taking many Vlach prisoners without, how
ever, conquering the citadel. 123 Emperor Alexios was forced to allow 
Chrysos to retain Prosek and Strumica, as well as the surrounding 
territory. East of the river Strymon, at the foot of the Pirin Moun
tains, another warlord barricaded himself in Melnik (near Sandanski. 
in southwestern Bulgaria). Alexios Slav was a nephew of Peter and 
Asen, and he turned the fort into a quasi-urban center. The building 
of the residential quarter Chatala in Melnik as a parallel center to the 
core of the city on the St. Nicholas Hill is to be attributed to this 
period. The most remarkable monument in the Chatala district is the 
so-called Boyar's House, an aristocratic house erected during Alexios 
Slav's rule over Melnik and its hinterland. The still-standing building 
has two stories and a powerful tower in the southeastern corner, in 
addition to a large hall, a cistern, and a private chapel. ' 24 

After forcing Ivanko to flee and occupying Tarnovo, Peter 
entrusted the city to his younger brother Ioannitsa Qohn), who had 
just returned from Constantinople, where he had been retained as 
hostage for many years. Soon after that, Peter was assassinated by his 
own men, 125 and John became sole ruler. Although quite young, 
he was a charismatic figure immediately acknowledged as such by 
the independent warlords near Philippopolis and in Macedonia. In 
I I98 or I I99, both Dobromir Chrysos and Ivanko recognized Ioan
nitsa's overlordship. Ensconced in Philippopolis, where he had been 
appointed by the emperor as a trustworthy ally against Ioannitsa's 
Vlachs, Ivanko had consolidated his power by building a number 
of strongholds around the city, the most important of which was 

" 3 Choniates, Historia, pp. 503-504: English translation by Magoulias. pp. 277-27k. 
Chrysos had also hired a Byzantine renegade as the engineer in charge of the 
machines. It is at this juncture that Choniates mentions that there were problems 
with .1llowing the Seljuks to take Vlach prisoners. Unlike Benpmin of Tudela. 
Choniates knew that the Vlachs were "people who worship the same God \W 

profess," and as a consequence they could not be left in Muslim hands. 
" 4 V Nesheva, D. Seratimova, G. Stoianov, et ,!l., "Arkhitektur,l [The architecture]." 

in .\Ic/nik. Gradiit " podnozhicto 11t1 Slm•oua krcpost. ed. by S. Ceorgiev,\ and 
V Nesheva, vol. 1 (Sofla: Izdatelstvo na B:ilgarskau Abdemiia n,l Naukite. 1 l)S'J). 

pp. 41-63. The Boyar's House and other buildings in the town produced large 
quantities of Fine Sgraffito wares. See B. Cvetkov, "Kcramika [The pottery]," in 
.\fclnik. \'Ol. 1. pp. 120-I)'J. 

'" Choniates. Historia. p. 472: English translation lw Magouli,ls. p. 2)(). 
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Kritzimos (Krichim). 121
' He ambushed a Byzantine army sent against 

him under the command of the general Manuel Kamytzes, whom 
Ivanko's men managed to capture alive. A new Byzantine campaign 
in 1 zoo/ I began with the siege and eventual conquest of Sten
imachos (Asenovgrad, near Plovdiv, in Bulgaria), another impor
tant stronghold in the vicinity ofPhilippopolis. The emperor invited 
I vanko at a conference to negotiate a settlement, but the warlord was 
captured and thrown into prison. Soon after that, Alexios' troops 
retook all the forts Ivanko had controlled in the region and "put to 
flight his brother Mitos."' 2

7 

By that time, however, Ioannitsa had become a major player in the 
politics of the region. When his Vlach and Cuman troops reached the 
outskirts of Constantinople in I zoo/ I, Ioannitsa had already entered 
negotiations with Pope Innocent III in order to secure a crown and 
the recognition of the imperial title for himself. The Vlach revolt had 
turned into the Second Bulgarian Empire. 

"'' C:honiates, Histori,1, p. S 12; English translation by Magoulias, p. 282. For Krichim, 
see D. Conchev, "Krichim prez srednovekovieto [Krichim during the Mid
dle Ages]," Codisl111ik 11<1 11<1YOd11ii,1 <1rkhcologichcski 1/III<ci Plcll'dil', vol. r (1948), 
pp. 7S-X7. 

"C Choniates, Histori,I, p. )I<;; English translation by Magoulias, p. 285. 
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BETWEEN THE CRUSADE AND THE 
MONGOL INVASION (1200-1250) 

The passage of the first three crusades through the Balkans produced 
both destruction and opportunities for the local leaders to assert their 
independence, especially in Bulgarian and Serbian territories under 
direct Byzantine control. In 109o, the pilgrims led by Walter the 
Penniless plundered the countryside around Belgrade, and they were 
in turn attacked by the locals. The pilgrims sacked a little town ncar 
Semlin, while bands of "infidel" Pechenegs, perhaps auxiliaries in 
Byzantine service, harassed the pilgrims and forced them to hide in 
the "Bulgarian forest."' The pilgrims of Peter the Hermit followed 
the same route from the Hungarian-Byzantine border at Semlin to 
Nis, with a number of bloody skirmishes with the locals on their 
way. 2 Skirmishes with the locals are also mentioned in relation to the 
crusaders who in r 098 followed a land route from Aquileia through 
northern Istria into Croatia under the leadership of Raymond of 
St. Gilles, Count of Toulouse. Under permanent attack by bands 
of locals emerging from the mountains of "Sclavonia," Raymond 
stayed with his rearguard and ordered the mutilation of prisoners in 

1 Albert of Aachen, Histori,, Hieroso!)'IIIit<III<I, p. 277. 
Albert of Aachen, Histori,I Hicrosoly111it<l1I<I. p. 2~3. A third group of pilgrim' 
under Codescalc followed the same route and encountered similar problems. See 
Albert of Aachen, Histori<I Hierosoly111it,11Iil. pp. 2N<J~2<JO. For tlw military road trom 
Nis to Adrianople on \Yhich the movements of the pilgrims were dirt'cted. sec 
S. Runciman, "The tlrst crusader'' journey across the l3alkan PenimuLl," H)':C<III
tion 1 <; (194'!), 207~221: K. Gag,wa. "P·:irviiat kr:JStonosen pokhod po l'i,, 111ilitm·is 
[The First Crusade invasion along the r .,,, 111ilit<lrisl," .\liii<Iio 3 (I <jl)(>), _\()~()I' 
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order to deter further attacks. 3 Raymond ofAguilers, the chronicler 
of the count of Toulouse, describes the local population as ''aggres
sive and primitive," a "wild people" with no knowledge of God. He 
further distinguished between the inhabitants of the local towns, who 
apparently spoke a Latin idiom recognized as such by the crusaders, 
and natives living inland who "employ the Slavonic tongue and have 
the habits ofbarbarians." William ofTyre, the only source to describe 
the trip in some detail, mentions Zara (Zadar), Salona (also called 
Spalato), Antivari (Bar) and Ragusa (Dubrovnik). However, there is 
no mention of any of these cities opening its gates to welcome the 
crusaders. Nor did the crusaders have access to local markets in order 
to replace their rapidly diminishing supplies. It was first in Duklja that 
they were given permission by the local ruler, Bodin, to purchase pro
visions. In Dyrrachion, St. Gilles was greeted by the local governor, 
John Conmenus, who provided him with more supplies and a Pech
eneg escort on his way to Constantinople along the Via Egnatia.4 

Bohemond of Taranto and his army also landed at Dyrrachion, but 
instead offollowing the Via Egnatia, they moved to Pelagonia (Bitolj, 
in Macedonia) and then along the valley of the river Vardar to Thes
salonica. The army of Godfrey of Bouillon, the duke of Lower Lor
raine, moved from Semlin to Philippopolis, along the military road 
across the Balkans, but unlike the pilgrims of Walter the Penniless 
and Peter the Hermit, they had no violent encounter with the local 

·
1 Ravmond of Aguilers, The History of the Frauks 11'h<> Couquncd }<'l"llS<11cm, ed. bv 

J. H. Hill and L. L. Hill (Paris: P Geuthner, 11J01J), pp. 3(>-37: English translation 
by J. H. Hill and L. L. Hill (Philadelphia: Amerion Philosophical Societv. 11)68). 
p. 17. This \\·as a very unusual route. as no pilgrims to the Holy Land arc knmn1 to 
have toll owed the coast. See I. Duichev, "The l3alkan Slavs .md the West during the 
period of the Crusades." in The .\Ieetiug of Iii'<' 11-;,-/ds. Cultur.J! Ewh<111.~e bctll'CCII F<1st 
aud flcst d11riug the Paiod of" the Cms,ulcs, ed. by V P (;oss (Kalamazoo: Medieval 
Institute Publications, I 1)86). pp .. pI -4 I 2. For "Sclavonia" ,md the image of Croatia 
in Raymond of Aguilers, see A. Ilieva and M. Delev. "Sclavonia and beyond: the 
gate to a dit1erent world in the perception of crus.1ders (c. 1104-c. 1208)." in 
From Clermont to JemsaiCiu. 77Je Cmsadcs ,uul Cms,ula Sorierics 1095-1500. Selcrrcd 
Prorccdiugs of the lutcmmioual .\!cdicPal Co1z~n·ss, [ "ui1•asiry o( Lads, 11>-13 July 1995. 
eel. by A. V Murray (Turnhout: l3repols, 11)1JH), pp. 1)3-171. 

+ John Comnenus also assisted Hugh of Vermandois and his men \\"ho in August 
1090 made their appearance on the coast jmt north of Dvrrachion. Unlike St. 
Gilles. Hugh ofVermandois \\·as escorted to C:onst.mtinopk via Philippopolis. Sec 
Amu Comnena . . 4/cxi,u/. vol. 11. p. 214: English tr.Imlation lw Se\\"ter. p. 314-
The pilgrims of Walter the Penniles> \\"ere also escorted to Constantinople through 
Serdica and Philippopolis. after first encountering the lh-zantine authorities in Ni'. 
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population. The discipline of an army, as opposed to that of several 
bands of armed pilgrims, may explain the fact that Godfrey's troops 
were allowed to remain for eight days in Philippopolis, where the 
leaders of the crusaders were richly supplied by Emperor Alexios P 
This is in sharp contrast with the army of crusaders from Lombardy, 
who arrived in the Balkans in late September I roo. Although allowed 
to purchase food in several cities, while in Philippopolis the crusaders 
plundered houses and churches and killed many people.c' 

Minor incidents in Philippopolis and Adrianople are also reported 
in reference to the I 14 7 passage of the German contingent of the 
Second Crusade under Emperor Conrad III. According to John Kin
namos, before entering the Byzantine territory the crusaders were 
specifically asked to take an oath in tront of Emperor Manuel's envoys 
that they would not harm the emperor's subjects.l There were indeed 
no incidents until the crusaders reached Thrace, when they began 
pillaging and killing those who opposed them. According to Niketas 
Choniates, more violence was prevented in Philippopolis by the local 
bishop, Michael Italikos, who befriended Emperor Conrad. How
ever, in Adrianople, Duke Frederick (the future emperor Barbarossa) 
burned to the ground a local monastery together with the monks 
inside it, in order to revenge the death of several crusaders at the hands 
of" certain ruthless Romans. "x Niketas accused his fellow citizens of 
taking advantage of the desperate need the crusaders constantly had 
to replenish their provisions. He even mentioned the order given by 
Emperor Manuel to "set up ambushes in strategic places and along the 
defiles of mountain passes."~ In contrast to Emperor Conrad's army, 

The good relations established with the Byzantine authorities may also explain 
Godfrey's rejection ofBohemond"s propos.1l of an alliance against Emperor Alexios. 
According to Albert of Aachen (Historia Hicrosolpnitana, p. JOCJ), Bohemond had 
asked Godfrey to occupy the "Bulgarian cities" of l'hilippopolis and Adrianople. 

'• Albert of Aachen, Historia Hicmsolymitclllil, p. 5(>0. The crusaders were under the 
leadership of Archbishop Amelm of Milan and had traveled from Aquileia over the 
brst passes of Carniola. They moved !rom northern Croatia along the Sava River 
to Belgrade. and then fi.,llowed the military road to l'hilippopolis. 

-John Kinnamos, Deeds, p. ')5: English translation by Brand, p. 63. One of the two 
envoys was Alexander, Count of Gravina. whose seal was found in Dristra (see 
chapter 6). 

' Chomates. Histori<l, pp. (>2-(q.; English translation by Magoulias, pp. 36-37. For 
the German crusaders in l'hilippopolis. sec Dancheva-Vasileva, "l'lovdiv :1 l' epoque 
des premieres Croisades," pp. 1 CJ-20. 

" Choniates. Historia, p. M; English translation by Magoulias, pp. 3 R-3'). 
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the passage of the French crusaders led by King Louis VII does not 
seem to have caused any comparable disruption. 10 Like the Germans 
before them, the French camped outside Philippopolis, but there 
were no incidents of violence, despite the apparently widely known 
tact that Emperor Manuel had struck coins of debased silver to be used 
in transactions with the crusaders. 11 Much more destructive were the 
attacks of the Norman fleet ofKing Roger II. While the German and 
French crusaders were crossing the Balkans, the Normans managed 
to take Kerkyra and to sack Thebes and Corinth. 12 

A much more lasting effect of the Second Crusade on Southeast
ern Europe was the appearance of the military orders in Croatia. 
The Templars are mentioned in Zdela in I I 54 and I I o 3, in Vrana 
near Biograd at some point before I I oy, and in Zagreb shortly after 
that. By that time, the Hospitallers had already been established in 
St. Martin near Vaska. ' 3 The arrival of the military orders coincides 
in time with the Byzantine-Hungarian wars of the I I )OS and I roos. 
However, the initial grants in favor of the Knights were not from the 
king. The first one came from Boric, the !Jan of Bosnia who also had 
large estates in Slavonia. The most important papal donation was the 
Vrana Abbey. Prodanus, the bishop of Zagreb (1 I70-I I7)). gave the 
Templars land in that city, while the bishop of N in donated a vil
lage in his diocese. A Croatian nobleman named Volkisa is knmvn to 
have donated another village in northern Croatia. Royal donations 
followed soon after that, with King Bela Ill granting to the Tem
plars the town ofSenj. During Prince Andrew's rule in Croatia and 
Slavonia (ri97-I202), a third order, the Canons ofthe Holy Sepul
chre, was established in Glogovnica near Zagreb, in close proximity 
to the estates of the Templars. The estates of the Canons further 
increased by donations from a local nobleman named Gyula Kean. 

10 Odo of Deuil, Lihcr. p. li4. 
1

' Choniates. Historia. p. tn: English tramLuion by M.1goulias. p . .J<J. 
I' Choniatcs, Hist1•ri11, p. 75: English tr.msl.uion by M.Igouli,Js, p. 45. Choniates 

reports the rumor that the Normans l1.1d acted "in compact \\"ith the king of 
Germany" (Historia. p. 72; English tramlation by Magoulias. p. 43). HmnTcr. 
Kcrkna \\"as taken back in I 14<) by Bvzantine troops \\"ith German assist.lnce. 

" L. Dobronil-, "The military orders in Croatia," in "fhc .\lectin.~ o( Ti1•o I lln-/ds. 
Culwml ~·.whangc bctu•ccu East <111d lli·st during the Period o(tll<' Cn1sadcs. ed. lw V P 
Goss (Kalamazoo: Medieval lmtitute Publicatiom. 1\)Hr1), p. 432. For the military 
orders in Croatia. see abo B. Grgin, "The impact of the Crm.1dcs on medieval 
Croatia." in The Cn1s1Jdcs and the .\lilir1lr)' Orders. f:'xp11nding Frontiers o( .\lcdinul 
Lui11 Christiilllity. ed. by Zs. Hunyadi .md J. Laszlmvb· (Budapest: Department 
ofMedienl Studies. Central Europe.m Uni\·crsitv. 2001). pp. 167-171. 
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Both Templars and Canons benefited from grants of King Andrew II. 
In preparation tor his crusade of I 2 I 7, Andrew gave the Templars 
Gacka and the castle of Sibenik. '+ By that time, the military orders 
had already been established in the neighboring marches of the Holy 
Roman Empire. For example, the Hospitallers had estates in Melje, 
near Maribor, where their interests clashed with those of Frederick, 
the burggrave ofPtuj. Frederick flVored the Teutonic Knights, previ
ously established in Velika Nedelja (near Cakovec, Croatia), Ljubljana, 
and Slovenske Gorice (near Maribor. Slovenia). I 5 However, neither 
Hospitallers nor Teutonic Knights played any significant political role 
in the region until their involvement in the expansion of the Hun
garian kingdom beyond the Carpathians. 

Indeed, neither the Second Crusade nor the arrival of the military 
orders had any immediate effect on Southeastern Europe. The first 
such impact was made by the Third Crusade, which coincided in 
time with some of the most important political developments in the 
late twelfth-century Balkans. Like the armed pilgrims of the First 
Crusade, the army of Emperor Frederick Barbarossa met \\·ith much 
hostility atter crossing the Danube from Hungary from both Byzan
tine officials (such as the duke ofBranicevo) and the local population. 
Like Manuel before him, Emperor Isaac II had ordered the restora
tion of torts in the mountain passes and of city fortifications by which 
the crusaders were expected to pass. Moreover, instead of following 
the military road across the Balkans, the crusading army was shown 
a second, much rougher tract, which had been previously blocked at 
key points in preparation for possible ambushes. On its way to Nis, 
the army was indeed ambushed several times by Greeks, Bulgarians, 
Serbs, and "semi-barbarian Vlachs." I<' Much like with the first two 
crusades, the Germans began plundering the countryside in search 
for provisions. They were often harassed by auxiliary troops in Byzan
tine service, who carefi.lily avoided any direct confrontation with the 
entire army. I

7 The crusaders managed to put to flight the troops 
sent against them and even seized several torts in Thrace, including 

'+ Dobronii·, ""Milit.try order, in Croatia."" pp. +33-+++· 
'' Kmi. "The .Ige of the Crmade;, .. p. I +3. A cnis.1dcr himself. Frederick of Ptuj 

accomp.mied Duke Ixopold VI ofAmtria to Syria in I217. 

"' Ambert. HistOI")' <'(Frede rid::, l:"xl'ediri,,n, p. 2~. Sec G. C.mkon-Petkm·a. "Friedrich 
I. l3arbarms,l und che sozi.ll-politi"·hen Verh:iltnisse auf dcm l3alkan zur Zeit der 
III. Kreuzzugc,," H1/,u·ohuk,nic<l. \"ol. (I (I'J~2). pp. o<J-7+· 

,- Choni.nes, Hist,,,.;,,, p. +OJ; Eng]i,h transLition by Magoulias. p. 22 I. Sec al"' 
.A.mbert. Hi_,.,,,,")' <>(Frederick:, LYjl<"dition. pp. 3 7 and + 1. 
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Beroe (Stara Zagora) and Adrianople. After leaving Philippopolis at 
the end of a twelve-week sojourn, Frederick left a garrison in the city 
and returned briefly from Adrianople to check on its assignments. 

In I I 89 and I I 90, the crusaders remained in the Balkans longer 
than in any of the previous crusades. This may also explain the pres
ence of occasional artifacts of clearly Western origin, such as spurs, 
which were found on several sites in the central Balkans. 1 

K But the 
Third Crusade also offered many more political opportunities to local 
rulers. In Nis, Nemanja and his brothers approached Emperor Fred
erick with an offer of military assistance against the Byzantines. The 
envoys of the Vlach rebel Peter reached the crusading army in Adri
anople and promised a force of 40,000 Vlach and Cuman archers 
tor an assault on Constantinople, provided that the emperor would 
recognize Peter as "King of Greece."~~ Even higher aspirations were 
made possible by the acute political and religious polarization brought 
by the Fourth Crusade. The conquest of Constantinople by the cru
saders "turned the opposition between the two centers of medieval 
Christian spirituality into a great political and ideological confronta
tion, which involved the entire Eastern Christendom. " 20 

The crusaders had already conquered Zadar in I 202 on behalf 
of the Venetian doge Enrico Dandolo. Although the event is often 
presented as a turning point in the history of the Fourth Crusade, 
it had no immediate impact on the region. The conquest of Zadar 
must in £1et be viewed as another episode in the long series of twelfth
century confrontations between Venice and Hungary (see chapter 6). 
Compared to the destruction brought by the Norman raids to Dyrra
chion and northern Greece in the late eleventh century, to Thebes 
and Corinth in I 14 7, and to Thessalonica in I I 8 5, the I 202 attack on 

,.s L. Dzhidrova. "Crusaders in the central l3alkans," in 71re Cmsades mul rhe .\Jili
rary Orders. Expmrdi11g Fro1rticrs o( .\fediel•,r/ Lati11 Christia11ity, ed. by Zs. Hunyadi 
and]. Laszlovszky (Budapest: Department of Medieval Studies, Central European 
University, 2001), pp. !H<J and 1<)7, with examples from Macedonia. Bulgaria, and 
Serbia. See also E. Koicheva, "Everyday life of the crusaders on the B,Jikan," in 
Cnrtre, R~~io11, Periphery .\Jedicl'ai Europe Basel 2002. ed. by G Helmig, B. Scholk
mann, and M. Untermann, vol. II (Basel: Dr. G. Wessdkamp, 2002), pp . .l52-J53-

'" Ansbert, History o(Fredcrick's Expcditio11, p. sX. SeeS. Lishev, "Tretiiat krastonosen 
pokhod i b:ilgarite [The invasion of the Third Crusade and the Bulgarians]," JIB!. 
vol. 7 (1957), pp. 205-221. 

20 ~- Papacostea, Betreem tire Crusade <ilid the ;\Joiigol Empire. 71re Rolliilllialls i11 tire 
13th Cmtrny (Cluj-Napoca: Center for Transylvanian Studies, Romani.m Cultural 
Foundation, I<J<J~). p. 22. 
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Zadar was not particularly shocking. Both King Em eric of Hungary 
and Pope Innocent III vehemently protested the sack of Zadar, but 
both were concerned as much with the diversion ofthe Fourth Cru
sade as with the effusion of Christian blood caused by the crusaders. 21 

It is equally doubtful that the pope, who condemned the attack on 
Zadar before it actually took place, later supported it as a means of 
eradicating the Bogomil heresy from the city. In reality, there is little 
evidence that the heretics the pope had encouraged King Emeric 
to crush were at all Bogomils, and even less that they all resided in 
Zadar. 22 

Only the conquest of Constantinople (April I 3, I 204) drastically 
altered the balance of power in the entire Southeast European region 
and had long-term consequences. Even before the fall of the city, 
the Vlach ruler Ioannitsa, who had meanwhile assumed the title of 
Emperor of Bulgaria (see chapter 6), hastened to make overtures of 
peace to the crusaders, only to be rebuffed in the strongest terms pos
sible.23 When Boniface of Montferrat began the conquest of Greece 
in October I204, a fi.efhad already been carved out of the European 
territory of the Empire around the city of Philippopolis, next to 
the lands under Ioannitsa's control. Renier de Trith and his relatives 
occupied the city and began repairing or even expanding some of the 
satellite forts, especially Stenimachos. However, as the conquest of 
Peloponnesus was making progress, Renier was abandoned by most 

21 King Emeric of Hungary had himself taken the crusading vows in r 201. See 
D. E. Queller and T. F. Madden, "Some ti.rrther arguments in defense of the 
Venetians on the Fourth Crusade," By::-,mtioll, vol. 62 (1992), pp. 44S-449; and The 
Fourth Crtt,,ufc. 11Ic COII<)IIC't or Coll,t<llltilloplc. 2nd ed. (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, ll)'./7), p. Ho. 
Quelln and Madden, The Fourth Cm,adc, p. os. For Innocent III and the con
quest of Zadar, see A. J. Andrea and I. Motsiff, "Pope Innocent III and the 
diversion of the Fourth Crusade army to Zara," By::-mrtitlldauica, vol. 33 (l\172), 

pp. o-25; 0. Hageneder, "lnnocenz III. unci die Eroberung Zadars (1202). Eine 
Ncuintcrpretation des !3r. V I oo (I 6 I)," .\Jittcilurrgctt de' lll,titrw.fi'ir (),rcrrcichi,drc 
Gc,-hicht,{tm·chullg, vol. IOO (I<)<)2), pp. I<J7-2IJ. The heresy may have come to 
Zadar from Italy, not from neighboring Bmnia. In Split, the Patarene heresy was 
a problem suHiciently serious in the late twelfth century fi:>r Archbishop Bernard 
to uke drastic measures against it. See Thomas of Spalato, Historia Salorritarra, 
p. So, and F. Sanjck, Le' chrhim' hosrriaqrrc' ct lc 11/0IIJJCII/CIIt cat/rare, XIIc-XVc sieclcs 
(Brussels, Paris, and Louvain: Nauwdaerts, 1<)76), pp. so-s1. 

21 Robert de Clari, 'I he Co11qllc't o( Collstalltilloplc, ed. by J. Longnon (Paris: J. Tal
landier, !<)8!), p. 22H: English translation by E. H. McNeal (New York: Columbia 
U ni,·ersity Press, I'! 3 6), pp. Ho-H H. 

, 
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of his relatives. Under constant attack by Vlachs, he was forced to 
leave Philippopolis in February 120 5 with a force of no more than 
fifteen knights. 

Following the conquest of Constantinople, "not even the north
ern regions [in the Balkans] were exempted fi-om the casting oflots," 
as the territories under direct or only nominal rule of Byzantium 
were allocated as fiefs by a partition committee of twelve Venetians 
and twelve Franks. 2 { It is unlikely that the "northern regions" to 
be apportioned included anything beyond southern Thrace and the 
hinterland of Constantinople. 25 The Latin emperor got the region 
closest to the city stretching to the west up to a line fi·om Agath
opolis (Akhtopol, just north of the present-day Bulgarian-Turkish 
border) on the Black Sea coast, to Rhaidestos (Tekirdag, in Turkey). 
on the northern coast of the Sea of Marmara. Beyond that line were 
the Venetian lands, which included such important centers as Adri
anople, Tzurullon (~orlu, Turkey), and Kallipolis (Gallipoli, nmv 
Gelibolu, in Turkey). From the Venetian lands up to Mosynopo
lis (near Komotini, in Greece) were the lands of the crusaders and 
beyond that no territory was assigned to anyone. Greece was divided 
along the Pindos Mountains between crusader lands to the east and 
Venetian lands to the west, which also included Peloponnesus. With 
the exception of Philippopolis, granted to Renier de Trith, no lands 
in the valley of the Marica River were apportioned. Moreover, the 
actual conquest followed the partition only in very general lines. To 
be sure, the political and military circumstances following the con
quest made changes to the initial partition necessary, and at the same 
time became a source of conflict. When Emperor Baldwin marched 
on Thessalonica in the summer of 1 204 and began to seize territory 
beyond the crusader lands by Mosynopolis, BoniflCe of Montferrat 
responded by attacking Adrianople, where, in the absence of any 
Venetian garrison, the emperor had established his own men. 

In Greece proper, Boniface alone organized the conquest. Nike
tas Choniates noted with disgust hmv the inhabitants of the Ther
mopylae region "submitted to the marquis [Bonibce of Montferratj 

'+ Choniate,. Hisroria, p. )<)): Engli'h traml.1tion by Magouli.l,. p. _127. for the parririo 
R.tllll<llli<li". "-''-' P. Lock, The 1-"ran/.:s i11 rile .--!t:~emr, 1204-15<'0 (London .md Nn\· York: 
Longm.m. I<J<J)). pp. +)-)I. 

" Robert de C:bri kne\\" that Io.mnitsa·, ""VL!chi.I'" (HI,rquie) \\"as ··a l.md \\"hich 
belongs to the emperor. .. See hi' ConquesT or Coi/Sf<lllfliiOJ'!e, p. 22S: English trans
L!tion 11\' McNeaL p. S;. 
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readily in the base and despicable spirit which is ever disposed to 
side with the more powerfi1l. " 2

(' Leo Sgouros and his private army 
were forced to withdraw into Peloponnesus, where the resistance 
concentrated on Corinth and Nauplion. At the siege of Nauplion, 
Boniface passed the command to Geoffrey of Villehardouin and to 
his fellow Champagnard, William de Champlitte. Both had a force 
of no more than 500 men, only roo of whom were knights. In the 
spring of I 205, moving from Nauplion on the Argolid Bay to Corinth 
(which fell only in 12 I o, two years afi:er Sgouros' death), and then 
to Patras, Champlitte and Villehardouin followed the western coast 
of Peloponnesus to the southern end of the Bay of Kiparissia, with
out encountering any Venetian presence. Their goal must have been 
to secure the supply and communication lines by sea. In May, their 
small corps defeated at Koundoura (ncar Kiparissia, in northwest
ern Messenia) an army of 4,000 local recruits and mercenaries sent 
from Epirus. Hmvever, not all Greeks offered resistance. In Modon 
(Methoni), one of the most powertl1l archontcs in central Pelopon
nesus, Leo Chamaretos, met with Geoffrey ofVillehardouin with an 
otfer of cooperation, while other Greek aristocrats fled to Epirus. 2 7 

Some additional fighting took place in Patras, as well as in Coron 
(Koroni) and Kalamata, where Byzantine fortifications seem to have 
been in operation. Before the end of 1205, William of Champlitte 
was proclaimed Prince of Achaia, while the Venetian fleet occu
pied Modon and Coron. After William's return to France in T 208, 

Geoffrey of Villehardouin became Prince of Achaia in his stead. He 
agreed to recognize Venetian suzerainty over Morea and the bound
aries bet\veen the Latin and the Venetian territory around Modon 
and Coron. Despite its initially rapid progress, the conquest of Pelo
ponnesus was in fact a long-drawn process, which ended in I 249 with 
the surrender of Moncmvasia to Prince William II. Sporadic resis
tance is documented even afi:er c. I 2 )O. Slavic rebels in the region of 
Mount Taigetos prompted the construction of a number of castles, 
the archaeological investigation of which has only begun. 

The conquest brought no fundamental changes to the economic 
profile of the region. The second generation of Latins established in 

21
' ChoniLtte~. Histori£1, p. ()Q<); Engli';h translation by M<1goulias, p. 33-+· 

Geo!Trey of Villchardouin, 1hc Conquest o( Constantinople, cd. by E. F<1ral (Paris, 
1939), pp. 134-130. For Leo Chamaretos, sec A. Bon, Lc Plloponll£\e i>yz,mtin 

jusqu'm 120~ (Pari<: Presses Universiuircs de France, I()) I), pp. 123, 172-173. and 
204~20). 
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Greece saw a substantial growth of the agriculture that had sustained 
economic growth since the eleventh century. Very little is known 
about the organization of estates during the first half of the thir
teenth century, and virtually nothing about the relations between 
conquerors and local farmers. Later sources, such as the fourteenth
century inventories of the lands of the Acciaioli family, sugge'it that 
the customary dues paid to the lord by his peasants were in fact 
not much different from the taxes paid to the Byzantine state in 
the eleventh and twelfth centuries. While continuity may also be 
noticed in the urban environment, a few new towns came into being 
as a consequence of the conquest. The Venetians rebuilt from ground 
up the abandoned town ofModon, while erecting new ramparts and 
an aqueduct to bring water fi-om the neighboring hills. Geotlrey of 
Villehardouin built Glarenza (Killini, near Gastouni), where the first 
mint of Frankish Greece would later be established. Excavations in 
Corinth have produced significant quantities of Aegean Ware, which 
made its appearance in the early 1 200s to become one of the most 
popular ceramic wares in the Eastern Mediterranean. The lack of a 
local Frankish coinage during the first half of the thirteenth century 
was mitigated by the continuing use of Byzantine coins, some as old 
as Emperor Manuel's first issues. Moreover, following the conquest 
a significant number of debased deniers tournois fi-om France and of 
sterlings fi·om England were imported into the circulating medium 
in Greece under circumstances that are not yet ft1lly understood. 

Perhaps most indicative of the prosperity of early thirteenth
century Greece is the number of grants to monastic and military 
orders. The first duke of Athens, Otho de la Roche (120)-1225), 
granted in 1207 the monastery ofDaphni to the Cistercian Abbey of 
Bellevaux in Burgundy. Geoffrey ofVillehardouin, Prince ofAchaia, 
established Cistercian monks in his foundation at Zaraka (near Lang
hadia, in Arcadia), the only Gothic building in Greece to be dated 
before 1250. As they had taken an active role in the conquest of 
Greece, the Templars acquired much land in Thessaly and central 
Greece, soon followed by Hospitallers and the Teutonic Knights. At 
Patras, the local cathedral chapter was handed over to the regular 
canons from St. Ruff (near Avignon). In all other cases in Greece, 
cathedral chapters remained secular. The first appointments of Latin 
bishops and archbishops took place immediately after the conquerors 
began apportioning the territory under their control. For example, 
the first Latin archbishop of Athens was appointed in 1200 with the 
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support of Otho de Ia Roche, who one year later promoted his can
didate to the see of Thebes. At the same time, Nivelon de Cherissy 
became the first Latin archbishop of Thessalonica with the back
ing of Boniface of Montferrat. On the other hand, Pope Innocent 
III had already proposed the confirmation of the Greek archbishops 
provided that they acknowledged papal primacy. There were at least 
four such archbishops in 121 o, while a group of Orthodox priests in 
Thessalonica demanded confirmation of their privileges and income 
of their churches in exchange tor canonical obedience. Where no 
Orthodox bishopric had existed before, as in Thermopylae, Megara, 
or Andravida, new sees were created, but the general tendency seems 
to have been to consolidate existing bishoprics that were regarded 
as either too small or too poor. No parish structure developed in 
Latin Greece and many formerly Orthodox churches were simply 
reused, with little structural alteration to the buildings in addition to 
occasional rededication. 

Power relations in Latin Greece were confirmed by the Parliament 
in Ravennika (unknown location, perhaps near Lamia), which was 
summoned by Henry, the new emperor of Constantinople, in r 209. 

Henry had previously marched on Thessalonica to dislodge a regency 
council formed at the death of Boniface of Montferrat in 1207. 

Demetrius, Boniface's son by his wife Margaret of Hungary, \vas still 
a child, and the regents wanted to replace him with Boniface's eldest 
son, William IV, the marquis of Montferrat. But Henry crowned 
Demetrius on January o, 1 209 as King ofThessalonica, a title later rec
ognized by the pope as well. Moving from Thessalonica into Greece, 
Henry summoned the parliament in Ravennika where he confirmed 
most of the lordships already in existence in the region, in exchange 
tor recognition ofhis imperial overlordship. He campaigned briefly in 
Greece and moved against Michael Angelos Dukas ofEpirus (I204-
I215), a former ally ofBoniface who had withdrawn into the moun
tain region around Arta to organize the resistance against the Latins. 
Michael agreed to marry his daughter to Henry's brother Eustace, 
who had been appointed regent to Demetrius, King ofThessalonica. 
Henry had requested from Michael a formal submission, but he seems 
to have renounced such claims when the marriage alliance was sealed. 
However, as soon as Henry's army withdrew from the region, Michael 
swore allegiance to Peter Ziani, the doge ofVenice. Allied with Strez, 
the Bulgarian lord of Prosek, Michael's troops of Latin mercenar
ies attacked the kingdom of Thessalonica. The campaign took on a 
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particularly religious note, as Michael began decapitating Latin priests 
and ordered that Amedee de Pofoy, the constable ofThessalonica, be 
crucified together with three of his companions. 2 '~ Although eventu
ally unable to take Thessalonica, Michael occupied Luisa, Halmyros, 
and a number of other, smaller towns in Thessaly. During the sub
sequent decade, Thessaly became the arena of military confrontation 
between the Epirote troops and the Latins of Greece. But Michael's 
power also expanded to the north in the direction of Dyrrachion, 
which fell to his mercenaries in I 2 I 3, and Kerkyra, which Michael 
took fi-om the Venetians a year later. When Michael was replaced by 
his half-brother Theodore Dukas (I2I5-I2JO), Ohrid and Pelago
nia came under Epirote rule. Theodore defeated Emperor Henry's 
successor, Peter of Courtenay, who was captured and killed by the 
Epirotes in I2I7. Pushing into Macedonia, Theodore took Serres in 
r 22 I, completely surrounding Thessalonica by the following year. 
William IV. the marquis of Montferrat, gathered military assistance 
for the besieged Latins, but in I 224 the garrison in Thessalonica sur
rendered to the Epirotes. Theodore, who had reft1sed to acknowledge 
the title ofEmperor bestowed upon his rival, John Vatatzes ofNicaea, 
was crowned emperor in 1227 by the archbishop of Ohrid. He had 
become the ruler of one of the most important powers in South
eastern Europe. When his troops arrived in I 22 5 under the walls of 
Adrianople, the Nicaean garrison John Vatatzes had previously lett 
there surrendered without a fight. By the end of the year, almost 
all of Thrace was in Epirote hands. The conquest of Thrace con
tributed to the increasing Bulgarian-Epirote rivalry of the late I 220s, 
which ultimately led to the invasion ofBulgaria in I 230. The Epirote 
troops were mauled at Klokotnica (near Haskovo, in southern Bul
garia), where Theodore himself was captured. The Bulgarians then 
occupied Thrace and Macedonia. Michael II Dukas (c. I 2J2-I27 I). 
Theodore's successor in Epirus, ruled over a much diminished state. 
Theodore's brother Manuel escaped trom Bulgarian captivity and 
managed to seize power in Thessalonica. When in I 237 the Bul
garians released Theodore, whom they had previously blinded, he 
incited a coalition of aristocrats in Thessalonica to depose and exile 

'' The incidents .1re reported in .1 letter of Pope Innocent Ill dated December 7. 
I 2 I o (PL 2 I ():3 53-3 5-1). It is in this context that the pope allowed the archbishop 
of Larisa to mos·e to a neighboring and satcr loc.nion. See Lock. Fmnks in the 
.-l(R<'all, p. 2 I I. 
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Manuel and to proclaim instead Theodore's son John as Emperor of 
Thessalonica. John Vatatzes managed to capture Theodore, but his 
I 242 expedition against Thessalonica did not dislodge John and his 
supporters, although it did force him to recognize Nicaean overlord
ship. When Vatatzes returned to attack Bulgaria in 1246, Michael II 
Dukas took advantage of the situation thus created and seized Ohrid. 
A conspiracy in Thessalonica turned the city to Vatatzes, who thus 
annexed the kingdom of Thessalonica to the Nicaean domains, but 

lefi: Theodore Dukas as lord of Edessa. By 1248, Michael II Dukas 
acknO\vledged Vatatzes' overlordship and married his son Nicepho
rus to Vatatzes' granddaughter Maria. After an unsuccesst"l1l rebellion 
against Vatatzes in 1251, Michael was forced to acknowledge the 
Nicaean occupation of much of his Epirote lands, from Kastoria and 
Ohrid to the outskirts ofDyrrachion. By the mid-thirteenth century, 
Nicaea had established a firm control over most of the Balkan lands, 
which had been under Byzantine rule before I 204. Vatatzes had com
pletely surrounded the Latin Empire of Constantinople, now reduced 
to little more than the city. More importantly, he had no rival in the 
Balkans, as the power of the Bulgarian emperor had begun to wane. 

THE S 1: C 0 1" D B U l GAR l AN L'\1 P l!U 

Afi:er Niketas Choniates, the most important source for the history 
of the Vlach rebellion is a series of four letters written by Pope 
Innocent I I I ( 1 Il):-l-!2 16) to loannitsa, the young brother of As en and 

Peter. In his tlrst letter of early December 1 I 99, the pope addressed 
him as "the noble man Ioannitsa" and responded to his unspecified 
proposals by sending his envoy, the archpresbyter "'of the Greeks at 
Brindisi." Innocent claimed to have learned, perhaps from loannitsa's 
envoys to Rome, that his ancestors had come "from the nobility of 
the City of Rome" and that Ioannitsa "had received from them the 
generous blood and feelings of sincere devotion," which, according 
to the pope, explained Ioannitsa's devotion to the Apostolic see. 2~ 

If Innocent's intention was to flatter loannitsa by pointing out his 

''' .4(/,1 lnlltl(CIIIii !'!'III (11g8--1216). ed. by T. Halushchvns'kyi (Rome: Typis Poly

glottis V,lticanis, I'!++). p. 207: English tramLHion !rom Butler. .\loi111111CIIta Bu/
g,n/(,1, p. 2 I(). The comments about loannitsa 's Roman ancestry arc repeated in 

the ktter of November 27, I 202 (.4([,1 blll<'(l'lltii, pp. 220 and 22~). Sec R. L. 
Wolti "The 'Second 13ulgari.m empire'. Its origin and history to 120-t." Spcmliilll. 

\·ol. 2+ (I!J+'J). pp. I!JO--Il)I and Il).J--I'J+. 
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Vlach origins, his strategy worked. In his second letter of November 
27, 1202, the pope mentions loannitsa's response written in "the 
Bulgarian language" (Bu(l,'arictllll, i.e., Old Church Slavonic), which 
was translated in Rome into Greek and then into Latin. In his letter, 
loannitsa, who called himself "Emperor of the Bulgarians and the 
Vlachs," acknowledged the Roman ancestry attributed to him by 
Innocent, while at the same time claiming lineal descent from the 
Bulgarian kings. He demanded a crown as well as privileges, "just as 
our emperors had in days gone by." Ioannitsa had apparently been 
able to find "written in our books" that both Peter (92 7-970) and 
Samuel (997-10 14) had received crowns from Rome. 30 It remains 
unknown what particular "books" contained such information, but 
it is possible that Ioannitsa had access either to late eleventh-century 
apocrypha, which extolled the Bulgarian past, or to some other works 
inspired by that body of literature. In any case, Ioannitsa presented 
himself as continuing the imperial traditions of Bulgaria, while at 
the same time acknowledging Rome as the source for his legitimate 
crown. If the unspecified proposal to which Innocent alluded in 
his letter of December r 199 had anything to do with Ioannitsa 's 
request to have a crown sent from Rome, then his efforts must be 
regarded as a continuation of his older brother's imperial aspirations 
(see chapter 6). In other words, although encouraging Innocent to 
believe in his Roman ancestry, Ioannitsa's true concern was to obtain 
the recognition of the political claims his brother Peter had been 
unable to obtain for himself. 

In his response, Innocent cautiously called him "Kaloiannis, ruler 
of the Bulgarians and Vlachs," thus recognizing Ioannitsa 's right to 
rule over Symeon's and Peter's Bulgaria, but not his imperial title 3 ' 

To make his reply palatable to Ioannitsa, the pope acknowledged the 
Vlach ruler's request of a crown to match "Peter, Samuel, and others 
among your ancestors, according to your books." He also mentioned 
the correspondence and relations between Nicholas I and Hadrian IV, 

30 Acta lnnoccntii, p. 563; English translation from Butler . . \fon!IJIICI/Ia B11(~arica, p. 223. 
31 The name Kaloiannis ('john the Fair" or "the Good") may have been the Greek 

translation of a Bulgarian title emphasizing loannitsa \ loft:v aspirations. As such it 
appears in an Old Church Slavonic dedicatory inscription tram Karydochorion 
(near Sidhirokastron, in the Strymon valley near the present-day l3ulgarian-Greek 
border). The inscription refers to a "grand duke" named Vrana who built a f(,rt 
tor "Emperor Kaloiannis." See Popkonstantinov and Kromteiner, St<lrl'l"l(~arski 
n<1dpisi. vol. 11. p. B 1. 
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on the one hand, and Boris, on the other, as well as the latter's 
eventual turn to Constantinople. Fearing that loannitsa may do the 
same, Innocent dispatched his chaplain, john ofCasmari, to Bulgaria, 
with the mission to confirm Basil, the metropolitan of Beroe (Stara 
Zagora), and to consecrate other bishops in Ioannitsa's IandY The 
chaplain was also to look into Ioannitsa's "books" and investigate the 
problem of the Bulgarian crown. 

Innocent's reply was not to Ioannitsa's satisfaction. In his response 
summarized in Innocent's third letter of August 1203, Ioannitsa 
dropped the Vlachs from his imperial title, calling himself "Emperor 
of the Bulgarians." He urged the pope to fulfill his requests, as the 
"Greeks" had apparently learned about his contacts with Rome and 
had decided to send him a patriarch, while Emperor Alexios III 
had promised that he would recognize Ioannitsa's imperial claims. As 
a proof of his good intentions towards Rome, Ioannitsa sent Arch
bishop Basil ofBeroe to Rome with a large train, cattle, silken clothes, 
wax, silver, horses, and mules, all as gifts for the pope and his close 
associates. In exchange, he asked for cardinals empowered to crown 
him emperor. 33 That Archbishop Basil could travel safely from Beroe 
(or Tarnovo) to Dyrrachion is an indication that on the eve of the 
crusaders' conquest of Constantinople, loannitsa's power extended 
over the entire northern and central section of the Balkans, the area 
that a few years later Gervaise of Tilbury would call "the land of the 
Vlachs." 34 

1' John of Casmari had distinguish~d himself in Bosnia, where he had been com
missioned to investigate reports about heresy. He was in Bosnia in the spring of 
1203 and in Hungary in June of that same year, on his way to Tirnovo. See 

J. R. Sweeney, "Innocent Ill, Hungary and the Bulgarian coronation: a study in 
medieval papal diplomacy," Clnudt History, vol. +2 (ICJ7J), pp. 321-322. 

JJ Aaa btttocmtii, pp. 220-227: English translation from Butler, .\IotllllllCttta Hn(~arica, 
p. 227. In a scp.1rat~ letter to Innocent, Archbishop Basil explained that he had 
been prevented from crossing over to Italy from Dyrrachion by the local duke 
and the local Latin clcrt,'Y· loannitsa 's letter (but not gifts) eventually arrived in 
Rome with his constable, Scrgius, .md a priest named Constantine who traveled 
on Basil's behalf. 

-'+ Gervaise of Tilbury, Oti<1 imperialia, ed. by R. Pauli and F Liebermann (Hanover, 
1 ~X 5: reprinted 1 <J7 5), M C H SS 2 7:3 7 1. See S. Brezeanu, '"Biachi' and 'Getae' on 
the Lower Danube in the ~arly thirteenth century," RESI'.I'. I<) (I<JSI), pp. 595-
oo+. For loannitsa 's control of th~ roads through the central Balkan region at 
the time of Archbishop Basil's trip to Dyrrachion, see J. R. Sweeney, "Basil of 
Trnovo's journey to Durazzo: a note on Balkan travel at the beginning of the 13th 
c~ntury." Sl:.l:R, vol. )I (1<J73), pp. IIX-120. 
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How can we explain Ioannitsa's imperial claims? In his dealings 
with the pope and request for a crown, he went C1r beyond his older 
brother's aspirations. His negotiations with Rome coincide in time 
with the political ascendancy of Nemanja's son Stefm. Stefan was 
clearly a step ahead of Ioannitsa, tor he had married Eudokia. thus 
becoming a member of the imperial family in Constantinople, once 
his father-in-law was proclaimed Emperor Alexios III Angelos. Ioan
nitsa certainly had more practical reasons tor insisting on being called 
emperor in the tradition of the tenth-century rulers ofBulgaria. a title 
that may have appealed to some aristocrats in the central and north
ern regions of the Balkans. Finally, an imperial title \Vas the only 
possibility to counteract Hungarian claims to previously Byzantine 
territories over which Ioannitsa now ruled. His suddenly impatient 
demands to Pope Innocent may thus have been caused by recent 
events. In the summer of I 203. Ioannitsa had sent an expedition to 
Raska in support of Stefan, at the end of which he occupied Nis 
and established as bishop in that city a sutlragan of Basil of Beroe. 
This action was most certainly directed against the Hungarian king 
Emeric. whose protege, Vukan, was Stefan's brother and rival. The 
region of the former theme of Nis-Branicevo had been evacuated 
by Hungarian troops in I IS5, when Emperor Isaac II Angelos mar
ried Margaret, the daughter of King Bela III of Hungary. Margaret's 
brother, King Emeric, now claimed that region as part of his sister's 
dowry and as rightfully his after the deposition of his brother-in-laYv. 
Nothing is known about the history of the region between I I 8 5 
and I203, but given the reaction of King Emeric in the aftermath of 
Ioannitsa's invasion, the former theme of Nis-Branicevo may have 
become for all practical purposes a no-man's-land, if not actually a 
Hungarian march. Both Serbs and Vlach rebels raided the region in 
the late I r8os and early I I 90s (see chapter o). That Ioannitsa had 
control over Branicevo is shown bv the f~1ct that one of his letters to 
Innocent III was taken to Rome by Blasius, Bishop of Branicevo. 3' 

Moreover, in another letter to the pope, Ioannitsa complained that 
the king of Hungary had invaded and occupied five dioceses on the 
border. and had destroyed many churches in the area. He asked tor the 
arbitration of the pope in the conflict over the Bulgarian-Hungarian 
border. 

Innocent eventually sent to Bulgaria the cardinal priest Leo Bran
caleoni. The papal legate brought a scepter and a crown tor Ioannitsa. 
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as well as episcopal insignia for the archbishop ofVeroia and the bish
ops ofPreslav and Vclbazhd (Kyustendil). In the accompanying letter 
of February 1204, the pope formally appointed Ioannitsa as King 
of the Bulgarians and the Vlachs "who have been separated from 
the breasts of their mother tor a long time." 3r1 The papal legate was 
supposed to enter Bulgaria from Hungary, no doubt because he had 
instructions regarding the border dispute between Emeric and Ioan
nitsa. He seems to have initially been successful, as the Hungarian 
king disbanded the army he had gathered to invade Ioannitsa's lands. 
However, the papal legate was not allowed to cross over the Danube 
into Bulgaria, but was instead put under arrest by the local count of 
Keve (Kovin, near Smederevo, Serbia). He was released only in late 
September or early October 1204. Meanwhile, perhaps in an attempt 
to gain allies against Em eric, Ioannitsa approached the crusaders gath
ered under the walls of Constantinople. According to Robert de 
Clari, he had "sent word to the high barons that if they would crown 
him king so that he would be lord of his land of Vlachia (Blaquie), 
he would hold his land and kingdom from them and would come 
to their aid to help them take Constantinople with all of a hundred 
thousand men." 37 Rebutted by the crusaders, Ioannitsa had to wait 
until November 8, when the papal legate fmally arrived in Tarnovo 
and crowned him king. In his letter of response to Pope Innocent 
III, Ioannitsa referred to himself as "King of Bulgaria and Vlachia," 
but to the territory under his authority as his "empire" and to Basil 
as "patriarch."3s Innocent's letter had granted Ioannitsa the "unre
stricted right to strike state coinage inscribed" with his image. 39 None 
of these coins, if they were ever struck, survived, and only Ioannitsa's 
ring and seal may serve to illustrate his imperial aspirations.+0 

1'' Aa,r flllloccntii. pp. 251-253: Engli<h tramlation from Butler . . \!OIIliii/Ciif<l Bu(~arira, 
pp. 22\i and 231. The ··mother" in que<tion i<. of cour<e. Rome. 

_;-.Robert de CLm. "Fhc c;,,nquc<t o( Constmliinoplc. p. 22H; English translation by 
McNeal, pp. U>-H7. 

'' Act,, Innocclltii. p. 251. For "'VIachia"" in loannitsa\ title, <ee S. Brezeanu, "'flnpcr
,uor Hu/~,,.;,w cr l'lachi,w. in jurul genezei )i senmitlcarici tcrmcnului Vlachia 
din titulatura lui lonit.1 Asan \flnpcr<li<>r Hu/~,rriac ct l'lachi,Jc. On the appearance 
and signiticmce of the term Vi.Jchia in loannits.1\ titulaturej." l<ci'ist<l de isroric. 
mi. 33 (1yso). pp. (,_; I-h7+-

"J .4ct,rlnll<'CCIItii. p. 253: Engli<h tramlation ti·om Butler . . \Jonwncnt,J Buk<~ric<l. p. 231. 

+" I. Duiche\·, "'L1 haguc-<ceau du roi hulgare Kaloj.m." By::-,rntinosf,7l'ic,7. vol. 35 

(IC!l)). pp. 17_1-1X3: N. A. MmhnHw. "'Un 'C"Cau en plomb du tsar Kalos-.m 
(II<J(>-1207)." fl)':C<liltinosl,ll'icd. \'OI. + (I'J32). pp. l_l)-Il·~-
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loannitsa's coronation did nothing to remove the grudges he had 
against the crusaders. Nor was Pope Innocent capable of persuad
ing either loannitsa or the crusaders to work towards a common 
good. loannitsa had meanwhile married a Cuman princess and, as 
a consequence, had large numbers of Cuman warriors at his dis
posal. In February I 20 5, he led his combined troops in a devastating 
raid against the crusader lands in Thrace in support of the Greek 
rebels in the cities conquered after the fall of Constantinople. He 
crushed the Latin army near Adrianople on April 14, I 20 5, and cap
tured Emperor Baldwin himself. loannitsa ''gave over for plunder to 
the Cumans those towns near Byzantion which were tributary to the 
Latins. "41 Soon after that, he moved against Thessalonica, where, just 
before the battle at Adrianople, power had been briefly in the hands 
of a "Vlach named Etzyismenos, who kept watch over Prosek and 
the neighboring territories subject to loannitsa."42 On their way to 
Thessalonica, loannitsa's troops defeated the Latin garrison at Serres 
and took the city. 43 Then they suddenly marched on Philippopolis 
to crush the revolt of the local Greeks. In I 206 and r 207, the Vlachs 
and the Cumans again raided Thrace, attacking Adrianople and Didy
moteichon. Ioannitsa also allied himself with Theodore Laskaris, the 
emperor ofNicaea, thus forcing the Latins to fight on two fronts, one 
in Asia Minor, the other in Thrace. Finally, a Vlach-Cuman raiding 
party ambushed and killed Boniface of Montferrat in the environs of 
Mosynopolis (September I 207). A month later, Ioannitsa was mur
dered, most likely by his own men, while laying siege to Thessalonica. 

At loannitsa's death, a conflict erupted between the partisans of 
John Asen, Asen's underage son, and those of a relative named Boril. 44 

Fearing for the life of the child, John Asen 's supporters took him out 
of the country, first to the Cumans, then- after Boril married Ioan
nitsa's widow- to Galicia. Boril began his rule by leading a raid into 
Thrace, most likely in an attempt to show that he had no intentions 

"' Choniates. Historia, p. o18; English translation by Magoulias, p. 33H. According to 
Geotlrey de Villehardouin, Ioannitsa had come to Adrianople with 13 ,ooo Cuman 
warriors. Sec Villehardouin, 'l11e Conquest o( Constantinople, p. 1 <JH. 

"
2 Choniates. Historia, p. 61(); English trans!Jtion by Magoulias, p. 33<J. 

•J The shifting campaign may have been caused by the hot weather, to which the 
Cumans were not accustomed. See Papacostea, Ilctu•ccn the C:ms,ldc and the .\Iongo/ 
Empire, p. 2o. 

H l3oril's mother was a sister of Peter, Asen, and Ioannitsa. Sec l3ozhilov, Familii,ua 
I ill Asmcuci, pp. 69-77. 
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of changing his predecessor's policies. But he seems to have faced 
some serious opposition. A rebellious aristocrat named Alexios Slav 
declared himself independent in his stronghold at Melnik and estab
lished contacts with Henry, the Latin emperor of Constantinople. 
Another rebel, Strez, took refuge in Raska and obtained the protec

tion of the grand zh11pa11 Ste£111 against Boril. In I 208, Strez invaded 
western Bulgaria with Serbian assistance and established himself in 
Prosek, a stronghold from which he began expanding into neighbor
ing Macedonia. Meanwhile, on July 8, I208, Emperor Henry had 
obtained a great victory against Boril at Philippopolis, which marked 
the beginning of a more aggressive Latin policy in Thrace. Philip
popolis was occupied by Latin troops and immediately enfeoffed to 
Gerard de Stroem. 

Strez seems to have made peace with Boril, for he was present at a 
church synod that, in an attempt to distract attention from his military 

and political f:1ilures, Boril summoned in 1211 for the condemnation 
of Bogomilism. The final document of that synod condemned "the 
priest Bogomil, who in the time of the Bulgarian king Peter adopted 
the Manichean heresy, and disseminated it in the Bulgarian land." But 
the show trial of those who, according to article 93 of the document, 
were "sowers of impiety" did not bring any substantive measures and 
no changes are known to have taken place in the organization of the 
Bulgarian church as a consequence of the 121 1 synodY Nor was 
there any improvement ofBoril's political situation. Following Ioan
nitsa's death, the Hungarians had occupied the valley of the Morava 
River, from Nis all the way up to Branicevo. Boril is not known to 
have made any attempts to recuperate the lost territories. Moreover, 
in either 121 1 or I 2 I 3, a rebellion broke against him in Vi din, on 
the border with Hungary. The exact reasons for that rebellion are 
unknown, but its leaders were three Cuman chieftains. Unable to 
quell the revolt, Boril had no choice but to ask for assistance from 
the Hungarian king Andrew II. An army of Saxons, Vlachs, Szeklers, 
and Pechenegs, all under the command of Joachim, Count of Sibiu, 
crossed the Carpathians from Transylvania and defeated a number of 
troops from "Cumania" before storming and conquering Vidin. 40 

4; Butler, .\lolllllllCIIr,, Bu(~<nic,,, pp. 207 and 213. 

4'' DoclllllL'IIrc, pp. 3 3 H-3 3'!- Sec PapKostea, Bciii'Cfll rile Cmsade a11d rile .\1o11gol Empire, 
p. 4 7; N. Iliev, "Otnmno vremeto na potushavane bunta sreshtu car Boril vav Vi din 

[On the exact date of the rebellion in Vidin against l3oril]," lzvcsri/,,,1<7 .'vtuzcire I' 

Scl'cro;:,,l"'""" Hii(~<lrti<l. vol. <) (l<Jg+). pp. 83--<)(). 
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The events of I 2 I I or I 2 I 3 show that less than thirty years afi:er the 
beginning of the Vlach revolt many Cumans had settled more or less 
permanently in Bulgaria, where some of them may have obtained 
high-ranking positions in the administration of the emerging state. 
The Hungarian-Bulgarian rapprochement caused by the events of 
Vidin was soon followed by a peace between Boril and Emperor 
Henry, which a papal legate negotiated in r 2 I 3. To seal the agree
ment, Henry married Boril's stepdaughter (born to his Cuman wife 
from her previous marriage with Ioannitsa), while Borilmarried the 
daughter of Henry's sister. Henry's death in I2 I 6 deprived Boril of an 
important ally, and his position in Bulgaria fi.1rther vveakened when 
his other ally, King Andrew II of Hungary, departed tor the Fifth 
Crusade. The political situation was thus ripe for John Asen's return 
fi-om Galicia. The inhabitants of Tiirnovo opened the city gates to 
him, and in r 2 I 8, John As en captured and blinded Boril. Almost 
nothing is known about the first twelve years of his rergn, except 
that shortly after coming to power, John Asen captured Andrew II 
on his return trom the Fifth Crusade and did not release him until 
the king agreed to the marriage of his daughter Maria to John Asen. 
Maria's dowry was the region ofBelgrade and Branicevo, which John 
Asen promptly occupied. His position was further strengthened by 
the victory he obtained in April I 230 at Klokotnica over Theodore 
Dukas, Emperor ofThessalonica. This extraordinary military success 
allowed John Asen to occupy much of the territory under Epirote 
rule, a feat described in some detail in a Cyrillic inscription on a 
column in the Church of the Forty Holy Martyrs in Tarnovo. In 
the text of that inscription, John Asen speaks of himself as autocrat 
(sanwdr'zlzec') and ofhis occupation of the entire ''land of the Greeks" 
from Odrina (Adrianople) to Dyrrachion, as well as to the Albanian 
and Serbian lands, leaving only Constantinople and the land around 
it to the "Franks. "47 A similar list of territories appears in a char
ter John Asen issued for the merchants of Dubrovnik, to whom he 
granted tree access to the cities of Bulgaria, of which he mentioned 
four by name: Vi din, Branicevo, Belgrade, and Tiirnovo. Traders from 
Dubrovnik were also free to travel to Preslav, the "Karvunas region·· 
(most likely southern Dobrudja). Odrin (Adrianople), the region 
of Skopje, Prilep, Devol, the "Albanian land," and ThessalonicaY 

<C Popkonstantinov and Kromteiner. Sr,noh,i!~,n.d.:i rwdpisi. \·ol. 11. pp. 1 (,(,-I (,K. 
"' English tr.lmlation from Butler . . \loiiii/IICII!o Hu/~,1rico. p. 237. Neither inscription 

nor charter ret\.·rred ro Thr.lci.m cities •uch ·'' l'hihppopoli•. the •urrounding 
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Trade was undoubtedly the reason tor the relatively abundant coinage 
struck tor John Asen in the subsequent years. The economic pros
perity of Bulgaria during John Asen's reign is well illustrated by his 
building program in Tarnovo, dominated by the large Church of the 
Forty Holy Martyrs with its ta<;ades decorated with ceramic tiles and 
frescoes that established the fame of the so-called Tarnovo School. 4Y 

Shortly after the inauguration of the church following the battle at 
Klokotnica, the monastery of the Great Lavra was established in the 
vicinity, which like that in contemporary Ras soon became a center 
of writing. 

The victory at Klokotnica turned Bulgaria into the greatest power 
in the early thirteenth-century Balkans and a great threat to the Latin 
Empire in Constantinople. One by one, the Thracian cities con
trolled by the Latins opened their gates to John Asen's troops. In 
each one of them, the Bulgarian emperor replaced bishops or priests 
appointed by the Latin patriarch in Constantinople with suffragans of 
the metropolitan ofTarnovo. This is most likely the context in which 
Pope Gregory IX called crusaders in Hungary to support the new 
emperor of Constantinople, Jean de Brienne, in his efforts to defend 
the Empire against its enemies. If the pope had in mind John Asen, the 
call did not go unanswered. In 123 r, a Hungarian army attacked Bel
grade and Branicevo. In his letter of March 21, 1232 to the bishop of 
Cenad. the pope established a deadline tor bringing back the bishops 
of both towns to the practices of the Roman church, an indication 
that by that time the ties bet\veen Rome and the Bulgarian church 
had been severed. 50 An attack on Vidin failed in I2p, but the Hun
garian pressure on the Danube frontier with Bulgaria did not recede. 

t(wts of \\hich were certamly occupied and repaired under John A sen. A Cyrillic 
inscription of I 23 I refers to the restoration ofStenimachos. Sec Popkomuntinov· 
and Kromteincr. Staroh<i(~,nski "'"IJ'isi, vol. 11. p. 1 ). 

·1'' K. Totev. I. Chokocv. and E. Dermendzhiev. '"Carkvata 'Sv. chetirideset 
machenici' v:iv Veliko T:irnovo spored pmlednite arkheologicheski razkopki [The 
Church of the Fortv Holv M.myrs in Veliko Tarnovo according to the most recent 
archaeological cxcav,ltionsj." in ()hshclrcstl't\ ckoi/OIIIik~.l, kul'tur(l i isskusstl'o _..::l£11'ian, 

cd. by V. V. Sedm· (Mmcmv .. lnstitut Arkheologii. Rossiiskaia Akademii.1 Nauk. 
I\)<JH). pp. I04-I I). It is in this church that the bodv of St. Sava was first bid to 

rest in I 23li. before being transtcrred to Serbia. For the frescoes. see D. Kosev·a. 
'"Novootkrit stenopis v· di.1konikon.1 n.1 c:irkvata 'Sv. 40 m:ichenici' v<iv· Velika 
T:irnovo [A nevv·ly discovered ti-esco in the di,1ko11ikou of the Church of the Forty 
Holy Martyrs in Veliko T:irnm·ol." /',li<~col>ukari<"il. v·ol. 23 (I\1\i\1). pp. 3o-40. 

'
0 .--lct<1 Ho11orii III (12!6-!22/) ct Cngorii I.\ (J22j-12-fl), ed. lw A. L. Tlutu (Vaticm: 

Tv-pis polyglottis V.ltil'.lllis. I 'J:\0). p. 23 I. 
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King Andrew II created a new march across the Danube from Vidin, 
in western Walachia, which he placed in 123 3 under the author
ity of the ban of Severin (Oro beta Turnu-Severin). Papal registers 
mention the Dominicans and their missionary activity in that region. 
In response to such measures, John Asen established contacts with 
Germanus II, the patriarch of Nicaea, and soon entered an alliance 
with the Nicaean emperor John Vatatzes. The alliance was based 
on Vatatzes' recognition of the archbishop of Tarnovo as Patriarch 
of Bulgaria and John Asen's concomitant recognition of the patri
arch ofNicaea as Ecumenical Patriarch. The l3ulgarian emperor also 
renounced any claims over Thessalonica and Mount Athos. He sealed 
the alliance by marrying his daughter Helen to Theodore II Laskaris, 
the heir to the Nicaean throne. In 1236, his troops and those of the 
Nicaean emperor laid siege to Constantinople. Although threatened 
with excommunication by the pope, John Asen did not completely 
sever his ties with Rome, for he is known to have received the visit 
of a papal legate in 1237. In fact, by that time, he had renounced 
his alliance with Vatatzes, as he attacked the Nicaean garrison in 
Tzurullon with his Cuman allies. However, when the plague broke 
in Tarnovo in 1237, killing his wife Maria, his eldest son and heir, 
and the patriarch, John Asen is said to have interpreted the tragedy 
as God's wrath over his betrayal of Vatatzes. He immediately called 
off the siege of Tzurullon and made peace with the Nicaeans. By 
December 1237, he was back in the alliance against the Latin Empire 
of Constantinople. Pope Gregory IX condemned him as "faithless" 
and "protector of heretics." Against John As en, the pope called for 
a crusade, which he entrusted to King Bela IV of Hungary. Bulgaria 
was declared a land unjustly possessed by the heretics and, as a pun
ishment, the pope allowed its conquest and devastation by those upon 
whom he had called to eradicate the evil. The threat seems to have 
been considerable, as John Asen again left his alliance with Vatatzes 
and in 1239 allowed the crusaders gathered by l3aldwin II to cross 
over from Hungary en route to Constantinople. The anti-I3ulgarian 
crusade never took place and a Bulgarian-Hungarian rapprochement 
is visible in 1240, no doubt prompted by the alarming news about 
the Mongol onslaught in the East. But John Asen's faltering policies 
caused much dissatisfaction among Bulgarian aristocrats. He died in 
June 1241, only a few months after the Mongols invaded Hungary 
and shortly before their devastation ofl3ulgaria (see below). Several 
aristocratic factions, including the regents ofJohn Asen's minor son 
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Coloman, immediately began quarreling, while some local lords 
seized the opportunity to declare themselves independent from 
Tarnovo. Little is known about the political situation in Bulgaria 
during Coloman's brief rule, but his half-brother Michael II Asen 
(I246-I257) was forced to recognize Mongol overlordship and paid 
tribute to the Golden Horde. The Mongol influence in Bulgarian 
affairs increased considerably during the last decades of the century, 
especially after Nagai asserted his independence in the western lands 
against Mongke Temiir, the khan of the Golden Horde. 

SEHRIA AND DALMATIA 

The canonization of N emanja following his death in February I I 99 
was the result of a complicated political process. In I 202, his younger 
son Vukan attacked Stefan, whom Nemanja had designated his suc
cessor at the Ras assembly in I I 96. While his father was still alive, 
Vukan had adopted the royal title displayed in an inscription from the 
Church of St. Luke in Kotor, in which Nemanja is mentioned only 
as grand zl111pan. This may well be Vukan's distorted version of the 
events of I I 96. At any rate, he did not hesitate to ask in I I 99 for a 
crown from Pope Innocent III and for the elevation of the bishop of 
Bar to the rank of archbishop. While the status of archbishopric was 
indeed granted to the see of Bar, Vukan never received any crown. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that shortly before and after 1200 Rome was 
perceived by both Vlach and Serbian rulers as the only legitimate 
source of royal power. This is further substantiated by Stefan's own 
attempt to obtain a crown from Innocent in I20I or I202, shortly 
before his conflict with Vukan. His request was turned down imme
diately because of the intervention of Emeric, the king of Hungary, 
who had meanwhile thrown his support on Vukan's side. Vukan was 
initially successfi.il. For a while he ruled as grand zh11pan, and it is 
most likely in that capacity that he commissioned one of the most 
beautiful Old Church Slavonic lectionaries produced in Serbia, the 
so-called Vukan Gospel.'' Not long after assuming power, Vukan 
was confronted by his brother who had returned with the support of 
Ioannitsa's expedition of I 203. The internecine strife continued for 
another year or so, until Stefan was restored to power, while Vukan 
remained a ruler in Zeta. To ease the tensions between his brothers, 

" ]. Vrana. hli<<IIIOI'O.fl'I'<III<Icfic [The Vukan Gospel] (Belgrade: N,mi:no delo. 1967). 
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Sava returned trom Mount Athos, \vhere N emanja-Simeon's remains 
had miraculously begun to produce myrrh. The relics were trans
ferred to Nemanja's foundation at Studenica and with that the cult 
of St. Simeon the "myrrh-bearer" was established, a m;Uor compo
nent of Stefan's political agenda for his second reign. Stefan himself 
promoted the cult of his father, t(Jr he is the author of one of several 
Lives of St. Simeon. Based on Nemanja 's proclamation of abdication 
at the Ras assembly of I I 96, as \veil as on oral sources, Stefan's Life 
insisted on his father's faith and his persecution of heretics. Stefan's 
Nemanja appears as an "isapostolic" ruler. second only to Constan
tine the Great. On the other hand, the Life is also a detailed descrip
tion of Nemanja's military achievements in his role of protector of 
the country. By the time Stefan wrote his Life, there was more than 
one biography of Nemanja. Sava had written a liturgy dedicated to 
his father and then, in I2o8, the L{fc (!f Lord Si111con. But instead of 
depicting a saint, Sava described Nemanja as "our lord and autocrat, 
and ruler of the whole Serbian land. "S

2 Like his brother Stefan, Sava 
viewed his father as a Christian ruler consecrating churches, building 
monasteries, sustaining the poor, feeding the orphans, and protecting 
the widows. To him, Nemanja was "a second Abraham, a hospitable 
man, an angel on earth, and a man from heaven."SJ But unlike his 
brother, Sava's Life has no room for the warrior-king. At the center 
of his narrative is the Ras assembly of I I9o and Nemanja's decision 
to pass power to his son Stefan. What follows is a "prince's mirror," 
as Nemanja gives instructions to both Stefan and Vukan as to how to 

" Sa\·a. Li/i• o(Lord SiiiiCOII, Prologue. English tramlation trom K.mtor . . \fcdicl'al Lii'CS. 
p. 257. For the circmmtances in which Sa\·a wrote his Lite. see R. M.lrinkm·i(·. 
"Istorija nastanka Zivota gospodina Simeona od svctoga Sa\'L' [The genesis of St. 
San's Life o(Lord SiiiiCOII[," in .\fcidun,1rod11i 11•111i'lli simp "S,Ii'a .\·cllltllljii-Si•cri S.m1. 
Istorija i prcda11jc". Dcmnhar 1976. ed. hv V Djuri(· (Belgrade: Srpsb Abdemij.l 
N.mka i Umetnosti. I<J79). pp. 20I-2J4. A third Lite of St. Simeon \\'JS \nit
ten in !26-t hy Domentian. ,1 Serbian monk ti·om HiLmdar. \\'ho seems to h.1ve 
used Stefan's, not Sava ·s. work, in .1ddition to nuteri,t! trom .1 eulo~'Y of Prince 
Vladimir of KieY written hy Metropolitan ll.Jrion in 1 0-t<J- It is Domenti,m's. 
not Sa\·a's. Lite that e\·entuallv turned Nemanj.t into St. Simeon. For a textual 
comparison het\\'een the three texts. see J Reinlun. "Sinuba zitiy Simeona 
Nemanje od S\'. Save. SteCma Pn·ovenl-anoga i Domentij.m;l [The 'ymax of the 
Liws ofSimcon Nemanja hy St. Sava, SteLm the First Crowned .. md Domcntian[.'" 
in .\lcidzuwrodni 111111tni -"kup ''St~·/:111 .\·cllldl~i~I-SI•cti Sill1l'OII .\lirottJhl'i. Isrur(i(l i 
prcd,lllic", Scptc111b,n 1996. ed. by J K.dii· (13clgr.tdc: Srp,k.t Abdcmij.t Nauk.l i 
Umetnosti. 2000). pp. IJ7-I q. 

'·' Sa\-,l. Lit[·<:( tNd Si111con 1. p. 25<;-
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behave as good rulers. The remaining part of Sava 's Lite deals with 
Nemanja as a monk under his new name ofSimeon. The counterpart 
of the "prince's mirror'' is the advice he gave to his son Sava regarding 
his duties as a man of the Church. The last part of Sava's Life is an 
account of how the remains of the "venerable and blessed father and 
founder" Simeon were translated from Hilandar to Studenica. 

The two Lives of Nemanja-Simeon laid the foundation stones 
for the cult of the Serbian ruler, now viewed as the founder of a 
''dynasty of sacred roots." Icons with his portrait appeared in the late 
I 200s, the first such representation being mentioned in an inventory 
that a certain zl111pan Desa deposited in Dubrovnik in I28 r. That 
the cult had turned Stefan's rule into something very difierent from 
that of previous grand zl111pans results from the absence, beginning 
with his reign, of any partitioning of the country between members 
of the ruling dynasty. In Hum, the widow of Miroslav (Nemanja's 
brother) and her son Andrew faced a rebellion of a relative named 
Peter. Stefan intervened and in the process only the coastal area and 
the hinterland of Trebinje remained in the hands of Andrew, the 
other parts being incorporated into Serbia. Stefan also established 
good relations with the Albanian lords in the region of the upper 
course of the river Fani i Madh. He gave his daughter in marriage 
to Demetrius, the archon who, like Stefan, had asked in I 208 for 
Pope Innocent III's guidance. But the alliance with Stefan did not 
protect Demetrius from the aggressive policies of Michael Dukas of 
Epirus. Having taken Dyrrachion in 1213, Michael moved against 
the Albanian lords and then against Zeta. In 1214 he took Scutari 
(Shkoder) before being murdered by one of his servants. Meanwhile, 
Stefan managed to avoid an invasion of the combined armies ofBoril 
of Bulgaria, Emperor Henry of Constantinople, and Strez of Prosek. 
Michael Dukas' half-brother Theodore agreed to make peace with 
Stefan, to whom he returned Scutari in exchange for the hand of his 
sister. But Stefan did not support Theodore in his war with Venice. 
Instead, in 1 2 1 o he married Anna, the granddaughter of the Venetian 
doge Enrico Dandolo. The Catholic influence in Serbia increased 
considerably as a result of this marriage and a papal legate even came 
in I 217 to crown Stefan, now proclaimed king. The developments 
following SteLm's second marriage (he had repudiated his first wik 
Evdokia, the daughter of Emperor Alexios III Angelos) provoked 
strong opposition from the church hierarchy and it is under such 
circumstances that Sava returned to Mount Athos, while Stefan \\Tote 
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his Life ofNemanja in an attempt to vouch for the continuity of St. 
Simeon's cult and for that of his own regime. Since he referred to 
himself as "the first-crowned" (Prvoveneani), SteL1n is traditionally 
viewed as the first king of Serbia. However, his official title was 
autocrat (samodrzac), which is the word later used in the inscription 
from the Church of the Forty Holy Martyrs in Tarnovo in reference 
to John Asen. 

Like John Asen, Stefan was in need of a patriarch or, at least, of 
a self-governing church. The opportunity was seized when the con
flict between Nicaea and Epirus began taking increasingly ecclesi
astic overtones in the late r 2 ros. Against the patriarch of Nicaea, 
Manuel I Sarantenos, the Epirote churchmen, and especially the 
newly appointed archbishop of Ohrid, Demetrius Chomatenos, 
argued for ecclesiastical autonomy. Besides disputing the legality of 
the synod of 1208 that had elected Manuel's predecessor, Michael 
IV Autorianus, as Ecumenical Patriarch, Demetrius claimed that the 
church of Epirus had the right to make appointments for vacant 
sees without seeking the approval of the patriarch of Nicaea. A key 
argument for Archbishop Demetrius was the idea, first expressed by 
his predecessor, Theophylact Hephaistos, that Ohrid was the suc
cessor of the archbishopric oflustiniana Prima founded by Emperor 
Justinian in the sixth century. As a consequence, Ohrid was ranked 
higher than Nicaea, a see that had never been elevated to the status 
of archbishopric. s.+ Serbia was within the area of jurisdiction claimed 
by the archbishop of Ohrid, but the monk Sava on Mount Athos 
did not share Chomatenos' anti-Nicaean opinions. In I 2 I 9, he trav
eled to Nicaea and obtained permission to create an autonomous 
archbishopric ofSerbia. With the approval came his nomination and 
consecration as the first archbishop of Serbia (December 6, r2I9). 

H D. Dragojlovic, ""Archeveche d'Ohrid dans Ia hicrarchie des grandes eglises 
chretiennes," Balca/lt((l, vol. 22 (I<J<JI), pp. 43-54. For a det,Ii!ed history of the 
conflict, see A. D. Karpozilos, The EcclcsiasrictJI Colllrol'CIS)' /Jctii'CC/1 the Ki11gdom o{ 
.\'imet1 1111d the Pri11cipaliry o(l:jJiros (1217-12)J) (Thess,Iloniki: Kentron Byzantinon 
Ereunon, I<J73). For the parallel between Demetrius Chomatenos and Theophv
lact ofOhrid, see Podskalsky, ""Two archbishops ofAchrida (Ohrid)," pp. I w- I 4~
Like Theophybct, Chomatenos wrote a Life of St. Clement of Ohrid (known as 
the ""Shorr Life"'), lor which see I. Duichev, ""Kratkoto Klimentovo zhitie or Dim
itrii Khomatian (Demetrius Chomatenos' Short Liti: of C:lemcmJ," in Kliml'lli 
Okhridski. S/Jomik of sr,uii po sluclzai 1050 godi11i of Slllrlrrta, cd. by 13. S. Angelm·, 
B. Angelo\·. P. Dinckov. et a!. (Sotl,J: Izd,nelstvo na B:ilgarskata Akademiia na 
Naukite, I<)66), pp. Ioi-17!. 
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Sava then returned to his homeland accompanied by monks and 
pupils t!·om Hilandar, whom he appointed to important offices in 
the newly created church. 

In the absence of any major cities, the archbishop established his see 
at Ziea (near Kraljevo, on the Western Morava River), the monastery 
that Stefan had begun building in 1208 in a typical combination of 
stone and brick courses imitating the architecture of Mount Athos. 55 

To the three sees in Serbia that had previously been under the juris
diction of Ohrid, Sava added seven new ones. Some he planted in 
western Serbia (Dabar, the region between the upper course of the 
Western Morava and the lower course of the Lim River; Budimlje on 
the middle course of the Lim River), between Ras and Nis (Toplica) 
and between Ras and Prizren (Hvosno, near Pee). Two other sees 
were established on the coast, at Prevlaka in the Bay ofKotor, and at 
Ston. In both cases, the local Catholic bishops chose to leave at the 
moment the Serbian Orthodox bishops appeared, only to return a 
few years later. In fact, no evidence exists of a Catholic opposition to 
Sava's measures. Much stronger was the reaction of Demetrius Cho
matenos, the archbishop of Ohrid, who condemned Sava's appoint
ment by Patriarch Manuel I Saratenos as non-canonicaL He also 
questioned the probity of Sava's life, contrasting his earlier life as a 
monk at Hilandar to his later involvement in secular affairs, which 
Chomatenos deeply resented. However, and despite Chomatenos' 
vociferous protests, the ruler of Epirus, Theodore Dukas (whom 
Chomatenos would later crown Emperor of Thessalonica) chose to 
maintain good relations with Stefan. 

Sava summoned a synod at Zii'a in I 221, at which he delivered a 
sermon against heretics and discussed marital relations, apparently the 
two most important items on the archbishop's agenda at that time. In 
neighboring Bosnia, heretics of an unspecified kind are mentioned 
at that time in papal documents, as the pope called on the Hun
garian king to move against them. Sava may have been concerned 

" M. Kasanin. D. l3oskovic, and 1'. Mijovic, Zifa. Istorija, ,nhitcktum, slikarsfi'O 
IZica: History, Architecture, Paintings] (Belgrade: Knijzevne novine, 1969). 
The Athonite impiration betrays Sava's influence on this royal foundation. See 
M. Canak-Mcdic, "Zicka Spasova crkva- zamisao Svetog Save [The Church of 
Our Savior in Zica: St. S.1va's concept]," in Sucti Sa!'a lt.<rpskoj istoriji i tradiciji, ed. by 
S. (:irkovic (Belgrade: Srpska Abdemija Nauka i Umetnosti, 1998), pp. 173-187. 
The monastery was richly endowed by Stefan, which may explain its devastation 
bv the Mongols in 1 2.p. 
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with the same issue, although nothing betrays the exact nature of 
his concerns. 50 He presented his translation and adaptation of the 
]\/omokanon, a seventh-century compilation of conciliar canons and 
imperial decrees, which was now to become the legal foundation 
of the Serbian Church. The explosion of literary activity that fol
lowed the synod had a great influence on the standardization oflegal 
institutions and practices, on the training of the clergy, and on the 
uniformity of ceremonies, while Old Church Slavonic, often v,•ith 
strong influences tram the Serbian vernacular, became the language 
ofboth the Church and the royal chanceries. 

If Sava had intended his autocephalous archbishopric to be an 
attack on the claims of Ohrid to ecclesiastical preeminence, he cer
tainly did not oppose the increasing Epirote infiJence during the brief 
reign of Stefan's son and successor, Radoslav ( 1 227-1 234). Radoslav 
had married the daughter ofTheodore Dukas, the Emperor ofThes
salonica, but after the battle of Klokotnica his position had become 
precarious at best. In addition, the situation in neighboring Bosnia 
had deteriorated rapidly after the pope had accused the local bishop 
of protecting the heretics. With John Asen 's star rising, Radoslav was 
removed from power by a conspiracy of disgruntled nobles. Their 
choice was Radoslav's brother Vladislav, who had meanwhile mar
ried the daughter of the victor at Klokotnica. It is under such circum
stances that the stronghold at Ras that had been meanwhile restored 
was destroyed once again and eventually abandoned. Radoslav went 
first to Dubrovnik, where his name appears in charters dated after 
1234, and then to Dyrrachion. Meanwhile, upset by the conflict 
between his nephews, Sava embarked on a pilgrimage to the Holy 
Land. He died in Bulgaria on his way back to Serbia, and was 
buried in Tarnovo, before his remains were transferred in I 23 7 to 
Miles eva (near Prijepolje, in western Serbia), the monastery built 
by Vladislav in 1234. It was an appropriate choice tor Sava's tomb. 
The monastery church had just received magnificent fi·escoes, which 

"' The Bosnian heretics mentioned in the I 22m are often \·inwd .\s either C.nlurs or 
Bogomils. See R. Manselli, "Les 'chn'tiem' de Bosnie: lc cnh.1risme en Europe 
orientale.·· Rct•ttc d'!tisroirc cccl/si<lsriqllc, vol. 2 ( 1 <J77). pp. 6oo-r, 1 -t: S. R.1km·a, 
"Le bogomilisme et l'eglise bosniaque," Hacsis. vol. I<J (1<J<J2). pp. I<J--2<). Both 
interpreutions ha\·e been dismissed as not grounded in the existing e\·idence. Set' 

J. V A. Fine. The J3,,_,11i<ln C!tl!rc!t: A .\'t'/1' Inrcrl'rer<lri<•ll . . -1 Sr11dy o( rite Bo.··ni<ill 
C!tl!rc!t ,1nd Irs P/,m· in Sr,1rc ,md St•cicr)•)i·,,/11 rite J)r!t r,, rite Jif!t Cmflll')' (Bouldn 
and Nnv York: Columbi,l UninTsit\· l're>S, I<J7:\). 
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represent the first illustration of the ideological developments brought 
about by the implementation of the cult of Nemanja-Simeon in the 
early I 200s. In Mildeva, Nemanja appears as monk Simeon, his son 
Stefan as the incarnation of the ideal king. and Archbishop Sava as a 
saint. 57 In L1ct, soon afi:er his death, Sava became the subject of a cult 
similar to that of his father. 5" 

In r 2.p, Serbia vvas devastated by the Mongols returning from their 
campaign in Dalmatia (see below). Following the Mongol invasion, 
King Bela IV revived his predecessors' aggressive policies towards 
Serbia. Matthew Ninoslav, the ban ofBosnia, had reasserted his inde
pendence in the aftermath of the Mongol invasion. In the I 240s, 
he issued a number of charters for the merchants of Dubrovnik, an 
indication that he was controlling some of the most important mar
ket towns in the region. Between 1246 and 1252, King Bela wrote 
several letters to Pope Innocent IV requesting that ecclesiastical juris
diction over Bosnia be transferred to the archbishop ofKalocsa. Two 
expeditions in 1244 and 1253 reinforced the Hungarian influence in 
that region. In addition, King Bela created two new marches on the 
southern frontier of Hungary. One of them was Branicevo, directed 
against Bulgaria. By contrast, Macva stretched between the Sava and 
the Ub river, in the environs of present-day Valjevo, and was clearly 
directed against Serbia. War between Hungary and Serbia broke in 
the r 26os, during the reign of Uros I, who had replaced Vladislav in 
1243. 

King Uros also intervened in the conflict between Bar and 
Dubrovnik. In 1247, at the death of the archbishop of Bar, the 

0. KandiC·. S. Popovic, ,md R. Z.rric . . \ltuw.<rir .\Iilc.tcl'il [The Mileseva MonasteryJ 
(Belgrade: RepubliC·ki zavod z.r zastitu spomenib kulture. 1'.)9)). For the fi-escoes. 
see D. Nagorni. "lkmerkungcn zum Stilund zu den Meistern der Wandmalerei in 
der Klostcrkirche Mik<eva."' in Xf'/. intcm,nion<licr By:::mttinistmkOI~~rc/1. Aktcn. II. 
ed. bv W. Hiirandncr, C C:upane .. md E. Kislinger, vol. v (Viemu: Verldg dcr 
()sterreichischen Akademic der Wisscmchaften. I'.)S2), pp. I)<)-172. For Sava's 
tomb, see R. NikoliC·. "'0 grobu swtog Save u Milesevi [On St. Sava's tomb in 
MildevaJ,"' s,,,,p.<tmi,,. ml. q (1'.!~2). pp. 7-24. 

'' The earliest Life of St. S;l\·a was written just seven years alter Sa\·,r's death bv 
Domenti,m. the author of the third (and Lrtcst) Life ofSt. Simeon. For Domentian"s 
\·invs of S.w.r. sec S. R.rdoji·iC·. ''Lik wetog.r Saw u Domentij.uHAOm Zivotu i 
podvizima .rrhrepiskop.r sw srpskc i pomorske zemlje prcpodobnog i bogonomog 
nast;l\·nib Sa\T ]St. Sava in J)omcntian's Life] ... in .\fc::'-dun,nodni 11<111i11i .<kup "Sm1 

.\.CIII<llliii·SI'Cii S,ml. lstoni<I i J'l"Cd<Inic". Dcccrnh<1r 1976. ed. by V. DjuriC· (Belgrade: 
Srpsk.r Ak.rdemij.r N.tub 1 Umetnnsti. l<J7'J). pp. 2 I 5-222. 
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archbishop of Dubrovnik had sent an envoy to that city to state 
Dubrovnik's claims to preeminence. Disregarding such claims, Pope 
Innocent IV appointed a new archbishop ofl3ar in the person of]ohn 
Plano Carpini, a Franciscan who had just returned fi·om a trip to 
Karakorum on a mission to the Great Khan of the Mongols. Carpini 
tried to reach a compromise by proposing an arbitration of the con
flict by the bishop of Kotor, the only Dalmatian suffragan of the 
archbishop of Bari in Italy. The bishop of Kotor had great influence 
in the Serbian lands, where all Catholics were under his jurisdiction. 
The conflict was brought in 1252 to the papal court, but without 
resolution. Upon Carpini's death, his vacant see faced an alliance 
between Dubrovnik and Michael Asen ofl3ulgaria, which was meant 
to expel Uros from Serbia and to curb the claims to preeminence of 
his protege, the archbishop ofBar. l3ut Dubrovnik made peace with 
Uros in 1255, as it became apparent that the conflict with liar was 
detrimental to the economic interests of Dubrovnik in Serbia. 

Such interests became apparent shortly before 12 50, as a remark
able economic growth began in Serbia, which continued well into 
the fourteenth century. At its origin was the opening of the rich 
silver mines in the region of the Upper Lim River. The miners were 
"Saxon" settlers brought from Hungary, who were granted privileges 
very similar to those applying to the "guests" in that kingdom ever 
since the late twelfth century (see chapter 6). The first silver mine 
mentioned in documents was Brskovo (near Mojkovac, in northeast
ern Montenegro), where the output seems to have been sufficiently 
large to allow the creation of a mint at which Uros struck the first sil
ver coins of Serbia. 50 These were large groats imitating the Venetian 
matapan in terms of weight and type. 1

'
0 Since they seem to have been 

struck in relatively large quantities only to accommodate the needs 
of the foreign trade, especially with Dubrovnik, Uros's ,~;rossi \Vere 
appropriately marked with inscriptions in Latin. Due to their high 

;•J R.1doslav had previously struck copper coim imit.1ting Epirote issues minted in 
Thessalonic.l, but these coins had onlv a limited circul.1tion. SeeM. Popovic ... La 
decouverte d'un dep<.Jt de monnaie du roi Stephane Radoslav eLms la tc1rteresse 
de Ras," in Kt)!lal~jc i kounicc dllti/kog i srcd,~jol'tkol'/1{:1! 1/0lYtl. cd. by V. Kondi(
(Bdgrade: Arheoloski lnstitut, I<J7I1), pp. I I)-I I<J: V lv.misevic· ... Novae kralja 
R.ldosla,·a [The coins of King Rados]a,·] ... LR.! '!. vol. .17 (i<J<J~). pp. H7-<J5-

~>o S. Dusanic. "jedan gros matdpanskog tip.! i pitanije poC-ctk,J km·anija srpskog novca 
u srednijem veku [A nwtapau-type of groat and the beginnings of the Serbian 
medieval coinage] ... .\'umi::lll<lfi<\n, vol. q (I<J<JI). pp. 73-7H . . \l<>t<>f><lll \\'as the 
na1ne gi\·cn in Venice to the large sih·er coin conHnonly kno\\·n ,1'> gro,tt (l..'rosso). 
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quality and specific use, these coins were circulated outside Serbia and 
are common in hoards found in Hungary, Romania, or Bulgaria, but 
also in those of northern Italy and Greece. The prosperity of the 
mountain region around Brskovo attracted the interest of both the 
Church and members of the royal tamily. Jurisdiction over the Saxon 
church in Brskovo in the 12 sos was under dispute between the bishop 
of Kotor and the archbishop of Bar and at stake was the collection 
of tithes. In 1252, Vukan's son Stefan built a monastery at Moraea 
(near Kolasin, to the southwest ofBrskovo) which he endowed from 
his own estates and share of the silver mines.r" However, Stefan was 
not the ruler of the region. Under Uros, all traces of autonomy 
of the old f:m1ily appanages, such as Zeta and Hum, disappeared. 
Much like Std:m. Andre\V, the son of Miroslav (Nemanja's brother 
who had ruled over Hum), \vas only lord of a small region south of 
the Neretva River, at the toot of the Vidusa Mountain in the hin
terland of Trebinje. King Stef~m's intervention on his behalf pushed 
Andrew's brother and rival Peter to the northern bank of the N ere tva 
River. Peter continued to style himself" Prince of Hum" and seems to 
have had some political prominence, for in I 225 the citizens of Split 
designated him as their "prince." Toljen, a relative of Peter, is also 
mentioned as "Prince of Hum" a tew years later. Like Peter, he \vas 
also involved in the political struggles in Split, where he unsuccess
t\.1lly opposed the powerfi.d Subic £1mily and their Hungarian allies, a 
policy continued by his successor Andrew, who is last mentioned in 
I 2.f9. 

The choice of a member of Nemanja's tamily as "Prince of Split" 
may surprise. given that Bosnia separated the hinterland of Split from 
Serbia. But in the early 1200s, the citizens of Split were making 
desperate efforts to remove themselves from the growing influence 
of the Subic Etmily in central Croatia. Formerly counts of Bribir, 
the Subici ruling from that fort began to style themselves "Princes of 
Bribir" and gradually expanded into the surrounding region, in an 
attempt to gain control over the entire coast. By I 221, a member of 
the Subic tamily was elected Prince of Split, followed by his uncle, 
Gregory. Ten years later, Gregory also controlled Sibenik, while his 
nephew Stjepko established himself in Trogir. The citizens of Split 

''' S. Petkovic· . . \foro<'•' (lklgr.•de: Srpska knjizcvna zadruga IRO "Prosveta," Il)86). 
Fragments of the origin.1l paintinf.."· especially scenes !rom the lite of Prophet Elias. 
survive in the di,,/.:onil:on of the monastery church. 
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tried to resist the Subic encroachment by electing as their prince Peter 
of Hum in 1225 and Matthew Ninoslav, the ba11 of Bosnia, in 1244. 

But the SubiCi were well connected and they managed to convince 
King Bela IV to bring a large army under the walls of the city. As 
a consequence, beginning in 1250, deputies of the ba11 of Croatia 
ruled in the name of the king in Split and Trogir. Both cities had 
flourished throughout the entire period, despite much political and 
military unrest. This is best illustrated by the remarkable monuments 
ofRomanesque art associated with the names of two artists, Andre\v 
Buvina and Radovan. Buvina is the author of the twenty-eight scenes 
from the Life ofjesus carved in walnut f(.Jr the doors of the Cathedral 
in Split, a masterpiece he executed in 1214. Radovan is mentioned 
in an inscription of I 240 on the tympanum of the \Vest portal of the 
Cathedral in Trogir. He carved half of the tympanum decoration, 
in addition to the inner archivolt reliefs and the jambs, all works 
betraying the influence of the contemporary sculptures in San Marco 
in Venice.('2 

The outcome of the conflict between Split and the Subic clan illus
trates the degree to \vhich throughout the thirteenth century Croatia 
had become a separate entity within the Hungarian kingdom. Power 
rested with its nobles rather than with the king's representatives, the 
ba11s of Croatia and Slavonia. The noble LHnilies had been able to 
secure more grants, while their claims to specific territories were 
rarely contested and more often confirmed by the Hungarian kings. 
For example, in 1225 Vid of Krk (a member of the family later 
known as Frankapan) received in perpetuity from King Andrew II 
two major counties of northern Croatia, Modrus (already granted in 
ru)3 to another member of the family, Bartholomew) and Vinodol, 
the coastal region in front of the Krk island. The privileged status 
of the nobles of Krk was further increased when Pope Innocent IV 
granted to the bishop of Senj, the most important see in Vinodol. 
permission to employ Glagolitic Slavonic in his diocese. The old 
debate surrounding the Slavic liturgy thus ended with a papal deci
sion meant to accommodate the needs of the increasingly powerful 
tamily of Krk and of their even more powerfi.il protector, the king 

t.~ V G\·ozd<lnovil·. "Master f-tado\·,111 and the lunt"ttl' of the Nativity at Trogir. ·· 
Studies in .\Jedin•>~l Culture, vok ~-<J (l<J7(•). pp. ~)-<J:-1. The influence of the 
Venetian sculpture has often been interpreted .1s evidence th.H Radovan lud beL·n 
trained in Venice. See 0. ])emm, "l3emnkungen zu MeistL'r R.1dov.m in San 
Marco." JOB. mi. 3S (r<JS'!). pp. 3S<J-3'.!3· 
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of Hungary. Equally illustrative is the rise of the Babonic family of 
Slavonia. In the late 1 I oos, members of that family already owned 
large estates along the Kupa River, but after I 200 they even moved 
across the frontier, into the marches of the Holy Roman Empire, 
and acquired land in Carniola (near Kranj) and in Friuli (near Gor
ica). Unlike the nobles of Krk, the Babonici came to challenge the 
power of the king and of his appointee, the ban of Slavonia, whom 
they managed to kill in open conflict during the last decade of the 
thirteenth century. 

The situation in Carniola was not much different. Ever since the 
late twelfth century, a number of powerful families controlled the 
southeastern marches of the Holy Roman Empire. Most prominent 
among them were the Andechs, who after I200 took over the entire 
region along the Croatian and Hungarian border in addition to build
ing a strong alliance with King Andrew II of Hungary. Otto, the son 
of the first Andechs to become I )uke of Merania, was the brother 
of Henry II, the margrave of Istria and Carniola between I204 and 
122tl. Both were close relatives of Queen Gertrud of Hungary and 
of her brother, Berthold, the archbishop of Kalocsa and, for a short 
period in I2 I 2, l!OClJode of Transylvania. After his sister's assassination 
in r 21 3, Berthold lett Hungary and was soon elected Patriarch of 
Aquileia. His term in that church office coincides with the maxi
mum expansion of the lands under the jurisdiction of Aquilea, for in 
I220 Berthold received from Emperor Frederick II !stria, Carniola, 
and Friuli. He retained those lands until his death in I 2 5 I. Mean
while, his nephew, Otto II, ruled over Merania. His sister Agnes 
married the duke of Carinthia, Ulrich Ill, who thus became lord 
of almost the entire march of Carniola. Ulrich's t~tther, Bernhard II 
of Spanheim, founded in r 234 the Cistercian Abbey of Kostanjevica 
(near Novo Mesto, on the C:roatian-Slovenian border) next to the 
family castle at Landestrost on the Krka River. Together \Vith the 
Cistercian Abbey at Topusko, which King Andrew II of Hungary 
had founded in I233. Kostanjevica was among the first buildings in 
Gothic style in the northwestern region of the Balkans. Bernhard's 
son Ulrich continued his Cnher's work in Carniola. He founded the 
city of Ljubljana and completed the construction of the Carthusian 
Abbey of Bistra, which his father had established in the vicinity. 

Throughout the first half of the thirteenth century, the southeast
ern marches of the Holy Roman Empire were in the hands of the 
powerful Andechs clan. But their hold soon came to an end, for 
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Ulrich of Carinthia had no male heirs either from his first marriage 
with Agnes, or from his second marriage to a Babenberg. The heir he 
eventually designated was his cousin Ottokar II PfemysL the king of 
Bohemia. When the Bohemian rule was established in I 269, it ended 
a relatively long period of Andechs and Spanheim preemmence m 
Carniola. 

TRANSYLVANIA AND THE C:UMA!\IS 

Unlike Croatia and Slavonia, there were no powerful clans in early 
thirteenth-century Transylvania. To be sure, several individuals are 
known to have yielded considerable power and at the same time 
to have received royal grants in Transylvania. The first immunity 
is documented in I 202, \vhen the wife of Benedict, the vocFodc of 
Transylvania, was allowed to collect revenue from a royal estate located 
between Cluj and Turda."3 A Walloon nobleman named john Latinus, 
who lived among the "Saxons" of Transylvania, was the recipient in 
I204 and I20o of two land grants, \vhich King Andrew Il's son, Bela, 
confirmed in I23 I to John's sons Corrardus and Daniel.r-. During 
his term between I209 and I2I2, uocuodc Michael was granted land 
in the eastern part of the Cit~ County. He was a member of the 
Kacsics family based in northern Hungary. When appointed ban of 
Slavonia, he retained no connection with Tramylvania, although he 
most certainly kept his estates in that region.r,, In I 22X, the beneficiary 
of King Andrew II's munificence was Denys, the chief treasurer of 
the kingdom, who also served as tJOCt'odc of Transylvania between 
I233 and 1234. By I230, a certain count named Nicholas had lands 
in eight counties ofTransylvania, from Alba to Arad and Cara~.M 

(i_:; D(}(/l/1/C/l{C. p. 20. 

''" l'rlmudmbuch zur Geschichte dcr Deutschm in Sicbcubiir~m. vol. 1. ed. by F. Zimmer
mann and C. Werner (Hermannst.Jdt: Hochmeister. 1 X92), pp. X-9 .md 54-55. 
To Bela, John's sons were already "Saxon knights ofTr.msylv.mi.L'' See T. N:igler, 
Aj<'Z<Irca S•>,,ilor tu Y,·,liL'ill'alli£1 [The Saxon Settlement in Tramylvani.Ij (Bucharest: 
Kriterion. 1992), pp. 84-X5. 

''' M.1kkai. "Tramyh-ania in the medieval Hungarian kingdom." p. 41 1. Micluel's 
brother Simon ofKacsics may have been among the first gre,lt Lmdm,·ncrs to mm·e 
to Transylvmia from his family estates in northern Hung.1n·. But his sojourn in 
Tr.msvh-ania was short, for all his properties \\·ere contisc.ned a' punishment t(Jr 
his participation in the plot responsible t(Jr the .lss,lssination of Queen Ccrtrud and 
her entounge in I 213. From northern Hungary \\'as also the Kcikt'nyes-R.1dn6t 
famik. members of \Yhich acquired the L1rge cst.lte of Te.Icl in the Cluj Countv. 

()() D{1(111JU'11tC, pp. 240--241. 
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But before the middle of the century, no particular family is known 
to have risen to prominence in Transylvania. Instead, the region was 
dominated by the king's men known to contemporary sources as 
"castle warriors" (iohagioncs wstrl), a social group associated with the 
increasing number of royal castles, many of which were established 
as seats of new counties.('7 The Oradea Register, a collection of 3 89 
minutes of ordeals held at the chapter of the Cathedral of Oradea 
between r 208 and r 23 5, contains many references to the "freemen 
of the Holy King" (St. Stephen), who enjoyed free status granted 
to them, together with land, by the king.('X A castle warrior served 
under the count, but still received a land grant in return for his 
service. He was exempt from taxes and other obligations to the local 
count. As the king's bondsman, he could in theory appeal to the 
king against the count. In other words, unlike the ministerials in 
the southeastern marches of the Holy Roman Empire (see chapter 
5), the castle warriors served no other lord than the king. In that 
particular respect, their status had to be distinguished legally from 
the "castle folk" (wstrcnscs). who were peasants owing labor, taxes, 
and military service to the castle and to its lord, the count. Such 
a distinction was necessary, for both castle warriors and castle folk 
lived side by side in villages grouped into hundreds (cmtllrionat11s) 
and administratively attached to a specific castle.('Y The tendency to 
amalgamate such distinctions was particularly visible in attempts to 
impose obligations or taxes upon the "freemen of the Holy King." 

r,- The ne\v countic-; of the early thirteenth century \Vcre all outside Transylvania 
proper: Cara~ (1200). Arad (12q). and Keve (123~). Older castles are frequently 
mentioned in thirteenth-century charters. With the exception of the forts built 
by the Teutonic Knights, no stone castles existed in Transylvania before the Mon
gol invasion. Sec Gh. Anghd. "'Les premiers donjons en pierre de Transylvania 
(Roumanie)," in Chtirca11 Gaillard, 8. Fr11dcs de wstc!lolo.~ic /1/idih•alc. Acres d11 col
loqllc illtcnr,Ifiollal fc111r ,) Had .Hllcllsfcrcifd (R.l:.-1.}, 30 aol1r-~ scpfmrhrc 1976 (Caen: 
Centre des recherches .1rcheologiqucs medievales de l'Universite de Cacn, I<J77). 
pp. y-20. 

''' Donullcrrrc, pp. 3 7-1 + 7- For this important source for the history of thirteenth
century Transylvania, see I. Z<~tay, "Le registre de Varad: un monurnentjuridiquc 
du debut du Xllle siecle." Rcl'llc hisroriq11c d11 droit fmll(ais er hrmrgcr, \·ol. 32 
(I<JS+). pp. 527-5(>2. The Latin term iobagio derives tfom the Hungarian word 
johh ("better"). Entire villages of ioh,~~iorrcs n,llned after them arc attested ncar 
Tinujoara and ()radea (Dommcllfc, pp. 63 and 135). 

'"' Hundreds are mentioned in the Ora de a Register lc>r Cluj in 12 I 3 and for Biharea 
in I 217 and, again. in 1222. The I 2 I 7 reference is to ca>tle \\'arriors of Szckler 
origin (DoCIIIIICIIfC, p. ~,1). 
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For example, in I 2 I 3, the folk of the Biharea castle who lived in the 
village of Cornust sued the villagers of Sob tor trying to avoid their 
obligations towards that castle. The men ofSob defended themselves 
in front of the chapter in Oradea by claiming that they were in fact 
"tieemen of the Holy King" and thus exempt tiom any obligations to 
the castle. 7° Castle warriors had landed estates, \vhich they could pass 
on to their heirs. By contrast, castle folk owned land collectively and, 
as a consequence, the services that they owed could be transferred 
from one lord to another. For example, in I 221, the castle folk of 
the village of Voda accused a certain count Andrew of having taken 
a portion of the land they collectively owned and incorporated it 
into the estate he had received in that village from Kmg Andrew 
II. Seven years later, Andrew's son Bela granted to the archbishop of 
Esztergom four farmhouses in Vint (south ofAlba I ulia) that belonged 
to the castle folk in that village. The grant was one of service, not 
land, which apparently remained in the hands of the other castle folk 
families in the village. 7 ' 

Equally eager to defend themselves against the amalgamation of 
legal distinctions were people who claimed "guest" status. Foreign 
settlers of Rus', Bohemian, "Latin," and German origin pleaded 
in such terms in front of the Oradea chapter72 The ethnic diver
sity of early thirteenth-century Transylvania did not go unnoticed. 
Writing in 1236, the German poet Neidhart of Reuenthal knew of 
"Vlachs, Szeklers. Germans, and Hungariam. "~ 3 Shortly after 12 so. 

·o DoWIIICIItC. p. 54· Both ,·illagcs han· meanwhile dis.1ppearcd. Simil.1r C.!St'S \\'ere 
brought in front of the chapter in 1215 and 1229 bv the c.1stk warriors ofTiream 
(near Carei. close to the present-day Hungari.m-Rom.mi.m border) ,tnd Legincr (.1 
,·il!Jge that had meamd1ilc disappeared). Sec Dommcnrc. pp. 7 I -72 .1m! qo- q 1. 

., D,•mmclltc, pp. 116 and 230. In 12 I <J. the ClStlc tdk of the village of N.1imon 
accused some fi·ee men from t!ut s.unc \'ill.Jge of being t(Jreignns who attempted 
to usurp the status of (,Islrmsis. The accused detendcd themselves by arguing that 
thev \\'ere not toreigners. since their lamh were .nnong those collectivclv owned 
bv the castle talk of th.Jt village (Domnlcntc, p. <JX). 
DownJelltc. pp. 49. 59-60, 73, and I 24. Free st.ltus \\ .lS often granted to entire 
communities of"guests," such as the s·illages oflghiu. Cric.iu. Romos .. md Vin\. 
all in the hinterl.md of Alba Julia (charters of I20(J, I23X . • md I24S). Sec N.-M. 
Simina. "Contributii Ia cunoa)terea feud.11ismului timpuriu pe tcritoriul comunei 
Vin(u de Jos Uud. Alba) [Contributions to the study of the carh· Middle Ages in 
Vin(u de Jos. Alba district]." Acr,, .\1/lsci .\.<7pot'CIIsis. ,·ol. 32 (1995). pp. 473-4~S. 

-' Neidhart ofReuenthal. St•llgs. ed. bv M. Haupt (Leipzig: S. Hirzel. 1 S5S: reprint 
Stuttgart: S. Hirzel. 1<;S6). p. 102. See .1lso Armbruster. Dcr Dtl11<111-K,up<itmr<liii1I, 
pp. ()7-62. 
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the Szeklt:-rs appear in three districts in the region of the Upper Olt 
River in eastern Transylvania, but Szekler communities were already 
established around the lliharea castle in the early 1200s. Ever since 
I 22.J-. King Andrew II spelled our the privileges of the German 
··gue-;ts·· in a charter later rderred to as the ,-lndrmnltl/1.-~ Legal sta
rus \Va> nmv gin·n to the "Saxons ... all of \vhom \vere placed under 
a single authority. that of their m\·n "'judge," the count of Sibiu. 
The king promised to retrain trom granting away any portion of the 
Snon land, and ga\·e the Saxons the right to exclusive jurisdiction 
\\·ithin their territorv. Thev \\·ere also gi\·en access to the "forest of 
the Vbchs and the Pechenegs," as \Wll as to the salt mines. \vithour 
payment of custom duties. Their merch,mts could travel. sell and buy 
treely throughout the entire kingdom. In exchange, the Saxons had 
to pay an annual tax to the king's treasury, provide troops for the royal 
,mny, as wdl as tree lodging and meals to the king and the voct•,,dc. 

13\· 1250. the "guests" had already established a number oftlourishmg 
market towm. The prosperity ofRodna. Sibm. and Corona (Gra1ov) 
is betraved by the t:~et that all three were specifically targett:'d by the 
Mongols in I 241 ( <;ee bdow). 

The church of the Saxons was placed under tht:' archbishop of 
Esztergom, and thus removed trom the authority of the bishop of Alba 
Iulia. The ecclesiastical independence of the Saxon church mav han? 
<;omething to do with the '>ty·!istic choices for such e.1rlv thirteenth
centurv churches as Herina near Bistrip or Cisnadioara near Sibiu. 
Unlike contempor.1ry churches in tht:' region. these were large three
aislcd basilicas inspired by the Romanesque architecture of the lands 
along the Rhine. The tirst Gothic building of Transylvania IS the 
three-aislcd church \vith tr;mst:'pt erected after tht:' Mongol invasion 
for the Cistercian Abbe\· of C1rta. As with the Jurkloster Abbey 
tounded by Duke Leopold of Austria near Lasko (~ee chapter 6), 
the ribbed vaults and the decorative sculpture of the Carp Abbey 
church quickly tound local imitators. However, unlike C:arniob. the 
t!rst imitations were foundations not of po\\"erful aristocrats, but of 
commumtJes of "guests ... -,uch .1s those of Prejmer, Halmeag. and 
Ura1ov.-' 

-_.J. Dtl(l/1//('1/((. pp. 20N-210. 

\' Dr.lsut .. ~rr,, g.,u.-,i in J<,,,ll,illi,, jThe (;othic Art of Rom.1lli,r1 (BuchJre>t: 

.\1c'ridi.uJe. l'JC"<J). pp. ll-2i .u1d 2li\-2";"1 
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A borderland still open to colonization, early thirteenth-century 
Transylvania received special royal attention in the context of the 
Hungarian involvement in the Balkan developments that followed 
the Vlach revolt of I I 8 5 and Ioannitsa's military victories over the 
Latin armies of Constantinople. A major component of those devel
opments, the Cumans were in the early 1200s a "problem of the 
Crusade. " 7r' They were thus a target for military action and mission
ary activity from Hungary. The assault on the Cumans in the Lower 
Danube region began with the introduction in r 2 I I of the Teutonic 
Knights to the region of Bra~ov in the southeastern region of Tran
sylvania. We have seen that the Knights had already been established 
by that time on the western frontier of Hungary (see chapter 6). Dur
ing the following years they received ecclesiastical jurisdiction over 
that borderland, which was confirmed in I 236 by the archbishop of 
Salzburg with the specific purpose of" correcting the Slavic people" 
in the region. Something similar was expected from them in Tran
sylvania, for their task was to defend the frontier and to convert the 
Cumans. They were given a large territory within the limits marked 
by the upper course of the river Olt, the Transylvanian Alps, and 
the royal castles ofHalmeag (near Fagara~) and Ungra (near Rupea). 
The Knights were allowed to build wooden castles on the frontier 
with the Cumans, but as they began expanding beyond the moun
tains, they also started to build stone fortifications. King Andrew II 
acknowledged in I 2 I 2 the progress they had made against the Cumans 
by giving to the Knights the newly built castle of Crucpurg together 
with its surrounding territory.~7 One year later, the Knights were also 
granted the right to collect the tithe fi·om the royal subjects in the 

7'' Papacoste,l, Bctli'CCII rite Cntsrulc cllld rite .\lougol L"lnpirc, p. 2X. Little is known 
about the pre-Christian religious beliefs of the C:umans, but the stone st,Jtues in 
Desht-i Kipchak have been usually dated to the thirteenth century. Each of them 
represents a \\·oman or a man m a sitting position holding with both hands a 
chalice or a chalice-like j.u-. There are over 1 ,ooo such statues so t:1r identiticd, 
but only 2 were tound west of the lnhul Ri,·er, in the regiom most exposed to 
the missionary activity !rom Hungary. Sec C. L. Evdokimov and N. M. Kuprii, 
'"Steinfiguren und Heiligtiimer," in Cold dcr Steppe .. "lrcitdt>h~~ic dcr l 'kr<~inc, ed. 
by R. Rolle, M. Miiller-Wille, and K. Schietzel (Ncumiimter: Karl Wachholtz. 
Il)l)I), pp. 2(>4-26B; Spinei, Cnw .\lixmriow, pp. 242---243. 
The location of Crucpurg (Krcuzburg) is a much-deb.ned issue. See Spinci . 
. \loldal'ia. p. :;o. For the castles built by the Teutonic Knights in southeast
ern Transylvania, see A. A. R.usu. "Die Frage der vom Deutschcn Orden im 
Siidosten Siebcnbiirgcns errichteten Burgcn," Casrmm Hmc, vol.:; (ll)l)!i), !6)--

I 72; J. Lasz]oyszky and Z. So()s. "Historical momllllents of the Teutonic Order in 
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region. By that time, they may have also established themselves firmly 
in northeastern Walachia and southwestern Moldavia. In a charter of 
I 222 confirming their privileges, King Andrew II described their new 
acquisitions as reaching the "borders of the Brodniks" to the east and 
the river Danube to the south_7x The Knights were given the right to 
build more stone castles and towns and the privilege to choose their 
own judge. Exemption trom royal taxes was granted to all inhabitants 
tram their domain in Transylvania stretching trom the "land of the 
Vlachs" to the west to the "land of the Szeklers" to the north and 
northeast. Judging by their request to Pope Honorius III that their 
domain on both sides of the Carpathian Mountains be placed under 
papal authority, the ultimate goal of the Knights seems to have been 
to create a state on the southeastern trontier of Hungary. Encouraged 
by their military success against the Cumans and the enthusiastic sup
port from Rome, the Knights thus came in direct conflict with the 
Hungarian king. At his instigation, the bishop of Alba Iulia rescinded 
in I 223 the decision to allO\v the Knights the collection of the tithe in 
southeastern Transylvania, but the pope denied the bishop's request 
to have jurisdiction over the Teutonic lands. Finally, in I225, at the 
head of a large army, King Andrew II attacked the Teutonic Knights 
and expelled them from Transylvania. All the castles the Knights had 
built during their brief sojourn in the region ( 12 I I-I 225) reverted 
to royal authority, including their main center at Marienburg (Fel
dioara near l3ra~ov). The villages established by the German settlers 
that the Knights had brought to populate their domain were added to 
the Saxon lands established in I 224 through the Andrcanum. More
over, the Hungarian kings continued the aggressive expansion across 
the Carpathians which had been initiated by the Teutonic Knights. 
Responsible for that expansion was now King Andrew II's son, Bela 

Transylvania," in "J"/u· Cms<1des <11/d the .\Iilit<lr)' Orders. Exp<llldil(~ Fro11ticrs o(.\lediel'<li 
L1ti11 C'hri .• ·ti<lllity, cd. by Zs. H uny.>di and J. Laszlovszky (Budapest: Department 
of Medieval Studies, Central Europe<ll1 University, 2001), pp. 31'!-336. 
[ 'rkullilmbuch, p. 1 <J. The authenticity of this charter has been a!11nned by 
H. Zimmermann, "1 kr deutschc Ritterorden in Sicbenbiirgcn," in Die gcistlichm 
Ritterordm Lmopas, ed. by J. Fleckenstein and M. Hellmann (Sigmaringen: 
Jan Thorbecke, 1 <;So), pp. 267-2<;X: and disputed by M. Holban, Di11 mmir<l 
rcl<~tiilor rolll<lii0-11/(~drc Ill SC(<>Iclc Xlll-Xll" (From the History of the Thirteenth
and Fourteenth-Century Romanian-Hungarian Relations] (Bucharest: Editura 
Academici Republicii Socialistc Romcinia, 1<;K 1), pp. <;-+8. The eastern border 
of the Teutonic ,1cquisitiom in muthern Moldavia must have been on the Siret 
River. For the l3rodniks, see Spinei, .\loldm•ia, pp. IOo-108. 
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(the firture king Bela IV), who was appointed Duke of Transylvania 
in 1226. 

The victories obtained by the Teutonic Kmghts against the 
Cumans predate by just a few years the crushing defeat the Cuman 
chieftains in Left Bank Ukraine suflered at the hands of the Mongols 
in the battle at the Kalka River (May 3 1, 1 22 3). As a consequence 
of that battle, the interests of Ki:iten, one of the C:uman chieftains 
who escaped the debacle at Kalka, shifi:ed to the west. He was raid
ing the Galician territories under Hungarian control when Robert, 
the archbishop of Esztergom, obtained papal permission tor creat
ing a Cuman bishopric in the lands previously conquered by the 
Teutonic Knights in southern Moldavia and northeastern Walachia. 
Together with Bartholomew, the bishop ofPecs, and Raynaldus, the 
bishop ofAiba Iulia, Robert organized in 1227 a ceremonial meeting 
with another Cuman chieftain named l3oricius, who had expressed 
the desire to convert together with his bmily and retinue. 7~ l3e!a, the 
duke ofTransylvania, visited Boricius' lands across the mountains and 
in 1228 the superior of the Dominicans in Hungary \vas appointed 
Bishop of Cum ani a with jurisdiction over the entire territory stretch
ing eastwards to the river Siret. ~o Military, more than religious con
cerns must have been on the mind of l3eb, who attacked Galicia in 
1230 together with C:uman troops under the command of a chieftain 
named Begovars. Defeated in battle by Prince Daniil l{.omanovich of 
Volhynia, the Hungarian troops had to return through northern Mol
davia to the mountain passes leading to Transylvania. This was also 
the route taken five years later by Prince Rostislav ofChernigov, who 
fled to Hungary through Transylvania, with a brief halt in Rodna. 
Ki:iten himself must have followed the same route, when in r 239 

he requested permission to enter Hungary. Fleeing the Mongols, 
he demanded the protection of the Hungarian king t()r his retinue 

-,J Albcric ofTroisfontaincs. Chn•ni,-/c, ed. bv ]> Schcfter-Boichorst (H.mo\"lT H.!lm
schc !3uchhandlung. 187+: reprint I<JU>). MCH SS 2_1:<)20. In 12),1. William of 
Rubruck. the em·ov of King Louis IX of Fr.mce to the Mongols. encountered .1 

Christian C:uman on the Volga. \vho told him he had been baptized in Hungarv. 
See The .\!/;;ion d Fri<Tr J J "i//i<illl o( Ruhrud.:. Hi.< Joumq tt> tilt· Court o( the Crc,/t 
Klwii.\liiiigkc, 125}-1255. translated bv P.Jackson (London: Haklu\"t Socict\·, I<J<JO). 
pp. !_1)-130. 

~o The see of the ne\Yly Jppointed bishop \Y£1-; in Milcov ne.u Foc•pni. It i'i n1ost 

likely trom Mikov that f(Jur Dominicam leti: in the earlv 12_10s to tra\Tl along the 
northern shore of the Ill.lck Sea to the Volga. in >earch tcJr the ··pagan Hungariam. ·· 
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and subjects. Like Boricius, the Cuman chieftain began by accepting 
conversion, with Bela IV as sponsor at his baptismal font. Katen's 
Cumans were then settled as "guests" in the heartland of the king
dom between the Tisza and Danube Rivers. The experiment ended 
in disaster tor both sides. As hostility against the Cuman "guests" grew 
from all corners, Koten and his family were assassinated in I 24 I by a 
lynching mob of Pest. The Cumans left Hungary en masse precisely 
when King Bela IV was preparing the defense against the impending 
Mongol invasion.'' 

The creation of the bishopric of Cumania coincides in time with 
the introduction of the new march ofSeverin into western Walachia. 
In both areas, the missionary activities of the Dominicans are well 
documented tor the years before the Mongol invasion. Following the 
invasion, as Mongol control had by now been established in Cumania, 
King Bela IV decided to bring another military order on the most 
exposed segment of his kingdom's frontier. The royal charter tor the 
Hospitallcrs, dated June 2, 124 7, granted to the Knights of St. John a 
number of territories in the "land of Severin. "' 2 The delineation of 
those territories brought about a detailed description of several Vlach 
polities in the region, some of which extended on the northern side 
of the mountaim into Transylvania. The grant to the Hospitallers 
included lands from two principalities in western Walachia (west of 
the river Olt). Each is called kcnczat11s in the document, a word 
derived trom the Slavic word kncz meaning "prince," for they are 
said to have been under the rule of Vlach princes named John and 
Farkas, respectively. Excluded trom the grant was a third polity under 
a local i•ocr•odc named Litovoi. His rule apparently extended on the 

'
1 ltog:er of T()rre M<1g:giorc, C'.rnlltll 111iscmhilc super dcstntctionc rt.},ZIIi HungLnic per 

Tnttlros, cd. by L. Juh~l~z, in Scriptorcs rerum Hun,c~•lrictJrtil/1 tc111porc dttCII/11 n.:!(lllllque 

nirpis .4rp,rdi,uwc gcst<lnllll, nJI. 11 (Budapest: Academia litteraria Hungarica. I')3H: 
reprint BmL1pest: Nap kiad<). I<J<J'!). pp. 55'! and 51i7. SeeN. Berend, .-it the Gue 
of Chrincudout. jell's, .\lusliurs, ,111d "l'crgaus" i11 .\fedier•<1l Hwrgary, c. woo-c. lJOO 

(Cambridge: Cambridge Universitv Press. 2001), pp. 71 and ~7-8~. 
'' Dor11111c11ta Rolll<llli•U' historic(l, [). Rcla(it' tutrc Tilrilc Ro111a11t lRdations bet\\Ten 

the Rom.mi,m Princip.!liticsJ. '"''!. 1. cd. by M. lkrz,l et al. (Bucharest: Edinna 
Acadcmiei Republicii Socialiste Rom,inia, 1 '!77), pp. 2 I-2~. Sec Zs. Hunyadi. 
"The Hospit,lllcrs in the Kingdom of Hungary: commanderics. personnel, and a 
p.1rticuLn activity up to c. l.fOO," in The Cnt.<<ldes mrd the .\Ii/it,rry Orders. Expaud
illg Fro11ticrs o( .\Icdici'al L1ti11 Christimrity, ed. by Zs. Hunyadi and J. Laszlovszky 
(Budapest: Department ofMediev,!l Studies, Central European Universitv, 2001). 

pp. 253-2(1X. 
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northern side of the Transylvanian Alps into the H unedoara region 
(terra Harszoc), which the king now removed from Litovoi's authority 
and placed under the authority of the voevodc of Transylvania. John, 
Farkas, and Litovoi were Hungarian clients, and the Hospitallers were 
granted half of the royal taxes collected from Litovoi's land. Exempt 
from any taxes to the king, although still a client, was another vocvode 
named Seneslav, who ruled over the lands east of the Olt River. 
The eastern neighbor of Seneslav's principality had probably been 
the Cuman bishopric, which the Mongol invasion had meanwhile 
destroyed. A significant presence of the Vlachs within that bishopric 
is documented in the correspondence between King Bela IV and 
Pope Gregory IX, as the pope complained about Orthodox prelates 
active among the local Vlachs: 

As I was informed, there arc certain people within the Cunw1 bishopric 
named Vlachs (l!fliall), \vho although calling themselves Christians, gather 
various rites and customs in one religion and do things that are alien to this 
name. For disregarding the Roman Church, they receive all the sacraments 
not from our venerable brother, the Cuman bishop, who is the diocesan of 
that territory, but ±rom some pseudo-bishops of the Greek rite.K 3 

The missionary activity in Cumania resumed soon after the Mon
gol invasion and its success were mentioned with great satisfaction 
in the papal correspondence of the early !2 sos. This suggests that 
the power configuration on the southeastern border of Hungary 
described in the 124 7 charter for the Hospitallers may have in (let 
been a political rearrangement in preparation for a new Mongol 
assault. The Hospitallers were specifically asked to come to the "king
dom's assistance in defending the Christian faith." However, with the 
Mongol presence firmly established in the Lower Danube region from 
the r26os onwards, the frontiers of the Hungarian kingdom began to 
recede and eventually moved back across the mountains. New Vlach 
polities subsequently emerged in the shadow of the Mongol threat 
from the East. 

THE MONGOL INVASION 

According to later sources based on oral information from members 
ofGenghis Khan's family, a decision to launch a massive campaign in 

' 3 Donnnent<i, p. 20: English translation from P.1pacmtec~, lktii'<TII rhc Cmsadc ,md rhc 
.\fongol E111pirc, p. <J'J. 
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Eastern Europe was first taken in 1235 at the great assembly ofthe 
Mongol chieftains (quriltai).x4 Genghis Khan's sonjochi had been des
ignated ruler of the western lands of the empire. As a consequence, 
Jochi's son l3atu (c. 1206-1255) was given the supreme command 
of the expedition, which included the contingents of an impressive 
group of Mongol princes. xs Participants in the largest Mongol cam
paign ever organized were l3atu's brothers Ordu, Berke, and Siban; 
two sons of ()godai, Gi.iyi.ik and Kadan; Mongke, the son of Tului 
(Genghis Khan's youngest son); Baidar and Bi.iri, the son and grand
son, respectively, of Chaghadai (Genghis Khan's second son). The 
campaign lasted six years (1236-1242) and followed a very careful 
preparation of troops and a detailed collection of intelligence. Dur
ing the first phase. the Mongols attacked the Volga Bulghars, and 
in 1237 some of the most important cities in the Rus' principali
ties (Riazan', Vladimir, Kolomna, Moscow, and Suzdal'). A direct 
attack on the "Cuman Desert" came only in 1238 and seems to have 
encountered serious resistance fi-om various Cuman chieftains. At 
least one of them, Koten, fled to the west to find shelter within the 
borders of the Hungarian kingdom. Two years later, Kiev fell and 
in the winter of 1240/ I, the Mongol troops gathered in Galicia in 
preparation for a simultaneous attack on Poland and Hungary. The 
first reconnaissance units reached Lublin and Sandomierz in Febru
ary. By late April I 24 I, the Mongols had already occupied Cracow 
and had crushed the army of Duke Henry II of Silesia. However, 

'" At,J Malek Joveyni. Flw Hisrory o( rhc fli>rld-Conqucror, translated by]. A. Boyle. 
s·ol. I (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1958; reprint Seattle: Uni
s-ersiry of Washington Pre", 1 997), pp. I <)6-200 and 26R-269; Rashid al-Din, 
The Successors o( Ccnghis-Kiwn, translated by]. A. Boyle (New York: Columbia 
University Press. 1<)71), pp. (}f and I07-108. Joveyni was born nine vears afi:er 
the quri/r,Ji and wrote his Hisrory in 12(>0 as governor of Baghdad under Genghis 
Khan\ grandson Hiilegii, the founder of the llkhanid dynasty ofPersia. Commis
sioned to write a history of the Mongols by the sixth member of that dynasty, 
Mahmud Ghazan Khan (12<)5-1304), Rashid al-Din finished his \York in 1307 or 
r 30X. 

•s Jochi died in 1227, before the qurilr<1i. Much of the preliminary information the 
Mongols had about Desht-i Kipchak had been obtained duringjochi md Slibodai's 
expedition that ended with the victory on the Kalka River. See H. Gockenjan, 
"Der Westfeldzug ( 1231)-1 242) a us mongolischer Sicht." in !! (Jh'-'tmr 1241. Bcirr,iJ<C 
:::ur .\fon,Qolcnscld<JcitT hci Licgnit::: llttd :::11 ihrcn .\'<Jchll'irlmngcn, cd. by U. Schmilewski 
(Wiirzburg: Bergstadtvcrlag Korn, I<J<JI). pp. 37-75. 

I 
'I 
I 
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the main target of the r 24 r invasion was Hungary. sr, Batu and his 
most experienced general Si.ibodai led the main corps that entered 
Hungary from Galicia through the Voric'kil Pass across the north
ern Carpathians, which King Bela IV had just fortified. On March 
12, 124I, the Mongols broke through, afi:er special units had cleared 
the way. The Hungarians who manned the fortification were either 
massacred or dispersed. On April I I, I 241, Batu inflicted a crushing 
defeat upon King Bela IV's army at Muhi (near Tiszat\jvaros on the 
Saj6 River). A great number of noblemen, magistrates, archbishops, 
and bishops died on the battlefield. The king barely escaped alive, 
while his brother Coloman later died from his wounds. 

While Batu's main army made its way across the northern 
Carpathians and along the Tisza River, another corps under the com
mand of Kadan and Bi.iri moved from Galicia into northern Mol
davia to reach the passes across the eastern Carpathians. Following 
the valley of the Bistrita River, the Mongols entered Transylvania 
and sacked Rodna in late March I 241. Six hundred armed Sax
ons were forced to accompany Kadan, most likely as guides. s; The 
Mongols took Oradea and massacred the city's population. Roger 
of Torre Maggiore, who left a dramatic description of the inva
sion in his Song <!f La/111'1/tation on the Destr11ction <!(the Kin:.;do111 <!f 
H11ngary by the Tartars, so was archdeacon at the chapter m that city 
and he fled to Cenad together with a few companions. He found 
Cenad in ruins and devastated by the attack of a third Mongol army 
under a commander \vhom he called ''Bochetor." This is most cer
tainly a corruption of some other name, but the exact identity of the 

,(, M. Ilady, "The Mongol invasion of Hungary," jJcdicl',lf rfinld, vol. 3 (ItJ<JI), 
pp. 3')--tti. According to Jm-cyni. History. p. I<J<i. the Mongoh had .1 greater 
interest in Desht-i Kipchak and Hung.try tlun in l'o!.md or the B.dbn Lmds. 
Roger of Torre Maggiore. Cmncn llliscr,7fn'lc. p. :;r'-1· 
Roger ofTorre Maggiore. Cmncnnliscr,,hil<'. pp. 545-:;~H. A Cernw1 tr,tmlation of 
the text is anilable in Dcr .\Jongolcnst/mn. 13criclitc 1'011 .-lngcn::cuxwund Zcit~CII<•S.<e/1 
12l_i-1250. ed. by H. Gi:ickcnj.m .mdj. R. Sweeney (Grn: Styri.l, I'JS)), pp. !2<)-

223. Roger had come to Hungary in 123,1 t!·om his n,ltive N.1ples. ciS ,!member of 
the papal embassy led by jacob of Pecora. He !.ncr returned to become Archde,Jcon 
of Oradea. Following the Mongol im·asion he was .1ppointed Archdeacon of 
Sopron and Lner Archbishop of Split. See T. Almisi, "Megjq,.,.,·zesek Rogerius 
nugyarorsz.\gi melt(JSc\vigselesehez [Remarks concerning the office held by Roger 
in Hungary]." ~'leta l_ 'nit'crsit.uis S:::c:~cdinu.is de .i rtila}o:::_~(fJhllllinat(lC .. "-!a,1 Hist<H·ird. 
\OJ. 86 (I<;8K), pp. 9-q. 

--
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commander remains a matter of debate. Rashid al-Din mentions 
Kadan's battles with the Saxons (Sasan), but according to him another 
participant in the expedition was Bocek, the son of Tului (Genghis 
Khan's youngest son and Mongke 's brother). Crossing the mountains 
of the "l3lack Vlachs" (Kam U/,~~;h), Bocek defeated the Vlachs and 
one of their leaders named Mislav.·~~ If we are to trust Rashid al-Di:n's 
much later account, then Bi.icek must be Roger's "Bochetor," the 
Mongol commander \vho moved along the Siret River across Mol
davia, attacked and destroyed the C:uman bishopric, and eventually 
entered the Bra~ov region of Transylvania. This must then be the 
army that, according to other sources, defeated and killed Pousa, the 
vocvodc of Transylvania. 'Ju The same Mongol army moved along the 
Olt River, and sacked the C\rp Abbey and Sibiu on the same day that 
Batu defeated King Bela IV at Muhi. Soon after that the Mongols 
devastated Cenad, which Archdeacon Roger and his companions 
already found in ruins when fleeing from Oradea. The Mongol army 
operating in southern Transylvania is also responsible for the massacre 
of the local noblemen and their [unilies, who had barricaded them
selves inside the Igri~ Abbey.~' All three Mongol armies then joined 
forces in the Hungarian Great Plain, which the Mongols occupied 
during the last months of 1241. 

Kadan was sent with an army to capture King Bela IV who had fled 
tlrst to Zagreb, then to Dalmatia. According to Thomas of Spalato, 
the most important source tor the Mongol invasion in the western 
and central Balkans, Kadan spent the winter of 1241/2 in Dalma
tia. In Croatia, the population fled to the mountains and to the 
woods, but the Mongols pitched camp in the hinterland of Senj, 
where they massacred the prisoners they had brought with them from 

'') Rashid al-l )in, Sllcrcssors. p. 70. The VL!chs dele a ted m battle by Ubc·ek may haw 
been either thmc of W,lL!chiJ or, more probably. those of the "l,md of the Vl.!chs .. 
in southern Transdvani.1. Sec A. Decci ... L 'im·asion des Tatars de I 2.p I I 2+2 

dans nos regions scion L1 f)j,uui· or- 'Ji·l'<1ril!h de Eizl ol-lah R:isid od-Din ... RRH. 
,·ol. 12 (I<J73). pp. I01-I2I. For Western sources confirming Rashid al-D!n's 
.lCCount, sec V Spinei. "Croniuri italieni dcspre repcrcusiunik marii inYazii mon
golc din I2+ I-I 2+2 '"upr.1 rom,!nilor /1 t.J!i,m chronicles on the consequences of 
the great Mongol im·asion of I2+I-I2+2 t()r the Rom.miam] ... Srudii ,<i 1/Jai<-ri,dc 
de isroric 111cdic. \·ol. I') (200 I), pp. 1 (><J-20+. 

.-in11,1is ,,( Frcis,1c/J, cd. by L. WciLmd (H.mover, I ~7<J; reprint I'J75). MGH SS 
2+:(1). 

'JI ltoger of Torre M,1ggiorc. C',lnlltll llli.~'cr~lbilc, p. 5 N 3. 
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HungaryY2 The Hungarian king first went to Split, but a disagree
ment with the townsmen forced him to seek a better refuge in Trogir. 
In March 1242, the Mongols appeared before the walls ofSplit, where, 
according to Thomas, the inhabitants mistook them for Croatians. 
Kadan ravaged the countryside, and a great number of people moved 
into the city, which was already crowded with rdi.1gees from Hun
gary. The neighboring fort at Klis resisted the tlrst assault, and Kadan 
abandoned the siege as soon as he learned that King Bela was not 
there. Sending some of his troops against Split, he turned his own 
to Trogir. At the approach of the Mongols, fearing tor his life, the 
Hungarian king boarded a ship to survey the Mongol attack from a 
distance. But the attack failed, mainly because of the mudflats along 
the channel separating Trogir from the mainland, which prevented 
the Mongol horsemen from approaching the walls. In an attempt to 
cause a rift among the defenders, Kadan sent a messenger to address 
the citizens ofTrogir in Croatian, but to no avail. Failing to take Tro
gir, the Mongols withdrew, but not before raiding several times the 
settlements on the coast. By ApriL Kadan had moved his troops into 
Bosnia and Serbia, heading towards southern Dalmatia. The Mongols 
bypassed Dubrovnik, but set fire to Kotor, before moving back across 
Serbia to join forces with Batu in Bulgaria. According to Rashid al
Din, Kadan destroyed t\VO cities named Qirqin (Tarnovo) and Qila 
(Kilia in the Danube Delta) in a country named Ulaqut (Vlachia), 
which can only be the Second Bulgarian Empire.'i3 The majority of 
the Mongol forces had withdrawn fi·om Hungary through Transylva
nia, which was again plundered thoroughly. The exact reason tor the 
general withdrawal of the Mongols is a matter of scholarly debate, 
although it still seems logical to attribute the decision to Batu 's learn
ing the news of Great Khan Ogodai's death. Whatever the reason, 
there is no evidence that the goal in 1242 was to keep the devastated 
territories, for the Mongols left no garrisons or military detachments 

02 Thomas of Spalato, Histori<l S<Jionit,l/1<1, p. 17+· Thonus's account of the Mongol 
invasion ofD.1lmatia is also available in German translation in Dcr .\h>llyolmsttmn. 
pp. 22 7-2 70. For Thomas\ view of the Mongols. see J. R. s,,·eency. "Thomas 
of Spabto and the Mongok a thirteenth-century Dalmati.m vie\v of Mongol 
customs." Florilcgillln: Carlct<'ll [ ·llil•crsity .1111111<11 H1J!iTS o11 C/,,ssic,t/ A11tiquity and 
thc.\Jiddlc.1.~cs. vol. + (I<JX2), pp. 1_\(>-IX,l. 

'JJ Rashid al-Din. Successors, p. 71. For the Mongol invasion of Bulgaria. sec P. Pavlm· 
and G. At.masov. "Preminavancto na tatarskata armii,l prcz Balgarii,l ( 1 2-J- J-12-J-2) 
JThe passage of the Mongol army through Bulgaria ( 12-J- 1-12-J-2) j." J (JCI/Iloistorich
cski shomik. ,·ol. 63 (I<J'J+). pp. 5-20. 
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in the Lower Danube region and did not take direct political con
trol of the region tor a long while after I 242. Although theoretically 
part of the Golden Horde established by llatu Khan, who ruled from 
Sarai on the Volga, the steppe corridor between the Dnieper and 
the Lower Danube was only a "region of hegemony," not of direct 
control. 

Nevertheless, the invasion of I24I/2 was a major watershed in 
the medieval history of Southeastern Europe. Contemporary sources 
depict the utter desolation and destruction inflicted by the Mongols. 
Many take this record of devastation at face value and portray the 
invasion as a major catastrophe that left the region crippled and dev
astated. Gyi::irgy Gyorfty, for example, maintains that as much as half 
of the entire population of the Hungarian kingdom may have per
ished in just two years, 1241 and 1242Y~ According to such views, 
the disaster may well be compared to the effects of the Black Death in 
Western Europe. Given that much of the devastation took place in the 
eastern part of the kingdom, where certain regions were raided twice 
within a single year, the disaster was particularly visible in Transylva
nia. Upon returning from his Mongol captivity, Roger ofTorre Mag
giore wandered through Transylvania from village to village "without 
meeting anyone." In Alba Julia, he saw only "corpses and skulls of 
those slaughtered by the invaders."~) Most other urban settlements in 
Transylvania were little more than "ghost towns." Many villages were 
deserted and not reestablished until decades after the Mongol inva
sion. Archaeological surveys and excavations in southeastern Hun
gary have revealed that out of forty-three villages in existence before 
I 24 I in the Oroshaza region, east ofSzeged, thirty-one ceased to exist 
after the invasionY1

' Fields previously under cultivation to which con
temporary sources refer as praedia were deserted to such a scale that by 
I 300 the word pmcdi11111 became a synonym for abandoned or unin
habited estate with tlxed boundaries but no tenants. The famine that 

'!+ G. Cyl\rtfv, "A hont(,gL!lok sz:um cs az Arpjd-kor ncpessege [The number of 
conquering Hung.rri.ms .rnd the size of Hung.m;'s population during the rule of 
the Arpadi,rn dyn.rstyJ," in .H,~yilrors:<ig tiirtc11cti dmu~~fr,ifi,ifa I. A hollf;~~lalcis es az 
A rp,id-kor w;pcssc~c . . ~: 1995 . .fi'bm,ir 16-1;11 Blld<ipc.<rm 111cgrmdc :crt .\'cpcscdistt1rtcllcti 
Kt>II/(Tm<i<l chu/,isai, ed. by). Kovacsics (Budapest: Kiizponti Statisztibi Hivatal, 
ll)l))), pp. )7-.p. 

'J:> f-togcr of Torre M.1ggiorc, (~(11'/IIC/1 tniscr(1hi/c. p. 5~0. 

•/• P Engel. 'fhc Rc<lilll o(St. Stcphc11 .. ':!History of,\Icdicl'lll H1111gary. 895-1526 (London 
and Nesv York: l. B. Tauris, 2001), p. 102. No such study exists t(>r Transs·lvania, 
ss·here destruction seems to have been particularly thorough. 
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immediately followed the invasion increased the death toll and con
tributed to the disruption or even cessation of many settlementsY~ 
The 1240 destruction ofKiev also led to the rapid decline of the east 
European trade transiting Hungary. In the aftermath of the Mongol 
invasion Keve and Bac were reduced to the status of insignificant 
villages, while the trade axis moved east\vards to the Danube Delta 
regwn. 

The Mongol invasion was also the main factor behind the polit
ical rearrangements in the Lower Danube region. 'Js In a letter of 
c. 1250 for Pope Innocent IV, King Bela IV expressed hopes that the 
Catholic faith would be extended "along the length of the Danube 
and up to the Sea of Constantinople, and thus we shall be able to 
help the Empire ofRomania and even the Holy Land." To the Hun
garian king, the Danube was a "river of confrontations. "~'J In spite 
of his optimism, the Mongol onslaught effectively stopped the Hun
garian expansion across the Carpathians for several decades, for no 
Hungarian army is known to have crossed the mountains until r 2Ho. 
By then, an ambitious general of the Golden Horde named Nogai 
had established himself on the Lower Danube at Isaccea, no doubt 
attracted by the lucrative commerce with the Genoese merchants 
who had meanwhile gained control over the entire Black Sea area. 
Ensconced in the Lower Danube region, Nogai led another Mon
gol invasion of Transylvania in I 28 5 and made the Bulgarian ruler 
George Terter (r279-1292) and the Serbian king Uros II Milutin 
(r2H2-132 r) recognize his overlordship. By r 292, when the Mon
gol troops entered Macva, the marches on the southern border of 
the Hungarian kingdom, as well as the neighboring client states in 
Walachia, had disappeared. A product of the Mongol invasion of 
124 I I 2, the Golden Horde fundamentally altered the course of the 
medieval history of Southeastern Europe. 

v- In the mountain rcfi.rge \\"here he e\·enttully t(mnd ;helter on hi' ''""Y b.1ck trom the 
Mongol captiYity. Roger of Torre M.rgpore and his comp.1nions t(Jtmd nothing 
else to eat but bL1ck bread made from tlour mixed \\'ith ,rcorn slwlk See Roger 
ofTorre Maggiore. CarlllCII llliscr,lf>ilc. p. sXX. 

''' Berend . . -lt the C,uc ,,(Christcndonl, pp. 37-3X. 
l)\) r l'ffr£1 1//l}//1111/CI/ftl hisrorirt1 HungaritWI -'t10WII ilfu:.:fiWifitl, cd. by A. Thein cr. \"Ol. I 

(Rome: 1\-pis Vaticanis. 1 S)<J). pp. 230-232. In his letter. lkl.r comp.ned hi; 
\\·ars \\"ith the Mongols to Emperor Her.1clius' conti·ont,rtion \\ith Klnrqo II. See 
Berend. At the C,ucs of Clnistcnd,,rn. pp. I r,_;- I r,;: l'ap.1cmtea. Bctll'CC/1 the Crll.<ddc 
.111d the .\ [,•ngol Lrnpirc. pp. 2<J+-29 s. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND LINGERING 
QUESTIONS 

The current concerns with the defmition and limits of Europe may 
be traced back to Leopold von Ranke (1795-r886) and his idea that, 
as an appropriate unit of analysis, Europe was a product of Latin and 
Germanic peoples. There was no room for the Slavs in the concept 
of Europe that some of Ranke's contemporaries had in mind, and 
little understanding for eastern Latin nations, such as the Romanians, 
or tor their non-Latin, non-Germanic, and non-Slavic neighbors -
the Hungarians. To Georg W F. Hegel (rno-I 831), Ranke's older 
contemporary, the Slavs were by no means "an independent element 
in the series of phases that Reason has assumed in the World." 1 

Excluding the folkloric East from history was a matter of drawing 
lines of contrast against which the European high culture could be 
better ddined. As one author sagaciously observed, "the invention of 
Eastern Europe was a subtly self-promoting and sometimes overtly 
self-congratulatory event in intellectual history, whereby Western 
Europe also identified itself and affirmed its own precedence. " 2 Hegel 
and Ranke's formulations were subsequently modified to fit local 
concerns, but their premise remained unaltered. Early twentieth
century historians in many East European countries reinforced, rather 

1 Georg W. F Hegel, Lcaurc "" the l'hift,sophy o( History. English rransL!tion lw 
J. Sibrcc (London: G Bell .111d Sons. I<J02). p. J(,J. For l~anke's interest in the mod
ern history ofSouthcc~stern Europe. SL'l' E Valj.l\'l'L. .-lu.•:~c!I'rihlrc .-lut'iir~c (Munich: 
R. Oldcnbourg. I<J('J). pp. X2-IOJ. 
L. Woltl liii'mtillg LilsttT/1 l:uwpc. 'fl~t· .\!<1p ,,(Cil'ili~lllioll o11thc .\liud ,,(rhc Euli~hr
crllllcrrt (Stant(,rd: Sunt(,rd Uni,·crsity l're". 1 <J<J+). p. _j(JO. 
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than challenged, that premise. Kazimierz Tymieniecki included into 
Eastern Europe the regions east of the Elbe now in eastern Germany 
and Poland, but excluded both Scandinavia and the Balkans. He 
viewed Scandinavia as a part of the "West," while the Balkans, in his 
eyes, were not truly European. 

Some ofTymieniecki's contemporaries had a different understand
ing of the issue. At the end of the Balkan Wars and on the eve ofWorld 
War I, the Romanian historian Nicolae Iorga created in Bucharest an 
institute specifically and exclusively dedicated to the study of South
eastern Europe. Iorga's purpose was to move away from the deroga
tory meaning attached to the phrase "Balkans," but also to endorse 
his country's foreign policy at a time of growing Romanian influence 
in that region. The study of Southeastern Europe survived both the 
dramas unfolding during World War II in that region and its sub
sequent political transformation. Institutes and associations for the 
study of Southeast European history were created in several capital 
cities in the region, which have received one after the other the reg
ular meetings of the International Association of Southeast European 
Studies. Revile des et11dcs s11d-cst eltropcmncs, the journal published by 
the institute Iorga had founded in Bucharest, is now one of the lead
ing periodicals in the region. 

But the medieval history of the region is rarely treated as a whole 
and still remains locked within several, mutually exclusive national(ist) 
paradigms. The preceding seven chapters suggest a different perspec
tive. The narratives contained therein have described in some detail 
specific developments, while at the same time highlighting argu
ments for comparison. A synchronous perspective typically empha
sizes the process of state formation and the shifting balance of regional 
power marked by such developments as the Carolingian encroach
ment of the early ninth century or the Byzantine rcconquista of the 
late tenth and early eleventh century. Issues of economic conver
gence, social structure, and religious identities have also been outlined 
in the preceding narratives. This chapter will review those themes, 
while stressing commonalities and emphasizing areas of future 
research. 

ECONOMY 

Southeastern Europe during the Middle Ages is often described 
as a world of small farms owned by peasants specializing in cereal 
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cultivation. 3 This picture is confirmed by archaeological excavations 
in Romania, Bulgaria, Serbia, and l3osnia. 4 Cereal cultivation was 
a major component of the regional economy since Roman times, 
and Southeastern Europe may have been responsible for the intro
duction of some advanced plowing and harvesting techniques. For 
example, the earliest asymmetrical plowshares indicating swing plows 
with fixed moldboards capable of turning the turf on one side or the 
other have been found on sites in Slovenia and Romania. 5 In early 
medieval hoards of iron implements and weapons, plowshares appear 
in combination with coulters, as a toolkit most typical for a type of 
plow otherwise known from graffiti on the walls of the royal palace in 
Pliska. 6 Both shares and coulters are typically short and may thus be 

I. A. R.afalovich, "Zemledelie u rannykh slavian v Moldavii (VI-IX vv.) [The 
agriculture of the early Slavs in Moldova (sixth to ninth century)]." in Dalckoc 
pmsltloc .'vfof<f,tl'ii, ed. by N. A. Ketraru. V I. Markevich, L. L. Polevoi, and G. D. 
Smirnov (Kishinew: Redakcionno-izdatel'skii otdel Akademii Nauk Moldavskoi 
SSR, I<)()<J), pp. 75-<JO; ~- Olte.mu, "Agricultura Ia est ~i sud de Carpa\i in sec. 
IX-XIV [Agriculture in the Lmds e,Jst .md south of the Carpathian Mountains dur
ing the ninth to t()urteenth century]," .\III::c11l .\.<l(ional, vol. I (1974), pp. 35-55; 
J. Henning, "Bulgarien zwischen Antike unci Mittelalter im Spiegel der Wirtschaft
sarch:iologie," nJS Altcrtt/111, vol. 32 (I<JH{l), pp. JOD-I 12. 

+ E. Zaharia, S<lpilt11rilc de Ia Dridtl. Contrilnt(ii Ia arheolo,~ia ,<i istoria pcrioadci de 
_t(mnarc <l popor11l11i ro111dn [Excavations in Dridu. Contributions to the archaeol
ogy and history of the period of Romanian ethnogenesisJ (Bucharest: Editura 
Academiei Rcpublicii Socialiste Romania, I<J(\7); B. l:lorisov, "Ikonomikata na 
srednovekovnoto sclishtc vlrkhu sclishtnata mogila do s. Diadovo, Burgasko [The 
economy of the medieval village on the tell excavated in Diadovo near Burgas]," 
l:::l'estiia na llttt::cite ot l11goi::tochna Rli(~ariia, vol. 4 (I9<JI), pp. 68-88; G. Marjanovic
Vujovic. "Rural settlements in the <)th and 1oth centuries in the Danube Valley in 
Serbia," in Fro111 the Il<t!tic to the Bhtck Sea. St11dics i11 :'vfcdicl'al Archaeology, ed. by D. 
Austin and L. Alcock (London: Unwin Hyman, I<J<JO), pp. 23(\-247; I. Cremosnik, 
"Die Untersuchungen in MusiCi und Zabljak. Uber den ersten Fund der altesten 
slawischen Siedlung in llosnien," W.\IBHL, vol. 5 (I'J75). pp. <)I-176. 
S. C:iglenei:ki, "Die Eisenwerkzeugen a us den betestigtcn Hohensiedlungen Slowe
nicns aus der Volkerwanderungszeit," Balwnoslal'iCLI, vol. ro (19H3), pp. 45-54; Gh. 
Lazin, "Doua piese de metal din secolele H-<J descoperite in localitatea Lazuri
Satu Marc jT wo eighth- to ninth-century metal artif.1cts trom Lazuri near Satu 
Mare]." Swdii j'l (OIIIIIIIir<lri, vols. s-() (I<JBI-I\)~2), PP· 137-142; Gh. Popilian and 
M. Nica, Crop;<llli. .\lo11t~~mtic Llrhcologic,i [Grop~ani. An Archaeological 
Monograph] (Bucharest: Institutul R.om;!n de Tracologie, I\)<)8), pp. 33 and I 74 
tlg. 221!2. 

1
' T. llalabanov, "Zemcdelski oradiia Ot Pliska (IX-XI v.) [Agricultural implements 

tfom ninth- to eleventh-century Pliska]," B<l(~<mk£1 ctnografiia, vol. 10 (19H5), 
pp. l()-2<). 
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viewed as components ofards with soles. The absence ofplovv chains 
from any hoard dated earlier than c. I I oo demonstrates that these 
were not wheeled heavy plows, but light implements most appro
priate for small-scale cultivation on fields of relatively limited size. 
Neither written nor archaeological evidence exists of water mills, 
but many settlement sites in Greece, Bulgaria, and Romania have 
produced quernstones. 7 To small-scale cultivation also points the fre
quent hoard association of plowshares and ardshares with various types 
of hoes and bill-knives, which are an indication of vineyard cultiva
tion otherwise abundantly attested in written sources. The cellars of 
the royal palace were stacked with barrels of wine, when Emperor 
Nicephorus' troops stormed and sacked Pliska in 8 r 1. Just before 
and after year rooo, the monks on Mount Athos were involved in a 
lucrative commerce with the mainland, much of which was in wine. 
Wine is also among the commodities mentioned by Sviatoslav in 
his letter from Pereiaslavec on the Danube to his mother 01' ga in 
Kiev. Wine production and trade was the main source of economic 
growth tor eleventh- and twelfth-century Maroneia. In many areas 
of Peloponnesos, but also as far north as the Chalkidike Peninsula, 
olive trees had gradually taken some portions of the arable land, with
out completely eliminating crop cultivation. Similarly, mulberry trees 
must have been common in Peloponnesos and Boeotia, where the 
silk industry flourished in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. 

Most scholars agree that the agricultural techniques employed 
throughout the Middle Ages and, in some cases, the early modern 
period were typical tor extensive, not intensive agriculture. Although 
the common opinion is that in the early Middle Ages slash-and-burn 
agriculture was the norm, neither written nor archaeological evi
dence seems to confirm such views. Only a tew pollen studies have 
so far been published and only for limited areas. However, such studies 
already suggest that the system in place may have been a flexible torm 
of fallow sequence in which arable lands were periodically allowed 

- T. E. Gregon·. "An Early Byzantine (dark-age) 'ettlement at ],thmia: prcliminarv 
report." in The Ct>rinthi<~ in the Ro111<111 l'cri,>d llld11ding the H1pcrs Cil'l'll ,u ,, Sylll
po-<illlll Held <It t/1(' Ohio St,Jtc ['ni!•cr-<ity on ;--9 .\Icnch. 1991. ed. b\' T. E. Gregory 
(Ann Arbor:Jourrul of Roman Archaeology. ll)l)3). pp. J+l)-I(JO; Zh. Vcizharm·a. 
Srcdn,>l'Ckt>l'IINo sclishtc s. Cdl·l'.ill, Si!istrcwki oh,i~ 117--.\/ 1'.1 [The medienl ,·illage 
of Gan·:in near Silistra[ (Sotia: Izd.nel,tvo m B.ilg.Jr,k.lt.! Abdemiia tu N.tukite. 
1<)~6): S. Dolinescu-Ferche. "H.lbtt,m du VIe et Vile sic·de, de notre ere j Dul
cc.mca IV ... /),rei,,. \·ol. 3r, (ll)l)2). pp. 12)--I/7. 
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to lie fallow tor a varying number of years, sometimes as long as 
\vas needed for old fields to become wasteland.' Long-term archaeo
logical excavations in Dulceanca (southern Romania) have identified 
four sixth- to seventh-century settlements located at about two miles 
ti-om each other on the left bank of a creek. This has been interpreted 
not as a string of contemporary sites, but as the shifting hamlets of 
one and the same community moving around within a distance of no 
more than ten miles from the previous settlement. The most likely 
explanation for this phenomenon is what has been described as "itin
erant agriculture": as arable land lost its fertility after repeated culti
vation without manuring, the fields were abandoned for a number 
of years, during which time other tlelds previously lefi: fallow were 
brought under cultivationY However, many more studies are needed 
for areas in Southeastern Europe with a different landscape protlle 
(such as central Croatia, Greece, or Thrace) before drawing any firm 
conclusions. The model of "itinerant agriculture" may not be appli
cable either to the entire region or to the entire period under study 
in this book. Moreover, long-term continuity may have coexisted 
\vith substantial alterations of the economic patterns. For example, 
paleobotanic studies of charred seeds found on several early medieval 
sites in Romania, Moldova, and Bulgaria indicate a high incidence 
of millet as the preferred cereal. Millet was still the preferred cereal 
in the hinterland of Dyrrachion in the early twelfth century, but by 
then wheat had replaced millet in the large granaries feeding the 
population of Constantinople, which were located in or near Philip
popolis. Wheat, but also spelt and rye have replaced millet in the 

' E. I. Emandi. "Cultura pLmtl"lor in nordul Moldovei (sec. IX-XV) in lumina 
cercet:irilor paleobotanice [Crop cultiv,uion in northern MoldaYia between the 
ninth .md the fifteenth century in the light of paleobotaniC!] research[.·· Hier<7-
-'"-'· vol. 3 (t()H 1), 51: E. Hajn.dov.i. "Die ,lfch:iobotanischc Funde.'' in l<7tnts
Kril'ina. Sp,italltil:e Beti·sti~""X und ji·(dullittelaltcrliche Siedlu11g <111 der II/I term Donau. 
ed. by C. von Biilmv .md D. Schictcrdecker. vol. IV (Berlin: Abdemie Verlag, 
ll)() l), pp. 26I-2()H. For more general conclusions regarding the landscape of the 
early medieval commtmities of .1griculturists. sec L Bjorkman, A. Fcurdean, and 
B. Wohlfmh, "Late CI.Kial and Holocene fc1rest dynamics at Steregoiu in Gut,iiului 
Mount.lins. Northwest Rom;~nia." Rn•int• <l( l'<71<7eol>otmty <!lid H!lyllolo.~y, vol. 124 
(2003). pp. 7<J-l I I. 

'J Curt.! . . \l,JI:in.~ the Sl,li'S. p. 2 7(>. For inner.mt .tgriculture in more recent times. 
see H. H. St.thl. ·fr,lditional R<llll<111t<7rt l 'ill<7xe Collllllllllities. The ]r,lllsiti''" ji·o111 rhe 
Collllllllll<li to the CaJ>it,J/ist .\lode of l'rod11ction i11 the D,111ul>c R1;~io11 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge Uniwrsitv Press .md l',tri<: Editions de l.1 Maison des Sciences de 
I'Homllll'. J<;Ko). p. (>J. 
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diet of the eleventh-century inhabitants of the Pohiirniceni-Petruha 
rural site excavated in Moldova. Crop rotation is attested for twelfth
century Thessaly, Macedonia, and Thrace, but in the absence of any 
data from pollen analysis or the archaeological study of fields nothing 
is known about comparable developments in Transylvania, Serbia, 
or northeastern Bulgaria. This is indeed one of the areas in which 
much more work is needed in order to elucidate fi.mdamental ques
tions regarding both soil-tilling techniques and social and economic 
change. 

The analysis of animal bones found on various sites excavated 
in Southeastern Europe has shown that the proportion of cattle, 
some used as burden animals, was only slightly larger than that of 
sheep and goats, with pigs following at some distance. 10 On the 
other hand. there is no evidence, archaeological or otherwise, of an 
advanced combination of crop cultivation and animal husbandry, the 
hallmark of West European developments during the early Middle 
Ages. Most scythes found in settlements or hoards are short-handled, 
most suitable for clearings, stony soils, and all spots where grass grew 
in abundance and had a sufficient height. Combined with the com
plete absence of any remains of storage facilities or stables on early 
medieval sites in the region, the evidence of scythes thus suggests that 
although livestock breeding may have been of some significance, no 
farmstead economy developed from the combination of farming and 
cattle breeding. II On the other hand, even with a predominantly pas
toral economy, as the case seems to have been for the Avar qaganate, 

"' Zooarchaeological studies are particularly advanced in Hungary and Romania, 
but less so in Bulgaria, Greece. Serbia, and Croatia. Sec S. Haimovici, "Studiul 
resturilor mamifCrdor domestice descoperite in J)ezjri din sec. VIII-XII situate 
in sud-estul Rominici [The study of the faunal renuins found on eighth- to 
twdfth-centurv sites in southe.lstern Romania j ," SCI J :':!. \"lll. 3 5 (I ')S4). pp. 3 I I-
3 19: L. I3artosie\vicz. "Early medieval tcumal remaim trom Pontes (Iron Gates 
Gorge. Eastern Serbia)." .~AfiSH, \'Ol. 4X (I'J<JI). pp. 2XI-}Is. For a general 
European perspective, see S. Bbkiinyi. "The development of stock breeding and 
herding in medieval Europe." in Agriculture in the .\Iiddle A~es: "hchn,,fo.~y. 1'1wticc, 
and ReprcsC/Itation. ed. by D. Sweeney (Philadelphi,J: Uniwrsity of Penmylnnia 
Press, 1995), pp. 41-6r. 

'' J. Henning, ''Unterscheide und Gemeimamkciten zwischen si.Iwischer und 
fr;inkischer Land\virtschaii: in Gehictcn friihmittei.IIterlichcr Sudtentwicklung ... 
in 7i·udy V J!c::lrdlfllt1rodno.e,o Kon,grcs.w arkhcolt~I!Ol'--~I~IIIistol'. Kicl' J,S-----25 sc11tiabrit1 
1985 g., ed. by P. P Tolochko, l. E. Borovskii, A. A. Knzlovskii. and A. P Mocia. 
vol. 11 (Kiev: Naukova Dumka. I<)~S). pp. 224-225. Short-handled 'cythcs are 
known trom such di,·ersc sites in Southe.lstern Europe .ls Shurdluh in northern 
Albania. Moh;\cs in southern Hungar)·· .md Shumen in northeastern Bulgaria. 

1 
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as well as for the Bulgar and early Hungarian polities, agricultural 
produce appears to have been in abundance. Walter Pohl has noted 
that unlike Germanic federates of previous centuries, the Avars never 
received supplies of food from the Romans, while everything indi
cates that they were capable of organizing a very successful economic 
infrastructure. 1 ' The same is true for eighth- and ninth-century Bul
garia, but the ways in which nomads and non-nomads interacted 
\vithin the early medieval landscape is not simply an issue hinging 
on social organization, because pastoralism and crop cultivation were 
not mutually exclusive modes of production. 

With the notable exception of Hungary, there is so far little under
standing of medieval (nomadic) pastoralism in Southeastern Europe. 13 

Pastoralism in the Balkans is invariably associated with the Vlachs, but 
the basis for such association is to be found more in twentieth-century 
ethnographic reports 14 than in medieval sources. 15 Transhumant 

" W. Pohl. "Zur Dynamik barbarischer Gesdlschaften: das Beispiel der Awaren," 
Klio. vol. 73 (ISJSJI), pp. ws-!loo. 

' 3 Most illmtrativc in tlut respect is the work of the Hungarian historian G. Gyor±ty, 
"Svstcme des residences d'hiver et d'cte chez les nomades et les chets hongrois au 
Xc siecle., AL:'.\IA, vol. I (I Sl75), pp. +5- j 53: rl 'irtsdJ<ift lt/td Gcscllschaft dcr L'ngam 
11/ll die }<ihrt<iii.'Cttd!I'etulc (Vienna, Cologne, Graz: Bohlau, lSJ8.J); and "Nomades 
ct seminomades: Ia naissance de l'etat hongrois." in f'opoli delle stcpe: L'nni, Auari, 
L"ngari, 21-29 aprilc 19!?7, vol. II (Spoleto: Pressa del Centro, ISJ88). pp. 621-636. 
Research on nomads and pastoralism in the steppe corridor was very advanced 
in the Soviet Union. See, t(>r example, A. 0. Dobroliubskii, Kochcuniki Sci•cro
Zapadttogo f'richcmonJor'ia I' cpokhu srcdtu·uckoi•'ia [The nomads of the northwestern 
region of the Black Sea during the Middle Ages] (Kiev: Naukova Dumka, ISJ86). 
By contrast, only broad generalizations are available for Bulgaria, e.g .. V Giuzelev, 
"Economic development and forms of social and political organisation of the 
Proto- Bulgarians prior to the toundation of the Bulgarian state (4th-7th c.)," 
Bantkan Slto Aji,, kmkyu, vol. (, (ISJ80), pp. SJ)-IOJ. 

14 Much progress has been made in recent decades in the anthropology of pastorJl
ist communities in the Balk<1ns. Sec, t(Jr example. C. Chang, Pastoral Ti-ans
llllm<iltcc itJ the Southall H11lkalls as <1 Sol'ial Idcolo<RY. All EtlllioardJaeoloxiccil Research 
in .\.orthcm Crcccc (W;Ishington: American Anthropological Association, !')93). 
For pastoralism in the Carpathian Mountains, sec C. Constantinescu-Mircqti, 
Jl.ist<'litul trattslnultaJJt ,,·j implica(iilc lui In 1rallsilmllia ,<i /i1ra Rolluittcasc.i Jll sccolclc 
.\f 'III-XIX [The Transhumant Pastoralism and its Implications for Eighteenth- to 
Nineteenth-Century Transylvania and Walachiaj (Bucharest: Editura Acadcmiei 
Rcpublicii Socialiste Rom;inia, ISJ7!l). 

" However. seeM. Cyiini. O<Les Vlaqucs du Mont Athos au debut du Xlle siecle ... 
Etudes s/ai'('S ct rt'IIITI<lillcs, vol. I (I SJ-tB). pp. J0-+2: and ><La tramhumance des 
Vlaqucs balbniqucs :n1 Moyen Age," Ry::cantilloslm•ic<1, vol. 12 (1952). pp. 2SJ--t2. 
Re,·ision of this topic is urgently needed in the light of both new evidence and 
new anthropologicd appro.1ches to pastoralist communities. 
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pastoralism was indeed an economic strategy associated with moun
tains, and old preconceptions about "primitive" or "backward" 
mountain communities of shepherds may be responsible f()r the cur
rent lack of historical and archaeological studies of medieval pastoral
ists. Transhumance practices in the Balkans, with their typical traffic 
between upland and the adjacent coastal plains, may have been very 
different from that of Transylvania and the neighboring regions. '1

' 

Here, again, more work is needed in order to answer ftmdamental 
questions about the role of pastoralism in regional economies, the 
social structures associated with such economic specialization, or the 
impact of early medieval states on pastoral practices. 

The development of crafts in Southeastern Europe was largely 
determined by the market and the available resources. The raw mate
rial commonly used for most tools and weapons was bog iron, ·which 
required much tempering. Most of the iron artifacts found on early 
medieval sites in Bulgaria have steel edges welded to iron bases by 
means of forging. ' 7 Hoards of iron implements and weapons found in 
Romania, Bulgaria, and Serbia include hammers, anvils, and tongs, 
as well as iron ingots. However, late eighth- and early ninth-century 
swords with high-carbon steel blades found in Croatia were imported 
from Carolingian Francia. Similar conclusions may be drawn from 
the examination of other crafts. The pottery production attested by 
kilns excavated in Dulceanca (sixth to seventh century), Topola and 
Khotnica (tenth century), or Veliko Tarnovo (late eleventh and early 
twelfth centuries) was geared to local demand, but some interre
gional trade took place. In the eleventh and early twelfth centuries, 
the Fine Sgraffito Ware found on sites in the northern Balkans and 
in Dobrudja seems to have been imported, at least partially, from 

''' As suggested by I. Donat. "'La vie p.1storale chez les Rounuim et scs probkmes ... 
D,Jcor,,nwnia. s·ol. 1 (I<J73). pp. 78-S3. 

,- S. VitlianO\·. "'Das Schmiedeh,mdwerk in Dulgarien vom Vll.-XIV. Jh .. "' S/,wi,1 
Antiqu<1. vol. 32 (ry8y-ryyo). pp. q)-I7D:j.l'iaskmvski. "'Metallkundliche Unter
suchungen antiker und frlihmittelaltcrlicher Eiscngegemt;inde."' in !dtrus-Krif'ill<1. 
Spdt,1ntikc Bcf(·stigung und ji·t"i/unittcf,dtcrlichc Sicdlung <111 dcr llllf<TCII Do11<111. ed. 
by G. son Diilow and D. Schicterdeckcr. vol. rv (!3erlin: Abdemie VerL1g. 
r l)CJ r ). pp. 2.p-260. For smelting techniques .rssou.Hed ss·ith bog-Iron sources. 
sec $. Oltcarm, "'Proet'des d'influencc sian· pour !.I reduction du ti..-r .i !"est des 
C:arp.Hhes. au VIe-VIle sii-cles dans lc contexte de Lr technologic traditionnclle des 
c1Utochtone.;;." in Rl1pports du fill' C~ongn'·-~- intCrll!ltiOI!dl d'lll'(h(\l!t:~ZiC s!dl 1C, Hrllfisf,1l't1 
7-qscptcnlillc 1975. cd.lw B. Chropov,k\-. sol. I (BratisLrs·,c VEDA. l'J7<J). pp. )~I
S ~0. 
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the pottery workshops in Greece, such as that excavated in Corinth. 
Equally imported, perhaps fi-om Thuringia, was the Gray Ware found 
on some of the sites associated with the first Saxon "guests" of Tran
sylvania. In tenth-century Bulgaria, specialized kilns in Pliska and 
Preslav produced tiles, bricks, and pipe segments for water conduits. 

There is good archaeological evidence that much of the craft pro
duction of the earlier period was household-based. Crucibles, molds, 
dies, and defective casts found in settlement assemblages indicate that 
many metal artiE1cts, such as brooches or buckles, were often pro
duced within the same structure that was used as a dwelling. 1s Spin
dle whorls and loom weights occasionally found in such structures 
suggest that textile production was also a cottage industry. Silk was 
produced in specialized workshops in twelfth-century Thebes, but 
imported silk was also identified archaeologically on such a remote 
site as Dinogetia on the Lower Danube. On the other hand, profes
sionals were without any doubt of high social status during the earlier 
period, as indicated by the Avar artisan graves trom Felnac or Band. 19 

It has been suggested that, far from being simple collections of iron 
tools and weapons with intrinsic value, hoards of iron implements 
and weapons may have been associated with the aristocratic group 
known in ninth- and tenth-century Bulgaria as tarqa11s. 20 Almost all 
such assemblages of iron artifacts were found in or near the royal 
centers at Pliska and Preslav, which begs the question of what rela
tion may have existed between craft specialization and the rise of the 
medieval states. At Pliska in the ninth, at Preslav in the tenth, and 
at Tarnovo in the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries, entire 
residential quarters were transformed into crafi: production centers 
geared exclusively to the demand of the local elites. Glass produc
tion is attested in ninth-century Pliska, as well as in tenth-century 
Preslav. Each one of these sites had a belt of satellite settlements whose 
role was to supply food and services tor the aristocracy residing in 

'' B. Sz. Szmonicwski. ''Production of early medic,·al ornaments made of non
ierrous mctdls: dies from arcll.lcological tinds in north-east Rom.mia."' Act<J.-l.rch,Ic
olc:~ica Cup,uhic,l. vol. 37 (2002). pp. III-I.l5· 

'') H. Winter. ''] )ic Buntlnctallbc.n·bcitung bei den Aw,Jren."' in Rcitnvdlkcr <Ill.' dc111 
Ostm. H111111<'11 + Au•,nm. HIIIX<'IIidndischc LuulcsmL<stcllullg 1996. Sddo/3 H,Ifbtum, 
26 .. -l.pril-}1. Oktol)('r 1996, cd. by F. Daim. K. K.ms. and P Tomb (Eisenstadt: 
Amt dcr BurgcnLindischc·n Lmdcsregierung. IC)l)o). pp. 3 5 5-3 5~. 

'J F. Curta, "Bbcbmiths. warnors and tournaments of,·alue: dating and interpreting 
e.Irly medic\·al ho.mh of iron implements in Eastern Europe ... l:]>hclllcris .\.<ipoccnsis. 
\'Ol. 7 (I 'J<J7). pp 21 J-2(>S. 
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the nearby palatial compound. 21 "Service villages" may have also 
existed in the environs of ninth-century Nin or eleventh-century 
Bribir; late eleventh- and early twelfth-century Ras; or late twelfth
and early thirteenth-century Melnik. However, without extensive 
archaeological research at a micro-regional level, the existence of 
such settlements remains hypothetical. By contrast, More~ti in Tran
sylvania was an eleventh- to thirteenth-century village of specialized 
workers, peasants, and craftsmen, who may have served the exclusive 
needs of the neighboring stronghold and the residence of the local 
count. 

SOCIETY 

The typical village in Southeastern Europe consisted of a number of 
sunken-floored huts of almost standard structure and size with one or 
two heating facilities, either stone or clay ovens. Such buildings are 
common on most sites in the region throughout the entire medieval 
period. 22 Some sixth- and eleventh-century settlements (Dulceanca, 
More~ti, Mrsunjski Lug, Dinogetia) also produced evidence of above
ground buildings, but sunken-floored huts and above-ground houses 
seem to have been mutually exclusive, as they rarely coexisted within 
the same settlement. Sunken-floored buildings were often found in 
clusters separated by larger or smaller open areas. Since the living area 
within each one of those buildings could accommodate no more than 
five individuals, it has been suggested that the basic social unit on early 
medieval sites in Southeastern Europe was the minimal family. The 
average settlement in the earlier period may thus have had between 
fifty and seventy people, with relatively larger numbers during later 
times. 23 

21 J. Henning. "Vorn Herrschafi:szentrurn zur stadtischen Grollsiedlung mit 
agrarischcr komponente. Archaologische Nachweise dcr Lmdwirtschaft aus dem 
frii hmittelalterlichen Pliska," Plisk.t-Prcslm•, vol. 8 (2000), pp. 74-86. 
M. Takacs, "Der Hausbau in Ungarn vorn 2. bis zum 1 3. Jahrhundert n. Chr. -
ein Zeitalter einheitlicher Grubenhauser?," in Du· R11nli Ho11scjYom tile .\1(~ratiott 
Period to tile Oldest Still Sta11di11.~ Bllildii!,~S. R11ra!ia IV, 8.-1}. September 2001, Bad 
Bcdcrkcsa, Loll'cr Saxo11y, Genllally, ed. by J. Kl:Jpstc (Prague: Institute of Archae
ology, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic. 2002). pp. 272-290. 

23 Curta, .\Iaki11g the Sial'S, p. 283. For similar conclusions based on the analysis of 
early medieval cemeteries, see V Ruseva, "Mortality patterns .md lite expectancy 
in medieval skeleton populations from Bulgaria (VIII-X c. All)." .4B. vol. 7 (2003). 
pp. 77-84. 
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Next to nothing is known about land tenure during the earlier 
period, for which scholars assume a predominantly communal econ
omy at a village level. This is further viewed in contrast to a domanial 
(seigneurial) economy oflater times, when large estates appear in the 
written evidence. The "itinerant agriculture" briefly described above 
could not possibly have allowed for the developments of a hierarchy 
of access rights to land, but it would be equally wrong to think of 
communities of free peasants in terms of an egalitarian society. 24 It 
has often been said that in such societies, responsible for the early 
emergence of wealth and status differentiation must have been the 
dissolution of the community of free peasants. In reality, the rela
tively early evidence of "service settlements" in Bulgaria suggests 
that entire communities may have been moved from one place to 
another according to the needs of the ruler. The origins of servi
tude in the medieval society of Southeastern Europe may have much 
more to do with such phenomena of "despotic" power than with 
the fading away of pristine freedom. On the other hand, during the 
eleventh and twelfth centuries there was a clear correlation between 
the organization of vast estates in the central, southern, and eastern 
Balkans, on the one hand, and the disappearance of communities of 
free peasants, on the other. Most scholars describe the phenomenon 
in terms of a fi.mdamental distinction between proprietors and tenant 
farmers, but new regional studies show that the picture was much 
more complicated. 2

) Isaac Comnenus granted to his monastery of 
the Mother of God Kosmosotcira near Vera the estate of Neokastron 
together "with its dependent peasants settled both inside and out
side. " 26 Some of the inhabitants of two other villages he donated to 
his monastery were soldiers, who are described as "disobedient when 
it comes to paying the taxes they owe," an indication, perhaps, that 
they wanted their status to be distinguished from that of all other 

'+ M. Comja, '"Comidc·rations relatives ,] Ia communaute villageoise en territoire 
roumain aux VI-VIle sicclcs," in Acres dtl Xlle Congn's imernational de.< srimccs 
prchistoriques <'t protohistoriques, Hratislaua, 1-7 scptentbrc 1991, ed. by J. Pavuj, vol. IV 
(Bratislava: lnstitut archc·ologique de l'Academie Slovaquc des Sciences a Nitra, 
ll)')J),pp. 1)-17-

,, See. tor example, V. Kravari, Ville.< ct l'il/,,ges de .\laccdoine occidCIItalc (Paris: Pierre 
Lethiclleux, I')H<J). 

''' Typikon o( the Sebastokrator /s,wr Konntl'llos 6'), English tramlation by Sevi:enko, 
p. ~2H. Equally '"dependent" were the peasants and the residents of the '"market 
Sagoudaous" (p. H2<J). 
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dependent peasants. 27 That distinction was certainly on the mind of 
the early thirteenth-century castle warriors appearing in front of the 
Cathedral chapter in Oradea to defend themselves against attempts 
to treat them as castle folk. But tenant status did not preclude access 
to land. By I I 50, the descendants of the tenant farmers established 
in the eleventh century on the monastic estates in Veljusa already 
owned the land they farmed. Most families in the fourteen villages 
that the chapter of the Cathedral in Arad owned in the early thir
teenth century tilled their own fields, although they had some sort 
of obligation to the chapter, either in labor or in kind. 

Very little is known about the organization of estates in tenth
century Bulgaria, but contemporary sources, such as the Court Latl' 
for the People (Zakon sudnyi lit~dem), refer to wage laborers (1win11zikr), 
as well as peasants without any land who were exempt from taxes 
(slobodniki). 2 x Both categories also appear in Byzantine sources of 
the eleventh and twelfth centuries. On monastic or lay estates in 
the Balkans, the amount of land farmed by tenants and short-term 
leaseholders was by far larger than that of the domanial tann. The 
demesne was also considerably smaller than the land distributed as 
t]:ee hides on the estates owned in eleventh-century Carniola by the 
bishop ofFreising. Moreover, sources such as the Cadaster of Thebes 
show a tendency towards parcellization, which has been interpreted 
as a consequence ofboth demographic pressure and a more intensive 
exploitation of the soil. Tenants without any land of their own also 
appear on the mid-thirteenth-century estates of the episcopal see in 
Alba lulia. On the other hand, some slaves may have still been at 
work around AD 6oo on medium-sized estates in !stria. 2 ~ In Greece, 

21 Typikon {!f rhc Sebastokrator Is,1t1( Koi/11/CilOS 0t). English tr<lnsLltion by SevCenko. 
p. ~..fli. In another paragraph of the typikon. the two <ettlcmcnts \\'ith <oldiers are 
mentioned as "military vilbge<, ,. which may indiutc that the entire popuL!tion 
of e.lCh of them may han· enjoyed treed om at some point in the p.1st. 

'·" D. Angelov, "l)ie bulgdri<.Jchen Linder und das bulgJri\Chl' Yolk in den Crenzen 
des bvzantinischcn Reiche< im XI. und XII. J!hrhundert (101~-11~)) (Sozial
okonomische Verh:iltnisse)." in Proceed in.(.' o( tile :\III til lnrem,1fiOII<11 Congress <'( 

By::,111tine Studies, Oxf(m! 5-10 Scptc/1/bcr 1966. ed. bv J. M. Hmsey (London and 
New York: Oxford University Prell. 1 <)67). p. 1 )~. See .1lso C. C.mkm·,1-Petkon. 
"La population agraire d.ms ks terres bulg.1res som 1.1 domin.nion lwzantine aux 
Xl-Xlle <iecle<.'' By.z,mtinobu(~,uic,,, vol. 1 ( 1 <J(>2). pp. 2<J<J-3 1 1. 

''! V Cir,Jrdijurkic, "La continuit.\ edilizia delk ville rustic he rom.mc in i<tri.l durante 
L1 dominazione biz.mtina." in .\!7. intem,lfion,dcr HJ'.:C<IIJtini.<tmk<>n~nJ! .. 4ktcn. II. 
ed. lw W. Hiir.mdner, C. C:up.lm', .md E. Kislingc•r. ,·ol. I\' (Vienn,l: Verl.1g der 
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large estates of the earlier period were certainly worked by slaves, 
such as those owned by the Peloponnesian widow Danelis. There 
\Vere many slaves working on the lands of the Abbey of St. Peter 
In the Village founded in r Oo<J near Split by Peter Crni of Gumaj. 
As late as r 22X, King Andrew II of Hungary granted to his chief 
treasurer Denys an estate near Cluj with all its freed and (still) enslaved 
inhabitants. Judging from the evidence of the Register of Oradea, in 
early thirteenth-century Transylvania crime and the inability to pay 
one's debts were punished with enslavement, but some slaves appeared 
in front of the chapter to defend themselves against attempts to turn 
them into castle folk (castrcnses). This suggests that both enslavement 
and freedom were fluid categories of social classification. On the 
other hand, nothing indicates that slaves had a predominant role in the 
domanial economy of Southeastern Europe, despite the fact that both 
the written and the archaeological evidence suggest the existence of 
an active slave tradeJ 0 

"Service settlements" and other similar phenomena may have also 
been responsible, at least in part, for the rise of certain segments of the 
Southeast European nobility. By 1250, many castle warriors in Tran
sylvania claimed noble status and were subsequently included into 
the legal definition of nobility. Noble families with well-established 
power and control of state otlices sported high-ranking titles that 
appear in ninth-century Bulgar inscriptions, but no information exists 

()sterreichi;chc Abdemie der Wi;,emch.lften, I<;R2). pp. 5H5-5<;4: R. Matijasic. 
"La produzione agricole in !stria nel VI-VII secolo," in Radoui XIII .. \fcilullarodii,~Q 
Ko11xrcs,, ~'' st,lrokrH,JIIsku arhcoh~~iiu. Split-Pord (25. 9.-1. 10. 199~). ed. by N. Cambi 
and E. Marin, vol. II (Vatican: l'ontiflcio lstituto di Archeologia Cristiana and Split: 
Arheo]o(ki Muzej, I<;\IX), pp. I 107-I 120. 

H. Kbpstein. "Einige Aspekte des byzantinischen und bulgarischen Sklavenhan
dels im X. j.1hrhundert. Zur Novelle des Joannes Tzimiskes i.iber Sklavcnhan
delszoll," in llctes du pre111ier Co11gr<~s illtcnwtio11al des hudes balka11iques et sud
est Clirop<;CIIIICS, cd. by V T:ipkov,l-Zaimova, S. Dimitrov, and E. Sarafova, vol. 
m (Sofia: Editions de !'Academic !3ulg.m: des Sciences, 1<;69), pp. 237-247: 
N. Bud.1k, "SiaHTY in late medieval I )almatia/Croatia: labour, legal status, inte
gration ... in L1 .<cn•itudc d,m; lcs pays de Ia .\!CditcrrallcC Ncidclltalc chrhicll/IC a11 X lie 
si,~clc ct au-dc/,i: dcclill<llltc ou rci/OIII'Cice' .'lacs de Ia tahlc ro11dc de Rolllc (Sf ct 9c ortobre 
1999! (Rome: Ecole Fr.m\·.1ise de Rome. 2ooo). pp. 745-7(}0. For the .uchaeolog
ic.ll evidence. 'cc J Henning, "Gcbngcnenfe,;cln im sla\vischen Siedlung:;raum 
und der europ:iischcn Ski.!H'niundel im il. bis r 2. Jahrhundert. Arch,iologische; 
zum Beckutungsw,mdcl von \kbbos-;ak.lliba-sLn·us'." Ccml<lllia, \·ol. 70 (IC)'J2). 
pp. +03--f2(>. 
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about their survival into the late tenth or early eleventh century. 3 1 

Noble clans dominate the political life of late twelfth- and early 
thirteenth-century Croatia and Greece. Bulgar inscriptions often 
mention the "men of the ruler," whose death the ruler wanted to 
commemorate by having an inscription carved in stone. Whether or 
not such aristocrats may be compared to the king's men in eleventh
to thirteenth-century Hungary remains an open question. Nothing is 
known about the relation between ranks and landed estates in tenth
century Bulgaria, but the existing evidence suggests that the relations 
between the ruler and the court aristocracy may have still involved 
personal rather than group loyalty, as many noblemen involved in the 
state apparatus had their permanent residences in the vicinity of the 
royal palace and were probably granted land in the region. By contrast, 
no evidence exists of substantial grants of royal land to the aristoc
racy of tenth- and eleventh-century Croatia, members ofwhich may 
have already owned estates when appearing in inscriptions or charters 
with titles referring to state offices. The same is true of the native 
aristocracy of Bulgaria in the aftermath of the Byzantine conquest. 
Until the late twelfth century, there is no indication of land grants 
(or revenue trom imperial estates, in the form ofpronoiai) as a form of 
imperial reward for the services oflocal noblemen. Nor do we hear, 
before I I 8 5, of any demands for such rewards from local noblemen. 
Large estates originating in imperial grants are only ,lttested for "out
siders," such as the Grand Domestic Gregory Pakourianos or Isaac 
Comnenus, the brother of Emperor John II Comnenus. 32 Nothing is 
known about the organization ofland tenure in the northern Balkans 
during the eleventh and twelfth centuries, especially about the estates 

" A. Granberg. "Observations on Bulgarian eLm names in the 7th-<;th centuries." 
in Cil'itas dil'illo-hlll/1<1/hl. ~ · chest 11a pro/i·sor Ceo~~~ 13akaloi•, ed. by T. Stepanov 
and V. Vachkova (Sofi.1: Centar za izsledvaniia na balgarite "Tangra" TanNakRa 
IK. 2004). pp. ))I-S()I: G. N. Nikolov, ''The Bulgarian ,lristocracy 1n the war 
,1g.1inst the Bvzantine Empire (97 I-I o I<;) . ., in Hy::<~lltilllll and East Cmtml Lurope. 
ed. by M. Salamon. C. Priming. and !' Stephenson (Cr.1cow: Secesja, 200I). 
pp. qi-I5H. 

·"~ P. TiYchcY and G. CJnkova-Petkova, "Au sujet de~ relation\ ft'odales dans lcs 
territoires bulgares sous Ia domination byzantine ,i LI fm du Xle siccle et pendant b 
premi~re rnoitie duX lie siecle," 13yz<111tillo/JII(~aric<l, vol. 2 (I <;M), pp. I 07- I 2). See 
also S. N. Lishev. "Nckotorve ,·oprosy feodal'nykh otnoshenii v Ilolgarii X v. i v 
epokhu vizantiiskogo gospodstva [Some LJUCstions regarding the feudal relations 
in Bulgaria during the tenth century and the period ofllvuntine ruk[." l '!'. ,·ol. 
-'J.I (II)SO). pp. 2I-cJ.). 
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of"outsiders" oflesser rank, such as Pecheneg and Cuman chieftains 
established south of the Danube River. Equally obscure are the sta
tus and economic privileges of the Serbian nobility under rulers of 
the dynasty established by Nemanja in the late twelfth century. St. 
Sava's Life (!f Lord Simeon refers to Nemanja's "chosen boyars, both 
the high and low in rank," who participated in the Ras assembly of 
I I ()o 33 But both the nature of such rank distinctions and the basis 
of power ofNemanja's boyars remain unknown. Particularly needed 
for twelfth-century Serbia, as well as for contemporary Croatia and 
tenth-century Bulgaria, is a study of noble residences, their structure 
and organization. The complexity of the alterations brought to the 
formerly Byzantine t()rt at Ras in the late twelfth century, when the 
site may have become one of Nemanja's "'capitals," can serve as an 
example of how much archaeology can reveal about status represen
tation. Equally illustrative are the excavations in Melnik, the only site 
of the later period that has so f;1r produced evidence of an aristocratic 
house. Compared to Ras, the Boyar's House in Melnik is strikingly 
similar: both show a preoccupation with fortification, most notable 
in the addition of towers, but also a concern with representation 
of power in the form of large halls designed to receive fairly large 
gatherings of men, either in assemblies or in feasts. 

The landed aristocracy may well be elusive in the central regions 
of the Balkans, but it certainly is prominent in the history ofmedieval 
Greece. The role of the arrhontcs in the provincial administration has 
been described in detail by Leonora Neville, and the previous chapters 
have alluded to the power of "tyrants" such as Leo Sgouros on the 
eve of the Latin conquest. Less detailed is our knowledge of local 
potentates in the urban environment, particularly in Athens, Corinth, 
Thessalonica, or Dyrrachion. That they \Vielded considerable power 
is demonstrated by such characters in the history of Dyrrachion as 
John Chryselios in the ()70S or Roman us in I r 8 5. Prominent men 
of Larisa were among the conspirators who placed Nikulitzas at the 
head of the revolt of I oM-7. Bishops Eustathius ofThessalonica and 
Michael Choniates of Athens tried hard to curb the power of the 
local archontcs, but without much success. In the Dalmatian cities in 
which communes were established in the 1 roos, bishops were more 
ofi:en among than against the leading men. 

'
1 Sava, L!k (!(Lord Si11tcon 3, Engli~.ih translation by Kantor. p. 263. 
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Cities and towns were not easy to distinguish in medieval South
eastern Europe, and the confiJsion persists in modern historiogra
phy. One of the most urgent tasks of tlJture research is a synthesis 
of local studies of individual settlements, from Corinth to Kam
nik and from Mesembria to Dubrovnik. The urban phenomenon 
in medieval Southeastern Europe is of utmost importance tor the 
history of the entire continent, because the region contains all exam
ples of urban development lines, fi·om direct continuity from the 
old Roman centers (Athens, Dyrrachion, Mesembria, Thessalonica, 
Zadar), to medieval foundations within Roman ruins (Dristra, Philip
popolis) and completely new foundations by either kings (Preslav, 
Biograd) or noblemen (Kanmik). Economic and social criteria are 
given clear preference in defining urban centers, as non-agncultural 
functions and activities or the presence of"classes" extracting income 
tl-om such activities have by now replaced tl-eedom in the seme of 
an autonomous community of merchants and craftsmen. Many more 
comparative studies are needed before drawing conclusions about 
the complex social structure of the medieval cities in Southeast
ern Europe, although it is already clear that a certain mixture may 
have been a critical element of stability and continuity. H Poorly 
understood is the role of the Venetians in such centers as Dyrra
chion or Halmyros, as well as that of the early thirteenth-century 
participation of Dubrovnik in the Balkan trade. Neither Sibiu nor 
Bra~ov may be viewed as a town properly speaking before r. 1250, 

but the growth of these two settlements during the second half of 
the thirteenth century and after 1300 must have had a longer his
tory. Relations between urban centers and their rural hinterlands are 
not very well understood, particularly in such cases as Tarnovo and 
Thessalonica. 3 j 

H S. M. (~irkovJc. "Untl.dtllled .lutonomy: urban society in Serbia .md Bosnia." in 
f._ 'rb<111 Society o( E,1stcm L11ropc in l'rcl/lodcm Tillll'S. cd. lw B. Krekii· (Berkdev: 
University of Calitornia Press. r 'J~7). pp. 1 )S-1 S-t. 

·" The question is at lc.1st r.1ised tc)r the towns on the Black Sc.1 co.1st lw K. C.1~m·a. 
''Selishta v hinterlanda na iuzhnochernomorskitc ~radon· prcz XII-XIV wk 
[Villages in the hinterLmd of the twelfth- to tcHirtl'L'IIth-ccntury to\\·m in the 
southern region of the Black Sea coast[ ... in Srcdnol•cb'i'li<l J3,if~<~rii,, 1 CliallOiliori
cto. Sbomik dok/,uli (1( li<ll/Ciili<if<l kon/cTCIIcii,l, l :m1<1 1980. cd. bv A. Kuzn· (V.1rna: 
Kni~oizd.nclstvo "Ceorgi I::LJkalm·". 1 '.)S2). pp. 1 _10-1 y,_ 
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RELIGION 

The most important cities and towns in Southeastern Europe were 
also episcopal centers. The process of conversion to Christianity was 
accompanied by the building of new churches, many of which were 
founded by noblemen. This is certainly the case of the churches 
erected by a certain Guzma in Ulcinj during the reign of Emperor 
Leo V (X 1 3-il2o); by zllllpan Gastika near the headwaters of the Cetina 
River in Croatia; or by the officers in the thematic troops of Hellas 
who were responsible tor the building of the Church of St. John 
the Baptist in Athens. These were all "private churches," and their 
founders may have retained substantial rights in their administration. 
This is also true t(w the twelfth-century foundations of Nicholas 
Kasnitzes in Kastoria and Otto of Trixen-Unterdrauburg in Dravo
grad. Imperial dignitaries and royal officers were also founders of 
churches that were neither within urban centers. nor associated with 
any monastery, and could thus have served only as parish churches. 
This is certainly the case of the Church of the Holy Virgin at Skripou 
(873 or 874). Very little is otherwise known about the organization 
of the parish network in Southeastern Europe, and no compara
tive study exists that could elucidate questions regarding the growth 
of established dioceses or assess the number of parishes within any 
one of the mY' The existence of parish churches is certainly implied 
by the laws the Hungarian kings Ladislas I and Coloman imple
mented to force people to bury their dead away from the pre
Christian cemeteries and in church graveyards. But even in Transylva
nia, the process whereby parish churches were implemented in each 
county during the late eleventh to early thirteenth century remains 
obscure. 

In Dalmatia, diocesan boundaries were often a matter of dis
pute, as attested by numerous church synods between the tenth and 

_;,, For an attempt to cklineatc diocesan boundaries in "'Dark Age" Greece, see 
P. Y.mnopoulos. "'Metropolcs du Pc·loponnese mesobyzantin: un souvenir des 
invasions ,l\"aro-slaves." By::-,mtiou, voL (>3 (HJ<J3). pp. 38H-+OO. In Bulgaria, such 
boundaries em be tr.teed back to Late Antiquity. See A. Krastev, ''Bischofssitze in 
den bulg.u-ischcn Lindern bis zum IX. Jahrhundert." in Das Christcntttm iu Bu(~ar
im uud att(dcr t'ihr(~m B,r/kauhalhiuscl i11 dcr Spiitautikc ttlld imfrt'ihctt .Hittclaltcr, cd. by 
V. Ciuzelev .md R. l'illinger (Vienna: Verein "Freunde des Hames Wittgenstein," 
Il)~7). pp. 233-23(): B. Nico!m·a. "Division ecclesiastique en Thrace, en Mesic et 
en Illyricum oriental du !Vc au VIlle siecle," BHR, voL 21 (19<)3). pp. 26-33. 
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the twelfth century.H Conflicts between the Dalmatian cities also 
emerged from hierarchical relations between archbishops and their 
suffragans, as the latter naturally aspired to obtain the elevation of 
their status. The rise to metropolitan status of many neighboring 
sees is also attested in Greece and southern Thrace. In Transylvania, 
all existing bishoprics (Alba Iulia, Oradea, and Cenad) were suffra
gans of the archbishop of Kalocsa, to whom was also subordinated 
the early thirteenth-century bishop of Bosnia. However, both the 
"church of the Saxons" and the Teutonic Knights, during their brief 
sojourn in Transylvania, were independent from the bishop of Alba 
Iulia, being under the jurisdiction of the archbishop of Esztergom 
and the pope, respectively. As a sign of their autonomous status, the 
archbishops of Bulgaria, Ohrid, and Serbia maintained their privi
lege to pass judgment on any of their suffragan bishops, an issue of 
great concern to Theophylact Hephaistos in the late eleventh and to 
Demetrius Chomatenos in the early thirteenth century. Church syn
ods were summoned in both Bulgaria (I 2 I I) and Serbia (I 22 I) at the 
behest oflocal archbishops. Moreover, the jurisdiction of the Serbian 
church was regulated in detail in Sava's translation and adaptation of 
the Byzantine lawcode known as the 1Vomokanon, which he presented 
to the synod of Ziea in 1 22 I. Next to nothing is known about the 
corresponding jurisdiction of the Bulgarian church, despite the fact 
that Methodius' Old Church Slavonic translation of the i\'omoka/loll 
must have been among the books Clement, Naum, and the other 
disciples brought to Bulgaria in the late SSos. 

Bulgarian, Serbian, and Croatian dioceses were much larger than 
those on the Dalmatian coast or in Greece. By Lu· the largest was the 
diocese of Ohrid, although it had somewhat diminished in size by the 
time Theophylact Hephaistos was appointed its archbishop. Initially 
the diocese included all the territories occupied by Basil II in roiS, 
but the neighboring archbishops ofThessalonica, Larisa, and Dyrra
chion often disputed, sometimes successfully, the jurisdiction of the 
archbishop of Ohrid over several suffragan sees. Dioceses in Dalma
tia, which were already small, were further subdivided in the twelfth 
century into smaller administrative areas governed by archdeacons 
on behalf of the bishop. Archdeacons were sometimes promoted to 
the episcopal ofEce, as was the case with Thomas of Spalato, the 
author of the thirteenth-century History of Sedona. It remains unclear 

,~ Waldmcillcr. Die Sy11odm. 
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how widespread was the practice of subdividing archdeaconries into 
deaneries or archpresbyteries. 

Few were the events in the history of the Church in Southeastern 
Europe that had a greater influence than Cyril and Methodius' mis
sion to Moravia. The most enduring outcome of that mission, the 
Old Church Slavonic liturgy, became the foundation of the Bulgarian 
church in the tenth century. No evidence exists of its elimination after 
the Byzantine occupation of Bulgaria in IOI8, as several eleventh
century apocrypha are known that were written in Old Church 
Slavonic. It was not within the Byzantine territories that Old Church 
Slavonic caused the greatest turmoil, but in the Dalmatian dioceses 
under Roman jurisdiction. Banned several times in regional synods, 
the use of the Slavic liturb'Y was eventually authorized by Pope Inno
cent IV for that region of northern Croatia that has also produced 
the earliest Glagolitic inscriptions. 

By the early thirteenth century the use of Slavic liturgy had been 
replaced on the papal agenda by the Bosnian heresy. As early as I I 99, 
Vukan of Duklja had accused ba11 Kulin of heresy. Pope Innocent 
III knew that Kulin protected heretics, whom he called Cathars in 
a letter of I 202. Not enough is known, however, about the belief~ 
of the Bosnian Christians to decide whether Innocent's name-calling 
was anything more than just that. At any rate, the pope ordered 
an investigation and dispatched a legate to BosniaY A synod was 
summoned in 1203 in Kulin's presence, at which the leaders of 
the Bosnian church formally renounced the heresy of which they 
were accused and promised to uphold the teachings of the church of 
Rome. But the papal preoccupation with and concerns about Bosnia 
did not stop there. In 122 I, Pope Honorius III warned the arch
bishop of Split against the spread of the heresy and asked him to 
take immediate action. Less than ten years later, Pope Gregory IX 
appointed a German Dominican to the see of Bosnia, while at the 
same time removing that see from the jurisdiction of the archbishop of 
Dubrovnik and placing it under his own. The Hungarian expeditions 
into l3osnia (I 234, I 244, and I 253) were all justified in terms of anti
heretical campaigns, and at least one of them was proclaimed a cru
sade with papal approval. Without sufficient knowledge of the early 
thirteenth-century Bosnian Church. it is difficult to disentangle gen
uine concerns about the rectitude of faith from political and military 

-'' Sanjek, Lcs rhrhims hoslliaqllcs, p. 40. 
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interests. The Bosnian "heresy" may have been no more than a reli
gious movement, perhaps of monastic inspiration, directed towards 
reforming Christian life through a general return to the apostolic 
ideals of poverty and communal life. An early thirteenth-century trea
tise against heretics written in northern Italy distinguished between 
heresies ofBulgarian and "Slavic" origin, but had no knowledge of 
Bosnia.w Nor is it possible to associate the thirteenth-century 
Bosnian church with the Bogomils of tenth-century Bulgaria, despite 
the coincidence in time of the papal concerns with the Bosnian 
church and a synod of the Bulgarian church that was summoned 
specifically to condemn Bogomilism. Given that in I 2 I I ties between 
Rome and the Bulgarian church had not yet been severed, it is nev
ertheless possible that the interest in the Bogomils had been stirred by 
contemporary concerns with the Bosnian heresy and with the Italian 
and French Cathars. 40 

The earliest evidence of the medieval cult ofrelics in Southeastern 
Europe is that ofDalmatia, but holy men otherwise based in southern 
Italy came to Greece as early as the ninth century. The first "native" 
saints of the region are those of Greece and Bulgaria. Despite Boris's 
attempt to commemorate the victims of Malamir's persecution, and 
possibly to establish the cult of his uncle Enravotas, early Bulgarian 
saints were all men of the Church of othenvise obscure social back
ground (Naum, Clement, and John of Rila). By contrast, the first 
Serbian saints were princes (St. Simeon) or monks of aristocratic ori
gin (St. Sava). Saints were the focus of religious and political interest, 
as indicated by several attempts in the course of military campaigns to 
remove and relocate relics. St. Procopius' arm and the body ofSt. John 
ofRila traveled north to Hungary after the Hungarian occupation of 
Nis and Serdica, respectively. The remains of John of Rila returned 
to Serdica, only to be moved later to Tarnovo. Samuel moved the 
body of St. Achilleus from larisa to Prespa, and that of St. Tryphon 
from Kotor to Ohrid. A symbolic appropriation of St. Demetrius of 
Thessalonica took place at the beginning of the I I H 5 revolt of the 
Vlach brothers Peter and Asen. Nothing is known about pilgrimage 
to any of these sites, and the role of local shrines remains equally 

30 Sanjek. Lc; clnhim; bosni,li]IICS, pp. I35-I3h. 

"o A bishop of the Catlurs in Lombardy I1.l!l1ed N.1zarim is known to have been 
taught in the I I ()OS by the wry head of the Bulgo~ri.m church. This has been 
ofi:en interpreted as an indication that around I 200 the Bogomib of Bulgari.1 lud 
established contacts \\·ith the Cathars. See S.mjek, Le; rlirhicns ho;niaq11cs. p. 137. 
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obscure. In the mid-<Joos, the presbyter Cosmas alluded to Bulgar
ian monks, who instead of remaining in their monasteries, suddenly 
decided to go to Jerusalem or to RomeY He may have had pilgrims 
in mind, and both leaden ampullae carrying holy oil and graffiti on 
the walls of tenth-century Bulgarian monasteries substantiate such an 
interpretationY One of the most important saints of Southeastern 
Europe, St. Sava, is known to have died on his way back tram the 
Holy Land. 

Monasticism in Southeastern Europe is another problem in need of 
a comparative approach. Especially needed is a comprehensive study 
of the Western forms of monasticism. By I I oo, there were some fifty 
monasteries on the Dalmatian coast, mainly Benedictine. Carthusian 
houses were only established in Carniola. The arrival of the Cister
cians in Carniola, Slavonia, and Transylvania, but not on the Dal
matian coast, suggests a contrast with the distribution ofBenedictine 
houses, but the pattern is still far from clear. In Southeastern Europe, 
Cistercian monasteries were established near important commercial 
routes and were involved in several economic sectors, not just agri
culture. This is demonstrated, among other things, by the privilege 
on salt trade that King Andrew II granted to the Abbey of Igri~ in 
1230. A similar conclusion may be drawn from the analysis of the 
evidence pertaining to monasteries established in Thrace in the late 
eleventh and tweHth centuries. The typika (rules) tor the monasteries 
in Bachkovo and Vera allude to fairs, from which the monks were to 
procure their necessities and levy sale taxes. Moreover, the monastery 
in Vera was granted rights over a marketplace and twelve ships, a 

+I Lc rr,1itt: (llllfrc lcs Bogo111ilcs. pp. lJ3 and 100. 

"' I. 13arnea, "Mena<.lmpulkn .1uf dem Cebiet R.um:iniens." in .4ktm des XII. illtcr
II<Jtiol/<1/m /(ollgrcsscsti"irchristlichc .--lrchdoh,~ic. 8,•1111, 22~28. Scptcm/Jcr 1991. eel. bv E. 
D.1ssnunn. K. ThL1ede .. md J. Engenunn. vol. I (Miinstcr: Aschendort;,che Ver
i.Jgsbuchlundlung. I<;<;)). pp. )O'J~) I-t: V Cnasimov.1-Tomova, "Uberblick Libcr 
die Ampulkn in !3ulg.•rien," in I (1/1 dcr Scythf,, .:-ur 1),,/Jmd::Ca, eel. by Kh. Kho
liokhn·. R. l'illinger, .md R. Harreitlwr (Vic·nna: Verein "Frcundc des Hames 
Wittgemtein ... I 'J'J7). pp. I -to- I)). Le.1den ampullae \wre al<o produced in Thes
s,Jlonic.l during the thirteenth century for local me. Thcv cont.1ined myrrh ti·01n 
either the (/borillt/1 of St. Demetrim or the tomb of St. Theodora. both in The>Sa
lonica. See Ch. llakirtzi<. "13vz.mtinc ampullae !rom Thessaloniki." in The Blcssin.~s 
,,f Pil~ritll<~~c. cd. by R. Ousterhout (Urb.ma: University of Illinois Press, I<)'JO), 
pp. I -to~ I -t'J. For irnc1gcs ofboots .1s <ymbols of pilgrimage. <ee R.. Kostm·a. "Boot
gr.lltiti ti·01n the· mon.1stery of R.1vna. and e.1rly pilgrimage in Bulgaria.'' .--1.\IS 
(I'.J'J-t~I'J'J)), pp. qo~J(>). 
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clear indication of commercial activity. Particularly problematic ts 
the participation in the economic networks of the royal monasteries 
in tenth-century Bulgaria, and very little is known in that respect 
about monasteries in thirteenth-century Serbia. A fascinating, but 
still underdeveloped line of research is the study of cave monasti
cism, which seems to have been particularly popular in Southeastern 
Europe, fi-om Late Antiquity to the thirteenth century.+3 Relations 
between communities of anchorites and local lords have not been 
sufEciently explored, as research has typically focused on cenobitic 
houses with royal or aristocratic founders. 

There is plenty of evidence for deep religious feelings among mem
bers of the Southeast European elites. Boris, although forced to accept 
baptism in defeat, abdicated in favor of Vladimir and withdrew to a 
monastery, from which he returned only to restore the establish
ment threatened by his son's policies. The same is true of Nemanja, 
who, following his abdication, took the monastic vows and died at 
Mount Athos. Military disasters or misfortunes came to be viewed 
as God's punishments for transgressions. Symeon viewed himself as 
another Moses carrying out God's will and guiding his people to 
the Promised Land. He did penance for almost fifteen years for the 
sins he thought he had committed when waging war against fellow 
Christians in the S9os. In 1237, John Asen interpreted the outbreak 
of plague in Tarnovo, which killed his wife and child, as God's pun
ishment for his betrayal ofjohn Vatatzes and support for the Latins 
of Constantinople. 

One of the most important areas ofcurrent research is the study of 
relations between Catholics and Orthodox. The invisible line separat
ing dioceses of Roman obedience from those under the jurisdiction 
of Constantinople ran through the western part of the region, but the 
details of the local interactions between Catholics and Orthodox have 
not yet received scholarly attention, except tor thirteenth-century 
Greece. The turning point was certainly the sack of Constantinople 
in 1204, but the impact of the Fourth Crusade on the confessional 

"' P. Diaconu and N. Petre. "Quelques observatiom sur lc complcxc archeologique 
de Murfatlar (Basarabi)." Dacia. vol. I 3 (I <J(>\1). pp . ..J.4S-4)(>; C. Atanasov and 
D. Chcshmedzhiev, "Srednovekovniiat skalen manastir do Vanu (Aladzha mana
stir) [A medieval cave monastery near V1rna (the ALldzha Monastery)]," l:::Pcstiia 
1111 .\"arod11iia 11111:::ci IZmra, vol. 2() (I\1\10). pp. 1 IO-I40; C. At.m.1sov. "Rannovizan
tiiski skalni drkvi i manastiri v luzhna Dobrudzha [Early Byzantine cave churches 
and monasteries in Southern Dobrudja]," .-irkhco/,~~;;,,, vol. 23 (1\I<JI), 33-43. 
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frontier in Serbia, southern Hungary, or Transylvania has not been 
studied comparatively. Equally missing is a comparison with the reac
tion to the events of 1204 on other confessional frontiers, such as those 
of Galicia and Lithuania. On the other hand, there is little, if any, evi
dence of confessional hostility in Southeastern Europe before c. 1200. 

In at least two areas (southern Hungary and Dalmatia), parallel church 
administrations were in place and flourished in a tolerant atmosphere. 
The mechanisms of that coexistence are still poorly understood, par
ticularly in the light of the absence of any comprehensive study of 
pansh structure and development. 

The study of medieval Southeastern Europe represents a challenge 
for historiam. The region cannot be easily written out of European 
history, but its bewildering variety is often taken for a form ofexcep
tionalism, an approach that proves to be wrong at a closer analysis. 
But the alternative is also difficult to accept: adding the Southeast to 
the standard narrative of European history will raise more questions 
than it will answer. Straddling twenty meridians and twelve degrees 
of northern latitude, Southeastern Europe was also a bridge between 
worlds that historians had long treated separately. Neither "Western," 
nor Byzantine history can elucidate the problems posed by this Euro
pean region. Nor can its treatment as a periphery either of the "West" 
or of Byzantium do justice to the highly original developments of its 
medieval history. For the Southeast is much more than the Balkans. 
Boundaries are hard to pinpoint on the map, but neither Transyl
vania, nor the steppe corridor north of the Lower Danube and the 
Black Sea can be easily excluded. Equally important is the region of 
the southeastern Alps in present-day Slovenia. The study of medieval 
Southeastern Europe requires an expansion of our understanding of 
the Middle Ages and of the definition of Europe. 
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